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RECORDS OF THE CAPE COLONY.

[Printed Copy.]

A Reply to the Report of the Commissioners of Inquiry at

the Cape of Good Hope upon the Complaints addressed to the

Colonial Government and to Earl Bathurst by Mr. Bishop

Burnett.

Preface.

There is, to the generality of the world, something so imposing
and oracular in the Report of “ one in authority :

” it is so

incased in the awful panoply which custom has allowed to

envelop power, and so much temerity is attributed to the man
who ventures to question its infallibility, that it requires no
small degree of nerve to execute the task I have pledged myself

to perform : but actuated, as I am, by honest motives
;
un-

tainted by any of that malignity so lavishly ascribed to me
by the commissioners, and justified by self-defence, I enter

upon it without the slightest apprehension, and the most
perfect indifference to the result.

It may not be unadvisable, before proceeding to a refutation

of this Report, to call the attention of the reader to the nature

and general object of a Commission of Inquiry
; because, by

exhibiting these in their true light, a juster estimation will be

formed of the real value of its proceedings
;
and in proportion

to the integrity of its construction, will be the success or

failure of the party impugning them. A Commission of

Colonial Inquiry is the last resort of Government to elude

investigation into the proclaimed abuses of a province, and the

mal-administration of its Governor. When the cries of the

oppressed and persecuted have at length reached Parliament,

and redress is demanded with a voice too earnest to be slighted

XXIX. B
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with impunity, the Colonial Secretary instantly lulls the storm

with this effectual damper upon research :
“ Ministers are

about sending out a commission of inquiry.” It necessarily

becomes invidious to urge the subject farther
;
this deprecation

is irresistible
;
and adieu to investigation for a period of time,

regulated, no doubt, in strict conformity to the magnitude and

character of the matters to be examined
;
while the event, in

ninety-nine cases out of a hundred, has proved, that the

report of the commission instituted has been precisely accordant

with the predictions and the desires of the ministry. But
what is this commission in essence ? A sop to Cerberus, and

nothing more. By whom are the commissioners appointed ?

By the Crown. Who investigates and reports upon the issue

of their inquiries ? A committee of the House of Commons.
Now, what would the country think if that committee was
appointed by the Crown also

;
or, in other words, if it was

entirely constructed of members from the ministerial benches,

could it possibly anticipate any result but one in unison with

the wishes of Government ? If, then, it would be considered

preposterous to attempt the organization of such a committee,

does it become less so to confide the more momentous part of

the scrutiny to persons exclusively nominated and paid by
that Government ? And yet this monstrous anomaly has been

a curreni tion or comment, up to the

palpable faith in the hired servants

of a Go-' y to the Government itself,

is scarcely credible
;

nor can it be accounted for but in the

presumption that few, when the result of the inquiry is pub-
lished, have any surviving interest in its details. Time is no
object with the commissioners

;
on the contrary, they amass

fortunes by protraction. Their salaries and appointments are

profusely, I may add, suspiciously, liberal. Years glide away
;

all the anxieties of patriotism abate with their lapse
;
new

objects of interest are in agitation
; the subject of inquiry is

half in oblivion
;
and when the long-expected Report of His

Majesty’s Commissioners is at length brought forth, the greater

part of its instigators are dead, or become indifferent. The
mere commission itself, operating as a warning to the guilty,

has decreased the influx of fresh complaint
;

and nothing

present should be deluded by so
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more is heard but a few impotent reproaches from the victims

of that persecution its authors were professedly delegated to

scrutinize and denounce.

Such, I believe, is a just outline of the origin, progress, and

end of commissions of inquiry : and it now remains to show
in what degree the mission of Mr. Bigge and Major Colebrooke

may be expected to form an exception to the general rule. It

is a well-known fact, that no instance can be adduced of

appointment to the rule of a province bearing any parallel to

that of Lord Charles Somerset’s to the Cape of Good Hope,

with respect to the motives contributing to it
;
and it is equally

notorious, that, but for those motives, his Lordship was about

the last man in England whom the ministry would have

selected for such a delegation. The character of his education

and feelings—the tenor of his pursuits through life— the

estimation in which society held him, and certain imperishable

reminiscences, all alike contributed to mark him out as a very

unfit governor of a distant and recently conquered province.

What, then, overcame so many obstacles to his appointment ?

What but Parliamentary influence ;—and those who are at all

acquainted with its omnipotency will readily concede that the

same powTer which made him Governor at the Cape, would not

be unsparing in its exertions to keep him so. As to the extent

of that influence in this country I shall say little, for it is too

universally known
;
but at the Cape its operation has been to

paralyze every energy of the colonists, and place Lord Charles

Somerset infinitely above the laws he was sent to administer.

The “ Beaufort interest ” has ever been the watch-word of his

party
;
and however flagrant his public injustice, or his private

derelictions, this trite sentence has ever been found efficient

in deterring the aggrieved from a manly expression of their

wrongs. Manifold as the complaints are which have reached

this country against the administration of this Governor, they

bear no proportion to those stifled or suppressed by this magic
“ Beaufort interest.” If, therefore, the Government is com-
pelled to uphold Lord Charles Somerset against its better

judgment, which it manifestly is, how obvious is the deduction,

that a compulsory investigation of his conduct would only be

intrusted to those in whom reliance could be safely placed to

report, as preconcerted by their employers.
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How far these commissioners have manifested their obedience,

if so instructed, or an inclination to shield Lord Charles

Somerset, if left to their own discretion, will be seen, by the

circumstantial proofs I shall now adduce
;
and all I ask is,

that the country’s dependence on the matter of any Report

from these gentlemen, may be strictly proportioned to what-

ever inference it may draw from the facts disclosed.

The announcement of their mission by the Colonial Depart-

ment excited a strong sensation throughout the colony
;

the

Cape government at that time was so tyrannous and over-

bearing, and the Governor manifested so decided a determina-

tion to put down all opposition to his measures by the strong

arm of power, that its appointment was hailed by one and all

with expressions of unmingled delight. On reaching the colony,

they found popularity and confidence awaiting them, and a

prevailing disposition in its inhabitants to further the object

of their calling. Very early in the pursuit of their inquiry, a
circumstance occurred which contributed to increase the public

confidence. A poor black hair-dresser took the opportunity

of his daily attendance on Mr. Bigge to complain of being

surcharged for his opgaaf : on inquiry, it turned out that his

receipts were for treble the amount entered in the burgher

senate’s accounts, and this led to the discovery of peculation

in that department to the extent of many hundred thousand
dollars. This story gave rise to many~anecdotes of Mr. Bigge’

s

integrity and independence of character
;

and his conduct,

with respect to Governor Macquarrie, at New South Wales,
was fresh in the public recollection. (It was not then con-

sidered that Governor Macquarrie was not under the protection

of the “ Beaufort interest.”) But whatever hopes were enter-

tained by the colonists of the commissioners proving impartial,

they were doomed to be of very short duration. They had not
been a fortnight at Graham’s Town before they were altogether

dissipated
;

and no man of the least penetration scrupled
confiding to his friend his decided conviction, that the Com-
missioners of Inquiry were sent to the Cape, not merely from
the ordinary motive of creating delay, but with the pre-
organized determination of disappointing the wishes of the
colonists, and screening Lord Charles Somerset from the con-
sequences of his mal-administration. I have no scruple what-
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ever in making this declaration
;
some integrity is still extant ;

and although such is the state of mental thraldom at the Cape,

that these gentlemen might probably succeed in getting signa-

tures to an attestation at direct variance with the conscience

—for the settlers are “ easy gloves ” on these occasions—

I

can abundantly prove what I have advanced, both as to the

sentiment and fact.

At my first interview with Major Colebrooke at Uitenhage,

whither I rode 100 miles to meet him, I was considerably sur-

prised at his manifest reluctance to hear complaints against

Lord Charles, and the zeal with which he projected arguments

in his defence. It might have been thought, that as all infor-

mation from individuals would be necessarily subject to

analysis, the commissioners would have the best means of

forming an accurate judgment in the plenitude of their materials

on which to found it, and that hence they would encourage the

utmoft latitude of communication : for whatever determina-

tions ministers might have formed with respect to the Governor,

and how much it would be expedient to give the public of the

actual merits of his administration, I have uniformly felt con-

vinced, that Earl Bathurst’s arrangement with the com-

missioners was to conceal nothing from him : and that their

private Report is consequently in full condemnation of Lord

Charles Somerset’s measures throughout the whole period of

his government.

It must be universally conceded, that the conduct of no

delegation under the Crown requires more caution than that

of a Commission of Inquiry
;
and especially where motives are

supposed to be in operation, influencing the judgment to a bias.

The actions and demeanour of the commissioners should

invariably betoken neutrality, and the strictest impartiality

in the pursuit of their inquiries. Have the Cape commissioners

manifested these qualities % Assuredly not : but, on the

contrary, their whole conduct in that colony has so evidently

betrayed an inclination to screen his Lordship, that it could

proceed from no other motive than a desire on their part, by a

display of open partiality, to intimidate and repel the approach

of evidence calculated to establish his malversation. The
ostensible duty of such an appointment is to preserve secrecy

as to its operations,—to receive all manner of intelligence, but
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to impart none,—to inspire confidence in its integrity,—and,

above all, especially to abstain from intimacy or association

with any of the parties involved in the scrutiny. The conduct

of the Cape commissioners has been in diametric opposition

to all these essentials
;

so far from maintaining secrecy, they

have promoted publicity by imparting their own opinions to

the examined
;

these have been communicated again, neces-

sarily exciting a curiosity to ascertain the merits of a testimony

to which they were consecutive
;
and hence his Lordship has

been enabled to take a daily succession of hints, and supply a

mass of frittering explanations against charges, on which two'

opinions could not otherwise have existed. On witnesses sub-

mitting evidence to the prejudice of his Lordship or his govern-

ment, they have in some cases directly impeached their motives,

using recriminatory language, and imputing constructions

foreign to the intention, though lamentably deducible from the

testimony. In other instances, they have actually rated parties

approaching them with complaints
;
and their whole bearing

in the colony has been a tacit avowal to its inhabitants, that

the paramount object of their mission is, in his Excellency’s

vocabulary, to “ walk him over the course.”

I profess to be actuated by no greater share of probity than

my neighbours, although my calumniators are in the daily

commission of actions at which my principles revolt
;
but I

think, if I was a Commissioner of Inquiry into the conduct of

a Governor charged with gross and fatal delinquencies, I should

consider every secret interview I had with him would be, in the

public estimation, an impeachment of my integrity
;
and every

glass of his claret that passed my lips a retaining fee for its

prostitution
;

and yet who have relaxed from the toils of

business more frequently, or with more real delectation, than
the Commissioners of Inquiry at the table of Lord Charles

Somerset ? But there is one feature in their proceedings

which puts the matter far beyond suspicion, and must convince

the most prejudiced mind, that an impartial inquiry into the

merits of the Governor’s conduct at the Cape of Good Hope
never has been the object of their mission.

Mr. D’Escury, the inspector of government lands at the
Cape, and a gentleman distinguished for talents and integrity,

had occasion, in the discharge of his public duty, to suggest
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to Earl Bathurst the expediency of establishing some efficient

control over the grants of Crown lands. In illustrating his

subject, he pointed out the awkward coincidence of several of

the grantees becoming purchasers of his Excellency’s horses,

at enormous and hitherto unheard-of prices, as “ a circum-

stance much to be regretted, since it afforded matter for

observations detracting from that respect which every loyal

and well-meaning subject would wish to see extended to hi

s

Majesty's representative .” Lord Bathurst, jealous of the honour
of his friend, thought proper to assume from this declaration,

that Mr. d’Escury had “ impeached Lord Charles Somerset,”

and wrote to this effect to the Commissioners of Inquiry. A
solemn investigation of his Excellency’s horse transactions was
forthwith commenced

;
it is said at the penalty to Mr. d’Escury

of dismissal from his situation, if he failed in establishing

accusations, thus constructed by Earl Bathurst. Mr. d’Escury,

with great firmness, and a display of talent fully equal to the

occasion, protested against this course of proceeding, and dis-

claimed the imputation of being his Excellency’s accuser
;
and

the commissioners, foiled in this respect, commenced the investi-

gation. As, however, it was professedly undertaken at Mr.

d’Escury’s instance,—although his allusion to the horse

transactions was a distinct communication to Earl Bathurst

from that in which he pointed out what, in his official capacity,

he considered improvident grants of land,—he felt naturally

desirous to be present at the examinations
;

and, upon every

principle of equity, he should have beer-. If the objeef of the

commissioners was to come at the truth, Mr. d’Escury was,

of all men in the colony, the best qualified to put them in the

way of obtaining it
;
but what did the commissioners ? They

excluded Mr. d’Escury, who had a legal and equitable title to

be present, but suffered Mr. Whitefoord, his Excellency's aid-de-

camp, to sit at their table during the whole of the inquisition !

thus giving his Excellency not merely the advantage to which

Mr. d’Escury was exclusively entitled, but the opportunity of

ascertaining the precise nature of the evidence against him,

that he might adopt such measures as his apprehensions sug-

gested, and his immense power gave him the means of

practising.

A step so decisive of the true spirit of this commission had
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all the effect its conductors could have desired : not one man
in twenty, replenished with information condemnatory of Lord

Charles Somerset’s government, had the hardihood to embrace

the certain ruin which awaited him, if he appeared an accuser

of his Lordship. The whole public became alarmed, every

mind was hermetically sealed, and it was soon found that,

however ardent the commissioners were in their search of

abuses unconnected with his Lordship, his Majesty’s writ of

privy seal inviting, nay, commanding the subject to further

the ostensible object of the inquiry, was a juggle, a delusion,

and a snare, as referable to the development of any delin-

quencies, however monstrous, if they inculpated the Governor.

What I have stated are facts, which I will defy the commis-

sioners, or the colonial secretaries, to controvert
;

I write

advisedly, for I am in possession of abundant proofs, and they

will speedily be laid before the public, with a complete detail

of Lord Charles Somerset’s malversations at the Cape.

But, perhaps, a more conclusive proof cf this disposition in

the commissioners is to be found in their conduct to Colonel

Bird, at the outset of the inquiry. This gentleman, after

thirty years indefatigable service, found himself unavoidably

at issue with his Excellency, and was in consequence dismissed

from his situation cf Colonial Secretary. Prior, however, to

this event, the commissioners arrived, and one of their earliest

acts was to intimate to Colonel Bird, that whatever informa-

tion they might require connected with the colonial govern-

ment, they deemed it proper only to receive through the hands of

Lord Charles Somerset ! !

!

This is absolutely terrible ! it

presents an appalling picture of state-trick and delusion,

enough to scare honour and honesty from the combat
;

for

how hopeless must be the struggle against power, when we find

the very fountain-stream of justice polluted at the spring !

Here is the frightful picture of a colony, farmed out to a branch

of the aristocracy, groaning beneath the weight of his tyranny

and malversation, till its cries ring throughout the world, and
render the application of some remedy imperative upon the

mother Government. Two men are delegated to institute a

solemn inquiry into its abuses, and their first act, from motives

too palpable to admit of disguise cr extenuation, is to violate
their own instructions ! for the writ of privy seal distinctly
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says, “ And we do hereby require our Governor for the time

being of our said possessions at the Cape of Good Hope, and

all and every our officers and ministers within our said posses-

sions, and the dependencies thereof, to be aiding and assisting

to you and each of you in the due execution of this our com-
mission.” Now, who throughout the whole colony could be

so “ aiding and assisting in the due execution of this com-
mission ” as Colonel Bird, the most important and influential

servant of the Government, next to his Excellency himself ?

and yet the very initiatory act of his Majesty’s commissioners,

in the “ due execution of their commission,” is to seal the lips

of that man from whom they could have derived more just

information than from any other quarter in the colony.

Whether the commissioners discerned the latent germs of

mischief in this extraordinary exclusion of Colonel Bird’s

testimony, or whatever motive actuated them, it is not for me
to determine

;
but they soon thought proper to deviate from

this course, and did submit some interrogatories to him, the

replies to which begat others, and a most important development

proved the result. Now, what did the commissioners do with

this examination ? It might be supposed that, in “ the due

execution of their commission,” they dispatched it to Earl

Bathurst, as part of their general Report,

—

no such thing ! for

the first intimation the noble Earl had of Colonel Bird’s having

been examined, was from Colonel Bird himself ! When this

examination is laid before the public, which I pledge myself it

shall he, all the riddle will be expounded, and the reluctance of

Mr. Wilmot Horton to allow Colonel Bird’s approach to the

bar of the House of Commons, as well as Earl Bathurst’s to

permit my return to the Cape, will be readily accounted for.

It will now be seen with what justice I have been abused by
the servile portion of the public press for impugning the recti-

tude of the Commissioners of Inquiry
;
nor is it without gross

provocation that I have gone even thus far. These gentlemen,

in endeavouring to discharge the impracticable task imposed
upon them, of saving Lord Charles Somerset, have evinced no
delicacy in the adoption of their means. They have sought to

sacrifice me to the mighty Beaufort dagon, without scruple or

remorse, in a Report upon my case, teeming with distortion

and untruth, with no other object than to sink me in public
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estimation, and paralyse my exertions to bring his Lordship

to justice. But they will find themselves deceived
;
the force

of public opinion cannot be resisted
;
and not till I find that

as hostile as his Majesty’s Commissioners of Inquiry, will I cease

in my endeavours to obtain redress.

Reply to the Report, <fec.

REPORT—Paragraph 1. “ We have already stated to your Lordship,

that we had distinctly apprised Mr. Burnett, in the year 1824, that our inquiries

into his grievances would be limited to those that had an apparent or real

connection with the operation of the existing laws and institutions ;
but that

we could not hold out to him any expectation of speedy redress, more especially

if we should find that he had neglected or omitted to avail himself of those

modes of obtaining it that the laws of the colony afforded.”

The information communicated to me by the Commissioners

will be seen by our correspondence, and this will fully exhibit

the means resorted to by the Colonial Department for pro-

tracting the investigation of complaints brought before it, and
the little solicitude it feels for individual suffering, when its

relief clashes, in any shape, with high political considerations.

My first letter to Earl Bathurst was as follows :

(See letter from Mr. Bishop Burnett, dated 30th of July

1822, Volume XIV, page 493.)

To this I received the following reply :

(See letter from R. Wilmot, Esqre., to Mr. Bishop Burnett,

dated 17th of December 1822, Volume XV, page 164.)

A communication so little satisfactory as this, replying to

facts with hypotheses, and having scarcely any relevance to

the letter it professed to answer, induced me to send the

following more explicit detail : and that the reader’s attention

may not be unnecessarily distracted, I shall at once subjoin

the narrative subsequently laid before Earl Bathurst in com-
pletion of my history at the Cape.

(See letter from Mr. Bishop Burnett to R. W. Horton, Esqre.,

dated 12th of August 1823, Volume XVI, page 182.)

Continuation of Narrative from date of last letter, in answer
to Mr. Wilmot :

(See letter with enclosure from Mr. Bishop Burnett to R. W.
Horton, Esqre., dated 12th of March 1825, Volume XX, page
154.)
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Now, although Mr. Wilmot Horton does not distinctly say,

that the Commissioners of Inquiry were specially instructed to

report upon my case, the grave charges I had brought against

the Colonial Authorities make it fair to infer that they were so
;

while the circumstance of his pointing out their mission, as a

ground obviating the necessity for conveying witnesses to

England, can be regarded in no other light than a virtual

reference of the case to their investigation and report. That
they considered it so is obvious from their own letters. My
first application to these gentlemen was made to them shortly

after their arrival in the colony, when the following correspond-

ence took place :

Gbaham’s Town, September 2, 1823.

Sik,—

I

n a letter from Mr. Wilmot, the Under Colonial Secretary, dated 17th

December last, replying to some charges against this Government I deemed it

my duty to press upon the attention of Earl Bathurst, his Lordship refers me
to the Commissioners of Inquiry, provided they should deem my “ case one

they had authority to investigate.”

As I fervently hope this authority has no limit, while one act of injustice

remains to be redressed in the colony, I beg, sir, you will be so obliging as to

submit my suit to their consideration, of which the enclosed copy of a letter to

Mr. Wilmot is a very summary abstract.

The necessity of being present at the ensuing justiciary sitting in Graham’s
Town has alone prevented me making this communication in person, a satisfac-

tion I propose to myself immediately after the close of its proceedings.

I have &c.

(Signed) B. Burnett.
John Gregory, Esq.

&c., &c., &c.

Graham’s Town, September 26, 1823.

Sir,—I have the honour to acknowledge the receipt of your letter dated the

2d inst., inclosing, for the information of the Commissioners of Inquiry, a copy

of a letter addressed by you to Mr. Wilmot on the 12th ult. ; and having laid

your letter before the Commissioners, I have received their directions to

acquaint you, that they have it in contemplation shortly to visit the new
settlements in Albany, when they will take an early opportunity of communi-
cating with you upon the subject of your letter. I have &c.

(Signed) John Gregory, Sec.

B. Burnett, Esq.

Graham’s Town.

Graham’s Town, Nov. 25, 1823.

Gentlemen,—

I

trust you will think it no manifestation of impatience that

I should again apply to you on my own particular affairs, before that oppor-

tunity offers of personally disclosing them, which you have informed me will
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not be very distant. An event has, however, passed, so terrible in all its

features, so crushing in its proximate consequences, and so ominous of future

evil, that I should deserve all its inflictions, if I neglected for an instant to lay

it before you.

In the copy of my letter to Mr. Wilmot, which I had the honour to inclose

to Mr. Gregory shortly after your arrival in the colony, will be found my
complaint of the conduct of Mr. Van der Riet, the sequestrator to this Govern-

ment. The extraordinary and, I persist in saying, unwarrantable predicament

he placed me in has continued up to this hour, a period of nineteen months,

during which I have spared no efforts to induce some definite measures, on the

part of that gentleman, equally without success, or even attention to my
requests. Anxious to quit a colony so intolerably loathsome to every man of

independent feelings, I recently adopted the only apparent alternative left,

and instituted suits before the last commission of circuit against Mr. Van der

Riet, and a Mr. Robert Hart (the conductor of the Somerset farm) of whom I

hold some land, for acts of aggression emanating from the illegal publication

of my name as insolvent by the former.

My actions were simply two : the first against Hart and the sequestrator,

for illegally combining to dispossess me of the land, in violation of my lease ;

and the second, against Hart alone, for a similar ulterior attempt, and for the

damages accruing upon both. These underwent a subdivision by the acting

secretary, and were increased to five when brought before the court. Mr.

Hart commenced four against me also, probably from similar extension, as

they were condensed in the process to two, while mine were reduced to their

original number, these having priority on the list of causes to be tried.

As the result of this mass of litigation depended entirely on the single point,

whether I had been advertised insolvent legally or not, it surely was the duty of

the court to decide upon this fact a priori, but no representation I made could

lead them to this course, or induce them to give that cause the first hearing in

whose issue the rest must inevitably merge : they manifested a decided

determination at the outset to involve the proceedings in the utmost intricacy,

to reject any suggestion originating with me, and so palpably to incline towards

Mr. Hart, that my fate was generally predicted before the proceedings were

half gone through.

Their decision, gentlemen, was one, I will venture to say, unparalleled for

its violation of justice. My action against the sequestrator, which involved

the question of insolvency, was referred to the full Bench in Cape Town,

contrary to their solemn assurance that it should be finally argued before they

gave judgment in the other suits, while the rest, whose very ground and essence

depended wholly on this question—those in which I am plaintiff not being

maintainable if insolvent, and those instituted by Hart being equally untenable

if I am solvent—these were all decided in the true spirit of that sarcasm which

says “ hang him first and try him afterwards,” and absolutely so decided as

if judgment was already given against me in the one referred ; indeed so

conclusive is the public opinion upon this head, that it is generally said, if the

full Bench were to pronounce sentence in my favour in the cause referred,

that sentence would inevitably declare Messrs. Truter and Borcherds utterly

ineligible to the high situations they at present fill.
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Against such a terrific violation of law as well as equity I solemnly protested,

and entered an appeal to the next superior tribunal ;
but the decision of ruin

by this court is forestalled, and, contrary to the precedent of every country

where public enactments regulate society, while my appeal is still pending,

they have left injunctions to carry their judgment into effect : thus, indepen-

dent of the first incongruity and the legal suspension which should follow my
appeal, I am undergoing all the ruinous inflictions of a sentence finally and

irrevocably pronounced.

In one of the causes wherein Mr. Hart was plaintiff, the evidence was so

decisively against him, that I forbore to call three witnesses in my behalf ;

this was given in my favour, but I was condemned to pay the costs of it

;

while

the judgment, with no reference whatever to the ground of action, was so

worded, as to strain at an apology for its folly.

During the whole course of the proceedings, Mr. Hart was allowed to be

made the vehicle of the most slanderous interrogatories to the witnesses by a

man named Huntley ;
papers were continually handed to him, suggesting

questions that, without relevancy to the case, had no other object than to

insult and wound my feelings. One witness, named Stone, had the audacity

to decide at once upon the point referred, and to proclaim before the court that

I was not only a bankrupt, but a fraudulent one ! The judges eagerly

adopted this slander, and although I had submitted four distinct exceptions,

each decisive of the illegality of Mr. Van der Riet’s publication of my insolvency,

although the question itself had been referred by them to Cape Town for

discussion, and the sequestrator had suspended the sale of my property

immediately after its advertisement, nineteen months since, from a conviction

of his having acted with informality and precipitation
; and although Messrs.

Bentinck and Buissinne, the able commissioners who sat here last year, had
publicly declared, on this subject, that there was a mistake in the proceedings

of the sequestrator, and that I was as free to act in my own affairs as any other

man, still they assumed a possibility of the consequence without admitting

the existence of the cause, and left instructions with the Board of Landdrost

and Heemraden to investigate Mr. Stone’s charge, have it supported by
evidence, and forward the result to Cape Town.

All this has been done with the most inquisitorial secresy
; a public charge

of fraud has been privately investigated, without any intimation of the pro-

ceedings to me : the very basis of it I am yet unacquainted with, and it is only

from the information of some of the witnesses examined, that I can conjecture

what it means. From them I learn that fraud is to be deduced from every

transaction I have been engaged in of sale, purchase, or barter, for the last

nineteen months. What a preposterous doctrine is this, and what an awful

dilemma to be placed in by the laws ! I have myself and family to support

from (it should be inferred) the fruits of my industry and expenditure
; the

act of a public functionary is arbitrarily to suspend my pursuits for nineteen

months ; no entreaty, no remonstrance, can urge him to decision. When I

had everything at stake, he rejects a proposition for arrangement
; which,

after the total ruin of my credit, he eagerly solicits, on finding that he had
egregiously committed himself, and could not recede without disgrace. I

must not, without hazarding a prosecution for fraud, sell the produce of my
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land, or purchase the necessaries of life ! nay, if I derive funds from another

country, which I expend in improvements of my estate, or the support of my
family, I am equally liable to this degrading imputation ! This is to continue

for nineteen months, and if the pleasure of the sequestrator so wills it, for

nineteen years, tormented in the interim by creditors from whom the seques-

trator withholds their due ; when, on becoming obnoxious to the Government,

this terrible charge is to be established by a miscreant, who would stick at

nothing to court its favour ; and I, in addition to all this misery, am to have

my prospects in life blasted, and my name consigned to infamy ! This,

gentlemen, is no hypothetical case ; it is a very faint outline of what I have

been, and am now undergoing, and I am thoroughly convinced that, but for

your presence in the colony, this iniquitous plot, which has been concocting

for the last nineteen months to ensnare me, would now develop itself to the

full extent of that mischief I claim your immediate interposition to frustrate.

If I encountered this persecution as a person hostile to, and thwarting the

measures of Government, a conduct I am told attributed to me, I possibly

might have less grounds of complaint
; but, so far from this being the case, I

have avoided every thing like party or politics during my abode in the colony :

my battle has been entirely my own, and my complaints not sinister and

covert, but direct and avowed ;
and, I appeal to you, gentlemen, if any

vituperative communications have been made by me against the Government

to your Commission, or any, but upon a point involving, in my opinion, the

security both of property and life in this district. I belong to a family as

much distinguished for their loyalty as for their opulence and respectability
;

I never gave a political opinion in my life, and if I now arraign the measures

of a Government which has so infamously persecuted me, it is the retaliation

of the worm when trodden upon.

As I am fairly persuaded the hearing of my appeal in Cape Town will be

contrived to fall at a period when you, gentlemen, are absent from it, and as

I am fully resolved to suffer judgment by default, rather than hazard a chance

of omitting to disclose my grievances in person, may I take the liberty of

inquiring whether I shall be able to reach Cape Town, overland, before the

period of your quitting it, otherwise I must intreat your interposition with the

Government to postpone the trials in which I am appellant, as well as the one

referred, until your departure from the frontier.

I hope I may be acquitted of importunity in the urgent tenor of this letter,

as well as of intemperance in the language I have felt myself compelled to

use : I should compromise every just feeling that became me, if I spoke in

equivocal terms, or less explicitly than I have done, upon so barefaced a

violation of the very decencies of justice. The tone of current opinion upon

this trial is, that when the wishes of the Government are supposed to be a

consideration, the laws are unhesitatingly perverted to its caprice, and the

forms of rendering them become a mere burlesque.

In this afflicting condition, just upon the heels of a calamity which has left

my family houseless, and swept from them the last vestiges of our little property,

I look with steady confidence to the high integrity of your calling, gentlemen,

for protection and redress. I ask nothing but what you may well concede

—

a patient investigation of the case I have done myself the honour to lay
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before you, and the adoption of such measures as its merits may prescribe,

above all, that my fate with this Government may be determined before you

quit the colony, under the immoveable conviction I feel that my life will

otherwise be sacrificed to its persecution.

I have requested the secretary to transcribe all the proceedings for the

purpose of laying them before you, and I have various other documents to

present in person. The Trial I shall lose no time in publishing, with a com-

mentary, of such authenticity that it will be impossible for two opinions to

prevail thenceforth upon the subject. I shall immediately forward the copy,

with a memoir of my grievances to a Member of the House of Commons,
accompanied with the whole of my correspondence with the Colonial Govern-

ment, and another I shall transmit to the Secretary of State for the Colonies.

I have &c.

(Signed) B. Burnett.

Knysna, December 12, 1823.

Sir,—We have the honour to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the

25th ult., it having followed us from Cape Town, and reached us at this place

on the 10th inst.

Without entering into a detailed consideration of the grounds of litigation

between yourself and Mr. Hart, or of the decision of the Judges of Circuit, of

which you so much complain, we wish to correct an opinion that you seem to

have formed of the nature and extent of the powers under which we act, and

thereby to leave it entirely to your option to await our arrival at Graham’s

Town, or to proceed to Cape Town, where your interests, in the event of the

appeal you have entered against the decision of the Court of Circuit, would

seem to require your presence. With the information before us that you have

already transmitted, and with such other documents as you express your

intention to procure, or that we ourselves may obtain at Graham’s Town, we
shall probably find it our duty to enter upon an examination of your com-

plaint, not with a view to obtain redress for either one or other of the parties,

who may seem entitled to it, (for that would be a virtual supercession of the

legal authorities that have already pronounced sentence,) but to enable us to

submit such an opinion to his Majesty’s Government, as, in the event of the

necessity appearing, may enable them to determine upon making any future

change, either in the judicial administration or in the existing laws of the

colony.

To enable you to calculate the probable period of our arrival at Graham’s
Town, we beg to inform you, that we are now on our road to Uitenhage,

where we shall in all probability not arrive until the 20th inst. Our stay at

Uitenhage will depend upon the business that may occupy us, and it is our
intention to proceed from thence to Graaff Reinet, and to return towards the

coast by Graham’s Town, where it is not likely we shall arrive before the

15th of January 1824. We have &c.

(Signed) John Thomas Bigge,

Wm. M. G. Colebrooke.
Bishop Burnett, Esq,

Graham’s Town.
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It will be seen, from the foregoing letter, that the com-
missioners did undertake an inquiry into my grievances, not

so late as 1824, as asserted by them, but in 1823
;
and if the

case of any individual in the colony demanded investigation,

it will not, I presume, be denied that mine was that case. My
complaints to Earl Bathurst were of a character impossible to

be overlooked
;

and both as confirming or repelling heavy
charges of oppression, and illustrating the state of judicial

procedure in the colony, putting the inference of Mr. Horton,

or their own tacit assurance, out of the question, it was one on
which it became their imperative duty to deliberate and report.

Having, I think, established both the necessity and the

virtual promise of inquiry, I shall now show how these gentle-

men proceeded. Anxious to lose no time in laying my case

fully before them, I repaired to Uitenhage, a distance of one

hundred miles from Graham’s Town, where they had then

arrived. In a very long interview with Major Colebrooke, I

illustrated my letter to Lord Bathurst, and, after giving him
a general outline of the grievances I laboured under, and
depositing my documents, took my leave. Having abandoned
their intention of proceeding first to Graaff Reinet, they arrived

in Graham’s Town on the 4th of February, when I lost no time

in renewing my application, and importuned them very

earnestly to commence forthwith the investigation of my
case. I had been summoned for personal appearance at Cape
Town, so far back as the 29th of the preceding December, and
it had cost me some pains to get the trial postponed for two
months—a delay solicited solely for the purpose of being

present at the examination of the commissioners. I gave them
a long list of witnesses in my behalf, and forcibly represented

the necessity of my being on the spot during the period of

the scrutiny, as it was impossible for them to conduct it with

any thing like justice to myself if absent
;

still, peculiar as my
situation was, and suspicious as were the appearances of this

procrastination, they declined entering upon the investigation

while I was on the frontier, which I did not quit till the month
of April

;
and they actually sent away a witness without

interrogation, whom, at my pressing instance, they had con-

sented to examine but the day before. This witness had acted

as overseer upon the farm, was intimately acquainted with all
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its conduct, the number of people I had employed, the true

statement of the grass and forage cases, the aggressions of

the Cape Corps, and was at the time only delaying a long

journey into the interior, from the daily expectation of being

examined.

The commissioners can establish no excuse for this delay,

so injurious in its consequences to me, in the discovery of any
neglect or omission on my part “ to avail myself of those

modes of obtaining redress that the laws of the colony afforded,”

their own illustration of the Report proves otherwise, for it

exhibits one continued struggle with the power attempting

to overwhelm me
;

nor do they advance any charge of the

kind, except in the instance of my neglecting to pursue the

appeals against the decisions of the Court of Circuit in Graham’s
Town. This imputation is one of the first instances I shall

have to notice of these gentlemen’s partiality, because, if it

was even the fact, so many causes were in operation to render

my proceeding with the appeals impossible, that none but

persons blinded by partiality would have overlooked them.

In the first place, I was utterly ignorant of the law upon that

head
;
and it is only in the Report itself I learn, for the first

time, that the appellant to a higher tribunal is restricted to

twelve weeks. I was then seven hundred miles from Cape
Town, lingering to the last moment in the hope the com-
missioners would enter upon my case : a criminal prosecution

was hanging over my head, which absorbed every energy of

my mind, and occupied my time wholly
;
added to which, my

pecuniary condition was far from adequate to the successful

conduct of such complicated and important causes. These

considerations alone would make the imputation of negligence,

on my part, as invidious as it is unmerited
; but when I prove

that the cause of delay originated not in me, but in the court

of justice itself, the Commissioners of Inquiry will deserve a

karsher censure.

By a fundamental law of the colony, all suitors are entitled

to copies of the causes in which they have been engaged
;
and

it must be evident that no appeal could, by any possibility,

be carried on without possession of copies of the proceedings

in the lower court. These copies I formally applied for to the

secretary, the moment the court had closed its sittings, but

XXIX. c
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without success, and every practicable mode of obtaining them
which could suggest itself I subsequently put in practice.

The Commissioners of Inquiry had procured them from Cape
Town, but these gentlemen refused to let me transcribe or

even see them
;
and as the following letters will clearly prove

that I relaxed in no effort to obtain them, can any thing be

more invidiously partial or unjust than the assertion that I

forfeited my right to appeal through my own neglect
;
while

it is here manifest that, however I might have been prepared

in other respects, the negligence or the injustice of the court

would alone have prevented the prosecution of the appeals ?

No. 1.—D. F. Berrange, Esq.

Graham’s Town, March 23, 1824.

Sir,—Exclusive of my application to the commissioners on their recent

circuit, I have twice applied to the proper authority for English copies of all

the proceedings in the various causes at issue between Robert Hart and
myself before those personages, without so much as receiving any acknow-

ledgment of my requests.

To these documents I am entitled by the laws of the colony ; and these

laws are already violated by the procrastination I complain of. In this

instance I am wholly out of the power or control of the sequestrator, unless

his extraordinary functions extend (by no uncommon obliquity here) to a

right of withholding from me papers so essential to my defence in the pending-

prosecution against me for libel at the suit of the fiscal.

I beg leave now, Sir, to acquaint you, formally, that without timely pos-

session of the documents in question, it will be quite impossible for me to

enter upon my trial ; and that I shall take becoming measures upon this

occasion, unless they are ready for delivery, through the medium of the

sequestrator, forthwith upon my arrival in Cape Town. I am &c.

(Signed) B. Burnett.

(A true copy) D. F. Berrange, Sec.

No. 2.—D. F. Berrange, Esq., &c. &c. &c.

Cape Town, 5th May, 1824.

Sib,—I again ask you for copies of the proceedings had before the last

commission of circuit at Graham’s Town, making my fifth application upon
the subject.

I beg now to inform you, that over and above the illegality of withholding

documents to which I am by law entitled, I cannot proceed in my defence in

the pending action for libel without them, and that I shall make this neglect

my first exception. I am &c.

(Signed) B. Burnett.

D. F. Berrange, Sec.(A true copy)
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(Translation.) No. 3.

Extract Resolution passed by His Honour the Chief Justice and the Members
of the worshipful the Court of Justice of the Cape of Good Hope, and
the dependencies thereof, on Thursday, the 6th May, 1824.

The secretary exhibits a letter dated yesterday, signed Bishop Burnett,

and addressed to him, which he has received from the messenger during the

present sitting of the court, stating that he, Burnett, now again requests

copies of the proceedings carried on before the last commission of circuit at

Graham’s Town, and that this is the fifth application he has made to the

same effect ;
that, over and above the illegality of withholding documents

from him to which he is entitled by law, he is not able, without them, to

make his defence in an action for libel now pending against him, and that

this neglect, in not furnishing him with those documents, will constitute his

first exception. Said letter being of the following tenor:—(Vide No. 2,

above.)

F. I.

The secretary also states, that on the 2nd April last he received another

letter from said B. Burnett, dated Graham’s Town the 23rd March last, con-

taining, among other matters, that he, Burnett, besides an application which

he made to the last commission of circuit, had addressed himself, two different

times, to the proper authorities for English copies of all the proceedings

carried on before those personages in the various causes between him and

Robert Hart, without having received even an answer ; that he officially

informs him, the secretary, that it is totally impossible for him to be pre-

pared for his trial, unless he be put in timely possession of those documents ;

and that he intends, on that occasion, to take becoming measures in case

they be not in readiness to be delivered to him, through the sequestrator,

immediately on his arrival in town, which letter is likewise exhibited by the

secretary, and is of the following tenor :—(Vide No. 1, p. 18.)

F. I.

The secretary hereupon further states, that he had already prepared a

great part of his answer to said letter, in order to be forwarded per post on

the 2nd April last, when he was informed, through the channel of the fiscal’s

office, that B. Burnett was on his way hither in the Locust, for which reason

he had kept back his answer. That the tenor of his said answer partly was
to inform Burnett, that he, the secretary, did not know of any other application

than of one which was communicated to him a considerable time ago by the

head clerk, who acted as secretary to the commission of circuit, and who said

that he had referred Burnett to the records and documents deposited in the

secretary’s office at Graham’s Town ; and that this application only being

made to him, he could cause copies of all the proceedings which had been

carried on to be prepared at Mr. Burnett’s expense, but that it was not in

his power to furnish him with translations in the English language. That he,

the secretary, had expected that Burnett would have personally applied to

C 2
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him on his coming to town, when he intended to have acquainted him with

the above-mentioned circumstances, and to have desired to know whether

any application had been made by him at Graham’s Town for the papers he

required, and if he then, and on what grounds, met with any refusal, and also

to have required from him a specific statement of such documents from the

records of the commission of circuit, as he might deem necessary for his

defence
;
but that no other application being made to him than the one by

letter received this day, he, the secretary, requests the court’s directions how
he is to act in this case.

Having read and examined the two letters exhibited, and deliberated

thereon, resolved to acquiesce in the communication of the court’s secretary,

and the same is hereby acquiesced in accordingly, with authority to him to

cause to be prepared and delivered to B. Burnett, at his expense, copies in

the Dutch or in the English language, so far as there may be any in English,

of all such documents and extracts from the records of the commission of

circuit held before them at their sitting at Graham’s Town, as he shall desire

for his defence and specifically require
; and in case that he, B. Burnett, may

be unable to bear the expense of procuring the same, he shall then be obliged

previously to the said copies or extracts being prepared, to address the court,

requesting that he may be furnished with them pro Deo ; on which such

disposition will be given as the court shall deem meet.

An extract hereof, without resumption, to be granted to B. Burnett, for

his information and guidance.

(A true extract) (Signed) D. F. Berrange, Sec.

(A true translation Hy. Murphy, Sworn Trans.

(A true translated copy) D. P. Berrange, Sec.

As the second, third, and fourth paragraphs of the Report
are mere texts which are subsequently explained, I shall pass

them over with only one or two remarks. The Commissioners

state, that it is “ upon later and more public occasions I have
denounced certain other practices in the commissariat depart-

ment, deduced from its connection with the establishment

called the ‘ Somerset Farm.’ ” This is a misstatement in both

respects
;

first, as far back as their sojourn at Uitenhage, I

denounced the Somerset Farm to them in person, as a fruitful

source of possible peculation, going so far as to say, that good
calculators made the balance of surplus profit, within the

preceding four years, little short of two hundred thousand pounds!

and that neither I nor my informers could ascertain, by any
toil of research, to what purposes this enormous sum had been

applied. Secondly, I have denounced no practices in the

commissariat department : on the contrary, that department
bn.s invariably suffered from the cupidity of the Somerset
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Farm
;
and my aim, in all I have written upon the subject,

has been to establish this fact. With respect to Lord Charles

Somerset’s influence upon the exchanges, as it will be discussed

under its proper head, I shall content myself with no further

advertence to it in this place, than by calling the public atten-

tion to the curious coincidence, that after my complaints are

recorded with his Majesty’s Ministers, the evil of the system

of drawing by the commissariat “ is removed by the enforce-

ment of the regulations issued by the Lords Commissioners of

the Treasury,” and the “ Somerset Farm is done away."

Par. 5.
—“We do not consider it necessary to take any particular notice

in this place of the complaint that was made by Mr. Burnett of the refusal of

the Local Government to include him in the general issue of rations provided

for those settlers who had emigrated under the guarantee of pecuniary deposits,

which were to be reimbursed to them on the fulfilment of certain conditions.

Mr. Burnett had withdrawn himself, before he left England, from the engage-

ments into which they had entered, and arrived at the Cape with an entire

freedom of choice as to pursuits or destination, with a claim upon Government,

in consequence of your Lordship’s recommendation, for a grant of land pro-

portionate to the means that he brought, or should be able to prove that he

brought with him for its cultivation. Several memorials from him upon these

subjects are recorded in the office of the chief secretary to this Government,

and couched in vehement and frequently offensive language ; but we find

that at a subsequent period, Mr. Burnett partook of the issue of rations, by
order of the magistrate at Graham’s Town, to the amount of 720 rixdollars,

for which he still is indebted to the Government. He proceeded to the dis-

trict of Albany, after having received information that the lands at the river

Knysna, upon which he was desirous of settling, were not in the disposal of

Government, early in the year 1820. He took a lease of a farm named
‘ Doom Valley,’ advantageously situated in the immediate vicinity of Graham’s
Town ; and in consequence of an application to the acting Governor, Sir

Rufane Donkin, he received a grant of land adjoining this farm. Although

our inquiries respecting the means and resources brought into the colony by
Mr. Burnett have not been of a direct nature, we are led to conclude that they

were very limited, and chiefly, if not entirely, consisted of the credit that he

might possess in England, in consequence of his relationship to some of the

members of a respectable mercantile house near London.”

This insidious paragraph embraces many points, and will be

best replied to by a succinct narrative of facts as they arose.

Mr. Vansittart’s speech in Parliament, proposing a grant for

the encouragement of emigration, attracted my attention to

the subject, and I commissioned a friend to make inquiries

into the proper mode of proceeding by those who felt inclined
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to embrace the offer of Government. He represented that

nothing more was required than the insertion of my name in one

of those lists of parties, having a nominal head, to be submitted

to the approval of the Colonial Department. Mr. Bailey’s

was the one he recommended, and my name was placed on the

list. On looking farther into the matter, I discovered that

these heads of parties assumed a degree of dictation and

control not at all consonant with my ideas on the subject ;
and

I, accordingly, with a view to derive information from the

best source, obtained an introduction, through Sir Benjamin
Bloomfield, to Mr. Goulburn. This gentleman gave me a clear

insight into the nature of the undertaking I was about em-
barking in, and strongly recommended my proceeding to

the Cape untrammelled by any association of the kind, with

an assurance that, if I did not burthen the Government with

the expense of a party, I should receive more encouragement

from the authorities in the colony than the ordinary settler
;

and offering also a free passage for myself and family in any
one of the transports taken up. While this affair was pending,

Mr. Bailey, to whom I had written requiring some information,

sent me a very offensive letter, which I answered with so strong

a rebuke, that he erased my name from his list, and returned

me the deposit money. In the end, I adopted Mr. Goulburn’s

suggestion, and took my passage in the Ocean transport, for

which I paid the captain, declining to avail myself of the free

passage which had been ordered.

It is here manifest, that the course I pursued was in obedience

to the kind advice of the functionary deputed to conduct the

emigration
;
and that, if any secession from an engagement in

this country took place, it was the direct act of the leader

vvith whom I had contemplated a connection, and not mine
;

yet even this trifling circumstance is not only distorted from
the fact, by the Commissioners of Inquiry, but made a pretext

to justify the subsequent injustice of the Colonial Government.
On the passage to the Cape, considerable distress prevailed

on board from the ill adaptation of the provisions to the taste

and palates of the people so little accustomed to them. At
both the Canary and Cape de Verd islands I purchased wines,

fresh provisions, vegetables, and fruits, to the amount of a
hundred and ten pounds, a considerable portion of which was
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distributed among the settlers. Some families scarcely ever

tasted salt food for the last two months of the passage
;
and,

I believe, not a mother can be found of the Ocean’s party, but

who would cheerfully confess that she owed the lives of her

children to my humanity during the voyage. I should not

advert to a circumstance so trivial, and apparently uncon-

nected with the Report, but that an anecdote it occasioned

will strikingly illustrate the appalling influence of the Colonial

Government over the minds of the colonists, and the estimation

in which it was supposed to hold me by the settlers in Albany.

When the publication of my supposed insolvency appeared, I

took measures, prior to the suspension of the sale, for a final

departure from the district, and received expressions of the

deepest regret, on the occasion, from the Ocean’s party of

.settlers, and the labourers I had employed. Amongst other

little tributes of gratitude, it was supposed by the former,

that their testimonials of my humanity on the passage would
be the most acceptable

;
and at a meeting of some of the

party, an address of this kind was formally proposed. The
reader will hardly conjecture the issue : it was declared by
the majority that they were ready to assure me personally of

the deep sense they entertained of my kindness to them on the

passage, but there was so much to be apprehended in that

colony from putting the name to paper, that they declined

acceding to the proposition !

On my arrival at the Cape, I took an early opportunity of

waiting upon Sir Rufane Donkin, the acting Governor, and

presented to him my letter from Mr. Goulburn. This, to my
great astonishment, proved no other than the customary

credential brought out by every head of a party, and not that

special instruction in my favour which I had been led to suppose

it contained, from the nature of my introduction to Mr. Goul-

burn, his personal assurances, and, may I be permitted to add,

not the weakest pretensions in life on my own part. The
paucity of this introduction led to the projection of some

obstacles on the part of the Colonial Government to the fulfil-

ment of my wishes
;
but, after a little negociation, these were

removed, and I repaired to Graham’s Town to await the arrival

of the Governor.

Prior to this event, I had an opportunity of ascertaining that
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a spot of land, recently granted to one Robert Hart, formerly a

serjeant of the Cape Corps, was to be let, and that its contiguity

to the Barracks made it a desirable possession for the cultiva-

tion of green forage. This farm I, accordingly, hired upon

lease for six years, under the safeguard of a clause entitling me
to purchase it, during any part of that period, for a stipulated

sum
;
and when Sir Rufane Donkin arrived at Graham’s Town,

he granted me all the adjoining land to the first location of

the settlers.

I must here observe, that the grant of this land formed the

ground-work of all Mr. Hart’s animosity
;

it was a possession

he had long set his mind upon acquiring, and his application

for it to the Governor, following within one hour of its donation

to me, rendered his disappointment particularly galling and

severe. In repelling the infamous attacks upon me in the

Report of the Commissioners, it is my earnest desire to refrain

from all personalities, or the manifestation of a corresponding

vindictiveness of feeling
;
but, at the same time, I should hold

myself highly culpable in withholding any circumstances illus-

trative of the character of the hostility towards me. Mr. Hart’s

reputation on the frontier was that of a shrewd penetrating

man, of inscrutable cunning, with every energy of his soul

absorbed by the lust of money, not devoid of generosity, but

implacably revengeful in his resentments ; and it was observed

to me, by his own relations, that this unfortunate affair of the

grant had already sown those seeds of hatred which it would
be wise in me to arm against in time. Another untoward
occurrence very soon after happening, that exacerbation was
produced which Mr. Hart’s conduct displayed without the

least abatement during the remainder of my abode in the

colony.

The late Captain Ellert, of the Cape Corps, had occasionally

called at the house where I resided in Graham’s Town, and
gave me a pressing invitation, in the event of my going to

Uitenhage, to take up my abode at his house. Some time after,

on my return from Algoa Bay, I availed myself of his offer,

and became his guest. Although in the possession of consider-

able property, his affairs were at this time embarrassed, and
he represented to me so forcibly, how essential to the preserva-

tion of his credit was the advance of a few thousandjfdollars.
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that I yielded to his request of becoming security to Mr. Hart
for that amount, which, under this guarantee, the latter had
consented to lend him. I, therefore, left a letter with Captain

Ellert to that effect, who gave me, at the time, his most solemn

assurance, that if any unforeseen event should expose me to

an application from Hart, he would give me landed security

forthwith for the amount of my liability. That I acted in-

cautiously is evident
; but too much frankness of disposition,

and too little suspicion of the integrity of others, have proved

my bane through life. Some few weeks after this transaction,

I received the following letter from Mr. Hart :

Somerset, September 25, 1820.

Dear Sir,—When I was at Uitenhage, I wase necessiated to pay the sume-

of Rds. 5000, for which I had passed my note of hand to Captain Ellert, and
for which you had given him a letter to me, offring your becoming securetey

to me for that sume in case I would advance it ; this letter I have taken upe
from Captain Ellert, and, of course, you by it becom securety to me for this,

money, as it is now paid. I am sorry to see that his afairs are in so bad a

way, though there is sill a faint hope of his getting over it ; there is only one
chance for it, and that is precareous in a high degree ; but keep this to your-

self, as giving it publicity would only injur him further.

I spock to him, begging he would send your furniture, withe the remainder

of the waggon loaded withe barley, but he sayes there is no such thing to be
got, but he will loos no oppertunitey of foward the artical you left with him.

I am sorrey to be under the necessty of sending your bell at this time, which I

would not do was I not compeled from the large advanced I have been com-
peled to make for others ; if you can be pleased to settle it, I beleave it is

correct. Yours truly,

Rob. Hart.

B. Burnett, Esqre. Dr. to R. Hart.
Rds.

2 spans of oxen, 10 each, at 300 rds. . 600

2 slaughter oxen, at 30 each . 60

50 sheepe, at 3 rds. each . 150

9 muds of barly, from Mr. Johnston . 95

Rds. 905

B. Burnett, Esq., &c. &c. &c. Graham’s Town.

On receipt of this letter, I wrote to Captain Ellert acquainting

him with its contents, and reminding him of his promised

security, to which I received no answer
;

but, in the mean
time, a gentleman in Graham’s Town, who had heard of the
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affair, gave me such information as to leave no doubt in my
mind that it was a concerted plan between Hart and Ellert to

pay off five thousand dollars of the latter’s debt out of my
pocket. Under this impression, I thought, it most advisable

to consult with Lieutenant-Colonel (then Captain) Somerset,

in his capacity of landdrost, as to the measures I should adopt ;

I accordingly communicated the facts as stated, and received

the following :

Graham’s Town, October 1, 1820.

Sir,—

I

n answer to your question, this morning, on Captain Ellert’s business,

I beg leave to inform you, that Air. Hart can have no claim on you, until it

has been perfectly ascertained, whether or not Captain Ellert’s whole estate,

or any part of it, can answer Mr. Hart’s demand. I would, therefore, strongly

recommend, that you inform Mr. Stsedel, without loss of time, of the whole

transaction (Captain Ellert’s estate having been, for some time, in arrest, and,

consequently, under the management of the secretary at Uitenhage) ; request-

ing Mr. Stsedel to inform you, whether Captain Ellert's property can answer

the demand of Mr. Hart for 5000 rds., requesting Mr. Stsedel to distress the

estate for the same.

If Mr. Ellert’s property can pay any part of the demand, you will then

only have to pay the balance.

Mr. Hart must know, that Captain Ellert’s estate has been insolvent these

six months. I have &c.

Henry Somerset,

Magistrate for Graham’s Town and Albany.
To B. Burnett, Esq.

I had, in the mean time, written to Hart, stating my view
of the transaction, and exhorting him to exhaust every means
of recovery against Ellert’s estate before he renewed his

application to me. I received this answer :

Somerset Farme, 24 October, 1820, 3 o'clock, a.m.

Dear Sir,—I have just receved yours of the 18, relative to the afair of

Captain Ellert, which is exactly as followes : viz.

Captain Ellert came to this place, and beged I would become good for

rds. 5000, payable at six weeks after that period, offering me a letter from

you, wherein you offur to become securety for him, in case I should advancee

this sume for him
; he also offered me as securety three peces of land, situated

in the neighbourhood of Uitenhage, the latter I accepted as security, in the

mean time, for my note of hand, (which I then gave him, payable six weeks
after date,) as he asured me, that neether you nor I should be called upon
for the money, as he would, by sales he was about to effect, pay it himselfe.

When I was at Uitenhage, about the 20th of last month, I inquired what
had been done respecting the payment of this sum, when, to my no small
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astonishment, I found that my note of hand had been paid away as part of

his debet, (i.e. to pay in part purchesses made by his familey at his own sale,

)

and that I was called upon to pay the amaunt of my note of hand, which
I discharged

; I also found that the places or peces of land, Captain Ellert

had sold to me, as sectirety for my note of hand, were at the time he en-

deavoured to effecet the sale, were then actualy under sequesteration, and,

consequently, not at his disposale. Finding this the case, I, of course, felt

hurt, and called upon him for securety for the sume of five thousand rds,

which I had to pay, when he again produced your letter addressed to me, and
which I accepted : this is the only securety I have ever been offered or

accepted
; if he has given you any other information than this, it is false ;

hawever, to make the best of it, I have still in my passession, the agreement

regarding the sale of the 3 peces of land, and mad arrangements for theer

being transfaird to me, as soon as they were given up by the sequesterator,

if this transfair could be effected, we will boathe be secure, at least, of any
matereal lose. Captain Ellert told me, that stepes had been taken by his

frends in Cape Town to arrange maters with the sequesterator, and I instantly

wrote my agent to asertain when this arrangement took plaice, and to

inform me. I have by this post receved a letter from him, withe the copy of

one from the sequesterators office, shewing that the arrangement is not yet

made, but, probably, will take place soon. Colonel Cuyler, through whos
hands the whol business goes, is watching for me, and will have the transfair

effected the moment it can be done, as there is an other sentence for Vanden
debets about to be put into execution, which, I understand, will have the

prefairance in case the transfair has not taken place. I remain &c.

Rob. Hart.
B. Burnett, Esq.

&c. &c. &c. Graham’s Town.

This precious epistle, so confirmatory of what had been

suggested, gave me a full insight into the whole scheme, which
I resolved forthwith to frustrate, by adopting Captain Somer-
set’s advice, and consulting the District Secretary. I accor-

dingly sent him every particular, with a power of attorney to

act in my behalf
;
and the two following letters will abundantly

show his sense of the transaction :

Uitenhage, November 3 ,
1820 .

Sm,—I received yours of the 31st ult., with the power of attorney and
letter of Mr. Hart. I feel extremely sorry that it is not in my power to do
any thing for you, unless you send me an order, to demand from Ellert,

either to refund the security paid to Mr. Hart by you, or to give you a security

for the 5000 rds. which you are to pay to Mr. Hart.

Not knowing whether you will agree to pay Hart, or whether you will

object to it, as Hart had advanced the money upon the places, I must wait
until you will have given^me further instructions.
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The letter of Mr. Hart I certainly shall not give out of my hands. I think

it a most precious voucher, and most likely to be the cause of finding out the

truth of the matter.

The copy of your agreement I send herewith. As it is a notarial paper of

my own, Mr. Onkruydt could not find it in his office. Believe me &c.

F. H. St^del.

Mr. B. Burnett, Graham’s Town.

Uitenhage, December 7, 1820.

Sir,—I received yours of 3rd instant, and hereby enclose you the official

or original letter of Mr. Hart, which I must advise you never to part with,

rather send a certified copy of it, if you wish to make use of it.

I readily agree that the course you are now determined to adopt is the

best ;
but I advise you to consult Mr. J. P. de Wet, at the Cape, on the

subject, what step you should take. A power of attorney to act in your

behalf would be a trifling expense in comparison to the 5000 rixdollars which

might possibly come upon you to pay for a swindler. I have therefore not

called upon Captain Ellert, who is in a very precarious state of health. As
the letter I send you is of much consequence to me also, I hope you will not

refuse me a copy of it. I have not presumed to take it yet without your

consent. Believe me &c.

F. H. St^edel.

B. Burnett, Esq. Graham’s Town.

The reader will not fail to develope the complexion of this

transaction, for its whole mechanism is, fortunately, too clumsy

to escape the slightest penetration
;
and yet this is the man

through whose hands hundreds of thousands of the public

money have been for years passing, without any other audit

or control, than that of one as deeply interested in keeping

the affairs of the Somerset establishment involved in mystery

and irresponsibility
;
and who, in concert with a shopkeeper

and two members of the court of justice, have pandered to

Lord Charles Somerset’s vengeance, by the promulgation of the

detestable lie that I had acted fraudulently to my creditors.

The relation of this occurrence will not be considered an
unnecessary digression in the end, for Mr. Hart’s persecution

is so mainly productive of, and so intimately blended with my
sufferings in the colony, that it is important to disclose all the
remote causes by which he has been actuated.

In extenuating the injustice of the Colonial Authorities, or

rather in justifying their partial distribution of rations, the

issue of which, it must be remarked, was a contingent measure.
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not at all contemplated by the home Government, the com-
missioners dwell a good deal upon the supposed exclusive

eligibility of those to this indulgence “ who had emigrated under
the guarantee of pecuniary deposits.” In the terrible task

imposed upon these gentlemen of vindicating the government
of Lord Charles Somerset, and carrying him safely over the

ordeal awaiting him, it may be imagined that no opportunity

will be slighted of inculpating my conduct, and establishing

the vexation and the frivolity of my complaints. That the

Report exhibits this determination is manifest to every one,

and in this respect has done me “ yeoman’s service ”
;

for it

breathes nothing else throughout but a wily research into

trifles that may, by perversion and distortion, be arrayed

against me, while it passes over any, the slightest, mention of

one solitary circumstance in my favour. If Mr. Bigge thought

he could immolate me by his Report, without one struggle, he
has, indeed, miscalculated my strength

;
for, debarred, as I

am by Lord Bathurst’s injustice, from access to evidence at

the Cape, I have still the means of giving the public such a

dissection of this Report, that not two opinions shall exist upon
its merits.

This “ pecuniary guarantee ” was the deposit with the

Government of ten pounds per man by the settlers previous

to leaving England, to be repaid by instalments on their

arrival at their locations, and was a precaution very wisely

adopted to obviate the possibility of that utter destitution in

which they might otherwise have been plunged. Sir Rufane
Donkin, who was Governor at the time of their arrival, and

who, it must be allowed, displayed the most eager anxiety for

their comfort and success, very soon perceived how utterly

impossible it would be for such a congregation of helpless

people to derive supplies in the wilderness before a return of

their industry from any extant resources in the district. He,

accordingly, issued orders to supply them with rations, charge-

able upon their deposits, and the moment these deposits were

absorbed by the issues, it vvas intimated to the settlers, by
public circular, that no more rations would be supplied. Up
to this period, which included a space of from four to six

months, the expenditure of the deposits fluctuating in pro-

portion to the numbers constituting the different parties, and
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the quantity of rations drawn, I never applied for them,

although the majority of the people in my employ were settlers,

many of whose heads of parties were absolutely receiving

them for a portion of their number at the very time in my
service. It must be, however, borne in mind, that in stating

the graduated period of from four to six months, I am quite

on the outside
;

for it graduated rather from the instant of

location, as in many instances the heavy expense of overland

carriage, seven pounds per ton, for 120 miles, consumed the

whole of the deposits.

So many causes now co-operated to convince the Colonial

Government of the utter impossibility of discontinuing these

supplies, with any regard to the preservation of the emigrants,

that the rations were again issued
;

and then it was, when
“ pecuniary guarantees ” had nothing to do with the matter,

that, with as unquestionable a title to the beneficence of the

Government as any other person, I applied for my quota.

While these issues were the mere discharge of a debt, due from
the Government to the settlers, of course, I had no pretension

to them, for I was not a creditor
;
but the moment they became

the voluntary loan or gift of that Government, from motives

of the direst necessity, surely my claims upon its sympathy
were not only equal to those of the mass of settlers, but para-

mount, from the difficulties I had encountered, in having been

deprived of assistance so essential, and from my having

employed, with the only exception of Major Pigot, more
labourers in this interval than any six parties united in the

colony. The public will not fail to perceive the art with

which the commissioners generalize on this point. They “ do
not consider it necessary to take any particular notice.”—No,
because they knew it would not bear inquiry, and that a full

reply to my statement would expose the injustice complained

of
;

they merely dwell on the abstract proposition of no
“ pecuniary guarantee,” no rations

;
instead of honourably

reporting the fact, that when the “ pecuniary guarantees
”

were all consumed, and the subsequent issues for a whole year

were, what in the end they proved, the donation of humanity,

it never could have been the intention of his Majesty’s Govern-

ment to make me the single exception to its beneficence. But
if they found the propriety of my exemption on the ridiculous
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plea, that because I had put the Government to no expense, I

had acquired no title to its assistance, why was not the rule

enforced equally with all who were similarly circumstanced,

and why was Lieutenant Daniell and several others, who, in

every one respect, stood precisely in my condition, permitted

to have the rations, throughout the whole period of their issue,

without objection or difficulty ? These facts are unanswerable,

however speciously Mr. Bigge may gloss over iniquity and

pervert truth.

The announcement by the commissioners of their discovery,

that in spite of this complaint, I, nevertheless, partook of

rations to the extent of 720 rixdollars, has evidently the two-

fold object of insinuating a desire on my part to conceal the

fact, and to prove the complaint unfounded. The issue in

question forms so trifling an exception to the amount of what,

in justice, I should have received, that I might well have
passed it over unnoticed in my statement to Earl Bathurst,

without any imputation upon my candour
; but if the reader

will refer to my letter to Mr. Horton, dated August 12, 1823,

he will find this passage :
“ My exclusion from the least partici-

pation in this assistance has been throughout so personal and
so pointed, as to occasion Captain Somerset (our then chief

magistrate) reprehension for having granted me one issue of

rations,” which at once disproves the insinuation
; and, to

show the paucity of the amount received, the lowest average
of the people employed by me during the period of issue, at

the lowest scale of charge to the commissariat, would have
consumed rations to the value of 5029 rixdollars.

These facts, alone, are conclusive of the invidious style in

which this Report is got up, without the superaddition of

some others, that, if I am not mistaken, will change the com-
plexion of this affair. Appended to the Report is the following

exhibit :

—

877.—Rations of provisions, fuel and candle, issued from the

Somerset establishment at Graham’s Town, to B.

Burnett, from 25th January to 24th April 1821, at

184 stivers per ration . . . . . . R. 332 4 1

«

803-J-.—To Ditto, from 25th April to 24th June 1821, at 23)
stivers per ration ....... 387 5
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Received the amount from the commissariat.

(Signed) Rob. Hart.

(True extract) W. Hayward, A.C. Acc.

A. C. G. Rogerson’s Cash Account, to the 24th Oct. 1821.

Abst. O. No. 1.

By this it appears that I am charged with five months’

siipply of rations, and the account seems to carry with it all

the imposing aspect of accuracy of calculation and official

authenticity, but it is, nevertheless, erroneous, if not a fabrica-

tion altogether. In the first place, my establishment never

received either fuel or candles
,
consequently there is an over-

charge, no matter into whose pocket the surplus has gone.

Secondly, there is a palpable mistake of the issues
;

and,

thirdly, I am positive, to a conviction nothing but the sight of

my own signature can remove, that I never received but two
months’ issue of rations. Unfortunately, in the flood which

destroyed my house, a mass of papers were swept away
;
but,

I trust, I have sufficient left to defeat the purpose of this

Report. The following two will, at least, show that the issues

were not for three or two months as stated, but for one, and the

first issue is antedated upwards of three weeks.

Dear Sir,—Inclosed is the form, in which it is only necessary for you to

fill up with figures, as regards the number of men, &e. The Magistrate

signs below the figures, and the receipt is given below his signature.

I have seen Johnson the Commissary, he expressed some doubt as to your
eligibility for receiving rations. Captain Somerset has informed me they

will be delivered upon having his signature. You have only to send the

Return properly filled up, and get him to sign, and present it at the store for

the demand. One month is the period for which rations may be drawn.

If you have not sold your cattle, there is a sale again on Saturday. I have
been from home, which prevented me getting this done for you. I hope to

get some RD to-day. If I succeed I will send to you. Faithfully yours,

Thursday Morning.

To B. Burnett, Esq.

J. Goodwin.
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Return of provisions required by Mr. Burnett’s party of settlers from the

17th of February to the 17th of March 1821

No. of men. No. of women. No. of children.

12 4f 3*

No. of rations
per day.

19

Total No. of
rations.

532

(Signed) H. Somerset, Landdrost.

I leave it to the Commissioners of Inquiry, and Messrs.

Johnstone, Jones, Hart, and Hayward, to reconcile this little

discrepancy, contenting myself only with this expression of my
belief, that if the issues of rations were monthly, as I received

but two issues, so am I indebted but for two months’ rations
;

and even this responsibility is but nominal
;

for as they were

drawn for that description of settlers entitled to them in the

eye of Government, the heads of those settlers’ parties are

responsible for the payment.

The concluding remarks of the commissioners, as to the

nature of my means and resources, it is scarcely incumbent

upon me to notice, unless it would be to point out their pre-

sumption in speculating at all in the matter. The respectable

house alluded to, which happens not to be mercantile, and to

all the members of which I happen to have equal affinity,

might, with as much propriety, be subjected to the inquisitorial

functions of Messrs. Bigge and Colebrooke, to ascertain the

extent of their capacity to serve me, as to the degree in which

I have been served. That firm is too opulent, too honourable,

and too highly respected, to have its assertions made question-

able, even by the Report of a Commission of Inquiry. To it,

therefore, I refer those who are interested in ascertaining the

extent of my resources in that quarter, quite satisfied that the

result of their inquiry will bear out any statement of expendi-

ture I may have made. If every principle of justice had not

been violated by Earl Bathurst, in his refusal of permission for

my return to the Cape to collect evidence in substantiation of

my charges against Lord C. Somerset, the commissioners would

have had no difficulty in obtaining all the information they

require, and I suspect infinitely more ; but, as this injustice

has debarred me from giving vouchers with assertions, I shall

content myself with saying, these gentlemen are “ led to con-

clude ” very erroneously.

XXIX. D
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Par. 6.
—‘Through the recommendation of the acting Governor, the

superintendent of the Government farm at Somerset was induced to advance

to him a certain quantity of stock and grain, amounting to the sum of nine

hundred rixdollars ; and it appears that he obtained similar advances from

a subordinate officer of the same establishment.’

The first assertion in this paragraph, as far as my know-
ledge goes, is altogether untrue, and I think it highly impro-

bable that Sir Rufane Donkin should have made such a recom-

mendation of a perfect stranger to Mr. Hart. Sir Rufane had
quitted the frontier before I even contemplated any purchase

of cattle from this man
;
and I think it as unlikely that he

could have had the impudence to make such an application

to him in Cape Town, as for Sir Rufane to have attended to it.

As this cattle transaction was the foundation of all the

persecution subsequently heaped upon me, in the name of law,

it will be necessary to detail it fully. Shortly after taking

possession of the farm, which lay on the direct road to most
of the locations, I had frequent opportunities of conversing

with the settlers, from whom I learnt that a scarcity of cattle

for purchase was the most prevailing difficulty at the time.

It appeared also in many cases, that industrious families were

without cows for the supply of milk to their children, from

inability to pay their purchase money prompt
;
and the few

procurable in the neighbourhood were sold at very extravagant

prices. It occurred to me that this difficulty might be removed
by collecting a large supply of cattle on my own farm, which
I could sell to the settlers, with a fair profit, at prices much
lower than they were then paying, and give an encouraging

credit to the needy. I therefore consulted Mr. Hart, the great

colonial cattle dealer, who strongly recommended the plan
;

and after explaining to him the credits I proposed giving in

most instances of sale, it was agreed that he should supply me
with any number of cattle required, at twelve months’ credit

from the day of delivery, and receive one-half of the profits of

sales. I accordingly gave him an order for 30 oxen, 200 cows,

and their proportion of bulls—and at the same time selected

two young horses out of a lot of nineteen then in the town,
which he particularly recommended me to purchase. With
the cattle came the following letter :
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Somerset, 7 June, 1820.

Dear Sir,—You will receve herewithe two span of good draught oxen,

one span all black, and one all red and white, also one fatt ox for slaughter,

in all 21 oxen, at thirty rds. each, making 630 rds. As I have too much at

present to do, I told Mr. Devenish, a gentleman here withe me, what agreement

I had made withe you, and beged of him to execut it, which will be the same
as if I had done it, he has bought a number of cowes and calves, bulls, and
I beleave 10 oxen, which will also accompaney this, he of cours will send you
a note withe them informing you of their number, also their price. I am
sorry that the two horses you wished to have are come here, as there will be

no such things, and sending them now, they being boath untaught, they cannot

be either led or rode, and two cannot be drove well, the chance is that boathe

would be lost on the way to Graham’s Town.
If you find that those cattle will answer, inform Mr. D. or myselfe, when

he or I will endeavour to procure more if necessarey. Yours truly,

R. Hart.
To B. Burnett, Esq., Graham’s Town.

The number received I cannot call to recollection, nor have
I any record of it among my papers, as most of the documents

connected with this affair were exhibited to the commission of

circuit at Bathurst, and detained by Messrs. Bresler and Fleck,

the former of whom has since destroyed himself
;
but I think

forty oxen were sent, and about 100 cows, the Hottentots

having lost some on the road from Somerset
;

the number
may be however pretty well determined by the price : the

cows averaging at least thirteen dollars
;
and the whole debt,

including six bushels of barley supplied for seed by Mr. Com-
missary Johnstone, at Mr. Hart’s desire, amounted to 2654

rixdollars
;

one thousand of which I paid Hart before the

expiration of three months, although, and I regret to say but

by parole agreement, entitled to a full year’s credit.

This is a full statement of my dealings with Mr. Hart
;
and

I appeal to the public, whether any part of it can warrant a

supposition that I could regard the Mr. Devenish alluded to,

as a principal in the cattle transaction, or in any other light

than Mr. Hart’s agent, commissioned to execute his orders ?

Yet, on the mere circumstance of Mr. Devenish, whom I had
never seen, having sent the cows, they claimed the balance

between them, and for no other earthly purpose "but to accumu-
late law expenses. When their animosity burst forth, (from

causes that will be hereafter narrated,) they instituted separate

D 2
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actions against me—Hart for 905 rixdollars, and the other 754.

There is no process of rascality that can succeed in smothering

these facts, or gainsaying one word I have written on the sub-

ject, although his Majesty’s Commissioners, with the most

insidious distortion of them, conceal the payment of the 1000

dollars, give the balance the appearance of the whole original

debt, and, with fitting dexterity, colour the mere occurrence

of Mr. Hart’s agent sending the cows, into “ obtaining similar

advances from a subordinate officer of the Somerset establish-

ment,” a man I had never seen or heard of ! !—and the supply

of “ grain,” proves to be six poor bushels of barley !

Par. 7.
—

“ Mr. Burnett repaired to his farm, and applied himself with

activity to the production of green forage for the use of the cavalry of the

Cape Corps stationed at Graham’s Town ; having been encouraged in this

pursuit by the great demand that Lieutenant-Colonel Somerset informed him
existed for green forage, and by the facility with which it was supplied from

the gardens and allotments of the officers of the corps, and of the inhabitants

of Graham’s Town.’

The farm in question contained 278 acres, about sixty of

which were of low alluvial soil, greatly exhausted by former

slovenly tillage, then entirely overrun with weeds, and situated

within a mile of the cavalry barracks. A constant preference

of the forage grown upon it must have realized a very hand-
some income, and justified a considerable outlay, especially as

an unexpected augmentation of the Cape corps, from Lord
Charles Somerset’s neglect to detain the 21st dragoons, would
probably have increased both the consumption and the price.

There were also other considerations which induced me to

take it : Mr. Hart was the intimate friend of the commissary,

and I certainly calculated on his kind offices
;
and Captain

Somerset, with whom I was on good terms, had positively

assured me that I could not grow more forage than I should

find ready consumption for. Advantageous, however, as these

points were, they must be balanced against the disadvantages

I had to contend with. I had no bevy of people at six or

seven pounds a year wages, but had to hire them, at from twenty

to forty dollars per month. I had no rations supplied by
Government for their support

;
but, at a period of almost

famine, had to purchase my supplies at exorbitant prices. I

had no implements of agriculture, nor tools for building.
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lavishly issued to the settlers from the Government stores
;

but had to construct the former, and pick up the latter in all

directions, as distress or idleness induced the settlers to part

with them. And finally, I had the esprit de corps, and the

growing vengeance of the Government frowning at me, for

having justly chastised a military man.

The “ ease with which green forage was supplied from the

gardens, and allotments of the officers of the corps ” was
indeed notorious, and a subject of universal dissatisfaction

and complaint. Whatever may be urged by the commissioners

to the contrary, and whatever replies their examinations may
have succeeded in extracting on the subject, the fact is un-

deniable, that with “ means and appliances ” utterly beyond

the reach of the predial emigrant, green forage was cultivated

by the military -with a facility, and its consumption secured

by a preference so palpable, as to defeat all attempts at com-
petition. By reference to the returns of forage purchased by
the commissariat, from the early part of 1820 to the end of

1823, it will be seen that, out of 162 distinct deliveries, 74 were

from the military. It is curious to observe, too, that

Lieutenant-Colonel Somerset’s name does not appear in the

list, although he declared to me, in 1820, that his sale of forage

for the season, from his grant only, amounted to 700 rixdollars :

this concealment is effected by selling in the name of a serjeant.

Par. 8.
—

‘ A lease of this farm had been executed by Mr. Hart, the owner,

dated 13th June 1820, in favour of Mr. Burnett, in which it was stipulated

that he should have possession of it for three years, at an annual rent of six

hundred rixdollars, commencing on the 6th of May then past, with an option

of renewal at the end of the term for three years longer, and a power of

purchasing the farm, at any time during its continuance, for the sum of

seven thousand rixdollars. Mr. Burnett entered upon the land ;
and, in

consequence of an application that he made to the acting Governor, Sir

Rufane Donkin, he received in the same year a grant of land, consisting of

1200 acres, as well as a building allotment at Bathurst, subject to a condition

of locating seven persons on the former, as soon as he could obtain them
from Cape Town, and of constructing a house upon the latter, within three

years from the date.’

I have nothing to observe on this passage, but that the land-

marks on the grant, as affixed by the surveyor, give a much
larger area, which has been variously guessed at from 2500 to

3000 acres.
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Par. 9.
—

‘ Although Mr. Burnett had expressed himself greatly dissatisfied

with this grant in several memorials, and had importuned the Colonial Govern-

ment for an extension of it, yet he himself bears testimony to its value, in

letters dated 9th August and 1st November 1820, that he possessed “ a place

under such singular advantages, that he could not but foresee a most pros-

perous issue to his undertaking ; and that from its command of wood and

water, and its contiguity to Graham’s Town, it was considered the finest and

most valuable grant on the frontier.”
’

Perhaps no part of the Report so decidedly manifests the

spirit in which it is written, as the above paragraph
;

for on
reading either the memorials, to which the commissioners had
official access, or my private correspondence, which they

obtained by artifice, it will be seen that no deduction from

either can warrant the contradictory declarations they have so

pithily exhibited.

In my description of my place to Mr. Eaton, although I

used the term grant, any advantages ascribed to it were always

considered by him, and every one else, as accruing from its

union with the farm
;
and in this conjunctive sense it justly

bore the character of the finest grant on the frontier
;

but

separated from this, so far from its deriving increased value,

it was absolutely deteriorated by its contiguity to Graham's
Town and the barracks. It was so eternally exposed to trespass

and depredation as to keep my people constantly harassed,

and subject me to a considerable annual loss
;

it had no water

but at depths unavailable for irrigation. It had not ten acres

of soil capable of receiving the plough
;

a great proportion of

it was covered with lemon-grass, which cattle will not touch ;

and what I esteemed its greatest advantage when I wrote to

Mr. Eaton, the facility with which it could supply fuel to

Graham’s Town, I had soon occasion to find was possessed

but in common with locations five, or even ten, miles off.

Captain Somerset, during our ride near the grant with the

surveyor, was the first person to point out the disadvantages,

especially dwelling upon its deficiency of arable soil
;
and it

was at his very suggestion that I memorialed the Government
for an additional piece of land capable of tillage. He said,

that separated from the farm, it was a grant by no means
commensurate with my title or expectations, and a just feeling

prompted him to hint the propriety of the application I made.
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Had I at that time opposed the public measures of Captain
Somerset, and thwarted his proceedings during the absence
of his father, in conjunction with the parasites who have since

grovelled at his feet, the additional grant would have been given ! !

If I have made it clear that the grant, abstracted from the

farm, possessed none of the advantages enumerated in my
letter to Mr. Eaton, was it fair, was it liberal, was it gentle-

manly, in the commissioners, to hold me up to the public as

capable of expressing opposite opinions in the same breath,

by picking out passages of a correspondence at apparent

variance, but so easily reconcilable with consistency and truth ?

while, at the same time it must be borne in mind that the

Colonial Government had no manner of right to consider my
claim upon its justice at all prejudiced by the possession of the

farm
;
but, on the contrary, the very circumstance of expending

my capital on hired land should have been considered a tacit

proof that I had none of my own worth cultivating.

Par. 10.

—

1

Mr. Burnett immediately commenced, the cultivation of his

land, and employed a considerable number of labourers and workmen in

throwing up fences, and in the improvement and embellishment of some

garden-ground on the farm of Mr. Hart, as well as in repairing some small

cottages that he found upon it. He also built an ornamental rustic lodge,

and surrounded a large portion of his garden-ground with park palings.

Having established a connection with a mercantile house in Cape Town, he

continued to receive supplies from them, consisting partly of articles that

were wanted in the district, but that were not of a description that would

tend to augment or improve the agricultural value of his farm.’

When I took possession of the farm, the only building upon
it was a hut, composed partly of watling and mud, and partly

of stone
;
consisting of four rooms, in a row, about ten feet by

twelve each
;
and the whole constructed in the roughest way,

and of the worst materials. The interior had no roof beneath

the thatch, which let in the weather at every part, and the

walls were plastered with mud. This structure was adorned

with three casements, about twenty inches square, only one of

which was partially glazed
;
and the only two doors consisted

of boards nailed together, the whole presenting a picture of

ruin and desolation. It might have been erected with the

utmost ease, by two men, in one week, and at a cost, extrava-

gantly rated, at ten pounds sterling. Within fifty yards of
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this mansion stood a Hottentot’s hut, about six feet by four,

composed of four posts, surrounded by mats, and the sticks

forming its roof covered with flags. An infuriated ox entirely

demolished this cottage, by unfortunately getting it within the

segment of the rope which held him. About a thousand yards

from these dwellings, was a spot of land called “ the Garden,”

environed, on three sides, by the river Kowie, and, on the

fourth, by a very pretty hanging wood. In this stood about

thirty peach and apple-trees, more than half of them destroyed

by firing the grass. The surface of this spot was so uneven, as

to present a rise on the side towards the river, varying from

three to four feet above the opposite level
;

the whole area

contained something less than two acres, no vestige of gardening

was traceable, except in the remains of a few cabbage stalks,

and two rows of neglected celery. Such was the farm of Doom
Valley when I became its master

;
upon which, for the first

six months, I fed from fifty to sixty-eight mouths, and seldom

less than thirty for the ensuing year. I shall now contrast,

with this description, its appearance twelve months afterwards.

The public road, from Graham’s Town to Bathurst, divided

the farm into two unequal parts
;

the lesser embracing the

garden and about forty acres of land. On this side, and
immediately opposite the garden, I had fenced in about fourteen

acres, with bank, ditch, and palisades. A low piece of soil,

about an acre in extent, I had laid out for an orchard, having

planted in it about two' hundred fruit-trees. On a rising

ground, within this inclosure, and so situated as to overlook

the whole of the farm, was erected a poligonal lodge, twenty -

eight feet diameter, including the awning, which was a con-

tinuation of the roof, supported, at its fourteen angles, by
pillars of trellice

;
the interior formed two rooms of comfort-

able dimensions. Opening to this lodge, from the road, was a

pair of folding gates, with smaller ones on each side, and the

two sides ornamented with large stone pillars. On the bank,

within the inclosure, I had planted peach stocks, and the whole

was highly tilled, preparatory to its formation into a vineyard.

In all my proceedings, I had an eye to permanency, instead,

therefore, of erecting temporary habitations, to be afterwards

demolished, I determined that all I did do should be well

done. Across the river, and in the space described as the
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garden, I selected the most eligible spot on which to build a

house
;
but in consideration of the comforts of my servants,

I commenced with the kitchens first. These I completed with

burnt brick, made on the farm, forming a building about forty

feet by twenty, with store-house behind, and lofty attics above.

The advantages of a good garden had not escaped me at the

outset, as I justly calculated, that, with so many mouths to

feed, an abundant supply of vegetables would be both salutary

and profitable. I had hired a very good gardener, who had
as many men as could be spared from the farm under his

control. After the tedious and expensive process of levelling

the ground, I laid out and completed a garden, said, by every

person who had seen it, to be unrivalled in the colony. The
fruit-trees were numerous, and of the choicest kinds, most
of them budded and grafted by myself, and these I had
purchased from various parts of the district, and many from
Cape Town

;
they consisted of peaches of fourteen sorts,

apricots, apples, plums, cherries, oranges, figs, mulberries, and
fourteen thousand strawberry plants

;
we had also a profusion

of vegetables, and hundreds of persons in the neighbourhood,

as well as some more distant, can bear testimony to the quality

and profusion of my horticultural productions. On the oppo-

site side, my industry was not less conspicuous : three ploughs,

and two pair of harrows, had been constantly at work
;
and

I had the satisfaction of seeing the whole of the cultivable

part of the farm covered with crops of barley and wheat
;
and

all this fair prospect was doomed to be blasted by the avarice

of one man, who had brought upon me endless litigation and
persecution, for no other purpose than to get possession of the

fruits of my skill and industry.

I have been particular in giving this detail, because, since

the subsequent desolation on the farm, the utmost pains have
been taken to represent my expenditure as nothing, and my
labours purely imaginary

;
and because the commissioners,

with their prevailing partiality, have described creation as
“ improvement,” and the entire construction of buildings, as

the “ reparation of cottages ” that never had existence. If the

commissioners retort, that they made their Report in Cape
Town from information collected there, how much greater

their injustice in slighting my pressing solicitations at Graham’s
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Town, that they would enter upon their meditated inquiry

upon the spot, while I was present to offer them the best

testimony, and before it was thought worth while to pollute

it in the scandalous manner in which it has been done. Mr.

Bigge can advance no plea of ignorance of my intentions, for

the last words I ever uttered to him were a solemn pledge that

I would bring my case before Parliament.

The concluding period of this paragraph is false in every

one of its assertions. In the vessel which took me from Cape
Town to Algoa Bay was a lady passenger with three children,

to whom I extended all the little service in my power. On
reaching the frontier, where, from the great influx of settlers,

lodgings were unattainable at any price, her husband, a Mr.

Bennett, invited me to take up my abode at his house. He
had been a merchant in Cape Town, but had failed, and was
at this time endeavouring to establish a trade in Graham’s

Town : his resources were limited and his credit bad
;

but, as

I had a high opinion of his integrity, I felt disposed to serve

him. At this time tea was very scarce on the frontier, and
at his intreaty, I wrote to Mr. Eaton, a merchant in Cape
Town, to whom I had been introduced, to send me seven

chests of tea, and took that opportunity of ordering a few

gross of Caffre buttons and a little wire for myself, in the

event of paying Caffre land a visit. The cost price of the tea,

charged to me by Mr. Eaton, was the price placed to my credit,

which, with the addition of bills on England and drafts on Cape
Town, amounted to five thousand five hundred and thirteen

rixdollars, the whole of which advances I was under the necessity

of taking out in supplies for the farming establishment ! ! Mr.
Bennett’s bills are now in my possession, and a hundred refer-

ences might have been made by the commissioners to persons

well acquainted with the fact, if anything like truth or justice

had governed them in search of materials for their Report
;

and this too is the only dealing transaction on which these charges

of my having traded are founded.

Par. 11.
—‘About the commencement of the year 1821, he received an

application from Mr. Hart for the payment of his account for advances,

which, as he was unable to licpiidate, became the subject of judicial process,

issued from the Court of Justice, in the month of February of that year. It

is necessary here to observe, that, on the 24th of the same month, Mr. Burnett
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had executed, before the secretary of the district of Uitenhage, an assignment.-

of all his property, including credits, in favour of the mercantile house at

Cape Town, that had made pecuniary advances to him.’

Par. 12.
—

‘ Information having been received by this house respecting Mm
Burnett’s credit in England that was not satisfactory, and the bills that he

offered them in payment having been tendered for sale without success in.

Cape Town, they were induced to accept the assignment and mortgage of all

his property of every description, which he was further empowered to occupy

and retain for their benefit, transmitting to them an annual account of the

proceeds. The instrument was executed before a notary of a neighbouring-

district, with a view to avoid the injurious effects that the notoriety of the

transaction, if it had passed in his own district, would have produced.’

The Commissioners of Inquiry dwell with such pointed

emphasis on this assignment of my property to Mr. Eaton,,

and they have so laboured to give it a dishonourable colouring,

that if nothing else were wanting to mark the character of

their scrutiny into my case, this alone would be sufficient
;

for

there never did occur a transaction more simple, more plain

sailing, and more upright in all its elements. Long prior to

the application of Mr. Hart for the balance of his account,

which was on the 2d of January 1821, and this in violation of

his compact, Mr. Eaton had requested me to give him bills

on England for part of his account, and I forwarded him two
for a hundred pounds each, in every respect similar to others

he had already placed. The following post brought me a
letter from Mr. Eaton, returning the bills, which he stated had
been put up in the Commercial Rooms without obtaining a

bidding, and concluded by requesting an assignment of my
property on the frontier, as security for his advances. I felt

both surprized and pained at the request, but, nevertheless,,

conveyed an immediate acquiescence to his proposal. As this

circumstance had transpired, it had been hinted to me that

Hart, the moment he learnt it, had avowed his determination

to proceed against me forthwith for the recovery of his balance
;

and I was cautioned that, if he did, the firm of Ebden and
Eaton would, of necessity, enforce their preferent claim also,,

and all the fruits of my industry and capital would be squan-

dered under sequestration, virtually to pay Mr. Hart 905

rixdollars. Now, I will appeal to any being of common sense

and honesty, whether I should not have been the most egregious

fool to have submitted to this spoliation of my property, for
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no other object than the infliction of utter ruin, while the laws

of the colony offered me the legal means of preventing it ? By
those laws a preferent creditor may exact an assignment of his

debtor’s property within forty-eight clear days of the declara-

tion of such debtor’s insolvency : here the assignment to

Messrs. Ebden and Eaton bears date the 24th of February 1821,

while the proceedings of Hart against me did not emanate from

the court of justice till the 21st of the following March, nor

was the sentence pronounced till the 26th of July in the same
year.

Here is a legal bona fide transaction, originating in the

natural desire of a merchant to obtain security for his advances,

and subsequently perfected to defeat the machinations of an

enemy, eager for my destruction
;
and yet the commissioners,

during a conversation with Mr. Eaton, utterly regardless of

their opinion, that if neither English, Dutch, or Colonial law

.could warrant my banishment from the Cape for writing a

memorial to his Excellency, Roman, or any other law should be

resorted to
;

sought, in spite of existing enactments and
the dictates of common sense, to taint this transaction with

dishonour, on the principle that it was foreign to the practice

of Great Britain ! so that laws, it appears, are to be arbitrarily

selected from any codes, if they can but be brought to operate

against me !

The information of the state of my credit in England, as

alluded to by the commissioners in the Report, I have never

been made acquainted with till within the last fortnight, and
this information appears to have been the malicious suggestion

of a person at Cape Town to Mr. Eaton, that it was more than
probable my drafts upon my friends would not be honoured

;

nevertheless, the two bills returned me by Mr. Eaton, in conse-

quence of this information, were immediately afterwards

placed by other merchants, and punctually discharged. The
commissioners are prompt enough at pointing out a slander

upon my credit, but they studiously conceal the truth which
repels it

;
and the conclusion of the same paragraph more

strikingly marks this inclination, as the imputation of a motive
there, that never had existence, is founded not upon any
distortion of a truth, or adroit obliquity of reasoning, but
upon fabrication altogether ! for, as the reader will perceive,
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on consulting Mr. Eaton’s power of attorney to me, that my
assignment was executed in my own district, and by the secre-

tary to that district, the only notary public, and, consequently,

the only man then on the frontier who legally could execute

it ! ! Graham’s Town, at that time, was in the district of

Uitenhage
;
but had it even been otherwise, the secretary to

that portion of the district, afterwards called Albany, was not

a notary public
;

and if he had been a notary public, this

infamous imputation was unmerited, because Mr. Stsedel was
instructed on the subject, not by me, but by Mr. Eaton

;
and

so far from concealment being practicable or contemplated,

one of the chief objects of the assignment was to deter Mr.

Hart from his threatened proceedings, which could only have
been accomplished by giving it immediate publicity. The
object of my journey to Uitenhage was known throughout

Graham’s Town, and if the facts I have stated were wanting to

cast back this injurious and unwarrantable imputation, an
inevitable consequence entailed by the execution of this assign-

ment was its immediate promulgation before the Board of

Landdrost and Heemraden to the general information of the

whole district. The impartial will now begin to see what sort

of an inquiry this is likely to prove, and what is the covert

mission of these gentlemen.

Par. 13.
—

‘ In the meantime, the action that Mr. Hart had instituted

against him was proceeding : and as Mr. Burnett did not repair to Cape

Town, according to the summons, or employ an advocate there in his defence,

sentence was pronounced against him, on the 26th July 1821, by default,

after four separate summonses had, according to the practice of the court,

been duly served upon him by the messenger of the district of Albany. It

has been asserted by Mr. Burnett, that these forms were conducted in the

Dutch language, which he did not understand ;
but we have every reason to

believe that they were accompanied by English translations, a practice that

is observed in all cases where there are English parties ; more especially as to

every one of the summonses that were served by the messenger, Mr. Burnett

invariably replied in English, and in a manner that proved his entire acquaint-

ance with the nature of the proceedings. The sentence of condemnation of

payment was transmitted by the sequestrator, (the officer who executes

writs,) to his agent in the Albany District, on the 27th October 1821.’

It is not my purpose to cavil with the commissioners, or

stumble over every straw in the filthy track through which I

am compelled to follow them
;
but I must, and will, defend
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myself from the unjustifiable insinuations which they so

laboriously heap upon me
;

for, in effecting the manifest

object of their delegation, I see no reason that I should be

slandered and libelled with impunity. If Lord Charles Somer-

set must be screened, in God’s, or Earl Bathurst’s, name, let

it be so
;
but let it be without my total sacrifice, or the immola-

tion of more victims to this leviathan “ Beaufort interest.”

In the above paragraph, the commissioners assume a course

in the proceedings, and a knowledge of their tendency, on my
part, in Hart’s process, which I utterly deny. The summonses
were invariably served in Dutch, without translations

;
and, up

to the period of the sentence being propounded, I had no idea

but that the assignment to Mr. Eaton would effectually shield

me from the deplorable consequences it entailed. It is true,

I collected enough from the messenger to acquaint me, that

Hart was enforcing his claim with the strong arm of the law
;

but, as to the character of his process, its duration, or issue,

I was throughout in profound ignorance
;
although the com-

missioners affirm my “ entire acquaintance with the nature of

the proceedings.”

Par. 14.—‘ On being summoned to point out property in payment of this

debt, Mr. Burnett produced before the landdrost of the district, (the agent to

the sequestrator,) a notarial act of assignment of all his property to the firm

of Messrs. Ebden and Eaton, together with a power of attorney from them
to act as their agent in the administration of the property. He further

declared, that since the passing of this deed, no property of any description

had become bona fide his, and that he had no property of which he could

render an inventory.’

Par. 15.
—

‘ Considering this declaration to be somewhat unusual, the

sequestrator required that it should be confirmed by the oath of Mr. Burnett ;

a precaution that had been already taken by the agent. A similar declaration

having been made by Mr. Burnett, in answer to another sentence that was
issued against him, the sequestrator proceeded to advertise, in the Cape

Town Gazette, of April 1822, a notice to the creditors of Bishop Burnett to

send in their claims in consequence of his insolvency.’

Nothing can be more clear and simple than this proceeding.

Major Jones, the landdrost, in his capacity of agent to the

sequestrator, requested my attendance at his office, for the

purpose of hearing a sentence from the court of justice pro-

nounced against me in favour of Mr. Hart. To the question,

whether I was prepared to pay it, or yield up sufficient property
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to cover its amount, I gave the only conscientious answer I

could give—that I had no property but what was legally

assigned to Messrs. Ebden and Eaton, under whose power of

attorney I was then conducting the establishment at Doom
Valley. How such a declaration should be considered
“ unusual,” I am at a loss to imagine

;
its converse certainly

would have been
;
for I trust it is unusual for a man to declare

himself possessed of property after a legal solemn assignment

of it to his creditor. But, even here, a fact occurred to the

prejudice of the proceedings founded on this declaration,

which I have omitted to relate in my narrative to Earl

Bathurst, namely, that I then tendered in person to Major
Jones my claim upon the commissariat, as a source yet avail-

able for its payment
;

fortunately, if Major Jones were less

distinguished for every honourable feeling, he is too independent

of the “ Beaufort interest,” and too much aloof from Cape
trammels, to join in the conspiracy against me. I appeal

then to him, as a gentleman, to confirm this statement, and
I am the more sanguine in my prediction of the result from a

lively recollection of the conversation which passed, and that

the ground of his refusal to receive it, in liquidation of Hart’s

claim, was my want of Captain Somerset’s certificate, to give

it authenticity and value
;

while my correspondence with

Major Jones, on the subject, will show that he was both well

acquainted with the nature of this claim, and anxious to

promote its discharge.

Par. 16.
—

‘ In a conversation that took place between the sequestrator

and the principal creditor of Mr. Burnett at Cape Town, on presenting the

account of his claims, the former having but an imperfect knowledge of the

English language, seems to have mistaken a declaration of this creditor’s

wish to defer the sale of the property of Mr. Burnett, for an undertaking to

arrange the payment of his debts, and, under this belief, despatched an order

to his agent to suspend the proceedings against Mr. Burnett, and to call his

creditors together, and submit to them the proposals he had made for the

gradual payment of their claims. These proposals having been withdrawn
by Mr. Burnett himself, and no satisfactory adjustment having been made
with the sequestrator, his agent at Graham’s Town, at the instance of Mr
Hart, (who contended that he was entitled to the possession of his farm),

proceeded to a valuation of the improvements that Mr. Burnett had made
upon it. The valuation was made by two persons appointed by the land-

drost
; but no other steps appear to have been adopted for Mr. Burnett’s

removal.’
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With what conversation took place between Mr. Eaton and
the sequestrator I have nothing to do, because I was not

instrumental to it. Long prior to the advertisement of my
property for sale, I had proposed drafts on England for the

payment of the claims upon me, under the firm impression

that my friends there, from whom I had ever received the

kindest services, would cheerfully contribute to defeat the

infamous conspiracy for my ruin
;
but when my name was so

iniquitously advertised as insolvent, and the day of sale

appointed, I gave up all determination of stemming the torrent

any farther, and relinquished the design of drawing upon
England altogether. But the excuse sought for the seques-

trator, who has since been superannuated from incapacity
,

shall not prove availing, either in my supposed proposition

through Mr. Eaton, or his ignorance of the English language :

for the suspension of the sale proceeded from far different

causes. Those were no less than the apprehension of the

Colonial Government that it had gone too far
;

and that

consequences might follow, from my return to England, which

it would be a point of wisdom to avert : and I appeal to Mr.

Buissinne, who has so ably vindicated me during my absence,

if this was not his opinion at Graham’s Town. Admitting,

however, the truth of these allegations, and that the sale was
suspended by mistake

;
this mistake must instantly have been

discovered by the sequestrator, when, if his proceedings were

legal, the case reverted to its previous state, and with any
regard to justice, either to the creditors or myself, it was his

bounden duty to have enforced the sale : while, if, on the

contrary, he found he had been in error, it was equally incum-

bent on him to lose not a moment in revoking the unwarrant-

able publication of insolvency. But what was the course

pursued by him ? he committed the foulest injustice on all

parties : he neither sold the property, then adequate to every

demand, but rapidly deteriorating from neglect, and the com-
pulsory discharge of my people for the satisfaction of the

claims upon it
;
nor, on the other hand, did he relieve me from

the disqualification he had imposed
;
but suffered every thing

to lie in abeyance for a period of twenty months
;
exposing me,

during the whole of that time, with designs, the public shall

see were meditated, to the mercy of any ruffian who might
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please to charge me with the commission of fraud, though

incurred in the act of buying bread for my family.

The valuation of the improvements on the farm was all a

farce, and ridiculed as such by every sensible person in the

district. Flood, however, and the absence of labourers for its

cultivation, had left very little to value, but the assessment of

even that little was a barefaced scheme to rob me. The
parties selected for this purpose were both Mr. Hart’s particular

friends, and both at the time lying under heavy obligations to him !

Par. 17.
—

‘ Both parties feeling dissatisfied with this state of things, Mr. Hart

being disappointed in not being able to recover his debt, or the possession of

his farm, and Mr. Burnett having been injured in his credit by the public

declaration of his insolvency, addressed complaints to the Government and

to the Court of Justice, and brought actions against each other before the

'Court of Circuit in the year 1822, the first to cancel the lease and to eject the

tenant on account of his insolvency
;
and the latter, to recover damages for

illegally attempting to eject him, and for serving him with notice to quit.’

Par. 18.
—

‘ In the first action Hart relied upon the declaration of Burnett’s

insolvency, and produced a Gazette in proof of it
;
but Burnett having alleged

that he had no opportunity of obtaining the documents necessary for his

•defence, and as the court found upon referring to the landdrost of the district

that a correspondence was still open with the sequestrator upon the subject,

resolved that the further consideration of the case should be postponed, and
that time should be allowed to the defendant to disprove the allegation of

insolvency.’

Par. 19.
—

‘ The action of Burnett against Hart for illegally attempting to

dispossess him, was deferred by consent, and upon a suggestion from the

court, that the entry of the cause should be amended by making the seques-

trator a party to the defence. It is alleged by Mr. Burnett that the com-
missioners of circuit in the year 1822, made a formal declaration of the

.irregularity of the proceedings of the sequestrator, but we do not find that

any mention of such a declaration is entered upon the records of the court.

It has been stated, by a very competent witness, that he heard one of the

•commissioners of the court declare that the proceedings were irregular, for

want of a schedule of the debts and credits ;
but even if this declaration had

been so made, it would not have had the effect of superseding the act of the

sequestrator, for the terms in which the postponement of the trial was granted

implied a necessity of obtaining further evidence. We have referred to the

commissioners of circuit upon this point, and find that although they differ

in their recollection of what was said by one of them upon this occasion, yet
they have finally concurred in thinking that the consideration of the question

of insolvency was suspended, and left open to future discussion
; we cannot

therefore concur in the assertion made, and often repeated by Mr. Burnett,

that his insolvency had been declared by the court, in 1822, to be irregular

•or unjust.’

XXIX. E
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It is necessary to blend the matter of the foregoing para-

graphs in my answer, as they all involve the same subject
;
and

as considerable pains have been taken to divest it of its proper

importance,—the commissioners studiously omitting all notice

of the consequences it entailed,—I shall give it fully
;

the

public will then have a further opportunity of judging of these

gentlemen’s impartiality.

I have already stated that the sequestrator founded his

publication of my insolvency on the solitary fact of Mr. Hart
having obtained a sentence against me for 905 rixdollars, and
that I esteem this publication to be unquestionably illegal,

from the circumstance of my having tendered a claim, greater

in amount, upon the commissariat for its liquidation. It

follows, that if any claim is substantiated, the sequestrator has

refused a legal tender for the discharge of the sentence, and
that his act is consequently illegal

;
or, that if my tender was

defective from not being accompanied by Captain Somerset’s

voucher, this illegal act has been produced by injustice on his

part
;

so that I am clearly aggrieved by one, or the other, in

his official capacity. This publication was in the Cape Town
Gazette of April 13th, 1822, and the sale. of the property

advertised for the 22d of July following
;

when, by public

declaration of the landdrost, it was suspended, although my
people had been discharged at his desire, and every operation

upon the farm altogether relinquished. I considered this

suspension of proceedings on the part of the sequestrator, as a

virtual confession of error, and to prove the fallacy of the

excuse, that it originated in my proposition of drawing upon
England for the payment of the claims upon me, this pro-

position was never entertained for an instant, nor ever was I
officially applied to on the subject

!

Yet with what pains the

commissioners glean out this casualty, which had never the

remotest influence on the proceedings, to extenuate the conduct

of the sequestrator, and make his irregularities traceable to me.
“ Dissatisfied,” indeed, “ with this state of things,” I decided

on bringing matters formally to issue, by the institution of

proceedings against Hart at the next commission of circuit
;

and entered them accordingly. The proceedings of this com-
mission, as given in the Report, I have no hesitation in saying

are designedly curtailed and falsified, and the inferences drawn
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from the little the commissioners have permitted to appear,

are in no one respect warranted by the premises. Not one

word was said by me about “ documents necessary for my
defence

;
” I simply repelled Mr. Hart’s production of the

slanderous advertisement of insolvency, by denying its legality,

and appealing to the court to confirm my assertion. The
court did instantly confirm it in the most explicit, distinct, and'

unequivocal terms. And when the proceedings had terminated,

to “ make assurance doubly sure,” I addressed it with a

repetition of my request, that, as this advertisement had
established a general belief of my insolvency, greatly to my
prejudice, it would, before the public then assembled, relieve

me from this obloquy, by a declaration of its illegality. Mr.

Buissinne, the presiding member, directly replied, “ Mr.
Burnett, this proceeding has originated altogether in mistake, you

are not insolvent, hut as free to act in your own concerns as any
other man.” These, I solemnly protest, were the words used,

and the following letter from Mr. Buissinne to the commissioners

will pretty well confirm my statement :

His Majesty’s Commissioners of Inquiry, &c. &c.

Caledon, 25th of October, 1825.

Gentlemen,—I do myself the honour of acknowledging the receipt of your

letter of the 28th instant, enclosing an extract of a memorial of Mr. Bishop

Burnett, submitted to Earl Bathurst, purporting to give a statement of the

proceedings that took place before a Commission of Circuit, at Graham’s

Town, of which I was a member ; and in reply beg leave to state that it

being one of the principal duties of the Commissions of Circuit in this colony,

before they enter into the investigation of a case brought before them, to use

their best endeavours to bring the parties to conciliation,

The Circuit Commission above alluded to, composed of Mr. Bentinck and
myself, did not fail strictly to attend to that point, and consequently did so,

in a case of Mr. Hart versus Mr. Burnett ; and finding that Mr. Hart, depending

too much on the strength of his cause, seemed quite averse of coming to terms,

thought it their duty to inform him, that his case was not so good as he imagined,

because he had brought forward the same under an impression that Mr.

Burnett’s estate was insolvent, which, although so asserted by the sequestrator,

Mr. Ryno Johannes van der Riet, in an advertisement in the weekly paper,

was known to the Commissioners to be still doubtful, the sequestrator having

made a mistake, or acted without sufficient caution. This was a fact ; for

the sequestrator having asserted the insolvency of Mr. Burnett’s estate a
few weeks before the Commission of Circuit set out, a remonstrance of Mr.
Burnett’s against it reached the Court of Justice before their departure, and

E 2
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it appeared clear that the sequestrator had done what he was not warranted to

do, namely, that he declared Mr. Burnett’s estate insolvent without sufficient

grounds.

I cannot now recollect what the exact particulars of the case were, but I

think that Mr. Burnett, having been called upon by the sequestrator to pay,

or give security for the payment of an award against him, tendered a bill on

somebody in England
; and that the sequestrator took this for a proof that

he had no effects to answer the demand, and therefore declared Mr. Burnett’s

estate insolvent. This, or something of the kind was the case. At any rate,

there was something wrong on the part of the sequestrator ; and the Com-
mission of Circuit conceived themselves in duty bound to consider Mr. Burnett’s

estate still in a state of solvency, and to inform Mr. Hart of the circumstance,

who, on hearing it, withdrew his case. Something may have been said in

regard to the interests and the title deeds of a farm in question, but I cannot

recollect it.

There was another case between the parties, vice versa, on the lists, viz.

Burnett versus Hart, for damages occasioned by illegal proceedings, respecting

the farm above quoted. Here Mr. Burnett was averse to conciliation, and

was therefore told that his action had not been brought forward as it ought

;

for that if the proceedings respecting the farm were such as stated by him,

Mr. Hart and the sequestrator must be implicated, and the action not brought

against Mr. Hart individually
; and on this Mr. Burnett withdrew this case.

It may perhaps appear strange that judges should adopt such a mode of

proceeding in a Court of Justice ; but when it comes to be understood, that

from the want of a 'proper legal adviser, (the functionary for that purpose, the

district clerk, being inadequate,) many of the cases on the list, though founded

in themselves, were brought forward in such a lame and irregular way, that

had not the judges explained the mistakes, the parties would have been

going on in the dark, and heaping expenses on themselves, without being

aware of it ; the case will become clear.

This is all I can recollect, and therefore close with subscribing myself,

Gentlemen,

Your most obedient humble servant,

(Signed) P. S. Buissinne.

Here, then, are two points established, which I will defy all

Mr. Bigge’s special pleading to controvert : first, the illegality

of my published insolvency
;
and, secondly, the public declara-

tion of that illegality by a court of justice. If any mind is

sceptical enough to entertain one lingering doubt on the

subject, let me remove that doubt, by adding still further

proof of the light in which this court regarded me. I had a

tenant upon my land, against whom I brought an action of

ejectment
;

if insolvent, I could not have maintained that

action ;
but the court tried it, and pronounced a decision in
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my favour. Mr. Walter Bentinck says, in a letter to the com-
missioners of inquiry, that in an action against a tenant of my
own, whom I had asserted I cast, “ It appears, however, from

the records of the court, that only an interlocutory decree was
passed in favour of the tenant.” What, in the name of con-

sistency, is meant by an interlocutory decree ? all decrees are

interlocutory till officially registered, but are they a bit less

operative and binding, because a sleepy secretary neglects to

record them
;

and am I to lose the benefit of a decision,

solemnly pronounced, because, through negligence, it cannot

be found in the court archives ? But even this interlocutory

decree, Mr. Bentinck asserts, was in favour of the tenant—for

or against, it does not at all disturb the principle
;
but to show

the subterfuges resorted to in distorting any truth apparently

favourable to my case, I shall disprove Mr. Bentinck’s assertion,

and clearly establish that this interlocutory decree was in my
favour. The tenant held his land on a fourteen years’ lease,

which had not been perfected, and I sought to eject him on
this ground, in consequence of his persisting to keep a canteen

without my consent. The court decreed that he should remove
from the land

;
but, by interlocutory mutual arrangement, it

was agreed, that, as an equivalent for his labour upon it, I

should give him 400 rixdollars, and allow him, I think, six

weeks to prepare himself another abode
;
and this Mr. Bentinck

calls a decree in his favour ! During the interval, he committed
so much depredation, that I complained to the landdrost, from
whom I received the following letter, which clearly establishes

that he was ejected, and that the proceedings of that court

were recorded :

Graham’s Town, October 30, 1822.

Sir,—I have the honour to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of

yesterday’s date, requesting that in consequence of the trespass and depreda-

tions committed on your property, by Henry Ulyate, he may be ordered to

remove from your premises immediately, and to state in reply, that upon
reference to the records of the worshipful Court of Circuit, I find an arrange-

ment that has been made between yourself and Ulyate, which was sanctioned

by the Court, for his quitting your premises, under certain conditions, on the

31st of December next. I regret, therefore, that I cannot interfere for his

ejectment until the expiration of that period, but if he should continue to

commit trespass and depredation on your property, I must refer you to the
local Court for redress, while I shall be ready, if possible, to check such
onduct, which I have this day attempted to do by cautioning him. He
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denies the facts, however, so decidedly, that I fear nothing can be effected

but by legal proceeding and evidence.

I shall make immediate inquiry into the circumstances of your complaint

against the Hottentot girl, now in the prison, in order to bring her to

punishment. I have &c.

(Signed) Harry Rivers.
Mr. B. Burnett.

The commissioners say they find no mention of this declara-

tion in the records of the court. Surely, this is not conclusive

in a judicatory where documents are interpolated, substituted,

or abstracted at pleasure,—nay, where all the deposited vouchers,

in a criminal prosecution, have been known to disappear together !

They state, also, the assertion of “ a very competent witness,

that he heard one of the commissioners of the court declare,

that the proceedings were irregular for want of a schedule of

the debts and credits.” This is utterly false ! not the most

distant allusion to debts or credits occurred throughout the

proceedings, and their conclusion from this postulate, erroneous

as it is, is equally fallacious, for the declaration of my solvency

had no reference to any proceedings before the court, but was
a preparatory admission to establish my eligibility to maintain

an action. The commissioners say, they cannot concur in the

assertion, so often made by me, that this court pronounced the

insolvency illegal. I should, indeed, be surprised if they did,

for that would be a virtual admission that all the iniquitous

law measures which at length overwhelmed me, were equally

illegal and unjust,—an admission at decided variance with the

manifest object of their appointment.

In an ordinary dispute, involving no consequences but to

the parties at issue, I should hold it an invidious course to

glance at personal motive, or impugn any man’s integrity
;

but, when I know the bulk of the testimony adduced against me,

in this very important struggle, is moulded to a special purpose,

—when I see every passage in the Report teem with perversion

and the grossest partiality,—when I trace out some ramification

of the “ Beaufort interest ” in every page of its detail,—and I

find myself singly opposed to this gigantic power, I think I shall

stand acquitted, in the public mind, if 1 go beyond the analysis

of effects, and look a little into their causes. This, too, will

only be fighting my enemies with their own weapons, for, God
knows, I have been most unpitifully mangled by them, and
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made the parent of motives, even by his Majesty’s com-

missioners of inquiry, that never had existence.

The commissioners on this circuit were Messrs. Buissinne and
Bentinck—the first universally considered throughout the

colony the most learned, perspicacious, upright judge that ever

graced its judicatory, and the other was always esteemed a

worthy honourable man. These gentlemen are decidedly at

variance in the Report to the commissioners of inquiry of the

proceedings on the circuit in question, but, by the help of a

little political key, the public will decide whose veracity is

most to be relied on. Mr. Buissinne, through some venial

irregularity in his department, (the receipt of land revenue,)

became obnoxious to the Governor, and was instantly crushed,

like myself, according to law
;

he has no hope of place or

patronage, though far from being in a condition to set power
and tyranny at defiance, and I only wonder at his temerity in

disclosing so much truth in my favour. Mr. Bentinck, besides

his judicial appointment, holds others of considerable emolu-

ment, and came passenger to England with Lord Charles, for

the purpose, it is said, of exchanging his colonial situation for

one, no doubt, of equal value here. The reader will supply

his own commentary. Mr. Bentinck writes :

His Majesty’s Commissioners of Inquiry, &c. &c. &c.

Cape Town, October 25, 1825.

Gentlemen,

—

In reply to your letter of the 22nd instant, enclosing for my
perusal, an extract from Mr. Bishop Burnett’s memorial, addressed to Earl

Bathurst, I have the honour to state, that, upon reference to the proceedings

of the court, the statement of Mr. Burnett is found extremely incorrect.

I allude to what occurred three years ago ; but, as far as I can bring the

case to my recollection, it is as follows :

Bishop Burnett not having paid any rent to Hart, and his insolvency

being announced in the Gazette, Hart wished to eject him from the premises.

Bishop Burnett pretended not to be insolvent, and stated that the landdrost,

Mr. Rivers, must be aware that there was still a correspondence carried on

with the sequestrator respecting his (Burnett’s) insolvency.

The landdrost admits such a correspondence, and moreover states that all

the papers thereunto relating, had been sent to Cape Town.
Under these circumstances, the court could not come to a final decision,

and thought proper to postpone the case, in order to give him (Burnett) time

to prove his solvency, either to the full Court, or to the next Commission of

Circuit
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It was not stated that Mr. Hart had no right to demand rent.

It follows that the title deeds could not be restored to Hart, as the case

was postponed.

Mr. B. Burnett further asserts, that in an action against a tenant of his

own, he cast him. It appears, however, from the records of the court, that

only an interlocutory decree was passed in favour of the tenant. I have &c.

(Signed) Walter Bentinck.

I return the enclosure.

Mr. Bentinck sets out with a distinct untruth, inasmuch as

Hart’s first year’s rent was punctually paid, and the second,

as I shall hereafter prove, tendered. “ Mr. Burnett pretended

not to be insolvent.” It was a pretence at any event sanc-

tioned by the court, for they confirmed it. I repeat, in the

most positive terms, that the court, in reply to my appeal to

it, did say to Hart they wondered how he could expect rent

from land thrown out of cultivation by his litigation with me,

and that, in strict equity, they could not see how he could

demand it. The restoration of the title deeds was positively

refused by the court, on the plea that the clause of optional

purchase made them bona fide mine while I held possession

of the farm. The succeeding letter, which is sent at the

suggestion of the commissioners, to repair an extraordinary

and unaccountable omission in the former, namely, to answer

the most important question put to him
,
will not fail to excite

the reader’s surprise, in direct opposition as its statements are

to the honourable account of Mr. Buissinne.

His Majesty’s Commissioners of Inquiry, &c. &c. &c.

Cape Town, October 29, 1825.

Gentlemen,

—

In reply to your letter of yesterday’s date, wherein you
observe that I have omitted to state in my letter of the 25th instant, whether

Mr. B. Burnett is correct in saying that “ it was announced in open court,

that he was not insolvent, and that the publication of his insolvency had
arisen from mistake,” I have the honour to state, that no such opinion has

been pronounced in open court.

I beg leave further to submit the impossibility to pronounce any opinion

about his solvency or insolvency, as the court was at that moment not in

possession of any documents ; and therefore granted to Mr. Bishop Burnett,

at his own request, a term, in order to collect the necessary documents.

I have &c.

(Signed) Walter Bentinck.
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Mr. Buissinne’s rejoinder to some further application of the

commissioners (the quality of which is a profound mystery,)

completes the case.

His Majesty’s Commissioners of Inquiry.

Caledon, November 26, 1825.

Gentlemen,—I do myself the honour of acknowledging the receipt of

your letter of the 18th instant, and its enclosure.

I much regret the trouble I have given you, but at the same time feel a

certain pleasure at being at last undeceived.

Mr. Berrange is right ; my information is not direct, but from a quarter

that I could not doubt, and never doubted till I perused your letter and the

enclosure before mentioned.

As to Mr. Bentinck’s assertion, I think I had better say nothing about it

:

some persons will evade and deny truth if they can ; not so I, thank God !

Only one question will I suggest : When Mr. Bentinck hears me, in the name
of the commission, make a declaration in which he did not concur, was it not

his duty to speak ? and did he do so ?

I shall not trouble you with any more arguments on the subject. You
required me to say what I knew on the subject ; I thought it my duty to say

what I recollected, not to avoid answering the demand by a “ I don’t recollect.’’

My information proves erroneous, I regret it, crave your pardon, and will

stand the consequence rather than deny facts. I have &c.

(Signed) P. S. Buissinne.

The question here put by Mr. Buissinne is, indeed, most
apposite,—nothing can be more home. In conclusion, to show
the light in which Mr. Bentinck regarded those decisions in

which, if silence gives assent, he certainly did concur, he called

upon me the following morning to take a look at my improve-
ments at the request of Mr. Buissinne, who was confined by
gout, and very cordially wished me happiness and prosperity,

now I had got over my difficulties with Mr. Hart.

Par. 20.
—

“ Mr. Burnett was thus enabled to retain posesssion of the farm
for another year, and he has asserted that he made a tender of the rent to

the secretary of the district
; but it is positively asserted by the secretary

that Mr. Burnett only requested to know whether he would receive the rent,

and upon his declining it as not being part of his duty, Mr. Burnett retired

and did not repeat his request.”

In answer to this statement I refer the reader to the seventh

paragraph of my “ Narrative to the- Colonial Department,”
where the facts stand as they occurred

;
and I think it only
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necessary to observe, that the circumstance of a messenger of

the court applying for the rent having led me to suppose the

secretary was empowered to receive it, it is very improbable

that I should tender it without the intention of paying it over.

I, however, most solemnly protest that I did tender it, and was
referred to Mr. M‘Donald, of Graham’s Town, who likewise

refused to receive it, and I have no doubt his sense of justice

will confirm my statement.

Par. 21.
—

“ In the month of May, of the year 1823, Mr. Hart renewed his

action of ejectment before the court of justice in Cape Town, but his claim

was referred to the then ensuing commission of circuit that arrived in Graham’s

Town in the month of October. Previous to this period, cross-actions had
been entered before the district clerk, amounting in number to nine, but

which were reduced to six by the court, with consent of the parties. The
order in which it determined to hear them was opposed by Burnett, on the

.ground of its disturbing the arrangement he had made for his defence, which

was framed upon an understanding that the priority that had been given to

each cause by the district clerk, would be observed in the hearing. The
court, however, having considered that the causes that had been postponed

irom the former year ought to have precedence, resolved to proceed in the

trial of the action of ejectment brought by Mr. Hart, for recovering the

possession of his farm, and for cancelling the lease under which it was held,

intimating at the same time, that it would give no decision upon any of the

causes until all had been heard. ”-

Par. 22.
—

“ In the action of ejectment, the plaintiff Hart relied upon the

declaration of Burnett’s insolvency ; and now added, for further ground of

action, the breach of a condition in the non-payment of rent for two years.

The lease contained no positive terms for the payment of the rent, yet Mr.

Hart contended that the words “ annual payment of six hundred dollars
”

clearly implied that this sum was to be paid in every year. In support of

this position he was permitted to exhibit a certificate of the notary by whom
the lease was drawn, attesting, that at the time of its execution an under-

standing prevailed between the parties that the payment of the rent should

be annual. It was contended by the defendant Burnett, that the lease bore

an opposite construction ; that no rent was due until the expiration of the

first three years ; that it was optional with him to extend his occupation of

the farm until the end of the following three. He offered no evidence, and
the court at the termination of their session, decided that the plaintiff was
entitled to enter on the possession of the farm, and condemned the defendant

to quit it immediately.”

Par. 23.
—

“ In the next action that was tried, Mr. Bishop Burnett was
plaintiff, and complained of the illegal warning that had been given him by
Mr. Hart to quit the farm, and of an absolute order that he had received to

leave it in the month of April of the current year. It was agreed to join to

this case an action that he had entered for damages from these notices.

Proof was given of the interruption of the labourers whom Mr. Burnett had
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employed in procuring bark and preparing charcoal in his own grant of land,

in consequence of the receipt of the notices, and proof was also given of the

profits that might have been derived from the sale of green forage, but

dependent always upon the opportunities that might exist of disposing of it.

The court rejected the plaintiff’s claim for damages in consequence of the

notice given by the defendant, who justified it by the public declaration of

the plaintiff’s insolvency, and of the expiration of the lease in the month of

May 1823, and the court also condemned the plaintiff to pay the costs.”

Par. 24.
—

“ The action brought by Burnett against Mr. Hart and the seques-

trator, for damages arising from their having illegally conspired to eject him
from the farm called Doom Valley, and which had been deferred in the year

1822, was next heard. The plaintiffs proved that an order had been given

by the sequestrator to his agent at Graham’s Town, dated 28th January

1822, stating, that in consequence of the firm of Messrs. Ebden and Eaton
having declared that Mr. Bishop Burnett was not their agent, but that he

was indebted to them in a considerable sum, he was forthwith to proceed in

seizing and selling all his property. This order had been attempted to be

enforced by the landdrost, but had been met by a protest of Mr. Burnett

against it as illegal, and a declaration of his intention of retaining possession

of the farm until compelled by actual force to quit it. On the part of one

of the defendants, Hart, it was contended that no conspiracy was proved ;

that he had done no act in conjunction with the sequestrator ; that he had
repaired to Graham’s Town, in consequence of an order from the landdrost

to take over the farm, and was there informed, that in consequence of sub-

sequent orders, that proceeding was to be suspended, and a valuation of the

improvements on the farm was to be made.”
Par. 25.

—
“ The same defendant further contended, for the legality of his

proceeding against the plaintiff, who had attempted to defeat the claims of

just creditors, by making over all his property to one individual, and had
thus exposed himself to the consequences of a declared insolvency ; one of

which was the avoidance of the lease, and of all right to continue in possession

of the farm. A memorial was submitted to the court, on behalf of the seques-

trator, that the lateness of the notice of trial precluded his attendance ; and,

independent of this circumstance, he contended that the plaintiff should have
qualified himself to bring this action, by first obtaining a “ veniam agendi,”

a form that is observed in the colonial courts, whenever a public officer of

rank is summoned. The court, in pursuance of a power given to them by a

proclamation of the year 1813, referred the cause to the decision of the full

court.”

Par. 26.
—

“ In an action for rent, brought by Hart, for the occupation of

the farm, the sum of one thousand two hundred rixdollars was decreed to be

paid to him by Burnett, together with interest, from the 25th May, the day

« on which the lease expired.”

Par. 27.
—

“ The next action was brought by Mr. Hart against Burnett, to

recover damages for removing fruit trees from his farm, and for destroying

two buildings that were standing upon it at the commencement of his lease,

and the loss of the harvest of the current year, in consequence of the defendant

having continued to occupy the farm beyond the expiration of_it. After
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hearing the evidence, the Court rejected the claim for damages, hut com-

pensated the plaintiff by allowing him rent from the expiration of the lease

on the 25th May 1823. to the period of the defendant quitting the farm in the

month of October. The plaintiff, however, was condemned in the costs of

the action.”

After the decisions of the commissioners of circuit of 1822,

which I attributed equally to their integrity, and a relaxation

on the part of the Government of that persecution it had all

along manifested, I began to breathe
;

and, as far as my
crippled resources would permit, to renew my exertions upon
the farm : confident, in my own mind, that the publication of

my insolvency was illegal, and that I could maintain the proof

of this before any impartial tribunal. I had ever regarded it

as the result of a conspiracy, sanctioned by the colonial

Government, to ruin me
;
and I determined, whatever schemes

that iniquitous Government concocted, to oppose them with

unabating courage and firmness. That it would confess its-

error and revoke the advertisement I had repeatedly and
fruitlessly solicited

;
but I certainly did expect, after the

circuit in 1822, that if any farther molestation was meditated,,

the whole of the proceedings would, in Hart’s case, have been
commenced de novo. A reference to my narrative will show
the annoyances to which I had been subject from this man
during the interval between the circuits

;
till, with my patience,

at length, quite exhausted, I determined to bring matters finally

to issue before the commission of 1823. I shall not fatigue

the reader by conducting him through the entangled detail of

the proceedings in that court, as those proceedings are appended,
and from which he will be best enabled to draw his own con-

clusions, but I will state some facts to show the character of

their justice, and whether any but a fool could have refrained

from denouncing the utter disqualification of these com-
missioners to the Governor.

The action withdrawn in 1822, at the suggestion of the
court, now embraced Mr. Van der Riet, the sequestrator

;
and

this I had instituted, not with a view to the recovery of the
damages laid,—for that would have been a wild expectation
indeed at the Cape of Good Hope, if he had ruined me ten
times over—but to bring the question of solvency or insolvency

finally to issue. It was manifest to the court, as it must be
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to every sensible being, that if there were eight actions whose
merits depended entirely on the issue of this one, that one not
only claimed priority of hearing, but it became absolutely

absurd, as well as unjust, to enter at all upon the merits of

the others till it was disposed of. If I established my solvency,

the whole of Mr. Hart’s actions fell to the ground : he had no
claim to dispossess me : he had no right to interfere with my
proceedings on the farm : he had no title even for his rent

;
for

as the proceedings with which he had harassed me emanated
from Captain Somerset’s injustice and breach of word, and
the consequent illegal publication of insolvency

;
so far from

his having claims upon me, I had unquestionable right of action

against both him and the sequestrator for compensation for the
heavy losses I had sustained from their aggressions. And yet
how did this court act ? I repeat, with an injustice and an
absurdity that has no parallel : it disposed of the eight actions

thus wholly dependent on the merits of this ninth, and referred

that ninth for decision to Cape Town ! Now, I will ask any
man of common sense if this could be regarded in any other

light than a virtual declaration of its fate in Cape Town, and
consequently a palpable prejudication

;
for if its result proved

favourable to me, what became of the commissioners and their

eight decisions ! It may be naturally asked, what could be

the motive of these two judges for a conduct so apparently

mijust and inconsistent ? I will tell the reader. They well

knew that the object of my action against the sequestrator was,

as I have before observed, to disprove my asserted insolvency,

that if I succeeded in that object, both the sequestrator and
Lieutenant-Colonel Somerset would find themselves placed in

the most extraordinary predicament
;
and an imputation lie

against the colonial Government of the foulest injustice and
persecution. They knew that Lieutenant-Colonel Somerset

was then in Graham’s Town, and that the result of my exhi-

biting proofs of my claim upon the commissariat would vitiate

the published insolvency, and decide the long contested battle

triumphantly in my favour. They knew that all my witnesses

to establish this claim were on the spot, and that, however

instructed, and personally resolved they might be to crush me
through judicial forms, the issue of this action was at least

problematical, and not to be made exclusively dependent on
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their will and pleasure. In short, that if they found themselves

compelled, however reluctantly, to give judgment in my
favour, they would be doing that which no Cape judge ever

had the temerity to do since Lord Charles Somerset has been

Governor of the colony—pronounce a decision at variance with

his kncnvn wishes.

In the 22d paragraph, the commissioners magnify a mere
experimental suggestion into an effort of downright chicane,

and in estimating the tone of the Report throughout, I par-

ticularly call the attention of the public to this invidious tend-

ency in these gentlemen to dwell elaborately upon trifles,,

however insignificant, if they can but be brought to exhibit my
conduct in an unfavourable light. In discussing the measures

to be pursued with Hart at the former circuit, Mr. Le Sueur, the

district secretary, after a careful inspection of the lease,

pointed out this very fact himself, that Hart had no claim for

the rent annually which could be enforced by any one of its

clauses
;
and that I could, with strict legality, resist his demand

for it till the expiration of the first three years. That I had
never given the lease this interpretation is manifest, from the

fact of my having punctually paid the first year’s rent, and
tendered the second

;
nor should I have availed myself of this

discovery, had I been at issue with a gentleman, or any other

than a knave bent upon taking every advantage of me, and
ruining me by litigation. As this plea then was not a disrepu-

table evasion, but put in merely to defeat injustice, surely I

was warranted in trying the experiment of its legality without

meriting the imputation insinuated by the commissioners.

As the charge of dilapidating buildings, and removing
fruit-trees, forms a prominent part in these proceedings, a

reference to my description of the farm when I took it, will

best show what ground it rests upon. The only building I

found upon it, I left in its primitive condition
;
and where I

took possession of one fruit-tree, there now stand ten of

superior quality : these are facts the whole district can prove.

I removed the trees from the orchard of my own planting,

because the soil was too elevated. The house in the garden,

also built by myself, was irreparably destroyed by floods
;

and, to save the materials from being stolen, I had them taken
to my own land, where I had built another house

;
and when
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I was compelled to abandon the farm altogether, I caused the

doors and windows of the lodge to be removed from the same
motive, but these were all my own erections, under the sanctity

of the contract which made the farm my property for six years,

or, if I pleased, for ever. The erections that had escaped the

floods, consisting of the lodge, gardens, cottage, and charcoal

kilns, the gates, palisades, and cattle kraal, were all left undis-

turbed, although constructed by myself
;

and to show the-

character of the valuation by Messrs. Retief and Van Rooyen,

which was made prior to the destruction of the house in the

garden, the lodge alone cost very nearly two thousand dollars

when finished.

As to the nature of the proceedings, in their judicial character,

I know no more about them than the man in the moon
;
nor,

I believe, does any body else except the learned judges them-
selves

;
I can, however, safely declare that they excited

universal astonishment throughout the district, for it had been

generally expected that a full triumph awaited me in the

result of this commission’s proceedings. A magistrate, remark-

able for his servility and cautious reserve, was so convinced of

the injustice shown me, that he could not control his indignation,

but frankly declared, as his unqualified opinion, that the

decisions were all concocted, before trial, in Cape Town, and
brought by these worthy Dutchmen, cut and dried, for the

occasion. Even the Commissioners of Inquiry, who now lend

themselves to the cabal against me, expressed their astonish-

ment at the tenor of these law proceedings. Mr. Bigge

described them as the most extraordinary he had ever heard

of
;
that they were “ ALL A HASH !

” a mass of incongruous

and inexplicable absurdity ; that mine formed one of many more
brought under his cognizance, and that it was high time the whole

judicial branch of the Colonial Administration was revised and,

purified. He expressed his decided conviction that I had been

cruelly treated by Hart, to whom, he said, he had stated the same
opinion ; that Hart excused himself by professing ignorance of
my claim upon the commissariat, (a direct falsehood !) declaring,

that if acquainted with it, he should not have commenced his

suit against me ; and Mr. Bigge concluded his observation by
emphatically exhorting me to “ STICK TO THE FORAGE
CLAIM,” as the only, but certain, means of defeating the
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plans in operation against me ! ! But nothing of this

appears in the Report, nor one solitary fact that can tell to

my advantage !

Par. 28.
—

“ The defence to these actions was made by Mr. Bishop Burnett

in writing, and was permitted to be read to the Court. It abounds in violent

invective against the Government and some of the public functionaries ; and

some passages were considered to be so calumnious as to induce the commis-

sioners of the court of circuit to transmit the document to the cognizance of

the fiscal ;
but it does not appear that any prosecution was founded upon it.”

The commissioners are again mistaken in putting me on the

defensive, where I am the party attacking. The writing

alluded to was not a defence, but an opening address to the

court, in my capacity of plaintiff, previous to its entering

upon the various cases. They say,
“

it abounds with violent

invective against the Government and some of the public

functionaries.” I admit that it does
;
and I intended that

it should, for they richly deserved it
;
and it was for this very

purpose I wrote it, that as a recorded document, not liable

to falsification, the parties glanced at should not escape one

.single lash of the intended castigation. As this, however, is

not the first time I have been charged with the use of violent

and intemperate language in the course of this struggle, it may
be necessary to examine into the justice of the reproach. The
earlier portions of my correspondence with the colonial func-

tionaries are characterised by a style and language, I will

venture to say, strictly becoming
;
when the aggressions of the

Government were remorselessly followed up, that language neces-

sarily assumed a more forcible character
;
and as these ripened

into a system of intolerable persecution, so my remonstrances

became correspondingly energetic
; as they continued beating

me, so I cried out
;
and at all times with the nicest reciprocity

between the force of their cudgels and my clamour. So far

from regretting this, I glory in it
;

and, if it was to obtain a

princedom, I would not “ bate them one particle of their

addition.” In the estimation of the commissioners, “ that in

the captain is but a choleric word, which in the soldier is flat

blasphemy.” So that, because the parent of all this injustice

is a duke’s brother, I am to bear the cruellest inflictions without
retaliation ! a principle as ridiculous as that which would
restrain the mechanic in the street from calling out “ stop
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thief,” because he had been knocked down and robbed by a

well dressed pick-pocket. If I wanted to extenuate my conduct

in this respect, surely it will be admitted, that as counsel,

conducting my own cause, my language was temperate in the

extreme, compared with the latitude assumed and sanctioned

on such occasions.

Par. 29.
—

“ When the trials were concluded the memorials of certain

creditors of Bishop Burnett were heard, complaining of the delay in executing

the sentences they had obtained against him ; and, in one of them, a charge

was made against Burnett of having committed acts that were in fraud of

his creditors : the court of circuit ordered that Burnett should again be

summoned to give an account of his property to satisfy the demands of his

creditors, and that in failure thereof, an inventory should forthwith be made
by the landdrost, and forwarded to the sequestrator. The charge of fraud

that had been made against him was committed to the inquiry of the land-

drost and heemraden.”

I have so little taste for notoriety, and am so averse to intrude

myself upon public notice, that, in all probability but for this,

and a supplemental paragraph, I should, in my thorough con-

viction that Governments never redress grievances, have
declined replying to this Report altogether, and suffered

the known design of the Colonial Department, (the rescue of

Lord Charles Somerset from the awful precipice he stands upon,

at the price of my sacrifice,) to have succeeded
;

but these

parts of the Report have left me no alternative, and I now
pledge myself to the country never to relax in my determination

•of laying before it a complete detail of Lord Charles Somerset’s

administration at the Cape of Good Hope. So infamous a

•combination against me shall not succeed, and if his Lordship

must be upheld by power, because he is brother to the

Duke of Beaufort, and, probably, a life charge upon his rental,

and thus, in his own vernacular idiom, “ walked over the

course,” it shall not be at the expense of my character.

The aim of the above paragraph is, evidently, to establish

an opinion, that, in the assignment of the property to Mr.
Eaton, and subsequently, I have committed acts of such
fraudulent appearance as to require judicial investigation, and
the commissioners by invidiously omitting any notice of their

merits, but rather assuming them as recorded than imputed
.facts, have committed the foul injustice of ushering a lie to

XXIX. f
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the world, in the garb of truth, knowing it to be one at the time ;

and I am quite sure that when I have exposed the utter fallacy

of this charge, the indignation of the country wall keep pace

with my own at the infamous motives in which it originated.

If we turn to that part of the Report, replying to my insinua-

tions in the petition to Parliament, as respect the Somerset

farm monopoly, and his Lordship’s interference with the

exchanges, we shall find the Commissioners floundering through

a laborious purgation, and bestowing much toil and research

for the means of repelling them
;
but here, on an accusation

that places my moral existence in jeopardy, the charge is

insidiously foisted into the Report, without one line of explana-

tion of the ground it rests upon, so that its poison may circulate

through the world, unaccompanied by the antidote they know
that truth and justice could supply. What have I done to

merit all this rancour ? I was never blackballed at a Bibury
meeting, nor held a pollution and a disgrace among the legs of

Newmarket
;

I never juggled mortal man in a bargain, or

fleeced the extravagant and unwary
;

I never was addicted tO'

horse-racing, or cock-fighting, or slurred or cogged a die i

nor ever did I pander to my cupidity, or my lusts, through

the medium of audacious public spoliation, or sneaking private

delinquency
;

and yet every little action of my Cape life,

that can bear record to misfortune or imprudence, is to be

alike raked up for public examination, and distorted by the

most tortuous ingenuity, into grounds of crimination and abuse.

To give the public a competent idea of the full infamy of

this proceeding, it will be requisite to show the precise situation

I stood in at the time this accusation was brought forward.

I had all along maintained the illegality of the publication of

my name as insolvent, and the proof of my claim upon the

Commissariat even the Commissioners have confessed will

decidedly bear me out. Acting on this conviction, I still went
on in my concerns as heretofore—purchasing articles for the

support of my establishment, and disposing of its little produce :

all this was notorious in the face of day
,
and authoritatively con-

firmed and legalized by the first ensuing commission of circuit in

1822 . In this way I proceeded till the arrival of the next

commission, unconscious of even error, much less that the

purchase of every article for the support of my family, or the
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sale of every load of bark or timber for the means of that

purchase, were to be hereafter adduced as acts of wilful

premeditated fraud ! instead of being exhibited to the world

in their true colours as the indefatigable exertions of a man
to relieve himself from embarrassments, produced by the

persecution of that Government from which he had most right

to expect indulgence and support. When the landdrost sent

for me to hear this declaration of insolvency propounded, what
was my conduct ? After requesting his advice, and receiving

his instructions, I went home, abandoned every proceeding

upon the farm, discharged all my people, and waited the issue

in patience. But when the sale was suspended, and the

secretary, in accounting for it, informed me that Messrs.

Ebden and Eaton had undertaken to arrange with the seques-

trator, I renewed my operations with my usual activity,

crippled and hampered as they were by this afflicting inter-

ruption. Why did not the landdrost then tell me that if I

bought a bag of rice to feed my people, or sold a stick of timber
from my land, that I should expose myself to a charge of fraud !

or months afterwards, when the commission of circuit publicly

exonerated me from any responsibilities incurred by this

illegal and scandalous publication, why was I permitted to go
on twelve months longer, in the daily commission of acts

intended to be made fraudulent without warning or informa-

tion ? Why was it not at once declared to me “ The com-
mission of circuit has asserted you not to be insolvent, and
that you are as free to act in your own concerns as any other

man, but the Government thinks proper to decide otherwise,

and the next commission will decree accordingly
; so that

you will render yourself liable to a charge of fraud, if you
receive or pay one rixdollar, although for the support of your
existence ” ? Nothing, however of this sort was done : on
the contrary, the Government, by its own act, holds all the

proceedings from this publication in abeyance for a period of
twenty months, deludes me by an insecure appearance of
having acquiesced in my protest against its injustice ; and then,

for every act of sale or purchase I may have committed during
this long interval, it holds me up to the world as fraudulent ! ! !

If this is not persecution, and of the foulest character, I am
unacquainted with the meaning of the word

;
and if there is

F 2
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no other circumstance to brand with indelible disgrace his

Majesty’s commissioners of inquiry, who have so nefariously

abetted it, this fact alone will be sufficient in the estimation of

every honourable mind.

Thus, then, I continued, unconscious of the commission of

any offence against the laws, though grievously oppressed by
their abuse, till the arrival of that commission of circuit for

denouncing whose monstrous injustice to the Governor I have

been banished the colony. On the first morning of their

sittings, it was communicated to me, that Hart, and a shop-

keeper, named Stone, had been repeatedly closeted with the

commissioners
;
and my informant even then suggested the

existence of some plot intended for fruition during the trials,

but of what nature he could not determine
;
nor had I, from

this intelligence, the slightest suspicion of its character or

object
;

but, as I felt satisfied neither truth nor justice could

defeat me, my Cape experience sufficiently justified me in

some apprehension of conspiracy and fabrication. Conspiracy

it turned out, and as this Mr. Stone was the prominent agent in

its conduct, I must state some few particulars respecting him.

He kept a shop of general chandlery in Graham’s Town,
whither, in the want of coffee-houses, the respectable portion

of the settlers and military used to resort
;

and, after a con-

siderable course of dealing with him, he claimed a balance

against me of six or seven hundred rixdollars. His affairs

were at this time in the hands of the sequestrator, and the

chandleries he sold in Graham’s Town were ostensibly for his

brother. He had acquainted me with some very vindictive

expressions used by Hart
;

and, on one occasion, wrote me a

letter detailing these, and giving his opinion of the character

of law proceedings with considerable license. I considered his

evidence necessary to prove Hart’s expressions of animosity,

and had him summoned in my behalf. To the first question

I put to him he replied that he did not think he was under any
necessity of answering it, as I was a bankrupt, and added, on

my expressing surprise at this assertion, that I was not only a

bankrupt, but a fraudulent one. I repressed my indignation

at this infamously false charge, and contented myself with

requesting the court to record it, which was done. On the

next morning I exhibited the following paper in the town, and
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wrote the secretary to enter an action for libel against Stone

before the ensuing court of landdrost and heemraden. It is

true, I might have retorted upon this Stone, that he certainly

was disqualified from maintaining an action either at the Cape
or in England, for he was not merely under sequestration in

the colony, but an uncertificated bankrupt at home, where he

had failed for a considerable amount, without even paying a

fraction of a farthing in the pound !

PAPER EXHIBITED IN GRAHAM’S TOWN.

The commission of circuit having left Graham’s Town without giving the

undersigned an opportunity of repelling the slanderous accusation of Charles

Stone, the shopkeeper, the public is requested to suspend its judgment upon
this occasion until the issue of a prosecution to be instituted thereon is known.

The undersigned, in the mean time, must so far vindicate himself, as to

declare that the accusation of the said Stone is a wicked, malignant, and
atrocious lie ; which he firmly believes Stone was induced to propagate from
having been bribed thereto, or from the hope of ultimate patronage.

(Signed) B. Burnett.
Graham’s Town, Nov. 12

,
1825 .

With the charge itself, or any consequences likely to flow

from it, I never troubled myself in the least, and it was treated

by the public with the utmost contempt and ridicule, quite

satisfied that it was the result of a conspiracy to gratify the

supposed hatred of the Government.

As I absolutely required some little relaxation after all this

toil, I hinted a desire to Mr. Rivers, the landdrost, to pay the

Caffres a visit, who very kindly offered me his pass, and
promised, at my suggestion, to get it countersigned by Lieu-

tenant-Colonel Somerset, as commander on the frontier
;
this,

however, was refused by Somerset, whose example was followed

by the landdrost, which occasioned me to abandon the design

of crossing into Caffre-land. I proceeded, however, with a
small party to the neighbourhood of the Great Fish River, in

search of elephants, and returned to Graham’s Town, after a
few days’ excursion, without having passed the boundary of

the colony. It had, however, during my absence, been reported

otherwise
;
and to show the malignant temper of the Govern-

ment towards me, the following post from Cape Town brought
a proclamation from his Excellency, reviving one half a century
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old, by which this offence was made punishable with death.

While I was away, the investigation of Mr. Stone’s charge had
been proceeded in by the landdrost and heemraden, and then,

for the first time. I ascertained its true character, that all of

a sudden I became fraudulent for doing what I had done in

perfect innocence, and without molestation, during the whole

period from the publication of the insolvency, viz. buy, sell,

and exchange. Why they selected the specific articles stated

in the Report, will be seen, as I had bought and sold hundreds

of cattle, immense quantities of fuel, and received from my
tanner a great number of hides and skins in exchange for bark

;

and surely if I was acting illegally in the last of these twenty

months, I was doing the same throughout the whole period
;

but Stone and his advisers knew if they generalized the charge,

it must carry with it the principle on which it was founded, and
thus expose its own infamy and absurdity

;
they wisely there-

fore selected but two or three instances, that by thus giving

them an isolated appearance some peculiar features might be

supposed to attach to them. The case of the hides, for

instance, strikingly illustrates this : I had taken a hundred

tanned hides from my tanner in exchange for bark, and had
exchanged them again, subject to the price they fetched in

Cape Town, with a Mr. Smets, of Algoa Bay, for articles of

consumption on the farm
;
with no more idea that I was doing-

wrong, or subjecting myself to a charge of fraud for so doing,

than I have for writing this very sentence. These hides were
consigned by Mr. Smets to his correspondent in Cape Town,
and laid there unsaleable from damage

;
and under the impres-

sion that they were thus delivered by the tanner, I entered

an action against him for the recovery of their value, which

was only withdrawn on discovering my mistake. Nor was it till

the necessity of perfecting this plot against me for the use of

the Commissioners of Inquiry occurred to them, that those

hides were ever thought of by the sequestrator, who then

incontinently seized them in the store, where they had been

peaceably rotting for months
;

and doubtless with very

imposing formalities. But what would be the natural inference

from the way in which this is stated in the Report ? What,
but that it was some secret smuggling transaction, under

precautions to prevent discovery, which the vigilance of the
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sequestrator had detected and defeated ? And yet this is the

Report of honourable men, highly eulogized in Parliament, and
paid enormous salaries by the public, to give that public just

and impartial information ! but I will tell these gentlemen

that they have executed their mission, as regards me, with the

foulest injustice, and the grossest partiality.

Having now stated the grounds of this accusation of fraud,

which, in the very worst light my enemies would desire to

put it, is a most invidious misapplication of a term, as the

notoriety of all the acts from which it emanated must prove
that they could bear no other construction than that I was
acting in error, I shall show that it never could apply to me,
or admit of the slightest degree of proof, and that, consequently,

it has only been projected to injure my character, and attach

a disreputability to my case. The commissioners foresaw that

their Report, divested of this poison, however laboriously

worded to my prejudice, would still disclose sufficient persecu-

tion to excite public sympathy in my favour
;
but to impress

upon that public that I am a turbulent, disaffected, and
dishonest character, was at once to destroy this feeling, make
the whole community callous to my complaints, and render

my case altogether unworthy of the notice of Parliament : but,

thank God, I can expose this infamous conspiracy, and frustrate

its object, for I again pledge myself that Lord Charles Somerset
shall not “ walk over the course ” at my expense.

Although I was glad to avail myself of this mode of defeating

Hart’s manifest determination to bring my property to sale,

its original assignment to Mr. Eaton did not originate with

me, as the following letter will prove :

Cape Town, August 31
, 1820 .

My dear Sir,—

I

have to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the

22nd instant.

I can assure you I have no wish to subject you to inconvenience or dis-

advantage by pressing immediate payment, and as that cannot probably be

accomplished without both, I shall he very happy to wait three months, if

you have no objection to give me security, and which I should propose to

you in this way : to give me a bond for the amount of my account, and
covering the bill, of which we have as yet no advice ; for although I did not

remit that bill, I indorsed it. And that you should grant us a mortgage of

the land granted you by the Government ; this can be done at a very little

expense and trouble, by Staedel, the secretary to the district, to whom I
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have requested my legal friend here to write on the subject. He is merely

informed, that advances have been made you, and that the security in

question is required.

I feel confident that you will make no objection to this proposal, since you

will readily acknowledge that security for the advance of upwards of £500, is

not an unreasonable request. The bond may be made payable three months

after demand. Believe me, my dear Sir, faithfully yours,

(Signed) R. W. Eaton.

B. Burnett, Esq., Graham’s Town.

By this it will be seen that the assignment was not a matter

of choice, but of necessity, contrary to the light in which the

commissioners represent it, as a transfer of property to one

creditor in prejudice of the others
;
while, to show how palpably

they commit themselves, in their zeal to inculpate me, I had

no other creditor in the colony at the time hut Hart, and his

claim had no bona fide existence till the expiration of the

twelvemonth’s credit. Whether this constant prejudice in the

commissioners is traceable to a purpose originating in others

who have misled them, or to themselves, is quite immaterial,

for their ostensible function is to investigate and report with

justice and impartiality
;
and this they have not done

;
no,

not in any one paragraph out of the eighty-nine of which their

Report is composed.

The legality, integrity, and object of this assignment being

shown, and the basis of the charge of fraudulent conduct, it

only remains to prove that if the act of the Government itself,

in leaving me plunged in this dilemma for a period of twenty
months, did not virtually exonerate me from such an imputa-
tion, which every just mind will say it does, it has no manner
of existence in fact, from the actual position I stood in. First,

I was not insolvent at the period of such declaration, although

that declaration proved the cause ultimately, of what, in

justice, it should have been but the effect. And secondly, if

insolvent, I was authorised by Messrs. Ebden and Eaton’s power
of attorney to act for them entirely at my own discretion.

How, then, could my carrying on the ordinary operations of

the farm, selling cattle, bark or timber, and buying produce or

necessaries in return, merit the odious appellation fraud ? I

was compelled to retain people to supply the means of existence,

and was compelled to barter and exchange for the supply of
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their food and wages
;
and, God knows, fraud or not, I reached

Cape Town without a single dollar in my possession, although,,

sceptical as his Majesty’s commissioners are, I had spent

upwards of twenty thousand upon the farm during the first

year of my occupancy. Nothing, therefore, can surpass the

infamy of this charge as concocted by the bankrupt Stone,

—

as entertained by the functionaries, who conspired with him to

give it shape and plausibility,—as adopted by the Commis-
sioners of Inquiry for a point worthy of investigation, or as

insidiously recorded in their Report, and that without explana-

tion or comment.
This is not the first time I have had occasion to notice the

omission in the Report of any thing favourable to me, nor
during the course of my answer will it be the last by many.
The most trivial exhibits, if they convey a line or a feature to

my disparagement, are industriously foisted in
;

but this

Stone’s letter, although an unimportant piece of documentary^

evidence officially lodged with, and detained by the court, is

as carefully omitted
;
why this should be so, would, I am sure,,

be a superfluous question to the public.

It must be the opinion of every unprejudiced person, that a

charge of this nature required the promptest decision upon its

merits, and that every principle of justice prescribed the earliest

publication of such decision, especially where no plea or justi-

fication exists for the least delay
;
and yet how have I been

treated in this respect ? The same interminable procrasti-

nation that characterises every proceeding in which my interests

are involved is found lingering in this. The Board of Landdrost

and Heemraden were deputed to investigate it, which they

immediately did
;

three or four persons were examined as to

any dealings I had had with them, and deposed to having

purchased of me cattle and fuel. Here the case closed on the

very spot where it originated, and here, with any regard tO'

justice, the issue should have been pronounced
;
nothing could

be more simple. If the sale of such wood and cattle was legal,

I ought instantly to have been relieved from the obloquy of

imputed fraud
;

while, if it proved illegal, little doubt exists

but that the severest punishment the whole colonial code could

inflict would have been dealt to me with no unsparing hand..

What then, is the fair inference, but that the Government
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with all its determination to crush me, felt ashamed to adopt

a mode as iniquitous as it was untenable ? But let us suppose,

for argument’s sake, that the Board of Landdrost, &c., were

not qualified to pronounce its decision, and that some colonial

form placed its cognizance and promulgation with the court of

justice, or even with the high court of appeals, Lord Charles

Somerset himself,—whence this delay, from October 1823 to

December 1825, nearly two years and a quarter ? Now, is it

feasible to suppose, that with the known hatred in which I am
held by the very functionaries before whom my character has

so long laid prostrate, that if any practicable ingenuity, any
obliquity of legal application, could have sanctioned the blow,

they would not long since have given it the coup de grace ?

Was it not, too, incumbent on the Commissioners of Inquiry

to have demanded this decision, and have accompanied their

Report with my perfect exoneration from this detestable lying

accusation, or contrariwise, and not have circulated through

the world an insinuation to my moral prejudice, resting upon
the ex parte assertion of a malicious chandler shop-keeper,

whose conscience was the easy purchase of Hart's promised

patronage, and some orders for military clothing {or the Cape
Corps ?

There is another feature of this infamous conspiracy which
must not be overlooked, for it is in tracing their reflection of

light upon one another that we arrive at the just conclusion.

I have mentioned the institution of a criminal process against

this Stone for Slander. The Commissioners of Inquiry were
then in Graham’s Town, and I related to them every particular

now given to the public
;
they expressed their sympathy for the

cruel predicament in which I was placed, and Mr. Bigge stated

some doubts as to the court’s jurisdiction in cases of libel,

although not entertained by itself
;
they, however, decided to

be present at the trial, and sent a request to be called when
it came on. On the day appointed, through a projessed

omission of the secretary, it was not inserted in the list of

causes. I remonstrated on this neglect, and obtained an assur-

ance that it should certainly be brought on at the next sitting

of the court. This, however, passed over with the same neglect,

and I began to suspect not without design. I accordingly

wrote a strong remonstrance to the district clerk, and was
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informed by him, on the following day, that the whole of the

papers connected with the prosecution had been stolen from his

desk. This very suspicious circumstance induced me to write,

as follows, to the landdrost :

Monday, 8th March.

Dear Sir,

—

It would give me much pain to cause Onkruydt any uneasiness,

or, in short, to make a new complaint of any kind ; but, in the event of

Stone’s papers being lost, something must be immediately done to extricate

me from the extraordinary predicament I am placed in.

I can perceive that the commissioners will take much of their tone (in

estimating such parts of my grievances whose proofs rest mainly upon my
probity) from the result of this prosecution

; and I also know that Stone is

very capable of turning the tables upon me, and attributing this delay to me.
I must therefore request, that with or without the missing papers, the trial

may proceed.

I could wish you to name to-morrow, or Wednesday at furthest, because
it is then my intention, under the urgency of the case, to apply formally to

you, that a final court may be specially convened, to bring this matter to a

conclusion before I quit the frontier.

I have satisfied myself that the original placard is not wanted ; I have an
authentic copy, with abundant evidence to prove it so. Yours truly,

B. Burnett.
Harry Rivers, Esq.

And then, for the first time, comes the following intimation,

that the cause, as Mr. Bigge had supposed, was not cognizable

by the local court !

Graham’s Town, March 11, 1824.

Sir,—In reply to your inquiries, urging me to bring forward your case,

versus Charles Stone, I have to acquaint you that I do not consider it such

as is cognizable by the Board of Landdrost and Heemraden ; and therefore

regret I have it not in my power to prosecute the case further. I have &c.

(Signed) Daniel J. Cloete.

B. Burnett, Esq.

This singular coincidence will not escape attention, while it

strikingly illustrates the caprice and uncertainty prevailing

throughout the Cape judicatory. Actions for slander are

entered and tried before a local court, no doubt of its juris-

diction ever having arisen
;
and penal sentences, the results of

such trials, are enforced upon the culprits, (as in my own case

against a relation of Hart’s, who was banished the district for
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life.) A prosecution is then commenced, involving no less an

issue than the vindication of my character from the slanders

of a conspiracy
;

but which the Colonial Government have

powerful motives for keeping in action and operation : when

procrastination can be no longer maintained with any regard

to decency, all the documents of the suit suddenly disappear ;

and when it is found that this unfortunate loss projects no-

real impediment to the progress of the trial, the court, for the

first time during the long period of its existence, and in singular

unison with the learned commissioner’s opinion, finds that it

has no jurisdiction ! ! !

Par. 30.
—

“ Against all these decisions, except the last, Bishop Burnett

entered appeals ; but, instead of prosecuting them before the High Court of

Appeal, he transmitted a memorial to the Governor, charging the two com-

missioners of circuit with gross ignorance of their judicial duties, and with

corruption, partiality, and injustice.”

There is a trite old adage which says, “ Never show your

teeth till you can bite
;

” which, I presume, means, never

attack an enemy till you have thoroughly estimated his powers

of resistance. If the Commissioners of Inquiry had followed this

rule, they would either have transmitted a more careful Report,

or none at all
;

for abstractedly, from its too palpable design

of crushing me, which its over anxiety betrays in every line,

its compilation is careless and slovenly in the extreme
; and

nothing can tend more to throw the whole into disrepute, than
a repeated utterance of useless and supernumerary falsehoods.

I appealed against all the decisions without exception ; and
had any of them been pronounced in my favour, I should have
done the same and this upon principle

;
for, from the monstrous,

partiality and glaring ignorance of these judges, I held them,

as I stated to his Excellency, morally disqualified for the

discharge of the sacred functions intrusted to them. An appeal

to the High Court of Appeals, as stated by the commissioners,

I never contemplated for a single instant—it would have been

a proceeding at variance with the judicial forms of the colony.

The routine is from commissioners to the full court, and thence-

to the High Court of Appeals
;
and for me to have overstepped;

the intermediate tribunal to approach a court I could not even
glance at without shuddering and horror, would have been,

madness indeed. What constitutes the High Court of Appeals ?:
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The reader will readily supply the answer. A body more
profound in the science and practice of jurisprudence, more
responsible in its constitution, and more imposing and august

in all its elements than the courts below. No such thing.

The High Court of Appeals at the Cape of Good Hope, is Lord
Charles Somerset himself ! very Lord Charles ! ! A general

officer, no doubt, from his age and experience, well versed in

military tactics
;

and, confessedly, the best judge of horse

flesh in, or out of, his Majesty’s dominions. This then, it

appears, was the court I was to appeal to from unjust judg-

ments, pronounced by men who thought they were best

propitiating this same military jockey judge by these very

judgments.

Par. 31.
—

“ Shortly after the proceedings had been concluded, the sale of

Burnett’s property took place, and produced the sum of four thousand five

hundred and fifty rixdollars, which was given for the grant of land that was

conferred upon him by the acting Governor : a great part of the personal

property had been disposed of by Burnett himself, between the period in

which the first inventory was made, and the conclusion of the proceedings by

the commission of circuit. In the same interval, also, very heavy storms of

rain had occurred, by which the improvements that he had effected upon the

farm, and in the garden of Mr. Hart, had suffered great injury ; and one of

the houses, that had been injudiciously placed near the course of the river,

was destroyed.”

The sale of the property was conducted in the most scandalous

and disgraceful manner : indeed, its whole conduct was cal-

culated to impress the public with a belief that the seques-

trator, far from wishing it to obtain its value in consideration

of the interests of all parties, was desirous that it should, like

its owner, be sacrificed. The customary period of notice was
abridged, and although, from its contiguity to the town, it

was universally considered a very desirable property, and
hundreds had expressed their intention to attend

;
only nine

persons were present at the sale, and only two bidders ! It was
my earnest desire, as well as the wish of all present, that it

should be sold in two lots, as best suiting the capacity of the

purchasers
;

this the secretary would not allow
;
and thus,

by juggle and sinister proceeding, property, for which I had
been offered 30,000 rixdollars, and professedly undervalued

by assessors at 15,000, as justifying a loan from the Lombard
Bank, was sold for 4550 rixdollars.
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The assertion that “ a great part of the personal property-

had been disposed of by myself, between the period in which

the first inventory was made and the conclusion of the pro-

ceedings by the commissioners of circuit,” is decidedly false.

It has not even the shadow of a foundation to rest upon. The
variance between the inventory taken by Mr. Onkruydt, the

district clerk, on the 9th May 1822, and the one after the close

of the proceedings, was occasioned entirely by the flood
;
some

idea of which may be formed from the following letter to the

landdrost :

Farm, October 13, 1823.

Sir,—In the recent calamity, I have participated to an extent, which

makes a communication to you, as chief magistrate of this district,

indispensable.

What little property remained to me, after the continued series of mis-

fortunes and persecutions I have experienced in this colony, is nearly all

destroyed — either irreparably injured by the waters, or carried away
altogether

; and my family are now left destitute of food, clothing, or a

habitation to dwell in. I have not yet been able to ascertain the precise

amount of my loss, but, as far as I can at present form an opinion, it cannot,

in the aggregate, be under 5000 rixdollars.

You will be able to form some conjecture of its amount, when I acquaint

you that the water rushed in a torrent through the house, to the depth of

four feet, bearing away all before it. Two walls were beaten down by the

force of floating chests, displaced doors, and various other articles which

were carried away with the stream. Of the few things saved, what could

sustain damage from mud, water and fracture, are quite ruined. Mrs.

Burnett has not one change of apparel left.

The house is too ruinous for repair ; another building opposite is entirely

levelled, most of my fruit-trees, obtained at great expense, even from Cape

Town, are swept away, or torn up by the roots. The garden upon the farm,

created at a vast expense, is laid in ruin. Two highly cultivated acres of

Indian corn are destroyed, and, in short, the whole of my premises is a scene

of damage and desolation.

In this condition, I have no resource but a formal application to you for a

temporary assistance, until the communication I shall forthwith make to the

Government can receive an answer. I have, therefore, to request that,

under the circumstances, you will be pleased to order me a loan of two or

three hundred dollars from the district chest, or such fund as you may deem
most expedient.

I wish you to believe that, as I should decline receiving a favour from this

Government, it must be on very urgent grounds I should prefer an application

of this kind. I am &c.

B. Burnett.
To the Landdrost.
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But if it was even otherwise, the real difference, on reference

to the schedules, though so pointedly marked by the com-

missioners, will he found so comparatively trifling as to con-

vince the public that none but predetermined minds could be-

so sedulous in a paramount object.

Par. 32.
—

“ We have been induced to enter thus minutely into the circum-

stances of these proceedings, as Mr. Burnett has made them the principal

ground of his complaint, both in this colony and in England, and the pretext

for a very violent representation to the Governor, for which he was called

upon to answer criminally before the court of justice. In his first complaint,

he adverted to the vindictive spirit by which Mr. Hart was actuated in com-

pelling payment of his claim for nine hundred rixdollars, and his attempt to>

appropriate to himself the improvements he had made, and was making,

upon his farm. If it were necessary to seek a justification of this proceeding

on the part of Mr. Hart, it might, we think, be naturally found in the very

questionable transaction that has in fact, as well as in law, been the cause of

all Mr. Burnett’s difficulties. After his drafts upon England had been publicly

declined at Cape Town, and after he had incurred debts to two individuals

for the means of cultivating his land, he made an assignment of all his property

for the purpose of securing a particular creditor, and avowedly for that of

defeating the just claims of others. He further states, that an attempt was
made by Mr. Hart to obtain possession of the land contiguous to his farm,

that had been granted to him by the Government, and has complained of

the injustice of making it liable to execution, when the grants of other settlers

were not liable until the expiration of three years, at which time they were

to receive their titles. Mr. Burnett forgets, however, to state, that he received

the title to his grant at the expiration of the first year, at the solicitation ot

the creditor to whom he very soon after assigned it, for the twofold purpose of

enabling him to give security for the advances that had been made to him,

and to protect the property from the claims of others ; he justified this

proceeding, we observe, by a reference to the preferential nature of the debt,

in which we can by no means concur. The debts for which he was pressed

by Mr. Hart and another creditor, arose from the supplies of cattle and stock,

by which he was enabled to cultivate his farm, while the debt of the com-
mercial firm consisted partly of a pecuniary advance made to Mr. Burnett

on his arrival in the colony, of furniture for his house, and of a certain quantity

of tea, which was evidently intended for the purpose of retail, or commercial

profit in the district.”

That part of the above paragraph, sufficiently discussed in

my commentary upon the preceding ones, I shall pass over
,

and very little pains will be requisite to show that the remainder

is half distortion and half falsehood. I have before alluded to

Mr. Hart’s vindictive feeling towards me. When the causes

promoting this are borne in view, operating as they did upon
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a low, illiterate mind, arrogant from lucky speculations, and
intoxicated with subaltern authority, the degree of that feeling

will be easily imagined. The commissioners, in alluding to

the security given to Messrs. Ebden and Eaton for their

advances, invariably ascribe it to a sinister motive, and then

draw inferences from a position that never had existence but

in their own imaginations. This is perceptible through every

paragraph of the Report. They set out with false premises,

but always such as furnish deductions to my disadvantage
;

these they work up into some postulate subservient to the

grand purpose,—saddle me with the consequences, and then

call upon the public to judge me accordingly. If the promul-

gation of so much untruth could be palliated on the pleas of

mis-information or inadvertence, I should be content to set

the matter right without much complaint of the consequences

to myself
;
but when a motive, and a most disgraceful one, is

traceable throughout the adoption of such continuous false-

hood, its exposure and its marked reprehension become a duty

both to the public and myself.

In this paragraph, Mr. Hart’s vindictive proceedings are

justified in the transfer in question
;
which is described as an

act to defeat the just claims of other creditors. Now, all this is

mere prattle, with no manner of foundation but in the special

pleading-brains of Mr. Bigge, his Majesty’s commissioner.

The assignment, however inadmissible by the laws of this

country, was a bona fide, legal, and customary act at the Cape.

At the period of its execution, I had no creditors, inasmuch as

Hart was the only claimant upon me in the colony. If this

plurality is formed from the circumstance of his transferring a

portion of my debt to a Mr. Devenish, I still, as I ever have

done, dispute his right so to do. The date of Mr. Eaton’s

letter is the 31st August, and it was not till the end of the same

year that I succeeded in getting Mr. Bennett’s account, before

which I had not the most distant idea that I was his debtor
;

then what becomes of his bold assertion and all the odium it

was intended to generate ? Surely it “ must return to plague

the inventor.” I will now briefly sum up the true causes of

Hart’s hostility.

During the period of my abode at the house of Mr. Bennett,

I advanced him 5500 rixdollars, not without cautions from
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Cape Town, and various persons in the Albany district, that

it would be necessary to look sharp
;
and my own observations

soon discovered that his affairs were desperately embarrassed.

It became, therefore, prudent to take what supplies his store

yielded for the service of the farm. I was at this time exces-

sively occupied, and paid too little attention to the state of

our account, which, under various pretexts, he delayed to

furnish. When, at length, it was presented, I found, to my
utter astonishment, that instead of having a balance coming to

me, I was brought in debt about 2000 rixdollars, every article

was so exorbitantly overcharged, and the receipt of great

numbers altogether denied by my servants. During the pro-

gress of these deliveries, Mr. Bennett had sent some goods, in

value about 200 rixdollars, to the farm, with a request that

I would give them store-room, and they laid there to the

period of his failure at the latter part of the same year
;
he

had also lent me some articles of furniture, not at the time

procurable on the frontier. It was at this juncture that the

exposure of Hart’s conduct, in the affair of Captain Ellert,

had excited his bitterest animosity
;
and as Mrs. Bennett was

sister to Hart’s son-in-law, a Lieutenant Stretch, the whole

family, with all their connexions, united in arms against me.

Mr. Bennett’s estate was now under sequestration
; but he

made an application to me for the few articles alluded to as

lying at the farm, which I gave instructions to be delivered to

his order. It will scarcely be credited, that on the following

day he laid a complaint before the district secretary, accusing

me of retaining these articles, and I was summoned before

Captain Somerset, the landdrost. I met the latter as I was
proceeding to the court-house, and had some conversation

with him on the subject
;
when he intimated a desire that

during the examination of this charge, I should call upon him
to give evidence. As soon as I had thoroughly disproved it

before the court, I called upon Captain Somerset in obedience

to his suggestion, who immediately left his magisterial seat,

and deposed that this Bennett, accompanied by his brother-in-

law, Lieut. Stretch, had charged me that morning with having

taken away waggon loads of his, Bennett’s goods, and kept them
at the farm. The exposure of this vile conspiracy was so

instant and so complete, that Bennett, in an agony of appre-

XXIX. G
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hension, sank upon his knees, confessed his guilt, and implored

my forbearance
;
but his ingratitude was so flagitious, and the

horror inspired by his conduct so great, that Captain Somerset

insisted upon justice taking its course, and Bennett was
banished the district for life

;
and Mr. Hart’s son-in-law would

have shared the same fate, as particeps criminis, if I had been

so minded. If the reader connects this transaction with his

own exposure in the affair of Ellert, and his rankling disap-

pointment at not having obtained my grant of land
;
adding

to it some slight scratches upon his self importance, in the

shape of a few expletives I was sinful enough to utter against

upstart serjeants, he will soon arrive at the true cause of Mr.

Hart’s animosity. The following letter from one of the

magistrates will show the opinion entertained of Bennett’s

conduct

:

12 o’clock.

My dear Sir,—I am exceedingly obliged to you for your information

respecting the goats. I shall not fail to send a man this evening to your

house. I suppose there will be no difficulty in obtaining them, as your man
can identify them.

Most sincerely do I congratulate you on your triumph over so foul a con-

spiracy. I really never knew anything more atrocious. I understand your

forbearance was even greater than I was then aware of.

If no unforeseen accident prevents it, I purpose having the pleasure of

accompanying Mrs. Campbell to your cottage early next week. Yours

very truly,

D. Campbell.
B. Burnett, Esq.

It is amusing to see the dexterity with which the com-

missioners persevere in error : they must have estimated my
capacity for resistance at a very low scale, or lamentably over-

rated their own oracular pretensions to credence. The nature

of “ the very questionable transaction ” is now before the

public, and there is nothing questionable in it
;
nor has it “in

fact ” nor “ law ” been productive to me of a single difficulty
;

on the contrary, it has proved the palladium of my resistance

against oppression and persecution for a period of six years,

and I owe to this single circumstance the final triumph which

inevitably awaits me, the redemption of the Cape of Good Hope
from the iron rule of Lord Charles Somerset, and the full

exposure of the true object of the Commission of Inquiry sent

out to scrutinize his conduct.
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The remainder of this paragraph is one continued distortion

of truth. I complained of the earlier perfection of my title

to the grant, merely because I suspected it had been done with

a sinister intention, nor was I at all acquainted with the fact

till Mr. Eaton apprised me of it by letter, dated 14th Dec. 1820,

or that I had any pretension to expect it before the settlers

had theirs
;

so that in assigning it, the commissioners charge

me with motives, “ the twofold purpose of enabling me to

give security for the advances that had been made me, and

to protect the property from the claims of others,” which could

not by 'possibility have existence! As to the commissioners

withholding from it their concurrence, I have nothing to say,

their approbation or disapproval can have no influence upon
the merits of a transaction sanctioned by, and only amenable

to, the laws of the colony : that they are anxious it should be

otherwise is tolerably evident from their avowed anxiety, during

a conversation with Mr. Eaton, to judge it by the laws of

England, while, with the same breath they approve my con-

demnation and banishment for libel by the laws of a nation

extinct from the face of the earth ! In the last period the facts

are totally reversed, for the cattle purchased of Mr. Hart had
no instrumentality in my proceedings on the farm beyond
drawing the ploughs, while the whole of Mr. Eaton’s advances

were exclusively appropriated to the maintenance of the people

employed in its cultivation. The tea was certainly intended

for retail profit in the district, but not by me ; nor ever did I

derive the slightest advantage from it. As it arrived so was
it received by Mr. Bennett, at its original prime cost in Cape
Town, without one farthing of profit accruing to Mr. Eaton
or myself

;
and the amount of my credit for it was taken

entirely in articles for consumption upon the farm.

Par. 33.
—

“ Mr. Burnett alleges, that he had expended the very considerable

•sum of twenty thousand rixdollars upon the farm of Mr. Hart, and that it

was an act of great injustice in him to attempt to appropriate such a sum
to himself

; but it is necessary to observe that the improvements that were

made by Mr. Burnett were not such as to increase the value of the farm in

the opinion of a practical settler, nor were they made with the knowledge

•and consent of Mr. Hart, the landlord. The rustic lodge that he built was
a fanciful structure, and the garden was laid out more with a view to embellish-

ment than to profitable cultivation. The number of fruit-trees, however,

was greatly augmented, and some pains were taken to select the best kinds.”
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Three items will establish this fact. The advances of the

firm alluded to by the commissioners amounted to £1040,

Bennett’s account, exclusive of tea and drafts on Mr. Eaton,,

was £600, and Mr. Eaton’s £400, making in the whole £2040,

which, at eleven rixdollars to the pound sterling, the

then rate of exchange, gives 22,440 rixdollars, all expended

in a period of eight months ; to which, before the expiration of

the twelve, must be added the sale of green forage and profits

on the sales of cattle and other stock, in which I dealt con-

siderably, amounting to 2300 rixdollars more
;

thus giving

an aggregate expenditure within the period stated of little less

than 25,000 rixdollars.

Here, again, the same anxiety in the commissioners to turn

every thing the wrong side upwards is strikingly exhibited ;

for the real truth of the case is precisely the converse of the

assertions in this passage. The term improvement is a mis-

application altogether
;

there was nothing to improve, it was
all creation, and of such confessed utility and judgment, as

to be the admiration of every traveller who passed along. If

clearing and manuring the land, forming good fences, planting

the choicest fruit trees, laying out, not an “ embellished,” but

a usefully productive garden, and combining taste with strength

and utility in the construction of the buildings, was not calcu-

lated to increase the value of the farm, I am at a loss to know
what was. The lodge was especially adapted to the climate,

and the only justification of the word “ fanciful,” is in the

solitary circumstance of its awning being supported by trellice

instead of posts. The garden was of the most useful culinary

kind, cultivated exclusively for vegetables and fruit
;

and
presented nothing ornamental to the eye, but a few of the

European flowers planted on small borders, with which the

beds were circumvallated. But I find no fault with the com-
missioners in this respect

;
on the contrary, I feel myself

under infinite obligation to them, for it is in the excess of their

partiality I shall be best vindicated by the public from the

slanders of a report, teeming in every passage with sophistry

and falsehood.

Par. 34.
—

“ Much stress is laid by Mr. Burnett upon the incompetence of

the persons who were appointed by the landdrost of the district to appraise

the improvements ; one of them, we find, was a builder, and the other was
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the veld cornet of the district, and persons who, from their habits, might be

considered competent to appraise the value of the ordinary buildings and

agricultural improvements in the district.”

Par. 35.
—

“ Upon a review of the evidence that was given, respecting the

value of these improvements, before the court of circuit, and allowing for the

novelty of some of them, we do not conceive that the sum of one thousand

three hundred and fifteen rixdollars, fixed by the appraisers, was too low an

estimate.”

By the term “ builder,” the reader will naturally imagine

the appraiser alluded to, was either a mason or a carpenter.

Mr. Retief, however, was a farmer, who, I will venture to say,

never had a trowel or hammer in his hand during his life. It

is true that his slaves and Hottentots had built him a store,

which he sold to the Government for barracks, and afterwards

enlarged
;
and it is also true that he was tempted to purchase

a bull and a ram at enormous prices, and give 5000 rixdollars

for one of the Governor’s English horses, on an understanding

that he should have the contract for the erection of all the

public buildings in Graham’s Town, but this does not con-

stitute him a builder. Be this as it may, both he and the

veld cornet, from the relation they stood in to Hart, were, of

all men in the district, the most disqualified for the office of

impartial assessors. The opinion of the commissioners is too

ridiculous to require comment
;

the flood had rendered the

whole place a scene of ruin and desolation long before their

arrival on the frontier
;
and I will stake my existence on the

assertion, that after the scrutiny commenced under Earl

Bathurst’s special instructions, since the notice of Parliament,

his Majesty’s commissioners never examined a soul who had
seen my place, or probably ever heard of it.

Par. 36.
—

“ We have had occasion to advert to the declaration that was
made upon oath by Mr. Burnett, before the agent of the sequestrator, of his

possessing no property, and of having assigned it to a mercantile house in

Cape Town for their benefit. It appears to us, that much of his embarrass-

ment is attributable to these acts. They, in the first place, furnished a just

ground, in the absence of any explanation by which they could be palliated

or justified towards other creditors, for a declaration of insolvency, and we
do not find, that either in the first trial that took place during the circuit of

the year 1822, or during those that occurred in 1823, any evidence was offered

by Mr. Burnett to negative or disprove that fact.”

After the assignment of the whole of my property to Messrs.

Ebden and Eaton, of course I held none but in trust for them
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under their power of attorney, to which effect I could have
no scruple in making oath. The recapitulations would be

frequent, and the tale endless, if I were fully to expose the

futility of all the conclusions drawn by the Commissioners of

Inquiry from premises of their actual formation. My conduct,

with respect to this affair, required neither justification nor
palliation, for it was strictly legal

;
it affected no human being,

but a man bent upon my destruction, whose infamous

machinations it circumvented, and a thousand felicitations

upon it was the public result. The insinuation, that I

neglected to produce evidence before either of the Com-
missioners of Circuit, in disproval of the insolvency, is absolutely

unwarrantable
;

nor can I imagine how Mr. Bigge could

mention so many assertions at direct variance with truth. I

am here charged, on two specific occasions, with having omitted

to do that which, in both instances, I was authoritatively

withheld from doing ! If this does not exhibit the grossest

partiality and injustice, they are mere ideal terms in language,

without identity of meaning. The very documents appended
to the report refute this imputation ! These plainly manifest

that at the commission of 1822, 1 referred the court for proofs of

my disclaimer to the source where they were alone accessible,

—the protocol of the sequestrator,—and that the court itself

deferred any inquiry into its merits. While the very burthen

of my memorial to the Governor complaining of the com-
mission of 1823 was, for its refusing me the means of disproving

the insolvency, by referring the action which involved this

disproof for trial to Cape Town.

Par. 37.
—

“ On the first occasion the trial was postponed to give him time

to procure evidence respecting it ; but, on the second, he never offered any
that tended to show that the property that he had been allowed to hold was

sufficient to discharge the debts that were brought against him, or that his

creditors were willing to accept terms, or enter into arrangements for future

payment. He loudly complained of the infraction by Mr. Hart of the terms

of the lease, in demanding payment of the rent before it was due ; but upon

this point he had nothing to oppose to the strong facts of having paid the

rent for the first year, and having made a delusive tender of it for the second
;

nor to the equitable construction of the lease, in which the farm is described

to “ be let for the space of three years certain, at the rate of six hundred

rixdollars per annum ”
; nor yet to the certificate of the notary who drew up

the deed, that the parties had fully agreed, and understood that the payment
of the rent should be annual.”
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Par. 38.
—

“ If any doubt had remained upon our minds respecting that

fact, it would have been removed by perusing the contents of a letter, addressed

by Mr. Burnett to his commercial friend in Cape Town, dated 2nd March 1821,

in which he expresses his hope that remittances from England, or his sales of

green forage, will enable him to discharge Mr. Hart’s demand for nine hundred

rixdollars, ‘ as well as his rent, due the end of May.' With this evidence

before them, it cannot be a matter of surprise that the commissioners of the

court of circuit should have held that the notice of the ejectment was legally

given ; that the lease was cancelled for the nonpayment of rent, and that

Mr. Hart was entitled to be put into immediate possession.”

It must be admitted that his Majesty’s commissioners

certainly assume a wide latitude of terms in their laborious

endeavours to inculpate me
;

and that their insinuations to

my prejudice, however false or ridiculous, are generally couched

in language as offensive as can be well imagined. It must be

also conceded that they manage this with admirable tact. They
do not call me liar and scoundrel in direct terms, but avoid the

imputation of “ virulence and intemperance,” by insinuating,

afar off, my title to these appellations. Debt, subterfuge, and

fraud, float through the Report, pertinaciously clinging to

nearly every paragraph, that one would almost imagine Mr.

Commissioner Bigge was mistaking the subject of his scrutiny,

and alive only to Newcastle or Scottish reminiscences.

The whole of this passage I have already explained by citing

the very facts here adduced by the commissioners, and I

repeat, that the idea of triennial payments of the rent was
never entertained by me till suggested by the secretary Le
Sueur. Surely there was no impropriety in adopting any legal

course to defeat rascality ! If Mr. Le Sueur’s information

proved correct, the court would so decree, and there the

matter rested
;

if not, the project failed, and Mr. Hart sustained

no injury by the attempt. The very notice of so mere a trifle

only serves to unmask the object of the Report, and to

convince the public that that object is solely the infliction of

obloquy on me. I must now be permitted to ask, what right

have the commissioners to give me the lie direct, which they

have done in calling my tender of the rent “delusive” ? My
veracity is surely entitled to as much credit as Mr. Le Sueur’s

;

and as no consequence of the least importance attaches to the

fact, whether the rent was tendered or not, I think a little

more
;
for Mr. Le Sueur, a colonist and a Dutchman, is not,
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from situation or principle, in a condition to oppose those

views, best furthered by maintaining the negative. Be this as

it may, I protest the rent was tendered, and I think the term

applied by the commissioners a gross and unwarrantable insult.

The whole reasoning of the commissioners, with regard to the

cancelment of the lease, rests on a foundation of sand. The
law proceedings growing out of the published insolvency,

which was illegal per se, had altogether exonerated me from

its obligations : nothing can be more preposterous than the

deduction laid down
; by that, Mr. Hart is permitted to cripple

me with impunity, and then punish me for not walking
;

or,

in other words, he is allowed by a course of illegal and vexatious

litigation to render the farm entirely unproductive, and then

cancel the lease for nonpayment of the rent. In this light,

the Circuit of 1822 regarded it, when Mr. Hart was distinctly

told, in answer to his application for the title-deeds, that while

I held the lease, containing, as it did, a clause of purchase,

the deeds were my property, and that the lease could not

be vitiated by withholding the rents until a decision upon the

primary question of insolvency established the legality or the

illegality of his, Hart’s, proceedings.

Par. 39.
—

“ Mr. Burnett has also complained of the conduct of the seques-

trator, both in publishing his insolvency, and in suspending the proceedings

after it had been declared
;
and he has imputed the last of these acts to

some sinister influence of a person whom he does not name. From the best

view we have been able to take of the order of suspension that was issued by
the sequestrator, we are led to believe that it arose out of his mistake of the

intentions of Messrs, Ebden and Eaton with regard to Mr. Burnett, and his

imperfect knowledge of the language in which they were conveyed, and
further, from not having given clear instructions to his agents at Graham’s

Town. It is attributable, also, to certain defects in the constitution of the

sequestrator’s office, and the mode in which the business was conducted.”

Par. 40.
—

“ It remains for us to consider the vehement accusations that

Mr. Burnett has brought forward against the commissioners of the court of

circuit in the year 1823. We have already had occasion to notice the arrange-

ment that was made by these gentlemen respecting the priority in which the

several causes should be taken, and the reduction that was proposed in the

number of them, and acquiesced in by the parties. They gave precedence to

the action that had been postponed at the circuit of the former year, both on
account of its importance to the parties themselves, as well as of that which
it derived from having been made the subject of special reference to them by
the court of justice, before whom it had been brought in the month of May
preceding.”
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Par. 41.
—

“ Mr. Burnett alleges that it was the duty of the commissioners

to have decided at once upon the question of his insolvency. This point was

certainly at issue in the year 1822, when the action of ejectment was brought

by Mr. Hart, and when time was given to Mr. Burnett to disprove it
;
but

during the interval that had elapsed, between the circuit of 1822 and 1823,

more than two years rent had become due ; Mr. Hart was allowed to add
this claim to his former grounds of action

;
the court was of opinion, that the

payment of rent was annual and not triennial, and the action and sentence of

ejectment was maintained upon this ground, although no declaration to that

effect appears in the sentence. We should, indeed, have ventured to assert

the grounds of this decision, if we had not been able to collect them from a

subsequent explanation afforded us by one of the commissioners, who has

declared, that it was the opinion of the court of circuit, that the question of

insolvency could not be fairly tried unless the sequestrator was made a party.

By a colonial law, of rather recent date, this officer combines the executive

duties that in England are performed by the sheriff, with those of conservator

and judge of bankrupt and insolvent estates. An indefinite kind of appeal

is allowed against his decisions to the court of justice, where they do not

appear to receive that prompt consideration which the nature of such refer-

ences requires. In this case, however, instead of addressing himself to the

court of justice against the declaration of insolvency of which he so much
complained, Mr. Burnett transmitted a memorial to the Governor, by whom
it was referred to the landdrost and agent of the sequestrator in the Albany
district, as well as to the sequestrator himself for explanation. The court of

justice, therefore, was never in possession of the question of insolvency until

the action above mentioned had been referred to their cognizance by the

commission of circuit.”

Par. 42.
—

“ It is necessary to observe, that as no professional assistance is

to be obtained in the several districts of the colony, the proceedings of the

court of circuit are not conducted with the regularity that is desirable, and
that parties frequently suffer from their ignorance of the forms, which,

however, are in themselves exceedingly simple and intelligible. On the

present occasion the parties conducted their own causes, and Mr. Burnett

delivered a written defence, in the course of which he indulged in a strain of

virulent abuse of Mr. Hart, which the court found it difficult to check. The
interrogation of the witnesses appears to have been irregular ; and although

•every opportunity seems to have been given by the commissioners of circuit

for the investigation of the grounds of action and of defence, a studious

silence and reserve of their opinion is, however, observable upon the question

•of insolvency, which was undoubtedly mixed up with the others, notwith-

standing the references that they had subsequently made of it to the full

court. Appeals were entered by Mr. Burnett to the court of the Governor,

against all the decisions ; at the same time that the agent of the sequestrator

was instructed by the president of the court of justice, and after communication
with the court of appeals, to proceed to the execution of the sentence of

ejectment, and the sale of Air. Bishop Burnett’s property, in satisfaction of the

other sentences that had been obtained against him, and which had been
long delayed.”
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The public will not fail to perceive the manifest difficulty the

commissioners find in glossing over the conduct of the seques-

trator, and the last commission of circuit
;
the slight notice

they take of the important and conclusive acts of the

preceding commission, and the reluctant tone of that animad-
version, their calling wrings from them, upon such a mass
of incongruity and folly. The whole of the above portion

of the Report is nevertheless a virtual admission of the illegal

treatment I have experienced at the Cape of Good Hope
;
and

I am sure no unprejudiced person can read the foregoing

paragraphs without coming to that conclusion. The following

memorial and letter, sent to Lord Charles Somerset early in the

year 1822, will show the exact situation I stood in at that

period. It is not probable I should have made such represen-

tations without cause, or have transmitted to the Governor
such a grievous detail of persecution, altogether fanciful and
unreal

;
while every facility offered for examining into its

merits, and the certain consequence of deception was disgrace

and punishment.

To His Excellency, General Lord Charles Henry Somerset, Governor of the Cape

of Good Hope, Commander of the Forces, <Lc. &c. <Scc.

The Memorial of Bishop Burnett, respectfully showeth,

That memorialist thinks it a duty incumbent upon him, both from public

as well as private motives, to lay before your Excellency a statement of

grievances which if longer unredressed involve no less an issue than the entire

sacrifice of the capital he has expended, and the utter ruin of his prospects

in the colony.

Memorialist came to the Cape of Good Hope equally eligible with the other

settlers to the support granted them by Government, and with personal

assurances from the under Secretary for the Colonial Department, that he
should receive all the patronage and assistance it could grant him ; in faith,

and solely in faith of which assurances, he embarked in so arduous an under-

taking.

That it was distinctly announced to memorialist by the Colonial Secretary

as well as by the Acting Governor, that he would be entitled to a grant of

land commensurate with the strength employed, in the proportion of one

hundred acres for every male adult in his service. For the first six months-

he paid and maintained sixty-six persons ; for the ensuing twelve months
never less than thirty, and at no period of his undertaking less than twenty

an extent of labour employed unparalleled throughout the whole emigration

while, contrary to these assurances, every application he has submitted to the

Colonial Government for an extension of his grant beyond the unprofitable

one thousand acres allotted him, has met with peremptory and unqualified
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refusal. He has thus incurred heavy supernumerary expenses to secure an

eligibility held forth by the Colonial Government, which it has nevertheless-

disregarded altogether.

Memorialist cannot conceal from your Excellency the additional mortification

he experiences in observing the profuse and partial distribution of grants of

land to persons equally untitled and unqualified to bring them into cultivation ;

he begs leave to cite two cases : those of Captain Trappes of the 72nd regiment,,

and a shopkeeper in Graham’s Town named Retief. The former, after

realising a considerable property from the sale of buildings erected by the

troops, has had various erven and tracts of land assigned him ; and the latter,

after liberal remuneration for any losses sustained in former contracts with

the Government, received a grant of eighteen thousand acres from Sir Rufane

Donkin alone.

That memorialist, naturally looking for the fulfilment of these promises^

made him by Mr. Goulbum, applied with the other settlers for his proportion

of the rations then distributing ; these were absolutely denied him, although,

issued to persons standing precisely in his situation, on points excluding him_

from this participation in the view of the Colonial Government
;
but on all.

others with infinitely less solid pretensions than his own. He applied for an
erf in Graham’s Town, with certainly a higher title to that indulgence than

any individual in the province, and was refused. He applied for a few un-
occupied acres immediately adjoining his farm, of no value to any person

but himself, and was refused. While agricultural implements were decaying

in the stores, and refused to his earnest entreaties, he was under the necessity

of constructing his own at great expense, to bring land into cultivation for

the supply of green forage for the commissariat ; from undue preference to

the military growers of this article, forty acres of it were left to ripen upon
his hands, and ultimately destroyed by the cattle and horses attached to the

Cape Regiment. In the hope that this and his various other losses would
awaken some little commiseration in the Government, he renewed his appli-

cation for the rations, and was refused ; he applied for payment of grass

taken from his land by the Colonial Cavalry, on the express promise of its

commander that he should be indemnified, and was refused ; he applied for

seed-corn, then issuing to the settlers, after every individual throughout the

emigration had received his proportion, at a period of anticipated famine, and
while a large tract of his ploughed land in excellent tillage was lying unpro-

ductive for want of it, and was refused ; founded on the notorious fact of the

military (officers as well as men) trading with the Caffres, he applied for per-

mission so to do, and was refused. In a case where forty head of his cattle

were impounded for a trespass, assessed at two rixdollars, he applied in vain

for the liberation of a few cows for the evening’s supply of milk to his estab-

lishment, nor could he redeem nine of them without lodging a deposit of four

hundred rixdollars and the remaining thirty-one as security. At a subsequent

period, sixty Government oxen passed a night upon his barley forage, and
totally destroyed the crops ; the damage, in spite of the strongest remon-
strances on the part of memorialist, was assessed by a soldier (actually

belonging to the regiment chiefly owning the cattle) at less than one-fourth

of the loss incurred ; and the cattle no sooner lodged in the pound, than.
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liberated, contrary to the most positive colonial enactments : nor was the

amount, so unjustly adjudicated, paid, until five months incessant application

and trouble had elapsed. Memorialist would think it affronting to trouble

your Excellency with any comment upon the contrast these two cases

exhibit.

At a time when the utmost alarm prevailed from an expected incursion of

the Caffres, he applied for a few muskets, then lending to the settlers
;
com-

municating, at the time, that a party of these savages had been seen, during

the preceding night, lurking about his cattle kraal, and was refused ; he applied

for the recent issue of rice, under the sanction of the district secretary’s letter,

that he was equally entitled to it with the other settlers, and was refused,

although the labourers in his employ have applied for it—received it—and
sold it for profit, whilst memorialist is buying rice for their support at very

exorbitant prices.

That memorialist cannot by any exertion keep his property free from the

trespasses and depredations of the military
; new roads are formed upon his

land by their waggons in quest of grass and firing, his thatch (a valuable article

on the frontier) is cut with impunity, palisades by thousands have been

taken from the woods
;
complaint is quite unavailing

; when detected, they

justify themselves in the orders of their officers or the Government, authorities

it would be madness to contend with in the province of Albany. In one

instance of flagitious outrage, where a party of the Colonial Cavalry rode

leisurely under memorialist’s windows in a state of complete nudity, shouting

and gesticulating to attract attention, he was tempted to complain to Major

Jones, commander on the frontier, but without redress.

That a canteen has been established by the late landdrost upon memo-
rialist’s land, entirely without his concurrence or knowledge, to the utter

discomfiture of his agricultural pursuits ; his people constantly frequent it
;

a system of idleness and ebriety has followed
;
day after day is lost, to the

injury of his undertaking
; nor can memorialist entertain a hope of abating

this nuisance by the interposition of the magistracy, when, after convicting

its proprietor of selling spirits to a contracted Hottentot, he was absolutely

encouraged in his offence by the commutation of his punishment to one-tenth

of the fine imposed by law.

On the presumption that this emigration was promoted by the Mother

Government from patriotic and benevolent motives, combined with a desire

to foster the rising colony, and enhance its prosperity, memorialist has para-

mount claims upon it, from the extent of capital he has sunk, and the disad-

vantages he has exclusively laboured under : he respectfully submits to your

Excellency, what cannot be controverted, that no individual or party has

exceeded him in expenditure, enterprise, or good example ; such claims, he

cannot forbear suggesting to your Excellency have, heretofore, in other

colonies been recognised by a proportionate support and patronage
; he has

received no such support, and no such patronage, but, on the contrary, every

persecution and annoyance that could be calculated to quell the ardour of

enterprise and defeat its expectations. He dwells upon this subject with

poignant and bitter feeling, when, in addition to the pretensions stated, he

reflects upon others that should entitle him to a consideration hitherto with-
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held—to a voice in the affairs of a district, where he possessed, or should

possess, property, and which his capital has contributed to improve,—-to*

that distinction his walk in life has hitherto commanded, and to a little-

respect where he now encounters only official arrogance, insolence, and

persecution.

If it should ultimately prove (what there need be little scruple in predicting)

that memorialist was intended by the Home Government to have equal

participation with the other settlers in its bounty and patronage, what re-

muneration, he presumes to ask your Excellency, will be due to him for the-

losses he has sustained, and the capital extracted from him by these

advantages having been so pertinaciously withheld ? Where now he is-

crushed by legal persecution, and incapable of any further struggle in his

undertaking, he would, with the support every other settler has received,

have capital now at his disposal, and remain free from debt and
embarrassment.

Memorialist cannot conclude without calling your Excellency’s attention

to the peculiar hardship of his becoming a solitary exemption from the support

extended to the settlers, contrary to positive assurances made him by the

Government at home, and confirmed by the appointment of passage and
rations from thence to this colony. Had it been intimated to memorialist

by the under secretary for the colonies, that every assurance made him would

be violated on his arrival at the Cape ;
that every chance of prosperous

termination to his enterprise rested entirely on the caprice of the colonial

secretary ; that no distinction of classes amongst the emigrants would be

recognised by the Cape Government or its functionaries, but that the capitalist

of respectability, and his labourers, would be held in equal estimation : that

to vindicate the outraged feelings of the gentleman, and resent injury and

insult, would be to challenge persecution ; that any thing advantageous in

the province would be exclusively secured to the military, already enriched

by covert speculation
;
that to offend the vilest miscreant in office would be

to insure proscription
;

in short, that so far from that benign and solicitous-

attention that five thousand subjects of Great Britain, (expatriating to this

colony, had reason to anticipate—they were to be greeted with taunts from
the colonial secretary, and encounter throughout their struggle the most
grievous oppression ; had memorialist have received this assurance, he

unquestionably would have avoided the colony.

Memorialist, confiding in the return of justice with your Excellency's

resumption of your government, and in the powerful plea set forth by the

facts adduced, most respectfully prays,

That in consideration of his exertions, exclusively unaided by the colonial

Government, and the consequent tax this want of support has proved upon
his capital

;
the heavy losses incurred by two failing crops in succession :

and the total sacrifice of his property in the event of a forced sale at the

present juncture ;—your Excellency will be pleased to order a suspension of

any sentence against him until his returns enable him to discharge it, his

Excellency prescribing such limits and securities as he may see fit ; and that

your Excellency will order him payment by the commissariat for the grass

supplied the Colonial Cavalry.
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And that in consideration of the superior claims advanced by memorialist,

as well as of the injustice and intolerable vexations he has experienced, your

Excellency will be pleased to grant him an erf in Graham’s Town, and a

tract of land not exceeding one hundred acres, the nearest to the town

Boundary.
And memorialist will ever pray, &c.

(Signed) B. Burnett.
Granam’s Town, March 26, 1822.

This memorial failing to have any effect, I next addressed

the following letter to his Excellency :

Graham’s Town, July 27, 1822.

My Lord,—Finding all the ordinary avenues to justice in this colony

closed against me, and in utter despair of obtaining redress for an unparelleled

accumulation of wrongs sustained throughout the whole period of my abode

here, I am compelled to appeal direct to your Excellency, and respectfully

to solicit the interposition of your authority to relax the vindictive and
arbitrary proceedings against me.

In explanation of the charges thus urged, I take the liberty of referring

your Excellency to my memorial of the 26th of March last, as exhibiting a

series of partial and oppressive inflictions on the part of the colonial Govern-

ment up to that date
.;
and I now beg leave, in continuation, to state, that—

-

The publication, in the Cape Gazette, of my insolvency, in direct violation

•of truth, has been followed by the sequestration of my property, and measures

so arbitrary and illegal, as to alarm every settler in this province for the

future security of his possessions. My grant of land has been made saleable

one year before the customary period, merely to become tangible to the

sequestrator, the colonial Government having thought proper to distinguish

me from every other settler by refusing me the support extended to them,

and then making my property amenable for the very embarrassments this

resumption has created. This, my Lord, at any period would have been

a most invidious proceeding, but, after two successive failures of the harvest,

and repeated losses sustained by the aggressions of the military and the

local Government, to say nothing of the difficulties which invariably attend

the earlier enterprises of a colonist, it becomes one of great severity and

hardship. After various delays, throughout a course of proceeding utterly

incomprehensible to an Englishman, an order is sent to the landdrost to sell

my property at public auction, and restore a farm on which I have expended

my capital, to Robert Hart. Against this latter decree of the sequestrator

I lost no time in protesting, on grounds I must trespass upon your Excel-

lency’s time to repeat.

The farm was rented on a six years lease, with a power of purchasing it

outright for a stipulated sum at any period of that term, and so worded that,

according to the opinion of a notary, it was optional with me to pay the rent

annually, or not until the expiration of my tenure, The first year’s rent was

paid, and that now due was never demanded of me but by a messenger of the

court in the public street
;
but I lost no time in tendering it to the district
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secretary, who refused to receive it. These are facts I can establish on

unquestionable testimony, to disqualify any plea Hart may urge for ejectment,

on the ground of not receiving his rent, admitting he was legally entitled to

demand it.

I beg to impress upon your Excellency, that it has been in firm dependence

on the inviolability of the notarial acts between us, that I have steadily

contemplated the ultimate possession of this farm, which a positive act of

sale and purchase, and the consequent deposit of the title-deeds in my hands,

should sufficiently confirm ; that I have sunk my capital upon it, and brought

it to that state of cultivation which excites the observation and surprise of

every person in the district. Various contingent circumstances have also

contributed to enhance its value, of which no stronger proof can be given

than my having underlet it at more than double the reserved rent, although

that rent is treble what Hart had ever been offered before, making altogether,

by the expenditure of my capital and industry, an improvement in the value

of this property of six hundred per cent, in the short space of two years !

How contrary, then, to every principle of justice, that both my creditors and

myself are to be deprived of our right, and the sanctity of a recorded bond

be outraged, merely to restore to a favoured individual a property to which

he has no manner of pretension.

If, my Lord, from the mere circumstance of the Colonial Gazette having

libelled my credit, I am held incompetent to the tenure in question, in justice

to my creditors and myself, as well as in conformity to colonial practice

heretofore, it should be sold at public vendue, to secure, by competition, the

increased value it has attained, and not be surreptitiously smuggled into the

possession of Hart, in a way that I feel persuaded will excite the strongest

indignation of your Excellency.

Within thirty-six hours of the appointed time of sale, a notice of its sus-

pension was exhibited in Grahams Town, and on inquiry into the causes of

this delay, I was informed by the secretary that Messrs. Ebden and Eaton
had undertaken to arrange the claims against me with the sequestrator.

Satisfied on this assurance that there was at length a termination to that

dreadful state of suspense I had so long endured, I could scarcely credit the

messenger, who, on the same day, read to me an order to meet Robert Hart
and his assessors on the following one, for the purpose of appraising the value

of my improvements upon the farm, preparatory to its restoration to Hart,

two Dutchmen being named for this purpose, both under Hart's control,

receiving benefits at his hands, and one of them personally hostile to me,
from complaints I felt it my duty to urge to your Excellency respecting him,

in my memorial of the 26th of March. If this, my Lord, is justice, I am
perfectly at a loss to understand what may be oppression !

On the appointed day, the district clerk, accompanied by Hart and the

assessors arrived, and in less than one half hour this appraisement was com-
pleted, which I can produce one hundred persons to swear could not have
been done, with justice, under a day. Notice has subsequently been given

me to quit the premises in twenty-four hours ; to leave a habitation built by
myself, in reliance on the good faith of formal engagements, and on the

equity and protection of the laws !
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Your Excellency will permit me to observe, that if necessity compels the

sequestration of any property I hold in this farm, justice prescribes that it

should he realised to the best advantage. This can only be effected by its

sale, or the appropriation of the increased rent. That increased rent would,

alone, at the end of the fourth year, amount to no less a sum than 3200 rix-

dollars, still leaving me the right of paying for my purchase, the sole induce-

ment to the expenditure I have gone to ; but to restore it to Hart on such

remuneration as two Dutchmen, notoriously under his influence, may please

to award, is so manifest, so barefaced a robbery, that I feel persuaded your

Excellency would despise the submission and the timidity that concealed it

from your knowledge. That Hart is desirous to repossess the farm is notorious;

that he has proclaimed his ability so to do many months back is equally well

known ; and that the sequestrator has in his instructions, by some extraordinary

coincidence, squared exactly with Hart's wishes, is now also apparent : but

if a transaction so disgraceful had even by accident originated in higher

authority, I am satisfied it is but to expose it to your Excellency to see it-

frustrated with the reprehension it merits.

In making this last appeal to your Excellency, I confine myself strictly to

the facts of the case, departing in no instance from that propriety of language

which Colonel Bird has pleased to insinuate I am capable of disregarding.

The infamous transaction related, I have characterized in terms befitting it,

not from the slightest want of respect to your Excellency, but from that

insuppressible indignation I feel at finding laws enacted for protection of the

subject so audaciously perverted to his ruin. It is true, my Lord, 1 could

recount a hundred cases of distinct hardship, but as I have uniformly abstained

from mixing in any party or political feelings, throughout the period of my
abode in this colony, with the exception of one poor tribute of approbation

to the magisterial conduct of Captain Somerset, and as the long succession of

injuries and oppressions I have endured are motive enough for any measures

I may pursue to obtain redress, I trust I may not be confounded with those

who merit the rebuke of your Excellency’s proclamation of the 24th of May.

I implore the interposition of your Excellency to rescue me from the effects

of such monstrous oppression, and to support me in my determination not

to resign the farm without that just equivalent the rights of my creditors

and my own demand. If, on the contrary, I am still to continue an alien

from the protection of the Colonial Government, and at no time to fall within

its notice, but for purposes of persecution, then, my Lord, under the solemn

conviction that it would be utter folly to attempt any further settlement in

this colony, I beg leave to restore to the Government the land it has granted

to me, and respectfully to request of your Excellency a free passage to England

for myself, family, and seventeen witnesses, in such vessel as your Excellency

may be pleased to appoint. I have &c.

(Signed) B. Bubnett.

To his Excellency the Governor, &c. &c.

This letter brought the following answer, which is scarcely

more relevant than a chapter in Revelations.
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Colonial Office, September 19, 1822.

Sib,—I am directed by his Excellency the Governor to inform you, that

upon his receipt of your memorial of the 29th of July last, he immediately

made the necessary inquiries in order to ascertain whether, under the circum-

stances set forth by you, his interference in the case was requisite or legal,

and his Excellency has found that the Landdrost of the Albany district

acted officially in the case complained of, under the immediate direction of

the sequestrator, in whose hands definitive sentences against you, passed

by the worshipful the court of justice, in cases in which certain of your

creditors were plaintiffs, had been lodged for execution. In such cases it is

imperative on the executive officers to adhere strictly to the letter of the

instructions given them. It has appeared also, that, in consequence of your

protest, the landdrost acting as aforesaid, did not proceed to your ejectment

from the lands claimed by Mr. Hart as his property, and that, consequently,

this point remains open to legal solution.

I am further to acquaint you, that if the sequestrator, or any other officer

of this Government, exceeds the power intrusted to him, he is amenable to

the courts of justice, where the injured party cannot fail to obtain redress ;

in the case which you now have brought before the Governor, such a course

is the only one by which you can be relieved, should you continue to think

yourself aggrieved ; and as the court of circuit is on its way to Graham’s

Town, you will neither meet with delay nor inconvenience in adopting this

mode of proceeding. It should be quite clear to you, that his Excellency

cannot interfere in the decisions of the courts of law, unless those decisions

(having been legally appealed from) are brought before him in the court of

appeals. I am &c.

(Signed) C. Bird.

B. Burnett, Esq.

From the reference to the commission of circuit, then on its

way to the frontier, I could not forbear coming to the con-

clusion that it had received orders to investigate and pronounce

upon my grievances with justice and impartiality
;
and I lost

no time in taking measures to bring them before its cognizance.

The conduct of that commission was so conclusive of the error

committed by the sequestrator, and consequently of the illega-

lity of all the acts emanating from it, that I am only astonished

the Commissioners of Inquiry could have the temerity to pass

over these facts, however strong their desire to shield Lord
Charles Somerset’s government from disgrace and obloquy.

The foregoing documents will show the position I stood in at

the time. I had been illegally declared insolvent
;

I had all

along protested this with vehemence, if the commissioners so

will it
;

I had brought the question to issue before the com-
XXIX. H
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petent and appointed tribunal, and that tribunal had pro-

nounced me right : and is this fact and its authoritative

establishment to be obliterated from my Cape history, and the

unwarrantable persecution I have sustained to be legalized,

because two highly salaried individuals decide it expedient

to be so ? These gentlemen form no supreme judicatory to

which I have appealed, and it would, indeed, be a monstrous

libel on the name of justice, if the fact of my sufferings at the

Cape, and my hopes of redress, are to be solely contingent upon
the view of two pensioned emissaries of Earl Bathurst, dis-

patched to inquire into the crying delinquencies of a man that

minister has upheld for years against the voice of public

opinion, and all the petitions and remonstrances with which

the shelves of his office groan. I trust the sufferings of this

aggrieved, Beaufort-ridden colony will at length be heard, not

with the callous indifference so destructive of even hope at

the Cape, as to occasion the enlightened and well-informed

there to impress upon every departing suitor for redress, the

utter folly of seeking it in Downing Street ! but with sympathy
and sincere disposition to ameliorate its lot. For the issue,

as it may affect me, I feel no manner of anxiety, and, however

at variance it may prove with justice, I am prepared to

encounter it with fortitude and resignation. Hor shall any

temptation induce me to blench, till I have thoroughly ex-

posed the misdoings of Lord Charles Somerset at the Cape of

Good Hope, although, like Samson, in his last retributive

effort, I bring down inevitable destruction on myself.

It appears to me a most preposterous expectation, that the

scrutiny of Parliament into the denounced offences of a public

functionary, is to be in any degree influenced, much less

suspended, by the mere report of two individuals, selected by
the very minister who appointed him, and whose inflexible

determination to support him against the cries of a province,

and the indignation of a whole country, necessarily casts a

suspicion upon the integrity of their delegation. Mr. Bigge,

however respectable, is but poor peccable humanity in common
with the suitors who seek redress and protection from the

horrible tyranny of Lord Charles Somerset. Surely it is too

much to say, because two commissioners decide to exculpate

his Lordship, that the recorded grievances of hundreds are
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purely imaginary, and the fruits of a combination to hunt a

just and worthy Governor from the seat of his domination.

With the explanations already given, a very few words will

dispatch this part of the Report. If the publication of my
insolvency was legal, the sequestrator had no discretion left

;

it was his bounden duty to bring the property to sale for the

benefit of all parties within the period prescribed by law. If

illegal, he should as promptly have atoned for his indiscretion

by a public revocation of the advertisement. There was
nothing optional, no middle course open to him

;
nevertheless,

he neglected doing either. Admitting the commissioners’

best view ” of the case, that, in his ignorance, he mistook

the nature of Mr. Eaton’s interference
;
am I to suffer from

his incapacity or mistakes ?—but this is all a juggle, and Mr.

Eaton’s kindness towards me has been made a cat’s-paw to

disguise the true nature of this unparalleled proceeding. The
sequestrator knew that, from the illegality of the published

insolvency, he dared not at his peril proceed to the sale
;

he

therefore availed himself of Mr. Eaton’s interposition to suspend

it,—but upon what plea ?—why, upon one that the first

following post from Graham’s Town proved to him was falla-

cious. What then becomes of this excuse, which, if it ever had

existence, only lasted, at the very utmost, one poor solitary

month ? And why, on its discovery, were the proceedings

not resumed, instead of being left in abeyance for a year and a

half ? Because, with this palliative in reserve, which, it was

foreseen, the event would require, the Colonial Government without

directly committing the sequestrator
,
could make him the medium

of placing me in the cruel dilemma of either perishing of want,

or committing, on every succeeding day of this long interval, some

act which the Colonial law could distort into fraud, and thus

place my character, my future prospects, or, for aught 1 know,

MY LIFE, PROSTRATE AT ITS MERCY ! I !

The whole of these paragraphs are sheer sophistry
;

—
shadows against which it is in vain for reason to combat.

They state no one fact of identity or being, but are the higgledy-

piggledy lucubrations of a cunning brain, hard set, in its

extenuation of measures at variance with every principle of

justice and of right, and conscious that its task is not the

development, but the suppression of truth. The conduct of

H 2
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the commissioners of 1823 is indefensible throughout. They
were not merely culpable in the abstract for becoming
auxiliaries to this vile conspiracy, but for the supernumerary
folly and absurdity with which they perfected it. Not to tire

the reader with repetitions, let them fancy a man charged
before Sir Richard Birnie with murder on the testimony of a

single witness, while fifty respectable persons are present

ready to swear he was at the time a hundred miles from the

scene of its perpetration, would Sir Richard send such a man
to a jury with this convincing alibi before him ? Assuredly

not
;

but the Commissioners of Circuit decided, in eight

actions, against me, with a ninth unheard, upon the merits of

which, the very basis, character, and issues of the whole eight

depended !

Par. 43.
—

“ It was found that the personal property had been much
diminished, and certain articles of merchandise that had been sent by Mr.

Burnett to Cape Town for sale, were arrested by the sequestrator in the hands

of the consignee, and the proceeds were added to the estate for the benefit

of the creditors.”

Par. 44.
—

“ From the account that has been rendered by the sequestrator,,

it appears that the assets, after the deduction of the costs and duties payable

to Government, amount to 44311 rixclollars
;
and that after the payment of

the preferent debts, there will be a deficiency of 7061 rixdollars.”

It might have been expected from men of reputed sense, like-

the Commissioners of Inquiry, that their zeal to crush me
would have been at least tempered with caution, and that

their Report would have contained no palpable and self-

evident deviations from truth. Admitting I had to extenuate

any diminution of property, or transit of merchandise to the

Cape, which, I maintain, I have not
;
neither of these charges

have any foundation. The few personals inventoried, remained

the same to the last
;

excepting only that portion destroyed

by the flood, or consumed as food by the family
;

facts within

the proof of hundreds on the frontier, and the “ certain articles

of merchandise,” so imposingly insinuated as a dishonest

transfer, were never sent by me to Cape Town. In exchange

for my bark, I took a hundred half hides, and these I bartered

for articles of consumption for my family and people
;

these-

articles were received before the hides left the premises, at

which period my property in them ceased. They were subse-
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quently sent by the purchaser to Cape Town
;
and on the

intention of making my conduct fraudulent developing itself,

he gave them up to the sequestrator as contributory to this

purpose. On a difference arising afterwards as to the quality

of these hides, I entered an action against the tanner, which

stands recorded to this hour in the Secretary’s procotol. Should

I have thus blazoned this transaction, and established proof

against myself with the most distant consciousness of its being

illegal ?

The statement of debts and assets may well stand as it does

in the Report. I only wonder there are two items, and that

an additional 14,000 rixdollars were not added to the debit,

the amount I have been informed of the law charges against me.

The commissioners say not one word as to the necessity in

which these few debts originated
;

they throw doubts upon
the extent of my expenditure, and the enterprise which, under
compacts of better faith, and a more restricted tyranny, would
have justified them ten times over. They conceal the fact

that the greater portion were incurred from very necessity in

the face of this shattered credit—-no mean proof of my esti-

mation in the district—but they strive at only one object,

to represent me as in debt, and fraudulent
;
they varnish over

all the flagitious persecution which had brought embarrass-

ment upon me, they sanction the foul conspirary to impeach
my probity, for acts not merely just and honourable in them
selves, but made inevitable and compulsory by the Government;
but if a single transaction can be found capable of tainting

my reputation by distortion however laboured, or misrepre-

sentations however tortuous, they launch it forth in the most
imposing colours as a fact so established, that the very tone of

their relation seems to deprecate the slightest suspicion of

partiality. The commissioners, however, shall find that I can

perceive the whole plot, and that, in strict proportion to its

speciousness, will be the public disgust at its infamy.

Par. 45.
—

“ We have already had the honour to state, that the decision

upon the action brought by Mr. Burnett against the sequestrator and Mr.

Hart, for conspiring unlawfully to eject him from the farm, was referred by
the commissioners of circuit in the year 1823, to the consideration of the full

court. The tenor of a very recent communication from the president and
members, does not enable us to state in direct terms the nature of their

decision, but from the evidence that has been submitted to them, and that is
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to be found in the proceedings, we have no reason to doubt that the charge

of conspiracy either will be, or has been dismissed. The investigation that

was ordered to be made into the charge against Mr. Burnett, of fraud against

his creditors, was returned to the court of justice some time ago, but the

consideration of it has been ordered to be postponed until the liquidation of

the estate by the sequestrator has been effected.”

Par. 46.
—

“ We think this system of perpetual reference and delay is much
to be regretted, although the decision of the question of fraud will not

materially affect the scheme of distribution of the proceeds of the estate,

that has been submitted by the sequestrator to the creditors, and is now
waiting the result of another tedious reference to the court of justice.”

This passage records an act of palpable injustice in the

commissioners. Knowing the construction of the court of

justice (or of injustice, as it is proverbially called) at Cape Town,
they are well aware that this very expression of their opinion
“ that the charge of conspiracy will be dismissed,” at once

insures the fact
;
and will be received by the Court as

that higher dictation from which it has never yet dared to

demur. This then, to those acquainted with the character of

that body, can be regarded in no other light than an actual

'prejudication of the case, for there is no manner of risk in the

assertion, that the court of justice would as soon pronounce

its own dissolution, as pass a decree at variance with a published

opinion, and consequently a forestalled judgment, of the Com-
missioners of Inquiry ! The public will allow this fact its

full operation in appreciating the character of the Report.

I have now before me a detailed history of the cause in appeal,

Durr against Van Reenen, which embraces the fate of the

celebrated horse Kutusoff. I have an elaborate memoir of

Mr. Buissinne’s case, with an authenticated copy of his fatal

letter to Lord Charles Somerset. I have all the papers con-

nected with the fate of the unfortunate Edwards, and the

illicit traffic in prize-slaves, and, above all, I am in possession

of a complete development of every particular attending the

robbery of the public treasury at the last capture of the Cape.

These, it is my intention to lay before the public, that the

character of this august body may stand in no equivocal light,

and the condition of the Cape colonist be a little better under-

stood than it appears to be by his fellow-subjects at home.
After the full exposition I have given of the materials with

which this charge of fraud is fabricated the public will discern
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the invidious tenacity with which the Commissioners of Inquiry
so repeatedly advert to it. It lingers on throughout the
Report, erecting itself occasionally to the very last, and I

really give Mr. Bigge full credit for the ingenuity he has
displayed in rendering it so conspicuous. I wish I could pay
his motives the same compliment. But, as I have before

observed, how comes it subject to “ this system of perpetual
reference and delay ”

l—which, by the way, is one not usually

deplored by the King’s Commissioners of Inquiry. Why,
when its merits were ascertained by the Board of Landdrost
and Heemraden, was it not instantly pronounced upon ?

There is but one answer. Because it could not be,. My acquittal

was impossible. That would have brought down disgrace and
infamy upon the parties who concocted it, and have deprived

the Government of, what it esteemed, an immense restraining

power over my proceedings in this country
;

while, on the

other hand, it was so flagrantly unfounded, so notorious a

fabrication, and its design so obvious, that the very court

which so grossly pandered to Lord Charles Somerset’s vengeance

against Buissinne and Edwards staggered here
;
and, whether

restrained by conscience or apprehension, did not dare pollute

its records further by so iniquitous a judgment.

Par. 47.
—

“ With reference to the pecuniary resources that Mr. Burnett

might have possessed, or to his ultimate hope of being able to extricate himself

from embarrassment, we think it is clear that his sole dependence, either for

the means of reimbursing the advances that had been made, or for payment
of the debts that he had incurred, was the annual produce of his farm. To
the failure of the harvest in 1820, he imputes his incapacity to discharge the

debt of Mr. Hart, and his disappointment in the amount of the produce that

he had estimated at seven thousand rixdollars. He speculated at the same
time on the purchase of Mr. Hart’s farm, when he had no means of effecting

it, and was making preparations for establishing a distillery of spirits from

the fruit of trees that he had planted, without any reasonable assurance of

becoming the future owner of the land upon which they grew.”

The commissioners seem to exercise very extraordinary

powers, but whether their right to speculate in my private

affairs, and circulate falsehoods to my prejudice, is derived

from their own free will, or writ of privy seal, does not appear ;

it is a most inquisitorial one, at any rate, and one I by no
means recognize

;
and I give them this public notice, that if

the cessation of their labours at the Cape enables them to
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return to this country before the end of my term of banish-

ment, which is very improbable, I shall certainly question their

title in person. Their opinion of my resources happens to

vary materially from the fact. Although I saw nothing

improper, or even very sanguine in calculating on a return for

the capital I had sunk, those resources were extraneous to the

farm, and, but for the oppression of the colonial Government,

which indicated the folly of continuing to apply them farther,

they would have remained available and adequate.

Entirely from memory, and without reference but to a single

document, I will take upon myself to say that I never attri-

buted to “the failure of the harvest of 1820, my incapacity

to discharge the debt of Mr. Hart,” and that I never made the

slightest preparation for, or contemplated the “ establishment

of a distillery of spirits from the fruit of trees.” The fact com-

plained of in the first instance, was the loss of my crops of

green forage, through partiality to the military growers of

that article, the deceptive promises of Captain Somerset, and

their ultimate destruction by the Cape Cavalry,—facts notorious

throughout the district,—and, in my first letter to Mr. Wilmot
Horton, I distinctly disclaim any serious participation in the

effects of the blighted wheat. How adroitly the commis-

sioners divert the blame from Captain Somerset’s cupidity

and bad faith, to God’s providence ! As to the peach distilla-

tion, I never thought or heard of it, but from the Report

itself
;
and I vainly puzzled myself for some time to discover

on what this assertion could be founded : adverting, however,

to it lately in a conversation with Mr. Eaton, that gentleman

acquainted me that I did once, in a letter, ask his opinion as to

the probability of such an undertaking succeeding
;

and I

have since found his answer to the inquiry
;
but I protest most

sincerely, that from that hour, the idea has never recurred.

The passage in Mr. Eaton’s letter, dated 16th March 1821, is

as follows :

“ In respect to distillation, of which you ask my opinion, I do not possess

sufficient information to be able to form a just one. I was written to by a

friend at home on that subject, who wished to know what prospect there

might be for a gentleman who was coming out here to establish himself in a

distillery, and the information I was enabled to collect on that occasion, by
inquiries in Cape Town, was unfavourable to the speculation. The princi-

pal objection was the high price of fuel, and the expense of labour. Whether,
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'On the spot you have placed yourself, those objections may not diminish, I

cannot tell, and, probably, the difference in the price of spirits at Cape and

Graham’s Town may make considerably in your favour. Good Coniac

brandy, for mixing with our wines, can be imported to this place for about

•three dollars per gallon, or four at most. Should you attempt it, I can only

say, I wish you all the success you can desire.”

Now this is absolutely insufferable, that His Majesty’s

commissioners should continually charge me with intentions

that never existed, and then draw conclusions from them to

my prejudice. Here it is gravely said that I was “ making
preparations for establishing a distillery of spirits,” from the

simple circumstance of having asked a friend’s opinion as to

the probability of such a thing succeeding
;
and then upon this,

their own assumption, I am represented as a fool for calculating

on returns from land I had no reasonable assurance of ever

owning ! Can a more decided proof be offered of the real

object of this Report, when it becomes apparent that the most
unimportant trifles are magnified, the most self-evident truths

•distorted, and conclusions hazarded upon assertions that have
no manner of foundation. But admitting that I had seriously

intended to establish a distillery, the actual tenure of the farm

offered no obstruction
;

for Mr. Hart had been formally

apprised of my intention to become its purchaser, and a bona

fide transfer of the property had passed. Hart knew that this

was my intention from the very commencement of my occu-

pancy, and had stated to me his conclusion to that effect, from
the circumstance of my going to so much expense upon it

;

while, so far from not having the power to perfect the purchase,

I could have paid him the first instalment at the time with

the utmost convenience, which I omitted to do, solely from
my dependence on his word, as he had begged of me to suit

the payment entirely to my own convenience, preferring rather

at the time to see my funds appropriated to the cultivation of

the farm.

Par. 48.
—

“ Respecting the question of insolvency, which Mr. Burnett has

always made a prominent one, (and there can be but little doubt that the

publication of it, as well as the notoriety of the action brought against him
by Mr. Hart, had a fatal influence upon his credit in the district,) we are

unable to discover the grounds upon which it could be impeached or set aside.

The speculative value of his own grant, or the contingent interest that he

•claimed in Mr. Hart’s farm, could not be taken into calculation by the
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sequestrator, as affording a satisfactory means of adjusting the pressing

claims of creditors.”

This assertion is not only at variance with the fact, but in

direct contradiction to Mr. Bigge’s own opinion and advice .

When I made a statement of my grievances to the Com-
missioners of Inquiry, I particularly pointed out the grounds

on which I considered the publication of insolvency to be
illegal,—and nothing can be more simple to the dullest com-
prehension. The Report gives this transaction a false colouring

throughout
;

it constantly speaks of debts as the ground of the

publication
;

while, in fact, it was the consequence of Hart’s

claim only. This amounted to 905 rixdollars, while my claim

upon the commissariat was 1280 rixdollars, which claim I had

tendered to two landdrosts (Major Jones and Mr. Rivers) for its

liquidation
;

consequently, with this amount due to me by
the Government, it was illegal to declare me insolvent for a

smaller sum. Whatever the commissioners may have thought

proper to publish in their endeavours to defend Lord Charles’s

administration, they were quite satisfied that it had cruelly

persecuted me
;
and they expressed their utmost astonishment

at the whole character of the judicial proceedings
;

but, on
this point, they spoke with remarkable emphasis

;
and Mr.

Bigge, whose perspicacity soon saw into the real nature of the

case, exclaimed, with much animation, “ stick to your grass

claim, Mr. Burnett. If you only establish that, you upset,

the whole proceedings
;

” and yet these very men are now
“ unable to discover the grounds upon which it could be impeached

or set aside,” precisely the same cause still existing, and the

proofs of the claim so incontrovertible, that I will defy all the

power of Lord Charles Somerset, with Earl Bathurst and the

commissioners to back him, to defeat its ultimate payment 1

Nay, more, I have no hesitation in predicting, that when this

matter is set before his Royal Highness the Duke of York, other

consequences than the merely just one of payment will be the

inevitable result.

The remainder of this passage is downright gibberish
; I

cannot, therefore, reply to what I do not comprehend.

Par. 49.
—

“ If the farm had been given up by Burnett when possession

was demanded, in the year 1822, his creditors would have had the benefit of

the improvements that had been made upon it, but he persisted in holding it
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until the end of the year 1823, when their value had been entirely destroyed,,

and much of what had been constructed in wood had been removed by
himself.”

The whole of this paragraph is so tortuous a piece of false

reasoning, and so laboured a distortion of fact, that I wonder
the commissioners could have the temerity to hazard it. “ If

the farm had been given up by Burnett,” &c., as these very
important personages are pleased to call me, is one of those-

speculative applications of the “peace-making” preposition,

about as rational in its present use as to say, “ If the victims

to Lord Charles Somerset’s tyranny and misgovernment had
not denounced his delinquency to Parliament and the

country, he would not have been recalled. As the brother of a

duke, influencing a great many votes in Parliament, he should

not have been recalled, ergo, they were wrong.” Nothing can

be more clear than that Mr. Hart’s object would have been
answered by the surrender of the farm in 1822

,
and still more

so, when he had just the same pretension to it in 1821
; but

because my surrendering it would have served that or any
other purpose, does it follow that it was incumbent on me to

do so ? Ten thousand a year would be saved to the country

by the Commissioners of Inquiry bringing their long protracted

labours to a conclusion, and which, it is more than whispered,

might have been done some eighteen months back, but I should

think it highly presuming in me to state such an opinion. If

I retained the farm legally, which I protest I did, what right

have the commissioners to look into the consequences of an

act entirely subject to my discretion ? And, if illegally, why
did the Government permit me, and why don’t the commis-
sioners lay the reproach at the right door % That the Govern-

ment had not the power to compel me is manifest from its

submission to my refusal, and I must, indeed, have betrayed

the most deplorable fatuity to have accelerated that voluntarily,

which the whole tenor of my conduct showed I was defying

persecution and injustice to accomplish ! I particularly claim

the public attention to this inconsistency in the commissioners
;

they admit, that the action involving this point of legality is

still pending, and yet found their whole hypothesis on reasoning

that cannot possibly apply if it should be decided in my favour.

I have elsewhere repelled the charge of having removed
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what I had constructed. The wood-work of a building entirely

destroyed by floods, and the lodge-doors, were all I took away ;

and such is the discipline of his Lordship’s favourite Hottentot

stepping regiment, that, but for this precaution, in one night

the whole would have otherwise disappeared.

Par. 50.
—

“ From the impression that we have received from the evidence

and statements laid before us, we had been led to consider that the injury

and loss of which he complains, were imputable to his too sanguine reliance

upon sources of credit that proved to be precarious, to the bad calculations

he had made of the produce of agricultural labour in the district in which he

settled, and to a want of economy in conducting it.”

As I had no “ sources of credit ” in calculation, so none could

prove precarious. The expenditure I had already made,

before the decided manifestation of hostility on the part of

the Government, was sufficient to justify more sanguine expec-

tations of return than I ever permitted myself to entertain,

and any further outlay, when this persecution had once com-
menced, would have been folly indeed. The “ supposed

produce of agricultural labour in the district ” was no over-

weening estimate of mine, but of Captain Somerset’s
;
which,

according to the profits of his erf in Graham’s Town, as stated

by himself, gave a return upon the land I had sown of more
than seventeen thousand dollars ! instead of half that sum, at

which I had modestly computed mine. And the charge of

profusion is altogether unfounded
;

for, on the contrary, as

far as human prudence could exert itself, I maintained the

utmost parsimony throughout my expenditure.

Beyond the fact of this paragraph, detailing deliberate

falsehoods, I consider it to be a most licentious outrage on

propriety. The commissioners, I am aware, are deputed by
writ of privy seal to inquire into and report upon facts, but not

to colour them with their own opinions. In cases affecting

individual right and reputation, their function, I presume,

extends no farther than a transmission of just premises to the

King’s minister, from which it is for him to draw his conclu-

sions
;
but these gentlemen assume the anomalous privilege

of supporting in the conjunct person the conflicting char-

acters of judge, jury, and advocate, each, and all, of which
are diametrically opposed to their ostensible appointment
of mere inquisitors. This zeal sufficiently betrays its object
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even in their Report upon my case, but in those directly in

collision with his Excellency, as in the examination of Messrs.

D’Escury, Heatlie, and others, during the jockey scrutinies, it

is unblushingly manifested. By every law of reciprocity, I

have just as much right to speculate on the private conduct

and motives of my calumniators. Suppose, for example, in

imitation of my Lord Bathurst’s plan of constructive accusation,

in his despatches relating to Mr. D’Escury—and I beg to apprise

him that I possess every document connected with the dark

transactions they embrace—suppose I thought proper, in my
endeavours to prove the partiality of the commissioners, to

take up the report of Mr. Bigge’s intended marriage with the

amiable and most accomplished Miss Somerset, am I not

entitled, with just as much propriety, to ratiocinate a little

on the causes of its abandonment. Whether the learned

commissioner considered his prospective harvest likely to be

more abundant from gratitude to services apparently gratuitous,

than under a conjunction exacting those services as mere acts

of tributary duty to the family compact
;

or, what is equally

probable, whether the lady herself perceived too little incentive

to her obedience in an alliance with what she doubtless esteemed

low plebeian origin presented in the uninviting garb of a suitor

past his grand climacteric, ailing, aching, and distempered,

—

surely, I repeat, I have as much right to adopt this recriminatory

course as the commissioners have to provoke it.

Par. 51.—“ The judicial proceedings of which he complains have certainly

furnished us with grounds for proposing future improvements in the several

branches of the judicial administration, and although we find that they are

marked with some defects of uncertainty and delay that we had occasion to

observe in other cases that have been brought before us, yet we are not

prepared to say, that under a more perfect administration of the laws, the

result to Mr. Burnett would have been different
;

while, on the other hand,

we are firmly convinced that the proceedings furnish no grounds whatever for

the charges that he has made of injustice, partiality, or corruption.”

The commissioners say, that my complaints have furnished

grounds for future improvements in the several branches of the

judicial administration, which is a virtual admission that those

with which I have come in contact were inadequately formed
;

but yet that, under a more perfect administration of the laws,

the result to me would have been the same. Beyond the
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Implication here, which is pretty apparent, this assertion cannot

be supported by the inference they are so desirous to indicate
;

for granting, under the allowed imperfection of the court, that

its decisions furnish me with no grounds of complaint, does it

follow that they would have been the same had the court

been more or less corrupted ? I complained of nothing but

what I experienced
;

complaint infers aggression, and the

heaviest in my case was its cruel protraction and delay
;
these

suggest improvement, which implies a court against which no

ground of such complaint exists
;
how then could the decisions

upon causes instantly pronounced, or left in twenty months’

abeyance, be equal in their results to me % If so, it must be a

matter of indifference to a suitor in Chancery whether he obtains

a judgment in one week or one hundred years. This reasoning is

on the assumption that the abstract causes at issue were justly

adjudicated
;

but, so far from this being the case, I maintain,

and I can prove, that they were 'partially, unjustly, and corruptly

adjudicated, contrary to evidence and fact, to every principle

of equity, and only rationally to be accounted for in the

timidity, incompetence, or servility of the judicial body. It

may be urged, that mere incompetency is no corrupt dereliction.

Admit this
;
but then, how unspeakably corrupt must be the

motive for appointing such judges, or continuing their appoint-

ment an hour after a knowledge of their incompetence ? I

shall not debate here upon the character of the judicial body at

the Cape, as the subject will be more appropriately introduced

in a complete expose of Lord Charles Somerset’s administration

at the Cape, which it is my intention to lay forthwith before

the public.

Par. 52.
—

“ Mr. Burnett has endeavoured to connect with these proceedings

the refusal of Lieutenant-Colonel Somerset to allow him a certificate of the

receipt of a certain quantity of grass that he alleged to have been cut from

his estate, for the use of the Cape Cavalry
; we do not find that this circum-

stance has any direct connection with the judicial proceedings ; for, although

we observe that Mr. Burnett has alleged to your Lordship that he mentioned

his claim upon the commissariat department for payment of this grass to the

landdrost and agent of the sequestrator, as a means of discharging his debt

to Mr. Hart, and that he protested against the landdrost’s refusal to receive

it, yet we find that this assertion is positively contradicted by the landdrost

;

and we think it extraordinary, that when Mr. Burnett was required to declare

upon oath, what property he possessed that was applicable to the payment
of the debts that were judicially demanded, he should not at the same time
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have made an exception of this claim upon the commissariat department,

which, if admitted, and certified to be just, would have enabled him to relieve

himself in some degree from his embarrassments.”

Par. 53.
—

“ Mr. Burnett has contended that the foraging parties of the Cape

'Cavalry cut from his estate, at different times, quantities of grass, amounting

in value to the sum of 1280 rixdollars
;
and that although he has frequently

applied to the proper authorities, he has never been able to obtain an authentic

receipt or certificate, by which alone he could obtain payment from the com-
missariat department. In the year 1821, he brought an action for the purpose

of compelling the officer then in command of the cavalry, to deliver to him a

certificate for two hundred and fifty-six loads of grass. Upon previous appli-

cation the officer had declared, that although he found that grass had been

taken from Mr. Burnett’s land, contrary to his strict injunction, yet, after

the strictest inquiry, he could only find that forty-four loads had been taken,

and for these, Mr. Burnett received the sum of 220 rixdollars in payment.

It appears that this grass had been taken at a period in which the landmarks

of his grant had not been fixed, and the foraging parties had not observed

the boundaries that divided it from a tract of Government land, to which

they were accustomed to resort for grass. The court, not deeming the officer

responsible for any quantity that had been taken subsequent to the period

of his command, relieved him from the claim, but reserved to the plaintiff

Burnett, the right of instituting his action against such other persons as in

law were liable. Mr. Burnett then made application to Lieutenant-Colonel

Somerset for a certificate of the quantity of grass that had been taken during

his command. It is admitted by Lieutenant-Colonel Somerset that he gave

a promise to Mr. Burnett that he should obtain a receipt for such a quantity

of grass as appeared by the regimental books to have been received. On
Lieutenant-Colonel Somerset’s departure, this inquiry was left to the care

of the officer that succeeded him, and who, when called upon, excused himself

from responsibility for any quantity of grass that was cut after he had ceased

to be in command. Mr. Burnett was thus left to his remedy against Lieutenant

Colonel Somerset, to whom he more than once made application, both per-

sonally and through another person, who overtook him on his road from

Graham’s Town to Uitenhage. We observe that Colonel Somerset has not

alluded to this interview, nor has he pointedly contradicted the assertion

that he promised to give the certificate. We think it most probable, that

any promise that he did give was conditional ; but, on the other hand, it is

much to be regretted that a claim of this nature had not been immediately

brought to decision, by some more formal and satisfactory mode of

investigation than that which he had assigned to it. The complaint was

preferred to the acting Governor, Sir Rufane Donkin, who declined to interfere

in it, or order payment of any military account without a proper certificate
;

and it was preferred, at a later period, to his Excellency Lord Charles Somerset,

who, in an interview that is correctly described by Mr. Burnett, promised to

use his best exertions in his behalf. The result of this interview was a pro-

posal to submit the investigation of the claim to a regimental board of officers,

which Mr. Burnett declined, and the question remains still subject to dispute.

The discussion of it has given occasion to Mr. Burnett to notice in strong
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terms the mode in which the green forage was supplied to the Cape Cavalry,,

and the unjust and partial exclusion of himself and others from a share in

the supply.

Par. 54.
—

“ The quantity of green barley and oats grown by persons who,
from their contiguity to Graham’s Town, could advantageously dispose of it,

was very small, and in the year 1820, much below the regimental demand.
Until a late period it had not been usual to give notices of the quantity

required, but those persons who had any to offer tendered it to the officer of

the commissariat department, who kept in his office a list of names of the

suppliers and the days upon which the grass would be ready for cutting.

The quarter-master of the regiment received his instructions from the officer

of the commissariat department, to take his forage from the suppliers,

according to the rotation in which they stood in the list ; and if it happened

that the oats or barley of any individual grower were not sufficiently, or too'

much matured, the crop of the person next in rotation was taken. With the

exception of Mr. Burnett, no complaint was made to us during our stay at

Graham’s Town of undue preference shown by the commissariat department

;

and it appears, upon the explanation furnished by Lieutenant-Colonel

Somerset, as well as by a letter of Mr. Burnett, addressed to his

correspondents in Cape Town, that his disappointment in furnishing the

expected supply, although caused by Lieutenant-Colonel Somerset, was not

intentional on his part, and that it principally arose from the badness and
scattered state of his crop, and the difficulty that was experienced in cutting

and gathering it. For the quantity that he proved to have delivered, he
received from the commissariat department the sum of rixdollars 434 7. 4.

To a person who had rated his annual profits upon the production of this

article alone at ten thousand rixdollars, and had expended a considerable

degree of labour in cultivation, the competition of several individuals who
were enabled to avail themselves of the momentary demands which the

failure of their neighbours had created, was a serious impediment
; we believe

that nearly two-thirds of the quantity of green forage consumed by the Cape
Cavalry were furnished by officers of the regiment, to whom it had been

customary, in consideration of the very insufficient accommodation that the

barracks afforded, to allot small pieces of ground in the immediate vicinity,

for the purpose of enabling them to build cottages and houses according to

their means, and which they have been allowed on their retirement to transfer

to other officers who succeeded them. This indulgence was extended to

officers of other corps who were stationed at Graham’s Town at different

times, and had received local appointments.

Par. 55.
—

“ It is to be remembered, that Graham’s Town had originally

been selected as a military station in the year 1814, for the force appointed

to defend the frontier, and that the accommodation of the troops had there-

fore been a primary object ; but it must be admitted to have considerably

impaired the quantity of disposable land that might have been appropriated

gratuitously by the Government to the settlers, or to mechanics who were

desirous of establishing themselves in the town, after it had been fixed upon
as the seat of magistracy of the new district.

Par. 50.—“ It is also to be observed, that as the officers had a priority of
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selection, they secured the best situations in the town, and the Government
has been on more than one occasion reduced to the necessity of purchasing

from them an accommodation for public purposes, which a greater degree of

caution would have enabled it to command. We had occasion to observe

also, that allotments near Graham’s Town had been conceded to military

officers who had held temporary commands in the district, as well as to others,

without any condition or stipulation for their occupation or improvement.

In case of their being uninclosed and cultivated, they form a great temptation

to the trespasses of the town herds, occasioning a tax upon the inhabitants

for the damage sustained by each trespass
;
and in some instances they are

retained by the grantees in an unoccupied and unimproved state, until the

increase of population shall have augmented their value.”

As to my endeavouring to connect these proceedings with

Captain Somerset’s refusal to supply me with the certificate,

the endeavour is in the commissioners to separate what cannot

be disunited. It is on this very fact that all the illegality I

so much complain of is founded, and nothing can be more
simple than the connection they call in question. The com-
missariat owed me 1280 rixdollars for grass supplied the Cape

corps
;

this claim I tendered to discharge a sentence for 905

rixdollars, and upon this sentence only they founded their

declaration of my insolvency. This it is which constitutes its

illegality, and if I succeed in proving the claim to be a just

one, which I have amply the power of doing, the attempt of

the commissioners to separate it from the proceedings that

have so much aggrieved me will speak for itself. I shall

endeavour, as much as possible, to avoid reiteration, but as

this point is perhaps the most important, and certainly the

most influential in the catalogue, it is necessary to illustrate

it to the reader.

The disclosure of truth is so simple an operation, that when
once told, it is told for ever

;
no amplification can make it

more convincing, nor can any falsification with which its oppo-

nents envelop it long obscure its lustre. In my narrative to

Downing Street will be found a simple detail of the transaction

in question, and if I were to add ten volumes to it, I could

but repeat the same. After referring to this, it will be sufficient

to reconcile those apparent discrepancies the commissioners

point out, and I shall be quite satisfied to leave it to the

judgment of the public. The first is Mr. Harry Rivers’s

assertion, that I never tendered this claim in liquidation of

XXIX. I
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Hart’s sentence. To defeat the effect of this infamous falsehood ,

it would he quite sufficient to prove that I had tendered it

to his predecessor when the sentence was first propounded,

hut I shall go farther, and claim, at least, an equal, if not a

superior title to credit in competition with Mr. Rivers. Is it

probable that, with the means in my power of defeating this

conspiracy, I should neglect to use them ? Is it likely that,

after tendering this claim to Major Jones as an effectual bar

to the consummation of this iniquity, I should, by any
chance, have forgotten so paramount a duty as proposing

it again ? I should think not, nor will the public think so

either. The truth is, when Mr. Rivers declared the sentence,

and demanded property to meet it, I repeated, what he already

knew, that I had no property but what was assigned to Messrs.

Ebden and Eaton, but that I had a claim upon the com-
missariat more than covering the amount, which he was bound

to accept. This he declined receiving, as it was not certified

by Captain Somerset
;
an objection I had foreseen, and which

induced me to come forward with a written protest. This I

then handed to him
;
he read it, and with some little demur,

laid it upon the table. After quitting the office, I proceeded

to the shop of the chandler Stone, and when within a few yards

of the door, was overtaken by a messenger from Mr. Rivers,

who presented me with the protest as a paper I had accidentally

left with the landdrost
;

I so instantly saw through the drift

of this manoeuvre, that I went laughing into Stone’s shop,

where I met Captain Campbell, and related to him the whole

affair, and I am sure he is too honourable to withhold his

confirmation of this fact if appealed to. In a diary I kept

recording every occurrence as it happened, are these words,

under date the 30th of January 1822 : “Mr. Rivers repeated

Mr. Hart’s sentence to me, which had been propounded on the

31st of October last by Major Jones, when I rejoeated my tender

of the grass.”

What the commissioners consider so extraordinary in the

latter part of this paragraph I do not altogether comprehend.

If they mean, how happened it that this claim formed no part

of the property assigned to Messrs. Ebden and Eaton ? they

are readily answered, it had then no existence; but iff they

insinuate that it was not tendered in liquidation of debts
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judicially demanded, they are decidedly in error. There must

be now accessible to these gentlemen in the public offices, at

least twenty memorials and letters to the Governor and colonial

Secretary, all of them, more or less, complaining of the grievous

hardships of the proceedings against me, while this claim con-

tinued unsettled. I have, at this moment, on the table before

me, at least forty documents referring to it. I have dinned

it in the ears of all the departments, before whom I could, by
any ingenuity, make it cognizable from the first moment of

its origin, and on every judicial application to me for the pay-

ment of money, I have invariably offered this claim. How
far it was just will be seen presently, but if just, the relief

would not have been in a degree as stated by the commissioners,

but in a whole entire revisal of the proceedings.

If his Majesty’s commissioners had absolutely taken pains

to furnish me with materials for exposing the character of

their mission, and the spirit in which this Report is written,

they could not more effectually have contributed to my success

than by the introduction of this very fifty-third paragraph. It

is from beginning to end a tissue of misrepresentation and
error. In the first place, I brought my action in 1821 for

three hundred loads of grass, and the payment of forty-four,,

then- adjudicated, left the balance two hundred and fifty-six to

be recovered from Captain Somerset. The insinuation, that

the grass had been taken by mistake, from ignorance of the

boundaries, is altogether fallacious
;

inasmuch as there was
no Government land near my estate which produced grass

long enough for cutting
;
and no cause exists for the plea, as

the grass was taken with my concurrence from, the very centre

of my land, at Captain Somerset's express desire, and on his

promise of payment

;

and my dependence on his honour, was
the only cause why I did not secure daily certificates of the

quantity taken. My application to Captain Somerset is here

represented to have followed the adjudication of the com-
missioners of circuit, but it preceded it, and the action itself

was the consequence of Captain Somerset's breach of promise, and
subsequent intolerable juggle. No such thing as a conditional

promise ever passed Captain Somerset’s lips, nor was the

slightest reference to regimental books ever made
;
the promise

was given while the sale of his effects was going on, previous
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to his leaving the frontier, and in these words :
“ You see I

am too busy to give you the certificate now, but I give you my
word that I will leave it with Johnston to-morrow morning,

as I must see him before I start on my journey.” No deputation

of the kind stated here ever took place, nor did Captain Stuart,

the officer alluded to, know anything of the case in question,

till, wearied out by Captain Somerset’s subterfuges, I made
one formal application to him, prior to the institution of legal

proceedings at Bathurst. The application of the person

alluded to, as overtaking Captain Somerset on his journey, did

not occur after I “ was thus left to my remedy against Captain

Somerset,” but on the day following the very first application

for the certificate, and this fact and the promise which followed

it, are well authenticated to his Excellency in the notarial

declarations of Mr. Francis, who overtook Captain Somerset on

his journey, and myself. Lieutenant-Colonel Somerset makes

no allusion to the interview, because it is a fatal proof against

him, nor does he contradict the assertion that he promised to

give the certificate, because he cannot do so with any regard

to truth
;

but would Tie have promised me a certificate for 300

loads of grass received for the use of his regiment, if I had not
been entitled to it ? How can the commissioners possibly justify

an opinion that Captain Somerset’s promise was conditional,

in the teeth of two notarial declarations to the contrary, while

they admit that he did not pointedly contradict the assertion,

that he had given the promise ? It is actually projecting

excuses for Colonel Somerset, which his own conscience will

not permit him to suggest. Sir Rufane Donkin did interfere

in it
;

he expressed his indignation at it, both to Captain

Campbell and myself, and he only ceased exerting to get the

claim liquidated, when he found Captain Somerset perti-

naciously withheld the certificate. I did not decline submitting

the investigation of it to a regimental board of officers, on the

contrary, I eagerly closed with Major Fitzroy’s proposal to

this effect, and only retracted my consent, when I found that

board was to be constituted of officers selected from the Cape

Corps, the whole of whom carried me in hateful recollection.

God forbid I should impute an extra motive in their vassalage

to the son of their creator,—but I think his Majesty’s Line will

stare when told that, in the face of continued joke and re-
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monstrance, they addressed their communications to their

Commander, “ The Honourable Captain Somerset,” and this

young man was weak enough to be tickled with such fulsome

adulation. The following extracts from the Cape Town
Gazette will show what sort of fate would have attended my
claim before a board of Cape Corps officers, while, at the same
time, it will enable the public to form some judgment of the

condition of settlers at the Cape of Good Hope :

(See documents on pages 135 to 143 of Volume XVIII.)

Among the exhibits to the Report will be found a letter from
me to Colonel Scott, afterwards resident of Simon’s Town, and
president of a court-martial, in which I very foolishly interested

myself,—a gentleman I shall have occasion to allude to

hereafter. To do the commissioners justice, they have intro-

duced this letter most adroitly
;

for, in the way it appears,

it represents me as setting so little value upon my grass as to

obtrude it, without solicitation, upon any one who would
take the trouble of cutting it. It insinuates, too, a sort of

sycophancy, as if I had been anxious to scrape favour with

the 6th regiment as a set-off against the proverbial hatred of

the Cape Corps
;
and it gives occasion for a very sapient remark

of the brave, erudite, and accomplished Lieutenant-Colonel

Somerset. But how stands the case when I supply the context?

The public shall see
;
some of Colonel Scott’s servants had been

repeatedly detected cutting grass, but as I felt under personal

obligation to that gentleman for having permitted me to take

shingles from one of the Government woods, I contented myself

with slightly rebuking them for their trespass, when came the

following note :

Graham’s Town, November 1, 1822.

Lieutenant-Colonel Scott’s compliments to Mr. Burnett, would feel obliged

to him to permit his servants to cut grass on his farm. He is sorry to find

that they have been trespassing on his property, but Lieutenant-Colonel

Scott was not then aware of the extent of Mr. Burnett’s farm.

B. Burnett, Esq.

It was gratifying to see that the rancorous feeling of the

Cape Corps and the Government underlings towards me had
not extended to the 6th, though, bating this consideration, I

could have done no less than give this reply.
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To Lieutenant-Colonel Scott, &c., &c., &c.

Farm, Saturday, November 2, 1822.

Sir,—You, or the officers of your regiment, are welcome to take grass

from my premises whenever you please.

An article of so little value to myself I have not denied to the use of any
one who has applied for it

;

“ and you must allow I cannot exact a less tribute

to proprietorship than a simple ‘ if you please.’
”

The trespass you allude to was, I am persuaded, one of perfect ignorance
;

and from the nature of my rebuke, I am only surprised how it came to your

knowledge.

If you were aware of the depredations I have endured, and of my conse-

quent losses, you would not be surprised at a course which makes it necessary

for me to grant formally, what otherwise you, or the officers of the 6th,

might have taken unasked. I am &c.

(Signed) B. Burnett.

Remark made by Lieutenant-Colonel Somerset.

“ This is worthy of remark, as it is for this article Mr. Burnett is now so

loud in his demand for payment.”

The foregoing is a true copy of that deposited in the Colonial Office at Cape

Town.
(Signed) J. Gregory.

The object of introducing this letter without the foregoing

note, will not escape the penetration of the reader. The act

it deve’ops is attributable to Colonel Scott
;

the application

of it to the commissioners. That Colonel Scott meant to

-subject my unsophisticated letter to some sinister purpose, is

manifest from his depositing it in the colonial office
;
and yet

what pretext had he, in common honesty, so to record a kindly

letter, emanating at once from the heart, in reply to a note

beguiling it from me, of which note I will stake my existence

he never kept a copy. If he disclaims the latent imputation

I have cast upon him, and makes the disclosure of my letter

a mere ulterior act, no matter whether, what he esteemed, a

tribute to justice, or a prostitution to patronage, he is equally

dishonourable
;

for he has violated the sanctity of that implied

confidential intercourse, the sacred observance of which is

considered the peculiar and striking characteristic of the

gentleman
;
and as the words “ the trespass you allude to

”

denotes a foregone conclusion, the purpose of the commissioners

in publishing it was equally sinister. Colonel Somerset’s
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observation is perfectly just
;

it is, indeed, worthy of remark,

that his iniquity should have made the grass so worthless a

possession, as to induce me to give it to all applicants, for,

through his bad faith, I could neither get paid for what I had
supplied, nor induce the commissariat to take more.

Colonel Scott knew that from the loss of all my cattle,

and the rigid determination of the Cape Corps to send twenty
miles for grass, sooner than purchase it of me, that it was a

valueless possession in my hands, and I have no doubt that

his application was concerted with Colonel Somerset to obtain

some such admission from me.

The green forage system, so oppressive in its effects upon the

settlers, is by no means strictly detailed in the Report. Nearly

all the erven in or near the town were, from its foundation,

either gifts, or very cheap sales, to the military, on which they

erected houses and cultivated green forage. When the immense
profit attending the growth of this article became known to

the settlers, they naturally turned their attention to its produc-

tion. As I have before observed, the purchases were made
by the commissariat in the professed rotation of the offer

;
but

this was a regulation so perpetually infracted, as to excite

just apprehension among the settlers, and point out the folly

of growing an article subject, in its consumption, to partiality

or caprice. No such thing as competition by tender ever

existed, although assumed to be the practice by Earl Bathurst

and his Excellency the Governor ! ! The list of proffers was a

state secret, only accessible to the initiated. When the poor,

reprobated settler’s crop was verging to maturity, he made his

offer
;
which might, or might not, for aught he knew, have

been appended to the list, but it generally required half a

dozen fruitless journeys to Graham’s Town, and much
demurring of the commissary before the fatigue-party could

be brought to cut it, the military in the meantime pouring in

their supply
;
and as only two days’ consumption was taken

at a time, the grower of large quantities generally found the

bulk of his produce too ripe for use before the revolution of

his turn. Had all the cultivators been settlers, there would
have been nothing in this regulation to cavil at, provided it

had been enforced with impartiality
;
but the favoured party

was the military, who had no manner of pretension to even a
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fair competition, much less a preference. This is pretty

manifest from the returns in the Report, where it will be seen

that in a period of four years, ending December 1823, out of

162 receipts of forage, 100 were supplied by the military and
civil servants of the Government !

As I had taken my farm expressly for the cultivation of

forage, I may say invited thereto by the assurance of Captain

Somerset, and as my expenditure had been very considerable,

the weight of this grievance fell heavier upon me than upon

my neighbours
;
and the subjoined correspondence will show

that it was neither an imaginary evil, nor one I could permit

to escape the notice of his Excellency, although, from the

circumstance of his being the chief cultivator of green forage

at Cape Town, and my complaint inculpating the conduct of

his son, little hope of remedy could exist. The copy of my
first letter I cannot find

;
it, however, merely disclosed the

system with its attendant consequences, and prayed for its

abolition
;
indeed its contents may be pretty well inferred from

the answer :

i Government House, August 30, 1822.

Sir,—I am directed by his Excellency the Governor to acknowledge the

receipt of your letter of the 19th August, and to inform you in reply, that his

Lordship is not aware of any regulations which restrict landholders from

disposing of the produce of their land whether they may he military men or

civilians.

In order that all persons may have an equal chance in offering supplies for

Government consumption, those supplies are always obtained by bona fide

tender.—I have &c.

W. B. Whitefoord, A.D.C.

B. Burnett, Esq.

To this I rejoined,

Graham’s Town, September 16, 1822.

My Lord,—I have had the honour to receive your Excellency’s acknow-

ledgment of my letter dated 19th August, in which I complain of the military

being permitted to monopolise the supply of green forage to the commissariat.

It is true, my Lord, that an officer in active service has the privilege of

purchasing or acquiring lands, and an unquestionable right to dispose of

their produce, but as this position has very little relation to the one in point,

I fear your Excellency is not so well acquainted with its detail as could be

wished.

I beg respectfully to submit that the lands in military occupation are

neither purchased nor testamentarily acquired, but granted by the colonia
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Government in preference to what may certainly be esteemed the paramount
claim of civilians

; nay, there are instances of military applicants succeeding

to the ejectment of settlers from spots of ground they had appropriated

under the sanction of the local authorities.

The instances of military men embarking capital for the growth of produce

in competition with a labouring and distressed class are, fortunately for their

reputations, very rare
;
and I feel persuaded your Excellency would express

much indignation, if commanding at the Horse Guards, you were informed

that a body of officers at Ivnightsbridge had obtained a grant of Hyde Park
to supply Covent Garden with cabbages ; such men, my Lord, would justly

be held degraded, although their efforts might probably have no influence on
the industry of their brethren in the trade.

But here, my Lord, such a vocation is doubly degrading, inasmuch as the

class of beings they compete with are in the last state of poverty and wretched-

ness, and utterly incompetent to contend against the facilities they possess.

A military man in Albany is never deficient in ploughs, oxen, or seed for his

land, and at all times sure of consumption for his crop. I have repeatedly

had land in high tillage lying waste for want of seed when money could not

purchase it : and scores of acres left upon my hands, through preference to

the military, though brought into cultivation at the very suggestion of Captain

Somerset, our deputy landdrost, whose forage was then cutting out of rotation.

It is not on trifling grounds that I could be induced to trouble your Excel-

lency with a remonstrance so urgent, but as we, and not the military, are the

sufferers during our abode in this ill-fated colony, it would be but equitable

to secure to our waning exertions the only little certain return to industry

left.

I beg leave to disabuse your Excellency of a belief that green forage is

supplied by tender, no such mode of sale has ever occurred since my arrival

here, the preference has umf irmly been given to the military, and that to a
latitude I should dread to be the organ of disclosing.

With a frankness I trust your Excellency will approve, I take the liberty

of adding, that I conceive this grievance to be so oppressive in its operation

as to justify my communicating it forthwith to his Royal Highness the

Commander-in-Chief. I have &c.

B. Burnett.
To his Excellency the Governor, &c.

Very little more will be required in despatching the green

forage question. It was a system of intolerable oppression to

the predial settler, and disgraceful to the officers embarked in

it
; and I repeat that the crops I lost by it during the first

season of my undertaking, were estimated to be worth upwards
of 7000 dollars. I observe in another part of the Report, that

Colonel Somerset denies the incursion of the cavalry horses,

which furnishes a further deplorable instance of the partiality

of the commissioners : had they only written to the frontier
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to make inquiry into the fact, they would have found abundant
proof of it, as it was witnessed by at least twenty of my own
servants, and became a subject of conversation throughout the

neighbourhood. It remains only to say, that the assertion of

officers, on their removal, having transferred their erven to

their successors, is entirely false
;
they invariably sold them.

Par. 57.
—

“ The situation of the land near Graham’s Town that was granted

to Lieutenant-Colonel Somerset, we observe, has been adverted to by Mr.

Burnett. This land has been built on and enclosed ; but we cannot omit to

express the strong sense that we entertain of the inexpediency of conceding

lands contiguous to the towns, and possessing the advantages that are peculiar

to this grant, in the temporary accommodation that it affords in pasturage

and water for the cattle of the boors who frequent the market, and which,

under the name of
‘

Uitspan,’ is ordered by several instructions to be held in

perpetual reserve, as indispensable to the public convenience.”

It is a most extraordinary coincidence, that the only act

which calls forth the unqualified reprobation of the com-
missioners throughout their Report, should be the act of Sir

Rufane Donkin ! for it was he who made this grant to Captain

Somerset, though, I am persuaded, from representations that

kept him in ignorance of its trenching upon the town liberties.

This will be apparent from the fact of Sir Rufane having

offered me the grant in question when he was on the spot, an

offer he was the last man to have made, with a knowledge that

the land was reserved for public use. It is on this spot that

Colonel Somerset grows an enormous quantity of forage to

the detriment of the settler
;
and it is here that the infamous

pounding system is so peculiarly exhibited, as to have given

the estate the nick-name of the cattle-trap.

Par. 58.
—

“ The establishment of the Somerset farm, and its immediate

connection with the commissariat supplies that is noticed by Mr. Burnett,

had been a source of perpetual dissatisfaction to the English settlers, from

their location in the district of Albany in the year 1820, while the manner in

which the purchases were made by the superintendent deprived them of the

advantages of disposing of the very small surplus that the effect of the blight

and depredation had left to them, under the system of open tender, by which

the supplies to Government are usually purchased. The establishment of

this farm, in 1814, originated in the disappointments that were experienced

by the different detachments of the military force stationed on the frontier

in receiving their supplies, and in the objectionable manner in which they

were made.”

Par. 59.
—

“ From the representations of an individual who had given some
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attention to the state of the frontier district, an expectation was entertained,

that by the establishment of a farm in an advantageous position, under the

control and support of the colonial Government, means might be devised of

obviating disappointment to the troops, by the timely formation of a depot

for grain and animal food, to which also the farmers of the frontier district

would be glad to contribute by the sale of their stock and produce ;
and it

was hoped, that by the progressive cultivation of land and rearing of stock,

the farm would enable the colonial Government to relieve the British Treasury

of all expense in the subsistence of the troops employed in the defence of the

frontier.”

Par. 60.
—

“ As the interests of certain individuals who had shared in the

former defective system of supply were found to be opposed to the success of

this establishment, it was deemed necessary to give it the benefit of all the

protection and support that the Government could afford. We accordingly

find that an order was issued by the Commander of the forces, dated 3rd

October 1816, announcing, ‘ That the Government had taken upon itself the

supply of the troops on the frontier districts from its own farm, as far as its

resources would allow, and declaring that his Excellency was determined to

visit with the severest penalties any person who should presume to throw

obstacles in the way of the Government agent in furnishing the supplies, or

who should not be found ready to lend the most effectual aid to a measure of

such importance to the troops and the colony.’
”

Par. 61.
—

“ With a view to facilitate purchases from the farmers, and at

the same time to provide for their demand for articles of consumption, that

they with difficulty procured at that period by indirect means from Cape

Town, the agent of the farm there was authorised to make purchases of

goods, which were disposed of at the farm in barter for cattle and corn, or

were paid away in the shape of wages to labourers.”

Par. 62.
—

“ An advantageous position was chosen in the north-western

boimdary of the district, that was then called Uitenhage, and some expense

was incurred in the erection of buildings, the collection of agricultural imple-

ments, and the clearing of land for tillage. The combination of these advan-

tages enabled the colonial Government to aid the supply of the troops on the

frontier, and to render it more independent of accident, but not to supersede

the necessity of a commissariat establishment. While the Somerset farm

had to contend with the disastrous visitations of blight, with which the agri-

cultural establishments in the country were affected, the assistance of the

commissariat department was resorted to for supplies of grain in times of

scarcity, which were sold by them to the farm at cost price, and conveyed in

the colonial vessels from Cape Town to Algoa Bay. The superintendent,

therefore, acted as purveyor of a certain portion of the military supplies, at

rates and prices that were fixed by the Commander of the forces, while the

colonial Government was enabled to combine the profit of the contractor

with greater regularity of supply than had been experienced from the inter-

vention of such persons, but without the security against failures that the

usual conditions of a contract afford.”

Par. 63.
—

“ The price of the rations delivered by the Somerset farm to the

commissariat department was fixed in the year 1818, by the Commander of
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the forces, at thirteen stivers and four-fifths, (fid. sterling,) but was afterwards

regulated by the average rate of the contracts for which the supplies that

were not burnished by the farm had been taken, varying from sixteen and a
half stivers to eighteen and one-fifth stivers per ration. From the month of

June 1820, to the same period in 1821, the supply of five stations, that had
been taken by contractors at an average of eighteen and one -fifth stivers per

ration, was abandoned by them, after notice, in April 1821, and new con-

tracts were entered into for the remainder of the year, (not exceeding two
months,) at an average of twenty-three and one-sixth stivers per ration.

This is the period selected by Mr. Burnett, in his petition to the House of

Commons, in which he states that he should have been glad to have furnished

the rations at ten stivers. We conceive that this assertion is sufficiently

refuted by the fact we have just stated, of the abandonment of so many con-

tracts, and the formation of the only one that was subsequently made at a much
higher rate than that which Mr. Burnett has specified

;
a reference also to the

very high prices of wheat, and the difficulty of procuring it at the same period,

negative the probability of any contract being successfully executed for the

supply of the frontier districts at ten stivers. From the month of June 1821,

to the month of December 1822, the Somerset farm was paid for the rations it

supplied at the rate of nineteen stivers
;
and for the next six months, ending

July 1823, the price of the only contract that then existed being reduced to

thirteen stivers, a corresponding reduction took place in the rate of charge

made to the commissariat department by the farm, amounting to thirteen

stivers
; but as it appeared to the Commander of the forces to be unjust to

regulate the price of supplies made on the detached and distant stations by
the Somerset farm, by that of the supplies procured in a place (Algoa Bay)

that possessed peculiar facilities, and at which consequently the rate of

contract was always lower than any where else, an order was issued by which

the commissariat department was directed to be charged for rations supplied

by the Government farm, from that period commencing 25th December 1822,

and ending July 1823, at nineteen stivers, being the price at which they

were paid for in the preceding year. On the application of the officer who
succeeded to the commissariat department in July 1823, the supply of the

European troops was allowed to be opened to public tender and contract for

the year 1824, and which was effected at the rate of thirteen stivers per ration

at Graham’s Town, and eighteen stivers at the advanced posts. Until

September 1824, the Somerset farm continued to ration the Cape Corps ;

but during the present year, the native as well as the European troops upon

the frontier have been supplied by open tender
;
and such has been the

combined effect of the measure, and of the increased resources of the district,

that the whole military force is now supplied with rations at fourpence farthing

sterling, being a fraction more than two-thirds of the deduction of sixpence

that is made on that account from the daily pay of the soldier.”

Par. 64.
—

“ From a reference to the accounts of the Somerset farm, it

appears that very considerable balances have accrued in favour of the colonial

Government, from the supplies that it made through this establishment to

the commissariat department. These balances have amounted, in the period

commencing 30th August 181C, and ending 31st December 1824, to the sum
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of 442,631 rixdollars ; and they may with propriety be attributed to the

economical system upon which the purchases were conducted, the low rate

of wages for which the labour on the farm was procured, and to the prices

that were ordered to be paid for the supplies.”

Par. 65.
—

“ We are not aware that the advantageous circumstances under

which these supplies were made were directly brought to the knowledge of

the Lords Commissioners of the Treasury until the month of July 1823,

although the additional trouble and expense that the system occasioned, and

the authority under which the prices were charged and paid for the rations

by the British Government, had been made the subject of incidental com-

munication. The deliveries are stated to have been made in a satisfactory

manner by the superintendent of the Somerset farm, upon a very extended

line of frontier
;
but we have not been able to ascertain that any saving was

occasioned to the British Government, or any greater degree of facility in

the supply, than might have been fairly expected from an ordinary degree

of attention paid by the officers of the commissariat department. On the

other hand, as the resources of the frontier districts began to expand, and a

competition for the supply of carriage had been established in the course of

the third year after the arrival of the British emigrants on the eastern coast

;

and as the continuance of the Somerset farm was observed to operate un-

favourably to their interests, it was with satisfaction that we learnt the

decision of this Government to put an end to the establishment, to dispose

of the stock and materials, and to convert the house of the superintendent

into a residence for the landdrost, secretary, and district clerk of the new
district of Somerset, that was formed out of a certain portion of those of

‘ Graaff Reynet’ and ‘ Albany.’ The arable lands were laid out in allotments,

and have been sold advantageously at long credits.”

Par. 66.
—

“ Upon examining the accounts of the Somerset farm, our attention

was directed to the considerable amount of the sums that had been remitted

by the superintendent to Cape Town. In the early periods of the establish-

ment, viz. from 1814 to 1818, the accounts, after giving credit for the proceeds

of everything that was sold, exhibit balances against the colonial Government

;

but from the month of July 1819 to the end of the year 1824, in the course of

which the number of rations issued to the army as well as to the settlers had
greatly increased, the annual balances were considerably in its favour. Remit-

tances were made by the superintendent of the farm to the colonial secretary,

and were either placed to the credit of the land revenue, or to that of the

Somerset farm account that was kept at the Discount Bank. From the 25th

January 1820 to the 27th February 1821, the period in which the Government
was administered by Sir Rufane Donkin, the sum of one hundred and eighty-

five thousand rixdollars was carried to the credit of the land revenue, and
blended in the public accounts with other sources. We do not, however, ,

find that the colonial auditor has ever noticed in his annual reports, either

the augmentation that was thus made to the general revenue, or the causes

of it ; but he attributed the diminution of the land revenue that took place

in the year 1820, to the effect of the general blight that produced a failure in

the crops. The sum of one hundred and sixty-seven thousand and thirty-six

rixdollars was expended partly in the payment of articles for the use of the
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farm, and merchandise, in discharge of part of a debt due by the farm to the

commissariat department on account of supplies, and in the purchase of a

stallion. The sum of ninety-five thousand and eighty rixdollars was expended

in the construction of barracks at Graham’s Town ; of a custom-house and
store for the reception of goods at the mouth of the river Kowie, and in

payment of a quantity of wheat that was sent to the Albany district, in a

period of scarcity for the use of the settlers
;
although we see no objection to

the appropriation that has thus been made of the several sums that were

placed at the disposal of the colonial Government, yet wc cannot help observing

that the sources from which they arose do not seem to have been sufficiently

explained to his Majesty’s Government ; and that for such portions as were

placed to the credit of the Somerset farm account at the Discount Bank, the

mode of drawing that was adopted by means of drafts of the town agent,

countersigned by the colonial secretary, was utterly at variance with the

instructions of the Lords of the Treasury, under which, all payments out of

the colonial revenues are required to be regulated and made by the warrant

of the Governor alone.”

The Somerset establishment is one involving so many con-

siderations, and so much pains have been taken to obscure its

proceedings, that it requires no ordinary tact to unravel them,

and expose, not merely the object of its formation, but the

injustice of maintaining it after the emigration of 1820, and

the infinite mischief it has produced. It is almost superfluous

to remind the reader, that monopolies in general are as much
the fruitful sources of individual peculation, as they are of

aggression upon public right
;
and that more or less of suspicion

attaches to the motives and conduct of those by whom these

privileges are enjoyed : this observation applies, in an eminent

degree, to the one in question.

Lord Charles Somerset’s motives for creating this establish-

ment I shall not attempt to scrutinize
;
but merely call the

attention of the public to a few facts connected with it : a

duty the commissioners have made incumbent upon me, by

their flat contradiction to my assertion, that the troops might

have been rationed at ten stivers per man, when the com-

missariat was charged eighteen and twenty-three
;
but when

their full Report upon this extraordinary establishment is laid

before the House of Commons, I shall submit to the public a

more elaborate reply.

As far as I can penetrate the very involute expose of the

commissioners, I see nothing growing out of considerations for

the public good that warranted this establishment in the
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outset. And this brings to view another very singular coin-

cidence, that it should be born the very second year of his

Excellency’s appointment, and only expire on the arrival of

his Majesty’s Commissioners of Inquiry ! Has one single

benefit accrued from it to the colony ?—quite the contrary
;

it has operated balefully, throughout the whole period of its

existence, on the interests of the farming class, and enriched

some treasury or other at the expense of the home one. When I

denounced it to the commissioners, Major Colebrooke, I will

say, most zealously persisted in representing the variance in the

price of rations as a fact quite immaterial, on the assumption

that it was only the right hand of the colonial Government
paying money into the left

;
while the truth is, the home

treasury was paying the extravagant and arbitrary charges of

a monopoly over which it had no control.

It appears, from 1816 to 1818, that the price per ration

charged by the Somerset farm was sixpence sterling : the

exchange during that period fluctuating from 112 to 133 per

cent premium, giving a mean, in round numbers, of 122, or

something above 13 stivers per ration. The following year it

grew to 16| stivers per ration, and retained the same price in

1820. In 1821 it rose to 18 l-5th
;
and for two months of

that period to 23 l-6th
;
the next year it was as high as 19 ;

and in 1823, when abated by natural causes to 13, it was raised

again to 19 by the peremptory mandate of the Governor : and
the very instant this monopoly is done away, the contractors,

whom I well know to be clever shrewd men, not at all likely to

pick up a bad job, are content to receive 13 stivers per ration
;

and Mr. Hart, the Somerset superintendent, actually tenders

himself at 161 ! What were the circumstances which enabled

Mr. Hart to tender at this reduced scale ? Were the crops

more abundant, and beef and mutton cheaper ? quite the

contrary
;

the crops were destroyed by the rust, the whole
eastern district presented no prospect of supply, and butchers

meat had risen considerably in price. The price of wheat,

when Hart was contractor, varied from five to eight rixdollars

the muid
;
and during the period the contract has been by

public tender, wheat has varied from 9 to 17 rixdollars per

muid. The present contractors have been known to pay so

high as 22 and 23 rixdollars per muid in the market at Graham’s
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Town. Give Messrs. Cock and Lee a farm, where they can

raise from 8,000 to 12,000 muids of wheat—give them extensive

grazing ground for their sheep and cattle—give them prize

negroes and Hottentots to till their land and guard their

herds, and I will stake my existence on the fact, that they

shall supply the troops at less than one-third the sum which

Mr. Hart received on account of the Colonial Government.

Now, what can be inferred from so plain a statement, not

resting upon mere assertion, but upon official data and recorded

evidence ? What, but that this establishment, by preventing

competition, and monopolizing the whole supply, has arbitrarily

dictated its own prices for provisioning the troops, and has

corruptly enriched itself at the expense of the British Treasury.

If the facts adduced were held insufficient to establish this

conclusion, it would be only necessary, for removing every

doubt, to glance at the relative position of the Somerset estab-

lishment, and the farmers, whose industry it has for so many
years paralysed, specially with reference to the settlers of

1820. The lordly Somerset establishment had all the “ means
and appliances ” for securing the monopoly, if it had even been

by competition :—the finest land in the whole colony, subject

to no taxation or impost, no quit rents, opgaafs, or indirect

taxes, to cramp its enterprize
;
unlimited capital at its disposal,

its operations carried on by slaves and Hottentots, fed at the

lowest possible cost, and paid no wages
;
the boors, dreading

to offend its known patron, and ravished with the punctuality

of its payments, and scarcely a charge against its productions

but the wages of the overseer, two or three understrappers,

and half a dozen necessary mechanics. How different the

condition of the boor, and still worse of the English settler,

who possessed not one of these advantages
;
the latter especially

debarred from the service of slaves, and paying exorbitant

wages to his labourers
;
and yet these very English, at a period

of comparative dearth, can be content to sink the price of

rations from 19 to 13 stivers, no doubt leaving for themselves

a very ample profit ! Such a statement requires no comment.

But there is one feature in the conduct of this farm, which,

beyond all others, subjects it to the severest reprehension,

—

the scandalous advantage it took of the distressed and helpless

condition of the settlers. Although the colonial Government
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infracted the guarantee in Earl Bathurst’s circular, by keeping

hack from the settlers the second and third instalments of

their deposits
;

it, nevertheless, till these sums were exhausted,

furnished them with rations at only an advance upon the market
price, sufficient to cover the ordinary expenses of agency and
carriage, but the subsequent issue to their credit, for a period

of twelve months, was charged, without any previous intima-

tion, at the frontier price to the troops, nearly double the

former rate, and every location is to this hour saddled with a

mortgage to that amount. I know that to one party, when the

commissariat account sent in amounts to Rds. 2162 : 7 : 5,

the real charge on the former equitable scale extends but to

1145 Rixdollars,—thus fleecing the poor settler of nearly

cent per cent on his purchase ! ! This applies to a party of

•only twenty souls
;
what then must be the overcharge on the

xationing from 3000 to 4000 settlers ? I should think, at

least, from twelve to fifteen thousand sterling—all taken from the

British Treasury. It must be, however, remembered that the

beneficent issue in the first instance was under the adminis-

tration of Sir Rufane Donkin, and that the increased charge was
the measure of Lord Charles Somerset, whose motive for thus

enriching his “ establishment ” I leave the public to discover.

The inquiry which next presents itself is as to the extent

and application of its profits. With regard to the first point,

the commissioners have given no sort of information, but a

.statement resting entirely on the word of the superintendent,

and that statement I pledge myself to the public to prove false.

The gross amount of remittances in cash and produce, made by

Mr. Hart to the colonial Government during a period of four

years, is stated to be 442,631 rixdollars, which is to be received

also as the whole amount of profit. Now, if Earl Bathurst

will give me access to such evidence as I can call for, I have
no hesitation in saying that I will prove the profits of that

establishment ” during the period quoted to be infinitely

beyond that a,mount ; and in establishing my claim to credit

for this assertion, it will be only necessary to impress upon the

public, that the solitary fact in opposition to it is the bare

ipse dixit of one man, and that man the confidential agent of

Lord Charles Somerset over that “ establishment ” whose
accounts are the subject of inquiry !

XXIX. K
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If it is supposed that the supplies made by Mr. Hart to the

Commissariat, which came ostensibly from the Somerset farm,

were all the produce of that “ establishment,” a gross

error prevails. The chief part wrere purchases made by Hart
from the boors in the various districts, and paid for by bills

drawn upon his agent ;
no manner of control existing over

the conduct of these purchases, nor any check upon the accounts.

Mr. Hart had thus the power, if he -pleased to exercise it, of

charging the establishment his own price for every head of

cattle bought, and then issuing from the great entrepot, the

same cattle to the commissariat at an increased charge, no'

public competition by tender operating to restrict and keep

it under. I shall here relate a very appropriate anecdote :

A person travelling in the district of Uitenhage, was entertained

by a boor, and, in the course of conversation, observed, “ How
comes it, Mynheer, that Mr. ******, of Graha.m’s Town, gives

you so bad a character ?
” “ Give me a bad character !

”

exclaimed the Dutchman
;

“ he dares not.” “ 0, but he

does,” rejoined the traveller, “ and calls you one of the greatest

rogues in the district.” “ Then, I’ll tell you,” said the farmer,.

“ he calls me rogue, because he is aw'are I know him to be one.

He bought a lot of sheep a few months back, and gave me a

bill upon Mr. Hart for one hundred dollars more than the price

when the bill was paid, I unfortunately spent the whole of

the money, and because I have not since been able to pay
him his hundred dollars he calls me rogue.” If such then are

the facilities for peculating enjoyed by Mr. Hart’s subordinates,

in spite of his active and lynx-eyed vigilance, to what extent

must have been his own, with no power whatever to control

him !

It is a well known fact that Mr. Hart never suffered any
person to pass the sacred threshold of his private office ;

although very illiterate, he kept his multifarious accounts

entirely himself, and these were subject to no inspection or

audit, but by the Auditor-General in Cape Town. As long as

the items of these accounts were congruent and plausible, they

satisfied the auditor
;

whose power, indeed, was restricted

to this limit. Mr. Hart remitted money, the supposed surplus

profit of the “establishment,” supplying the commissariat;,

the auditor had merely to reconcile the amount received with
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Mr. Hart’s statement of its growth, and here his function

ceased
;
but the brief examination of this gentleman speaks

a volume on the subject :

Cape Town, 11 th Nov. 1825.

The Hon. Walter Bentinck, Auditor-General, examined.

You have said, on a former examination, that you audited the accounts

of the Somerset farm ?—I examined the vouchers of the accounts of Somerset

farm.

Then you did not see or examine the accounts of the superintendent ?

—

I examined the accounts and books that were sent by the superintendent.

Have you found them correct ? —Yes, I have.

You are aware that very large profits have been derived by the colonial

Government from the supply of rations to the troops through the Government
farm ?

—

I am.

From what cause do you conceive those profits to have arisen ?—From the

supplies of cattle and grain to the commissariat.

Have you any knowledge of the prices that were given by the superintendent

of the farm for cattle, or of the prices that he obtained from the commissariat

department for the rations that he furnished ?—I have no other knowledge

than that which a reference to the accounts would enable me to acquire.

Do you know the reasons that suggested the expediency of establishing

Somerset farm ?—I can’t say that I ever heard what they were, but I suppose

that it was considered the best mode of supplying the troops.

Did you ever hear that any difficulty or disappointment had occurred in

the supply of the troops on the frontier, by the commissariat department,

previous to the establishment of the farm ?

—

No, I can’t say that I have.

In what manner were the balances applied that appear on the accounts of

the Somerset farm, from the year 1819 to the year 1824 ?—I am not informed

of the manner in which the balances were disposed of.

Did you ever ask for information upon the subject ?—-I do not recollect

that I did.

Did you ever hear or understand to what purposes the balances were

applied ?—I cannot be positive as to that.

In referring to your report upon the revenues of the year 1822, I observe

that you impute the decrease of the land revenue in that year to the falling off

in the revenues of the Government farm, on account of agricultural misfortunes;

am I to infer, that the profits of the farm were carried to the account of the

land revenue ?—Yes, it would appear so.

In examining the accounts of the land revenue, did you not observe that

payments had been made to its credit from the Somerset farm ?—Yes, I did.

Have you ever examined the accounts of the agent of Somerset farm?—
No, I do not recollect that I have.

Here, in reply to the sixth question, we find the auditor’s

express declaration, that he has no knowledge of the prices

either given or obtained, but what are furnished from the

accounts of the superintendent himself ! So that this “ estab-

K 2
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lishment,” which has fleeced the poor settlers at the rate of

cent per cent, and unnecessarily burthened the commissariat

with a charge of more than 400,000 rixdollars
;
which, from

its origin to its extinction, has proved a grievance and a curse

to the colony
;

and which stands recorded, upon its own
showing, to have had the capacity of being a source of abuse,

fraud, and peculation, has been subject throughout to no

manner of control, and finally, to no farther investigation by
the Commissioners of Inquiry, for aught we yet know, than is

furnished by this admirable piece of non mi ricordo evidence !

That the profits have been applied as stated in the Report,

I mean that portion of them permitted to come to light, I very

much doubt. I strongly question the item 40,000 rixdollars

for the erection of barracks at Graham’s Town, as also the one

of 42,160 rixdollars for building the custom-house at the

Kowie
;
and the sale of the horse Orville is a juggle altogether.

As the history of Orville presents an edifying specimen of

his Excellency’s talents at horse-dealing, I shall give it in detail.

This horse was imported in 1817 by Messrs. Hamilton, Ross,

and Co., and sold early in the following year at public auction

for 2,700 rixdollars, which, Avith the exchange at 123 per

cent, gives £243 3s. sterling money. After this period, or, in

fact, after the settling of the importer’s private account in

England, to which alone the consideration of the sterling value,

and the exchange upon it, applies, all poor Orville’s subsequent

mutations in the colony, whether by sale or exchange, were

exclusively referable to colonial value in currency.

Having been for a short time in possession of the purchaser,

whose bargain, be it remembered, was in currency, without the

slightest allusion to the rate of exchange, he became the

property of his Excellency, who gave for him a colonial bred

mare, called the Maid of Swellendam, and was transferred, but
for what consideration does not appear, to the Groote Post
Government farm, Avhere he remained to cover till March 1823.

His Excellency’s great solicitude for improving the colonial breed

now extending seven hundred miles into the interior, Orville

was transferred, by the following order, dated Newlands, 29th
March 1822, to the Somerset farm, the exchange being then

177 per cent and a fraction, which made the price 5,550

rixdollars :
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“ Transfer, in rixdollars, from the funds of the Somerset
farm, to that of the Groote Post, 400 pounds sterling, for the
English stallion, then on his journey to Graham’s Town,
ascertaining the rate of the exchange from the colonial pay-
master.”

Some questions here naturally suggest themselves. What
could the exchange of 1822 have to do with the price of a
horse imported in 1817, after it had in that interval been sold

and exchanged ? Why should the price now be rated in

sterling money, while it had first been sold for currency, and
then exchanged for a colonial bred mare ? Why resort to

sterling money, and, after a lapse of years, put a greater value
upon it, when age and services had, on the contrary, greatly

reduced its worth to what it was when sold at 123 per cent

exchange ? And why, on that advanced sterling value, again

charge at the higher exchange of 177, making a difference of

54 per cent on the latter only, and then compel one Govern-
ment farm to pay to another the amount, 5,550 rixdollars,

for a deteriorated article, which five years back could only

produce, under all the advantages of public competition, 2,700

rixdollars ?

This is only one of his Excellency’s ordinary and regular

horse transactions, although he appears in it in the anomalous
character of both buyer and seller ! By virtue of his authority,

he compels both sale and purchase, and that at prices, in both

instances, also determined by himself ! He has an interest in

the proceeds, for he furnishes the commodity, while the capital

employed belongs to the public, whose resources are at his

command ! Let us recapitulate. His Excellency furnishes to

the Groote Post farm, under his own immediate administration,

the stallion Orville, procured in the colony for his own particular

use. He next supplies the same farm with the stallion "Van-

guard, imported by himself, and now on the farm
;
both of

which horses are his own immediate property, and of course

subject to his own arbitrary price. The Groote Post farm is

too poor to pay for Vanguard, and his Excellency wants his

money. The Groote Post farm excels in breeding horses, and
the Somerset “ establishment ” in breeding rixdollars

;
how

admirable then his Excellency’s plan of reciprocating these

advantages by making the latter pay 5,550 rixdollars for
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Orville, which the former instantly transfers to his Excellency’s

pocket as part payment only for Vanguard ! ! !

The Somerset farm, it must be borne in mind, is not a

breeding farm, but should the horse be represented as having

been sent there with a view to accommodate the public, by
covering for the farmers in that district, why put a selling

price upon it ? Why not send the horse as a loan from the

Groote Post, consigned to the care of the superintendent of

the Somerset, both being public farms, and the object of public

benefit being common to both ? But, after all, did this horse

ever reach the Somerset farm ? Assuredly not at the period

inferred from the order of transfer, if ever
;
then why was

that farm made to pay for it at all ? In the proper place I

shall give the public the history of a team of mules
;
some

account of the life and adventures of two bulls and a cow,

and the private memoirs of the stallions Kutusoff, Sorcerer,

Cricketter, and sundry other quadrupeds.

If, in the convincing fact of the rations having risen enor-

mously in price during the Somerset monopoly, and sunk

directly at its abandonment, the very suspicious motive of its

creation, and its utter inutility were not obvious, by consulting

the Report, these conclusions will be unavoidable : of all men
in the colony, the most competent judge of its usefulness is

Mr. Deputy Assistant Commissary-General Johnstone. In his

examination by the Commissioners of Inquiry, we find this

question :
“ Do you think that, since the year 1818

,
you should

have been able to have provided for the supply of the troops

in the district by the ordinary mode of contract, and at as

cheap a rate as Mr. Hart has ?
” He answers : “I think so,

certainly.” Had I been a commissioner, I should have put

the consecutive question, “ Do you think you could have done

so at a cheaper rate ? ’’—but this would have been hazarding

too much
;

and these important gentlemen declined forcing

the inquiry. Mr. Bigge, to do him justice, is admirably expert

in this branch of his arcanum : he pushes some momentous
point, as a sailor would say, to an azimuth

;
but the moment

he sees danger, he checks in his approach. One of the most
edifying specimens of his talent in this way is given in his

examination of a witness on a horse inquiry. The witness was
asked, if he had heard it attributed to his Excellency that he
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was engaged in horse dealing transactions ? and his answer
was in the affirmative

;
but instead of putting what was

manifestly the natural rejoinder, “ What are the nature of those

transactions ?
” the inquiry was dropped, and the next inter-

rogatory had no more relation to it than asking him his

Excellency’s age.

I think I have said sufficient to show the public that the

Somerset farm had no origin in the necessity pleaded
;
that the

troops were rationed by it at charges unknown to contracts

resulting from public tender either before or since its establish-

ment
;

that a prima facie presumption exists of its having

realised large sums of money hitherto unaccounted for

;

that to the extent of these sums, as well as to its stated

amount of profit, it has proved an unwarrantable drain upon
the home Treasury

; that its conduct has been very imper-

fectly developed to his Majesty’s Government, and the

financial part of it “ utterly at variance with the instructions

of the Lords of the Treasury ; ” and, finally, that throughout

its duration, it operated as a clog upon all predial industry on

the frontier, and was especially oppressive upon the settlers.

Par. 67.
—

“ The manner as well as the periods in which the officers of the

commissariat department drew their bills upon the British Treasury, previous

to the introduction of the late regulation, by which the rate of exchange of

bills drawn upon the British Treasury is fixed, has been a subject of observation

by Mr. Burnett ; and he has stated that they were made subservient to the

interests of the Governor, who was thus enabled to avail himself of the most

advantageous opportunities that the fluctuations of exchange presented,

both in the operations of drawing for money on England, or of remitting it.”

Par. 68.
—

“ It has been stated to us by the gentleman who was at the head

of the commissariat department from the year 1815 to the month of April

1823, that after an estimate of the money required for the public service had
been made out, (generally in every month), and afterwards approved by the

commander of the forces, an advertisement for the amount required, either

in specie or colonial currency, was inserted in the Gazette, to be paid in bills

drawn upon the Lords of the Treasury, and for which tenders were required

;

these tenders were for some time opened in the presence of the commander

of the forces, but, by a later order of the Lords Commissioners of the Treasury,

they were opened in the presence of the officer at the head of the commissariat

department, and the commissary of accounts. A schedule of the tenders was
then made, and, accompanied by a report of the officers of the department,

was submitted to the commander of the forces for his approval.”

Par. 69.
—

‘‘ It is further stated by the same officer, that the highest tenders

were always accepted, but that he invariably found a disposition on the part
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of Lord Charles Somerset to resist the combinations that he alleged to have-

been frequently attempted, by the most open and influential members of the

commercial community, to raise the price of specie, or to obtain an influence

over the disposal of bills in the market.”

Par. 70.
—

“ As the rate at which the salaries of those of the civil servants who*

were paid in sterling was regulated by the average amount of the tenders;

that had been made to the commissary during each preceding quarter, it has

been the subject of frequent observation, that the interests of this class of the-

colonial servants, at the head of whom was the Governor, would naturally

dispose them in favour of a system that was calculated to afford the highest

rate of conversion for their salaries in colonial currency, and that no measures

of an opposite tendency were likely to be adopted by them, however important

to the interests of the colony. Mr. Burnett, however, has gone a step further,

and has insinuated that the fluctuations that have taken place in the rates of

exchange have alternated with the personal interest and convenience of the

Governor, both at periods of drawing or remitting.”

Par. 71.
—

“ Without denying the existence of an interested motive in the

civil servants for keeping up the rate of exchange at which their salaries were
paid, yet we do not admit that the Governor, in his capacity of commander
of the forces, would have been justified in opposing himself to the very-

systematic vigilance that was shown by the officer at the head of the com-
missariat department in obtaining the highest rate of premium for the bills-

that he drew upon the British Treasury.”

Par. 72.—“ We have not found that the Governor ever sanctioned the-

application of any pecuniary influence of the Lombard Bank, or restricted its

accommodations with a view to raise the competition for bills at the approach

of the periods for drawing. It has been with truth observed by the president

of the bank, that as its accommodations depended solely upon the amount of

the commercial deposits, the former necessarily became liable to restriction

at a period when the deposits were required by the merchants for the purchase-

of bills.”

Par. 73.
—

“ It appears that in aid of the public service, the commissariat

officer was in the habit from time to time of claiming payment of debts due

to the colonial Government
; and at different periods, especially during the

last three years, considerable sums have been received ; but at no period

were these payments made under circumstances that justify any suspicion of

an attempt to raise the premium on bills by diminishing their number
; on

the other hand, we have not been able to trace the occasional depressions--

that may have taken place in the rates of exchange to the exertion of any
personal interest in the Governor, or to the use of any power, or the adoption

of any measures by which such an effect could be produced. Upon the-

general question, we have already had occasion to express our regret that

efficacious measures for repressing the progress of the evils of the depreciated

currency had not been resorted to at an early period by the colonial Govern-

ment.”

As the charge against his Excellency of having tampered
with the currency forms one in my petition to the House of
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Commons, I might be justified in pleading the impolicy of

letting the enemy into my camp, and leave the question to

its fate in Parliament, where it must ultimately be either

supported or disproved
;
but, as the commissioners volunteer a

defence for his Lordship, it becomes necessary to say a few words-

upon the subject.

I am well aware, that charges of this sort are very difficult

to bring home
; as it is impossible to penetrate into the recesses

of the heart, and pronounce upon human motive : but where a

continued series of circumstances all contribute to one result,,

they form so many overt acts of the intention in the party

promoting them, as to become tantamount to the most positive

proof. If Lord Charles Somerset had the power of keeping

down the rate of exchange, and neglected to exercise it, the

proof of this is an overt act of the charge ;
and that he had

that power, and did neglect to exercise it, I shall very speedily

establish. It will be, however, necessary first to give a brief

outline of the currency question itself.

The first issue of paper money was in 1782, when the Dutch
Government, to relieve the privations of the colonists, produced

by its own embarrassment, ordered an issue to the extent of

47,695 rixdollars, the accepted value of the rixdollar being

equal to two Dutch guilders. This sum was afterwards from

time to time increased, though for many years successively

only as an adjunct to the metallic medium, till the latter-

altogether disappeared. At the last taking of the colony the

paper currency then in circulation amounted to 2,086,000

rixdollars
;

subsequently, different sums have still been

added, not for the express purpose of increasing the total in

circulation, but for specific ones, duly accounted for
;
and the

whole now in circulation is 3,169,197 rixdollars, which, though
it may appear a large amount, is barely sufficient for the daily

wants of so extensive a territory, and widely scattered a

population.

The currency being thus the only medium of all pecuniary

transactions, it, of course, became the representative of every

description of property in the colony, moveable and immove-
able

;
and finding so large an amount of it in circulation at the

time of its capture, it was absolutely necessary to give it the

greatest possible stability, and to stamp upon it the pawned
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faith of Great Britain, as a pledge that its value was what it

.represented. This was in the first instance felt and done.

The capitulation of 1806 provides and guarantees the currency

at its then value
;
and Sir David Baird, impressed with the

importance of following up this guarantee, issued within a

few days of the capture, (25th January 1806,) a proclamation

regulating the relative value of the paper currency, and the

several coins in circulation, according to the following tariff,

which was some time after confirmed by Lord Macartney in a

similar proclamation :

TARIFF.

A Guinea .... 44 Skillings . . . 264 Stivers . . .£120
A Doubloon . . . 160 960 4 0 0

A Johannes ... 80 480 2 0 0

A Ducat .... 19 114 096
A Venetian Sequin . 19 ...... 114 096
A Gold Mohr ... 15 Sicca Rupees . 1 17 6

A Pagoda .... 16 Skillings ... 96 0 8 0

A Spanish Dollar . .10 60 0 5 0

A Rupee .... 5 30 0 2 6

An English Shilling .2 12 0 10
•Copper Coin ... ... .. 2 001

These proclamations promoted universal confidence
;
every

individual felt himself secure, and continued, without hesitation,

to receive the paper currency in exchange for his most sub-

stantial property
;
and again disbursed it in perfect security,

in whatever manner he thought best
;
for he considered his

rixdollar currency to be fully equal to four shillings sterling.

In this way it continued for some time, fluctuating in a slight

degree from natural causes, but with a constant tendency to

rise against the colony, only to be accounted for in the circum-

stance of the influential and major part of the civil servants

being paid their salaries in sterling. These, and the military

servants of the Government, were interested in its rise, and
the only astonishment is, that, assailed by such an attack of

cupidity, the four shilling rixdollar is now worth eighteen-

pence sterling
;
and that, with their inflexible determination

to support the grand promoter of this mischief in his govern-

ment, his Majesty’s ministers did not long since resort to the

obnoxious measure they have so recently been compelled to

adopt.
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To say the rate of exchange has risen with such frightful

rapidity from natural causes, is to assert what cannot be

supported by proof
;

and although I have not, at present,

access to the necessary papers, I will venture to predict that,

on inspecting the import and export accounts, the balance of

trade,—the great lever acting on the exchanges in all other

countries,—will at once disprove the assertion. If, with the

admission of this postulate, it should be said that Lord Charles

Somerset and the sterling paid servants derive no real benefit

from the higher exchange
;
inasmuch as, however many dollars

may go to the pound, they receive but a corresponding value

to their sterling salaries, I deny the assertion, and can readily

show its fallacy. The boor, who has an unconquerable aversion

to mutations of any kind, and knows as much about agio and

•exchange as he does of calculating the odds at Newmarket, has

an inherent veneration for the old Kaap Stad rix-daalder
;

and no argument can so abate its integrity, in his eyes, as to

make him think it represents one stiver less than its original

four shillings value
;
and, upon this estimate, will he continue

to make all his sales and purchases to his dying day. If,

therefore, his Excellency, who is fond of dealing in mortgages

as well as horses, saddles, wood, forage, or anything else, goes

to market with one year’s salary, and the exchange at par, he

has but 50,000 dollars to lay out
;
but at the present rate, he

receives one hundred and fifty thousand for the same salary,

which enables him to purchase to three times the extent from
the ignorant and uninitiated

;
and subsequently to effect his

sales at the deteriorated value of the currency ! I have often

heard of breeding money, but this is a matrix in which it really

appears possible to generate it. It is upon this thesis of the

depreciated currency, that his Excellency’s advocates extenuate

his horse sales
;
they say, considering the expenses of importa-

tion, that a beautiful English blemished stallion cannot be

•dear at £800 sterling, or 10,000 rixdollars
;
but they suppress

the fact, that the boor considers 10,000 rixdollars fully

•equivalent to two thousand pounds, and that he is the last of

•created beings to give such a preposterous price for a horse

without a quid pro quo.
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PROGRESSIVE STATE OF THE EXCHANGE AT THE CAPE OF GOOD HOPE, (TAKING

THE AVERAGE PER QUARTER,) DURING THE GOVERNMENT OF LORD CHARLES
SOMERSET.

1814. 1817. 1820.

March ... 84 l-5th March . . 112fth March . 123 5- 12th

June ... 77 3-10 June . • 1201 June 122|-

September . .781 September . 133 1-6 September . 1311

December . .811 December . . 127 9-16 December . 131 5-64

1815. 1818. 1821.

March . . . 82^ March . . 1311 March . 133

June ... 80 10-16 June . . 131 1-5 June 132 9-16

September . . 82§ September . 1331 September . 1451

December . .811 December . . 121 7-16 December . 163 5-48

1816. 1819. 1822.

March ... 85 3-5 March . . 105 5-12 March . 1741

June ... 88 5-7 June . . 112 1-20 June 189 1-6

September . . 92 §- September (M September . 180

December . . 107J December . . 120^ December . 148

1823. 1824.

March .... March . 169

June June . . 195

September . . . 173 September . 180

December . . 160 December . 180

The above table will show the effect, or rather defect, of

British management at the Cape of Good Hope, and the

appalling rapidity with which the currency has depreciated

during the administration of Lord Charles Somerset. It stands-

also a monument of reproach to the English Government, that

it should issue paper-money to the colonists at four shillings,

then adopt measures which degrade it, and, finally, buy it up
at eighteen pence.

Having shown that his Excellency and the members of his

Government have a powerful interest in keeping up the rate of

exchange, it remains to point out in what instances that

interest has been exerted. In the month of June 1822, the

exchange had risen to an alarming height, varying from 185-

to 205 per cent
;
when, on opening the tenders for the com-

missariat drawing, it was found that only £4630 was offered for,

at above 101 per cent
;

this offer was accepted
;
but the next.
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tender for £4000 at 100 and 101 per cent, made by Mr. Hamilton

Ross, and still within the amount required by the commissariat

for the public service, was peremptorily rejected ! This is a

fact in evidence before the Commissioners of Inquiry, and of

itself quite sufficient to support my charge in Parliament, if

others were wanting. It is an act of palpable dereliction in his

Excellency the Governor, which no subtlety can evade, nor

apology extenuate, and the very excuse projected for it by the

commissioners, that “ the Governor, in his capacity of Com-
mander op the forces,” was not justified in opposing himself

to the systematic vigilance of the commissariat, in obtaining the

highest rate of premium for its bills upon the British Treasury,

is only a striking proof of the monstrousness of that system

which appoints military men to the discharge of such clashing

and irreconcileable duties . Here we see Lord Charles Somerset,

as Governor of the Cape of Good Hope, in a triple character,

the strict duties of each being diametrically opposed to the

interests of some portion of the community. As a private indi-

vidual, dealing largely in horses and other commodities, he

is interested in keeping up the exchange, that he may obtain

the greater number of rixdollars for his sterling salary
;

as

civil Governor and conservator of the general interest, it is

his duty to give tone and vigour to the colonial commerce, by
adopting measures to keep down the rate of exchange

; while,

in his capacity of Commander of the forces, the commissioners

make it imperative upon him to keep it up, and consider this

the higher function, by which all other duties are superseded !

With the fact established of the tenders being rejected, and
the Assistant-Commissary-General’s admission, that the conse-

quent wants of his department were supplied from this very

suspicious, but convenient colonial debt
;

what just excuse

can be offered for his lordship’s neglecting to enforce their

acceptance ? Mr. Ross’s object was manifestly to get down
the exchange for the benefit of the whole colony, the sterling

paid salary people alone excepted
,
and with the frightful premium

upon treasury-bills, then wrung from the distresses of the
merchants, it was his Excellency’s duty to have encouraged
and promoted every exertion in the commercial body to decrease

it. Here is a tender in the ordinary course, just and imperative
in its demand for acceptance. “ No,” says the commissary,
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“ you don’t offer me enough rixdollars for my pound sterling,

therefore I refuse it
;

I am in no hurry, I can get supplied

elsewhere, but as I know you cannot, we shall see who will

buckle to first.” And this unheard-of violation of a published

engagement is sanctioned by his Excellency : first, positively,

as commander of the forces
;

and then, negatively, by his

neglecting to discontinue it as civil governor of the colony.

Messrs. Lee and Cock, the contractors at Graham’s Town,
might, with just as much propriety and conscience, have
refused rations to the troops, because flour cost twenty-three

rixdollars per muid.

But if, after this convincing statement, the charge yet

wanted confirmation, there is still, if possible, a more decisive

proof of it in another proceeding of his Excellency. The
salaries to the civil servants were paid by the colonial pay-

master, under his Excellency’s warrant, on an average of all

bills drawn by the commissariat during that quarter, instead of

only on the three highest tenders
;
an improvement effected,

not by Lord Charles Somerset, as attributed to him by Mr.

Rogerson, but by Colonel Bird. It has happened that, when
the drawings have proved favourable for the colony, by the

exchange getting a little down, his Excellency has ordered the

words “ for the payment of the civil servants,” to be quashed in

the warrants made out at the end of the quarter, in order to

take in the next drawing, when the average of the tenders had

considerably advanced ! If these are not proofs that his Excel-

lency has tampered with the exchange, influenced its fluctua-

tions, and made those fluctuations subservient to his own
interest, there is no method of substantiation extant to bring

home delinquency to any governor in being.

It is, curiously enough, observed by the Commissioners, in

the sixty-ninth paragraph of the Report, that the assistant-

commissary “ invariably found a disposition, on the part of

Lord Charles Somerset, to resist the combinations of the most

opulent and influential of the commercial community to raise

the price of specie, or to obtain an influence over the disposal

of bills in the market.” This is precisely my accusation against

his lordship

!

For by depressing the price of specie, and
opposing this combination of the merchants to raise the value

of the paper currency, his Excellency was doing the very
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thing he is charged with, committing a foul injustice upon the

whole colony, the sterling paid servants always excepted, by
running up the rate of exchange. And yet, in the very teeth

of this palpable admission, we find the same consistent com-
missary stating, in the plenitude of his zeal, before the same
commissioners, “ that he observed Lord Charles Somerset was
impressed with a strong desire to keep down the rate of exchange-

for the benefit of the colony ! !
” It is a point gained to find

his lordship admits that a low exchange would benefit the

colony
;
then how does he reconcile this opinion with the fact

in evidence, that he has invariably resisted all the endeavours

of the merchants to keep it down ?

I have only cited the foregoing cases to satisfy the public

that I have not, loosely, hazarded a charge of a grave nature

against a high public functionary without very sufficient

grounds
;
and if the conduct of his Excellency at the Cape-

should become the subject of Parliamentary inquiry, that, as

well as many others, will be found fully borne out by over-

whelming proofs.

Par. 74.— The grievances with which Mr. Burnett concludes his statement,,

relates to the criminal prosecution that was instituted against him by the
fiscal, for addressing a memorial to the Governor, in which he charged the

commissioners of circuit, who tried his causes at Graham’s Town in the year
1823, with gross ignorance of their duty, injustice, oppression and corruption.

A translation of the proceedings is annexed, and we find that the memorial’

in which these charges were made was transmitted by the secretary to Govern-

ment to the fiscal, with a direction to him to prosecute Mr. Bishop Burnett

for his libellous attack upon the character of the two commissioners, Messrs.

Truter and Borcherds. The prosecution was delayed for some time on
account of the distance of the district of Albany from the seat of judicature-

at Cape Town ; the illness of Mr. Burnett after his arrival, and the application

that he made for the attendance of a witness, and copies and translations of

the proceedings of the court of circuit.”

Par. 75.
—

“ He complains that his applications to the secretary of the

court of justice had not been attended to ; and it appears that under the
expectation of his arrival in Cape Town, an immediate answer was not sent,

and the copies were not undertaken until he had made two applications

through the secretary of the court of justice, who gave orders that they

should be made for him, provided he would point out the documents that he
required. While the copies and translations were in course of preparation,

he stated to the commissioners of the court of justice, that if they were ready

to pronounce sentence upon the case as it stood, he was prepared to receive

it, and would dispense with the copies that he had required.”
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Par. 76.
—

“ The commissioners declined to give any pledge as to the course

they would pursue at the trial, and Bishop Burnett declared that he was

ready to appear before them, and to receive judgment. Notwithstanding

this declaration, he prayed for further time, until the copies should be executed ;

and without making further complaint of not having received them, he

•declared his willingness to appear on the day that was ultimately fixed by

the court. We find that the translations were delivered to him before that

•day, and that they were in his possession during his attendance.”

The two latter paragraphs are altogether a misrepresentation

of facts. The secretary’s excuse for withholding the copies of

the trials, under the expectation of my arrival in Cape Town,
is all a fallacy

;
and the commissioners well know it to be one.

They know what anxiety I manifested at Graham’s Town to

obtain them
;
and both at the landdrost’s office there, and the

Court of Justice in Cape Town, my various but fruitless applica-

tions will be found recorded.

These passages present another striking instance of that

disposition in the commissioners to twist and turn every thing

to my disadvantage. It would seem, from their statement,

that I had vacillated in my application for the papers,—no
doubt with a view to make them appear unimportant to the

conduct of my defence ;—and a direct falsehood is brought

forward to strengthen this insinuation. It was impossible that

I could relax either in my desire or my exertions to procure

Them
;

for they were not merely indispensable to my defence,

but to the conduct of the causes in appeal likewise
;

and
•especially important to me in this country. The truth of the

case is as follows :—The trial, after two postponements, from

the very circumstance of these papers not having been delivered,

proceeded, with my consent, up to the period of making my
defence

;
and then was a third time delayed expressly from

this same cause. It was at this juncture represented to me,

that the court would not accord with the claim of the fiscal,

but moderate the punishment to six or perhaps twelve months’
imprisonment

;
a prospect infinitely more gloomy than banish-

ment altogether
:
preferring, therefore, the sentence of banish-

ment, I wrote as follows to the secretary :

Cape Town, 22d July 1824.

Sir,

—

As I understood the Commissioners, upon my trial for libel, to

.intimate that their decision would not be influenced by any thing I might
bring forward in my defence, and as that defence must necessarily embrace
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some very serious charges against the colonial Government, I have come to a

determination, which I request you will make known to the Commissioners

forthwith.

If those gentlemen, upon the merits of my case, as it now stands, will

accord the full claim of his Majesty’s fiscal, and the executive power will

order the sentence to be enforced, I am prepared to receive the judgment of

the Court whenever called upon, without offering any defence whatever.

My object in wishing to ascertain these points is merely that, if another

course is contemplated, I may not be subjected to an interminable imprison-

ment without showing, in my defence, that such imprisonment would be

flagrantly unjust ; and I candidly confess, that, once within the walls of

your prison, I never should expect to quit them with life. I have &c.

(Signed) B. Burnett.
D. F. Berrange, Esq.

Now in this letter there is not one word about the papers,

although the commissioners so boldly assert that I dispensed

with them
;
nor can they show any admission on my part to

this effect
;
but I shall not take advantage of this, by concealing

what I safely might, the fact of my having observed to the

translator, who called upon me, that he need not busy himself

so much as he had done in preparing the papers, as, in conse-

quence of my declining to make any defence, they would not

be required for that purpose ; but that, as it was impossible

to say how long I might be left in the colony after sentence,

he would see the necessity of letting me have them as soon as

possible. This was intimated to the court
;

but an after

reflection arising, that if I permitted the sentence to pass

without first securing the papers, I might in all probability

not get them at all, I again made their delivery indispensable,

and wrote the secretary to that effect. It is very true that,

without making further complaint, I “ declared my willing-

ness to appear on the day fixed by the court
;

” but for the

best of all possible reasons—the papers had been sent to me.

How different this to the version of the commissioners !

Par. 77.—“ An admission having been made by Mr. Burnett, of his having

composed and sent the memorial to the Governor, the fiscal addressed to the

court some observations upon the nature of the offence that was stated in the

act of accusation, in which Mr. Burnett was charged with maliciously intending

to expose to public contempt the judicial dignity of the commissioners of

circuit, and with having defamed them, by publishing and presenting a

certain libellous writing in the form of a memorial, addressed to his Excellency

the Governor of this colony, praying that he would order a revision by the

XXIX. L
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court of justice of the proceedings held before the commission of circuit, and

accusing the two members of prejudice, partiality, and a corrupt violation of

the laws, and declaring that they had been guilty of manifest injustice, and a

wanton assassination of his character, tending to prejudice the causes wherein

he was appellant, and to forestal a corresponding judgment
; and that he had

further declared the proceeding against him to be one of flagrant injustice, of

legal error, and perversion of extra-judicial procedure, of scandalous oppression

and intolerable persecution.”

Par. 78.
—

“ The fiscal stated to the court that the prosecution was founded

upon the Roman law, which, as subsidiary to the Dutch law and to local

regulations, he contended was the rule by which the courts of the colony

were bound, and had been accustomed to proceed both in civil and criminal

cases. He denied the right of Mr. Burnett to appeal to English authority

upon this charge, or that of being tried by any other law than that which

was in existence at the period of the last surrender of the colony to the British

arms, or had since received the sanction of the British Government. He
then quoted the 45th and 47th laws of the 10th title and 47th book of the

Pandects, in the first of which it is declared, that any person who shall have

attacked the reputation of another in a writing delivered to the chief of the

Government, shall be liable to be prosecuted for the crime of ‘ injuria scripta ;
’

and in the second, where extraordinary punishments are declared to be

annexed to this offence, varied according to the condition and motive of the

criminal, and in which that of temporary banishment is included.”

Par. 79.
—

“ He closed his address to the court with a claim for its sentence

and condemnation of Mr. Burnett to banishment from the colony for the

space of five years, and imprisonment in a place of security until an oppor-

tunity offered for carrying the sentence into execution.”

Par. 80.—“ Mr. Burnett in his defence denied the application of the prin-

ciples and enactments of the Roman law to the charge that was made against

him, and appealed to certain decisions of the English courts, by which it had

been determined that memorials addressed to the king or parliament, com-

plaining of injustice or oppression, and praying for redress, are not punishable

as libels. He declined entering upon any discussion of the judicial treatment

he had experienced from the judges or from the Government, as he conceived

that such a course would only expose him to further prosecution, and to more

severe punishment.”

Par. 81.
—

“ The court in its sentence declared him to be guilty of an open

violation of the laws, tending to disturb the internal tranquillity of the colony,

and to lessen the dignity and power of the judicial authorities. It therefore

condemned him to
1

be banished from the colony for five years, on pain of

more severe punishment in case of his return, and to be confined in some
secure place until an opportunity should occur of his being sent away.”

Par. 82.
—

“ Referring to the former proceedings of the colonial courts, as

well as to the positive enactments contained in proclamations of the Dutch
governors, no doubt we think can be entertained of the authority upon which

this prosecution was founded.”

Par. 83.
—

“ It has been frequently declared that the colonial courts were to

be guided by local proclamations
; by such of the Batavian statutes as were
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received and promulgated in the colony, and by the laws of the several states

of Holland, explained by the Roman laws, to which appeal was to be made
where the former laws are silent, inapplicable or obscure. The fiscal has

stated to us that he was not able to find any enactment in the Dutch or

Batavian statutes, or yet in the local proclamations that was directly applicable

to the case. The laws of the United States of Holland and Flanders were

founded upon the Roman law, and these systems in combination have received

the appellation of the Roman-Dutch law, and form the subject of a treatise

•composed by a learned civilian of Holland, that has been translated into the

English language, and under the auspices of your Lordship, has been intro-

duced as authority in the tribunals of those colonies that have been added to

the British dominions, and in which the Dutch laws have been retained.”

Par. 84.
—

“ We believe that the British settlers, with whom Mr. Burnett

emigrated to this colony, were duly informed before their departure from

England of the nature of the laws by which their conduct was to be regulated

in it ; and we are not aware that the right that Mr. Burnett claimed on his

own behalf, and that of the other emigrants, of being tried by the British

laws, has been conceded to British subjects removing voluntarily from their

own country to a British colony in which a system of foreign law had been

found to exist, and had been continued under the authority that his Majesty

•derived from conquest and cession.

Par. 85.
—

“ In the present instance Mr. Burnett undoubtedly was made to

'feel the difference between the system of law under which he had lived, and
that to which he had thus voluntarily subjected himself, and by which the

•act of addressing a memorial to the Governor of the colony, complaining in

violent and contumelious language of the conduct of certain functionaries,

and praying for a redress of the injuries he had suffered, was in itself, and
independently of all other circumstances attending it, considered and punished

as a criminal act. By the authority of the law quoted by the fiscal, its criminal

•character and its punishment were defined ; and although we cannot concur

in the description, or in the consequences that are ascribed to the offence, in

the act of accusation, that of being ‘ a public violation of the laws, and tending

to disturb the internal peace of the colony,’ yet it is impossible not to discover

in the composition of the memorial, an intention on the part of Mr. Burnett

to defame the characters of the persons denounced in it, and a desire of

gratifying personal vengeance, cloaked under the specious pretext of denoun-

cing injustice and of obtaining redress.”

It would occupy a space much beyond my limits, to discuss

the subject of my banishment from the Cape of Good Hope,
if I had either talents or legal knowledge for the undertaking :

and from the circumstance of my having determined to bring

The question to issue before the judges of the land, it is not

:necessary that I should. There are one or two points, however,

in the commissioners’ Report upon it, that naturally elicit some
observation.

L 2
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On referring to my reply to the arguments of the fiscal,

which the commissioners are pleased to call my “ defence,”

my views of the illegality of the whole of the proceedings will

appear
;

but as these gentlemen give them the sanction of

their approval, I cannot forbear contrasting such a declaration

with what might be esteemed the essential knowledge of Mr-
Bigge as a lawyer.

First, my banishment was illegal, inasmuch as “ there is no
constitutional law more clear, than that the subjects of England
carry with them, wherever they go, within the realm of England ,

the laws and liberties of their country .” From the moment of

its formal cession, the Cape of Good Hope became an integral

portion of the British empire, exacting the allegiance of its.

colonists to the crown, as subjects of the English realm
;
and

allegiance to a state presupposes a participation in the benefits-

of its laws. It has been solemnly adjudged, “ that the colonies-

of the kingdom of England are part of its dominions
;
and the

inhabitants within the king’s allegiance, and subject to the laws of

England .” It remains, then, indisputable, that they have a

right to claim, and are entitled to the protection of the same

laws by which they are held to their allegiance, and the act of

any governor, who abets and sanctions the violation of this-

right, is a high crime against the -parent state.

Secondly, if the fiscal’s doctrine was sound, that the Roman:
law is subsidiary to the Dutch law and local regulations, it.

had no equitable application to my case, to which the crime
“ injuria scripta ” could not apply, inasmuch as the law quoted

from the pandects was an enactment of the most corrupt

period of the Roman empire, solely adopted for the correction

of a particular and local abuse, inapplicable to any previous

or subsequent condition of society, and foreign in its contem-

plation to the offence with which I was charged.

And finally, that the Roman law is not subsidiary to the'

DUTCH LAW AND LOCAL REGULATIONS, the whole of the Dutcll

laws having, long since, been repealed and abrogated, and the

Code Napoleon substituted in their stead.

It is a well known fact at the Cape, that the poor fiscal

underwent all but mortal agony in straining out a law to suit

the taste of his patron. My banishment was a preordination

he was peremptorily desired to justify, and if he had failed
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In raking out this ridiculous authority from the pandects, I

have no doubt but an ex post facto proclamation would soon
have been manufactured for the occasion. The Governor willed

it, and who, at the Cape of Good Hope, ever had the temerity

to say him nay ? The recent trial of Mr. Cooke, who was
acquitted, and of the unfortunate Edwards, who was con-

victed, with no shade of difference in the charged offence, but

what made favourably for the latter—was another stumbling-

block in the way of the fiscal : the public feeling was excited

at the monstrous incongruity of these decisions. Mr. Cooke
had, with great spirit and propriety, denounced the guilt of

a public servant to the Lords of the Treasury, giving his

memorial publicity
;

and bringing into discussion facts not

generally known
;
Mr. Edwards had written two private letters

to his Excellency, only detailing circumstances of blazing

notoriety, and communicating their contents to no one, conse-

quently, of the two, the latter was the least culpable, yet

Mr. Cooke was honourably acquitted, as in justice he ought

to have been, and poor Edwards sentenced to seven years

transportation, as a felon ! Now, let us convert the case, and
put Mr. Blair, whom Mr. Cooke was tried for libelling, on the

imperial seat of government, and degrade Lord Charles Somer-

set to the condition of a custom-house officer—-What then woidd

have been the judgment ? These were considerations not at all

calculated to smooth Mr. Denyssen’s path : they led him to

look with a little more caution, not untinctured with anxiety,

into his authorities, for thus sporting with the liberties of the

British subject, at the mere beck of his tyrant. I can produce

three gentlemen to whom he confessed his dilemma, and that

he positively could not rummage out an authority which

justified the prosecution. That it was unjustifiable is manifest,

and I am well satisfied that this is the opinion of the soundest

constitutional lawyers in England.

The commissioners express their belief that the British

settlers were duly informed before their departure from England
of the nature of the laws by which their conduct was to be

regulated in the colony. I am not aware that this is the fact,

but were it so, the illegality of this prosecution is not the less

apparent, for I was neither tried by colonial law, the laws of

Holland, nor one subsidiary to either, the Code Napoleon having
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twenty years since abolished this barbarous subserviency to

the pandects
;
and as, during a part of that period, the colony

belonged to the Dutch, so also must its judicatory have been
formed from the laws of Holland.

It will not, I trust, escape the observation of the public, that

although the commissioners do not go the full length of the

more pliant fiscal in calling my private memorial to his Excel-

lency, “ a public violation of the laws tending to disturb the

internal peace of the colony,” yet they deny me the benefit

of this solecism, and impute to the composition of the memorial

a desire on my part to defame the characters of the persons it

denounced, from motives of personal vengeance ! I believe I

should consult my own dignity best in repelling the audacity

of this insult by contemptuously referring them to my quotation

in the title-page, but my duty to the public exacts something;

more.

Personal vengeance is a feeling I never yet entertained

towards any being, however deeply he might have injured me
;

it is not then probable I should experience it towards two men
whom I had never seen or heard of till they adjudicated in

the causes at issue between Mr. Hart and myself. Their

judicial conduct of those causes richly merited the terms I

applied to it in my memorial to the Governor
;
in the composi-

tion of which I was actuated by no other feeling than an
honest indignation at the venality and disgusting prostitution

they exhibited. But how could I defame their characters by
writing a memorial to his Excellency, the contents of which

were unknown to any mortal but ourselves ? They could not

sit prejudiced in his opinion for doing what was so decidedly

in unison with his known wishes
;

therefore how were they

defamed ? If detraction had been my object, I should have
blazoned my sentiments to the public

;
but, on the contrary,

I quietly denounced them to the highest authority from whom,
in the event of my charges proving founded, redress was to>

flow. Neither in the event of my having given this memorial

publicity, should I have defamed them, for the public beset

me with the sentiments it expressed at every turn, and in

language much more indicatory of vengeance than I had
thought proper to use.

The commissioners are not very scrupulous in assigning
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motives to my conduct, any more than they, as well as Earl

Bathurst, are in forming their own constructions from Mr.

D’Escury’s—monstrous as this violation is of every principle

of fair reasoning. The avowed, the manifest motive of an

act does not suit these gentlemen, as it militates against the

purpose they have in hand
;

they must, therefore, seek for

one better adapted to their views, and the reader will not

fail to remark the pertinacity with which they invariably cling

to the most disreputable.

But this is all in admirable keeping. 0 no ! If these judges

even were corrupt, or Lord Charles Somerset delinquent, or

the commissioners themselves time-serving, they must not be

denounced—certainly not
;

they are of that privileged class

which, innoculated with the immunities of aristocracy, may
stalk about the earth, trampling upon and crushing with

impunity all who should be found bold enough to resist the

pestiferous contagion they cast about them.

Par. 86..
—

“ It will not, however, have escaped your Lordship’s observation,

that Mr. Burnett had entered appeals against the several actions, in which he

asserted that the injustice and corrupt partiality of the commissioners of

circuit had been manifested, and it was, therefore, competent to him to have

pursued those appeals, and to have claimed the professional assistance that

is always accorded to those whose poverty entitles them to seek it. He,

however, neglected to pursue any course that might have enabled him to

take advantage of this ordinary mode of redress, and suffered the term of

twelve weeks to elapse, within which appeals from sentences delivered in the

district of Uitenhage to the high court are required to be prosecuted. We
are not aware of any equitable ground upon which Mr. Burnett ought now to

be admitted to recover his right of appeal ; nor do we think that in the

event of any new investigation being instituted, it would be followed by
different results. The plea, therefore, of being compelled to apply to the

Governor by memorial, and to represent the conduct of the commissioners in

its true light, by the use of the terms set forth in the act of accusation, is

destitute of foundation, and it is only necessary to refer to the memorial

itself for an exposition of the real motives that gave rise to it. Censurable

as these were, and criminal when coupled with the act itself, and tried according

to the principles of the Roman law, we think that as there is no proof that the

memorial was attended with any greater degree of publicity than that of

addressing it to the Governor, the fiscal would better have consulted the

feelings of the community if he had exercised the discretion with which his

instructions invest him, and had declined a prosecution that had the effect

of exciting the public attention, and perhaps its sympathy, in favour of a

person who by his violence of language and demeanour had deprived himself

of all claims to public estimation and respect
”
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I have already satisfactorily explained that, as well from the

peculiar dilemma in which I was placed, as from the illegal act

of the colonial authorities in withholding the papers, it never

was in my power to pursue the appeals
;

it is, therefore, cruelly

invidious in the commissioners to reproach me with an omission

to which I was not a party, as it is insulting and unmanly to

taunt me with a poverty produced by persecution and injustice.

The commissioners might have spared themselves any concern

as to my attempting a “ recovery,” as they term it, of my
right to appeal—that which was never lost cannot be well

restored,—and this is a right I most assuredly never forfeited.

At any event, they have taken effectual measures to prevent

my exercising it, as after this second palpable prejudication,

I should be a madman to attempt it, too well acquainted as I

am with Cape usage, to be ignorant that there is no judicial

body there, corporate or individual, that would dare adjudicate

at variance with these expressed opinions of the Commissioners

of Inquiry.

Here too, is another instance of that false reasoning, so

constantly resorted to by the commissioners. They sit down
to their inquiry, predetermined to find or to convert everything

to their wishes
;

and, where a difficulty not easily superable

presents itself, they throw aside the fact as it stands in strict

reality, establish their own hypothesis, and then readily come
at the conclusions they require. I am not aware that I stand
in need of any plea to justify the memorial to the Governor

;

but if I did, the one set forth will fully acquit me. The fact

stands on record, that I coidd not get the papers
,
and it is equally

apparent, that without the papers I could not pursue the

appeals. I was not then merely incited by the palpable

injustice of these men, but by the further illegality of with-

holding what by law I was entitled to
;
and surely it was an

act of propriety, if not of imperative duty, to denounce such

monstrous oppression to the Governor, and expose a system
of folly and corruption, so flagrant and so inscrutable as to

extract from Mr. Commissioner Bigge, the emphatic exclama-
tion
—

“ Mr. Burnett, it is all a hash ! ”

If the commissioners sought to extenuate this prosecution,

which they nevertheless condemn, by the projection of just and
veritable excuses, I should submit no remark upon their
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‘opinions but here, in their selection of a palliative, they have
thought proper to advance a hast, deliberate falsehood, for no
act of my life at the Cape of Good Hope ever exhibited the

slightest “ violence of demeanor
;

” and as whatever force of

language persecution wrung from me, was only contained in

my correspondence with the colonial functionaries, the public,

necessarily unacquainted with it, had not the pretension stated

by the commissioners for withholding its estimation and
respect. Nor in truth did it

;
for those who dared broach

their opinions, without entailing ruin on themselves, were just

enough to condemn the measures in operation against me
;

do applaud the manly perseverance with which I opposed them,

and to compliment me with an assurance, that to my zeal

and intrepidity the colony looked mainly for relief.

Par. 87.
—

“ During our residence in the Albany district, in the early part

of the year 1824, we observed a general disposition amongst the respectable

classes of the settlers to withdraw themselves from all connection with Mr.

Burnett, and to disclaim all community with him in any public proceeding ;

and we believe that neither the termination of his connection with the district,

nor the embarrassments in which he had involved himself, excited any feelings

• of pity or regret.”

No finer illustration can be given of the character of these

gentlemen’s mission to the Cape of Good Hope, than what they

have themselves furnished in this paragraph
;

for we here see

the effects of a lingering apprehension, that without debasing

my worth as a private individual, they may not have said

sufficient to deprive me of sympathy in this country for the

persecution I have endured. They have, by falsehood and
distortion, reversed the whole fabric of the little history they
scrutinized

;
they have judged me with injustice

;
they have

cast obloquy upon me, from which I am morally and politically

•exempt
;
they have imputed motives to me which never had

existence
;

and, finally, they -wind up with an assertion as

unfounded as the motive for fabricating it is base and detestable.

It would be invidious to point out the considerations by
which I was actuated

;
but during my abode in Albany there

were but three families among the emigrants with whom I

formed any intimate acquaintance
;
these were Major Pigot’s,

Capt. Campbell’s, and Mr. Phillips’s, and, considering the

distance we lived apart, the most cordial intercourse and
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exchange of good offices were maintained up to the period of

my final departure from the district, with the exception only

of a coolness between Mr. Phillips and myself, proceeding from
a private misunderstanding quite unconnected with my
position with the Government. Now it so happened that his

Majesty’s commissioners invited these three gentlemen to dine

with them, a courtesy they extended to no other settler ; from
which it is fair to infer that my conduct in this respect had
been at least judicious, or that if there were other persons with
equal pretension to this high honour

,
they had insulted them

by implication.

I seldom preserve private letters, but I find a few from the

above gentlemen among my papers, one or two of which from

each I shall take the liberty of publishing to give a flat contra-

diction to this assertion
;
and I feel persuaded they will forgive

me this little breach of confidence in their anxiety to see me
vindicated from aspersion, and the necessity I am under of

neglecting no means calculated to promote this end. The first

is from Captain Campbell, and dated but a few weeks anterior

to the arrival of the commissioners :

—

Graham’s Town, February 8, 1823.

My dear Sir,

—

I was very anxious to send my memorial to the Governor
by this week’s post, but I fear I shall not be able. I have been occupied in

writing innumerable letters, and I set off to-morrow in the direction of Upper
Bushman’s River. It will be nearly the end of the week before I return, by
which time you will have made great progress in our home statement.

Mrs. Campbell has been extremely ill for several days back. Dr. Smith

was so kind as to call on his way to Caffre land. Should you see him before

my return, will you beg of him to visit her again, if he can conveniently do so.

I understand Colonel Scott returned this day. I was from home when the

troop passed my house, so that I have not heard what has been the result of

their observations.

This day is overwhelmingly hot ;
and I think it very probable it will be

followed by rain. This may do your garden good, but a vile Bush buck got

into mine a few nights back, and destroyed the little that was in it.

Mrs. Campbell unites with me in best regards to Mrs. Burnett.

Yours always,

D. Campbell.
B. Burnett, Esq.

Lampeter, Monday night.

My dear Sir,

—

Many thanks to you and Mrs. Burnett for your kind and
welcome present, in which Mrs. Phillips and all the family cordially unite.

They are the finest peaches they have received at Lampeter in Africa
;
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reminded them of olden times, and to make it quite apropos, they arrived?

when the table-cloth was removing, and the dessert should have come in.

Bathurst shares the fate of Fredericksburg. The landdrost’s clerk, Mr.

Dyason, has orders to repair to-morrow to Graham’s Town
;
such is the news

Mr. Collis brought me this morning ; their decay has been more rapid than

their rise. I hope to see you on Thursday morning. Your servant James
has only given me a moment to thank you. I thought he would have staid'

the night.

Mrs. Phillips unites with me in best respects to Mrs. Burnett, and believe

me, my dear Sir, very sincerely yours,

T. Phillips.
B. Burnett, Esq.

My dear Sir,—I am reluctantly obliged to give up my excursion, for

several reasons. It is of no use to increase my stock, for I am nightly in dread’

of losing what I have.

What do you mean to do ? Will the weather alter your intention of going Cf

If it does not, the boy who takes this, can convoy Mrs. Burnett here. The-

ladies will be anxiously looking for her. I should myself have taken a ride

over, but with frequent going out last night in the rain, I have got a severe

sore throat. Yours ever,

T. Phillips.

Pigot Park, Sunday.

My dear Sir,—As I shall see you in town to-morrow or Tuesday, we will:

then communicate on the subject of your letter. I take in Mrs. Pigot and
my daughters to Colonel Scott’s ball, and return home most probably om
Wednesday.

!\Irs. P. will write a line to Mrs. Burnett. The peach * you sent is the-

finest I have seen in Africa. It will be a valuable sort. Believe me, &c.'

G. Pigot.
B. Burnett, Esq.

Pigot Park, October 16, 1823.

Dear Burnett,—I am anxious to hear how you came off in the late storm.

My house is seriously damaged, and my garden and tillage partly washed
away. We are in dread of the two sitting-rooms falling down. I fear you
must have suffered greatly ; let us hear as soon as possible ; and with united'

compliments to Mrs. Burnett, believe me, yours truly,

G. Pigot.
B. Burnett, Esq.

Besides these, the only acquaintance I had was Major
O’Reilly, formerly of the 21st Dragoons, and then brigade-

major at Graham’s Town
;

a man universally beloved and

* This was a peach measuring eight inches and a half in circumference,,

gathered from a seedling only in the second year of its growth.
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respected. I have letters from him of the most solicitous tenor,

even after my departure from the frontier
;
but as any sympathy

they express might injure him in certain quarters, I shall not

publish them
;
they may, however, be seen by any one inter-

ested in the question. I must not forget to mention that

Major Pigot came to Bathurst, where we staid after finally

quitting Graham’s Town, awaiting the sailing of the Locust,

and remained three days with us, the commissioners being in the

town at the time and aware of his visit.

But if I had not the power of thus positively disproving

the assertion of the commissioners, and this secession from any

connection with me had actually occurred, the inference

insinuated in the Report would be nevertheless unfounded, for

the only matter of astonishment is, that so marked an object

of the Government vengeance could maintain a friendly inter-

course with any body ! The colonial system is the scriptural

one, not metaphorically applied, as in the decalogue, but

literally, for it visits the sins of its opponents upon the

unoffending heads of all their friends and acquaintance
;
and

for the last two years of my abode in the colony the danger

of retaining my acquaintance became a standing joke amongst

mine.

It was quite a common thing to say, “ Burnett, we shall

certainly get into the black-book if we are found speaking

to you
;

” and one or two facts will soon illustrate this to

the reader. When Mr. Geary, the new Graham’s Town pastor,

was taking leave of the Governor, on embarking for the

frontier, his Excellency thought proper to caution him as to

the acquaintance he might form in his district. Mr. Geary
begged his Excellency to be explicit, when he wrote down the

names of the foregoing correspondents, coupled with my own,

as persons especially to be avoided, under the respectable

denomination of turbulent and disaffected radicals ! In my
narrative to Earl Bathurst, I have stated this instruction to

be conveyed in a letter, but the true version is the above, as

given to me, subsequently, by Mr. Geary himself. Mr. Ather-

stone, who made himself so consistently conspicuous at the

lachrymal dinner given to his Excellency, on his quitting the

colony, was pointedly excluded from every invitation to

public dinners, avowedly on account of his intimacy with me ;
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nay, at his request, I remonstrated with his Excellency’s aide-

de-camp on the subject, and the most staunch and sincere

friends I possessed at the Cape scrupulously avoided encounter-

ing me in the streets, although maintaining, at the time, the

most cordial intercourse.

Par. 88.
—

“ In the interval that took place between the pronunciation of

the sentence of banishment and his departure from the colony, Mr. Burnett

resided in Cape Town, and was suspected of having been concerned in the

composition and publication of an infamous libel, that had been seen by only

two persons in a conspicuous part of the town, and that reflected grossly

upon the honour of the Governor. A very creditable feeling was evinced by

all classes of the inhabitants upon this occasion, and a great anxiety prevailed

to discover the persons concerned in such an act of infamy. In consequence

of information that he received from three persons, the fiscal applied to the

Governor for permission to search the lodgings of Mr. Burnett, as well as of

certain other suspected individuals, and upon this permission, authority was

given by the president of the court of justice to a commissioner to proceed in

execution of the warrant ; these forms being always observed when any

search of the houses of persons of the rank of burghers is considered necessary

by the fiscal.”

Par. 89.
—

“ The application for the warrant was founded upon the sworn

and direct testimony of an Irish servant of William Edwards, who was

confined in the jail, and under sentence of transportation to New South

Wales, for addressing two libellous letters to the Governor, and it was found

that Mr. Burnett had paid frequent visits to him, in company with others-

who had incurred the suspicions of the fiscal, and whose names were also'

included in the search-warrant. Nothing material transpired from the search

of Mr. Bishop Burnett’s lodgings, but on proceeding to the prison-room in

which Edwards was confined, a paper was found, containing a cop}’-, in the

hand-writing of Burnett, of a placard that had been recently discovered and
brought to the fiscal by the officers of the police, written on the same sheet

of paper that had been used by Edwards as a cover for his letters to the

Governor. Mr. Burnett acknowledged that the handwriting was his, but

that he had been able from memory to furnish it for the amusement of Mr.

William Edwards, after a very cursory perusal of another copy that he had
accidentally seen. In consequence of further information received by the

fiscal, he obtained permission to make a second search in the lodgings occupied

by Burnett, when, amongst his papers, was found a composition reflecting

severely upon the character of his Excellency the Governor, the late landdrost

of the Albany district, and upon that of a most respectable individual, now
deceased, who had filled the situations of fiscal and president of the court of

justice. No judicial notice was taken of these documents, but the fiscal

having considered that Mr. Burnett was abusing the indulgence that had
been shown to him, by being allowed to be at large after his appeal had been
decided by the full court against that part of the sentence of the commissioners

which required his confinement in a place of security until his banishment
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from the colony could be effected, gave orders to the officers of police to

•arrest him. Mr. Burnett succeeded for some time in eluding their attempts

to seize his person, and at last obtained a passage in a vessel that conveyed

him from the colony. We have, &c.

(Signed) John Thomas Bigge,

William M. G. Colebrooke.

To the Right Honourable the Earl Bathurst, K.G., &c. &c. &c.

Detraction is not the less baneful in its influence, by circu-

lating in whispers and innuendoes
;
the grossest falsehoods

may be propagated indirectly, which their fabricators would

tremble to avouch
;
and this mode of slandering possesses the

singular advantage of paralyzing defence. To be talked at is

always more irritating than to be talked to ; accusation justifies

reply, while the notice of insinuation is considered evidence

of guilt. The report, therefore, of the commissioners is not

the less invidious, because it calumniates me chiefly by implica-

tion
;
nor will my reply to it have less weight with the public,

because I repel invective in explicit terms, and call a lie,

wherever I meet it, by its proper name.

In vindicating myself from this atrocious aspersion, I shall

first lay before the public the history of this placard trans-

action as it occurred. On the first of June 1824, a gentleman,

residing with me at Mr. Lucas’s boarding house, acquainted

the party assembled at breakfast, that a paper had that

morning been discovered attached to a post, attributing to

his Excellency and Dr. Barry, the commission of the worst of

crimes
;
and that a great sensation was excited, in consequence,

throughout the town. Hated as his Excellency was, every

one expressed his disgust at this infamous proceeding, and none

with more sincere indignation than myself
;
because I instantly

foresaw, in this very event, whether the flagitious act of his

enemy, or the ruse of his friend, the germs of a reaction that

would retard his removal from the colony. To this tenor I

expressed myself, adding, that if I could discover the author,

even if he proved my own brother, I would denounce him to

the Government. In the evening, I believe, of the same day,

I was summoned home to witness the search of my papers by
the fiscal, avowedly for a copy of this placard. After a minute

-examination, the fiscal and the members of the court of justice,

who accompanied him, exonerated me from the possession of
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any writing inimical to his Excellency, or any portion of his

government. During its progress, I certainly gave vent to those

feelings of indignation which every honourable mind would

experience at so vile and beastly an imputation. I stated my
firm belief, that the whole was an infamous plot, concocted by

Oliver the Spy, under high sanction, to attach obloquy to

individuals obnoxious to the Government
;

to get access to

their private papers
;
and in the desperate condition of his

Excellency’s popularity, to excite a sympathy in his favour
;

and this will continue my unaltered opinion of the transaction

to my dying day.

As a connection is sought to be established between me and

the person suspected of having composed this placard, it will

be necessary to show how far that attempt is justifiable. A
Mr. Edwards, a notary-public at Cape Town, had made himself

very popular by his successful conduct of a defence for libel.

His fame had reached the frontier, and Mr. Biggar, so grossly

attacked in the account of the Graham’s Town riots, com-
missioned me to employ him on my arrival at Cape Town,
in prosecuting the Editor of the Government Gazette for the

libel. Within a few days of my reaching Cape Town, and
before I saw him, Mr. Edwards was imprisoned for writing two

offensive letters to his Excellency, and, from various surmises

as to his character and identity, my friends strongly urged me
to hold no manner of intercourse with him, lest my own cause

might be prejudiced by an association with a man the judicious

part of society considered turbulent and factious. This advice

I determined to follow, but still, in discharge of my duty to

Mr. Biggar, it was necessary to see him
;

I therefore, accom-

panied by Mr. Whiston, the merchant, called upon him in the

tronk, and the execution of this mission led me to see him
three times subsequently

;
neither of these interviews occupied

half an hour, and I never saw Mr. Edwards either before or since.

Now, even assuming that I was a being so lost and degraded

as to be equal to this flagitious attack upon his Excellency
;

does it come within the verge of probability that I should have
sought a coadjutor, where the very secrecy of murder was
required

;
and have selected one in a man of suspicious

character, and an entire stranger to me
;

or have lent myself

to so diabolical a purpose if it originated in him ?
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The town was at that period in a state of great ferment

placards were nightly exhibited as the only method of acquaint-

ing the Government with the public sentiment in the then
shackled state of the press, and it was natural for Mr. Edwards
to inquire of me the news of the day, and for me to relate it.

At one of these interviews he expressed a great desire to see a

lampoon, which had just been published throughout the town,
exciting a good deal of merriment, and this, at his request, I

wrote out from memory on paper lying upon the table
; and,

upon this simple circumstance, backed by the fiscal’s infamous
subornation of Edwards’s servant, rests the whole fabric of

this slanderous hell-begotten lie.

I shall now show, in two letters to members of Parliament, the-

account of this celebrated placard plot, as given by a respectable

merchant in Cape Town, and by Edwards himself
;

and
although they both contain subjects foreign to the one in

point, I shall give the whole to the public.

(
Duplicate—Original, per Brig .]

Cape Town, 10th July 1824.

Sir,—Having already in my letter of 12th April, which respected the case

of Mr. Launcelot Cooke, acquainted you with the commencement of some
important events in this colony, it appears to me to be requisite to continue

my statement. The object demands investigation, not only for the satisfaction

of the parties aggrieved, but also to prevent the recurrence of arbitrary

measures, which render each man distrustful of his neighbour, and disturb

the peace of our society.

Mr. William Edwards, notary public (the legal adviser of Mr. Cooke), is a

man of great boldness, and possesses considerable talents in a peculiar way,

but he runs his head into troubles, as if he sought them as matters of business,

and lashes private character without discrimination or pity, in order to serve

his own designs. His character and intentions are unknown here. Some
assert that he is Edward the spy, who gave information respecting the Cato-

street plot
; some say he is a political agent to the Commissioners of Inquiry ;

some say he is a papist, and maintains a correspondence with Colonel Bird

(whose services as Colonial Secretary have lately been dispensed with) ;

others say he is employed by the Ministers or the Opposition. There is

doubtless something singular in his movements ; at any rate, I am persuaded

he is not the man to act from pure patriotism. Shortly after Mr. Cooke’s

departure, Mr. Edwards addressed the Governor upon various subjects, filling

his letters with abuse, or rather, perhaps, with such strong and unpleasant

truths as are considered equally reprehensible by men in power. His Lordship

handed over these letters to the fiscal, who commenced a prosecution for libel
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against Mr. Edwards. This individual was anxious to be tried according to

the mode of procedure in England, and defied the Court of Justice to prove,

either that he was the author of the letters in question, or the publisher of

the libel
;

“ for suppose,” said he aloud in a crowded court, in allusion to the

Governor, “ that any man were to call me a cock-fighter, a horse-jockey, a

swindler, a black-leg who had been black-balled and horsewhipped at New-
market, that man would not be guilty of publishing a libel upon me, but

were I, myself, to tell all the world what imputations he had cast upon me,

I alone should be guilty of publishing the libel. So, in the present case, his

Excellency has published a libel which otherwise might never have been

published, being contained in a private letter to himself.” On hearing the

list of his own witnesses read over in court, Mr. Edwards remarked, “ I observe

that the name of a principal witness is not inserted
; I must, therefore, acquaint

you with her name, which is Catherina, formerly slave of Mr. Van der Riet,

and now the concubine of his Excellency Lord Charles Henry Somerset.

His Excellency’s own name is also omitted
; I dare his Excellency to show

his face in this court. I would prove how many prize-negroes he gave Mr.

Van der Riet to purchase the freedom of this concubine : I would tell him of

his villainies in the management of the Cape Corps, and the manner in which

he broke Colonel Frazer’s heart.” This was a sort of language which had
never before been heard in a Cape of Good Hope court of justice, yet the two

sitting Commissioners of the court allowed him to proceed during the first

day of his trial ; but towards the conclusion of it they absolutely prohibited

him from using any language of a personal nature. Neither were witnesses

called to prove the libel, or the publishing of it, according to the English

mode, but he was condemned to seven years transportation to Botany Bay.

This sentence of the sitting Commissioners was afterwards confirmed by the

full court, which consists of the Chief Justice and eight members. Mr.

Edwards remains in prison, where he is frequently visited by his Majesty’s

Commissioners of Inquiry, and conjecture is busy as to the cause.

One important circumstance followed another till the whole colony was in

an uproar. A weekly newspaper, called “ The South African Commercial

Advertiser,” was allowed to be published here, independently of the “ Cape

Town Gazette,” which is filled with official and other advertisements. The

new paper made its appearance in January last, and was edited by Mr. George

Greig. This individual published a prospectus, of which I enclose a printed

copy, wherein he professed he would “ ever most rigidly exclude the remotest

discussion of subjects relating to the policy of administration of the

colonial Government.” With this stipulation he certainly commenced,

and afterwards as certainly broke it. He now maintains, however, that his

profession was not binding upon him, as he made it in the idea that the

Government would grant his application to establish a paper upon the terms

proposed in the prospectus, bait as that application was neither granted nor

yet absolutely refused, he ventured to commence the work at a hazard, and
consequently considered he had a right to alter its original plan as he pleased.

But no paper of the kind having ever before existed here, he might have

expected it would be suppressed should it chance to offend his Excellency.

The “Advertiser” was published, and had an excellent sale; political

XXIX. M
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discussion was for some time abstained from, and several useful, yet inoffensive

subjects, were occasionally brought to view. The Editor appeared to have

no intention to deviate from his prospectus until he ventured, in one of his

later numbers (No. 14, 7th April) to entertain us with Iris sentiments respecting

what sort of a Governor ought to preside here, and mentioned several requisite

qualifications which, it was inferred, did not exist in his present Excellency.

It soon, therefore, began to be feared that Mr. Greig might feel inclined to

give some portion of publicity to the tremendous philippics which were

uttered in court by Mr. Edwards. The fiscal was consequently ordered to

assume the censorship over the paper, and also bind the editor by two securities

for 10,000 rixdollars, to abide by the terms of his prospectus. Here was

sufficient pimishment for Mr. Greig’s offence. But the publication of trials,

an advantage which had not hitherto been allowed to the community, was

also prohibited, and even extracts from generally esteemed authors were

forbidden, unless approved of by the fiscal. Mr. Greig refused to submit to

such terms, and threw up his publication. He, however, continued to follow

his business as a printer, and advertised that Mr. Edwards’ trial would be

published in London, as you will find narrated in an enclosed printed paper,

(which I have marked No. 1,) entitled “ Facts,” and which, in all probability,

brought down upon Mr. Greig the additional vengeance of the colonial Govern-

ment. His press was soon after sealed up by order of his Excellency, and a

warrant, whereof a copy, marked No. 2, is sent herewith, was served upon him,

ordering him to quit the colony within a month from that day, the Sth May.

He accordingly began to dispose of his effects, and to make preparations to

leave the colony, when he was surprised to receive a letter from the fiscal,

ns by printed copy No. 3, stating, that “ being aware it had not been his

Excellency’s intention to enforce the warrant, unless some fresh cause should

arise, he obtained his Excellency’s permission for Mr. Greig to remain in the

colony.” Mr. Greig was thus ordered into banishment and his business

ruined, not for an offence he had committed, but in case he should commit

any fresh offence. A friend of mine, who holds an important situation con-

nected with these .matters, admitted, that no man ought ever to be sent out

of the colony unless in a case of absolute necessity. Here then, replied I, we
see a man banished on account of absolute necessity, and called back again

to prove that no absolute necessity ever existed.

It is my wish to inform you, Sir, that the printed papers sent herewith,

called “ Postscripts,” and marked No. 2 and 3, appear to have been secretly

printed, and given by Mr. Greig to some of his acquaintances, after the warrant

had been issued to suppress his printing, and order him out of the colony, and
after all his known materials were sealed up.

The principle of sending persons out of the colony without a trial, was
viewed with alarm by most people

; but the spirit of colonists is seldom

properly exerted and maintained. Some of the members of the Commercial
Exchange made a stir, apprehending both their liberty and property to be

endangered, and seven of us sent in a requisition to our Committee of Five,

for a general meeting of the members upon this important subject, but the

request was not complied with. I beg leave to enclose a copy of the resolutions

which, in case of the compliance of the committee, were intended to have
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been moved at a general meeting. You will see that a few of the merchants

were in earnest—large subscriptions were ready to have seconded this first

effort, had it succeeded. As that failed, a less effectual measure was adopted

—a memorial was prepared, addressed to the King, on behalf of a free press.

It is a well expressed document, and is signed by most of the respectable

English residents, unless persons in office.

About the same period that Mr. Greig’s paper commenced, a quarterly

magazine, called “ The South African Journal,” made its appearance. It

was edited by Mr. Thomas Pringle, a worthy and respected gentleman, and

was even printed at the Government press. He was led to make some

reasonable but rather independent remarks in his magazine, and the fiscal

was therefore appointed censor over it likewise, and the editor was sent for

by his Excellency. Mr. Pringle’s appearance ought to excite compassion, for

he is a cripple, and unable to support himself without crutches, and his own
mild manners ought to excite forbearance in others. But he was the only

man in office who ventured to sign the memorial in favour of a free press,

and the Governor charged him with this offence. Mr. Pringle replied he had

been accustomed all his life to think for himself, and was not aware that

because he held a Government appointment, he was, at so late a period, to be

deprived of that rational gratification. Immediately after this conversation

he resigned his appointment of Librarian to the Public Library, and at the

same time threw up the publication of his journal.

These lamentable events were soon followed by others : there was no end

to the mischief.

One morning very early Captain John Findlay, now a Cape merchant,

unfortunately arose out of bed, and went towards the Parade to look for

balls on the Lion’s Rump. On a post which stands on one of the bridges,

leading from the Heeregracht to the Parade, he is said to have said he saw a

placard, charging Lord Charles Somerset and Dr. Barry with committing an

unnatural crime together. He is further said to have read it aloud, and a

person named Deane, who is secretary to Dr. Barry in his capacity of medical

inspector, is said to have heard the words read, while dressing at his own
window. Findlay did not pull the placard down at once, but, as the story

goes, first returned to his house to pull his boots on : he was then in his

morning gown and slippers. When he returned booted, the placard was
gone, and he is said to have seen a man on a white horse ride off with it. No
other person is known to have read it but Findlay, and no person to have
heard it read but Deane, save, perhaps, the unknown man upon the

white horse. Findlay made known the circumstance to the fiscal,

who, it is said, swore him to secrecy ; so that Mr. John Findlay feared

nothing from the cross questions of unbelievers. Government offered a

reward of five thousand rixdollars for the discovery of the person who stuck

up the placard, and one thousand rixdollars more to any one who should

produce the paper itself
;
and Dr. Barry offered one thousand rixdollars in

addition. A document also was drawn up by private persons, stating the

horrible affair to have been horrible, but giving no other particulars
; and

individual subscriptions of all parties were affixed to this document, amounting
to the enormous sum of upwards of fifteen thousand rixdollars ! The Com-

M 2
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missioners of Inquiry were among the subscribers. Twenty-one thousand

rixdollars !—a Cape fortune ! set many a rogue busy to discover the bill-

sticker ;
but two worthies only proved very conspicuous as informers on this

occasion
;

namely, William Jones, Esquire, Inspector of Public Buildings,

alias Oliver the Spy ;
and his coadjutor, a man named Shee, a tailor, who

lately, in a drunken quarrel, had his nose bit off, literally bit off, by another

man. But no trace could be discovered of the placard sticker, nor even of

the bit of paper on which the calumny is said to have been written. People

begin to suspect “ there is something rotten in the state of Denmark.” To
make it appear the more evident that a certain personage had been slandered

and unjustly accused, both in Court and out of Court, it is thought to have

been a fair stroke of jockeijship to stick up such a placard.

The numerous subscriptions which, in the universal burst of loyalty, were

tendered, appear to have served as an apology to Government for many
arbitrary acts which followed. Search-warrants were granted (not imme-
diately after the placard was stuck up. but immediately after the rewards

were offered, and the subscriptions made), by virtue of which the houses of

several individuals were entered by the fiscal and two members of the court

of Justice, who examined and ransacked their papers, on pretence of searching

for the placard. Mr. Greig's papers, and those of Mr. Bishop Burnett, a

gentleman of good family in England, who is at issue with this Government,

were searched ;
so were those of Mr. Edwards, who was in the tronk, or

prison, in a comparatively comfortable room, but was afterwards placed in

solitary confinement ; the papers of a Mr. Broomfield were examined, and
those of Mr. Wilmot also, who was clapped into prison on suspicion, and set

free again at the end of a few days, without any charge being brought against

him. Warrants were said to have been granted for the committal of several

other individuals, among whom was Mr. Pringle. Having heard of the

warrant against him. he waited on the fiscal, who gave him no satisfaction,

but demanded the name of his informant, which Mr. Pringle, like an honest

man, refused to tell. He was therefore sent for by Mr. Bentinck, the then

sitting Commissioner in the Court of Justice, who asked him whether lie was
aware that a colonial law existed which authorised his being committed to

prison, in case he should persist in refusing to give up the name of his friend.

At this time Mr. Pringle’s friend is understood to have been in Court, and to

have authorised his name to be mentioned—but nothing further has transpired.

Messrs. Jones and Shee are known to have been instrumental in these

proceedings, and Mr. Jones, no doubt, felicitates himself upon the happy
resemblance between these and the suspension of the habeas corpus act. He
offered at the Concordia Gardens to lay a bet of a guinea to a shilling, that the

author of the placard would be discovered within twenty-four hours. If ever

such a thing existed, it seems highly probable that this friend to his country

acted the part of bill-sticker.

The farce was not yet ended. Addresses over-flowing with loyalty were

poured in upon his Excellency by the different public bodies, and the Court

of Justice solicited the mercantile committee to join in their expressions of

condolence. But the merchants had become dissatisfied with the arbitrary

measures of the Government, and some of them wished to strike out their
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names from the subscription list, and the committee having, on a former

occasion, refused to call a meeting at the request of seven of their own body,

could not, in common decency, now accede to the request of the Court of

Justice. They therefore replied, that the merchants had been the first to

come forward with their subscriptions, and to manifest their detestation of

the foul calumny against his Excellency
; but that, to take any further

notice of it, as proposed by the Court of Justice, was only to perpetuate the

remembrance of a subject which ought to be consigned to oblivion.

Thus, Sir, this supposed placard stirred up every fool who thought that

sedition already was, or might afterwards be, stamped upon his character,

to add his name to the subscription list, in hopes that he might be considered

a friend to good government. But when the good Government issued their

search-warrants, the fools pricked up their long ears in utter amazement

!

Even the most wise, his Majesty’s Commissioners of Inquiry, are said at

length to have thrown in some doubts as to the legality of the measures

adopted by Government, in searching, imprisoning, and terrifying the com-

munity, about a damnable paper, which no one could recognise if he saw it,

except one blubberheaded fellow, who can scarcely read.

I beg leave to add, that you are at perfect liberty to make any use you

may think proper of this letter, without mentioning my name. On second

thoughts, I shall send by Mr. Greig a complete set of his own papers together

with the enclosures mentioned in this letter.

I hope that Mr. Cooke’s case has succeeded at home, and I have the honour

to be, Sir, your very obedient Servant,

To Joseph Hume, Esq. M.P.

Cape Town, June 28, 1824.

Sir,—Having made some communication to the Court of Inquiry, tending

to show I was convicted without proof, or any other than hypothetical

admission, the Commissioners sent the accompanying note on the 28th, and

on the 22nd spent some hours in my conversation, when they inquired why I

got another person to imitate my writing to the letter, and I replied that it

was for the purpose of seeing by what manoeuvre the fiscal would prove I did

it, and enabling me to deny it without falsehood in my plea.

Mr. Bigge said, he was investigating the circumstance, but that when I

went to New South Wales, he “ should be obliged to write to his friend, Major

Goulburn, to explain my conduct in the colony, and no doubt the Governor

would write to Sir T. Brisbane.” I replied, that in that case I had better be

hanged, but I should write to explain the matter to you, to whom I had

already sent all the proceedings. He seemed a good deal confused at this,

and wished to undo the effect of his threat, (as I had promised to tell you of

it,) saying, you were now grown cautious, having been often deceived
;

I had
therefore better trust myself to Lord Bathurst, as I had done Lord Charles

injury enough without exposing the affair in Parliament. I replied, I had
no further wish to injure anjr man ; his Lordship insulted me,—I retaliated,

—we were even, and I was satisfied, if I was no more annoyed. I was therefore

willing to send a petition to I.ord Bathurst, trying that first
;

wherefore

I wrote one, (of which 1 send you a copjr
,) and Mr. Bigge forwards it, as also
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the other concerning the bank-notes, of which I send yon a copy, with the

correspondence. I told Mr. Bigge I had been many years ont of England,

but as I had some friends near Shrewsbury, when I returned I hoped to find

them, and satisfy you I would not be likely to deceive you. I send you also

the copy of two letters which were written by a gentleman in this colony

for the press, but refused admission in the Government paper
;

the copy of

another letter written by me to Mr. Gregory, the secretary to the Commis-
sioners of Inquiry, with my petition to the King ;

the copy of the sentence of

Lord Charles, denying me permission to appeal to the Court of which he is

judge, thereby remitting the sentence of the Court for execution. I under-

stand that the person who copied my report of the trial, in speaking of the

missionary expelled the colony, has called him Smith, whereas I said

“ Mackennie,” but they were both so served.

Perhaps you will not deem it impertinent in me to request you to inquire

what steps the Secretary of State means to take before you adopt any measures

in the case, for although I have not promised ever to move in the matter if

Lord Bathurst recals me to Europe, yet I would then wish nothing to be

done until I can have the honour of personally explaining to you every subject

connected with this affair, and with the affairs of this Government. I have

a strong suspicion that the Commissioners of Inquiry mean to blink the

question a good deal. Major Colebrooke is a complete partisan of the Governor,

and as Lord Charles has been more cautious than Macquarrie not to give

them personal offence, they seem disposed to save him. Mr. Bigge blamed

me in strong terms for so insulting him on such a trifling provocation
;
said I

had injured his character, made him unhappy in his family, brought his

amours to the knowledge of Lady Charles, in fact, that I had stimg him to

the very heart, a wound which could never be healed. I said, “ Who began

first ? why did he prosecute me about Mr. Blair ? why tell me a lie in his

letter of the 4th February '! why allow a like Wilberforce Bird to

insult my character, and why so closely lock me in a cell before trial ? I

then asked Mr. Bigge, if he thought he would have come out of a cell in a

better humour after eight days confinement ? ” and I concluded, “ Pray Sir,

can you, or Lord Charles, contradict any one assertion I made ? ” He said,

the Governor declared he had not bought that black woman’s freedom with

prize-negroes. I answered, he promised to pay 4000 rixdollars
; he paid 1000,

and gave Mr. Van der Riet some prize -negroes, who understood his meaning,

so never asked for the money. That is a matter of account, said Mr. Bigge.

Yes, I said, in law it is,—but if you allow such a flimsy fabric to cover so

palpable a dereliction of duty, you may as well go home again. He then

said, there was a dark allusion in the first paragraph of my letter to a circum-

stance respecting his daughter, and unshed to know whether I had spoken of

that in Court. I replied, “ No, the daughter was a woman and defenceless,

and although I would let his Excellency know I was aware of her failings,

I would not openly attack the frailties of those whom I loved next to the

divinity.” He rubbed his hands with apparent satisfaction, expressing great

delight. I mention these circumstances, because this day’s interview showed

me more of the Commissioners than volumes could have done.

Since I so completely exposed Lord Charles in Court, there never was so
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great an alteration in a man. He is humbled to the very dust. He begged

the Judges of the Court of Justice to send him a complimentary address ;

they dare not disobey. So it was got up and signed by the Judge’s Secretary,

Clerks, Advocates, Attorneys, and Messengers, to make a long list. Not one

man signed it whose situation was independent of his nod
;

for he assumes

the right to appoint and remove these gentlemen at his pleasure. The
Notaries next were required

;
and being in the same case, did the like. The

members of the Commercial Hall were then required ; but they are quite

independent of him, and in answer to the application, wrote my Lord a letter,

saying, “ they thought that the less was said the better.” He was taken

sick soon after, and has been ever since in bed.

In England you have plots, spies, and green bags. We are as clever at the

Cape. On the first of this month, a story got abroad of a placard being

posted up, charging the Governor and Dr. Barry with . The whole

colony were in arms against the monster of a libeller. His Excellency offered

a reward of 5000 rixdollars from the colonial funds for the detection of the

criminal, and 1000 rixdollars for the placard. Dr. Barry offered, from his

own purse, 1000 and 100 rixdollars. The merchants and inhabitants subscribed

nearly 20,000 rixdollars. Hundreds were suspected of it. I considered the

matter, and suspected they had done it themselves to suit those who were

discontented with the administration of the colony, and to raise a sympathy
in behalf of the Governor. I wrote and told them so. In a few days, an
Irishman, whom I had hired for a groom about three months ago, came
forward, under the auspices of Oliver, the famous spy, who is Inspector of

Government works here, in the name of Jones, and prime minister to the

Lord Charles. He charged me and three most honourable gentlemen with

doing it ; but being such a stupid blockhead, he could not stick in the same
story twice together

; therefore, when they found all the drilling they could

give him would not qualify him to undergo my cross-examination, rhey

abandoned the prosecution without bringing any of the parties to a public

hearing. The fellow, disappointed, now says that the fiscal promised him
£500 and a place under Government. Three persons to whom he said this,

told me of it. Another of my servants told me, whilst I was in prison, he

had been stealing and selling my clothes
;

the person was found who had
bought them. I sent all the evidence to the fiscal ; I complained to the

Judges of the offer made him for his perjury ; and as yet the fiscal dares not

prosecute the man he has suborned. Under pretence of searching for this libel,

they have searched the houses and papers of numerous persons, and no sign

of such a thing found. Mine had the same fate
;
nothing being found, and

the vast reward producing no information, inquiry began, who saw this

famous placard. The Commissioners likewise took up the cudgels of inquiry.

Mi\ Bigge told me ,
that he found that Captain Findlay had seen it, soon

after day-light, on a post ; described it, and said a man rode past on horse-

back whilst he was reading it. This was corroborated by Dr. Barry’s clerk,

who said that he saw Findlay reading it at day-light—the man go by on the

horse—described the man ;—and that he heard another person reading it

from his bed-room window
;
but as it was very cold, he immediately shut St-

and went again to bed. I told the Commissioners, that what^convinced them
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of its existence, satisfied me it was all a hum. I said, I knew Captain Findlay’s

character better than they did. I would believe nothing he said. I admitted

that he might have been looking at the post whilst some man rode by ;
and

that Dr. Barry’s clerk might have seen this ; but that Dr. Barry and his

clerk were the two persons whose word would be least credited in the Cape.

I convinced the Commissioners, that I had convicted Dr. Barry of a lie in the

presence of the two fiscals. I showed that it was impossible for his clerk to

hear a man read from his bed-room window to the place he described ;
and

I asked if it was probable that, hearing such a thing against his master, he

would leave it. Then the Commissioners went to the place, and Mr. Bigge

said it was impossible for a man to hear. He asked Dr. Barry's clerk why he

did not go and tear down the placard ;
the fellow replied, it was a cold

morning, so he went to bed again. It turned out that the man who rode by

was the Commissioners’ coachman. He had no motive for lying ;
so he

said, he saw Captain Findlay looking at the post, but neither saw nor heard

anything of a placard. Mr. Bigge and Mr. Gregory are, I believe, perfectly

satisfied. Nothing can convince Major Colebrooke until he sees the mountain

delivered, and the mouse alive. The littleness of this trick, and the wicked-

ness of the subornation, make the Governor look here more contemptible

than ever.

I should apologize for this long letter, but I know you would be offended

.at any excuse for a trouble that may serve the interests of your country.

I have &c.

To the Honourable , M.P.
W. Edwards.

The following letter was also sent to the Cape Gazette by a

highly respected civil servant of the East India Company, then

residing at the Caj^e for the benefit of his health, but refused

insertion :

{To the Editor of the Cape Town Gazette.)

Cape Town, June 28, 1824.

Sir,-—As a person nowise interested in the politics and the factions of the

Cape of Good Hope, I read with infinite satisfaction the paragraph in your

paper of Saturday last, containing a list of the various persons who had

declared to his Excellency the Governor their abhorrence of the monstrous

libel said to be lately sent forth against his character ; and I was a good deal

surprised and hurt, that the loyal English of the colony had not, with one

voice, joined in an expression of the same feeling. I therefore solicited several

of my acquaintance to unite with me in a similar address to his Excellency,

when I heard, with considerable regret, that so far from joining in this praise-

worthy effusion of loyalty, the members of the Commercial Hall had positively

declared their determination not to do so
;
some alleging, that they doubted

the existence of such a placard, and others, that they thought it was not

published by any of the Governor’s enemies.
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This latter appeared to me a solecism, and required explanation, which

was given to me in these words :
“ There are many persons in the Cape of

Good Hope discontented with the present administration
;

one has lately

attacked it in a very unjustifiable manner in open court, another in a news-

paper, some in common conversation, and many in writings addressed to the

Metropolitan Government
;
and there is little doubt that these placards have

been -written by some branch of that administration, in hopes to make it

appear that every other story which has been told was as untrue as the

improbable tale thus vamped into life.” In order to ascertain the probability

of this story, I contrived to get a knowledge of all the evidence which had
been adduced ; and I must confess, that the appearances of tampering with

Shee and Oliver the spy, with Mr. Edwards’s servant, and the many plain

proofs of subornation and perjury, in a great measure justify these suspicions.

However, Sir, for the purpose of learning the opinion of Mr. Edwards, I

contrived to procure an introduction to that gentleman, and was a good deal

surprised at the boldness with which he asserted that no such placard was
ever written ; assertion without evidence is to me as nothing, and I was not

inclined to believe Mr. Edwards’s declaration unsupported by other testimony.

I imagine he saw my feelings from my look of incredulousness, because he

proceeded in these words, which struck me with considerable force :
“ When

I first heard of this placard, I suspected my informant was its author ; nor

were my suspicions entirely removed, until I had a conversation with the

Commissioners of Inquiry a few days ago ; and if you consider that no other

person ever saw the placard than Captain Findlay, you will be as much
inclined to doubt it as I am.”

[Here follows a string of heavy accusations against Captain Findlay, which

I decline publishing.—B. B.]

He then added :
“ When I learnt from Mr. Commissioner Bigge, that

Captain Findlay’s evidence was corroborated by that of Mr. Deane, who said

he saw Findlay looking at the placard, and afterwards heard another man
reading it from his bed-room window, whilst a person went past on horseback

(who turns out to be the Commissioners’ coachman), and says he rode by,

and saw Captain Findlay, but heard no placard read, I reflected on the

matter
; and I doubt not that this man did ride by, nor that Captain Findlay

was looking at the post, nor that Mr. Deane saw it, because we all know that

there is a post ; but it is extremely odd that neither Captain Findlay nor

Mi-. Deane can tell who tore down the placard
; and although so large a sum

of money is offered for the paper, it should not be found, nor its author, nor
any thing about it, nor any other person who saw it. As to Mr. Deane (knowing
his zeal for his employer), will any man believe, that after hearing such a

thing of two persons to whom he is under so many obligations, he would
return quietly to his bed, leaving such a detestable calumny exposed to

public view ? Those who will believe he possesses such a callous heart and
such black ingratitude, will think any tale he may tell unworthy of the least

credit. It is, therefore, improbable he should leave it if he knew of it, and
it is impossible he could hear a man reading it from the place where he says

he stood. For these reasons,” said Mr. Edwards, “ I have not the least

doubt that Captain Findlay (ignorant of the consequences), after having
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read the bills of the sales pasted on the posts, indulged in his fondness for

scandal by the fabrication and propagation of this tale. It was a short one,

and when he came to be officially interrogated, he thought it prudent to

confine himself to a few words, because a man has not much difficulty in

repeating the history of a short lie. Not so with my servant, Daniel Lee :

he had a long string of lies to tell, and not having ingenuity enough to stick

to his text, they dare not trust him to my cross-examination
;

for I have

no doubt, were I allowed to interrogate them, Deane and Findlay, I would

satisfy the world that there is not one word of truth in the whole story.”

I must confess, from this reasoning, I became a proselyte to Mr. Edwards’s

ojrinion
; but as he possibly may be wrong, I should be glad, through the

medium of any of your correspondents, to be set to rights. If he is right,

the public will easily feel the force of his argument ; and I think it is due to

the character of his Excellency the Governor, that the opinion of so singular

a man on so strange a subject should be made known. I am, Sir, &c.

Manlius.

Having shown this general state of opinion as to whether

the placard ever existed or not, I think it necessary to add my
own in justification of Captain Findlay. I have heard that he

set Lord Charles Somerset’s authority at defiance, when his

Excellency wanted to dictate the price of freight for some

horses it was his intention to import : this does not look like

subserviency
;
and I know that Lieutenant-Colonel Somerset

is under very heavy obligations to him. I have always heard

him described as a quiet inoffensive man, and I cannot conceive

it possible that without apparent motive, he should have

perpetrated an act of such damnable atrocity : it is, therefore,

my decided opinion that the placard was exhibited by Oliver

the Spy for the purpose of producing a reaction, and that when
he, or some one employed by him, saw it had been read, it

was dexterously removed from the post.

Let us now turn to the evidence of Mr. Edwards’ servant,

Daniel Lee, on which the whole of this infamous fabrication

against me rests.

Daniel Lee's Evidence.

Wednesday, 9th June 1824.

Your name, age, and birth-place ?

—

Daniel Lee, upwards of twenty years

of age, born in Ireland.

Are you not a servant to William Edwards, now a prisoner ?—Yes, I have

been his servant for about three months.

Are you satisfied with the behaviour of your master towards you ?—Yes,

I was quite satisfied.
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Has there never been any dispute or dissatisfaction between you and your

master William Edwards ?—No, never.

Do you know anything of an anonymous writing, in which his Excellency

Lord Charles Somerset and Dr. Barry were defamed ?—Yes, T do.

When did you first hear of it ?—The first time I heard of it was when Mr.

Edwards was condemned a second time for transportation.

How did you become acquainted with it ?—I came here to the tronk one

night about eight o’clock, with tea for my master, when I found him writing

with Mr. Burnett.

Did you know then what they were writing?—I knew it was some verses

about Government, but I clid not know that night what it was.

When did you become acquainted with it afterwards ?—The next morning

I came down about nine o’clock with breakfast to my master ; while I was
putting the tea-things on the table my master gave me a note, and desired me
to take it to Mr. Burnett at Mrs. Lucas’s, which I did ; when I came to Mrs.

Lucas’s, a man opened the door, to whom I gave the note. Mr. Burnett

then came out of one of the rooms below and went upstairs, while I waited

at the door for an answer. Mr. Burnett shortly after came down with a large

bundle of papers -wrapped up in another paper, but not sealed, desiring me to

take particular care, and not to let any of them drop, but to deliver them
safely to Mr. Edwards, which I accordingly did. Mr. Edwards then opened

the papers, and the first which he took out was the placard concerning Lord
Charles and Dr. Barry’s wife, which, when he read it, he laughed so loudly

as to make me take particular notice of what he read.

What did you hear Mr. Edwards read ?—It was about that the Governor
used to be coming the back way of little Dr. Barry’s wife.

What did Mr. Edwards do with that paper after he received it ?—I went
home with the breakfast things, and when I came back I found j\lr. Greig

with Mr. Edwards, and they were both employed in reading the paper. Mr.

Edwards then spoke to Mr. Greig about putting it up, but Mr. Greig said it

was better he should wait till his third sentence was passed, which Mr. Edwards
then said was very good.

Did you not see any other papers on that occasion in the parcel ?—I saw a
paper with a picture on it of an ugly thick man, with a long nose

;
on the top

Avas Avritten the wonderful Cape Punch, and beloAv there was some verses,

which I did not read ; there was also another picture, which was not finished,

in the table drarver, which was the same picture, but not so Avell draAAm out.

I saw also another paper in the parcel about Punch, AA^hich looked like printed.

Is this the paper you saw ? [exhibiting to the -witness a pasquinade beginning
Avith the words

—

Wonderful Cape Punch.']—The one paper which had the
picture was Avritten like the paper noA\r sIioaatl to me, [printed letters,] the
other paper containing Avriting in a usual manner

; but besides there Avere

many other papers which were sent out to different gentlemen in thfe town
whom I do not knorv, and some of those gentlemen came to the tronk, and
took some of the papers arvay AAuth them.

Did you also see such a paper as this in the parcel ? [exhibiting to the
witness another pasquinade beginning Avith the words

—

His Majesty's Fiscal.]

—This paper I think I brought from Mr. Greig’s clerk, avIio I supposed had
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copied it in printed letters for Mr. Edwards, because when I once took a note

from Mr. Edwards to Mr. Greig, the clerk opened it, and gave me for answer,
“ The paper which Mr. Edwards has sent to be copied is not yet done.”

What is the name of Mr. Greig’s clerk ?—Mr. Joseph Green.

In your answer to the 11th interrogatory, you mention a conversation

between Mr. Edwards and Mr. Greig ; what more did you hear on that

occasion than what you have already stated ?—Mr. Greig then went away
and I remained in the room doing one thing or another, which I do not now
recollect

; during which Mr. Burnett came in and read the paper ;
Mr.

Edwards then told him what Mr. Greig had said about putting the paper up
for the passengers, which Mr. Burnett said was very right, but that it would

be a good thing to send a copy of it to Lady Charles in a letter.

Did you observe on that occasion that William Edwards and Bishop

Burnett were on a confidential footing ?—Yes, as long as I have known
Mr. Burnett, which is not very long, Mr. Edwards and Mr. Burnett always

were talking together as two brothers.

WT

ere you permitted on those occasions to be always present during the

conversation between said persons ?—Generally in the evening after the

papers had been read by Mr. Edwards and his friend I was present, but some-

times in the day-time
; when he used to have very private conversations with

any of his friends, he used to tell me that I might leave the room.

As you say you had the liberty to hear all those papers read, was anything

said to you about keeping them secret ?—Mr. Burnett and Mr. Edwards told

me never to speak of any thing that I saw or heard there, and I said, “ No,

that it is no business of a servant to speak out of doors, but to mind his

own work.”

Did not William Edwards say any thing to you about seeking another

place in case he might leave this ?—No, but I spoke to him about it myself,

and he told me I need not be afraid, for that he would take me to New South

Wales
;
that Mr. Ingram owed him (Edwards) a large sum of money, which

would more than clear my passage, and that nobody else could prevent my
going with him.

Was the offensive writing respecting Lord Charles and Dr. Barry copied

by William Edwards, or did he do any thing else with it ?—Mr. Edwards

copied it
;

I saw him copy it, and different other gentlemen who came to see

him in the evening copied it ; but some of them took it away in the evening,

and brought it back again in the next morning.

Do you know any of those persons ?—No, excepting that I have often seen

Mr. Witham there, who wears spectacles, and Mr. Whiston, the merchant

;

Mr. Twaites also, the brewer, used to see every paper that Mr. Edwards

had
;
Mr. Witham always in the day-time, but several others whom I do not

know, used to come at night.

Do you know Captain Findlay ?—Yes, I know him very well, for I used to

go to him with messages, but I never saw him in the tronk at Mr. Edu'ards’s.

Do you know' who wrote the paper against Lord Charles and Dr. Barry,

which you saw in the parcel that you received from Bishop Burnett ?—I do

not know who wrote it, but the night that Mr. Burnett and Mr. Edwards

w ere reading a paper together, they laughed very much ; and the morning
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that I brought the bundle of papers from Mr. Burnett to Mr. Edwards, he

laughed in the same manner, when he saw the paper I speak of, so that I

think the paper that they were writing the evening before was the same

paper that I brought the next morning to Mr. Edwards from Mr. Burnett ;

namely, the paper about the Governor and little Dr. Barry’s wife.

Do you recollect that there was any correspondence on the 31st May last,

between William Edwards and others, respecting that writing ?—There was

on the 31st of last month. I heard Mr. Edwards read the paper about the

Governor and little Dr. Barry’s wife ; he then sealed it up, and told me to

bring it, together with a note, to Mr. Greig, which note he said was for some

copies of papers. I did so, and when Mr. Greig opened the paper and the

note, he read it to some persons who were there, and they all laughed : he
then rolled it up in a piece of brown paper, and sealed it, and gave it to me
with the copies of the papers I had been sent for. He asked me if I knew
what was in the paper, and I told him it was no business of mine. When I

was coming down stairs, Joseph Green met me and gave me another paper

for Mr. Edwards, which was something about John Bull ; it began with
“ His Majesty’s fiscal,” for I heard Mr. Edwards read it after I delivered it

to him.

Did Mr. Greig return you the paper about Lord Charles Somerset and

Dr. Barry’s wife, without making any alteration in it ?—Yes ; he made no
alteration in the least in it.

Was that paper in printed letters, or written in a running hand ?—It was

printed letters, but they were larger than the paper beginning with “ His

Majesty’s fiscal.”

Do you know what became of that paper after you brought it back to

William Edwards ?—I brought the paper to Mr. Edwards about two o’clock.

About four o’clock Mr. Greig came, and I heard them speaking about putting

it up. Mr. Greig then went away, but he came back at about eight o’clock,

when they again spoke of putting it up, and both of them asked me to do it ;

I did not refuse, but it surprised me, as they never asked me to put up any

paper before ;
but Mr. Greig then said I was too low to put it up, as it might

be taken down ; on which they sent me to Castle-street for a man who lives

there, whose name I do not know, although I heard it, but whom I know very

well by sight, and also the house in which he lives. I found him there, and

he came down to the tronk with me. Mr. Greig, Mr. Edwards, and he, had
some conversation, which I did not hear, but I heard them tell him to put it

up on the bridge in the passage leading to the large house on the parade

belonging to the merchants : he asked them what time he should put it up,

and they said it did not signify, provided he put it up any time before gun-fire

in the morning. The man then went away with the paper, and as I had
nothing more to do, I went home.

Can you describe the tall man who, you say, was to have put up the paper ?

—Yes ;
he lives in the house of Mr. Robertson, the upholsterer, and I believe

is a relation of some friend of his, for I always seen him carrying Robertson’s

children. He is a tall man, and generally wears a jacket and white trousers,

with an oiled-slcin hat ;
and that is all I know about it.

Did you hear anything the following day of that paper having been put up
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and torn down again ?—The next morning I heard that it had been put up ;

it was the common talk of the town
; and I afterwards saw the proclamation

on the Town-house offering a reward.

After the tall man was told to put up the paper, did you receive any orders

from Mr. Edwards ?—No, not that time ; but Mr. Edwards often told me
before never to go near any paper that he caused to be put up, because by so

doing I might criminate myself.

Do you know anything of this paper ? [exhibiting to the witness a written

paper beginning with the words, Offenders and blacklegs.}—The day after the

placard was taken down 1 saw several people copying it from a card which

was stuck up opposite Mr. Hoffman’s house, and I copied it from another

copy that was copied by one of the men who was standing there. I brought

my copy to Mr. Edwards, who scolded me very much for having done so,

saying that if such a thing was found on me I should be put into the tronk,

and that I could not get out so easily as the people who put these things up.

What became of the copy that you gave William Edwards ?—I never saw

the copy again which I gave to Mr. Edwards.

Were you not in company with R. O’Gradv the evening before you were

taken into custody, and what conversation had you on that occasion ?—The
day before I was apprehended I met R. O’Grady in the forenoon, and he

asked me to come and take a bottle of wine with him in the evening and talk

about our sweethearts. I told him that I had no objection, and that I would

if I could. About the dusk of the evening I met him on the Heere Graght,

where he watched me till I came down from Mr. Edwards’s, after dinner. He
then took me to a house near Barrack-street, of the sign of the sun, where he

called for a bottle of old wine ; whether we had a second bottle I don’t know,

I was very tipsy, and he was just as bad. We had a good deal of conversation

about our sweethearts, and then he asked me if I knew anything about the

placard, for if I did know I might be comfortable for life. I said “ I know
about the offenders and blacklegs ;

” and I then told him all about it, for I

know it all by heart ; and while I was telling him we both went to the next

box to see if anybody was listening ; and that was all that I recollect that

passed between us.

Did O’Grady bring you to any place where it was posted up ?—Perhaps he

might, but I don’t recollect.

Before I say a word as to the utter improbability of this

fellow’s tale, and the absolute infamy which attaches to the

fiscal for founding an imputation so seriously affecting indivi-

duals upon such flimsy materials, I shall point out, numerically,

such answers to the interrogatories put to him, to the utter

falsehood of which I am prepared to make oath ; and I will add
that, if the fiscal had committed no other actions, rendering

him a pest to society at the Cape, and a disgrace to its adminis-

tration, this alone should brand him for the remainder of his

days with ineffable infamy and disgrace.
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Question 7.—Every assertion here is false. At eight o’clock

in the depth of winter, it must have been dark several hours,

while the whole of the interview I had with Mr. Edwards
occurred during broad daylight in the forenoon. Mr. and Mrs.

Lucas, their family and boarders, can prove that I never dined

out but once before that period, nor for weeks subsequently
;

that we sat down to dinner at six, and never left the dining-

room before nine, and that, on the particular day in question,

I never once quitted the house ! This man never brought tea

to his master while I was present, nor ever did I write any-

thing in the tronk, but the copy before adverted to, during

which time no person was present hut Mr. Edwards.

Question 9.—The whole of this answer is one monstrous

falsehood. I never received but one note from Mr. Edwards,

and the tenor of it has entirely escaped my recollection. It

was brought to me by Miss Lucas, and no answer required or

given. I never saw the hearer, or quitted my seat upon the receipt

of it, nor ever did I send hack papers or aught else in return.

What is meant by Doctor Barry’s wife is best known to the

conspirators, as he is, ever has been, and, if rumour speaks

truth, ever will keep single.

Question 16.—Mr. Edwards never related to me one word
of observation made by Mr. Greig.* No mention of putting

up a paper ever took place in my presence, nor ever was the

name of Lady Charles, or the proposition of sending her a

letter, uttered by either Mr. Edwards or myself
;

and to

crown this atrocious lie, the precious miscreant never entered

the room hut once during the whole of my calls upon Mr. Edwards

,

when he merely delivered a letter to his master, and quitted

the room instantly, without even hearing the sound of my
voice.

Questions 17, 18, 19.—The refutation of these bare-faced

falsehoods is comprised in the others
;
and I can solemnly

declare that the entire conversations I ever held with Mr.

Edwards may be transcribed in half a dozen pages of this

book.

* As I disclaim acquaintance with Mr. Edwards, so do I with Mr. Greig

the printer : I saw him cursorily but twice before this affair of the placard.

I wonder the commissioners did not tax me with the honour of his intimacy

also.
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Question 24.—How to refute assertions that are destitute

of the slightest foundation in truth, I know not. If these hell-

engendered fabrications rested upon anything tangible, one

might, by tracing them through their involutions, furnish a

convincing disproof
;
but they are so entirely inventions, that

I can but re-assert the villain lies throughout the chapter. It

would be perfect folly for me to say, I was neither reading nor

laughing with Mr. Edwards on a stated occasion, after saying

I was not with him on such occasion
;

or to advert to what
this fellow thinks as to this or that paper, when I neither saw,

sent, received, nor read any !

So far for my bare assertion : and now let us see by whom
it is opposed. The fiscal admits in his letter to the Com-
missioners of Inquiry, that all his unwarrantable proceedings

in this affair rest exclusively upon the evidence of this servant

of Mr. Edwards
;

for he says, “ Nor have I been able to come
to the knowledge of any more details respecting the author,

writer, or publisher of the placard, than what are stated in

the evidence of Daniel Lee.” This admission, thank heaven,

is on record
;

and fortunately it is not susceptible of any

modification, or, no doubt, in the next Report of the com-

missioners, the wily old fiscal, on discovering the error he has

committed, would fritter away its purport in a very elaborate

commentary. It remains, then, only to balance between the

assertions of this Daniel Lee and those of the persons whom
he has so daringly implicated, to come to a true development

of this foul transaction. This man was an illiterate Irish

peasant, of the very lowest description, brought by Mr. Ingram

to the colony, and hired by Mr. Edwards as a servant. The
Irish with whom he emigrated, held him in perfect detestation,

from the general infamy of his character
;
and shortly after

his subornation by the fiscal, he was waylaid by some of his

party, and would, but for timely interposition, have been

murdered on the spot
;

so great was the indignation his per-

juries had excited. I must entreat of the reader to follow me
closely.

This man’s master is in prison, for having literally gibbetted

Lord Charles Somerset in a court of justice. Mr. Greig, the

printer, is under orders to quit the colony for opposing the

noble Lord’s policy, in exposing the errors of his administration
;
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and I am under sentence of banishment for a similar offence.

A few independent gentlemen visit Mr. Edwards in the tronk.

Popular feeling is in our favour
;
and his Lordship in propor-

tionably bad odour. A placard, containing a foul libel upon
his Excellency, very opportunely appears

;
much sympathy is

excited for him
;
and 20,000 rixdollars are offered as a reward

for the detection of the calumniator. The colonists are at

this period groaning under the effects of his injustice and
malversation, and it is rather feasible to imagine that three of

its deported victims would not depart empty-handed. How
desirable then that his Majesty’s fiscal should have access

to their papers

!

but this cannot be effected without a

warrant from his Excellency, and warrants are not issued

without cause. But, lo ! Mr. Edwards’s servant is seized
;

undergoes several private examinations by the fiscal
;
and the

most sanguine desires of his Excellency are at once accom-

plished ! The tide of sympathy undergoes a sudden reflux,

and he sees his accusers depart with a disgraceful imputation

attached to their names. But this is not all. A report is in

circulation that Lady Charles Somerset has received, in the

folds of a piece of sarsnet, a letter detailing her husband’s

intrigues with coloured women. How admirable, then, is the

coincidence that this identical Daniel Lee should be able to

give conclusive evidence upon every point in question, and
against every individual who happened to be obnoxious ! ! !

Let us now look at the probabilities of this extraordinary

affair. The existence of the placard rests on the word of

Captain Findlay. The assertion of Dr. Barry’s clerk that he

heard him read it, is improbable, from the circumstance of

his returning to bed, and leaving his master’s reputation

crucified before the public
;

to say nothing of the stated

assertion of Mr. Commissioner Bigge, that he could not have

heard it read ; or the questionable coincidence of his popping

out of bed, on a cold winter’s morning, at so critical a nick

of time
;
and the man on the white horse proves to be the

commissioners’ coachman, who saw no placard, but only a

man looking at a post. Then comes the testimony of Mr.

Daniel Lee, after being repeatedly closeted with the fiscal, from
whose evidence, it appears, that we, the conspirators, set so

little value upon secrecy, in a plot, not merely affecting the

XXIX. n
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reputation, but the life, that we sent this placard, from one

to the other, in unsealed packets
;
and that it was indifferently

shown to every person who visited his master. How extra-

ordinary, then, that a reward of 20,000 rixdollars should have
elicited no copy of it, no accurate repetition even of its contents,

nor the slightest proof that it ever was in being at all ! It

would be questioning the perspicacity of the public to offer

another comment upon this dark nefarious transaction.

Let me here ask, what shall be said of a Government that

could sanction so detestable a plot, and permit its effects to

slander the reputations of respectable men
;

each of whom,
so far from combining to affix this horrible crime upon another,

would shudder at the bare mention of it ? Where can another

instance be produced of an attempt to consign honourable

individuals to obloquy on the testimony of one man, and him
the lowest and most depraved of his species. How can the

fiscal, in the utmost prostration of his servility, reconcile to

his conscience, if he ever had any, the commission of acts in

his conduct of this business of palpable subornation. Threats

and promises were alike applied to this detestable miscreant
;

he was fed during its progress with the choicest viands, and
served with wine from the fiscal's cellar ; he subsequently

confessed that he was trained by the fiscal in person, and has

admitted that he accused his master falsely ! Even after this

affair had died away, and he filled the situation of police

officer,—the fiscal’s reward for his villanies,—he had the

hardihood to profess being in the receipt of papers from me,

and actually exhibited some unintelligible scrawls in pencil as

a secret correspondence to which he only had the key. This

was too barefaced
;
the rascal’s folly was exposed to him, and

he afterwards confessed to some of Mr. Ingram’s people, that

he was sick of his life at the Cape, and did it with a vieiv to

get transported. That his Majesty’s fiscal should still profess

his belief in the fabrication of this placard by the persons he

found it so convenient to suspect, is but natural
;

for to confess

otherwise would be a virtual admission of his own infamy
;

but, if he should ever dare express that belief where I can get

access to him, I pledge myself to make the old Jew swallow

every page of the Report in which he has so foully calumniated

me.
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It affords me some satisfaction to find the names of Messrs.

Whiston, Witham, and Twaites connected with this affair of

the placard, because I am quite satisfied they will avail them-

selves of the advantage of being on the spot to expose it truly,

and show the world how far such testimony is to be depended
upon. If he has belied them, I shall be entitled to credit in

saying he has belied me
;
and his unfortunate master, who,

whatever may have been his former condition, was most
barbarously treated by Lord Charles Somerset, will be exon-

erated also. During my four short interviews with him,

which the fiscal is pleased to construe into an intimate acquaint-

ance, I thought him a violent and injudicious man, but, I must
add, in justice, about one of the last to attack his enemy with

such a poisonous weapon. I view Mr. Edwards’s case

abstracted from any condition he may have stood in previous

to his arrival at the Cape, and in that light only should it be

regarded with reference to his history there. He was appointed

to the respectable situation of notary public, as a man, of

course, qualified to fulfil it, by Lord Charles Somerset himself,,

and he experienced his Excellency’s persecution, and savage

relentless vengeance in the character, for aught his Lordship

knew, of a respectable professional man. His Excellency’s

treatment of him is not then the less justifiable from the

fortuitous circumstance of his proving an escaped convict.

Upon the whole, this mysterious affair of the placard, which
in all probability will never be unravelled, must remain a blot

upon the history of Lord Charles Somerset’s administration,

which no time can efface. It exhibits all the characteristics

of a plot, slovenly conducted, and with ill-adapted agents,

but profoundly conceived and well calculated to attain its

object, and it records no mean testimony to the tone of Cape
morals, that no second villain should be found, whom this

enormous bribe of 20,000 rixdollars could tempt to back the

perjuries of Daniel Lee. When the character of its actors

is reflected upon, its failure appears a miracle. His Excellency

is considered to bear his faculties with any thing but meekness.

The capacity of Mr. Oliver, in matters of espionage, is pretty

notorious, and his Majesty’s fiscal is generally belied, if “ the

compunctious visitings of nature ” ever operated upon his

bosom. But where shall we find a justification for the Com-
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missioners of Inquiry for making it a subject to report upon ?

or, if they did think its scrutiny a duty incumbent upon them,

to have discharged it in the way they have done ? As a mere
ex parte accusation, unsupported by proof, with no prosecution

founded upon it, and all further research into its merits

relinquished by the Government
;

as impartial men, nay, as

gentlemen, they were bound to give the ivhole of the examin-

ations or none : instead of which they have only extracted

the testimony of the trained miscreant, Daniel Lee, and
suppressed every other tittle of evidence. Why not publish

the examination of Captain Findlay and Dr. Barry’s clerk, of

Edwards, Wilmot, and their own coachman ? Why ? but

because their evidence made the very existence of the placard

so problematical, as to stamp the proceedings which followed

with greater folly and injustice.

I have only to advert to the concluding statement of the

commissioners, that the fiscal, in searching my papers, found

writings reflecting on the character of Lord Charles Somerset,

Mr. Rivers, and Judge Ryneveld. With regard to the fact, the

fiscal most assuredly did discover several papers recounting

some of his Excellency’s exploits in no measured terms
;

and,

if he had access to my study at this moment, he would find

two tables groaning beneath the weight of similar documents
;

and these were possessions to be found in the desks of hundreds

throughout the colony. Among the fiscal’s discoveries was a

ballad, written by some one on the frontier, justly exposing

the infamous affair of the Graham’s Town riots, and upon

which, from the matters it discussed, the learned gentleman was
well aware his Excellency would not have dared to found a

prosecution. This he wisely requested I would destroy, which

I did in his presence
;
but what was the next writing inculpating

the conduct of his Excellency which fell beneath his inspection 1

Why, the very document in request, the specific object of his

search, the very ballad, to seize which his Excellency had granted

his warrant. This he opened, then carefully replaced
;
and it

was discovered thus deposited, immediately after his departure,

by Mrs. Burnett and the master of the house. Whence the

motive for this extraordinary conduct ? Was it an act of

treachery to his Excellency, or of judicious conservation of

his fame ? If not the former, it must be manifest that he
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either dreaded the appearance of the ballad in a court of

justice—and it really makes one shudder to apply the term

to a Cape judicatory—or that it was too innocuous to warrant

another transportation. Such, however, is the fact, though

no doubt the Commissioners of Inquiry will find some method
in their next Report of extricating him from his dilemma.

The next paper was an impromptu, and if it exhibits any

verisimilitude between Harry Rivers and the puddles of Africa,

he is heartily welcome to the likeness : and the last was an

epitaph upon Judge Ryneveld, written many years before my
arrival in the colony, and given to me as a specimen of good

verse. How far the deceased Judge was worthy of the character

it exhibits I cannot possibly pronounce
;
he died many years

before I ever saw the Cape, and I never saw his name men-
tioned, but as a person who was implicated in the nefarious

sale of the Zuurveld to the Caffres, and who shot himself in

consequence.

Having now replied to the Report of the Commissioners of

Inquiry, and, I trust, satisfactorily redeemed the pledge made
to the public that I would prove it to be grossly partial, and

a tissue of distortion and falsehood throughout, I shall proceed

to the notice of that portion of my petition to Parliament,

upon which the Commissioners have thought proper not to

report
;
and conclude with a brief notice of the exhibits.

A very mistaken impression was imbibed by the House of

Commons, and the country generally, as to the character of

my petition to Parliament
;
and the hired part of the press

amused me a good deal by storming at accusations which I

had never advanced
;

that is, constructing an hypothesis of

its own, and then indulging the public with its conclusions.

Earl Bathurst made precisely this mistake in his despatch

respecting Mr. d’Escury. If the reader will refer to my
petition, he will see this passage :

“ Nor, your petitioner mosi

humbly submits, can a pure and unbiassed judgment be lookea

for in causes of appeal to his Excellency, where a mains animus
may be said naturally to exist, as in the case of the Dutchman
Durr, who succeeded in causes wherein he was appellant to his

Excellency, shortly after the purchase of one of his Excellency’s

horses for ten thousand rixdollars, which died after payment,

and before delivery from the stables.” Now this was by no
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means charging the noble Governor with having sold a legal

judgment, as a sort of make-weight, with a dead horse for

ten thousand dollars
;
but merely pointing out the awkward

position in which his Excellency placed himself when he

allowed such judgments and such sales to become simultaneous

operations. By the same mode of reasoning, we should think

rather strangely of Miss Such-a-One, if we saw a gay military

Lothario escaping through her bed-room casement at day-

break
;

but we should not venture to call the lady names,

because he might have got in by accident. It appears, there-

fore, that his Majesty’s Commissioners of Inquiry are the only

persons who have done me justice in this particular
;

for, as

the above passage merely points out what might be the infer-

ences from such premises, the Commissioners have very wisely

deemed it superfluous to notice a circumstance not in direct

accusation, but merely glanced at incidentally
;
and hence,

very probably, their silence on the subject.

Lest, however, it should be thought that I am prone to

exhibit charges with rashness and precipitancy, I shall now go

a step farther, and say, beyond what I did to Parliament, that

the sale of the horse Kutusoff to John Martin Durr, was not a

transaction merely putting the respectability of the King’s

representative in jeopardy, but was considered by Durr himself

the sale of a legal judgment. It is simply this : that Lord

Charles Henry Somerset, then Governor of the Cape of Good
Hope, in his capacity of Judge of the High Court of Appeals,

did rescind a decision of the lower Courts in favour of the said

John Martin Durr, at the time of selling him a horse for the

sum of ten thousand rixdollars, which died before delivery
;

the price having been paid
,
and the money never since refunded

!

And if Earl Bathurst will permit me to prove this at the bar of

the House of Commons, I will readily forfeit my existence if I fail.

But at once to show the world that this description of dealing

is quite common with his Excellency, and the case of Durr

and the defunct Kutusoff by no means an isolated one, I will

detail the first of seven or eight others, and submit for perusal

some extraordinary documents “ thereunto belonging.” The
public will then be enabled to form, by analogy, a juster

estimate of my pretensions to credit for the statement which

is constructed into a charge in Parliament.
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There is a spot of land at the Cape called the Hantam,
situated on the summit of a hill so very extensive as to form
an area of forty miles in circumference. This land has ever

been considered of great value to the inhabitants of the neigh-

bouring country, as a general pasture for their horses when
the periodical sickness takes place, as it is exempt from this

evil. It is also bounded by numerous farms, the occupants of

which have considered it, time out of mind, a sort of common
right

;
consequently, it could not be granted to an individual

without prejudice to the public. A burgher named Ockhuysen
being desirous to possess a portion of this land, and knowing,

from the universal opinion, that the best way to insure success

was first to buy a horse of his Excellency, entered into a

treaty for the purchase of the stallion Sorcerer, at the price

of ten thousand rixdollars
;

which is equivalent, in the

estimation of a boor, to two thousand pounds sterling
;

one

Poggenpoel, his Lordship’s negociator in horse transactions,

assuring him, that if he buys the horse, he shall get the land.

The two following letters from Poggenpoel to Ockuysen will

show the nature of the negociation up to a certain pass, and
pretty well illustrate the character of his Lordship’s horse-

dealings in general :

Cape Town, 1st Avgust. 1817.

My good Fkiend,

—

After his Excellency having expected you four

weeks in vain, as you had fixed that time for your return, at last arrived here

at the Orphan Chamber, a boy of the widow Louw’s, bringing the inventory

of her estate, without a letter from you, or being able to give the least intel-

ligence respecting you, though you were there when he left, of which I was

obliged to inform his Excellency, who was not a little surprised not to hear

any thing from you by that opportunity.

His Excellency requests to know from you, ivithout delay, whether you
consider yourself to have made the purchase of the young horse ;

but if you
should have renounced the purchase, then you must recommend this horse,

and the two that follow him, to the country people for the prices I shall

prescribe to you ; but should you consider yourself as having made the

purchase, then you recommend only the two that follow, at

—

1st. The young horse, purchased by you conditionally, for the price of

10,000 rixdollars. 2nd. The two following, each for the price of 7000 rix-

dollars.

You must bear in mind, that the covering season is at hand ;
if, there-

fore, you can sell the one, or all, the purchaser or purchasers must declare

themselves as soon as possible
;

the conditions of sale will be made very
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acceptable to the purchasers ;
the purchasers who have no ready money can

keep it on interest for two years under good security.

But if at first there are no purchasers for the horses, you can hire them
all out for the season in the districts of the Roggeveld, Hantam, and Bokkeveld.

The first stallion, for covering thirty mares, 3500 rixdollars ; and the two

following, each for covering thirty-five mares, 2,000 rixdollars
;

so that if

any one has five mares to cover by either of the two last stallions, he must

pay 400 rixdollars, ten mares 800, and so on in proportion
;
and the young

stallion, 100 for each covering. You will also be so good as to state to his

Excellency the place where there is good stabling and forage for them, in

order for his Excellency to make an agreement with those people for the

stabling of the stallions.

It is his Excellency’s earnest wish to sell them all, for it is of the greatest

importance that these selected stallions, of which I need not give you any
description, having seen them, should be sold in those districts, being the

principal districts for horses, to insure the improvement of the breed in the

colony : Captain Christopher, who in the month of January last, left this

with 16 or 20 horses for Bengal, having made a fortune. The least valuable

horse he has sold for 4,000 rixdollars : the horse Prince of Orange he sold

for 4,500 rixdollars, so soon as the second day after his arrival.

Ockhuysen, you will receive this by the post per express from Field Cornet

to Field Cornet. I have written in a great hurry at Lord Charles’s. I have

given directions to the messenger Money, who is at this moment with his

Excellency, you will not therefore neglect to set off as speedily as possible for

this place, with a clear account to his Excellency of what you have done.

I am, under favourable expectancy, in a great hurry, for it is already two

o’clock.—Your good friend,

P. PoGGENPOED.

(Addressed) To the Burgher Ockhuysen, at the

Groote Farm. District Clan William.

The respective magistrates are desired in the name of his Excellency to

forward this letter as speedily as possible.

P. POGGENPOEL.

Sent from Town the 2nd August 1817. Post Office.

Cape Town, August 16, 1817.

My Good Friend,—I have received your letter without date by Jan Nell.

I am sorry to be obliged to, inform you that the contents of it appeared not

only to me, but also to his Excellency, whom you wished should read the

same, to be very unintelligible
;

it says much, and nothing ; whatever may
be the case, I can tell you for your information, that his Excellency is

extremely surprised how you can say not to he. certain whether or not you can

obtain the land asked for ; are there not two land-surveyors appointed to the

Drostdy of Tulbagh, one of whom could at least, in the long interval of eight

weeks, have rode to Clan William to examine this land in the presence of the

deputy landdrost ? _ In the meantime his Excellency requires of you positively
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to state, without any subterfuge, whether you intend to have the horse bought

by you (conditionally) for the sum of 10,000 rds.—yes, or no ?—and in case

you have, according to my former letter, appointed for one or more of his

Excellency's stallions to be there this season, you must then still, before the

end of this month, send to his Excellency one or more lists signed by those

individuals who wish to have mares covered. You are to direct your letters

to me. You must either make out the lists in the following manner
:

four,

five, six, seven, eight, nine or more persons, who together will make up the

number of mares to be covered by one stallion, and feel inclined to have their

mares covered by such a stallion. They have to sign only for such a sum
as for which such a stallion is to cover. In order to prevent misunderstanding,

the money can be paid when the covering is done.

The stallions are in no ways at the risk of the inhabitants, they are at the

risk of the Governor, who will also provide the grooms ; it is therefore necessary

he should be first made acquainted in writing who the persons are who wish

to have mares covered, as without it the stallions would go there without

his Excellency’s desired object being obtained.

Your answer hereunto will in some degree pacify Lord Charles, who in the

meantime has already inquired respecting you of the landdrost Fischer.

I am, in haste, your friend,

P. POGGENPOEL.

P.S. This ought properly to have been delivered to you by J. Nell, but

he left town at two o’clock in the afternoon of Friday without my knowledge

or that of his doctor. You may tell him quietly that both the doctor and

myself have done with him.

(Addressed) To the Burgher D. C. Ockhuysen,

Hantam District, Clan William.

By his Excellency’s directions, these presents to be forwarded without

delay.

P. POGGENPOEL.

Sent from this on the 16th August, 1817.

These letters clearly establish two facts, that Ockhuysen had
conditionally bought the horse Sorcerer (for though his name
is not mentioned, it is in evidence before the Commissioners of

Inquiry that the horse alluded to is Sorcerer), and that he was
a suitor at the same time for a grant of land, the extent and
locality of which is recorded in the proper office at Cape Town.
Whether Ockhuysen was too poor to muster the ten thousand
rixdollars, or whether he hung back from incertitude as to

the grant, does not appear
; but a promise of the land, and

a conditional purchase of the horse manifestly go together
;

and his Lordship appears to be surprised, nay, angry, that
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Ockhuysen should delay the final purchase of the horse from

any apprehension of not getting the grant.

In the neighbourhood of the Hantam, a Mr. Van Reenen
held some land to which he was desirous of an addition. He
accordingly memorialed for an immense portion of the moun-
tain

;
but having occasion to dispose of his land to one Louw,

he transferred with it such preferable right as his application

for the adjoining land might entitle him to. When Louw died,

his widow, upon this ground, renewed in her own behalf the

same application Van Reenen had formerly made
;
and not

receiving any answer, she grew so impatient and uneasy, as

to repair to Cape Town for the purpose of looking into the

matter. On her arrival, she met Mr. Van Reenen, whom she

immediately attacked, under the impression that, taking

advantage of her husband’s death, he was acting upon some
sinister designs of his own. Van Reenen thus charged, under-

took to speak to his Excellency in the widow’s behalf, and
explain to him the nature of the solicited grant, and his trans-

action with the widow’s late husband
;
and to pray his Lordship

to confirm it to her. His Lordship objected, that the extent of

it tvas too great to be granted, and showed himself disinclined to

comply with the application
;

but a second interview took

place, when his Lordship asked Mr. Van Reenen, whether he

had seen his horses ? adding, that there was one among them
particularly well calculated for the Hantam, and the horse thus

recommended was the identical Sorcerer, which Ockhuysen
had at the time conditionally purchased

;
the condition of that

purchase being, on his Lordship’s part, a grant of part of the

very land the widow was now soliciting.

Whatever were Mr. Van Reenen’s impressions we shall not

stop to inquire, as he hurried back to the widow, and so strongly

pointed out to her the necessity of buying the horse, that she

consented
;
but it was necessary to consult her father. The

horse was in consequence sent with Mr. Poggenpoel to the

Hantam, where he met Ockhuysen, who, although he had
relinquished the purchase of Sorcerer, entered, nevertheless,

with much zeal into the views of his Excellency
;

for he

accompanied Poggenpoel to old Louw’s, the widow’s father, in

order to recommend the purchase to him also. Louw showed
himself disposed to accede, although he had never seen the
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horse any more than his daughter
;
and desired Ockhuysen,

the scribe of the district, to write for him to his wife and
daughter, then in Cape Town, that should they malce the 'purchase

of the horse, it must he on condition of the latter obtaining all

the land she had asked for, and not to make the purchase
without it. Upon this Mr. Poggenpoel returned immediately

to town, bearing the letter to the females, who finally agreed

upon the purchase. Mr. Fischer, the local magistrate, was

accordingly directed, that without referring on the subject to

the deputy landdrost, he should report on the memorial of

the widow Louw, an essential colonial form, to give legality

to a title. It must be here observed, that during Ockhuysen’s

negotiation for the horse and land, his Lordship manifested a

great disposition to despatch all the necessary forms, even to

a suggestion, that as Ockhuysen was an alien, he had better

take out a burgher’s license, to qualify him for the tenure,

which was done accordingly
;
and the same expedition is here

observable in favour of Mrs. Louw
;
for the objections made to

the extent of the grant, Avhen Mr. Van Reenen first applied

on behalf of the evidence, were not only forgotten, but every

subsequent one officially made, and carrying the most decided

conviction of its impropriety, was equally looked over
;
and

this fine grant, originally partly promised to Ockhuysen, con-

sisting of 20,708 acres of land, was confirmed to Mrs. Louw,
on her undertaking to purchase the horse Sorcerer for 10,000

rixdollars.

The whole of this statement, in every minute detail, including

also Mr. Poggenpoel’s letters, is in evidence before the Com-
missioners of Inquiry. It cannot be falsified, for I am in

possession of that evidence, nor can the transaction, as it

stands, admit of any palliation. We here see his Majesty’s

representative in a character disgraceful to the gentleman,

prostrating his word, his honour, and his conscience, to a lust

of money
;

contemning all wholesome restraint upon his

licentious power, and setting at defiance those checks imposed

upon it by the wisdom of the King’s ministers. Nothing can be

more flagrant than this damning case, which exhibits the

intended sale of the horse Sorcerer to Ockhuysen, and subse-

quently the actual sale to Mrs. Louw, or her husband Rede-

linsihuis, with the land in the first instance promised, but not
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granted, to the former, who did not buy the horse, but ultimately

granted to the latter, who did buy it. In the one instance, a

blemished horse, only fit for breeding purposes, is sold for two

thousand pounds sterling in the estimation of the purchaser
;
and

in the other, a grant of 20,708 acres of land is made to the

prejudice of various other persons, against the official protest

of the functionary deputed for its conservation
;

and that

conscientious individual is now under the ban of the whole

Beaufort power for thus honourably discharging his duty
;

while, even rejecting the inseparable circumstance of the horse,

the widow had so little use or pretension for the land, that she

was deficient in stock for what she already possessed, and
actually sold the whole as soon as she obtained her title. The
considerations arising from this transaction, to a person so

intimately acquainted with the colony as I am, are absolutely

appalling. I cannot but think of hundreds of poor persecuted

English settlers huddled together, and at eternal war with

their neighbours for trespasses overtheir hundred acre boundary,

vainly imploring of his Excellency, or the more tyrannous local

despot, a little additional elbow-room, and the slights, the

contumely, and the insolence to which they have been subjected;

but I beg of them to receive this consolation at my hands, that

if it costs me my existence to accomplish it, their cries shall

be heard by their country, and the nefarious doings of Lord

Charles Somerset’s administration at the Cape be proclaimed

to the whole world.

I am actuated by no vindictive feeling in giving this case

publicity, for it must very soon attain that as a Parliamentary

document. It is a measure imposed upon me by the servile

part of the press, and if I am dared to give further specimens

of his Excellency’s government, I have abundance more to

furnish. In a short time the public will be acquainted with

their whole extent, and it will be then seen how far I have

merited the slanderous abuse so lavishly bestowed upon me.

One obscure print, in language strictly appropriate to the

condition of its editor, described my petition as “ flying a kite,”

and laughed outright at the idea of Lord Charles Somerset

selling what it facetiously called a dead horse. The writer

was, doubtless, loth to see a scion of John of Gaunt, however

perfect in the intermediate stages of the science, degraded to
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the condition of a knacker ;* but so it is
;

and the total

silence of the Commissioners on this part of my petition to

the House of Commons, will not escape the observation of

the discerning.

Another point in the petition which the Commissioners have
passed over, and I suspect from the same motive, because it

would not bear investigation, is the following paragraph of

my petition to Parliament

“ That your petitioner had recently been the accidental medium of vin-

dicating the character of Captain Stockenstrom, landdrost of Graaff Reinet,

from aspersion, and rescuing him from a conspiracy, the aim of which was
to degrade him in his regiment, and displace him from the magistracy ; as a

reference to the proceedings of a Court of Inquiry held at that period upon
the conduct of Captain Stockenstrom will clearly establish ; and that your

petitioner, in consequence of this occurrence, became forthwith obnoxious to

the colonial Government.”

As I trace the origin of the Governor’s persecution to this

circumstance, I shall briefly relate it. On his Excellency’s

departure from the colony in 1819, some attempts were made
to induce Captain Stockenstrom, of the Cape Corps, to relinquish

his drostdvship of Graaff Reinet in favour of Captain Somerset,

but this failing, the latter was supposed to bear his disappoint-

ment with no very amiable feelings. Power has at all times

enough of servility in its train, and the Commandant of a

frontier, in a colony governed by his father, has not far to

look for a parasite or a bully. A Dr. Knox, the intimate

friend, as the world words it, of Captain Stockenstrom, thought

proper to quarrel with him, and, according to custom, betray

every secret he had confidentially reposed. Some slanders

were circulated—reached the regiment, and poor Stockenstrom,

without knowledge of his offence, was sent to Coventry. After

vainly seeking an explanation, he demanded a Court of Inquiry,

and I believe one was held without his becoming a bit the

wiser. Disgusted with this state of things, he applied for a

second, at which juncture I first arrived at Graham’s Town.
At my host’s table I occasionally met Dr. Knox, from whom
I received a deplorable character of Captain Stockenstrom,

including the specific causes of his disgrace with his regiment.

* Knackers, I believe, are in the habit of selling as well as buying dead

horses.
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During the sitting of the Court, Captain Coote of the 54th, one

of its members, dined with our party, and the conversation

turning to the pending inquiry, I learnt, with much surprise,

that the officers of the Cape Corps refused giving testimony

before the Court ivithout the sanction of their commanding

officer ; which sanction, it appeared, was hard of attainment :

and that Captain Stockenstrom, high in the estimation of every

body but his commanding and brother officers, would again

have to return to the bosom of an amiable family, traduced

and blackballed, without knowing why. I observed to Captain

Coote, that condemning a man without so much as acquainting

him with his offence, was not according to my notions of equity,

and if this was the only difficulty in the way of Captain

Stockenstrom, I could easily remove it, by apprising him with

what he was charged. Captain Coote replied, that in doing

so I should essentially serve a worthy honourable man
;
and

from this information I was summoned the following day before

the Court. It will be sufficient to say, that my testimony was
productive of Captain Stockenstrom’s complete triumph, and

procured me the thanks of the Court. Dr. Knox subsequently

insulted me for thus doing an act of common justice, and the

affair finished by my posting and horsewhipping him, receiving,

however, in the scuffle a slight wound from his sabre while I

was unarmed. It will hardly be believed that Captain Stocken-

strom’s brother, now in England, with whom I had never

exchanged twenty words, has since vilified me to several

families, with a view to Lord Charles Somerset’s patronage.

In looking over the appendix to the Report, I see little to

attract attention, and less to provoke remark. The account of

the trials at Graham’s Town is garbled and falsified
;
and that

for the libel very imperfect. The communications to the

Commissioners of Inquiry from the fiscal and Mr. Harry Rivers

are just what might be expected from such persons
;

poor

devils, they cannot help it, and I pity the latter from my soul
;

for, from tidings just received from Cape Town, after being the

pliant tool of his patron for a number of years, he is now a

victim to his treachery. The opinions of Sir John Truter

excite no other emotion in me than contempt
;

his utter sub-

serviency to the Governor is proverbially known, and a little

episode in the Appendix will illustrate some other points of
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his character. Captain Trappes’s answer to the Commissioners

is one mass of falsehood throughout
;
and Lieutenant- Colonel

Somerset’s is equally distinguished for a convenient forget-

fulness, and a disregard of truth : hut if such men as his

Majesty’s Commissioners of Inquiry find their account in being

partial, it would he preposterous to expect truth from more
dependent quarters.

Throughout this arduous contest, upon the merits of which I

am gratified in finding there are not two opinions, nothing has

given me so much real satisfaction as the universal notion of

the character of this Report. Friends and foes, ministerial men
and oppositionists, one and all, have declared their decided

conviction of its gross partiality
;

nay, the bitterest enemy I

have in existence was heard to admit this without hesitation
;

and I flatter myself this sentiment 'will not be abated after

the perusal of my Reply. It is fortunate, too, that no research

for motive is required. Cause and effect here go together
;

for if it is conceded that the Commissioners have made a

partial Report, the object of that partiality is equally manifest.

These gentlemen have furnished Mr. Wilmot Horton with a

fruitful source of pretext for a long time past
;
during the last

two years every Cape suitor at Downing-street has had nothing

dinned into his ears but the Commission of Inquiry. I now
trust this subterfuge will be no longer found availing. That
the Report was intended to rescue Lord Charles, by crushing

me, is not only manifest from its very character, but I can

prove this to have been the assertion of a high servant of the state

not three months since ! No doubt he little thought his con-

fidence would be abused
;

but he was imprudent enough to

avow that a motion in the House was meditated early this

session, exculpatory of his Excellency, grounded on the Report
of the Commissioners against me. Such a measure, I am well

satisfied, cannot now be attempted
;

but if so, it must be a
bold experiment, indeed, after this my public avowal, that I

have sixteen charges of malversation to exhibit against

Lord Charles Somerset in Parliament during this ensuing
session.

The public will now be able to decipher Lord Bathurst’s real

motive for preventing my return to the Cape of Good Hope, to

collect evidence in support of my petition to Parliament.
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This permission would have frustrated tAvo objects. It would
have accelerated the inquiry into Lord Charles’s conduct a

whole session of Parliament, and effectually have stopped the

manufacture of the Commissioners’ Report. This was an act

of injustice that cannot be extenuated, when it is considered

that I was hunted out of the colony Avithout the opportunity of

making any arrangements for this purpose, or the means of

bringing witnesses with me
;

nor, otherwise, would it have

been respectful to his Majesty’s Government so to have done
;

or to have entertained a suspicion that state policy made it

necessary to sanction Lord Charles Somerset’s injustice, and
compel the victims of his oppression to resort to Parliament

for redress. As every subject of the realm has an equal right

to the protection of his Government, and as we are instructed

from infancy to regard that Government Avith veneration and

confidence, the natural, as well as just, expectation is, that no

man Avill be elevated above the laws, and countenanced in the

outrage of every social obligation, and the more exalted the

individual the more necessary that his reputation should be

Avithout taint
;

but Iioav is it with Lord Charles Somerset ?

he seems endowed with extraordinary privilege of trampling

upon his fellow-creatures, of acting at the instigation of a

caprice as boundless as it has proved destructive, and of

obeying its inordinate impulses without control or responsi-

bility. If this system is to continue for ever, it should be

formally and authoritatively announced that the colonial

subject may regulate his conduct accordingly, and not, in

addition to the injustice Avhich drives him to complain, experi-

ence the farther persecution of the poAver from Avhom he

vainly seeks redress.

The public would scarcely credit the means adopted to stifle

complaints against the Governor, and to crush his accusers,

every artifice the most ingenious cunning can suggest is put

in practice. His hangers-on are disseminating slanders against

me in every direction, and so great is the influence of this

combination of power upon the nerves of the timid, and the

passions of the calculating, that I could name a Avhole string

of Cape Merchants who have in secret expressed the most

boundless detestation of Lord Charles and his measures, given

private information against him to various Members of Parlia-
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ment, and meditated an organized application for his removal
;

while in public they have greeted him with fulsome servility,

whined a bacchanalian knell over his departing 'virtues at the

celebrated last dinner, and dragged him in his chariot to the

spot of embarkation ! This, thank God, is a course I cannot

be charged with, his Lordship must at least do me the justice

to admit that if I am an enemy. I am an open and manly one.

There is one imputation of the Government press that I

cannot conclude without repelling : it is, that I have influenced

some of the newspapers, and made them the vehicles of attack

upon his Lordship for four years past ; now this I utterly deny ;

I have not been twenty months in England. I never made
but one communication from the Cape, and that was an account

of the flood, to the Editor of the “ Morning Chronicle,” which

I have since heard was mainly productive of the subscription

for the relief of the sufferers. I have since sent but three

articles to the “ Times,” each bearing my signature, and none

to any other paper, so that, in this respect, I have been most

grossly slandered. As I protest then against this in my own
case, so would I scorn making it the engine of annoyance to

others. No man entertains a greater veneration for the liberty

of the press than myself, for no one, perhaps, ever looked so

exclusively to it as I do for the means of achieving a triumph

over persecution. Under judicious and principled regulations

it is a great blessing
;

it diffuses knowledge, unmasks villainy,

and is the pendulum which regulates the whole social machinery;

but I abominate its licentiousness, and if there is one character

in the world more hateful than another, I give the palm of

ineffable infamy to the prostituted hireling, who, without even

the despicable palliation of being actuated by malice or revenge,

derives his beastly support from the blood and vitality of

assassinated reputation.

Appendix.

1 .

Statement of Mr. Burnett, to the Court of Circuit, in 1823.

In laying before the Court the facts necessary for its guidance

to a strict and impartial appreciation of the various points at

issue between Mr. Hart and myself, I must unavoidably enter

xxix. o
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into much detail
;

but, as what I have to say will apply

generally to all the causes pending between us, this course

will, in the end, prove less tedious than by the introduction of

every action with its specific exordium.

I must first call the attention of the Court to the commence-
ment of Mr. Hart’s hostility

;
because, in a perception of its

motive, it will discover nothing that can possibly be pleaded

in justification
;
on the contrary, it will perceive it to originate

in a malice, deducible from causes that in any honest mind
should have promoted a very different order of feeling, or in a

cupidity that has made this the ostensible one, while the real

incentive to his persecution is a desire to convert the fruits of

my capital and industry to his oAvn purposes.

I dwell with distinct emphasis upon this feature of the

proceedings
;

because, in the admirable spirit of the colonial

laws, which make a pure equity their rule of adjudication, is

to be found the strongest hold the suitor can seize upon, in

defending himself against malice, persecution, and revenge ! I

accuse Mr. Hart of having been all along governed by these

feelings, and if the evidence I am about to adduce bears out

the charge satisfactorily, proportioned to the injury I have

sustained by their operation, will be my title to a liberal

decision of the Court.

The last time I had any personal communication with Mr.

Hart was about the middle of my first year’s occupancy of

his farm. We were then on customary terms of cordiality
;

nothing had occurred to create misunderstanding between us
;

indeed, within a day or two of this meeting, I had partly

engaged to build a house for him in Graham’s Town. At this

interview, he suggested, in a very considerate manner, the

expediency of my devoting less expenditure to embellishment,

and more to profit, than I had hitherto been doing upon the

farm, and certainly under circumstances which could attach

no sinister motive to his advice, because but a few days before,

(in confirmation of a declaration I had long made to him,) a

bona fide sale and transfer of the farm had taken place, and he

had named to me Mr. Commissary Johnstone, or Mr. McDonald
the storekeeper, as persons to whom, at my convenience, I

might pay the first instalment of the purchase-money.

Upon this understanding the title had long been placed in
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my possession, and I am satisfied that Mr. Hart as much
considered the farm my legal property, as positive intention,

good faith, and single-minded dealing could make it. Had I

reflected, that the high moral law, called honour, is not of

universal potency, and that neither prosperity nor a tailor

can make the gentleman, I should have that to lay before the

Court, in confirmation of what T now assert, which a reliance

upon Mr. Hart’s integrity deprives me of.

Within a very little time of this interview, a circumstance

occurred at Graham’s Town, equally remarkable for its develop-

ment of ingratitude, and for the application Mr. Hart has

made of it to the purposes before you. Through the inter-

vention of Major Somerset my character was redeemed from

the consequences of a slander, too execrable for any vice but

ingratitude to have engendered, and a man named Bennett

was banished the district in consequence. Mr. Hart, far from

discerning supernumerary motives of forbearance in the fact

of my escape from the results of a conspiracy between this

miscreant and his own son-in-law, for which they are still to

this hour at my mercy, could see nothing but a blemish in the

family escutcheon
;

something worse than a bend sinister in

the arms of the Harts ! which nothing short of my ruin could

atone for. This, gentlemen, I solemnly aver to be the fact,

however expedient it may be to shroud it in a detail no doubt

very different to mine.

Shortly after this affair, I received a letter from Mr. Hart :

this letter, gentlemen, will be laid before you. In its contents

will be amply illustrated what I have just advanced, bearing

in mind (as your perspicacity will do) that no sort of intercourse

had taken place between us, from the interview spoken of,

until the receipt of this letter.

This insulting letter will clearly establish two facts :—the

building scheme, and a change in Mr. Hart’s conduct
; no

other way consistently to be accounted for, but in the public

degradation of his relations : it follows that Mr. Hart has

sought my ruin, simply because these persons failed in accom-
plishing it beforehand ! The allusion in the letter to a

deficiency of funds, must, I should imagine, point at me,

—

hence its insolence ! for I believe no one, scandalous as we
are in this district, has had the temerity to question Mr. Hart’s

o 2
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capacity in this way, whencesoever he may derive it
;
and no

doubt, while his Majesty’s executive in this colony finds it

politic to discountenance all other predial pursuits, by the

maintenance of this extraordinary establishment, Mr. Hart will

still flourish, exempt from any reproach of pecuniary incapacity.

Mr. Hart now commenced legal proceedings against me for

the recovery of a debt accruing upon a sale of cattle, whether

honestly or not, is unimportant to the Court, unless my sacred

assertion may be borne, with other recollections, to my
advantage, that Mr. Hart, in this respect, infracted his engage-

ment. Whether the prosecution of this suit was conducted

with proper and legal formality, I am not sufficiently acquainted

with the laws of this colony to determine
;
but I will venture

to say, without any hesitation, that the mere leaving at my
house two or three papers in Dutch, and the manner of pursuing

the action at a distance, absolutely depriving me of all possi-

bility of defending myself, must, at any rate, be considered a

very invidious proceeding, when its ruinous consequences are

taken into consideration.

On this sentence being obtained against me, I was applied

to by the sequestrator’s agent for payment of its amount : it

is true I had not the pecuniary facility of directly discharging

it, hut I had property more than commensurate to any claims

upon me in the colony, as subsequent facts have proved.

This property was mortgaged to the firm of Ebden and Eaton
;

but for a sum, which makes it manifest on the slightest inquiry,

that a sufficient surplus would be available for the liquidation

of every demand against me
;
and that no manner of necessity

existed for adopting the cruel, arbitrary, and illegal measures

which were subsequently pursued.

After this official information, a considerable period elapsed

without my hearing further upon the subject
;
a delay which

I sanguinely ascribed to the interposition of his Excellency

the Governor, as I had memorialed him upon the peculiar hard-

ship of the case
;
and the very injustice and persecution of

the Government had absolutely been productive of the dilemma
I prayed to be relieved from ! The sentence was at length

returned, with orders from the sequestrator to bring my
property forthwith to public sale

;
to order the discharge of

my labourers and servants, and to restore the farm called
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Thorn Valley to Mr. Hart, after a valuation of my improve-

ments upon it. This order was read to me by Mr. Rivers the

landdrost, in the presence of the district secretary
;
and my

answer was in terms to this effect,—That I had property more
than sufficient to meet the sentence, although mortgaged to

Messrs. Ebden and Eaton
;
that the order respecting the farm

was a proceeding evidently erroneous, inasmuch as the value

attached to the lease was the property of my creditors, whose
interests would not permit them to wink at a proceeding sg

partial and irregular.

To my inquiry, Whether I was strictly forbidden to keep

one servant as an attendant upon Mrs. Burnett ? I was
answered, “ Certainly not

;

” with a further intimation (as

ordered by the sequestrator) that no manner of attention

would be paid to any thing I might again advance in stay of

the proceedings, but that my property must be immediately

brought to sale.

I have here to encounter a difficulty, which I must look to

the indulgence of the Court for the means of surmounting. A
communication* likewise took place at this interview with the

landdrost, which I have not disclosed, because it involves

proceedings still in progress, upon the termination of which a

most important question hinges
;
and that termination would

be certainly influenced against me if any public discussion of

this communication should prematurely arise. The Court

shall, however, be strictly satisfied of the inexpediency of

pressing me upon this head, as well as that the suppression of

the fact alluded to must, if it bears at all upon the question

before them, operate to my disadvantage.

That justice should require such rigid austerity of execution

as the utter annihilation of a settler’s prospects in the colony,

and his credit every where else, for the recovery of 900 rix-

dollars, in right of a man upon whose property I had lavished

more than double that number of thousands, appeared to me

* This communication was the very tender of the forage claim, which

Mr. Rivers has found it convenient to deny being made : and the difficulty

alluded to was my fear that if the subject was named in Court, steps would be

taken to prevent its discharge ; which, from Colonel Somerset’s solemn promise,

I expected by the ensuing post. And the payment of this claim would have

defeated the whole conspiracy.
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so monstrous an anomaly in its administration, that I thought

it necessary to protest in the strongest language against such

proceedings
;
but, as a comparison of dates will at once prove

it was not attributable to this protest, neither was it attributable

to the paternal lenity of his Excellency, (as my application for

grace had been long peremptorily refused,) that they were very

soon suspended, by a caprice just as fickle, arbitrary and
unaccountable as that in which they originated. That Mr.

Van der Riet would have dared—I say dared
,
gentlemen,

because it is impossible to apply a weaker term to such palpable

indiscretion—that he would have dared to have thus sported

with my property, pursuits, character, peace of mind, and
(for aught he knew) my very existence in such a colony of

pauperism, wherein none but the satellites of the Government
thrive, without higher sanction, is a proposition, I am persuaded

no rational being will venture to maintain, unless with impu-

tations disqualifying him from a sound performance of the

functions with which he is delegated. If, agreeably to the

tenor of his advertisement, I was insolvent, he had no manner
of discretion in the case before him

;
the laws only were his

guide
;
their sovereign prescription alone was his rule of conduct,

from which to deviate was at least to incur responsibility, if

not to deal injustice.

My property should have been sold. If, on the other hand,

he did, in sufficient time, discover something like rashness

and inconsideration in the measures he had adopted, how
infinitely incumbent on him was a frank avowal of his error,

beyond the obstinate pertinacity he has shown, to the complete

delusion of the defendant, and the infliction of injury he can

probably neither contemplate nor redress ! but that (in my
opinion) he stands blameless on this point, is a tribute to his

consistency I cannot withhold from the Court
;

for it is my
firm belief that Mr. Van der Riet, in all the official measures he

has conducted in my particular case, has acted under the

advice and indemnity of a superior functionary
;
while it must

be admitted, that the whole tenor of his proceedings makes
this insinuation the highest compliment I can pay him. This

was formally notified to me on the 22d of July 1822, while on
the 24th came another notice, that the improvements of the

farm would be valued the following day. To the conduct of
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this assessment I particularly call the attention of the Court,

as a proceeding flagrantly unjust, and marked by the grossest

indecency on the part of Mr. Hart. In a case where interests

of such importance were at stake, a show, at least, of impartiality

was expected, however adroitly Mr. Hart’s colonial experience

might have contrived the introduction of some little charac-

teristic obliquities
;

but here, (to use the words of a great

orator,) “ the reciprocity was all on one side.” Mr. Hart had

it all his own way, and then, not satisfied, (as if suspicious

of the very agents he had gleaned from all Graham’s Town,) he

accompanied them in person, to give poignancy to the ruin he

meditated, by the cowardly infliction of a malignant and cold-

blooded insult ! Mr. Retief (however respectable a man) was
nevertheless the intimate acquaintance and friend of Mr. Hart,

and Mr. Van Rooyen, a very honest burgher, stood much in the

same relation. These considerations alone made the selection

highly invidious
;

while Mr. Hart and myself, as denizens of

one land, only separated by the river Tweed, could certainly,

in the nomination of our own countrymen, have attained all

the ends of a just impartial appraisement
;

but infinitely

beyond this consideration, it is against Mr. Retief’s incapacity

that I point the force of my protest. How can he possibly

estimate my expenditure by his own rate of disbursement ?

Mr. Retief, with the aid of slaves and Hottentots, can construct

dwellings, under contracts, to him of profit and emolument,

which would plunge an Englishman into ruin ! And as Mr.

Van Rooyen has probably not been in the habit of making

allowances for embellishments, I maintain that these two

persons were singularly unqualified to fulfil the task imposed

upon them. That other motives also influenced the choice of

Mr. Hart there cannot exist a doubt
;
some of them I have

developed, and these will be laid before the public, not long

hence, in the results of an investigation I shall spare no effort

to promote.

On the 26tli, I received a peremptory notice to quit the farm

in twenty-four hours
;
and on the 28th, a summons from Mr.

Hart to return to him my title-deeds his messenger. Observe,

gentlemen, all the spontaneous acts of Mr. Hart ! no legal

sanction to such proceedings from Cape Town, or even the local

authorities here ! all the lofty emanation of that uncontrolled
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despotic spirit, hitherto unopposed in its mandates, from the

flagellation of a drunken Hottentot, to the boasted indepen-

dence of his patron, and opposition to that patron’s son.

In the consequences of these proceedings I have now to

bring to the notice of the Court the injury I have sustained.

I shall not occupy its time with details which depend upon the

evidence substantiating them for the impression they must
necessarily make, but confine myself to such abstract notices

as will impress, I trust, every important consideration it could

not otherwise entertain.

In the compulsory discharge of my servants, or more appro-

priately speaking, in the breaking up of my establishment

altogether, every description of pursuit in which a predial

emigrant could engage was absolutely upset. Without
labourers I could not till the land, or, in short, carry on any

operations in farming wherein they are required. Apprehen-

sions of Mr. Hart’s hostility had long weakened me in this

respect
;

still, in supplying bark to the tanners and fuel to

the smiths, my own industry was not dormant
;

but in this

crushing annihilation of all activity, by high authoritative

order, so complete a ruin seemed denounced that every labourer

shunned me like a pestilence ! When at length it was manifest

(by the relaxed measures of the sequestrator) that they might

safely work for me, what was then their let or hindrance ?—
Mr. Hart, gentlemen ! One ferruginous glance from Mr. Hart
was sufficient to paralyse all the industry my bankrupt means
had left

;
the anathema from the Somerset bailiff had the

potency of a papal bull.

In this deplorable situation, equally the football between

the oppression of the Government and Mr. Hart’s subaltern,

though more galling persecution, I thought it high time to

bring the case to issue by the only course apparently left to

me in this colony, especially as this course had been pretty

broadly deciphered by the colonial secretary, in answer to

repeated expostulations on the subject. I accordingly sum-
moned Mr. Hart before the last Court of Assize, to which he

had already cited me to appear for the cancelment of my
lease, and to the proceedings of that Court I most earnestly

entreat the attention of the worshipful body before me. Mr.

Hart, grounding his action of ejectment on the publication of
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my name as insolvent in the Cape Gazette, was distinctly

answered that his plea Avas inadmissible : that that proceeding

was in error, and that his action could not lie. His suit for the

recovery of rent stated to be due was decided to be equally

untenable, from the fact of my having also instituted pro-

ceedings against him, in which that question would to a

certainty be merged
;
and his application for the title to the

farm met with a positive refusal, on the ground of its being

my absolute property during the period of my tenure
;
but

what was the fate of my counter process ? not at all of this

character. The basis of my action was publicly declared to

be good, and the Court only declined pronouncing upon its

merits from the important omission of Mr. Van der Riet’s

name as a defendant, to whose irregular and inconsiderate

conduct, the act of aggression I had brought before them was

mainly to he ascribed. Such, gentlemen, was the decision of

the able and enlightened bench who last sat here
;

such was

the administrative justice dealt upon points at issue between

the defendant and myself
;
comparatively as they are trivial

and unimportant to that mass of aggregated injury I have

subsequently sustained.

After this equitable treatment, so novel to me at the Cape
of Good Hope, I began to respire from the toil of struggling

against such combined persecution
;
and to hope that Mr. Hart

would foresee, in the consequences of this contest, sufficient

inducement to the abatement of his avowed rancour, if not to

his appetence for litigation altogether. I was not long suffered

to indulge in this error. On the 11th of February, within a

little four months, Mr. Hart renewed hostilities against me, as

if alike averse to the pacific suggestions of the Commissioners
of Circuit, as to any further contest with me front to front in

Graham’s Town, probably imagining that the retention of a

good advocate, with a good sum of money, to back him, at a

good round distance, was a better way of gaining a good cause,

by a stern application of law only, than by a course which
should subject its merits to a viva voce administration of pure

unbought equity.

The 11th of February brought me an insinuation, but of a

character so incomprehensible that I have preserved it most
piously, for the abler elucidation of the Court.
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On the 31st of March, I received a notice to appear in Cape
Town.

On the 22nd of April, Mr. Hart, Mr. Retief and Mr. Fynn
came to the farm, before I had quitted my bed, to ascertain

what damages the farm had sustained during my occupancy

(not as heretofore what improvements), and this, without any

previous intimation to me, or show, at the time, of authority ;

nor should I have had any knowledge of the circumstance, but

for the neighbourly kindness of Mr. Fynn, who called upon
me late the over-night, to apprise me that it was meditated.

On the 7tli of June, a messenger of the Court brought me a

letter from Mr. Hart, which I refused to receive, with the

expression of my astonishment that Mr. Hart could dare have

the insolence to address a letter to me.

On the 9th, Mr. Hart went to the farm-house, and asked

the people inhabiting it by whose authority they lived

there.

On the 10th, a messenger of the Court read to me the request

of Mr. Hart that I would yield up possession of the farm
;
to

which I replied, that I should not even deign an answer to it
;

and that if I was to be further subjected to Mr. Hart’s annoy-

ances, I should apply to the local authorities for redress.

On the 16th, I received a letter from the clerk to the seques-

trator, that the matters between Mr. Hart and myself were

referred by the bench of justice in Cape Town to the ensuing

justiciary commission here.

And finally, on the 24th, a very extraordinary communication

from Mr. Van der Riet, which I shall also have occasion to lay

before the Court.

In this rapid succession of annoyances, considering who Mr.

Hart is, and who I am
;
allowing for the profound distinction,

between an obnoxious, half-crushed settler, and his Excellency’s

bailiff at the Somerset establishment
;

the difference of being

out of favour on the one hand, and highly in it on the other,

—I must think the court will concede that I have at least

experienced a good deal of vexation in all this unnecessary

interpolation within the last year. Surely Mr. Hart should

have been sufficiently regulated by the tone of the last Court of

Assize, or sufficiently informed by his well-paid advocate in

Cape Town, that the matters in dispute between us could not
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by any possibility be reconciled, or conscientiously adjudicated,

but in the neighbourhood of their local origin. Surely, I say,

he should have sufficiently known this, so far at least to have
made it manifest, that the line of conduct he has followed, if

not an impolitic, was, at any event, a very invidious one
;

because its object must have been to inflict upon me intolerable

expense, or an unjust judgment
;
he cannot advance any other

motive in justification. Common sense must have told him
that one Court could not consistently impugn the decree of

another. And common prudence would have taught a much
less able financier, that a monstrous deal of money may be

unprofitably squandered even upon the right side of a law-suit.

Whatever may be the abstract merit of these facts, the Court

is now in possession of them, a knowledge absolutely indispens-

able to its guidance in the important cause before it
;
and as,

no doubt, Mr. Hart is prepared to support them as a legal,

consistent, and essential train of consequences, growing out of

the dispute between us, the Court must allow me, as ex debito

justitice, to call its attention to my version of such a proceeding,

and to deprecate its adopting the faintest shadow of a conclusion

from the extraordinary circumstance of Mr. Van der Riet’s

coadjutation, or the still more extraordinary one of Mr. Hart’s

having found another legal abettor to back him, long after Mr.

Van der Riet had dropt him by the way, as a coal far too

scorching for even the callosity of his fingers to retain. If

judgment is to be given against me, because Mr. Hart can

plead high sanction to his persecution, while I have advanced

nothing in opposition to it but my own single-handed struggle,

alone stimulated as I have been by a hatred of tyranny and
oppression ;—if, gentlemen, I am to be defeated because some
high functionary might be inculpated in the consequences of

my triumph, I can only say, God help my cause and that of

every unfortunate settler in the district
;

because known as

we are to be a body—decried, despised, and discountenanced

by this Government, it will be only necessary, in crushing any
one of us, for some tool or placeman to pick a quarrel with

his victim to bring down certain destruction upon him,

according to law.

Now, to show that Mr. Hart’s proceedings, separated from
that support he has all along found in the Government, are
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illegal and cruelly oppressive, I beg the marked attention of

the Court to this summary recapitulation. Admitting for a

moment that they were formal up to the date of my sale being

suspended, they could be so no longer
;
the Government from

that hour had completely tied up my hands
;

I was defenceless

and incapable, at the mercy of any coward who chose to

assault me. Was it then for Mr. Hart, when bounden at his

feet, to continue battering me with the cudgels of the law %

Was it for the Government to countenance such inhumanity ?

And for what, gentlemen ? because I would not become a

party to the iniquitous endeavour to abrogate my lease of the

farm, and thus commit an overt act of robbery and swindling

upon my creditors. From this period, as the different acts I

have recited must clearly establish, Mr. Hart has granted me
no peace or respite—this day an insinuation, the next a slander

;

now a peremptory order to quit the farm in twenty-four hours,

and now a personal trespass upon it, with appraisers at his

heels ! How, in the name of God, can Mr. Hart calculate on

my capacity to pay him rent ? How can he equitably expect

it, when his own act has suspended all industry upon it, and

rendered it to me as barren of return as the floor I am now
treading upon ? If Mr. Hart maintains that, prior to these

violent proceedings, I had incurred its forfeiture, I deny the

charge. If he again takes up the Cape Gazette, and points at

that slander upon my credit—the advertisement of my insol-

vency—I call upon the Court to tell him, and if the Court

declines so to do, I will tell him, without the slightest fear of

its contradicting me, that that advertisement is a fold libel upon

my character, a proceeding illegal and unwarrantable, and for

the consequences of which I shall forthwith institute an action

for the recovery of damages
; I will tell him, moreover, that

the Government knows this to be the case
;
that the grounds

of its illegality are incontrovertible
;
and that my statement

of this unparalleled act of oppression is already before both

his Majesty’s Government and the Commissioners of Inquiry.

If Mr. Hart founds his procedure on the non-payment of his

rent, I rebut his title on two distinct grounds : first, according

to competent and respectable authority, that his agreement

gives him no power to exact it until the expiration of its

period
;

this authority, gentlemen, is Mr. Le Sueur, our
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secretary, and a notary public. But the second disqualification

is infinitely of greater force
;

the landlord, in all countries, is

expected to support and encourage his tenant, not to harass

and torment him. What has been Mr. Hart’s conduct ?

—

from the first year of my tenure, from that period when the

general calamity made our misfortunes a subject of universal

commiseration—when my claims upon him as a landlord were

rather for increased forbearance—when I was reproached by
every one for my lavish expenditure upon his farm,—what
support did Mr. Hart extend ? he picked a quarrel with

me for no other purpose in life but to pocket the fruits of my
capital and industry, and seized the lucky moment of general

embarrassment to make my ruin more complete and
irretrievable ! Will the Court permit such iniquity to triumph?

Will the Government permit it ? Merciless as it has hitherto

been to me, I have no hesitation in saying, No.—These, gentle-

men, are the bases of Mr. Hart’s aggression. The one it is

in your power instantly to dissipate, by telling him that he has

nothing to hope from the publication in the Cape Gazette
;

and the other will assume features very different to his per-

ception, if you tell him also that if he by his conduct absolutely

disqualifies me from paying him rent, he has no right or title

to demand it.

These propositions once admitted, it lies in the bosom of

the Court to award me what it may conceive a just remuneration

for such accumulated injury. The defendants must have acted

legally or illegally
;

if legally, so prodigious a departure from

all custom or precedent must prove to every one that some
law has been enacted expressly to suit my case

;
in this event

I have only to shift my battery : but if illegally, I have no

doubt the Court will impress a salutary lesson, both upon

Mr. Van der Riet and Mr. Hart, that the one cannot inflict

injustice merely because he is sequestrator, nor the other

because he happens to be bailiff at the Somerset farm.

You shall judge, gentlemen, in a further instance, what
reliance is to be placed in his assurances. The form of your

proceedings has extracted from Mr. Hart, that he stands before

you uninfluenced by malice and revenge. For no motive in

the world, but to save an old man and his family from destruc-

tion, I became security to Mr. Hart for the repayment of five
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thousand rixdollars. This old man was the late Captain Ellert,

who represented that Hart would make him this advance

upon my security, and that without it he must inevitably

be ruined. I did so. Within a very few weeks Mr. Hart
applied to me for the money, declaring solemnly that he

advanced it to Ellert on my security alone. Will the Court

believe that this money never was advanced in spite of this

assurance, and that my generosity was made the cat’s paw
to cover an old debt ? Will it believe that after this assurance

I can show Mr. Hart’s own admission to the contrary, and

Major Somerset’s positive assertion that Mr. Hart knew Ellert

to be in a state of insolvency long before he suffered me to be

so egregiously taken in ? It may naturally be asked how I

extricated myself from this dilemma ? I will tell you, gentle-

men, Mr. Hart did it for me. The fact is, Mr. Hart in a display

of his epistolary talents launched into such a sea of discussion,

where he so completely lost his reckoning, that he furnished

me with matter of defence infinitely more than I had occasion

for, and to the possession of that precious letter my safety is

alone attributable.

However these causes may be determined by the Court, it

is not possible that I can permit their consequences to cease

here. I have been too cruelly persecuted to be satisfied with

even the full amount of that redress I am soliciting at its hands
;

and as I have substantial reasons for believing that Mr. Hart

is not single handed (or at any event single headed) in the

commission of these wrongs, it becomes a duty, though a painful

one, in my necessary attempts at development, to pursue a

line of interrogation with the evidence, which, but for this

explanation, the Court might deem vexatious and irrelevant
;

I can give no other reason for my motives in following this

course, than that I conceive it indispensable to my success this

day, as well as upon more important occasions hereafter. The

questions I shall apply are without a spice of frivolity or

malice
;

and the end contemplated is wholly subservient to

the purposes of justice. Possibly they may appear altogether

foreign to the point at issue, but the Court must necessarily

be restricted in its perceptions to the matter merely before it
;

while I give it this distinct assurance that there is much more

in these proceedings than is apparent or avowed, it will, I trust,
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so far extend its forbearance as to await the end, whatever

want of essential relation it may attach to the means.

Persecution, with all its degrading consequences, has not

yet divested me of my proper pride. Let me ask in the fulness

of it, who is this man who stalks about the district seeking

whom he may rebuke or humble ? Who is he ? Who is this

Mr. Hart, other than a man preferred through all the grada-

tions of indigence to a calling which patronage has sanctified

with his Majesty’s commission ? Who is he ? retired as he

is with the otium cum dignitate

!

from buffeting poor

adventurers like himself, to all the ridiculous dignity of

subaltern magistracy at Somerset. His Excellency’s farm at

Somerset ! Is such a man with insolent impunity to set his

force against the current intention of a nation ! Is he to

blast the fair prospects of industry and enterprise at pleasure,

because he is my lord’s understrapper ? I trust, for the credit

of your commission, gentlemen, you will think not
;
and that

Mr. Robert Hart, although he can back his lawyer with

thousands to pursue me to a jail, is still, in the estimation

of dignified and proper feeling, but Mr. Robert Hart, Lord

Charles Somerset’s private agent at Somerset.

Unhappily embarked in this emigration, I have followed its

stream to the limits of human fortitude. No one among the

settlers has suffered so acutely as myself. Yet I call my
God to witness, that all my losses, privations, and discom-

fitures, are trifles in my estimation when compared with the

irreparable insult I have sustained from such a man. That I

should ever have been brought into contact with him must
be a subject of miserable retrospection, but that I should be

subjected to the degradation I have so long endured is a feeling

intolerably humiliating. I will swear to his calculation of

support from the Government, or he would not have the

audacity to stand the brunt of this day
;
he would not other-

wise, brazened as he is in all the obliquities of jesuitical

espionage, dare to confront my honest case with one steady

look, practised as those looks are in a wily money-getting

deception of his species. But the Court will tell him, that if

integrity had guided his quarrel, there would be now no dispute

between us
;

that any common friend might in an instant

have appeased our ill blood
;
but that he having no pretension
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or title to the honourable caste by birth, rank, or education,

can be nothing else in this colony but Mr. Robert Hart, his

Excellency’s bailiff at Somerset.

I shall not trouble you, gentlemen, with a single observation

upon the puerile and ridiculous actions Mr. Hart has brought

against me. I consign them to that fate the evidence must
unquestionably mark out for them

;
and the result, I trust,

will be your pointed reprehension, that an intention so palpable

as that in which they have originated should be sought counten-

ance for from you
;

manifest as that intention must be to

involve the dispute between us in unnecessary complexity and
expense. Nor shall I trespass further on your indulgence than

to request—to entreat of you, the utmost limit of that patient

consideration so characteristic of your calling. Your decision

of this day must necessarily establish one of two facts : whether

the recent strangers to your shores are a welcome auxiliary

contribution to the physical strength of the colony, equally

entitled with yourselves to the support and defence of the laws

and the fostering solicitude of the Government
;
or whether the

hopes which expatriated us, excited and encouraged as they

were by our native country, are at length to prove a delusion

upon the land which has hitherto so inhospitably treated us,

under misfortunes calculated to awaken a different—very

different feeling, and that we are to continue alike aliens to

political countenance, and legal protection. In fine, gentlemen,

whether, in bearing record of our rulers, we are to say, that

rectitude, impartiality, and beneficence are the influencing

principles of their conduct
;

or that, in cases in any shape

referable to our condition, “ melius, pejus ; prosit, obsit ; nil

vident, nisi quod lubentR

(A true copy.) D. F. Berrange, Sec.

2 .

To His Excellency the Right Honourable General Lord Charles

Somerset, Governor of the Cape of Good Hope, Commander

of the Forces, &c.

The Memorial of Bishop Burnett Respectfully showeth :

That the judicial conduct of causes in which your memorialist

has been engaged before the last Commission of Circuit, and
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from the decisions upon which he has appealed, leaves him no
alternative but to claim the high protection of your Excellency,

if the safety of his property, his character, and his life, may
be esteemed considerations worth struggling for.

Founding his proof alone upon the recorded proceedings of

this commission in sundry actions brought before it by himself,

and Robert Hart, the bailiff at the Somerset farm, your

memorialist has no scruple whatever in accusing the members
of that commission of prejudice, partiality, and a corrupt

violation of justice, accusations he is resolved to lay forthwith

before his Majesty’s Commissioners of Inquiry and the Secretary

of State for the Colonies.

That your memorialist, appellant in sundry causes to the

High Court of Appeals,* solemnly protests to your Excellency,

as the highest judicial authority, against the competency of

any court of judicature to try the said causes of which Messrs.

Truter and Borcherds are a component part
;
and that your

memorialist will suffer judgment to pass against him by default

in the event of such causes being proceeded with before any
tribunal so constituted.

That an inquiry, upon the authority of the said members of

justice, into an accusation of Charles Stone, a shopkeeper of

this town, that your memorialist is a fraudulent bankrupt, prior

to the legal establishment of such bankruptcy, and while the

question, by their own reference to the full bench of justice

at Cape Town, is still pending, is a manifest injustice and a

wanton assassination of your memorialist’s character, tending

to prejudice the causes wherein he is appellant, and to forestal

a corresponding judgment.

That the whole history of the law proceedings in which your

memorialist has been engaged during his abode in this colony

is one of flagrant injustice, of legal error and perversion, of

inconsistency, of extra judicial procedure, of scandalous

oppression, and of intolerable persecution.

That your memorialist, deducing from the premises,

denounces the said members of the worshipful the Court of

Justice, Messrs. Truter and Borcherds, as persons morally

* This is a mistake, although inserted in the memorial
; as the appeal

was from Commissioners to the full Court, and not to the High Court of

Appeals.

XXIX. P
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disqualified to fulfil the sacred functions intrusted to them,
and prays

—

That your Excellency will be pleased to order a revision of

the proceedings before the bench of justice at Cape Town,
with a view to an equitable decision upon the evidence already

adduced, and your memorialist will ever pray, &c.

(Signed) B. Burnett.
Graham’s Town, 2nd Dec . 1823.

3.

Mr. Burnett’s Speech
,
in Reply to the Arguments of the Fiscal,

upon his Trial for Libel.

As I decline making any defence against the charges upon
which I am arraigned, I shall occupy the attention of the

Court no further than will be sufficient to account for this

determination, and give a very brief reply to the argument

of his Majesty’s fiscal in aggravation of the offence.

The learned gentleman, as well as I can collect from the

translator, enforces his claim with arguments derived from

his favourite authority—the Roman laws
;

over which he

glances his eagle eye, from Romulus to the extinction of the

empire, in search of enactments wherewith to crush a persecuted

settler, in a land unknown to the people whose judicial discipline

he is so anxious to introduce ! It is very possible, that in

looking over our own statute-book we may trace, in various

acts of the legislature, a spirit strongly analogous to the modes
of Chinese domination, and their very framers may admit that

they constructed them from the doctrines of Confucius
;
but

would that justify the King’s attorney-general in ransacking

the whole Chinese code for authority on which to convict a

man he was prosecuting on a charge not cognizable by the

laws of his own country ? Assuredly not
;
and I maintain

that his Majesty’s fiscal is precisely aiming at this absurdity.

He states that time was before the march of civilization had

made the disclosure of truth harsh and uncourtly, when a

Tribune, a Praetor, or the Sovereign himself was accessible

to the complaints of the subject, though couched in expressions

of severe crimination and abuse ; but that subsequent regu-

lations rendered the same course of petitioning criminal.
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Debarred as I am from any access to his authorities, I have

only a very distant recollection to rely upon
;
but this, I think,

will warrant me in saying, that the fiscal is not justified in

straining this circumstance to my prejudice, unless he could

produce some specimen of what the Romans did and did not

consider libellous, and thus establish by comparison the

character of the memorial before the Court. It may, for aught

he proves to the contrary, be as susceptible of the later, as of

the earlier construction.

It strikes me as a very necessary question to ask the fiscal,

by what laws I am to be tried ? Not by the English, for there

he can find no authority whatever for this proceeding. Dutch

law he tacitly admits has no existence, by the necessity he

lays under of reviving the obsolete enactments of nearly two

thousand years standing, upon no other sanction than his own
caprice, and with no justification but his knowledge that

provided he carries his point against me, no matter how, he

is tolerably secure of impunity and approbation
;

but I will

tell his Majesty’s fiscal, that such a departure from the dictates

of equity, of justice, and of common sense, is not to be tolerated;

that he is bound to define the law by which I am to be tried,

and that if he can find neither precedent or authority for this

prosecution in the constitution of England or Holland, to one

of which countries this colony must be tributary, he is no
more entitled to rummage in the Roman code for grounds

whereon to convict me, than he is in that of the Calmuc
Tartars.

The constitution of one country is formed from the con-

stitutions of others which have preceded it in the march of

time. Wisdom rejects those ordinances which are bad, useless,

and inapplicable, and adopts the salutary and the good
;

hence to Saxon, Norman, and Scandinavian legislation we owe
the constitution of England, and to the celebrated Justinian

code the Dutch are indebted for the basis of their own
;
but

those adoptions are, in neither case, mere transcripts
;

they
have all undergone modifications. England is governed by
laws, if not indigenous, at least naturalized, and so likewise is

Holland
;
and in neither country would a public prosecutor be

permitted to work the condemnation of a defendant by the

application of some abstract principle or practice of other coun-
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tries not formally adopted, solely on the ground that they had

contributed to the constitution of his own ! In other words,

would the attorney-general of England be allowed to conduct

a prosecution for libel according to the forms of Danish practice,

merely because some of the laws of Denmark were amalgamated
by Canute with the laws of England ?

But if the fiscal is allowed this discursive range for the

materials of his attack, I should be permitted to quote my
Roman authority also, and tell him that by the laws of the

Twelve Tables, the very elements and basis of the Latin

constitution, deportation was not inflicted for libel. The only

punishment awarded there for scandal, in all its ramifications,

was a good cudgelling ! Not that I reproach the learned

gentleman for having preferred a claim of five years banish-

ment, rather than a sound flogging
;

especially when, in his

executive character, he might have been reduced to the difficulty

of inflicting it. If, however, in the records of Roman juris-

prudence he can find any authority for this claim of banishment,

I ask him to produce it, and then I shall resist its application

to my case, until he clearly establishes its adoption, by the

legislature of Holland, into the body of those laws by which

the Netherlands are governed.

In looking over the Dutch commentator Van Leeuwen, I find

very little on the subject of libel
;

from which it may be

inferred, that corruption was less prevalent in his days, or

that the truth was permitted to be spoken without entailing

persecution. Nevertheless, he is sufficiently explicit as to the

right of petition. He says,

“ If, through ignorance in a judge, or otherwise, an unjust sentence be

pronounced, the judge will not be responsible for it ; but those who think

themselves aggrieved thereby will be obliged to avail themselves of an appeal,

or the higher jurisdiction of another judge.”

Is it possible, Gentlemen, to require a more lucid definition

than this ? If, no matter from what cause, an unjust sentence

be pronounced, and for which iniquity the judge is in no

respect responsible, (an exemption which enhances the right

of the subject to petition tenfold,) the aggrieved party may
avail himself of an appeal, or the higher jurisdiction of another

judge
;

here is a discretionary course distinctly laid down,

which course, thus prescribed by the laws, I scrupulously
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followed
;

I did appeal, but finding, in spite of numerous
applications, that I could not obtain copies of the various

trials in which I had been engaged, indispensable as they were

to the conduct of such appeal, I exercised that discretion the

law allows, and sought redress from “ the higher jurisdiction

of another judge.” In what terms could it be expected I

should address that judge ? I had to complain of injury. It

became necessary to set forth that injury. Seven actions had
been tried by these Commissioners, thus said to be libelled,

and each action contrary to evidence, to the facts adduced,

to manifest equity and common justice, was decided against

me ! An eighth, wherein I was defendant, was of such palpable

malice in its origin, and of absurdity in its complexion, that the

Court was compelled to give sentence in my favour, but it

nevertheless amerced me (the winner) in the costs ! A ninth,,

in whose decision the whole of the foregoing would have been

inevitably merged, and which it was clearly manifested to the

Court should, with any regard to justice, take precedence of

all the others, was wholly unheard, and referred to Cape Town
;

while the former eight, entirely originating in the merits, and

dependent upon the issue of this ninth, were absolutely decided

upon, as if that ninth had been tried and sentence pronounced

against me. These proceedings throughout were also character-

ized by the most flagrant indecorum and partiality in these

judges
;
every plan that could possibly oppose my chances of

success was sedulously adopted
;
my opponent was allowed to

be made the vehicle of personal insult, and a ruffian was per-

mitted to brand me with epithets in open court, as unfounded

as they were detestable. How, let me ask, could I characterize

this flagitious aggression to his Excellency, but in terms adapted

to it ! Would it have become me, with a specific accusation

to advance against these men, to have modified that accusation
;

thus approaching this higher jurisdiction with a lie ? I

maintain, and I am prepared to prove, that the whole tenor

of their conduct in my particular case, u-as a corrupt violation

of justice, morally disqualifying them for the discharge of

those sacred functions with which they were so injudiciously

intrusted. In what other language could I then express my-
self ? I had to complain of injustice

;
how could I possibly

effect this, but by stating that injustice ? I had to complain
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of manifest corruption, of venality, of favouritism, and (that

most execrable of its kind) judicial oppression, and I glory in

having distinguished them by their proper appellations.

The Court will permit me to put a case to the learned fiscal

hypothetically. Suppose I had detected either of these judges

in the commission of murder, forgery, or any other offence

against the laws, and I had denounced their guilt, like a good
subject, to the Governor, would his Excellency have instituted

a criminal prosecution against me before ascertaining the truth

or falsehood of my charge ? and if not, what becomes of the

equity of his proceeding in this instance ? The cases are here

entirely parallel
;
not a shade of distinction indicates a different

course for his adoption, unless the sable robe of justice is to

sanctify enormity, and become the panoply of the foulest

deeds under the created Heaven
;
and yet for doing that which

self-preservation, conscience and respect for the laws required

of me, I am threatened with five years banishment from the

colony.

I am well aware that it has long been the practice at the

Cape to try the colonists by Roman, Dutch, or English laws,

indiscriminately, adapting this caprice to the relative severity

with which they may be applied to the respective cases
;
but

as this preposterous system owes its existence to the toleration

of the colonists, and not to the faintest shadow of a right in

the judicial body who so arbitrarily exercise it, I have no

hesitation in telling his Majesty’s fiscal that this alone is a

monstrous violation of justice, a perversion of delegated power,

and an unwarrantable invasion of the subject’s rights ! We
have it here on record, that the public prosecutor, despairing

of a conviction upon Dutch or English statutes, or the bastard

progeny of both,—the “ Cape Gazette ” proclamations,—can

only attempt to legalize the banishment of a British subject

by the authority of a Roman pandect ! We have it also on

record, that causes are alike decided by the Roman Dutch, or

purely Dutch laws
;
and I am prepared to furnish fifty cases

within the limited range of my observation, that have been

adjudged by “ Blackstone’s Commentaries ” alone ! What shall

be said of such a judicatory ? To borrow the emphatic phrase

of the first talented man in this colony, “ It’s all a hash !

”

a mere hodge-podge of inconsistency, folly and injustice, and
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will, I make no doubt, be so estimated by that august tribunal

before which its victims must inevitably appear. There the

local politics of a province will constitute no test of innocence

or guilt, and the spirit which could resist oppression, or the

patriotism which could unmask its motives, will be alike

exempt from imputations of turbulence and disaffection !

I shall now proceed to show the learned fiscal that he is all

along in error, and that the easy, happy, dignified fruition of

his calling, is not to come into this Court (however officially

pampered) to dole out his mercies or his maledictions at

pleasure
;

and that the scales of life or death, so long his

habitual poize in weighing the destiny of slaves or Hottentots,

is not to be the balance to which a British gentleman is subject,

whatever may be the specific gravity of a good cause crushed

by oppression, or a bad one supported by patronage. In

accounting to him for these opinions, I will give a much better

authority than the Romans
;

to wit—the Parliamentary

Reports of Great Britain
;

if this will not satisfy him, I will

offer him the Common and Statute Law of the land, and, if

then not convinced, I trust his appetence for unquestionable

authority will be fully appeased when I refer him to the ministry

of England. From either of these sources he will learn, that a

British-born subject carries his constitution about him in

every part of his Majesty’s dominion as his indefeasable birth-

right, and that in cases affecting his life, his liberty, or his

fair fame, he is entitled to be adjudged by the laws of his

own country. If such then is the fact, and I defy the learned

gentleman to controvert it, I will very soon convince him that

I have no more business to be arraigned at this bar on a charge

of libel than Lord Charles Somerset himself.

Holt, a very courtier, in his “ Digest of the Laws on Libel,”

says,

“ The plaintiff brought an action against the defendant for a libel, and

declared, among other things, that he being vicar-general to the Bishop of

Lincoln, the defendant had caused to be printed a petition to Parliament,

charging him with divers crimes, as extortion, oppression, and corruption, in

his office.” “ The defendant justified the publication, and insisted on the

truth of the subject-matter of the petition.” “ The action was holden not to

lie, the petition being the necessary and usual mode of complaint to Parliament

for the redress of any grievance.”—Lake v. King, 1 Saund. 121.

“ Lord Mansfield recognized and approved the doctrine laid down in this
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case, in Astley v. Younge. So no matter which is stated in any memorial or

petition against the conduct of magistrates or public officers shall be deemed
libellous, provided it be done, bond fide, with a view of obtaining redress, and
likewise that it be addressed in the proper channel by which such redress may
be had

;
that is, to the persons who may be presumed to have power to give

sjch redress.”

Is it possible, gentlemen, to have a right more distinctly and

satisfactorily laid down, and that as attaching to a nation

beyond all others remarkable for its severity against libellers r

and can any case be more in point than the one before you, with

the contingence manifestly contemplated in this convincing

definition ! It is here evident, that with the most scrupulous

and nice attention I have only followed the suggestions, or

rather obeyed the dictates of the laws of my country, and that

so far from having acted illegally, or even violated propriety,

by writing this memorial, it is his Excellency the Governor

who has contemned the laws, by placing me unjustly at this

bar, and neglecting to redress my wrongs, which in duty he
is bound to do as the representative of my Sovereign.

Holt further says,

“ As when the defendant, being deputy-governor of Greenwich Hospital,

compiled and wrote a large volume, of which he printed several copies,

containing an account of the abuses of the hospital, and treating the characters

of many of the officers of the hospital, (who were public officers,) and Lord

Sandwich in particular, who was then first Lord of the Admiralty, with much
asperity, he distributed the copies to the governors of the hospital only, but

it did not appear that he had given a copy to any other person. On a rule

for an information for this libel. Lord Mansfield observed, that the distribution

of the copies to the persons only who were, from their situations, called on

to redress their grievances, and had, from their situation, competent power

to do it, was not a publication sufficient to make that a libel ; and he seemed

to think, that whether the paper were in manuscript or printed, under these

circumstances, made no difference.”—Rex v. Baillie.

“ An action for libel could not be maintained for exhibiting a bill to the

Queen, charging the plaintiff to have recovered £400 of the defendant by
perjury, forgery, and cozening

; because, said the Court, ‘ the Queen is the

fountain of justice, and all her subjects may lawfully resort to her to complain ;

but if they will divulge the contents to the disgrace of the person, it is action-

able.”—Hare v. Mellor.

“ Therefore it has been resolved, that no false or scandalous matter contained

in a petition to Parliament, though it charge a person with positive crimes,

shall be deemed libellous.”

If his Majesty’s fiscal holds authorities like these inconclusive,

it will be vain to adduce any other.
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That I may be subject to no reproach hereafter, with having

neglected any means of defence in a trial so important, so

interesting as a precedent in future prosecutions of the kind,

and probably so influential of my future fate in life, I shall

record with the Court my reasons for declining to make any
defence.

In illustrating the motives which led me to address the

memorial to his Excellency it would be necessary to go into

much detail. I should have to recount occurrences inculpating

the conduct of this Government, to an extent that would
stagger the public belief. I should have to expose a system of

persecution, as remorseless and unpitying as it is odious and
detestable, and virtually to attach imputations upon the

Governor of this colony, his son, whom so many sacrifices have
made commandant on the frontier, and the two worshipful

gentlemen I am said to have libelled, to an extent that I am
persuaded would be productive of fresh persecution, and
measures of a nature so rigorous as effectually to hush my
complaints for the future. As truth then is not permitted to

be spoken in this colony, and as the proceedings of his Excel-

lency, in this instance, is in effect proclaiming to the world

that no injustice, however atrocious, is to be laid before him
without subjecting the complainant to a prosecution for libel,

I shall not encounter the consequences anticipated by giving

it publicity here. It will, however, be forwarded to his

Majesty’s Government, accompanied by very sufficient reasons

for the course adopted, and will effectually show with what
justice I have been arraigned here on a charge, which has no
other origin than the vindictive hostility of his Excellency the

Governor ! For the truth of this assertion I appeal to the

fiscal
;
and if, after so cheerfully replying to his interrogatories,

he will answer one of mine—I would ask him whether he has
not repeatedly declared, during the course of this prosecution,

that had his advice been followed, it would long since have
been abandoned, as wholly unwarranted by the laws ?

Having combated the arguments of the learned fiscal, I

think unanswerably, and having detailed my reasons for

omitting my defence, it only remains for me to say, that not
one word I have uttered upon this occasion is with a view of

extenuating my conduct, or appealing to the lenity of the
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Court. On the contrary, my unqualified acquittal, or the full

claim of the public prosecutor, is what I entreat of you, gentle-

men, to concede. If I merit any punishment, I merit that
;

and if you award less, you will confirm a too general belief,

that the severe and arbitrary exactions of the fiscal have no
authority in the laws, or that those laws are miserably dispro-

portioned to the offences they profess to punish, in your

humane reluctance to enforce them.

4.

The History of Marie Josephine Focus.

I was born in 1775, in the service of a farmer about thirty

miles from Cape Town, my mother being the child of a Mozam-
bique, by a Dutchman. My father was in the habit of visiting

at my master’s house, and when my mother was big with child

he wished to have purchased my freedom from my master,

but was prevented by an assurance that I should be brought

up as one of the family, and never considered a slave.

When I was thirteen years of age my master died, and I

was sold with the rest of his property : but one of his daughters

buying me, I remained with her until I was twenty-five years

of age, and had three children
;

at which time, she being

indebted to Mr. Truter, myself and children were transferred

to him in payment of the debt.

My new master was secretary to the Batavian Colonial

Government, and I was employed as nurse in his family, which

kept me constantly about the person of my mistress. I had
only been about two years in this situation when the signal

was made that there was an English fleet off the Cape, on

which, whilst the whole colony was in great consternation,

my master at tnat time living close to the treasury, in the

castle, and being first civil officer of the Governor, immediately,

witn six slaves, set about removing a great number of boxes

and bags of Spanish dollars from the treasury into his own
apartments, and in the night, before the English were landed,

distributed them in the houses of his friends.

When the English got possession of the castle, they got

information of these things, and took all my master’s slaves

before the British General, who inquired if we knew aught of
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the specie. I replied, that if any one told him what we knew,

our lives would be nothing but misery ever after
;
but that if

the English would compel my master to sell me and my
children to some person in the country, I would tell him all I

knew. The General replied, that I and my children should

not be sold, but made free, and always protected from my
master by the English. I then told all I knew, and my master’s

house was strictly guarded by sentinels, and himself and

family kept in custody until he restored all the money
;
and

in a few days myself and all the slaves were told by an English

officer to go to our master’s house.

This at once opened my eyes to all the helpless misery of

my lot, and in tears I told the officer what I should suffer
;

but he assured me mj master had already an order not to

ill-treat me, and that his own person should answer for it.

As soon as I got into the house, my mistress, with a smile of

vengeance, ordered me and another girl to take a large bag
of dirty linen into the yard, and to wash and iron it before the

next night
;
and although we had neither of us been accus-

tomed to that work, and it was a week’s employ for the regular

laundress, we were obliged to do it in two days.

I was then locked up in the yard, and never allowed to go

outside
;
and it was above a year before I was again permitted

to do my own work, every day of which my master and mistress

cruelly ill-treated me, so that my heart was nearly broken, and

I began to wish it was ended. One night at the end of about

the second year from my return, my mistress’ children being

unwell, she gave me, as they went to bed, a tea-pot full of cold

tea for them to drink in the night, and on the next morning

my master having asked for some tea before he got up, his

lady ordered me to make it, pretending she had given me tea

for that purpose the night before
;

I explained her mistake,

when, with a terrible oath, she told me if I did not bring some

tea immediately, she would flay me alive. In dread of her

threat, as I had one penny in my pocket, I went to a small

shop and bought a little black tea, but as that was of an inferior

sort, the moment I carried it to him he threw the scalding tea

in my face. Smarting with this, when she got up she ordered

my attendance at breakfast to bring three eggs, and, saying

I had boiled them improperly, flew at me, tore the hair off my
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head, seized me by the throat, and most cruelly beat me. She
then swore a dienaar should take me to the tronk and flog me.
The disgraceful idea of a prison made me desperate, and I then

mustered courage to reply, that if I once went to prison, I

would never return to her
;
and on her repeating the deter-

mination to send me, I said I will go alone, and went there

directly.

About this time my master was appointed to the office of

fiscal, so he was superior over the prison, and the jailor was
obliged to do all which he ordered.

I was flogged every second day of the first three months,

so as the blood often, splashing from the repeated strokes,

sprinkled my neck
;
and in this condition I was daily compelled

to cleanse the privy of the prison, and carry the soil into the

sea. As soon as that was performed, I was sent to the sea

shore for the iron moorings of the boats, compelled to carry

them to the prison, there I was busied all day in polishing

them, and at night bore them on my shoulders to the boats.

The next three months was occupied in only sweeping the

whole of the yards and rooms in the prison morning and evening,

and all day working with my needle
;
but having at the end of

this time the misfortune to make a chemise so as not to fit

my young mistress, the jailor came to me with a whip

—

knocked me down, and flogged me most dreadfully in every

part of my body
;

yet I had no more needle work from my
mistress.

After this I began to have some enjoyment of my life. My
master and mistress seemed either to have forgotten me, or

relented in their barbarous conduct for several months
;
and

as I was a sober industrious girl, and clever with my needle,

the policemen gave me work to make and mend their clothes,

so that I got some money to make me comfortable, and was

very quiet. Yet I thought it was too good to last long. One
day, about four o’clock, whilst I was standing at the door of

the prison, a farmer came and said he had bought me, and

I must go with him thirty days’ journey into the country.

I heard this release with more delight than I ever felt at any

other time, and instantly went to his waggon at the corner

of the Heeregracht
;
he put me to lead the fore oxen of the

team, which being observed by Mr. Mathieson from his door,
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he inquired, “ Has not that poor delicate creature suffered

enough but she must do the work of a Hottentot man ?
” I

replied, “ God will bless your kindness, Sir, but, believe me, I

am quite happy to do this, or any thing, to get away from my
hard hearted master and mistress.” My new master, who
really was a very good man, said, with tears in his eyes, “ I

have just bought this woman from the fiscal and his wife, who
ordered me to make her do this

;
but I shall take the poor girl

into my waggon the moment I get out of town, and let the

Hottentot lead the oxen
;

as I dare not disobey them whilst

they are watching me.”

When I got to the end of my journey, some time passed

over my head very happily, but as my story was so well known
and much talked of, it came to the knowledge of the benevolent

Mr. Dashwood
;
who, learning the particulars, sent them to

England
;
and the humane English Government ordered me

to be purchased and made free. I am now free, though my
early sufferings have left me almost a cripple. I had
children, all of whom, except two, were sold in different parts

of the country. Of the two which remain with my old master,

I have not been allowed to see one of them for above seven

years, and the other assures me the hatred of the master against

me pursues my unhappy children.

I had been taught in the family of my first master that

bad men or bad actions never prospered, but I find reason to

doubt this doctrine. My cruel master has advanced during

the time of my sufferings through all the gradations of power
and honour. He was, within three years of the robbery of the

colonial treasury, appointed fiscal. He has since been

appointed Chief Justice of this colony, and distinguished,

through Lord Charles Somerset, with the honour of knighthood,

and is his Excellency’s most intimate friend. Besides this,

he has been appointed, and now is, President of the Orphan
Chamber, a place of great trust and emolument. I am
christened, and allowed to approach the altar of my Maker,

whilst my heart is rent with the knowledge that my children

are denied this blessing. They are obliged to follow their

mistress on each Sabbath, to carry her book and her footstool

to the door of God’s house, but when they arrive their load is

taken from them, the door shut upon them, and they are bound
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to wait in the street until the service is concluded
;
when they

bear back the proud mistress’s stool and the blessed book, the

record of our Lord’s humbleness, ornamented with gaudy
clasps and gilded edges.

Whilst I was enduring these sorrows at my master’s house,

I was not a solitary instance of suffering, through the kindness

of himself and his lady.

One day the good man had mislaid his snuff-box, and not

immediately recollecting where it was to be found, charged

one of the slaves called Benjamin with the theft
;

the poor

fellow said he knew nothing of it
;

so he was instantly sent to

the tronk, where he was so inhumanly flogged (to make him
confess) as to declare that he wished they would kill him, and
in a few days he wasted to a skeleton. At the end of fourteen

days his honour’s snuff-box was found in the place where he

had put it. The poor slave, Benjamin, was taken out of the

tronk, and has never since been heard of by any of his com-

panions.

His honour had also a slave called Spadille, a Malay, who
was suspected of stealing some of his shirts, and sent to the

tronk, where he was so often and so terribly flogged, as that

he died in a very short time. To save appearances, my master

had him put upon a board, with his face uppermost, and carried

before the court of justice
;

and when he came before the

accommodating judges and the jail surgeon (who was much
under my master as the fiscal), they never turned him on his

face to look at his back, but, declaring he had died a natural

death, ordered him to be buried.

It is worthy of remark, that the Malays, being Mohammedans,
are always delivered to the Iman when dead, to be buried

according to the formula of their own religion
;
and perhaps

Spadille is the only instance of a Malay slave being buried

without the ritual in which they have so much faith and so

anxious a desire. Yet poor Spadille was deprived of this

ceremony, and his friends of the comfort. He was dragged

by other slaves, not Malays, in the darkness of the night, and

silently put into the ground, without any one being present

to examine his back but those who were under the fiscal, and

would not divulge the state in which they left him.

Where, I would ask, can be the justice of this world ? My
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master, who was proved to have robbed the Government

—

who unjustly oppressed me, my children, Benjamin, and

Spadille, perhaps to their death, has been fiscal, is judge,

head over enormous funds, and an English knight, whilst I

and my unoffending offspring were held in slavery and misery,

from which they may never emerge.*

5.

Declaration of Sir Rufane Donkin to Mr. Burnett.

Park Street, 9th September

Sir Rufane Donkin’s compliments to Mr. Burnett, and he

has to acknowledge the favour of his note, which he found

last night on his return from Hastings
;
and he encloses to

Mr. Burnett an answer to his inquiry relative to an article in

the Report of the Commissioners at the Cape.

Sir R. Donkin’s absence from town prevented his receiving

and answering Mr. Burnett’s note sooner.

Park Street, Grosvenor Square, September 9, 1826.

In answer to Mr. B. Burnett’s inquiry whether or no I can

“confirm or contradict” the eighth paragraph of the Report

of the Commissioners of Inquiry at the Cape of Good Hope,
which states, that “ through the recommendation of the acting

Governor, the superintendent of the Government farm at

Somerset was induced to advance to him (Mr. B. Burnett) a

certain quantity of stock, grain, &c. &c.” I have to state,

that I have no recollection of giving such an order in favour

of Mr. B. Burnett particularly, although I think it very

probable that I may have given such orders generally in behalf

of any settlers who had capital, and, consequently, the probable

means of repaying that farm
;

for, considering, as I did, the

Somerset farm as having been established solely for the advan-

tage of the public, and at the public expense, I should naturally

* This statement was taken from Josephine’s mouth by a notary public at

Cape Town, and the humane and honest Sir John Truter is the same independent

judge who first withdrew his name from the Literary Society on finding that

Lord Charles set his face against it.
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turn to it as a source of aid in carrying into effect the coloniza-

tion of Southern Africa, provided I could do so without injury

to the funds of that farm.

(Signed) Rufane Donkin.

Minutes of the Council.

At a Council held in the Council Chamber the third day of

January in the year of Our Lord one thousand eight hundred
and twenty -six,

Present, His Excellency the Governor,

The Chief Justice,

The Colonial Secretary,

The Officer next in command to the Commander of

the Forces,

Lieutenant Colonel Bell,

The Auditor General,

The Receiver General,

The Minutes of the preceding Council were read, amended,

and confirmed.

A letter from the Chairman of the Committee of the Com-
mercial Exchange, containing the report of that body on the

proposed establishment of a private Bank by Mr. Ebden, was
laid before Council.

This document states that the Committee has ascertained

that the Security for the proposed Bank rested solely on the

responsibility of Mr. Ebden’s firm, and that the issue of his

notes would be limited only by the disposition of the public to

receive them
;

that the principal Members of the Mercantile

Body, on receiving this information, were unanimously of

opinion that consequences unfavourable to the interests of

commerce were to be apprehended from such an Establishment.

That the Committee thought the measure likely to aggravate

the evils already experienced under the present state of the

circulating medium in the Colony, and to produce the most
prejudicial results. This report and tbe memorial of Mr. Ebden
were taken into consideration, and it was Resolved
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That it is the opinion of Council that Government should not

interfere in any way in the establishment of Mr. Ebden’s

proposed Bank.

But if Mr. Ebden be enabled upon his own Credit to establish

a private Bank and to make his notes pass current generally

in the Colony, it is the opinion of Council that the Government
should in such case authorize (as an accommodation to the

public) the acceptance of Mr. Ebden’s notes by certain depart-

ments, to an amount equal to the deposit to be made by Mr.

Ebden in the Bank as a Security to Government, such amount
not to exceed £2,000 Sterling.

And it was ordered that Copies of this resolution be forwarded

to Mr. Ebden and to the Committee of the Commercial
Exchange.

The Report of the Court of Inquiry, reassembled at Graham’s
Town for the further investigation of Bishop Burnett’s claim,

according to the Resolution of the 16th of December ulto.,

was presented to Council by His Excellency and read.

By this document it appears that no other evidence is to be

procured on this subject from the Cape Cavalry than that of

the soldiers before examined, and that Adjutant Blakeway
states that it was not the certificate, but the written data

on which the certificate was granted, which Captain Stuart

had left with the Landdrost and which was not to be found

in the Landdrost’s Office. This subject was then adjourned

till the next meeting.

A letter from W. Blair, Esqre., (one of His Majesty’s Com-
missioners of Inquiry), stating that shortly before his departure

from England he had been requested by Mr. Harris, one of

the Secretaries of the Treasury, to make it publicly known
here that Government were determined to adhere to the

measure of rating the Rixdollar at one and sixpence sterling,

and that an official communication to that effect would pro-

bably be brought out by General Bourke, was presented to

Council by His Excellency, and read. It was therefore

Resolved

That it will be expedient, in consequence of this information,

to rescind the Government Advertisement of the 28th of June
last for facilitating the exchange of British Silver Money for

paper rixdollars.

xxix. q
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The consideration of the Ordinance for establishing a Toll

at the Du Toit’s Kloof was resumed.

And it was Resolved that the Landdrost of Stellenbosch be

required by the Colonial Secretary to ascertain the amount of

the sums expended by D. Schonfeldt in improving the road

over Du Toit’s Kloof, and the amount of subscriptions received

by him, and of those still remaining due on that account, and
whether the latter are likely to be paid hereafter.

The Landdrost is also to report to Government on the

subject of the exemption from Toll granted to the Cattle of

the Inhabitants of Groeneberg, Waggonmakers Valley, and

Klein Drakenstein, by the terms of the Ordinance, whether

the same be not likely to produce fraud and confusion, and
whether any means exist for remedying the inconvenience.

A Copy of a letter from the Landdrost of Graaff Reinet to

the Colonial Secretary enclosing the petitions of certain

Bergenaars to the Governor in Council, praying that Adam
Kok, whom they have elected their Captain, may be acknow-

ledged and supported by the Colonial Government, was pre-

sented to Council, and ordered to lie on the Table.

And the Council adjourned.

(Signed) D. M. Perceval, Clerk of the Council.

[Annexure 1.]

Graaff Reinet, ] st December 1825.

Sir,—

I

beg leave to enclose copies of communications

received by me from the old Griqua Chief Adam Kok, by which

it appears that the Bergenaars according to their promise as

reported in my letter of the 1st June last have agreed to

submit to said chief and have amicably settled their disputes.

I have &c.

(Signed) A Stockenstrom.

To the Hon. Sir. R. Plasket.

[Annexure 2.]

14th Octoler 1825.

My dear Mr. Landdrost,

—

I kindly request you in great

distress that I in my unworthy am not ashamed I make it
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known to you that I am in great want of protection, pray

help me Sir if you please, I intend to go to the Field where
the Bergenaars have been with those whose chief I am, you
know, Sir, how they have spoiled the field in every way, I

further informTyou Sir, that I intend to remain under your
protection and you are aware of what happened to me, I write

this letter to the Landdrost hoping that you will not mistrust

me but that you will take pity on me, for I intend to make a

permanent establishment with Buildings and tillage, and to

encourage my people to persevere in all goodness. I remain in

good hope your obedient Servant.

(Signed) Adam Kok.

To the Landdrost A. Stockenstrom.

[Annexure 3.]

To His Excellency the Right Honorable General Lord Charles

Henry Somerset, &c., &c., and the Honorable Members
of the Council.

My Lord and Gentlemen,—We the undersigned residing

at Modder River feeling the want of a Captain to maintain order

and Justice among us, being too distant from Daniel’s Kuil,

Griqua Town, and Campbell to derive any benefit from them,

we have chosen for our Captain Adam Kok to direct us and
to do justice among us and we request that Your Excellency

and Council will take our circumstances into your earliest

consideration and to confirm our choice the other Captains

having also approved our choice thence we the undersigned

feel ourselves obliged to be thankful.

Modder River, October 1825.

[Annexure 4.]

Modder River, October 1825.

Sir,—As our friend you will be glad to hear that we have

made peace, we have had a meeting in Griqua Town in which

all differences with the Captain were settled, and in this meeting

my people were advised to appoint me their captain and to

request the Governor to confirm this appointment. I hope

Q 2
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that all will do well now, we have sent our request to you to

forward to the Governor in Council, I beg you will support

us in this, and to recommend to the Governor in Council to

confirm the choice of my people. I have &c.

(Signed) Adam Kok.

To A. Stockenstrom, Esqre., Landdrost.

[Annexure 5.]

To His Excellency the Right Honorable General Lord Charles

Henry Somerset, &c., &c., and the Honorable Members
of the Council.

My Lord and Gentlemen,—We the undersigned called

Bergenaars request the Governor to confirm this our choice,

having chosen Adam Kok our former Captain to direct us,

after having made peace with all the other Captains by name.

Here follow 108 Signatures.

At a Council held in the Council Chamber the tenth day of

January in the year of Our Lord one thousand eight hundred
and twenty-six,

Present, His Excellency the Governor,

The Chief Justice,

The Colonial Secretary,

The Lieutenant Colonel Bell,

The Auditor General,

The Receiver General,

The minutes of the preceding Council were read and confirmed.

A letter from Lieutenant Colonel Somerset to the Colonial

Secretary (dated Graham’s Town, January 2nd) was presented

to Council by his Excellency and read.

This Communication explains some misconceptions in Colonel

Somerset’s first statement, in answer to Mr. Bishop Burnett’s

charges, particularly with regard to the court before which

that case was first examined in 1821, inadvertently assumed

by Colonel Somerset to have been a court of Landdrost and

Heemraden, instead of the Commission of Circuit.
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The adjourned discussion of Mr. Bishop Burnett’s claim

was resumed, and the following resolution on this subject was

agreed to :

Having taken into consideration the whole of the Documents
which have been submitted to Council relative to the claim of

Mr. Bishop Burnett for remuneration for a quantity of grass

stated by him to have been cut from off his lands near Graham’s
Town, for the use of the Cape Corps, together with the reports

of the Court of Enquiry, which has at the request of Council

been lately assembled at Graham’s Town with the view of

obtaining evidence in explanation of some of the original

proceedings, the Council has come to the following con-

clusions :

1st. It appears that so early as June 1821 Mr. Burnett

presented his claim for payment to the Acting Governor, Sir

Rufane^Donkin, for 300 loads of grass, and was informed by
His Excellency’s directions that unless he could produce the

proper vouchers for such claims it would be impossible for the

Governor to order payment to be made. A very voluminous

correspondence subsequently took place between Mr. Burnett

and the Government, after Lord Charles Somerset’s return.

The former always urging his claim (but without advancing

any proofs) and resting upon the alleged promise of Colonel

Somerset, and the Government acting upon the principle

originally stated to Mr. Burnett by the Acting Governor, that

without a voucher no payment could be made, (Colonel Somerset

having positively denied his ever having asserted anything

farther than that Mr. B. Burnett should be compensated for

the grass which had actually been cut from his land).

2nd. In regard to the 300 loads claimed, Mr. Burnett states

before the Court of Circuit at Bathurst, on his prosecution of

Captain Stuart, then in command of the Cape Corps, that 156

only were taken previous to Colonel Somerset’s departure,

the remaining 144 must therefore have been cut subsequently.

Captain Stuart, however, states, that- upon the most minute
enquiry only 44 loads had been cut

;
and (even supposing

Captain Stuart to be correct in his idea that this quantity was
cut after Colonel Somerset’s departure) there is still an overplus

in Mr. Burnett’s claim of 100 loads during the short period of

Captain Stuart’s command.
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Captain Stuart’s evidence, however, before the Court is

stated to have been erroneous. He got the account of the

44 loads from Adjutant Blakeway, and that he supposed it

related only to the grass cut during his command. Adjutant

Blakeway asserts before the Court of Inquiry lately assembled

at Graham’s Town, at the request of the Council, that to the

best of his knowledge and belief the 44 loads include all the

grass that was ever cut from Mr. Burnett’s land, and this

appears to be confirmed by the evidence of the men actually

employed in cutting the grass. Mr. Burnett says that “he
saw 300 loads taken from his own land with his own eyes,”

but as he has never produced, nor even alluded to, any notes

or memoranda whatever kept by him of this quantity, it

follows of course that this must be merely an imaginary

calculation. Indeed Mr. Burnett stated in a conversation

with his Excellency in July 1824, that he had permitted

the corps to cut grass on his farm, and had not asked for, or

expected any payment for it
;
but that his subsequent misfor-

tunes induced him to apply for payment, and in a letter

he wrote to Lieutenant Colonel Scott, when in command of

the Frontier, he states that he required no remuneration

for his grass
;
under these circumstances it cannot be expected

that Mr. Burnett would keep any account of what was cut.

3. It appears further that the road to the Government Farm
from which the greater part of the grass was cut for the Cape

Corps led through or on the borders of Mr. Burnett’s land.

If Mr. Burnett therefore, as it is supposed, noted in his imaginary

account every waggon he may have seen pass through or by
his farm laden with grass, as a load of forage cut from his own
land, he may easily have made up the three hundred loads or

even a larger number.

4. Mr. Burnett states in his evidence before the Commission

of Circuit at Bathurst, that Mr. Assistant Commissary General

Johnstone admitted his belief that the greater part of the

grass consumed by the Corps was taken from his land. This

gentleman however asserts in his late letter to the Deputy

Commissary General, of the 18th October last, that Mr. Burnett

did set up an extravagant claim for grass, but could only sub-

stantiate a small portion of it, which was paid immediately,

and Mr. Johnstone is one of the Members of the Board of
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Inquiry, lately held, which reports Mr. Burnett’s claim to be

unfounded.

On the other hand it certainly does appear that the Boundaries

between the Government and Mr. Burnett’s lands were not

defined, and it is equally clear that no account or memorandum
was kept by the Corps of the quantity of grass cut, and that

the only data upon which the 44 loads have been certified

Avere derived from the memory of the non-commissioned officers

and privates of the Corps employed in cutting grass.

Upon the whole, although it is impossible to decide that

mistakes may not have been made in the calculations on either

side, from the absence of all written documents, and from the

undefined state of the boundaries, yet, considering that the

parties could have no interest whatever in rejecting the demands
of Mr. Burnett if well founded, that the instructions to the

authorities strictly direct that no money shall be issued without

satisfactory proof, that Mr. Burnett kept no memorandum
himself as to the quantity cut, that his original claim for 300

loads is a glaring and extravagant exaggeration, that he

refused the proposal made by His Excellency the Governor in

August 1824 of a Board of Officers to investigate the matter,

and that he had previously refused in October 1823 the proposal

made to him to meet Colonel Somerset and Assistant Com-
missary General Johnstone at the Brigade Major’s Office at

Graham’s Town for the purpose of ascertaining the justice

of his demand, the Council is of opinion that Mr. Burnett cannot

establish any further claim against the Government.

The Petition of the Bergenaars on the subject of their election

of Adam Kok as Captain was taken into consideration, and
it was Resolved

That Government be requested to direct the Landdrost of

Graaff Reinet to inform the petitioners that his Excellency in

Council has been pleased to accede to their prayer, and to

confirm the election of Adam Kok.
His Excellency laid before Council a correspondence between

the Colonial Secretary and Mr. George Greig, in which the latter

as agent to Mr. Fairbairn announced the publication of a

new weekly paper styled The Neiu Organ.

His Excellency stated that no licence for this publication

had been applied for, although Mr. Fairbairn had long since
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been apprized of the necessity of that previous step, by the

Colonial Secretary.

With similar indifference, another new periodical work, in

the Dutch language, entitled De Verzimelaar, had lately

been commenced by Mr. Suasso de Lima and Mr. William
Bridekirk without any sanction from Government.

His Excellency then referred the Council to the dispatches

from the Secretary of State (Nos. 144 and 161) together

with their respective enclosures, written on the occasion of

Mr. Greig’s return to this Colony.

It was manifest from these despatches, and from the tenor

of Earl Bathurst’s correspondence with Mr. Greig, that his

Lordship had no intention to authorize the establishment of

periodical papers by individuals in this Colony, without a

previous licence from Government, and that any application

for such a licence should be accompanied by a prospectus

pledging the parties to abstain from all improper topics. It

was also clearly his Lordship’s desire that any questions which

might arise on this subject should be submitted to Council.

The existing Colonial Laws on this subject were contained

in two proclamations, the one by Sir George Yonge in 1800,

prohibiting all persons except those therein licensed, from

printing or publishing
;
and the other by His Excellency in

June 1824, imposing a fine of 200 rixdollars upon all persons

who should print or publish any paper whatsoever, unless their

names and places of abode were printed thereon. An erroneous

impression seemed to exist that the former law was repealed

by this last enactment.

For the purpose of ascertaining this fact, the Council thought

proper to order Mr. J. Fairbairn, Mr. G. Greig, Mr. De Lima,

and Mr. W. Bridekirk to be summoned, and in the meantime
the sitting was adjourned.

At half past two the Council returned, and it was reported

that the three persons last named were in attendance, but

that Mr. J. Fairbairn was not in Cape Town.
Mr. Greig was therefore called in, and the following questions

were put to him by the Clerk :

Question. Are you the agent for Mr. Fairbairn, the editor

of the paper called The New Organ ?

Answer. Yes, as his publisher.
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2nd. Can you say upon what authority Mr. Fairbairn lias

taken upon himself to publish a periodical work, without

permission from Government ?

Answer. No.
Mr. Greig was therefore informed by the Colonial Secretary

that until Mr. Fairbairn had answered that question, the

decision of Council would be suspended, and having been

cautioned against a premature discussion of the subject, was
dismissed.

Mr. Suasso de Lima was then called in, and similar questions

having been put to him, he avowed himself the Editor of the

Verzamelaar, and explained that an application for a Licence

had been made, to which no answer had as yet been returned.

But having received an order for his intended publication from
the Sub-Librarian, he conceived the sanction of Government
to be indicated by that officer’s proceeding.

Mr. De Lima and Mr. W. Bridekirk were then informed by
the Clerk that His Excellency in Council being of opinion that

the publication of any periodical work without licence is illegal,

it is necessary that an application for a licence accompanied
by a prospectus of the work should be made to the Colonial

Government, and until such licence be granted the publication

should be discontinued.

It was then ordered that Mr. Fairbairn be summoned to

attend on Thursday next the 12th instant.

And the Council adjourned.

(Signed) D. M. Perceval, Clerk of the Council.

At a Council held in the Council Chamber the twelfth day
of January in the year of Our Lord one thousand eight hundred
and twenty-six,

Present, His Excellency the Governor,

The Chief Justice,

The Colonial Secretary,

The Officer next in Command to the Commander
of the Forces,

Lieutenant Colonel Bell,

The Auditor General,

The Receiver General,

The minutes of the preceding Council were read and confirmed.
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It was reported that Mr. Fairbairn was in attendance,

according to the order of Council of the lOth inst.

Mr. Fairbairn was therefore called in, and the following

questions put to him by the Clerk.

Question. Are you the proprietor of tbe new paper, called

The New Organ ?

Answer. I am.

Question. Upon what authority have you taken upon your-

self to publish a periodical work without permission from
Government ?

Answer. I had an interview with the Colonial Secretary

some time ago, when I delivered in my prospectus for advertise-

ment in the Gazette. And it appeared to me that Sir Richard
Plasket was satisfied, as the Prospectus was received and pub-
lished in the Gazette. I expected to have heard from him if

any more forms were required.

The Colonial Secretary then stated that he would recall

to Mr. Fairbairn’s recollection the circumstances of that inter-

view. He remembered that on the prospectus being sent for

advertisement in the Gazette, he informed Mr. Fairbairn that

he saw no objection to the advertisement, but that a licence

should be applied for before the paper could legally be pub-

lished. Mr. Fairbairn stated “ That he was not aware of this,”

and added, “ There was plenty of time, as the paper would

not be published for some months.” It could not be expected

therefore that the next communication should be made from

the Secretary’s Office to Mr. Fairbairn.

The correctness of this statement was assented to by Mr.

Fairbairn. The Clerk was then ordered to put the following

questions to him :

Question. Are you willing to apply to Government for a

licence to authorize the publication of your new work, under

the same restrictions and regulations which have been laid down
by His Majesty’s Secretary of State for the publication of Mr.

Greig’s weekly paper ?

Answer. I have not seen the regulations.

Question. Have you seen Mr. Greig’s Prospectus ?

Answer. I have.

Question. Are you willing to apply for a licence under the

same Prospectus ?
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Answer. Certainly not.

Question. Will you state your reasons for being unwilling to

apply under that prospectus ?

Answer. I think it too limited.

Question. Are you aware that the terms of Mr. Greig’s

prospectus were ordered to be enforced by His Majesty’s

Secretary of State ?

Answer. I do not recollect to have been informed that it

was to be enforced in every case.

Mr. Fairbairn was then desired to withdraw.

The Council having taken into consideration the despatches

from Earl Bathurst before mentioned, and the existing laws

of the Colony on this subject, together with the answers of

Mr. Fairbairn to the questions proposed to him,

It was Resolved that without the sanction of the Home
Government it is not competent for the Council to authorize

the publication of a periodical work under any other conditions

than those which have been ordered to be enforced by His

Majesty’s Secretary of State, all such publications without a

licence being illegal.

But any prospectus which Mr. Fairbairn may propose will

be submitted to Earl Bathurst for his Lordship’s decision.

The publication of the New Organ must therefore be suspended

until the pleasure of His Majesty’s Government be ascertained,

unless the proprietor be willing to apply for a licence pro tempore

under the conditions of Mr. Greig’s Prospectus.

Mr. Fairbairn was then called in, and the Clerk was ordered

to read him the foregoing resolution
;

after which the following

questions were proposed to him :

Question. Are you willing to abide by the terms offered in

this resolution ?

Answer. I would rather wait until the Prospectus can be

sent home.

Question. Is it then your intention to transmit to Council

a Prospectus of your own, and for the present to suspend the

publication of the New Organ ?

Answer. It is.

Air. Fairbairn was then dismissed, and the Council adjourned.

(Signed) D. M. Perceval, Clerk of the Council.
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At a Council held in the Council Chamber the 17th day of

January in the year of Our Lord one thousand eight hundred
and twenty-six,

Present, His Excellency the Governor,

The Chief Justice,

v
The Colonial Secretary,

Lieutenant Colonel Bell,

The Auditor General,

The minutes of the preceding Council were read and con-

firmed.

His Excellency was pleased to present to Council a letter

from the Landdrost of Albany expressing, in compliance with

the desire of the resident Merchants of that district, their

gratitude for the prompt relief afforded them by His Excellency

the Governor in Council, on the occasion of the Suspension of

Vendue payments by reason of the Bankruptcy of Mr. Willis,

the Vendue Master of Albany.

A letter from the Landdrost and Heemraden of Stellenbosch,

enclosing a memorial from the inhabitants of Klein Drakenstein

against the proposed toll on the road over Du Toit’s Kloof was
laid on the table.

The consideration of this subject was deferred till the Land-

drost’s report thereon be received.

And the Council adjourned.

(Signed) D. M. Perceval, Clerk of the Council.

At a Council held in the Council Chamber the twenty-third

day of January in the year of Our Lord one thousand eight

hundred and twenty-six,

Present, His Excellency the Governor,

The Chief Justice,

The Colonial Secretary,

The Officer next in Command to the Commander
of the Forces,

Lieutenant Colonel Bell,

The Auditor General,

The Receiver General,
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The minutes of the preceding Council were read and con-

firmed. 1

His Excellency the Governor was pleased to lay before Council

a letter addressed to him this day by His Majesty’s Commis-
sioners of Inquiry, requesting that the minutes of the Council

may be submitted to their perusal, and that the members may
be apprized of their intention to call upon them for such

explanations of the mode of proceeding in Council as may be

necessary to elucidate the subject of their inquiries.

The following resolution was then proposed by His Excel-

lency, and agreed to :

It is the opinion of Council that the wishes of His Majesty’s

Government will be most effectually met by complying with

both the requests conveyed in the letter of His Majesty’s

Commissioners.

The Clerk of the Council is therefore to give the Commis-
sioners access to the minutes whenever they require it.

A letter from Mr. Fairbairn to the Colonial Secretary enclosing

a note to Earl Bathurst, together with the Prospectus and
first number of The Neu' Organ, was laid before Council by
His Excellency, and read.

As the prospectus alluded to appeared only to describe the

general nature of the proposed publication, Avithout specifying

any particular restrictions or limitations which the Publisher

Avould agree to, and as the terms employed by Mr. Fairbairn

in his letter to Earl Bathurst indicate an ignorance of the

existing Colonial I.aws on the subject of printing, it Avas

Resolved : That Mr. Fairbairn be summoned to attend on

Thursday the 26th at one o’clock. The attention of

Council Avas called to an article published in the South African

Commercial Advertiser of Wednesday last, the 18th inst., pur-

porting to be an extract from the Times NeAvspaper. A malicious

attack is made in the article in question on His Excellency

the Governor, Avho is therein represented to have refused,

in defiance of an imperative order of the Secretary of State,

to restore printing materials Avhich Mr. Greig is stated to have
left in pledge Avith the Colonial Government

;
and this accusation

is made in language highly calculated to inflame the minds
of His Majesty’s subjects in this Colony against His Excellency’s

Government. The falsehood of the statement must have been
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known to the Editor of the Commercial Advertiser (Mr. Greig

himself), whose written receipt for the purchase money paid by
Government for the materials in question was produced. It

was therefore proposed to the consideration of Council whether

a warning should not now be given to Mr. Greig, that if he

persisted in such conduct His Excellency in Council would be

compelled to suspend his license, according to the Instructions

contained in Earl Bathurst’s despatch of the 27th March 1825.

The Council though condemning the mischievous spirit of

the publication alluded to, and fully agreeing that a repetition

of such an offence would justly incur the forfeiture of Mr.

Greig’ s licence, were however of opinion that under existing

circumstances it would be advisable for the Government not

to interfere on the present occasion, but His Excellency is

requested to forward the paper in question, and the opinion of

Council thereon, to His Majesty’s Principal Secretary of State

for the Colonies, and to submit the whole subject to His

Lordship’s decision.

And the Council adjourned.

(Signed) D. M. Perceval, Clerk of the Council.

At a Council held in the Council Chamber the twenty-sixth

day of January in the year of Our Lord one thousand eight

hundred and twenty-six,

Present, His Excellency the Governor,

The Chief Justice,

The Colonial Secretary,

The Officer next in Command to the Commander of

the Forces,

Lieutenant Colonel Bell,

The Auditor General,

The Receiver General,

The Minutes of the preceding Council were read and confirmed.

It was reported to Council that Mr. John Fairbairn was in

attendance according to the order of the 23rd instant.

Mr. Fairbairn was therefore called in, and the following

questions were put to him :

Question. The Council having understood from your answers

to the questions proposed to you on the twelfth instant, that
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it was your intention to propose some Prospectus for the

publication of your periodical work, called the New Organ
,

upon a scale less limited than that to which Mr. Greig has

subscribed, and observing that by the letter you have addressed

to Earl Bathurst you have merely forwarded a Prospectus of

the nature of the proposed work, without alluding to any
restrictions or limitations whatsoever, the Council is anxious to

know your real intention and meaning in the application you
have made to Earl Bathurst. Do you then mean to say that

you would not accept a licence from Government to publish

your paper, under any restrictions ?

Answer. I Avould like to hear the nature of the restrictions

first.

Question. Did you not understand when you agreed to

transmit a Prospectus of your work to Council, that the

restrictions you would be willing to comply with were to be

expressed therein ?

Answer. I understood that you wished to know my views.

Question. Will you then state your object distinctly ?

Answer. I would wish to see a general Law, and not

particular provisions against Individuals.

Question. It appears then to Council that your object in

applying to Earl Bathurst is to secure a free Press in this

Colony, subject only to the Colonial Laws. Is this your

meaning ?

Answer. Yes, subject of course to the Laws existing.

Question. Then are you unwilling to add any explanation

to your letter ?

Answer. I would decline writing further to Earl Bathurst

till we have received an answer to the Memorial for a free

Press addressed to His Majesty in Council by a portion of the

Inhabitants of this Colony.

Question. Is the Council to understand that Mr. Fairbairn

declines to apply for a licence under any restrictions ?

Answer. As matters now stand I decline applying.

Question. In your letter to Earl Bathurst you allude to the

difficulty and inconvenience of acting under unpublished Laws
relative to the Press in this Colony. Are you not aware that

by the Dutch Colonial Law the Press is left entirely in the

hands of Government ?
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Answer. I am not aware that it is at present left by the

Dutch law entirely in the hands of Government.

Question. Are you not aware that by a Proclamation of

His Excellency Sir George Yonge, when Governor of these

possessions in the year 1800, the establishment of a Printing

Press or the publication of a Journal was interdicted under

severe penalties, except with the licence and authority of

Government ?

Answer. I have seen that Proclamation-.

Question. After the explanation which has now been made
to you by Council, are you inclined to alter any part of your
letter to Earl Bathurst, or do you wish it to go as it stands ?

Answer. I wish it to go as it now stands.

The following admonition was then read to Mr. Fairbairn by
the Clerk.

The Council deems it necessary to remark on the terms of

the Advertisement published by you in the Commercial

Advertiser of Wednesday last, wherein you stated that the New
Organ had been suppressed by an Order of His Excellency the

Governor in Council

:

You were well aware that no such order had been made, but

that you were apprised of the illegality of publishing it without

a licence, and as you were unwilling to comply with the terms

on which the two other weekly Papers in this Colony are

published, and on which terms a licence was offered to yourself, it

became necessary for you to discontinue the publication. And
yet with the full knowledge of these facts you circulate through-

out the Colony that your work has been suppressed by order

of His Excellency the Governor in Council, without one syllable

of explanation of the cause, which originated entirely with

yourself, giving thereby the colour of an arbitrary act of

Government to a measure which was merely the result of the

pre-existing laws of the Colony, a line of conduct which the

Council cannot but highly disapprove.

Mr. Fairbairn replied :
“ I think the advertisement stated

that the work was suspended, not suppressed, by order of His

Excellency the Governor in Council.”

On a reference to the Paper it appeared that the term used

was “ suspended.”

Mr. Fairbairn then added :

11
I certainly meant no disrespect
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to the Council, but I thought such was the meaning of the

resolution that was read to me.”

Mr. Fairbairn was then desired to withdraw, and the Council

having taken into consideration the letters of Mr. Fairbairn

and his replies to the questions proposed to him this day and
on the 12th instant,

It was Resolved,

That His Excellency be requested to forward the proceedings

in Council on this subject to His Majesty’s Principal Secretary

of State for the Colonies, together with the communications

addressed by Mr. Fairbairn to Earl Bathurst.

A letter from the President and Members of the Burgher

Senate (dated the 23rd Inst.) was laid before Council by His

Excellency and read.

This document states that they have now 4,986 muids of

wheat in store
;

and advises that a public monthly sale of

from 3 to 400 muids should be authorized by Government, as

the price of wheat has risen to a very great height, and part of

the grain in store is infected by weevils.

It was resolved on consideration of these circumstances,

That the Burgher Senate be authorized to make weekly

sales of wheat to the extent of not more than 150 muids at

each sale, unless the condition of the wheat should render it

advisable to dispose of a greater quantity.

And the Council adjourned.

(Signed) D. M. Perceval, Clerk of the Council.

[Annexure.J

Town House, 23rd January 1826.

My Lord,

—

With reference to our letter of the 7th October

1825 whereby we have stated for Your Excellency’s information

that the quantity of wheat in store at that time not even

amounted to 6,000 muids, and now to say that actually in the

Town Granary at the above period was 5,743f muids, and to

acquaint Your Excellency that since that time up to this day
a quantity of 757 muids have with Your Excellency’s sanction

been successively sold at public sales, so that at present remain
XXIX. it
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in store 4,986| muids, of which quantity a certain part is more

or less infected by weevils and requires immediate disposal, and
1o submit to Your Excellency’s consideration whether it would
not be advisable under the present circumstances of the enor-

mous price of wheat in the market and consequent high price

of bread in town, which must be seriously felt by the poorer

class of Inhabitants, and with a view to check the speculations

in this first necessity of life, to sell monthly by one or two

public sales a certain quantity of wheat, say from three to four

hundred muids at each sale at no less than Rds. 175 per load

of 10 muids for the accommodation of the privileged bakers

and other inhabitants who may stand in want thereof, and so

to continue selling till a quantity of 2,000 muids of the best of

good wheat can be saved in store till the next ploughing season,

when hardly any wheat is brought to market, and then to

dispose thereof by public sale in such quantity as with Your
Excellency’s concurrence may be deemed necessary, or that

Your Excellency may be pleased to give such other direc-

tions herein as Your Excellency in your wisdom may deem
necessary.

We further beg to say for Your Excellency’s information

that we had the honour of having a conference on Thursday

last with Sir Richard Plasket, Secretary to Government, on

the necessity of selling part of the wheat in store, and that we
have obtained through that Gentleman the sanction of Govern-

ment to sell from four to five hundred muids at no less than

Rds. 175 per load of ten muids, which sale is to be held this

morning. We have &c.

(Signed) J. van der Poel, President.

By command of the President and Members of the Burgher

Senate,

(Signed) P. J. Truter, Secretary.

His Excellency the Right Honorable

General Lord Charles Henry Somerset.

At a Council held in the Council Chamber the thirtieth day
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of January in the year of Our Lord one thousand eight hundred
and twenty-six,

Present, His Excellency the Governor,

The Chief Justice,

The Colonial Secretary,

Lieutenant Colonel Bell,

The Auditor General,

The Receiver General,

The Minutes of the preceding Council were read, amended,
and confirmed.

A letter from the President and Members of the Burgher

Senate (dated the 26th Inst.) and enclosing a representation

made to the Superintendent of Police by the Wardmasters of

Cape Town on the subject of the present high price of bread,

was presented to Council by His Excellency and read.

Cape Town, 26th January 1826.

My Lord,

—

We have the honor to acknowledge the receipt

of Your Excellency’s letter of the 23rd instant, transmitting to

us two original letters from the Superintendent of Police with

annexure stating that the Wardmasters of Cape Town had
waited at his house in a body complaining of the high price of

bread &c., as notified in the Government Gazette of the 20th

instant, and that subsequently a representation was forwarded

to him by that body on the subject, and desiring from, us to

adopt such measures in concert with the Superintendent of

Police, as are best calculated to remove the evil complained of,

and in reply thereto to state that we have on the receipt thereof

requested the attendance of the Superintendent of Police in

our meeting of the 24tli instant, and have in concert with that

Gentleman considered of the best means in our power to remove

the evil, and have found a proclamation issued on the 6th of

December 1822, by which the Bakers were allowed to fix the

prices of Bread themselves, an impediment to us to rediess the

grievances of the public as fully as we intended to do, which

Proclamation we humbly request Your Excellency to take into

your consideration, by which it will appear that under the

present circumstances of the high price of wheat, the privileged

Bakers of the Town have it in their power by combining together

to fix any price on bread (this first necessary) they may think

R 2
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proper. We therefore beg to suggest to Your Excellency to

repeal this proclamation, and in lieu thereof to renew the

regulations for the privileged Bakers of the 14th November
1809, by which our Board was empowered to fix the price on
Bread monthly according to the price of Wheat on the market.

We are however not quite certain if Your Excellency should be

pleased to repeal the above proclamation and renew the regula-

tions, whether these regulations can immediately be put in force,

since the bakers have entered into their contracts at the begin-

ning of this year on the strength of that Proclamation
;

this

we however submit to Your Excellency’s superior wisdom.

We have also reason to suppose that not the actual scarcity

of Wheat has given rise to the extraordinary high price of

Bread as notified in the Government Gazette of the 20th instant,

but that actually a combination has existed between the

Bakers for that purpose, which the public interest requires

should be properly investigated.

We have however summoned before us on that day all the

privileged Bakers of Cape Town, and have communicated to

them the impropriety of their conduct in fixing such an extra-

vagant high price on their bread, so much above the market

price of Wheat, of which they seem to have been convinced,

and reduced their prices as advertized in the South African

Chronicle of the 25th instant, which is certainly some relief to

the public, but in our humble opinion not all that they can or

ought actually to give according to the present prices of Wheat.

We have bound the Bakers to deliver their Bread as above

advertized to the public till Saturday the 4th February next,

in order to represent these circumstances to Your Excellency,

that such new or other regulations may be framed as the public

interest may require.

We have the honor to return the aforesaid original letters,

and ha ve &c.

(Signed) J. van der Poel, President.

By command of the President and Members of the Burgher

Senate,
(Signed) P. J. Truter, Secretary.

His Excellency the Right Honorable

General Lord Charles Henry Somerset.
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Town House, 2lth January 1826.

My Lord,

—

We have summoned all the privileged Bakers of

Cape Town before us at the Town House on the 24th instant,

and required from them to state on oath the quantity of wheat
or flour in possession of each of them, in order to be ascertained

in what quantity their stock really consists. With this requisi-

tion they have complied, and from their statements it appears

that only a quantity of 2,500 muids of wheat and flour are in

the possession of all the Bakers. Adding to this quantity

4,486^ muids at present in the Town Granary, makes a total of

6,986J muids, hardly sufficient for two months consumption.

And as it is of the utmost importance to our Board to know
the quantity of Wheat or Flour at present laid up in Cape

Town, in order to be guided what steps the public interest

requires should be taken, we therefore beg to request that it

may please Your Excellency to authorize our Board to send a

Commission to take upon oath of the possessor what quantities

of wheat or flour there are in possession of the speculators in

these articles, as well as in the possession, stores, &c. of every

Inhabitant, privileged Baker, Miller, &c. within the jurisdiction

of Cape Town, to enable our Board to consider of the means

which shall be found necessary to secure the public of a

sufficiency of bread till the next harvest. We have &c.

(Signed) J. van der Poel, President.

By command of the President and Members of the Burgher

Senate,
(Signed) P. J. Truter, Secretary.

His Excellency the Right Honorable

General Lord Charles Henry Somerset.

It appears by these documents that the present exorbitant

prices affixed by the Bakers to their bread are not justified by

the actual scarcity of wheat
;
and that the Burgher Senate do

not feel themselves authorized under the provisions of the

Proclamation of the 6th of December 1822 to compel the

Bakers to reduce their prices to the amount warranted by the

state of the corn market, although there is reason to suspect

that a combination exists among the bakers for the purpose of
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keeping up the present high prices. Under these circumstances

the immediate consideration of His Excellency in Council is

prayed for by the inhabitants and the Burgher Senate, whether

it may not be expedient to amend or repeal the aforesaid

Proclamation, in so far as may be necessary to enable the

Burgher Senate to confine the Bakers to a fair and reasonable

profit. The Council being of opinion that it is not desirable

at once to repeal a law which was made with the intention of

securing to the Inhabitants of Cape Town the most reasonable

prices by the open competition of the Bakers, according to the

acknowledged principles of trade,

It was Resolved

That the Burgher Senate be instructed to send for all the

bakers, and to acquaint them that it appears to His Excellency

the Governor in Council that the Bakers have either mistaken

or wilfully transgressed the intentions of Government in regard

to the provisions of the Proclamation of the sixth day of

December 1822, by fixing whatever price they pleased upon their

bread, without due reference to the market price of wheat.

That the Government cannot and will not authorize any such

conduct, more especially when the consequences prove so

injurious to the Community at large. The Burgher Senate is

therefore desired to warn the Bakers that, unless they shall for

the future reduce their charges to such an amount as may
afford them a fair and adequate remuneration according to the

average weekly price of wheat for the Capital and labour

employed in their trade, His Excellency in Council will be

compelled to place them under such restrictions as may
sufficiently guarantee the interests of the Public, a necessity

which His Excellency had trusted that the proclamation of the

6th December 1822 would obviate.

And His Excellency is requested to forward a Copy of this

resolution to the Burgher Senate.

Another letter addressed to His Excellency by the President

and Members of the Burgher Senate, under date the 27th

January, was laid before Council.

This communication, after stating that the whole quantity of

wheat at present in the possession of the Burgher Senate and
the Privileged Bakers is hardly sufficient for two months con-

sumption, proposes that His Excellency should authorize the
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Burgher Senate to send out a Commission to ascertain upon
oath the quantity cf wheat or flour in the possession of every

inhabitant within the jurisdiction of Cape Town, in order that

measures may be taken to ensure a supply of bread for the

public until the next harvest.

The consideration of this proposition was deferred till the

next meeting.

And the Council adjourned.

(Signed) D. M. Perceval, Clerk of the Council.

At a Council held in the Council Chamber the seventh day

of February in the year of Our Lord one thousand eight

hundred and twenty-six,

Present, His Excellency the Lord Charles Somerset, Governor,

The Honourable Sir John Truter, Kt., Chief Justice,

Sir Richard Plasket, Kt., Colonial Secretary,

Lt. Col. Daniell, the Officer next in Command to the

Commander of the Forces,

Lieutenant Colonel Bell,

Walter Bentinck, Esqre., Auditor General,

J. W. Stoll, Esq., Receiver General,

The Minutes of the preceding Council were read and
confirmed.

It was Ordered that the following Memorandum be entered

in the Minutes :

The Names of the Members of Council present, as well as

their official designations, are for the future to be inserted at

the head of the minutes of each day’s proceedings.

The letter from the Burgher Senate, dated January 27th,

which was laid before Council at the last Meeting, was taken

into consideration, and it was Resolved

That it does not appear that so urgent a necessity exists at

present as would authorize the Government to issue a Pro-

clamation for the purpose of creating the Commission desired

by the Burgher Senate.

His Excellency is therefore requested to instruct the Burgher

Senate to make such general enquiries as may be in their
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power, and to report the result to Government without

delay.

His Excellency was pleased to lay before Council a letter

from His Majesty’s Commissioners of Enquiry, enclosing Copies

of three distinct Laws enacted by the States of Holland in the

years 1702, 1726, and 1744, for the regulation of the Press,

which laws His Majesty’s Commissioners consider to have been

binding upon the inhabitants of this Colony anterior to the

date of Sir George Yonge’s Proclamation in the year 1800,

whatever may have been the subsequent effect of that enact-

ment.

The Council having taken the same into consideration,

It was Resolved,

That these documents are of considerable importance for the

illustration of the case of Mr. John Fairbairn, lately submitted

to His Majesty’s Secretary of State for the Colonies.

His Excellency is therefore requested to forward copies of

the same to Earl Bathurst.

The following statement was presented to Council by the

Colonial Secretary and read :

The Colonial Secretary not having been present when the

Minutes of the Council held on the 10th January last were read

over, and having since perused the same, he observes that Mr.

Suasso de Lima stated in his examination before Council that

he had applied to Government for a licence to publish his work,

but that he had received no answer.

The Chief Secretary did not hear Mr. S. de Lima make this

observation, or he would have noticed it at the time, but he

'

deems it necessary even now to submit to Council the only

document sent to the Colonial Office by Mr. S. de Lima, being

a subscription Paper, with the heads of his proposed work,

which was handed to the Colonial Secretary open without any

letter or explanation whatever. The Colonial Secretary looked

upon it as nothing more than an application for his subscription

to the work.

It was ordered that this Statement be entered in the Minutes.

And the Council adjourned.

(Signed) D. M. Pekceval, Clerk of the Council.

At a Council held in the Council Chamber on the 14th day
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of February in the year of Our Lord one thousand eight hundred
and twenty-six,

Present, His Excellency the Lord Charles Somerset, Governor,

His Honour Major General Bourke, C.B., Lt.

Governor and Second in Command,
The Honourable Sir J. Truter, Kt., Chief Justice,

Sir R. Plasket, Kt., Colonial Secretary,

Lieutenant Colonel Bell, C.B.,

Walter Bentinck, Es:p, Auditor General,

J. W. Stoll, Esq., Receiver General,

The Minutes of the preceding Council were read and

confirmed.

His Honour Major General Bourke, Lieutenant Governor of

this Colony, was introduced, and the following oath was
administered to him by His Excellency :

I, Richard Bourke, do swear that I will not upon any account,

at any time whatsoever, disclose or discover any matter, or

any discussion upon any matter, brought before this Council,

nor the vote or opinion of any particular member thereof,

unless to His Majesty’s Government, or when required to give

evidence as a witness by a Court of Justice, in due course of

Law.
(Signed) Richard Bourke.

Sworn before me at the Council Chamber, Cape of Good
Hope, the 14th day of February 1826.

(Signed) Charles Henry Somerset.

The other oaths which His Majesty’s Instructions have

appointed to be taken by the Members of this Council were

dispensed with on the present occasion, as the same are taken

by the Lieutenant Governor on coming into Office.

Major General Bourke then took his seat as Lieutenant

Governor and Second in Command.
A letter from the President and Members of the Burgher

Senate, complaining of an attack upon their body contained in

an anonymous letter signed, a Freeholder, which appeared in

the South African Commercial Advertiser of the eighth Instant,

was laid before Council by His Excellency, and read.
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Town House, 8th February

My Lord,

—

However averse and incompetent we may feel

to venture upon an estimation of the nice distinction which is

said to exist between a free and licentious press, a subject

apparently of far too great intricacy to fall within the sphere

of a municipal Body, and however much as individuals we
might despise anonymous, designing, and calumnious attacks

upon our characters, still we cannot but apprehend, and
experience has already in a great measure confirmed the justice

of our apprehension, that if unmerited and wanton attacks,

through means of the public papers, upon the honor and
integrity of the body which we constitute be allowed to take

their course, without meeting with the least check, consequences

most pernicious to the best interests of the community must
ensue, such as total extinction of all confidence on the part of

the community in its Municipal Representatives, and the

dissolution of every tie of mutual regard and goodwill.

Under these impressions, we most respectfully desire to draw
Your Lordship’s attention to an anonymous letter signed
“ a freeholder,” which has this day appeared in the South

A frican Commercial Advertiser

.

It is not our intention, My Lord, to enter on this occasion

into a detail of that calumnious production, in order to prove

that design and falsity are its leading features, nor shall we
proceed to shew that the object of that production, independent

of the indiscriminate abuse which it pours forth, is of the most

perfidious nature, inasmuch as after having bewildered the

reader by specious arguments, professing to have the advantage

of the public in view, it ends by palliating and advocating the

late highly improper conduct of the licensed Bakers, but we
content ourselves on the strength of our introductory remarks

humbly to pray that Your Lordship may graciously be pleased

to direct such steps to be taken as consistent with the laws of

the Colony the nature of the evil complained of shall be deemed

to require. We have &c.

(Signed) J. van der Poel, President.

By command of the President and Members of the Burgher

Senate,
(Signed) P. J. Truter, Secretary,

His Excellency the Right Honorable

General Lord Charles Henry Somerset.
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The Council having taken the same into consideration, and
having referred to the article in question,

It was resolved,

That the Council sees no grounds for advising the Govern-
ment to interfere, but that the Law is open to the Burgher
Senate, to which, however, the Council would not recommend
having recourse on the present occasion.

And His Excellency is requested to cause a copy of this

resolution to be forwarded to the Burgher Senate.

A despatch from the Right Honourable Earl Bathurst, His
Majesty’s Principal Secretary of State for the Colonial Depart-

ment, dated Downing Street Nov. 11th 1825, was laid before

Council by His Excellency, and read.

In this communication Earl Bathurst expresses his regret that

at the period when he held out to Mr. Greig the expectation

that his printing materials would be restored to him on his

return to the Colony, His Lordship was not aware that the

same had been resold, and apprizes His Excellency that in

order to enable him notwithstanding to fulfil the conditions

under which Mr. Greig was allowed to return to this Colony,

His Lordship has instructed the Colonial Agent to provide a
similar set of printing materials to be presented to Mr. Bridekirk

in exchange for those which he purchased of the Colonial

Government, which last are thereupon to be transferred to

Mr. Greig, on condition of the repayment of their value by
that Individual.

The Council having taken the same into consideration,

It was Resolved

That it is expedient that Mr. G. Greig should be apprized

without delay, that in consequence of the arrangement made
in his favour by His Majesty’s Government, he will be replaced

in the possession of the printing materials which formerly

belonged to him as soon as the substitutes intended for the

present owner shall have arrived in the Colony.

His Excellency is therefore requested to cause a Copy of this

Resolution to be transmitted to Mr. Greig, together with a

copy of that part of Earl Bathurst’s despatch which relates to

this subject.

A letter addressed to the Colonial Secretary by Mr. J. B.

Ebden, under date the 11th instant, was laid before Council

by His Excellency, and read.
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In this letter Mr. Ebden requests that the Lombard and
Discount Banks may be authorized to receive to a certain

amount the notes of the private Bank which he proposes to

open on the 20th Inst. In the same was enclosed a copy of

an advertisement, notifying the day on which the bank is to

be opened, and explaining the mode in which its affairs are to

be conducted
;
and likewise a Mortgage bond for £2,000 Sterling,

being the amount of the security which it was stated in the

Besolution of Council of the 3rd ultimo that the Government
would require, in the event of any of the public Departments
being authorized to receive Mr. Ebden’ s notes.

The Council having taken the same into consideration, it was
Resolved,

That this application of Mr. Ebden is premature, as it is

distinctly declared in the resolution of the third ultimo that

the authorization of any of the departments of Government
to receive Mr. Ebden’s notes must depend upon the success of

his endeavours, upon his own credit, to bring his notes into

general circulation, which it is obviously impossible to ascertain

before Mr. Ebden’s bank has been opened.

And His Excellency is requested to cause a copy of this

Resolution to be forwarded to Mr. Ebden, and to refer him to

the resolution of the third ultimo, a copy whereof has already

been transmitted to him.

And the Council adjourned.

(Signed) D. M. Perceval, Clerk of the Council.

At a Council held in the Council Chamber on the 21st day of

Eebruary in the year of Our Lord one thousand eight hundred

and twenty six,

Present, His Excellency Lord Charles Somerset, Governor,

His Honor Major General Bourke, C.B., Lieutenant

Governor and Second in Command,
The Honourable Sir J. Truter, Kt., Chief Justice,

Lieutenant Colonel Bell, C.B.,

Walter Bentinck, Esq., Auditor General,

J. W. Stoll, Esq., Receiver General,

The Minutes of the preceding Council were read and

confirmed.
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His Excellency was pleased to lay before Council a despatch

from His Majesty’s principal Secretary of State for the Colonial

Department, dated Downing Street 16th Oct. 1825, in reply to

His Excellency’s despatch of the 25th July last, on the subject

of the duties upon Cape Wine, which was laid before Council

on the 5th of December last.

In this communication Earl Bathurst, after stating that no
further reduction of the duties on Cape Wine imported into

England is to be expected, expresses his willingness to assent

to any reduction in the Colonial export duty thereon, particu-

larly that levied in the Wine Taster’s Office, which His Excel-

lency in Council might deem advisable, so far as such a reduc-

tion might be effected without exposing the Colonial Revenue
to great loss and necessitating the imposition of additional

duties on articles of foreign growth, a measure which His

Lordship could not sanction without consulting with the board

of Trade, for which purpose detailed information on the subject

would be necessary.

This despatch was read, and after some discussion the farther

consideration of this matter was deferred till the next meeting

of Council.

His Excellency laid before Council a memorial addressed to'

him by many of the most respectable inhabitants of the Colony,

praying that His Excellency will support an application which

they intend to make to His Majesty’s Ministers for a Charter of

Immunity for the purpose of establishing a Joint Stock Bank
Company here, and that in the meantime His Excellency will

be pleased to issue a Proclamation to legalize the establishment

of the said Bank, with such regulations for the individual

immunity of the respective proprietors as may be thought

consistent with the security of the public, and to grant unto

the said bank the privileges of pleading and of being impleaded

before the Courts of Law.

This Memorial having been read and taken into consideration,

it was Ordered

That a Letter be addressed to the Secretary of the Joint

Stock Bank Committee, requesting him to procure an early

answer from the Memorialists to the following question :

Whether it is their intention that each of the Shareholders

should be answerable for the engagements of the Bank to the
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extent of his whole property, or only to the amount of the

shares which he may hold ?

The farther consideration of this matter is deferred till the

answer of the Memorialists be received.

And the Council adjourned.

(Signed) D. M. Perceval, Clerk of the Council.

At a Council held in the Council Chamber on the second day
of March in the year of Our Lord one thousand eight hundred

and twenty-six,

Present, His Excellency Lord Charles Henry Somerset,

Governor,

His Honour Major General Bourke, C.B., Lieutenant

Governor and Second in Command,
Sir John Truter, Chief Justice,

The Honourable Sir Richard Plasket, Colonial

Secretary,

Lieutenant Colonel Bell, C.B.,

Walter Bentinck, Esq., Auditor General,

J. W. Stoll, Esq., Receiver General,

The Minutes of the preceding Council were read and

confirmed.

A letter from the Secretary of the Joint Stock Bank Com-
mittee, in reply to the communication addressed to him in

pursuance of the Order of Council made at the last meeting,

was read.

By this letter it appeared that it was not the intention of the

Memorialists for the Joint Stock Bank to be responsible for its

engagements to the whole extent of their property, but that

each shareholder should give a farther security, to the amount

of the shares which he may hold, by which means the whole

issues of the bank, which were intended not to exceed double

the amount of its original Capital, would be covered.

The Council having taken this letter and the Memorial into

consideration,

It was Resolved

That there can be no objection to complying with the prayer

of the Memorialists as far as regards the privilege of pleading
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and of being impleaded before the Courts of Law. Provided

that the facility thus granted to them be accompanied by an

express declaration of the liability of all and each of the share-

holders to the full extent of the engagements of the Bank, and

by such other provisions as are usually inserted in the private

Bills of the British Legislature by which Joint Stock Companies

are established.

And His Excellency is requested to cause a Copy of this

resolution to be transmitted to the Memorialists.

With regard to the despatch from Earl Bathurst relative to

the Wine Duties, which was laid before Council at the last

meeting, His Excellency was pleased to state that he had
entered into a communication with His Majesty’s Commissioners

on this subject. His Excellency therefore proposed that the

farther consideration thereof should be postponed.

And the Council adjourned.

(Signed) D. M. Perceval, Clerk of the Council.

At a Council held in the Council Chamber on the sixth day
of March in the Year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred

and twenty-six,

Present : His Honor Major-General Bourke, Lieutenant

Governor,

The Hon. Sir John Truter, Knight, Chief Justice,

Sir Richard Plasket, Knight, Secretary to Govern-

ment,

Lieutenant-Colonel Daniell, Second in Command,
Lieutenant-Colonel Bell, C.B.,

Walter Bentinck, Esqre., Auditor General,

J. W. Stoll, Esqre., Receiver General,

The Minutes of the preceding Council were read and confirmed.

The following Oath was administered by the Chief Justice to

His Honor the Lieutenant Governor on assuming the Govern-

ment of this Colony during the absence of His Excellency

Lord Charles Somerset, who took his departure for England
yesterday :

“ I Richard Bourke do promise and swear that I will faith-

fully and diligently execute to the utmost of my abilities the
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several duties of the office of Lieutenant Governor administering

the Government of this Colony during the absence of His Excel-

lency the Governor. So help me God.”

(Signed) Richard Bourke.

Sworn before the Council this sixth day of March 1826.

(Signed) D. M. Perceval, Clerk of the Council.

And the Council adjourned.

(Signed) D. M. Perceval, Clerk of the Council.

At a Council held in the Council Chamber on the twentieth

day of March in the year of our Lord one thousand eight

hundred and twenty-six,

Present : His Honor Major-General Bourke, Lieutenant-

Governor,

The Hon. Sir John Truter, Knight, Chief Justice,

The Hon. Sir Richard Plasket, Knight, Secretary

to Government,

The Hon. Lieutenant-Colonel Daniell, Second in

Command,
The Hon. Walter Bentinck, Esqre., Auditor General,

The Hon. J. W. Stoll, Esqre., Receiver General,

The Minutes of the preceding Council were read and

confirmed.

The following Extract of a Dispatch from Earl Bathurst,

No. 670, dated August 20th 1825, was presented to Council by

His Honor, and read :

“ I have also by this opportunity to signify to you my
approbation of the way in which you have disposed of those

unfortunate people, who being deserted by their own tribe had

Avandered from the country lying to the north-east of the

Colony into the district of Graaff Reinet, by apprenticing them

to the English Settlers in Albany.”

The draft of an Indenture for this purpose, prepared by the

Colonial Secretary was submitted to Council, and a few slight

amendments having been suggested and agreed to, His Honor
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was requested to transmit the same to His Majesty’s Fiscal for

that officer’s opinion.

A letter addressed to His Honor the Lieutenant Governor
by the President and Members of the Burgher Senate, under

date the 14th Instant, was laid before Council and read :

—

Town House, 14th March 1826.

Sir,—In compliance with a Government letter of the 7th

February last and Copy Resolution of the Council of that

date, we have the honor to transmit for Your Honor’s infor-

mation the enclosed statement of the quantities of Wheat and
Flour at present in the possession of the Inhabitants, Bakers,

&c., in Cape Town, taken from the returns of the Wardmasters,

as also of the quantity at present in the Town Granary, amount-
ing together to eight thousand seven hundred and nineteen

muids. We have &c.

(Signed) J. van der Poel, President.

By command of the President and Members of the Burgher

Senate,

(Signed) P. J. Truter, Secretary.

His Honor Major General Bourke, C.B.

P.S.—From the information within our reach we conceive

that the daily consumption of Wheat in Cape Town must be

estimated from 85 to 90 muids, including the Garrison and

Shipping.

This communication states that in compliance with the

Resolution of Council of the 7th of February last, they have

ascertained that the whole quantity of wheat and flour at

present in Cape Town amounts to 8,719 muids, and that the

average daily consumption amounts to from 85 to 90 muids.

The letter was accompanied by a detailed statement of the

quantity of wheat brought into Cape Town in the months of

January, February, and March 1825 and 1826, by which it

appears that the deficiency in the present year as compared

to the year preceding exceeds 22,000 muids.

The same having been taken into consideration, it was

Resolved,

xxix. s
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That it appears from the papers presented to Council that a

considerable paucity of grain is to be apprehended. His

Honor is therefore requested to cause it to be ascertained

whether any steps have been taken by the Merchants to

provide a sufficient supply of Wheat until the next harvest,

and in the event of no such steps having been taken, His

Honor is requested to adopt such measures without delay as

will secure the country from actual scarcity.

The Colonial Secretary stated that he took this opportunity

of the first Council assembled for dispatch of business after the

departure of His Excellency Lord Charles Somerset, to inform

the Council that he had seen some questions proposed by the

Commissioners of Inquiry to several Members of the Council,

the subject of which appeared to him to require some explanation

on his part, and with the permission of His Honour he would

prepare a Memorandum thereon to be submitted to Council at

the next meeting.

It was therefore Resolved that leave be given to the Colonial

Secretary accordingly.

And the Council adjourned.

(Signed) D. M. Perceval, Clerk of the Council.

At a Council held in the Council Chamber on the 28th day
of March in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred

and twenty-six,

Present : His Honour Major-General Bourke, Lieutenant

Governor,

The Hon. Sir John Truter, Chief Justice,

The Hon. Sir Richard Plasket, Colonial Secretary,

The Hon. Lieutenant-Colonel Daniell, Second in

Command,
The Hon. Walter Bentinck, Esqre., Auditor General,

The Hon. J. W. Stoll, Esqre., Receiver General,

The Minutes of the preceding Council were read and

confirmed.

The Colonial Secretary submitted to Council the form of an

Indenture for apprenticing the Mantatees, as amended at the
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last meeting, together with His Majesty’s Fiscal’s opinion

thereon

:

This Indenture

of Two Parts,

Made on the in the Year of our Lord

between Esq. Landdrost of the District

of on the one Part, and on the

other Part :

Witnesseth—That the said Esq. Landdrost of

the District of hath, under the sanction of His

Honor the Lieutenant-Governor in Council, bearing date the

28th of March, 1826, and with the full consent of all the Parties,

put, placed, and bound, and by these Presents doth put, place,

and bind being Natives of the

Interior of Africa, who have sought refuge in this Colony, and
now in the District of (and as are more fully

described in the annexed Schedule), to be Apprentices with

the said for the term of Years from the

date of these Presents, in order to their being employed as

Household or Agricultural Servants :

—

And the said for self, Heirs, and Executors,

after solemnly declaring that is not a Proprietor or

Possessor of any Slave or Slaves, doth hereby promise and
covenant to and with the Governor, Lieutenant-Governor, or

Acting Governor, of this Colony, that the said shali

diligently and faithfully instruct, or cause to be instructed, the

said Apprentices, in such useful Employments relating to the

service above-mentioned, to the best of means and ability :

—And further, that shall use utmost endeavours

to inform and instruct the said Apprentices, or cause them to

be informed and instructed, in the principles of the Christian

Religion, and that shall have them baptized when suffi-

ciently instructed, and shall permit and encourage them to

attend Public Worship :—And also, that the said shall

provide the said Apprentices with sufficient and comfortable

Food, Clothing, and other Necessaries, and with Medicine and
Medical Aid, if necessary, during their stipulated time of

service, and shall not treat the said Apprentices with hardship

or severity :—And the said doth further covenant

s 2
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and agree for self, Heirs, and Executors, that will

not assign the said Apprentices, or any of them, to any other

Person or Persons, nor send or carry them out of this Colony

without the previous Licence or Authority of Government :

—

And that will give due notice to the Landdrost

of the District in which resides, of all Children who may
be born of the said Female Apprentices, if any, and of all

Deaths which may happen amongst any of them, under a

penalty of £5 for each Birth or Death not reported within one

month after such event
;
And that will fulfil, as far as

regards such new-born Children, all the engagements entered

into by this Indenture for their Parents ;—And also, that

will, at each Annual Opgaaf, and when required by the

Landdrost, appear by self, or deputed Agent, and
produce this Indenture, and will render a full, true, and just

account of the state of Health, Employment, and Treatment of

the said Apprentices, and of the place where they shall or may
be at that period

;
and, if deemed necessary, produce the said

Apprentices in person, at the Landdrost’ s Office.

And the said doth hereby bind self,

Heirs, and Executors, in the penal sum of One Hundred and
Fifty Pounds Sterling, that will duly and
faithfully perform all the covenants contained herein

;
and by

any default in the due performance of all or any of the said

covenants on the part of the said
,
shall, on

conviction thereof before a competent Tribunal, independently

of the payment of the penal sum above-mentioned, forfeit all

right to the further services of the said Apprentices
;
and the

remainder of the Term of Apprenticeship to the said

shall from thenceforth absolutely cease and determine.

Schedule of Individuals
,
belonging to the Native Tribes of Africa,

Indentured as above.

No. Nation ami Name. Sex, and Apparent
Age.

Height, Descrip-
tion, aud African

Marks.

Where found
or received.

By whom
protected and
delivered up.
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Fiscal’s Office, 28th March, 1826.

Sir,—In compliance with His Honor the Lieutenant

Governor’s directions relative to the indenturing individuals

belonging to the Mantatee tribe and other natives of the

interior of Africa who have sought refuge in this Colony, to

Inhabitants residing in the Frontier Districts, not being Slave-

holders or Proprietors, communicated to me in your letter of

the 22nd instant, I have the honor to report for the information

of His Honor, that I have no remarks to make respecting the

form of indenture enclosed in your said letter, the same being

considered in a legal point of view. And as to any other

remark on the provisions of the same, as it seems to be decided

upon that the Inhabitants, including those who only by in-

heritance or bequest, and not by any voluntary acts such as

purchase or barter, have acquired the possession of Slaves, are

to be excluded from the benefit of such Indentures, I do not

feel myself justified to submit my opinion thereon to your

official consideration, and only beg leave to suggest that some
provisions may be added to the said indentures in the case of

the masters or mistresses of such natives becoming possessed

of Slaves within the term of their apprenticeship. I have &c.

(Signed) D. Denyssen, Fiscal.

The Hon Sir Richard Plasket,

Chief Secretary to Government.

The Council having taken the same into consideration, it

was Resolved

That the Indenture as it stands at present be approved of.

And that the Landdrosts of the several Districts wherein such

Mantatees may reside be instructed to abide by the following

Regulations :

—

First. That the adult Mantatees shall be apprenticed for

the term of seven years, and that all their children who may
remain with them shall be specified in the same indenture

with their parents and shall be apprenticed for the same period.

Second. That all Mantatees without families, or who may
be indentured separately from their families, shall, if above the

age of twelve years, be apprenticed for the like term of seven
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years
;
and if under the age of twelve years shall be appren-

ticed until they arrive at the age of eighteen.

And His Honour is requested to take the necessary measures

for carrying these regulations into effect.

The Lieutenant Governor was pleased to state that in com-
pliance with the request of Council he had enquired whether

any measures had been taken by the Merchants for supplying

the Colony with Grain, and that it appeared from the answers

of those gentlemen that no absolute orders had been given by
them to that effect, and that the reason of this backwardness

on their part arose from the provisions of the Proclamation

of the 8th of February 1 822, by which the importation of grain

is prohibited when the price thereof is below 160 rixdollars per

load. But that in the event of this law being repealed, absolute

orders for cargoes of grain would be forthwith despatched.

His Honour then proposed the following Resolutions, which

were unanimously agreed to :

—

First. That it is necessary to provide against the injurious

consequences which may result to this Colony from the general

failure of the grain crop at the last harvest, and to remove all

prohibitions against the importation of grain and flour into the

ports of these Settlements for a time to be limited.

Secondly. That it is expedient to repeal the fifth section of

the Proclamation of the 8th of February 1822, until the first

day of January next.

Third. That it is expedient to admit grain of every descrip-

tion and flour into the ports of this Colony from the 1st day of

April to the thirty-first of December of the present year, both

days inclusive, upon payment of a duty of three per cent ad
valorem, such grain and flour being imported in British ships

or in foreign ships trading to this place under authority of the

order in Council of the 12th of July 1820.

And His Honour is requested to issue a Proclamation to this

effect, to be prepared as usual.

The following statement was laid before Council by the

Colonial Secretary in pursuance of the Resolution of the 20th

Instant.

The Colonial Secretary having perused certain questions,

herewith annexed, which had been put by His Majesty’s Com-
missioners of Enquiry to some of the Members of Council
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/ndividually who were present at the sitting of Council under

date the 26th of October last, when Dr. Barry’s case was brought

under discussion, he deems it his duty to make a minute in

Council as the only means left to him of explaining such parts

of these queries as relate to himself personally.

By the third query His Majesty’s Commissioners of Enquiry

demand from the other Councillors an account of the Colonial

Secretary’s statements and explanations on that occasion.

The Colonial Secretary has not been called upon himself for

any such explanation by His Majesty’s Commissioners, nor is

he at all aware of the nature of the replies which have been

given by the other Members. He is however perfectly satisfied

that his colleagues who have been called upon for their account

of his conduct will have done him justice by giving a full

statement thereof, and he is not at all anxious to enter further

upon this point.

In regard to the fourth query, however, which alludes to a

certain letter from Dr. Barry to His Excellency Lord Charles

Somerset not having been submitted to Council with the rest

of the correspondence ordered to be laid before Council, and on

which His Majesty’s Commissioners of Inquiry apparently lay

some stress, from whence an inference might be drawn that the

absence of this letter was prejudicial to Dr. Barry’s case, the

Colonial Secretary deems it to be his duty to annex a Certificate

made by Mr. Brink, late acting Secretary to the Council,

previous to his departure for England, relative to the cause of

the non-production of that letter.

The Colonial Secretary further begs leave to call the particular

attention of Council to the letter itself, and to remark that the

contents thereof were urged by His Excellency the Governor

in his letter to His Majesty’s Commissioners of Inquiry of 24th

October last as an additional objection to His Excellency’s

making any satisfactory arrangement for Dr. Barry, as m that

letter he threatens to resign all his situations provided His

Excellency carried into effect the intentions of Government for

establishing the Supreme Medical Committee.

The Colonial Secretary mentions this merely to show that

the said letter acted against Dr. Barry in the Governor’s

opinion, and that consequently the non-production of it in

Council could not have been meditated, or be even construed
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in any way as having an injurious effect on Dr. Barry’s

case.

The Colonial Secretary further requests that he may be

authorized to have a copy of these proceedings to forward to

Earl Bathurst with reference to the previous correspondence

and with a view to meet the Report that may be made on the

subject to His Lordship by His Majesty’s Commissioners of

Inquiry.

This request having been taken into consideration, it was
Resolved

That leave be given to the Colonial Secretary accordingly.

The Chief Justice and the Auditor General laid before Council

copies of the queries proposed to them by His Majesty’s Com-
missioners of Inquiry on this occasion and of their answers

thereto, and requested that the same may be recorded in the

proceedings of the Council.

It was Resolved

That the request of the Chief Justice and of the Auditor

General be complied with.

His Honour the Lieutenant Governor presented to Council

a Memorial from Messrs. Chiappini in behalf of Messrs. Heugh
& Co., praying that the Government might make good the

balance remaining due on their account with the late Vendue
Master of Uitenhage, on the plea that the Government had
declared itself responsible by a letter from the acting Colonial

Secretary to the Committee of Merchants, under date the

28th of January 1825, for all deficiencies of the Vendue
Masters.

The Lieutenant Governor further presented copy of the

letter above mentioned, together with copies of an official

application which had been made on the subject by order of

Government on the 17th of December 1824, to His Majesty’s

Fiscal for that Officer’s legal opinion on the points brought

forward by the Merchants in their letter of the 1 3th of December,

together with that Officer’s reply.

The Council having taken all these documents into their

consideration, it was Resolved

1st. That the letter of the acting Colonial Secretary must

have been addressed to the Committee of Merchants under an

erroneous impression as to the nature of the legal opinion
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previously given by His Majesty’s Fiscal on the subject of the

responsibility of Government.
2nd. That the claim of the Memorialists cannot be acceded

to on the part of Government. They may however of course

seek legal redress in the competent Courts of the Colony, if it

shall seem advisable to them to do so.

And His Honour is requested to cause a copy of these pro-

ceedings to be transmitted to the memorialists.

Copies of a further correspondence on the subject of the Toll

over Du Toit’s Kloof were laid on the table.

The Lieutenant Governor laid before Council a copy of a

Circular Despatch from the Secretary of State, dated 20th

November 1824, announcing that His Majesty had been

graciously pleased to appoint an uniform, therein specified, for

the Governors and the Superior Officers of each Colonial

Establishment
;

and likewise a copy of another Despatch,

(No. 203) dated October 9th 1825, whereby His Excellency

was desired to confine the permission to wear the said uniform

to the Members of Council.

The following Memorandum was directed to be entered on
the Minutes :

—

The Lieutenant Governor being of opinion that considerable

facility in the despatch of public business before Council will be

created by previously exhibiting to Members an abstract of

the subjects intended to be brought under their consideration,

has directed the Clerk of the Council to be in attendance at his

office on Fridays from twelve to three o’clock, when such

documents as relate to the business intended to be brought

forward at the next Council which it may have been possible

to prepare for inspection, will be shown to any member of

Council who may require it.

And the Council adjourned.

(Signed) D. M. Perceval, Clerk of the Council.

[Annexures to the foregoing.]

1. Letter from Dr. James Barry to Lord Charles Somerset,

dated October 13th 1825. See Vol. XXIIT, page 274.

2. Letter from the Commissioners of Enquiry to Lord Charles

Somerset, dated 20th December 1825. See Vol. XXIV, page 136.
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3. Letter from Lord Charles Somerset to the Commissioners

of Enquiry, dated December 24th 1825. See Vol. XXIV,
page 153.

4 . Certificate of Mr. P. G. Brink.

I hereby certify that in preparing copies of the correspondence

that passed between the Government and the late Colonial

Medical Inspector (Dr. Barry) in the cases of Carolus Liesching

and Aaron Smith to be laid before Council, in obedience to its

Resolution to that effect, and not finding in the office Dr.

Barry’s letter to which the communication addressed to him
by His Excellency the Governor on the 14th October last

purported to be a reply, I enquired of the Chief Secretary to

Government to know what had become of it, when I was

informed by Sir Richard Plasket that the letter in question not

having been addressed to Government through the regular

channel, but direct to the Governor, it had not been sent to the

office, and that the letter could not at the moment be found at

Government House, so that I was obliged to lay the papers

before Council without that letter. It was however discovered

at Government House some time after the Resolution of

Council on the subject of the reestablishment of the Supreme

Medical Committee had passed, and a copy of which has since

been transmitted to the Commissioners of Inquiry at their

request.

Cape Town, 28th February 1826.

(Signed) P. G. Brink,

Late Acting Clerk of the Council.

(The documents numbered from 5 to 12 have already

appeared.)

13.

To His Excellency the Right Honorable General Lord Charles

Henry Somerset, Governor and Commander in Chief at

the Cape of Good Hope, &c., &c., &c.

The Memorial of D. Schonfeldt, of Du Toit’s Kloof, District

of Stellenbosch, most humbly sheweth

That Your Excellency’s Memorialist after seventeen months
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unremitted labour attended with unexpected great expences,

amounting to nearly ten thousand Rixdollars, without any
assistance whatever except such as Your Lordship was graciously

pleased to grant in tools, labouring all that time under every

possible disadvantage with regard to labourers and other local

circumstances, has at last succeeded in opening and nearly

accomplishing a waggon road over that rock in Du Toit’s Kloof
commonly known by the name of “ Kleigat,” of which it was
thought that it never could be converted into a road.

That the subscription raised for that purpose by Your
Excellency’s permission, altho’ signed by upwards of one
hundred of the most respectable Inhabitants, is by no means
adequate to the undertaking, and that the expences Your
Excellency’s Memorialist has been at already surpass by far

his limited means, so much so that this useful and so generally

wished for undertaking must ultimately fail, with the ruin of

Your Lordship’s Memorialist solely for want of money.
Your Excellency’s Memoriahst therefore most humbly begs

that it may please Your Lordship to take the above into your
most favourable consideration, and to grant some assistance to

an undertaking of so great public utility not only to the in-

habitants of the districts of Worcester and the Paarl, but also

to the more remote parts of the Colony, Graaff Reinet, Beaufort,

&c., either in money or in such other manner as Your Excellency

may deem proper to direct, and to protect now' with a title the

new part of the road, Avhere formerly so many horses and oxen
were killed and human lives so unfortunately lost, and which is

now already daily frequented and damaged by horses, sheep,

and thousands of oxen, thereby evading the Tolls payable at

the different other passes of Hottentots Holland, French Hoek,

Tulbagh, &c.

And Your Excellency’s Memoriahst as in duty bound shall

ever pray.

Du Toit’s Kloof, 30th May, 182o.

(Signed) D. Schoneeldt.
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14.

12 Roland Stkeet, 2nd June 1825.

Sir,

—

I having reason to fear that I have not explained

myself sufficiently in my memorial to His Excellency the

Governor I had the honor to present to you on Monday last,

now beg leave to state, in explanation, that when I was praying

for some assistance in money to enable me to continue the

making of the road in Du Toit’s Kloof and for a Toll on the

said pass, I did not intend to deviate in any way from the

terms on which leave was granted me to make said road, that

is free of expence to Government, the money to be advanced

to be considered only as a loan in nearly the same manner as

money is advanced from the Lombard Bank to be repaid

hereafter by yearly instalments out of a Toll placed in said

kloof solely for the profit of Government. Should such Toll

be put up for public sale, I shall be happy to offer from six to

seven hundred rixdollars yearly for the same.

At the nearest calculation the amount now required to

complete said road, after what has been done by me already at

my own private expence without any assistance and even

without having received the amount of that very inadequate

subscription (whereof the enclosed is a copy) together with

what the inhabitants of the Goudini have pledged themselves

to complete, namely from Christiaan Opperman to the lower

Klys, will be 12,000 Rixdollars, of which sum I beg that 3,000

may be granted in consideration of what I have done already,

3,000 when one-third of the remaining part is done, 3,000 when

the next third is completed, and the last 3,000 when the whole

has been ultimately completed in such a manner that waggons

can pass from the farm of Jan du Preez in the Goudini to

Ernst du Toit in Klein Drakenstein via Du Toit’s Kloof.

I have &c.

(Signed) D. Schonfeldt,

late Lieutenant 45th Regiment.

The Hon. Sir Richard Plasket,

Secretary to Government.
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15 .

List of Subscribers to the Road through Du Toit's Kloof.

Name. Residence. Amount.

C. Trappes, Esqre. . Worcester Rds. 100
Wouter de Wet 99 25
J. Meiring .... 99 25
Samuel Hemming 99 25
P. Meiring .... 99 25
S. Naude .... 99 25
P. de Vos .... 9 , 25
T. G. Aspeling 99 25
W. H. Fisher .... 99 25
R. van der Merwe . 9 . 3

W. de Jongh .... „ 5
B. H. de Vries 5
J. B. Zulgel .... 99 • • 10
G. G. Liebenberg „ 5
Two children .... „ 5
T. du Preez .... Goudine . 25
H. du Preez .... 99 • • • 25
P. le Roux, Senior . ,, 3
P. le Roux, Junior . ,, 10
C. Stofberg .... „ 25
G. Viljoen .... ,, 10
P. Botha .... 20
J. de Villiers .... ,, 25
A. P. Meiring .... Beaufort . 25
W. S. de Vos . Hex River 10
T. du Toit .... „ 100
T. A. Hugo .... 99 25
Gert H. de Wet Worcester 10
Wm. Viljoen .... 10
W. van der Merwe . Hex River 25
G. Muller .... Cape Town 25
P. P. Minnaar.... Paarl 30
T. F. Aling .... ,, 20
St. Minnaar .... ,, 20
P. Minnaar .... 99 • • • 25
M. Muller .... ,, 3
J. P. Minnaar 5
D. Theron .... Klein Drakenstein 25
P. Theron, Senior 99 25
C. Theron .... 99 • 25
D. Brink .... Wagenmakers Valley 25
H. van Ryneveld Cape Town 10
W. van der Riet „ 10
S. Herman .... „ . . 5
R. van der Riet, Junior . 10
J. J. L. Smuts 99 • •

Stellenbosch
25

G. de Wet .... 20
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List of Subscribers.—continued.

Name. Residence. Amount.

T. Ballot .... Tulbagh . Rds. 3

St. du Toit .... Wagenmakers Valley 25
S. P. Jordaan .... Paarl 10

F. C. Walpot .... ,, 10

P. de Vos .... . 5

J. C. Lochner .... 99 •• • 1

A. Meiring for P. Hoets . *> • • • 200
A. Meiring .... 100
T. de Villiers .... 99 •• • 25

A. M. Goetz .... 10

M. Smuts, Junior Koeberg . 5

H. Steyn .... ,, 1

J. Marais, Senior Paarl 10

A. J. de Villiers 25
T. Minnaar .... 25
Frans du Toit.... „ 2
Paul Roux .... 99 • • 5
Isaac Rousseau ,, 50
J. Louw de oude . 50
W. C. Bernardie ,, 10

F. J. Bernardie ,, 8
T. H. de Villiers ,, 5

C. C. D. Bernardie . 99 •• • 2
J. J. Warnek .... . 5

T. H. Bernardie ,, 5
E. Evans .... ,, 3

J. T. Simons .... ,, 3
D. Addy.....

Groenberg
5

J. W. Louw .... 5

D. Z. de Villiers ,, 5

P. G. de Villiers Wagenmakers Valley . 10

J. Luttig .... Paarl 5

Z. de Beer .... 99 5

A. J. van der Poel . . 5
;

T. P. du Plessis 5

J. W. Luttig .... ,, 3

J. H. de Villiers 5

A. B. Naude .... „ i

A. de Villiers .... ,, 3

H. B. van Ellewee . 99 • •
•

|

1

G. Marchand .... ,, . . . 5

H. L. Bosman.... „ . . . 25

A friend..... ,, 25

J. Knoop .... Stellenbosch 5

C. de Wet .... Groot Drakenstein 15

F. de Wet .... 10

P. de Villiers .... ,, 25

W. de Villiers .... Simons Valley . . : 5

D. Malan. .... Klein Drakenstein 5

F. Vogt ..... 99 10
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List of Subscribers.—continued.

Name. Residence. Amount.

— Stack..... Klein Drakenstein Rds. 25
Ab. du Toit .... Paarl 2
Jacob Minnaar 99 •• • 10

J. van de Graaff Worcester 25
H. Viljoen .... 99 • • 25
H. de Waal .... Bokkeveld 25
Dirk de Vos Hex River 50
Philippus de Vos „ 30— Poggenpoel.... Worcester 25
Philippus du Toit Goudine . 5

16.

Mr. D. Schonfeldt is informed in reply to his application for

a loan of money from the Bank to enable him to continue the

making of the Road over the Du Toit’s Kloof and to be allowed

to establish a Toll there, that His Excellency the Governor has

no objection to the Toll, and will communicate with the Land-

drost of Stellenbosch on the subject, but His Excellency cannot

afford the pecuniary assistance solicited.

Colonial Office, 9th June 1825.

By command of His Excellency the Governor,

(Signed) Richd. Plasket, Secretary to Government.

17.

Colonial Office, 9th June 1825.

Sir,—Mr. D. Schonfeldt having made application to His

Excellency the Governor for permission to establish a Toll at

the Du Toit’s Kloof, I am directed by His Excellency the

Governor to desire that you will inform me whether there are

any and what local objections to this measure, as should there

be none His Excellency is disposed to meet Mr. Schonfeldt’s

request. I have &c.

(Signed) Richd. Plasket, Secretary to Government.

The Landdrost of Stellenbosch.
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18.

Secretary’s Office, Stellenbosch,

September 5th 1825.

Sir,—We have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your

letter of the 9th June last respecting the establishment of a Toll

at the Du Toit’s Kloof by Mr. Schonfeldt. In answer to which

we beg leave to state for the information of His Excellency the

Governor that from what we have been able to ascertain, there

are in our humble opinion no objections to the contrary, pro-

vided Mr. Schonfeldt is not allowed to levy any Tolls for the

cattle of the Inhabitants of the Groeneberg, Wagenmakers
Valley, and Klein Drakenstein who have cattle places under

the District of Worcester, as they are in the habit, in con-

sequence of not having sufficient grazing grounds on this side

of the chain of mountains, of sending their cattle frequently to

and from those cattle places, and by which the payment of a

Toll would become too heavy for them.

We however submit this case to His Excellency’s better

judgment, and have &c.

(Signed) D. J. van Ryneveld, Landdrost.

By order of the Board of Landdrost and Heemraden,

(Signed) P. C. van Blommestein, Secretary.

The Secretary to Government.

19.

Mr. D. Schonfeldt is informed in reply to his application to

be allowed to establish a Toll at the Du Toit’s Kloof, that

having communicated with the Landdrost of Stellenbosch on

the subject, His Excellency the Governor is pleased to accede

to his prayer, upon condition that the Inhabitants of the

Groeneberg, Wagenmakers Valley, and Klein Drakenstein, who
possess cattle places in the district of Worcester, shall be

exempted from any charge on their cattle passing this Toll.

Colonial Office, 14tli September 1825.

By His Excellency’s command,

(Signed) Richd. Plasket, Secretary to Government.
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20 .

Colonial Office, 14th September 1825.

Gentlemen,—In reply to your letter of the 5th Instant,

I am directed by His Excellency the Governor to acquaint you
that He has been pleased to allow Mr. D. Schonfeldt to establish

a Toll at the Du Toit’s Kloof under condition that the Inhabi-

tants of the Groeneberg, Wagenmakers Valley, and Klein

Drakenstein, who possess cattle places in the district of

Worcester, shall be exempted from any charge on their cattle

passing this Toll. I have &c.

(Signed) Richd. Plasket, Secretary to Government.

The Landdrost and Heemraden of Stellenbosch.

21 .

12 Roland Stkeet, Cape Town, 18th September 1825.

Sir,—His Excellency the Governor having been graciously

pleased to grant a Toll in Du Toit’s Kloof, I therefore do beg

One Horse l Sk
that you will be so good to submit for

Horned Cattle 2 Sts. each, approval to His Excellency the Tariff

25 Sheep 2 Sks. stated in the Margin, and that such
A w aggon 4 Sks.

Tariff as His Excellency may deem

right to determine upon may be published in the Gazette for

general information. I have &c.

(Signed) D. Schonfeldt.

Sir R. Plasket, Secretary to Government.

22 .

Secretary’s Office, Stellenbosch, October 3rd, 1825.

Sir,—We have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of the

letter of Mr. Schonfeldt dated the 18th ultimo, which the

Landdrost produced in our meeting of this day, praying that

the Tariff of the Toll of the Du Toit’s Kloof specified in the

same may be approved of by His Excellency the Governor,

and we beg leave to state for the information of His Excellency

that we are humbly of opinion that a similar Tariff which exists

XXIX. T
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at the Fransche Hoek Kloof can also be made applicable to the

Du Toit’s Kloof with the only exception however of an empty
waggon, which can remain at 4 Skillings, and which Tariff we
hereby take the liberty to enclose.

We beg to return herewith the original letter, and have &c.

The Board of Landdrost and Heemraden,

(Signed) D. J. van Ryneveld, Landdrost.

By order of the same,

(Signed) P. C. van Blommestein, Secretary.

[Enclosure in No. 22.]

The Board of Landdrost and Heemraden of Stellenbosch do
hereby inform the Public that it has pleased His Excellency

the Governor to approve of the following Toll Tariff, viz.

For a loaded Waggon
For an unloaded Waggon
For other Carriages on 4 Wheels

For all Vehicles on 2 Wheels .

For any one on horseback .

For a led Horse

For every head of Cattle

For 12 up to 25 Sheep or Goats

And for each 25 more

4 Skillings

2 Stivers

1

2 Skillings

Flocks of 12 Sheep or Goats are allowed to pass gratis.

A true copy,

(Signed) P. C. van Blommestein, Secretary.

23.

Secretary’s Office,

Stellenbosch, January 9th,
182G.

Sir,—

W

e take the liberty to state for the information of

His Excellency the Governor that we have received a letter

from the inhabitants of Klein Drakenstein, a translation of

which we beg leave to enclose, complaining of the Toll which is
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to be erected by Mr. Schonfeldt in Du Toit’s Kloof, and beg
leave respectfully to submit these grievances to His Excellency’s

kind and favourable consideration. We also take the liberty

to add that the inhabitants of Wagenmakers Valley have the

same concern in it. We have &c.

(Signed) D. J. van Ryneveld, Landdrost.

By command of the Board of Landdrost and Heemraden,

(Signed) P. C. van Blommestein, Secretary.

The Hon. the Secretary to Government.

24.

Gentlemen,—We the undersigned inhabitants of Klein

Drakenstein and Dal Josaphat having learnt to our grief that

Mr. Schonfeldt inhabiting the Du Toit’s Kloof has petitioned

Government for leave to levy a toll or a contribution upon the

cattle which may pass over the Kloof, and whereas it would

become nothing less than a burden to the inhabitants of this

and other districts, we therefore respectfully take the liberty

of offering to your consideration how we are obliged by reason

of the scarcity of pasturage to send our draught oxen at different

times after they have had two or three weeks rest, over the

said kloof to graze, and since it must be done so frequently

you can easily perceive that if such permission were granted to

Mr. Schonfeldt it would be an insufferable burden, and especially

in these pressing times to the inhabitants here, the more so

because our wine, which is the chief article of produce that

affords us the means of subsistence, has fallen so much in price

lately, and of which we are obliged to sell the greatest part

upon credit, whereby we are even no longer able to pay our

contributions to Government betimes, therefore beg that you
will be pleased to take into consideration how grievous it

would be to us to support besides such private taxes that would

only tend to the benefit of a single individual.

Had Mr. Schonfeldt brought the kloof into a suitable con-

dition it might in some wise have been acceded to, but he has

only made a small improvement to a spot called the kleigat,

the greatest of which may, if need be, be passed over with our
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cattle, as for the rest of the kloof it is in the same unserviceable

state as before.

We find ourselves still further grieved by having heard that

said Schonfeldt intends to apply to you for leave to raise a

tollhouse at the said kloof, for as our cattle must be sent merely

under our slaves we foresee that nothing else than injury and
accidents could arise therefrom, if such should be granted to

him Schonfeldt. Slaves by being intoxicated might lose their

lives by the rivers in stormy weather, and the cattle might
stray to the place of him Schonfeldt or to that of some other

of the inhabitants, do damage and be put into the pound, or

be destroyed by beasts of prey, which could not but tend to

the injury as well as trouble of the inhabitants, reasons why we
apply to and must humbly beg of you to be pleased to provide

for us in these respects, or be the cause with Government of

such burdensome taxes not being levied. We are &c.

(Signed) J. G. Hugo
J. Malax
G. du Toit

E. H. du Toit

J. Marais
J. W. Burger
D. F. du Toit

J. DE VlLLIERS

J. Malherbe
S. J. Hendriks
C. C. Fick

W. J. Retief
G. J. du Toit

D. du Toit

J. W. du Plessis

J. D. ClLLIERS

J. DE VlLLIERS

J. de Klerk
F. Malan
S. Malherbe
G. J. Hugo
J. G. Malax

The Landdrost and Heemraden of Stellenbosch.

A true translation,

(Signed) J. Martinson, Sworn Translator.

25.

Du Toits Kloof, Stellenbosch,

3rd February 1826.

Sir,—I understand that a memorial signed by a few indivi-

luals has been presented to His Excellency the Governor in

Council, praying against the Toll that has been granted me by
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His Excellency, I therefore do humbly beg that should said

memorial come under the consideration of His Excellency in

Council, that the undermentioned documents in possession of

the Colonial Office may be laid before His Excellency in Council,

as my reply to said memorial in this case is of the greatest

importance :

—

(See preceding documents.)

I further have to state that on the 14th January 1826 I

received a letter from the Landdrost of Stellenbosch dated 1 3th

Instant, relative to the above mentioned toll. I answered

said letter on the 15th January 1826, begging that the Land-

drost would be pleased to lay before His Excellency the

contents of said letter. I have &c.

(Signed) D. Schonfeldt.

The Hon Sir Richard Plasket,

Secretary to Government.

26.

Klein Drakenstein, 13th February 1826.

Gentlemen,—In conformity to your directions by letter of

the 6th Instant to the undersigned Fieldcornet assisted by the

two undermentioned witnesses repaired to the Du Toit’s Kloof

on the 1 1th instant, where we have carefully examined the road

leading through the same from the beginning on the side

between the places of Messrs. Ernest du Toit and Willem

Burgers, to its termination in the Goudini at the place of Mr.

Hercules du Preez, district of Worcester, and have found the

same not to be in a situation to be passed by an empty, much
less by a loaded waggon, in consequence of having sustained

considerable damage by heavy rains and by the passage of

loose cattle vertrapt. The said road however is adapted for

the passage of loose cattle, which also can be driven along the

side of the same, but the road itself can almost entirely be

avoided, as running through the hollow of the kloof from the

top on this side of the Drakenstein mountain to the end in the

district of Worcester, from all which it appears almost impos-

sible to take any other passage in the same for the last mentioned
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purpose, excepting at the Klygat where the road has partly

been newly made and partly improved by Mr. Schonfeldt, and
from whence a detached cattle road is leading over the top of

the mountain which always has been made use of as such.

This cattle road will I think occupy the distance of twenty
minutes from the aforesaid spot at the Klygat to where it

enters again the common roads.

After all the road over and in the Du Toit’s Kloof is at present

quite impassable for a waggon or any other sort of vehicle, and
can only be used on horseback and by loose cattle at most.

Hoping to have fulfilled the intention of the Board,

I remain &c.

(Signed) P. Theron, Fieldcornet.

Witnesses :

—

(Signed) D. F. du Toit,

P. W. Lutticj.

The Landdrost and Heemraden of Stellenbosch.

27 .

12 Roland Street, Cave Town, lith March 1826.

Sir,—I beg leave to transmit enclosed a memorial to His

Excellency the Governor in Council entrusted to me for delivery

by 205 inhabitants of this Colony
;
deeply interested as I feel

as to the object of said memorial, I do beg and hope that it

will not be thought presumptuous on my part if I do venture

to offer a few words on that subject. Many of the principal

inhabitants have expressed their wishes with regard to the

road through Du Toit’s Kloof in said memorial, but the

questions will be

1. Can said road be made ?

2. What benefit will arise to the Colony at large from said

road ?

3. How much shorter will this road be than any other ?

4. At what expence can this road be made ?

5. How can the expences be defrayed ?

With regard to the above some of the oldest and most

independent inhabitants of this Colony will be glad to state
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their opinion if they were called upon so to do, the Heemraden
P. de Vos, Hex River, Jacobus du Toit, Before Hex River,

Jan Meiring and Jan Jordaan, Worcester, the Land Surveyor

Peter Meiring, Worcester, the Elders Jan du Preez and Andries

Meiring, Paarl, and the Land Surveyor J. Aling, Paarl.

The third question can be ascertained with ease and correct-

ness by the ambulator.

As to the 4th and 5th I beg leave to state that there is in

the whole Colony if surveyed not a single spot better calculated

for a village or a location for settlers than said kloof, where

there is everything united for want of which many parts of

this Colony cannot be inhabited, hundreds of springs exclusive

of a large river well provided with the finest water the whole

year round, even now, in one of the driest seasons ever known
in the Colony

;
abundance of the finest wood for buildings,

wheelwrights, carpenters, tanners, and a fine and healthy

pasturage, good ground for cornfields and gardens. Therefore

if the said kloof was surveyed and measured into erfs upwards
of thirty families could live there comfortably, such erfs put up
for public sale together with a Toll will amply repay to Govern-

ment the expences of making the road through Du Toit’s Kloof.

At a moderate calculation sixty men will in three or four

months make the said road at the expence of fifteen or sixteen

hundred pounds sterling, equal to all the roads in this Colony

with the exception of the Fransche Hoek road.

It was on the above speculation that I purchased said kloof

when the Drostdy was removed from Tulbagh to Worcester,

and I am sure I would have made a fortune if incalculable

circumstances, want of money and support, had not ruined me,

after laying out on said road upwards of 8,360 Rixdollars in

ready cash, partly the produce of the sale of my commission as

a Lieutenant in the 45th, exclusive of my own labour in three

years and the interest on the money. Frequent application

was made to me for erfs in said kloof, if the road was only

completed.

I should be glad to offer my farm to Government for this

purpose, as my means are failing to complete said road, if the

value of my farm, my expences, and my outlay were only

repaid to me.

May I beg that you will be so good as to lay before His
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Excellency the Governor in Council the contents of this letter,

and I have &c.

(Signed) D. Schonfeldt.

The Hon. Sir Richard Plasket,

Secretary to Government.

28.

To His Excellency Major-General Bourke, C.B., Lieutenant

Governor and Commander of the Forces of His Majesty’s

Settlement at the Cape of Good Hope, &c., &c.

The Memorial of the undersigned Inhabitants of this Colony

most humbly sheweth

That the undersigned take the liberty most humbly to

submit to the favorable consideration of your Excellency in

Council the very great advantages which would arise to them
as well as to the greatest part of the Inhabitants of the more
remote districts of this Colony, if the road through Du Toit’s

Kloof was completed. Mr. D. Schonfeldt has been labouring

at this so desirable an object for a long time, and at great

personal expence succeeded in what he had undertaken even

more than could be expected in a single individual. Without
assistance and with very h'mited means he has made a Road
over the Kleigat, a solid rock, and thereby completed what

before was considered impracticable, and the greatest if not

the only impediment in making a road through the said kloof.

It could by no means be expected that he alone would be able

to complete such a great and to the pubhc in general so advan-

tageous an undertaking.

Every one like him working without assistance and support

must ultimately be ruined. It would be most distressing if an

undertaking of such great public utility already so successfully

commenced should fail for want of means, but we have reason

to fear this will happen.

Being convinced that Your Excellency in Council will at all

times keep in view and encourage what tends to the increasing

prosperity and welfare of this Colonj^, we most respectfully beg

leave to approach Your Excellency in Council to take the

above case into your most favorable consideration, to grant
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your assistance, and to direct such measures to be adopted as

Your Excellency in Council may deem most expedient for

obtaining the above object, whereby the commerce and pros-

perity of the Inhabitants would be greatly increased. It is a

well known fact in every country, and particularly in this

Colony, where the Inhabitants live at such a distance from each

other, that new and shorter roads unite them more and more,
that thereby industry and commerce are increased in their

various branches, and consequently the welfare and happiness

of the Inhabitants are increased.

Your Excellency in Council will have the goodness to allow

Your Excellency’s Memorialists to add before they conclude

that in few parts of this Colony a road is more necessary and
useful than in Du Toit’s Kloof, as from the Paarl, Drakenstein,

and Wagenmakers Valley those wishing to bring their produce

to the District of Worcester, or to procure supplies from thence,

require for that journey seven or eight days with their ox

waggons, but if the road through Du Toit’s Kloof was com-
pleted, they can perform the said journey in three or four days.

It would also be a saving of four days journey to all persons

travelling to Beaufort, Graaff Reinet, Cradock, Somerset, and

Worcester from Cape Town.
Hoping your Excellency in Council will be graciously pleased

to take the above subject into your most serious consideration,

Your Excellency in Council’s Memorialists as in duty bound
will ever pray.

March 11th 1826.

Here follow eighty signatures for the district of Worcester

and one hundred and twenty-six for the district of Stellenbosch.

29.

Secretary’s Office, Stellenbosch, March 16i/i 1826.

Sir,—We have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of

your letter of the 12th January last addressed to the

Landdrost, enclosing an extract from the Minutes of Council

held the 3rd January last on the subject of the Toll to be

established at the Du Toit’s Kloof, for answer to which we
respectfully beg leave to state :

That the sums expended by Mr. D. Schonfeldt in improving
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the road over the said kloof, according to his own statement

by letter of the 15th January last, of which a copy is hereto

annexed, amount to 8,360 Rixdollars.

That the amount of subscriptions received is 377 Rixdollars,

and those still remaining due 1631 Rixdollars, which last are

likely to be paid hereafter, as appears by the enclosed trans-

lation of a letter of Mr. A. M. Meiring, who was charged

by Mr. Schonfeldt with the collection of a part of the said

subscription.

And with respect to the subject of the exemption from Toll

granted to the cattle of the Inhabitants of some parts of this

district, we take the liberty of enclosing herewith a translation

of a report from the Fieldcornet thereon, from which you will

perceive in what state the said pass is actually at present, and
we beg further to suggest that the creation of a Toll in the said

kloof may be only confined to waggons and other vehicles and

saddle horses, as from the representations which have been

made to us, we are humbly of opinion that loose cattle passing

the said kloof ought to be allowed to make use of the old cattle

road as customary, which will also prevent all fraud and

confusion in future. We have &c.

The Board of Landdrost and Heemraden,

(Signed) D. J. van Ryneveld, Landdrost.

By order of the Board,

(Signed) P. C. van Blommestein, Secretary.

The Hon. Sir R. Plasket,

Secretary to Government.

30.

Du Toit’s Kloof, 1 5th January 1826.

Sir,—In answer to your letter of the 1 3th instant I have the

honor to state to you for the information of Government that

I have expended 8,360 Rixdollars at the road in Du Toit’s

Kloof, and particularly so on the principal part of said road

called the Kleigat, where formerly so many horses, cattle, and,

unfortunately, human lives were lost, in such a manner that a
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waggon can pass there now with ease, by cutting for a very

considerable distance through a solid rock. I devoted upwards
of two years to this labour by permission from His Excellency

the Governor and at the earnest request of more than two

hundred of the principal inhabitants, who promised most

faithfully their support in every respect if I only should under-

take said work. All the subscriptions that I have received are

100 Rixdollars from Landdrost Trappes and 25 from Mr. Meiring,

Heemraad at Worcester, who with A. Meiring at the Paarl has

received on my behalf I cannot say exactly how much, but

three weeks ago he had not yet received 400 Rixdollars including

100 from himself. The subscriptions amount in the whole to

2,000 Rixdollars, but a great deal more together with every

possible assistance was promised me whenever the Kleigat

would have been made passable. This has been done, but I

see no performances, although I exerted myself at the said

work to the utmost extent, even beyond my limited means.

It is impossible for me to say if or when the subscription money
will be paid and some further assistance offered. I have tried

every means to collect said money, but hitherto in vain. I

unfortunately trusted to them that made so fair promises and
in the strongest manner pressed me to undertake said work,

and am at the present very much a sufferer. They all do now
benefit by what has been done by my exertions and at my
expence, so much so that within the last three months upwards

of 400 horses, 5,000 head of cattle, and 600 sheep passed the

Kleigat unhurt. I am looking forth to the liberality of Govern-

ment for some relief in my disappointments, convinced that

Government will not refuse the same, so far as it can be done,

to a man who endeavouring to benefit his neighbours and the

Colony at large by a combination of incalculable circumstances

ultimately must be ruined.

I beg also you will be so good as to lay before His Excellency

the Governor the contents of this letter, and I have &c.

(Signed) D. Schonfeldt.
D. van Ryneveld, Esqre.,

Landdrost of Stellenbosch.

P.S. I forgot to mention two more sums which I have
received on account of the subscription lists, viz. 35 Rds.
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31.

Stellenbosch, 24th January 1826.

Sir,—I have to inform you in answer to yours of the 18th

instant that the whole of the subscription list of Lieutenant

Schonfeldt to make the road over Du Toit’s Kloof amounts to

two thousand and eight Rixdollars, of which three hundred

and seventy-seven Rixdollars have been received, and I think

the greater part of the remaining sum will be paid.

I have &c.

(Signed) A. Meiring.
D. van Ryneveld, Esqre.,

Landdrost of Stellenbosch.

At a Council held in the Council Chamber on the 3rd day of

April in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred

and twenty-six,

Present : His Honor Major-General Bourke, C.B., Lieutenant

Governor,

The Hon. Sir John Truter, Knight, Chief Justice,

The Hon. Sir Richard Plasket, Colonial Secretary,

The Hon. Lieutenant-Colonel Daniell, Second in

Command,
The Hon. Walter Bentinck, Esqre., Auditor General,

The Hon. J. W. Stoll, Esqre., Receiver General,

The minutes of the preceding Council were read and

confirmed.

The Draft of an Ordinance for removing all prohibition to

the introduction of Grain and Flour into the ports of these

Settlements for a limited time, prepared by His Majesty’s

Fiscal according to the Resolution of the 28th ultimo and

approved of by the Chief Justice, was read and agreed to.

And it was ordered, That the same be printed and published

in the usual manner.

The consideration of the Ordinance for establishing a District

Road Toll at Du Toit’s Kloof was resumed.

It appeared from the papers before Council that on the 30th

of May last a Memorial was presented to His Excellency the
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Governor by Mr. D. Schonfeldt praying that a toll might be

erected to protect the new road over a part of Du Toit’s Kloof,

which had been rendered passable by the Memorialist at his

own charge. This petition was referred to the Landdrost of

Stellenbosch, and upon his report the Government assented to

the proposed Toll, on condition that the cattle belonging to

the Farmers in Klein Drakenstein, Groene Kloof, and Wagen-
makers Valley should be exempted from payment

;
and an

Ordinance for establishing the same was prepared accordingly

and submitted to Council. The subject was taken into con-

sideration on the third of January last, when doubts arose as

to the amount of Mr. Schonfeldt’s expences and of the sub-

scription collected for the purpose of aiding him in this under-

taking, and it was apprehended that the exemption granted

to the cattle of Klein Drakenstein might create fraud and

confusion. His Excellency was therefore requested to refer

these points to the Landdrost. The Report of that officer was
presented to Council on the 28th ultimo, and it appears there-

from that the money expended by Mr. Schonfeldt amounts to

8,360 Rixdollars, and that the subscription amounted to 2,008

Rixdollars, whereof only 377 Rixdollars have been received,

but the payment of the remainder may be expected hereafter.

The Landdrost and Heemraden propose that the Toll should

be confined to Waggons and Saddle horses only, thereby

removing the difficulty arising from the exemption granted to

the cattle of Klein Drakenstein &c., and they also annex a

Report from Fieldcornet Theron, from which it appears that

the road is at present practicable for horses and loose cattle

only. In the meantime a memorial signed by twenty three

inhabitants of Klein Drakenstein against the said toll, ap-

parently written in ignorance of the fact that their cattle were

exempted from payment by the terms of the Ordinance, and

another memorial signed by 206 Inhabitants of Worcester and
Stellenbosch, praying for the support of Government to the

undertaking, have been presented to Council, together with a

letter addressed by Mr. Schonfeldt to the Colonial Secretary,

describing the advantages of the road, and the ruin which will

result to himself if the plan should after all fail.

On a review of the whole subject a doubt arose as to the

propriety of issuing the Ordinance before it was certified that
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the road was so far improved as to warrant the levying of Toll

upon those who might use it. His Honor was therefore re-

quested to send a proper officer to inspect the road, and to

direct a communication to be made to Mr. Schonfeldt for the

purpose of informing him that the decision of Government
on this subject will be signified to him on the receipt of that

officer’s report.

And the Council adjourned.

(Signed) D. M. Perceval, Clerk of the Council.

At a Council held in the Council Chamber on the 25th day of

April in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred

and twenty-six,

Present : His Honor Major-General Bourke, C.B., Lieutenant

Governor,

The Hon. Sir John Truter, Knight, Chief Justice,

The Hon. Sir Richard Plasket, Colonial Secretary,

The Hon. Lieutenant-Colonel Daniell, Second in

Command,
The Hon. Lieutenant-Colonel Bell, C.B.,

The Hon. Walter Bentinck, Esqre., Auditor

General,

The Hon. J. W. Stoll, Esqre., Receiver General,

The minutes of the preceding Council were read and
confirmed.

The following Resolutions were proposed to Council by His

Honor :

1st. That it is expedient to appoint a Sitting Magistrate in

Cape Town to hear and determine all Police and other petty

cases such as are enumerated in the third section of the Crown
Trial, to hold his Court apart from the Court of Justice, and
that the Superintendent of Police shall be public prosecutor in

such Court.

2nd. That it is expedient to enact that to this Sitting Magis-

trate shall be given the power of granting at his discretion

Search Warrants within his jurisdiction, on the affidavit of the

Party applying, to be directed to and executed by the Superin-

tendent of Police, or his Deputy, by day only, and to which

Warrant the fiat of the Governor shall not be required
;
and
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that it shall not be lawful to search any House within the

Sitting Magistrate’s jurisdiction without such Warrant so had
and obtained.

3rd. That it is expedient that the Owners of Slaves within

Cape Town desirous of punishing by imprisonment those who
are refractory shall apply to the Sitting Magistrate for a Com-
mittal, without which it may not be lawful for the Keeper of

the Prison to receive them. That the Magistrate shall not in

such cases commit for more than one month, and that slaves

so committed shall be kept to such hard labour as may be

established in the Prison and be subject to all the rules and
regulations thereof.

4th. That it is further expedient to make provision that no
Undersheriff or keeper of a prison within the Colony shall

receive any prisoner into his custody without the committal

under hand and seal of a competent Magistrate, except in the

case of persons taken in flagranti delicto
;
and when there is

sufficient reason to apprehend rescue, unless the person in

custody be immediately secured
;

in all which cases the com-
mittal of a competent Magistrate must be obtained within 24

hours, or the prisoner shall be discharged, but no prisoner

regularly committed shall be discharged by any keeper of a

prison without a release under the hand and seal of a competent

Magistrate.

5th. That it is further expedient to make provision that

certain Oaths now directed to be taken before one Commissioner

from the Court of Justice may be taken before the Sitting

Magistrate or the Superintendent of Police.

These Resolutions having been taken into consideration, were

agreed to.

And the Lieutenant Governor was requested to cause an

Ordinance to be prepared accordingly.

A letter addressed to the Colonial Secretary by the District

Secretary of Uitenhage enclosing a note of Mr. Ebden’s Bank
for the sum of Seven Shillings and Six Pence, which the

Secretary had thought proper to seize as being issued in violation

of the Proclamation of 22nd August 1822 was laid before

Council and read.

On a reference to the proclamation, Avhereby a penalty is

attached to the issue of promissory notes under Fifty Rix-
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dollars value, it appeared doubtful whether the issue of Notes
in Cape Town came within the terms thereof, or was intended

to be prohibited thereby, and a question arising as to the

propriety of amending or repealing the same altogether, it was
resolved that the further consideration of this matter be deferred

to the next meeting of Council.

His Honor was pleased to lay before Council a minute of

certain resolutions concerning the state of the Corn Laws in

this Colony, the consideration whereof was deferred till the

next meeting of Council.

A letter addressed to the Colonial Secretary by the Health

Officer detailing his duties, was laid before Council by His

Honor and read. And the Colonial Secretary stated that the

same had been written in consequence of a dispute between

the Deputy Port Captain and the Officer of Health as to the

right of the former to board ships not previously inspected by
the latter.

As it appears that in all cases where the Captain of the

Vessel signs the usual Health Certificate it is the duty of

the Health Officer to give pratique to the vessel without

further inquiry, and likewise that great advantages may result

from the speedy attendance of the Deputy Port Captain on

vessels entering the bay,

It was the opinion of the Colonial Secretary that this duty

might be as efficiently performed by the Deputy Port Captain,

and that he should be authorized to give pratique to Vessels on

the Captain signing a proper certificate, the same being attested

by the Surgeon or First Officer, and that in all cases where

there are any sick persons on board or where the Captain does

not feel warranted to sign the Certificate, and also in all cases

where there are Troops or Convicts on board, or when the Ship

may have touched at any port on the coast of Africa, the Port

Captain shall put the Vessel in quarantine until the Health

Officer shall come on board, and take charge of the Vessel.

This subject having been taken into consideration, His Honor

was requested to cause a new set of instructions for the Port

Captain to be prepared and submitted to Council preparatory

to the enactment of an Ordinance to enforce the same.

And the Council adjourned.

(Signed) D. M. Perceval, Clerk of the Council.
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[Annexure 1.]

UlTENHAGE, April 4th 1826.

Sir,—I have the honor herewith to enclose a promissory

note of Mr. J. B. Ebden, of Cape Town, for seven shillings and
six pence, which was tendered to me a few days ago in part

payment of public money, and as the issue of the said note is

in violation of the Proclamation of the 22nd August 1822, I

have seized it, and Mr. Ebden being a resident in Cape Town,
I am prevented to sue him for the penalty as the prosecuting

officer of the District. I have &c.

(Signed) J. F. Roselt, Secretary.

The Hon. Sir Richard Plasket,

Secretary to Government.

[Annexure 2.]

15th April 1826.

Sir,—I beg leave to acknowledge the receipt of your letter

of yesterday’s date, and in reply to which I have to state for

the information of His Honor the Lieutenant Governor, that

I have never received any written Instructions from the

Colonial Government relative to my duties as Officer of Health,

having followed up those performed by my predecessors, and

the only instructions I have received have been verbally from

Mr. Alexander or Colonel Bird, to the following effect, viz. that

I should not board vessels either before or after sun, nor until

they came to anchor in the Bay.

On my appointment there was no Health Certificate, and the

question was merely put :
“ Are you Healthy ?

” I deemed
this insufficient, and I drew out a Certificate which I submitted

to the Governor, and which His Excellency approved of, and

I now on going alongside Vessels hand this up, previously

asking “ Are you all healthy and can you sign this Certificate ?
”

I require the signature of the Captain and Surgeon, and when
signed I board. If the Vessel has Troops or Settlers I muster

every soul, and if merely the Ship’s Company I put questions

to the Surgeon, and if I think it necessary, demand the Register

XXIX. 11
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of the Ship. When I am satisfied of the healthy state of the

Vessel, I desire the health flag to he hoisted on my departure.

I do not know the date of my appointment, but I think

upwards of seven years, and I have not had one day’s leave of

absence from Cape Town during the whole of that period.

For the last 3 or 4 years I have been doing the reporting

duties for the late Deputy Port Captain gratuitously, without

fee of office or houserent, and the coxswain has always acted

as Pilot or Harbour Master to the shipping when required to

give his assistance.

Whenever from indisposition I have been prevented going

afloat, I have generally got a person to do the reporting duties

for me, putting the same questions and handingup the Certificate,

except when the Vessels have had Settlers or Troops on board.

On these occasions (tho’ I do not believe one ever occurred)

my instructions to him were not to board, but come on shore

for me, when I would send off a professional friend if unable to

go myself.

There is a messenger attached to the Port Office whose duty

it is when the flag is hoisted at the Chavonne (which is the

signal for vessels having rounded the Point) to come to me
immediately and say the flag is up. I then repair to the office,

and am guided by the Deputy Port Captain as to the time of

going off to the ship, sometimes to meet her or more generally

when she comes to an anchor. This has invariably been the

practice these seven years, as the coxswain can attest, and that

he never was allowed to board vessels without me, except

coasters, without first sending the messenger to say a vessel

was standing into Table Bay.

I beg to enclose a Certificate alluded to, and also a notice I

drew up which met the approbation of His Majesty’s Fiscal.

As the Deputy Port Captain continues to board vessels

without sending the messenger to me, I deem it proper to

mention it again, and await my instructions. I have &c.

(Signed) W. H. Lys, Officer of Health.

The Hon. Sir Richard Plasket,

Secretary to Government.

At a Council held in the Council Chamber on the first day of
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May in the Year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and
twenty-six,

Present : His Honor Major-General Bourke, C.B., Lieutenant

Governor,

The Hon. Sir John Truter, Knight, Chief Justice,

The Hon. Sir Richard Plasket, Colonial Secretary,

The Hon. Lieutenant-Colonel Daniell, Second in

Command,
The Hon. Lieutenant-Colonel Bell, C.B.,

The Hon. J. W. Stoll, Esqre., Receiver General,

The Minutes of the preceding Council were read and
confirmed.

The consideration of the state of the law relative to the

issue of promissory notes was resumed, and it was Resolved,

That it is expedient to repeal the Proclamation of the 22nd

April 1822.

His Honor is therefore requested to cause the draft of an
Ordinance for that purpose to be prepared as usual, and
submitted to Council.

The consideration of the Resolution proposed by His Honor
at the last meeting of Council on the state of the Corn Laws
of this Colony was resumed, and some slight amendments
having been agreed to, the same were finally adopted as

follows :

1st. That the Agricultural interests of this Colony do not

require the protection of heavy duties on the importation of

Grain or Flour from foreign countries, the distance of those

countries from which grain or flour can be obtained rendering

it impossible to import from thence but at so high a freight as

to give the Grower in this Colony a decided advantage in the

Market.

2nd. That for the purpose of preventing the recurrence of

scarcity, it is expedient that all prohibitions upon the impor-

tation of grain or flour should be finally abandoned, and that

a fixed duty of three per cent ad valorem should be laid upon all

grain or flour imported into this Colony in British or foreign

ships, subject however in the latter instance to the regulations

imposed by the Order in Council of the 1st July 1820.

3rd. That it is expedient that all impediments to the internal

U 2
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circulation of grain be removed, and that the interference of

Government on the sale or purchase of grain or flour either

directly, or by its licensed agents, or by any chartered body,

shall cease altogether, and that the export of grain or flour

from the ports of this Colony should be permitted without

reference to price or the necessity of a license, excepting only

in cases where the supply of the people may call for some
extraordinary measure of relief.

And His Honor is requested to forward these resolutions to

His Majesty’s principal Secretary of State for the Colonies, in

order that with his approval they may be embodied in an

Ordinance and promulgated.

And the Council adjourned.

(Signed) D. M. Perceval, Clerk of the Council.

At a Council held in the Council Chamber the eighth day of

May in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and

twenty-six,

Present : His Honor Major-General Bourke, C.B., Lieutenant

Governor,

The Hon. Sir John Truter, Knight, Chief Justice,

The Hon. Sir Richard Plasket, Colonial Secretary,

The Hon. Lieutenant-Colonel Bell, C.B.,

The Hon. J. W. Stoll, Esqre., Receiver General,

The Minutes of the preceding Council were read and

confirmed.

And the Council adjourned.

(Signed) D. M. Perceval, Clerk of the Council.

At a Council held in the Council Chamber on the seventeenth

day of May in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred

and twenty-six,

Present : His Honor Major-General Bourke, C.B., Lieutenant

Governor,

The Hon. Sir John Truter, Knight, Chief Justice,

The Hon. Sir Richard Plasket, Colonial Secretary,

The Hon. Lieutenant-Colonel Daniell, Second in

Command,
The Hon. Lieutenant-Colonel Bell, C.B.,

The Hon. J. W. Stoll, Esqre., Receiver General,
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The Minutes of the preceding Council were read and
confirmed.

A Draft of the proposed Ordinance for appointing a Sitting

Magistrate in Cape Town was laid before Council by His
Honor and read for the information of the members previously

to the same being forwarded to His Majesty’s Fiscal.

A Memorial addressed to His Honor the Lieutenant Governor
by certain Merchants of the District of Albany was laid before

Council and read.

This Memorial states that great inconvenience arises to the

memorialists from the limitation of the power of the Court of

Landdrost and Heemraden to the recovery of debts below the

sum of three hundred Rixdollars, and prays for the extension

of the same or such other remedy as to His Honor may seem
fitting.

The consideration of this matter was deferred to the next

meeting of Council.

A report from Lieutenant Alexander, Royal Engineers, the

officer whom His Honor, in compliance with the request of

Council of the 3rd ultimo, had ordered to survey the road

through Du Toit’s Kloof, was presented to Council and read.

It appears from this report that the road through the pass,

although not practicable for waggons, has been made at con-

siderable labour and expense a safe and tolerably convenient

thoroughfare for cattle, by the exertions of Mr. Schonfeldt.

That although some of the most difficult spots have been

rendered passable by waggons, it would require an expense of

two or three thousand pounds sterhng to make the pass equal

to the general mountain roads of the Colony.

That in the event of a Toll being established, there are many
places well adapted for the situation of a Bar.

The consideration of tins subject was deferred till the next

meeting of Council.

And the Council adjourned.

(Signed) D. M. Perceval, Clerk of the Council.
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[Annexure 1.]

To His Honor Major-General Bourke, Lieutenant Governor at

the Cape of Good Hope, &c., &c., &c.

The Memorial of the undersigned Merchants and Traders of

the district of Albany humbly sheweth

That your memorialists have long experienced great incon-

venience and difficulty, in consequence of the powers of the

Court of Landdrost and Heemraden being limited to the

recovery of debts below the sum of three hundred Rixdollars,

and therefore obliging the prosecutor to have recourse to so

distant and consequently expensive a tribunal as the Court of

Justice in Cape Town, and which from the increasing mercantile

transactions of the Frontier, almost all of which centre in this

Town, still further impedes the progress of business.

Your Memorialists therefore humbly pray that Your Honor
will be pleased to take the hardships of their situation into

consideration, and apply some remedy either by the extension

of the powers of the before mentioned Court or such other as

Your Honor may deem most applicable to the exigencies of

your Memorialists’ case.

(Here follow eighteen signatures.)

Graham’s Town, 7th May 1826.

[Annexure 2.J

'
i Royal Engineers’ Office,

Cape Town, 6th March 1826.

Report on the Present State of the Pass of the Du Toitfs Kloof.

The road through the pass is not practicable for waggons.

It is however right to state that a loaded waggon has been

brought several times from the summit of the pass to Eland’s

Jagt (vide sketch) nearly half the extent, but this must from

the nature of the road have been effected with considerable

difficulty and at great risk to both oxen and waggon.

In order to form an accurate idea or give an estimate on

which any dependence can be placed, of the sum it may require

to render this pass a practicable and safe communication, it
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will be indispensably necessary to have it correctly surveyed
in order to mark out the most desirable line (which the present

road does not always follow), and when a proper course shall

have been decided on, to have the ground over which it passes

thoroughly examined to ascertain the nature of the rock or

soil it will be necessary to cut through. Enough however has

been ascertained to enable me to state that at a moderate
computation it will require a sum of between two and three

thousand pounds to be expended in materials and military

labour, to bring the present line to such a state as to place it

on a footing with the general mountain roads of the Colony,

inferior to the present state of the Fransche Hoek, but superior

to the Hex River Kloof.

The road as it at present exists has been made at considerable

labour and expense a safe and tolerably good and convenient

thoroughfare for droves of cattle, by the exertions of Mr.

Schonfeldt, and indeed some parts which formerly if not

altogether impassable, must have been extremely dangerous,

have been rendered perfectly safe for cattle and even passable

for waggons. I allude particularly to the very steep ascent

called the Kleigat.

In the event of a Toll being established for the droves of

cattle which constantly pass through the Kloof, or in case the

road should be rendered passable for waggons, there exist many
places well adapted for the situation of a bar, by which both

waggons and cattle would be obliged to pass.

The principal obstacles that exist to the formation of a good

road through the kloof are found in the extreme rocky nature

of the banks or rather precipices wl ich form the sides of the

Metines and Du Toit’s rivers, and the necessity that exists of

crossing and recrossing the principal rivers and mountain streams

that find their way through the principal gullies and ravines,

over which in most instances it will be necessary to throw

bridges. To exemplify more distinctly the situation of these

difficulties, and show more clearly the present state of the road,

as well as represent what has been effected by the exertions of

Mr. Schonfeldt, the following description in detail is given,

adapted to the letters marked on the sketch.

The space contained between the letters a and h has been

made by Mr. Schonfeldt by cutting away the bushes and
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removing the largest of the rocks. It still remains however in

so rough a state as to require much additional labour.

The road in the space b to c crosses twice the principal river,

which might easily be avoided, but in the whole distance it

must run through the broad bed, or that space which after

great rains it for the most part overflows. It would probably

be practicable to lead it along the south side, but this bank,

the better of the two, is nearly one mass of hard and rugged

sandstone, which would occasion much labour and expense.

From c to e there exists nothing but a track, and great

labour and expense would be requisite to form a road, great

masses of rock and uneven ground continuing for the whole

distance.

A bridge would be necessary at /.

From g to h little labour would be required, as the road

passes over a very fertile spot called the Groote Vlei, abounding

in water in the driest season.

From h to i the road branches off in two directions, the

uppermost one being to avoid the two hills called Kleine

Koppen. To bring the road by the shorter route would demand
some considerable labour.

From i to k the road has been well formed by Mr. Schonfeldt.

From k to l the line of road once more follows the great bed

of the l’iver, which is attended with great inconvenience from

the masses of stone and rock that the winter torrents invariably

wash down.

From l to m the road passes between two nearly perpendicular

cliffs, wide enough apart to allow the river to pass during the

winter rains, and obliging the road to be carried for some

distance in the Summer through the current. To endeavour to

obviate this bad pass it will be advisable previously to any

expense being incurred to have the southern bank thoroughly

examined between the letters k and m, along which an old

cattle track still exists, in order to ascertain the feasibility of

that side being adopted for the line of road, in which case even

great expense and labour will be requisite at this point.

From m to n is the part called the Kleigat, which formerly

was very dangerous, if not impracticable, for droves of cattle.

By great labour well applied Mr. Schonfeldt has succeeded in

forming a road nearly 18 feet wide throughout, over which it
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is possible for waggons to pass, though at a risk from the

extreme steepness of the cliff.

From n to o the descent is comparatively good. Some
labour and expence would be necessary at certain points.

From o to p the road passes over very uneven and rough
ground, some parts of which are very steep, and much work
will consequently be required to render it passable for waggons.

From p to q less difficulties exist. Much labour would
however be required at one place, to change the road from the

northern to the southern side of the river, where it has been

unadvisedly carried. Some difficulties have been surmounted
in this and the preceding distance by Mr. Schonfeldt.

From q to r the distance is extremely steep and uneven, and
the road for waggons will be formed at the expence of much
labour and cost. In one or two places much good has been done
by Mr. Schonfeldt.

The descent from the summit of the pass to the plain below

is rapid, and although at present it be practicable for waggons,

yet in the event of the road being formed through the kloof, it

would be necessary to work much towards its improvement.

(Signed) Charles Alexander,
Lieutenant Royal Engineers.

Major Elphinstone Holloway,

Commanding Royal Engineers.

At a Council held in the Council Chamber the twenty-second

day of May in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred
and twenty-six,

Present : His Honor Major-General Bourke, C.B., Lieutenant

Governor,

The Hon. Sir John Truter, Knight, Chief Justice,

The Hon. Sir Richard Plasket, Colonial Secretary,

The Hon. Lieutenant-Colonel Bell, C.B.,

The Hon. J. W. Stoll, Esqre., Receiver General,

The Minutes of the preceding Council were read and
confirmed.

A Despatch from His Majesty’s Principal Secretary of State
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for the Colonies, dated Downing Street, 3rd December 1825,

was presented to Council by His Honor and read.

In this communication Earl Bathurst expresses his appro-

bation of the measures which His Excellency had adopted for

disposing of the Mantatees who have taken refuge in the

Colony, in such a manner as to prevent the introduction of a

system of Slavery amongst them, and his Lordship thinks it

proper that similar assistance should be granted to other

unfortunate persons in like circumstances, although it may not

be expedient to receive them in large bodies, lest this should

have the effect of inviting other savage tribes to follow their

example.

The Memorial of the Merchants of Albany praying for the

extension of the power of the Court of Landdrost and Heem-
raden in civil matters was taken into consideration, and it was
Resolved

That it is expedient that the prayer of the Memorialists be

complied with, and that the powers of the Court of Landdrost

and Heemraden should be extended to the recovery of all

debts not exceeding the sum of £60 sterling, and that no appeal

should be allowed in cases below the value of £10.

And His Honor is requested to communicate with His

Majesty’s Commissioners of Enquiry on this subject, and in the

event of these Resolutions according with their views, to cause

an Ordinance to be prepared accordingly and submitted to

Council.

A Memorial addressed to His Honor by Mr. John Hawkins,

under date the 10th instant, was laid before Council by His

Honor and read.

The Memorialist therein prays for the payment of a sum
of Rds. 13,842 5, being the net amount of a Vendue Roll of a

Sale held on the 25th April 1825, which had become due from

the Vendue Master of Albany on the 25tli of September last,

and was duly protested for non-payment.

This claim is grounded upon the declaration of the respon-

sibility of Government for the proceeds of Sales by Vendue, in

the letter addressed by the Acting Colonial Secretary to the

Committee of the Commercial Exchange on the 28th January

1825, and likewise upon the Proclamation of 22nd April 1825,

which was issued three days prior to the date of the sale.
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The Council having taken the same into consideration, His

Honor was requested to refer the case to His Majesty’s Fiscal

for that Officer’s opinion on the points brought forward by
Mr. Hawkins, and to lay the same before Council when
received.

And the Council adjourned.

(Signed) D. M. Perceval, Clerk of the Council.

[Annexure.]

To His Honor Major-General Bourke, C.B., Lieutenant Governor

in and over the Settlement at the Cape of Good Hope, and

Commanding the Forces, &c.

The Memorial of John Hawkins, of Cape Town, Merchant,

most respectfully sheweth

That on the sixth day of February last Memorialist delivered

at the Colonial Office a Memorial addressed to His Excellency the

Governor in Council praying payment of a sum of Rds. 13,842

5 sks., the net amount of a Vendue Roll which had become due

from the Vendue Master of Albany on the 25th September last

and was duly protested for non-payment, together with the

interest and expences consequent upon such non-payment.

That Memorialist has since received a letter from the

Secretary to Government, dated 7th April, stating “ In reply

to your Memorial under date the 6th February last claiming

from Government the proceeds of a certain sale held on your

account by the late Vendue Master of Uitenhage, I am directed

by His Honor the Lieutenant Governor to transmit to you

herewith a copy of the Resolution of Council in a case similar

to yours, for your information.”

That the Resolution transmitted bearing date the 28th

March relates to a memorial of Messrs. Chiappini & Co. on

behalf of Messrs. Heugh & Co., and Memorialist having applied

for and procured the particulars of their case, begs leave most

respectfully to submit that a very essential difference exists

between the two cases.

Messrs. Heugh & Co. held sales at Uitenhage, the proceeds

of which became due on the 7th of November 1824, but not

being paid they (under peculiar circumstances) applied to
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Government to direct the Landdrost of Uitenhage to render

them every assistance in his power to enforce payment.
The answer given to this application excited considerable

apprehension among the Merchants, who always understood

that they had the security of Government for the payment of

all monies due upon sales by Public Vendue, and as it was of

the highest importance to the Trade of the Colony that the

question should be set at rest, the Committee of the Commercial
Exchange prayed His Excellency to inform them for the

guidance of the Merchants in general whether Government was
or was not responsible for the amount of all sales by Public

Vendue.

A few days after presentation of this Memorial a verbal

communication was made by the Secretary to Government
purporting that although there was no Law to that effect, it

was considered that Government were bound in honor to

guarantee the payment of all Vendue Rolls, and a Proclamation

would be shortly issued on the subject
;

but upwards of a

month having elapsed without any Proclamation issuing, and

the general anxiety still continuing, the Committee again

addressed Government, requesting that a question of such

vital importance to the trade of the Colony might be finally

settled as speedily as possible, as further appears by the extract

which Memorialist has the honor to annex. That after a

further consideration of seven days the Committee were officially

informed that His Excellency had no hesitation whatever in

declaring that the Government of this Colony is responsible for

the payment of all monies due upon the sales of Goods effected

under the Laws and regulations on this head.

It is not for Memorialist to consider how far this declaration

being at variance with the opinion of His Majesty’s Fiscal may
affect the interest of Messrs. Heugh & Co. in a transaction

which took place long before such declaration was made, but

Memorialist most respectfully submits that neither the opinion

of His Majesty’s Fiscal nor even any previous law upon the

subject can be now held to affect that official Declaration so

anxiously sought for, and given for the guidance of Merchants,

and upon the faith of which he entrusted his property to the

Government Vendue Master and consented to pay the con-

sideration of the Vendue Duties for such undoubted security.
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A reference to the Vendue extract will shew that Memorialist

had no occasion to seek a Public Sale for the purpose of exciting

competition. The whole of the Beads were equally divided

among three parties at the same price, and for which price they

would have purchased them on their own acceptances at a

short credit. And Memorialist most distinctly affirms that if

Government had not given the above pledge, he would not

have placed his property in the hands of the Government
Vendue Master, but would have preferred a private sale, by
which he would have saved upwards of five per cent.

Under these circumstances, independent of the fact that the

sale in question was held after the Proclamation of the 23rd

April, by which the guarantee of the 28th January was solemnly

affirmed, Memorialist submits that he has established a most
essential difference between his case and that of Messrs. Heugh
& Co., and a claim to the fulfilment of the Public guarantee

under which his property was shipped and sold, and as claims

of a more recent date have been some time since paid by
Government, and Memorialist is subjected to much incon-

venience and loss by the non-payment of so considerable a

sum,

He most respectfully but earnestly prays that Your
Honor will be pleased to direct that the aforesaid sum of

Rds. 13,842 5 sks. with interest and expenses be forthwith paid

to Memorialist.

And Memorialist as in duty bound will ever pray.

(Signed) John Hawkins.
. Cape Town, 10th May 1826.

At a Council held in the Council Chamber on the twenty-

ninth day of May in the year of our Lord one thousand eight

hundred and twenty-six,

Present : His Honor Major-General Bourke, C.B., Lieutenant

Governor,

The Hon. Sir John Truter, Knight, Chief Justice,

The Hon. Sir Richard Plasket, Colonial Secretary,

The Hon. Lieutenant-Colonel Daniell, Second in

Command,
The Hon. J. W. Stoll, Esqre., Receiver General,
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The Minutes of the preceding Council were read and
confirmed.

His Honor was pleased to lay before Council the answer of

His Majesty’s Commissioners of Enquiry to a letter addressed

to them in compliance with the request of Council of the 22nd

instant, on the subject of the proposed extension of the powers

of the Courts of Landdrost and Heemraden in civil cases.

As it appears from this communication, dated 27th instant,

that the proposed alteration is not likely to interfere with the

arrangements in their contemplation for the future adminis-

tration of Justice in this Colony, His Honor was requested to

forward the measure accordingly.

The consideration of the Ordinance for establishing a district

Road Toll at Du Toit’s Kloof was resumed, and it was Resolved

That from the report made by Lieutenant Alexander of the

Royal Engineers on the present state of the road through the

said pass, the Council do not think it expedient to establish

any toll upon wheeled carriages, and that in consequence of

the change of the legal currency the following tariff of tolls

should be granted to Mr. Schonfeldt for a time of five years,

subject to the exceptions and provisos already made known to

him, viz.

For every Person on Horseback ..... 2RL
,,

Led Horse . . . . . .1
„ Head of Cattle below 10 . . . t

For 10 Head of Cattle ....... 3

„ 5 Sheep or Goats ....... 1

And His Honor is requested to cause a copy of this Resolution

to be sent to Mr. Schonfeldt, and to direct a new Ordinance to

be prepared accordingly.

The draft of an Ordinance (No. 18) for separating the Juris-

diction of the Commissioner of the Court of Justice to be

appointed to take cognizance of all matters set forth in the

3rd Section of the Crown Trial from the duties of the other

members of the Court, and making his office permanent, and

for the further regulation of the duties to be performed by the

said Commissioner was read.

His Honor was pleased to state that another Ordinance was

in preparation for the purpose of giving effect to the 2nd, 3rd,

and 4tli Resolutions of the 25th April last.
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The following additional clause was proposed by His Honor,

and agreed to :

And be it further enacted that this Ordinance shall take

effect and be in force fourteen days from and after the date

hereof.

And it was ordered that the same be published in the usual

manner.

An extract of a dispatch from His Majesty’s Secretary of

State for the Colonies, dated Downing Street, 20th February

1826, was laid before Council by His Honor and read.

In this communication Earl Bathurst expresses his general

approbation of the draft of an Order of the King in Council for

the improvement of the condition of Slaves in this Colony as

prepared by the Council on the 5th September 1825, and
returns the same with some slight alterations in the form of an

Ordinance of the Governor in Council, with directions that the

same be promulgated without delay and transmitted to England

for His Majesty’s sanction.

The draft was accordingly read, and an amendment having

been proposed and agreed to for the purpose of providing for

the recovery of all fines therein imposed, it was ordered that

the same be transmitted to His Majesty’s Fiscal to be prepared

in the usual manner for publication.

The following Papers were laid on the Table :

1. Despatch from Earl Bathurst relative to the Post Office

department.

2. Extract of a Despatch relative to same.

3. The report of the Postmaster General.

4. Letter from the Landdrost of Uitenhage proposing an

additional Fieldcornetcy in his district.

5. Letter from the Deputy Commissary General on the

subject of the dilapidated state of the Military Colonial Buildings

in Graham’s Town.

6. Letter from the Landdrost of Somerset proposing that a

Matrimonial Court should be established at the Sub Drostdy

of Cradock, and the Special Heemraad be allowed to act

for him.

And the Council adjourned.

(Signed) D. M. Perceval, Clerk of the Council.
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[Annexure 1.]

Cape Town, 21th May 1826.

Sir,—We have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your
letter dated 26th instant, enclosing an extract from the Minutes

of Council upon the subject of the proposed extension of the

powers of the Courts of Landdrost and Heemraden in civil

cases, and intimating the wish of your Honor and the members
of Council to be informed whether such an alteration of the

Law is likely to interfere with any arrangements which we may
propose to recommend to His Majesty’s Government for the

future administration of Justice in tills Colony.

In reply we do ourselves the honor of stating that in con-

sideration of the altered value of the currency since the Juris-

diction of the District Courts was limited to three hundred

Rixdollars, we fully concur with your Honor and the Members
of Council in the expediency of extending the powers of the

several Courts of Landdrost and Heemraden, excepting that of

the Cape District, to the recovery of all Debts not exceeding

the sum of Sixty Pounds Sterling, and limiting the right of

appeal to cases of Ten Pounds and upwards. We have &c.

(Signed) John Thomas Bigge,

William M. G. Colebrooke,
W. Blair.

His Honor the Lieutenant Governor.

[Annexure 2.]

See Letter from Earl Bathurst to Lord Charles Somerset, of

date 3rd January 1826.

[Annexure 3.]

See letter from Earl Bathurst to Lord Charles Somerset, of

date 7th January 1826.

[Annexure 4.]

Post Office, 10/7» May 1826.

Sir,—Previously to having had the honor of a conversation

with you on the subject of the great expense incurred by the

Post Office Department principally arising from the pay of the
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numerous Postholders that are employed in the transmission of

the inland mails in this widely extended Settlement, it occupied

both my solicitude and my regret that the receipt of postage

is inadequate to the expenditure. I have therefore given it

every consideration, and it appears to me that by the adoption
of two measures the expence will be nearly defrayed

;
first,

I recommend an increase in the rates of ship letters and inland

postage, which may be augmented one-third, and even more
in some instances, without being a burden or a heavy tax on

the community
;
second, the reduction of the number of Public

Officers who have the power of sending and receiving letters free

of charge, which would no doubt have a material tendency in

adding to the amount of postage. It will however be a nice

point to distinguish and separate public from private letters

belonging to those who enjoy the privilege of free postage, which
I will endeavour to detail in a subsequent part of this letter.

Any increase of taxes is not by any means welcome or

popular, even in the wealthiest countries, and I have reason to

believe that any addition of postage would be considered for

the moment an act injurious to the commerce of this place,

particularly by many individuals who have not had an oppor-

tunity of viewing the past, and will form an opinion at the

present time
;
but I contend that Government has a right to

indemnify itself by every just and practicable means, especially

when the expences of an establishment exceed the income, and

one that is of acknowledged utility, by which a weekly com-

munication both northward and eastward is kept up to and
from the Metropolis to the remotest part of the Colony, not

only with safety but also with despatch, which is the more
meritorious in a country almost in a state of nature, arising

from a scanty population and other natural causes.

Before any steps be taken in furtherance of the measures

proposed, it will be a duty incumbent upon me to satisfy His

Honor the Lieutenant Governor that the increase of postage

will not be near so heavy as it was shortly after the Colony

became a British Possession in 1806, taking the relative state

of the currency then and its value at the present day, which

will fully appear by the Tariff of postage which was promulgated

the 23rd May 1806, the one fixed on the 26th November 1816,

and the one I now have the honor to submit and hereunto

XXIX x
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subjoin, which will not be near so high in sterling money as the

one enacted in 1806. I am the more induced to bring forward

a plan that will lead to an amendment of the Tariff of postage

in 1816, as the rates are not equalized in many places according

to the distance, for instance the postage of a letter to George

is as much as to Graham’s Town, the former place being almost

three days journey nearer than the latter, besides three new
districts or Drostdies have been established and several Villages

built where the Post now proceeds to since that period. The

encrease I wish to take place on ship letters only amounts to

one penny more the single letter than it was in 1806, and three

halfpence more than it is at present, which is only a trifling

excess, at the expiration of nearly twenty years. I also con-

ceive it proper to add that the postage on all letters brought

into the Colony since the 11th February 1808 was charged two

shillings the sheet and in proportion for letters exceeding that

size, which made the postage ten pence halfpenny the single

letter, being more than double the Ship letter rates now
charged.

Having submitted the most suitable and feasible plan for

augmenting the rates of postage which I trust will be con-

sidered as founded upon equitable grounds, is as much as regards

the well-being of the Government and the Public which will

assist in reimbursing the former for the great expense hitherto

incurred for conveying the Inland Mails.

The arrangement for the abridgement of franking and
receiving letters free of postage will appear at the first glance

to be attended with difficulty, but it requires little more than

firmness to accomplish a system of regularity and thereby

prevent the greater abuse that I have reason to believe at

present exists in sending private letters under official covers.

I am well aware men of the greatest integrity (because

postage of a letter is considered so small a sum) will not hesitate

if in their power to send letters free of Postage, although by

Law forbidden, yet the same persons would not infringe on

any other Revenue Department whatever, and taking this view

of the subject I with all deference submit for the greater

Security in the collection of the Revenue arising from the

Post and conveyance of letters that all civil officers not residing

in Cape Town be instructed to send letters bona fide on public
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service without being sealed under cover to the Secretary to

Government, and subscribed above the address the business on

which the letter may relate with the name of the writer on the

cover thereof, and after these letters are examined they can be

sent to the Post Office and delivered the same day they come
to hand. The same arrangement can be made with military

letters on Public Service by sending them under cover to the

Military Secretary, and notwithstanding this plan appears to

be very simple in as far as it regards the receipt of letters on

service, yet a difficulty may be supposed to exist in sending

letters from Cape Town to the interior which may be easily

removed by common attention to official business. I therefore

suggest that all letters on service for the inland mails be sent

to the Colonial Office 2 o’clock on post days, to be franked by

a person appointed by Government for that purpose, and all

Military letters on Public Service to be sent to the Military

Secretary previous to the same hour. This can be easily

effected, as the public offices are so contiguous to each other,

that little if any inconvenience can be experienced in accom-

plishing the regulation, because the post from the Eastern

districts, bringing letters from the principal stations, unless

prevented by a heavy fall of rain, arrives on Monday, which

will afford sufficient time to answer any official correspondence

before 2 o’clock on the following Friday.

This arrangement I do not mean to extend to the Orphan

Chamber or Sequestrator, whose letters cannot be admitted as

letters on service, as the Postage can be charged by the former

to the Estates under administration and the latter to the estates

under sequestration, therefore such letters should be transmitted

through the Post Office in the same manner as those belonging

to private individuals.

Having endeavoured to form a plan for the purpose of

preventing any abuse in sending or receiving private letters

through this office, which I conceive will not be complete unless

the present list of persons who enjoy the privilege of franking

letters be repealed and another considerably reduced substituted,

I therefore propose the following to send and receive letters

free of charge :

His Excellency the Governor to enjoy the unlimited power
of franking and receiving both Ship and inland letters.

x 2
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His Honor the Lieutenant Governor the same.

The Secretary to Government the same.

The Officer commanding His Majesty’s Ships and Vessels on

the Cape Station and in case of absence at any other part of

his command the next senior officer to him.

The Military Secretary all letters both Ship and inland on
His Majesty’s Service, and also letters relating to his private

affairs.

The Naval Officer, who is so much connected with the

supplies of the Navy, to receive his letters on the same footing

as the Military Secretary.

The Postmaster General on the same footing with regard to

free letters as the Military Secretary. I am induced to recom-

mend the Head of the Post Office Department to this favor

which is a boon granted in all similar establishments in every

part of His Majesty’s Dominions, and it would be almost

impossible to carry on official business without that indulgence,

and it is to be presumed that one who is to be entrusted with

the whole of the Establishment will not abuse any confidence

reposed in him.

I have reason to suppose that the Landdrosts’ official cover

is very often used for the purpose of conveying stamps and
official forms of office, and in order to check this irregular way
of sending Stamps, a proper person ought to be appointed to

each Drostdy and Sub Drostdy to vend Stamps, who would

avail himself of return waggons and other opportunities to

have a constant supply from Cape Town, provided a commission

or percentage be allowed for his trouble. I think the District

Clerk would be a proper person for the situation of Vendor of

Stamps. The districts of Swellendam, George, Uitenhage, and

Albany can be easily furnished with stamps by coasting vessels

that frequent the Berg River, Knysna, Port Elizabeth, and

Port Frances. I also judge it expedient to state that the

Landdrosts and Deputy Landdrosts should be allowed to

correspond with each other on public service (but in the interior

only) free of postage, as I understand they are obliged to write

respecting runaway slaves and other official business which

would be impeded in case postage be charged.

The Commandant on the Frontier in consequence of his

important situation should be granted the same privilege.
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I further beg to add a few remarks which I consider to be

materially connected with this office, and therefore take the

liberty to point out what occurs to me to be most conducive

to the interest of the Public Service.

The Deputy Commissary General and Commissary General

of Accounts, Ordnance Storekeeper, and Principal Medical

Officer transmit to their respective Boards in London voluminous

accounts which are no doubt solely on His Majesty’s Service.

I therefore propose that those officers be allowed to forward

to England official accounts free of charge, because if postage

be demanded and paid here the home Government must pay
the account, and as it has been and is at great expense in

protecting the Colony it would be a measure of questionable

Policy under those circumstances to charge Postage, as little

expence will be incurred in forwarding those documents, not

even the purchase of a mail box, as the old ones that arrive

from England are carefully opened and the Mails from hence

returned in them, which is a great saving to this office, as some
of these boxes, if bought here, would cost from five to ten

Rixdollars each. Also all Regimental returns, pay lists, and
letters on service addressed to the Secretary at War, the

Adjutant and Quarter Master General, and the Secretary to

the Commander in Chief to be franked by the Military Secretary

here, and forwarded in Ship letter mails.

Agreeably to a letter from the Colonial Office dated the 14th

April 1817 directing that letters franked by the proper authori-

ties in England should be delivered free of postage, and likewise

by the same authority in a letter dated 1st January 1821 letters

from Great Britain belonging to Owners or Charterers of Ships

or Vessels and Consignees or Shippers of Merchandize con-

taining Invoices and Bills of Lading to be delivered gratis

provided such letters do not exceed the provisions of the Act

of Parliament on that head
;
and that newspapers from foreign

Europe should be charged. No alteration however has been

made in postage of newspapers from India or any place to the

eastward of the Cape, which now pay two pence farthing an

ounce, and as the Government has always been liberal in

permitting the circulation of any Publications that have any

tendency to improvement free of expence, I therefore take this

opportunity to propose for the consideration and approval of
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His Honor the Lieutenant Governor that newspapers, pub-
lications, or printed papers from India or any place eastward

of the Cape and St. Helena be henceforward charged at the rate

of one penny the ounce provided the ends of the covers are left

open, or that the head of this office is satisfied that such parcels

if closed at the ends do not contain letters, and that all news-

papers, periodical writings, pamphlets, and magazines are

forwarded to Europe and India at the same postage, in case

the ends of the covers are left open. I am convinced that if

the permission now proposed be granted the Revenue will be

benefited instead of injured, as many persons will prefer sending

them in the manner pointed out to shipping them as parcels,

which must continue to be the case if a high rate of postage be

levied.

The Cape Gazette as usual to be forwarded gratis.

After having embraced every point relating to this Depart-

ment which appeared to me to be worthy of observation, and

more especially in what I think would improve its Revenue,

and thereby meet the greatest part of the expenditure without

bearing heavy on the Public, I beg whatever alteration or

amendment may be found necessary to make, that it may be

formed into a Law for my guidance in future in every branch

of this fast increasing establishment. I have &c.

(Signed) R. Crozieji.

The Secretary to Government.

[Annexure 5.]

Uitenhage, 8th May 1826.

Sir,—I have the honor to represent to you that the extent

and local situation of the Fieldcornetcy of Baviaans’ Kloof, at

present under the control of the Field Cornet Senekal, in this

district, are too much for one person to superintend, and often

in case of inquest, or other circumstances requiring the speedy

presence of the fieldcornet, may be of serious consequence, and

delay the public service. I have the honor therefore to propose

its division, viz. that that part of said Fieldcornetcy lying within

the so-called Baviaans’ Kloof which is separated from the

other part of the Fieldcornetcy by an immense range of high

mountains almost forty miles long, and difficult to traverse.
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having only three or four footpaths over them, may be made a

distinct fieldcornetcy under the name of Baviaans’ Kloof, and

that Hendrik Jacobus Smit, a very active and fit person residing

about the centre of the kloof, be appointed Field Cornet ;
and

the other part of said fieldcornetcy, being on the North-East

side of the Winterhoek Mountains, be continued under the

control of the Fieldcornet Senekal, and be called Upper Winter-

hoek and Groot River Fieldcornetcy. I have &c.

(Signed) J. G. Cuyler,
The Hon. Sir R. Plasket,

Secretary to Government.

[Annexure 6.]

Commissariat, Cape of Good Hope,
Cape Town, 12th May 1826.

Sir,—

I

have the honor to request you will bring under the

notice of His Honor the Major General commanding the Forces

that the colonial buildings occupied by the Commissariat at

Graham’s Town as Forage Magazines for the Cape Corps have

suffered much damage during the late heavy rains, and as I am
informed that the Engineer Department decline to enter upon
any repairs of them, I beg to suggest that the Colonial Govern-

ment may be requested to direct the necessary repairs thereon,

-

to be forthwith effected, as any delay in this respect as the

winter advances cannot but very considerably add to the

expense which must under any circumstances be incurred to put

these buildings in a proper condition. I have &c.

(Signed) W. Hewitson, Deputy Commissary General.

Major Ryan, Military Secretary.

[Annexure 7.]

Landdrost’s Office, Somerset, 24th April 1826.

Sir,—Referring to my letter of the 29th April 1825, and
your reply thereto dated 26th May 1825, authorizing the sitting

of a Matrimonial Court at Cradock every second month until the

appointment of a Minister to this Drostdy, I have the honor to

acquaint you for the information of His Honor the Lieutenant
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Governor that since the arrival of the Reverend Mr. Morgan
here, I have discontinued to attend at Cradock to hold a Matri-

monial Court as formerly, as not only the necessity of such

attendance appeared to me no longer to exist, but that the

accumulation of business precludes the possibility of it. I am
not aware that at any church detached from the seat of Magis-

tracy within the Colony such a practice prevails
;
but as the

Minister of Cradock has on several occasions expressed his wish

to have the privilege of a Matrimonial Court continued or

restored to that place, I am induced to request you will be

pleased to furnish me with the directions of His Honor the

Lieutenant Governor on the subject, and should he deem it

proper to accede to the wishes of the Minister of Cradock, 1

would humbly suggest that such sitting should take place only

once in every three months, and that I be authorized to empower
the Special Heemraad of Cradock to act for me at such sittings

whenever I may find it impracticable to attend. I have &c.

(Signed) W. Mackay, Landdrost.

The Hon. Sir Richard Plasket,

Secretary to Government.

At a Council held in the Council Chamber on the second

day of June in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred

and twenty six,

Present : His Honor Major-General Bourke, C.B., Lieutenant

Governor,

The Hon. Sir John Truter, Knight, Chief Justice.

The Hon. Sir Richard Plasket, Colonial Secretary,

The Hon. Lieutenant-Colonel Daniell, Second in

Command,
The Hon. Lieutenant-Colonel Bell, C.B.,

The Hon. J. W. Stoll, Esqre., Receiver General,

The Minutes of the preceding Council were read, amended,

and confirmed.

A letter addressed to the Colonial Secretary by the Landdrost

of Uitenhage, under date the 8th ultimo, which was laid before

Council at the last meeting was read.
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This communication proposes that the Fieldcornetcy of

Baviaans’ Kloof in his district be divided into two Field-

cornetcies. The one being on the North-East side of the

Winterhoek mountains to be called the Fieldcornetcy of Upper
Winterhoek and Groot Rivier, the other portion to retain the

title of Baviaans’ Kloof.

The same having been taken into consideration, it was
Resolved

That it is expedient that all new territorial divisions within

this Colony be for the future established by Legislative Acts.

And whereas it does not appear that this measure has been

submitted to the Board of Heemraden of the district, His

Honor is requested to give directions to the Landdrost of

Uitenhage to that effect, and to require that a detailed and

specific statement of the proposed Boundaries of the Field-

cornetcies be prepared by that Board and transmitted to

Government.

A letter addressed to the Military Secretary by the Deputy
Commissary General, which was also laid before Council at the

last meeting, was read.

Tn this letter it is requested that His Honor should give

directions that certain repairs be effected by the Colonial

Government in the Military Colonial Buildings at Graham’s
Town, which the Engineer Department have declined to

undertake.

His Honor was induced to bring this subject before Council,

as it was in contemplation to offer the Military Buildings in

the several districts of this Colony, together with the ground

upon which they stand and that which is or may be attached

to them, to the Board of Ordnance upon condition that the

same be kept by that Department in a proper state of repair

for the occupation of the troops in this Colony.

It was therefore Resolved

That it is expedient' that a proposal to this effect be made
to the Board of Ordnance, and His Honor is requested to

communicate with Earl Bathurst on this subject.

A letter addressed to the Colonial Secretary by the Landdrost

of Somerset, under date 24 April last, which was also laid before

Council at the last meeting, was read.

In this letter it was requested that a Matrimonial Court be
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established at Cradock to sit once in every three months, and
that the Special Heemraad be empowered to act for the Land-
drost at such sittings when necessary.

The consideration of the subject was deferred to the next

meeting of Council.

And the Council adjourned.

(Signed) D. M. Perceval, Clerk of the Council.

At a Council held in the Council Chamber on the fifth day of

June in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and
twenty-six,

Present : His Honor Major-General Bourke, C.B., Lieutenant

Governor,

The Hon. Sir John Truter, Knight, Chief Justice,

The Hon. Sir Richard Plasket, Colonial Secretary,

The Hon. Lieutenant-Colonel Bell, C.B.,

The Minutes of the preceding Council were read, amended,

and confirmed.

A letter addressed to the Colonial Secretary by His Majesty’s

Fiscal under date the 3rd instant, containing the opinion of that

officer on certain amendments proposed in the draft of the

Ordinance for improving the condition of Slaves in this Colony

was laid before Council, and read.

The consideration of the Draft was then resumed, and the

following amendments were proposed by His Honor and

agreed to :

First. That these words be inserted at the end of the

38th Section, “ Such fines to be sued for and recoverable by
His Majesty’s Fiscal in the full Court of Justice.”

Secondly. That these words be inserted at the end of the

42nd Section, “ and the said Penalties shall be sued for, if in the

case of the Registrar and Guardian of Slaves, by His Majesty’s

Fiscal in the full Court of Justice, and if in the case of any of

the Assistants of the said Registrar in the Country Districts, by

the respective Public Prosecutors before the several Boards of

Landdrost and Heemraden.”

It was then proposed by His Honor, and agreed to, that the

46t-h Section shall be amended as follows :

“ And it is further enacted that all complaints shall be
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brought, and all penalties incurred under the provisions of this

Ordinance shall be sued for and recovered, except when other-

wise directed by the same, if in the Country Districts, before

the several Boards of Landdrost and Heemraden, and if in Cape
Town and the district thereof, before the permanent Sitting

Commissioner, and on recovery shall be disposed of as follows,

viz. one third to the Informer and two-thirds to the fund

specified in the 39th clause of this Ordinance for purchasing

the freedom of female Slave Children.”

On the 50th Section being read, the following resolution was
proposed by His Honor, and agreed to :

Resolved, that the 50th Section of the draft of this Ordinance

as transmitted by Earl Bathurst in his despatch of the

20th February last appears to have been taken from the draft

of the Order in Council forwarded from hence and to be in

contradiction to His Lordship’s expressed intentions, His Lord-

ship’s despatch requiring the immediate promulgation of the

Ordinance, Avhilst the 50th Section, if enacted, will delay its

operation for an indefinite period, nor does any advantage
appear likely to result from such delay, as the approbation of

His Majesty’s Secretary of State to the provisions of the Ordi-

nance has already been communicated in the Despatch
;
but

on the contrary the Council are unanimously of opinion that to

enact and promulgate the Ordinance with the restriction con-

tained in the 50th Section would be productive of serious incon-

venience to the Colony, as the owners of Slaves not friendly to

the provisions of the proposed law would have an opportunity

afforded them of impeding its operation and bringing it into

disrespect, and the slaves for whose benefit it is intended would
submit very unwillingly to the contravention of any of the bene-

ficial regulations, to which notwithstanding it would not be in

the power of the Executive Government to compel obedience.

Resolved therefore that the following amendment to the

50th Section be now adopted :

“ And it is further enacted that this Ordinance shall take

effect and be in force from and after the first day of August
next.”

And His Honor is requested to cause a copy of these amend-
ments to be forwarded to His Majesty’s Fiscal, and to give

directions to that officer to prepare the draft accordingly.
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An additional Report from the Postmaster General was laid

on the Table, together with a statement of the receipts and
expenditure of his office.

And the Council adjourned.

(Signed) D. M. Perceval, Clerk of the Council.

[Annexure 1.]

Fiscal’s Office, 3rd June 1826.

Sir,—In compliance with His Honor the Lieutenant Gover-

nor’s directions communicated to me in your letter of the

30th ultimo, wherein I am requested to prepare the draft of an

Ordinance for improving the condition of Slaves, according to a

Memorandum transmitted to me in your said letter, I have the

honor herewith to return you the Memorandum (which I find

to contain a complete Draft of the Ordinance, with some
remarks in pencil added thereunto, requiring as it seems the

further consideration of His Honor the Lieutenant Governor
in Council, before a final Draft of the Ordinance can be made)
and to accompany the Draft with a Draft of Marginals, to which

I have referred in the Memorandum by placing numbers

opposite each Period answering the numbers of my Marginals.

In perusing the Memorandum, I observed that the case of

death or resignation of the Guardian and Registrar of Slaves

seems to have been by some mistake enumerated in the 5th

Section thereof among the cases wherein the appointment of a

Deputy Registrar and Guardian will become necessary. I

further observed that in the 8th Section Sunday Markets, which

have never been held in this Colony, have been abolished,

though under the existing circumstances a mere prohibition

thereof for the future seems to answer the intention.

As the Baptism of Children does not agree with the religious

persuasion of all Christians without exception, I am induced

to doubt whether it is intended that the order of the 24th Section

of the Memorandum, requiring the Christian Slaves to be

baptized within twelve months after their birth should be made
general.

I have thought it requisite to submit these few remarks as

only referring to the construction of the intended Ordinance,

and in reply to the questions proposed to me in your letter,
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T do myself the honor to state for the information of His Honor
the Lieutenant Governor that as the prosecution in cases of fine

and imprisonment or confiscation where the law has positively

prescribed the same, has been provided for by the Crown Trial

Arts. 91 and 93, and in the Ordinance of the 28th ultimo, Art. 2,

I am, under correction, of opinion that there will be no neces-

sity for setting forth the mode of recovering penalties in a

separate Clause, yet though it is not necessary, perhaps it may
not be unadvisable specially to provide for the same in the

manner proposed in a marginal note to Section 16, in which I

took the liberty to mark in pencil a few addenda and alterations

proposed by me, and to which I am, under correction, of

opinion it then will also become necessary to add a clause

authorizing the prosecution by the Fiscal or his Deputy before

two Commissioners of the Court of Justice, for all offences

committed by the Registrar or Guardian or any of his assistants

in the performance of their respective duties.

With regard to adding imprisonment to the several clauses

in default of payment of penalties, as the Ordinance of King
Philip the Second of Spain of the 9th of July 1570, by which

we are hitherto guided, though authorizing imprisonment in

default of payment of penalties, seems in this respect to leave

too much to the discretion of the Judges, I am, under correction,

of opinion that a separate clause should be added, limiting

the time of imprisonment in default of payment of penalty, and

further authorizing the Public Prosecutors to order the con-

finement of persons incurring any penalties, immediately upon
their default after the sommation and renovation of their sen-

tences, excepting in cases of rehearing and appeal when such

cases are brought before or pending in the Courts. I have &c.

(Signed) D. Denyssen, Fiscal.

The Hon. Sir Richard Plasket,

Secretary to Government.
}

[Annexure 2.]

Post Office, 2nd June 1826.

Sir,—In continuance of my letter of the 10th ultimo on the

subject of the Post Office, I have the honor herewith to subjoin

a statement of the progressive increase of Postage from the
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year 1798 to the 31st December 1825, and No. 2 will shew the

expense incurred for the establishment during the latter year.

In addition to my former letter I beg leave to make a further

proposal for the better regulation of this Department, which I

trust will not be considered inapplicable to the subject in

general.

The first and most important object is to reduce the expen-

diture whenever it can be in justice practicable. I therefore

conceive that the allowance of the Post Holders in the Districts

of Swellendam, George, Uitenhage, and Albany, is more than

a remuneration for their labour and trouble, and if any plan is

effected in sending stamps and printed forms by other con-

veyances than by post, the mail will be considerably fighter

than at present, consequently a corresponding reduction in

their pay may consistently be made from nine to six Rixdollars

the hour per month, which will requite them for the service

they perform, as formerly they were paid three Rixdollars an

hour, and completed the duty with two horses
;
now it requires

four, owing to the increased correspondence to the interior,

therefore six Rixdollars would be a fair reward. During the

time that I have discharged the duties of the post office, frequent

applications have been made by Masters of Ships and Vessels

for an allowance for letters brought into the Colony, and on

being refused some of them have expressed great dissatisfaction.

I have often thought it would be an equitable measure and

would no doubt operate as an encouragement to deliver all

letters in their charge to this office to allow them a gratuity of

one penny for each ship letter brought to the Cape, that is to

say upon letters paying postage, as many letters arrive here

after the person to whom they are addressed has left the

Colony.

In order that any circumstance connected with this office

may be fully and clearly explained, I consider it my duty to

state that owing to the geographical situation of the Cape it

often occurs that mails and letters are sent here from St. Helena

for India and from the Isle of France for England and other

parts to be forwarded from hence, and it would be attended

with great delay and disappointment if those mails were not

sent by opportunities as they offer. I therefore deem it

expedient that the Principal of the Post Office should be
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authorized in his discretion to transmit such mails, which will

be nothing more than a mutual accommodation, as it has often

occurred that I was compelled to solicit the kind offices of the

Postmaster at the Isle of France to forward mails from hence

to India, and the Postmaster of St. Helena to take charge of

mails from the Cape for England. Mails are also sent from

England for the Mauritius and St. Helena to my care via the

Cape from the General Post Office, London.

Vessels arriving from England generally bring parcels of

newspapers and pamphlets not in the regular mail and some-

times letters are inside which would injure the Revenue if

those parcels were not opened, and if any letters are therein to

be charged according to the rates of postage, and the newspapers

delivered free.

In case it be deemed proper to adopt the several arrangements

proposed, the public will naturally look forward to a greater

extent of indulgence and convenience than heretofore, especially

as correspondence is daily encreasing. I conceive it would be

an accommodation to take in letters for the interior on Fridays

till 4 instead of 3 o’clock, which will give the inhabitants an

hour longer to put in their letters for the Country Districts.

As some delay and irregularity has taken place on the part

of the country postmasters in not sending according to their

instructions a monthly return of postage to this office, which

account should be transmitted with the amount collected by
the first post after the expiration of every month, I request for

the greater punctuality that this part of duty in the interior

will be particularly noticed in the new arrangements, and a

specific clause inserted in whatever law may be established,

which will be the means of securing a more correct and season-

able return.

It has often occurred that the masters of ships and vessels

trading between the Cape, the Mauritius, and Rio de Janeiro

have refused to take letters from hence, and as there is no fixed

law to require them to take mails, I conceive it right for the

commercial interest that all correspondence to and from the

Colony should be made without interruption or impediment.

I beg further to add that the Cape Gazette has been hitherto

made up in separate parcels for the interior, which were not at

any period transmitted through this office. I however consider
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that this practice should be discontinued, in order to prevent

the possibility of giving an opportunity of sending any letters

under the Gazette cover. If this plan be approved, I will point

out a form to make them up with the ends of the covers open.

I have &c.

(Signed) R. Crozier.

The Hon. the Secretary to Government.

[Annexure 3.]

Return of Postage received at the Post Office, Cape of Good Hope,

commencing the 1st March 1798.

1798

1799

1800

1801

1802

1803

1804

1805

1806

1807

1808

1809

1810

1811

1812

1813

1814

1815

1816

1817

1818

1819

1820

1821

1822

1823

1824

1825

888 6 0

1,059 3 0

1,133 6 0

. 1,376 6 0

842 1 0
486 5 3

432 2 0

265 3 0

. 2,503 0 0

. 4,032 7 1

. 4,694 0 0

. 4,224 7 0

. 5,089 5 0

. 4,364 0 0

6.298 7 0
6,311 4 0

6,381 2 0

9,193 4 0

9.298 1 0

. 12,025 2 0

. 12,270 1 0

. 13,164 2 0

. 18,865 1 2

. 22,197 5 2

. 26,080 5 0

. 26,846 2 2

. 27,490 6 4

. 27,346 7 0

Total . Rds. 255,163 6 2
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[Annexure 4.]

Statement of Expenditure in the General Post Office during the

year 1825.
Rds. sk. St.

Salaries ....
Amount of Fixed Contingencies

Amount of Unfixed do.

Total

. 12,969 4 4

1,442 7 0

. 2,663 4 0

Rds. 17,075 7 4

At a Council held in the Council Chamber on the twelfth
day of June in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred
and twenty-six,

Present : His Honor Major-General Bourke, C.B., Lieutenant-

Governor,

The Hon. Sir Richard Plasket, Colonial Secretary,

The Hon. Lieutenant-Colonel Daniell, Second in

Command,
The Hon. Lieutenant-Colonel Bell, C.B.,

The Hon. J. W. Stoll, Esqre., Receiver General,

The minutes of the preceding Council were read and con-

firmed.

The papers relating to the Post Office which were laid before

Council on the 29th ultimo and the 5th instant, were read.

These papers consist, First, of two Dispatches (Nos. 227 and
231) from His Majesty’s Secretary of State for the Colonies to

Lord Charles Somerset, by which His Excellency is directed

to bring the whole arrangements for the Service of the Post

Office under the consideration of the Council, in order that

means may be devised to reduce the expenditure of that

Department to a level with the Revenue it produces. Secondly,

two letters from the Postmaster General to the Colonial Secre-

tary, under date the 10th and 12th ultimo, proposing an
increase of postage and a new regulation with regard to the

Franking of letters, as the means of equalizing the income and
charge of his department, and Thirdly, a return of all postage

received since the 1st March 1798, and of the expenditure of

the post office during the year 1825, from which it appears

that the Receipts in the last year amounted to 25,346 Rixdollars

XXIX. Y
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and the Expenditure to 60,497 Rixdollars, leaving an excess

of 35,151 Rixdollars to be provided for by the Government.

A return of the present establishment of the Post Office was
also laid before Council, and read, by which it appeared that

the salaries together amount to the sum of 16,290 Rixdollars.

The consideration of this subject was deferred till further

information be procured.

And the Council adjourned.

(Signed) D. M. Perceval, Clerk of the Council.

At a Council held in the Council Chamber on the Nineteenth

day of June in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred

and twenty-six,

Present : His Honor Major-General Bourke, C.B., Lieutenant

Governor,

The Hon. Sir Richard Plasket, Colonial Secretary,

The Hon. Lieutenant-Colonel Daniell, Second in

Command,
The Hon. Lieutenant-Colonel Bell, C.B.,

The Hon. J. W. Stoll, Esqre., Receiver General,

The Minutes of the preceding Council were read and con-

firmed.

The Draft of an Ordinance for improving the condition of

Slaves in this Colony was read.

The following amendments were proposed and agreed to :

First, That these words be inserted in the twelfth Section

of the Ordinance after the word “ day,” viz. “ Or with any

Instrument of greater severity than those which now are or

hereafter may be ordered to be used in the Prisons of the

District where such Proprietor or Slave may reside.”

Secondly, That these words be inserted in the 44th Section

of the Ordinance after the word “ Punishment,” viz. “ Within

the meaning of the preceding Section of this Ordinance.”

And it was Ordered

That the Ordinance so amended be published in the usual

manner.

A letter addressed to the Colonial Secretary by Mr. George

Greig, under date the 14th Instant, was communicated to
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Council by His Honor, wherein Mr. Greig declines to negociate

for the purchase of the Printing Materials which were formerly

in his possession and which have been offered to him on the

terms directed by Earl Bathurst in his Despatch No. 217,

dated Downing Street, November 11th 1825.

And the Council adjourned.

(Signed) D. M. Perceval, Clerk of the Council.

[Annexure.]

Cape Town, June 14th 1820 .

Sir,—I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your

letter dated the 10th instant, apprizing me that the printing

materials which formerly belonged to me, and which are at

present in Mr. Bridekirk’s possession, will now be delivered

over to me upon the terms agreed to by Lord Bathurst
;
and

requesting me to appoint an appraiser to act with Mr. Johnstone

in fixing their value. In reply to this letter I beg to state

that having been disappointed in the promise held out to me
by Lord Bathurst of obtaining possession of those materials

on my return to the Colony in August 1825, I have been com-
pelled to sink capital in the purchase of a competent stock

from London, and must therefore decline negotiating for the

purchase of the Printing Materials referred to in your letter.

I have &c.

(Signed) George Greig.

The Hon. Sir Richard Plasket,

Secretary to Government.

At a Council held in the Council Chamber on the third day

of July in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred

and twenty-six,

Present : His Honor Major-General Bourke, C.B., Lieutenant

Governor,

The Hon. Sir Richard Plasket, Colonial Secretary

The Hon. Lieutenant-Colonel Daniell, Second in

Command,
The Hon. J. W. Stoll, Esqre., Receiver General,
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The Minutes of the preceding Council were read and con-

firmed.

An additional report from the Postmaster General, proposing

certain alterations in the mode of conveying Mails into the

interior was laid before Council by His Honor and read
;
and

the same was ordered to lie on the Table, together with a

Statement of Letters franked by the Posts of the 7th and 9th

of June last, and of the Post Route from Cape Town to Graham’s
Town via Port Frances, and the rates of Postage.

A letter addressed to the Colonial Secretary by His Majesty’s

Fiscal, under date the 17th ultimo, was laid before Council

by His Honor, and read.

This letter contains that Officer’s legal opinion on the claim

of Mr. John Hawkins upon the Government for the net amount
of a Vendue Roll of Sale due to him from the late Vendue
Master of Albany and protested for non-payment, which case

was referred to His Majesty’s Fiscal by His Honor in compliance

with the request of Council of the 22nd May last, and His

Majesty’s Fiscal declares his opinion that the Government is

not responsible for the payment of the said Vendue Roll, as

Mr. Hawkins’ Public Sale was not held under the laws and
regulations on that head, which require that in all sales of

moveable property payment should be made to the Seller at

the expiration of four Calendar Months from the day of Sale.

The Council having taken the same into consideration,

It was Resolved

That in consequence of the opinion of the Law Officer of

the Crown, it appears to Council that the claim of the Memo-
rialist cannot be acceded to.

And His Honor is requested to cause a copy of these pro-

ceedings to be transmitted to Mr. J. Hawkins.

The Draft of an Ordinance “ for establishing certain Laws
and Regulations for the protection of the public health in

cases of the arrival of vessels from foreign Countries in the

Ports of this Colony with malignant diseases on board,”

prepared in pursuance of the Resolution of the 25th April last,

was laid before Council by His Honor, and read
;
and it was

ordered that the same do lie on the table for further considera-

tion.

A Memorial addressed to His Honor the Lieutenant Governor
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in Council by the President and Members of the Burgher

Senate, under date the 30th of June, against the Ordinance

No. 19 for the improvement of the condition of Slaves, was

laid before Council by His Honor, and read.

The Council having taken the same into consideration,

It was Resolved

That the several provisions contained in the Ordinance for

improving the condition of Slaves having been duly and

deliberately weighed and examined in the different stages of

its progress before Council, and the same having received the

sanction of His Majesty’s Government and been promulgated

by its authority, there appears no sufficient reason for acceding

to the request of the Memorial by repealing or altering any

of its enactments. The Council is further of opinion that the

Ordinance contains in the 47th Section a full and complete

declaration that the lawful right of property of owners in

their slaves remains unimpaired. And that the apprehensions

expressed by the Memorialists will upon a due consideration

of the subject prove groundless.

And His Honor is requested to cause a Copy of this Resolu-

tion to be transmitted to the Burgher Senate.

With reference to the Despatch from Earl Bathurst No. 209,

dated Downing Street, October the 15th 1825, on the subject

of the Wine Duties in this Colony, which was laid before

Council on the 21st of February last, and the consideration of

which was resumed on the 3rd of March, His Honor was

pleased to state that in accordance with the views of His

Majesty’s Secretary of State, and after a communication with

the Commissioners of Enquiry, he had caused an Ordinance

to be prepared for abolishing the office of Wine Taster and the

duties levied therein.

The Draft of the said Ordinance was then read (No. 20),

and some verbal amendments having been proposed and

agreed to,

It was Ordered, That the same be published in the usual

manner.

The Draft of an Ordinance for releasing the Place Roode-

bloem from an Entail of Fidei Commis was laid before Council

by His Honor, together with a letter addressed to him by the

Chief Justice and the members of the Court, under date the
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27th of April last, stating that the Court had heard the parties

interested and approved of the measure.

The documents were read and ordered to lie on the table for

further consideration.

And the Council adjourned.

(Signed) D. M. Perceval, Clerk of the Council.

[Annexure 1.]

Memorandum

.

When I first had charge of the Post Office Establishment the

whole of the mails for the country districts were conveyed in

the post waggon from Cape Town to Stellenbosch free of charge,

from thence the packets for the Paarl and Tulbagh were

forwarded at one time to the boundary of the districts of

Stellenbosch and Tulbagh by contract at the rate of six hundred

and forty Rixdollars annually. The Landdrost of Tulbagh sent

a policeman from the Drostdy to the boundary, who returned

with the letters for Tulbagh.

It would be a convenient arrangement and not near so

expensive as it is at present, to send the Paarl, Tulbagh,

Worcester, and Clanwilliam mails first to Stellenbosch, and to

enter into a contract to convey them as far as Tulbagh, from

which place the mails for Worcester and Clanwilliam could be

forwarded as they are now by branch posts. By this plan the

post should arrive at Tulbagh at ten o’clock on Saturday

night, from thence the mail would be despatched for Worcester

and arrive there early on Saturday morning. It would afford

great facility to correspondence in that quarter if the post left

Worcester early on Tuesday morning and returned by Tulbagh

and the Paarl, so as to arrive at Stellenbosch for the post

waggon that leaves that place for Cape Town early every

Wednesday morning.

The mails for Caledon, Swellendam, George, Uitenhage,

Graaff Reinet, and Grahamstown were also carried to Stellen-

bosch on the post waggon, and from thence they were for-

warded to Hottentots Holland, the first post station, by a

policeman, also gratis, from Cape Town, but as that was three
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or four hours out of the way, it was judged expedient to send
the mail direct to Hottentots Holland, for which an additional

expense of one thousand and forty Rixdollars has been annually

incurred.

The great expense that is at present incurred in transmitting

the Beaufort and Graaff Reinet mails via Tulbagh might be

greatly reduced by discontinuing the post so very expensive

between Tulbagh and Beaufort, and little public inconvenience

can arise by transmitting as formerly the Graaff Reinet and
Beaufort mails which go by Tulbagh to Uitenhage, and from
thence to Graaff Reinet via Somerset, which is a distance of

about twenty-nine hours on horseback. The mail from Cape
Town generally arrives at Uitenhage on Monday in the forenoon,

and by establishing a post from that place via Somerset to

Graaff Reinet or at the most convenient place contiguous to

Somerset, the mail to Graaff Reinet ought to arrive on Friday

in the forenoon. By this arrangement no increase of expen-

diture will take place, as the post from Graham’s Town to

Somerset might be done away with, and the one to Graaff

Reinet established instead. By this plan the post if properly

managed ought to arrive with the Beaufort, Graaff Reinet,

Cradock and Somerset mails in time at Uitenhage for the

Cape Town post that touches at Uitenhage every Wednesday
about 2 o’clock from Graham’s Town, which would in my
opinion afford sufficient time for the inhabitants of Graaff

Reinet, Cradock, and Somerset to answer letters from Cape

Town or any other quarter, as the post for Uitenhage according

to my calculation might leave Graaff Reinet either on Monday
evening or early on Tuesday morning, which should however

be left on making the arrangement to the judgment, local

knowledge, and experience of the Landdrosts of Uitenhage,

Somerset, and Graaff Reinet, who will no doubt use every effort

to facilitate the object in view.

As a man and horse will be sufficient to carry the mail to

and from Uitenhage to Graaff Reinet, three Rixdollars the hour

per month appears to be a fair remuneration.

In order to prevent any complaint from the community I

beg to propose that the post office be kept open on Fridays

from nine o’clock in the morning till three o’clock in the after-

noon, then to close and reopen at four for the purpose of taking
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in letters for the interior till five instead of three which is now
customary.

(Signed) R. Crozier.

Post Office, Cape of Good Hope, 22nd June 1820.

[Annexure 2.]

Fiscal’s Office, 17th June 1826.

Sir,

—

In compliance with His Honor the Lieutenant

Governor’s directions communicated to me in your letter of

the 24th ultimo relative to the therein enclosed Memorial from

Mr. J. Hawkins concerning his application for the payment to

Government of Rds. 13,842 5 sks. with interest and expenses,

beirg the amount of a Sale held on his account by the late

Vendue Master of Albany, I have the honor with reference to

my letter of the 28th March last written on the subject of his

first Memorial to state for the information of His Honor that

I cannot but persist in the opinion which I had the honor to

give you in said letter, wherein I also have explained the

reasons inducing me thereto.

As to the arguments adduced by Mr. Hawkins in his second

Memorial. I am bound to observe that neither the verbal

communication stated to have been made by the Secretary to

Government nor the subsequent letter written by the Assistant

Secretary to Government appears to me to be intended to

create or establish any obligation on the part of Government,
not approved of by the Laws of the Colony antecedent to the

Proclamation of the 22nd April 1825, and that under the

Proclamation of 22nd April 1825 no guarantee is given by
Government for the payment of any Vendue Rolls, when the

Sales are not held under the laws and regulations on that head,

which is the case with Mr. Hawkins’ public sale, the same

being held at three months credit given to the Purchasers and

two months more to the Vendue Master, instead of two months
credit to be given to the Purchasers and two months more to

the Vendue Master, which only can be given according to the

regulations specified in the aforesaid Proclamation requiring

that on all Sales of Moveable Property in any of the districts
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payment must be made to the Seller at the expiration of four

calendar months from the day of sale. I have &c.

(Signed) D. Denyssen, Fiscal.

The Secretary to Government.

[Annexure 3.]

At a meeting of the Committee held the 21st day of

January 1825, Present Messrs. Twycross, Hawkins, Simpson,

and Collison.

The Committee having taken into consideration the report

of the Secretary that a few days after the presentation of the

Memorial of the 13th December he had been sent for by Sir

Richard Plasket, who informed him that he had sent for him as

Secretary to the Exchange Committee to explain the reason

why no answer had been given to their Memorial, and stated

that in his own opinion and in that of His Excellency the

Governor the Government were bound in honor to guarantee

the payment of all Vendue Sales, but that there was no law to

that effect, and as it was not fitting that the question should be

left a matter of opinion, it would be advisable to fix it by
Proclamation. That he had then the existing Law before him
respecting the Public Vendues, and a proclamation would be

shortly issued on the subject. And no such Proclamation

having been issued, nor any written answer been received,

Resolved that a letter be written to the Secretary to Govern-

ment requesting such answer as early as possible.

A true extract.

(Signed) Joseph J. Rocker,
Clerk to the Commercial Exchange.
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[Annexure 4.]

Extract of a Vendue Roll of Sale held by Messrs. Hawkins and
Smith on the 25th April 1825.

1216 lbs. of Beads at 4 Rds. to Mr. M.
Thompson...... Rds. 4,864

1216 lbs. of Beads at 4 Rds. to Messrs.

Wellsford & Co. .... 4,864

1216 lbs. of Beads at 4 Rds. to H. W.
Henderson ..... 4,864

Rds. 14,592

Rds. 729 0

7

4 0

4 0

8 0

2 0

14 749 3

Rds. 13,842 5

A true copy made payable five months after date.

(Signed) John Willis, Vendue Master.

[Annexure 5.]

Memorial of the Burgher Senate to the Lieutenant Governor
in Council. See Vol. XXVII, page 90.

5 per cent

Stamps
Auctioneer

Clerk .

Advertisements

Copy of Roll .

Cryer .

[Annexure 6.]

Cape Town, 27th April 1826.

Sir,—His Honor the Chief Justice having laid before the

Court a letter from the Colonial Office dated the 29th of

December last enclosing one from the President and Members
of the Orphan Chamber, and a Memorial from the joint

Heirs of the late Widow H. 0. Loubscher to Government,

praying that the Place named Roodebloem might be released
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Horn the encumbrance of Fidei commis, together with the

report of His Majesty’s Fiscal on the subject (all of which
documents as being originals are herewith returned) and
requesting his opinion thereon, we beg leave to say that having
heard the interested parties, we are not aware of the existence

of any reasons why we should report unfavorably on the

application, on the contrary we feel ourselves fully at liberty

under all the circumstances of the case to recommend a com-
pliance with the Memorialist’s request. We have &c.

The Chief Justice and Members of the Court,

(Signed) J. A. Truter.

By Order of the Court,

(Signed) J. F. Berrange.

His Honor Major-General Bourke, C.B.,

Lieutenant Governor.

At a Council held in the Council Chamber on the tenth day
of July in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred
and twenty-six,

Present : His Honor Major-General Bourke, C.B., Lieutenant

Governor,

The Hon. Sir Richard Plasket, Colonial Secretary,

The Hon. Lieutenant-Colonel Daniell, Second in

Command,
The Hon. J. W. Stoll, Esqre., Receiver General,

The Minutes of the preceding Council were read and con-

firmed.

A letter addressed to the Colonial Secretary by the Post-

master of Graham’s Town, under date the 27th of April last,

was laid before Council and read.

This letter contains a plan for conveying the post to and

from Cape Town and Graham’s Town in twelve days, and some

other suggestions for ensuring regularity and despatch at the

several Post Stations on the Road.

The Draft of an Ordinance for releasing the Place Roode-

bloem from the Entail of Fidei Commis was read a second
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time, and the following addition to the Preamble thereof was
proposed by^His Honor and agreed to :

“ And whereas the said petition has been referred to the

Worshipful Court of Justice, who have thereupon heard the

parties interested, and with their consent have recommended
a compliance with the Prayer thereof.”

And it was Ordered

That the same be sent to the Court of Justice to be enrolled

in the usual manner, and that it be printed in the Government

Gazette and numbered Private No. 1.

And the Council adjourned.
.

(Signed) D. M. Perceval, Clerk of the Council.

[Annexure.]

Post Office, Gkaham’s Town, 27 th April 1820.

Sir,—I have the honor to submit for the consideration of

His Honor the Lieutenant Governor the following suggestions

for improving the present system of conveying the post to and

from Cape Town to Graham’s Town, whereby answers to letters

may be obtained in twelve days.

I beg however to observe that in order to accomplish the

object it will be necessary in the first instance to alter the days

for the departure of the post from Cape Town and Graham’s

Town, viz. the post to leave Cape Town and Graham’s Town
at 6 o’clock a.m. on Friday, to be allowed fourteen hours for

its arrival at Caledon at 8 o’clock p.m. on Friday, at 7 miles

per hour is 98 miles.

To start from Caledon at 9 o’clock p.m. on Friday, to be

allowed 14 hours for its arrival at Swellendam at 11 o’clock a.m.

on Saturday, at 7 miles per hour 98 miles.

To start from Swellendam at 12 o’clock on Saturday, to be

allowed 30 hours for its arrival at George at 6 o’clock p.m. on

Saturday, at 7 miles per hour is 210 miles.

To start from George at 7 o’clock p.m. on Sunday, to be

allowed 40 hours for its arrival at Uitenhage at 7 o’clock a.m.

on Tuesday, at 7 miles per hour is 280 miles.

To start from Uitenhage at 10 o’clock a.m. on Tuesday, to
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be allowed 14 hours for its arrival at Graham’s Town at 2

o’clock a.m. on Wednesday, at 7 miles per hour is 98 miles.

That the post be despatched from Graham’s Town for

Capetown also on Friday at 6 o’clock a.m., which would arrive

according to the foregoing calculation at Cape Town on the

following Wednesday at 2 o’clock in the morning, occupying

232 hours while on its route to and from the above places, or a

period of 10 days from the day of its departure to its return

inclusive.

Whereas according to the present system 14 or 15 days are

now taken up in the conveyance of the mails to and from

Cape Town to Graham’s Town, or 18 days from the time of

its departure to its return.

At present the post is detained at the respective post offices

two hours in order to give the postmasters time for receiving

and despatching the post, and it is presumed that a much
greater delay usually takes place from the postmasters not

having their respective mails closed previous to the arrival of

the general mail at their offices.

In order to obviate this delay and to give the inhabitants of

each post town the longest time for posting their letters, bags

with the place of their destination written in large characters

thereon should be substituted, into which the letters might be

put in a moment with a ticket labelled Uitenhage or as the

case might be, specifying the number of unpaid, paid, and

free letters in figures, instead of the present tedious method

of entering in duplicate the names of each person to whom the

letters are addressed, and the packing and sealing them up in

double covers, which occupies a considerable portion of time,

by which means the simplest and most expeditious mode of

leaving one bag and taking up the others may with safety be

adopted and no delay take place.

To give full effect to the foregoing suggestions the greatest

regularity must be observed on the part of the post holders,

who it is much to be apprehended are the chief causes of the

great delay which so commonly takes place. It is presumed

that the present ample allowance for conveying the post was

granted for the express purpose of enabling them to stable the

post horses in order that they might be well fed and ready the

instant of the post arriving at their respective stations to
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convey it forward, whereas it commonly happens that on the

arrival of the post at these stations the horse has to be sought

after in the fields at a distance of two or three miles from the

house. This and the duty of conveying the post is invariably

entrusted to Hottentots, who are in some cases too young and
in others too ignorant to be aware of the importance of the

charge entrusted to them. On the other hand the post

frequently arrives at these stations in the middle of the night

and is from the above stated circumstances often detained till

daybreak, hence the present time allowed for conveying the

post enables them in some instances to make up the delay,

altho’ it very seldom happens that they do, as for example the

postholders between Graham’s Town and Uitenhage are paid

for 16 hours, the time however occupied by them averages 24

hours.

For the better protection of the Mails from wet, it is sub-

mitted whether some kind of pack saddle with a light but

strong frame fixed thereto for the purpose of admitting the

bags, or a box with a painted or waterproof canvas cover such

as are used for carrying camp equipage when carried on the

backs of animals, might not be used instead of the present

manner of tying the bags over on each side of the horse, which

from their length and mode of fixing them hang so low that

in passing the rivers they are frequently under water, which

has in some instances caused much damage to the letters by

rendering them illegible.

In consequence of the occasional rise of the rivers the Post

has been detained several days, and instances have been known
of two and even three posts arriving together, thereby creating

a most serious delay. The only plan which has suggested

itself to me, beside that of a ferry boat, is by fixing upon

some convenient spot as near to the post road as possible,

where the waters do not rise above the banks of the river, and

which are generally narrow in such parts. Here posts might

be fixed with a rope extended from them across the river, in

which an iron ring with a travelling line affixed to it for the

purpose of hauling the bags over them when hung thereon by

a hook or otherwise, might be found to answer the purpose

and prevent delay. For this purpose it should be the duty of

the postholder whose station is next to the river to attend on
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such occasions, and who is always aware when the rivers are

impassable. Such however is not the case more than twice

a year.

It may occur, as I believe it does at the Sunday river, that

this plan could not be put in practice, from the sides of that

river being alternately flat on one side or the other, and where

a ferry boat would be indispensably necessary from the over-

flowing of the water at the passage of the river and at these

flats to the extent of a quarter of a mile or more from the

ford of the river.

In submitting these suggestions I beg leave respectfully to

observe that the calculation of the distance in hours between

each post town may be liable to some trifling variation, but

presuming the distance between Cape Town and Graham’s
Town not to exceed seven hundred miles, the rate per hour

being fixed at six miles, it might then be accomplished by

allowing five hours more for performing the journey to and

from Graham’s Town to Cape Town. I have &c.

(Signed) George Dyason, Postmaster.

The Hon. Sir Richard Plasket,

Secretary to Government.

At a Council held in the Council Chamber on the seventeenth

day of July in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred

and twenty-six,

Present : His Honor Major-General Bourke, C.B., Lieutenant

Governor,

The Hon. Sir John Truter, Knight, Chief Justice,

The Hon. Sir Richard Plasket, Colonial Secretary,

The Hon. Lieutenant-Colonel Daniell, Second in

Command,
The Hon. Lieutenant-Colonel Bell, C.B.,

The Hon. J. W. Stoll, Esqre., Receiver General,

The Minutes of the preceding Council were read and con-

firmed.

The consideration of the request of the Landdrost of Somerset
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for the establishment of a Matrimonial Court at Cradock was
resumed, and it was resolved

That it is expedient that the Special Heemraad at Cradock

be authorized by law to hold a Matrimonial Court there, and

as the villages of Tulbagh and Caledon are under similar circum-

stances with that of Cradock, it is expedient that the provisions

of the Ordinance be made general.

And His Honor is requested to cause the Draft of an Ordi-

nance to be prepared accordingly.

A letter addressed to the Colonial Secretary by the Landdrost

of Uitenhage, under date the 5th instant, was laid before

Council by His Honor, and read.

This letter encloses the Report of the Board of Landdrost

and Heemraden of that district on the proposed subdivision

of the Field Cornetcy of Baviaans’ Kloof, wherein the measure

is recommended, and the new Boundaries specified.

The same having been taken into consideration, it was

Resolved

That it is expedient that the Resolution of the second of

June last be inserted in the Preamble of the Ordinance for

dividing the Field Cornetcy of Baviaans’ Kloof, and that a

Clause be inserted in the same to provide that all other existing

territorial divisions within this Colony shall remain as at

present established by Law or Custom.

And His Honor is requested to cause the Draft of an Ordi-

nance to be prepared accordingly.

A letter addressed to the Colonial Secretary by Mr. Schon-

feldt, under date the 14th instant, was laid before Council by

His Honor, and read.

In this letter Mr. Schonfeldt requests that the cattle of the

Inhabitants of the Groeneberg, Wagenmakers Valley, and

Klein Drakenstein may not be exempted from payment of the

toll to be granted to him according to the Resolution of the

29th of May last, at Du Toit’s Kloof.

The Council having taken the same into consideration,

It was Resolved

That this request cannot be complied with.

The Draft of an Ordinance for the preservation of the public

health was read a second time, and several amendments having

been proposed and agreed to, it was Ordered
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That the same be referred to His Majesty’s Fiscal and th(

Chief Justice.

And the Council adjourned.

(Signed) D. M. Perceval, Clerk of the Council.

[Annexure 1.]

Landdrost’s Office, Somerset, 29th April 1825.

Sir,

—

Until such time as a Clergyman may be appointed to

this Hrostdy some inconvenience may be felt by such of the

Inhabitants of the more remote parts of the district as may
have occasion to attend at the Matrimonial Court at Somerset,

and proceed afterwards to Cradock to have the marriage cere-

mony performed, and as I find that the clergyman of Cradock

performing divine service here on the first Sunday of each month
would be attended with considerable difficulty and expence,

I beg leave humbly to propose for the consideration of His

Excellency the Governor that the monthly sitting of the Matri-

monial Court and divine service on the Sunday following should

for the present be held alternately at this Drostdy and Cradock.

Should His Excellency be pleased to approve of this measure

as a temporary arrangement, the District Secretary and myself

will willingly attend at the latter place on the first Saturday

of every second month, and two Heemraden in the vicinity could

find no difficulty in giving their appearance on those occasions.

I have &c.

(Signed) W. M. Mackay, Landdrost.

The Hon. Sir Richard Plasket,

Secretary to Government.

[Annexure 2.]

Colonial Office, 26th May 1825.

Sir,—In reply to your letter of the 29th ultimo proposing

that the monthly sitting of the Matrimonial Court and the

Divine Service on Sunday following should for the present be

XXIX. Z
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held alternately at Somerset and Cradock, I am directed by His

Excellency the Governor to convey to you his approval thereof.

I have &c.

(Signed) Richd. Plasket,

Secretary to Government.
The Landdrost of Somerset.

[Annexure 3.]

Uitenhage, 5th July 1826.

Sir,—I have the honor in reference to your letter of the

2nd ultimo to forward herewith an Extract from the Minutes

of the Board of Landdrost and Heemraden approving of the

creation of a new fieldcornetcy and fixing the Boundary thereof.

I have &c.

(Signed) J. G. Cuyler.
The Hon. Sir R. Plasket,

Secretary to Government.

Translation of Extracts from the Records held by Landdrost and

Heemraden of Uitenhage on Monday, the 3rd of July 1826.

The Landdrost exhibits also a letter dated 3rd June from

the Secretary to Government relative to the proposed division

of the Fieldcornetcy of Baviaans’ Kloof.

The subject thereof having been considered upon, the neces-

sity to make the division clearly appeared to the Board, and it

is therefore resolved to propose to Government the following

division :

Beginning at where the present footpath from the place of

Gert Lindeque under Winterhoek passes over the mountain

to the place of Petrus van Staden, Jacobus son, being the

undermost place in the kloof, to the place of Hermanus Willem

Smith at the upper end of the kloof, with all the intermediate

places included, then along the summit of the mountains cut off

by said path, dividing the Winterhoek from the Baviaans’

Kloof, to where the pass or present waggon road cuts the
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entrance into the kloof opposite to the place Ganse Kloof of

Jan ter Blansche, extending westerly to where it meets the

Boundary of the district of George. That all places on the east

side of the mountains, as also that of said Ter Blansche shall

belong to the Fieldcornetcy denominated Groote Rivier, and

the new Fieldcornetcy to remain by the name of Baviaans’

Kloof.

A true extract.

(Signed) J. J. F. Roselt, Secretary.

[Annexure 4.]

12 Roland Street, Cape Town, 14th July 182G.

Sir,—I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your

letter of the 4th instant containing the decision of His Honor

the Lieutenant Governor with regard to my case, and as

thereby nothing remains left for me but to make the best I can

of the Toll granted for 5 years by the resolution of His Honor

in Council, I now only beg leave most humbly to submit for

the consideration of His Honor the Lieutenant Governor with

regard to the exemptions and provisos made in favour of such

of the Inhabitants of the Groeneberg, Wagenmakers Vallei,

and Klein Drakenstein, who possess cattle places in the

Worcester District exempting them from all charges on their

cattle passing the Toll, that those are the people that derive

more benefit from the said road than anybody else, that their

cattle constantly frequent and destroy the said road more than

all other, and that therefore it cannot be but fair that they

should also contribute for the short period of five years their

part to the expences incurred by the making of a good cattle

road they now are using. It will be entirely impossible to

know or distinguish these from them that are to pay, daily

attempts will be made by slaves and cattle having to pass

without paying, pretending to belong to them that are exempted

and thereby constant disturbances and misunderstandings will

be occasioned.

I in consequence of the above do most humbly beg that it

may please His Honor the Lieutenant Governor to direct that

z 2
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the Resolution with regard to the Toll may be published if

possible without any exceptions. I have &c.

(Signed) D. Schonfeldt.

The Hon. Sir Richard Plasket,

Secretary to Government.

|

Annexure 5.]

12 Roland Street, Cape Town, 22nd April \ 826.

Sir,—In obedience to the directions in your letter of the 7th

instant, I have accompanied Lieutenant Alexander R.E. on

his survey of Du Toit’s Kloof, and endeavoured to give him
every information in my power.

I now beg to state in answer to said letter that in case a toll

will be established there, and the proceeds thereof shall be

collected by me, I then do undertake to keep that principal

part of the said pass which has been completed by me, known
by the name of the Kleigat, where formerly so many men,

horses, and cattle were killed, in a proper repair, and I do

further pledge myself that in case I hereafter should dispose of

said Toll, this shall only be done under the express condition

that whosoever has the toll must keep the said pass in a proper

repair. It is not in my power to keep the whole road com-

mencing on or about Ch. Opperman and ending at Ernst du

Toit’s, a distance from 10 to 11 miles, in a constant repair,

until the whole of the road through the Du Toit’s Kloof shall

once have been completed altogether.

Should His Honor the Lieutenant Governor deem it right to

order said toll to be kept, or to be let for the benefit of Govern-

ment, and allow me a certain remuneration for my expences

and outlay, I should feel most particularly thankful and happy.

I have &c.

(Signed) D. Schonfeldt.

The Hon. Sir Richard Plasket,

Secretary to Government.
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At a Council held in the Council Chamber on the twenty-

fourth day of July in the year of our Lord one thousand eight

hundred and twenty-six,

Present : His Honor Major-General Bourke, C.B., Lieutenant

Governor,

The Hon. Sir Richard Plasket, Colonial Secretary,

The Hon. Sir John Truter, Knight, Chief Justice,

The Hon. Lieutenant-Colonel Daniell, Second in

Command,
The Hon. Lieutenant-Colonel Bell, C.B.,

The Hon. J. W. Stoll, Esqre., Receiver General,

The Minutes of the preceding Council were read and

confirmed.

A Memorial against the Ordinance No. 19 for the improve-

ment of the condition of Slaves, addressed to His Honor the

Lieutenant Governor in Council by Messrs. F. Roos and C. J.

Briers, in the name of the other Heemraden and of the In-

habitants of Stellenbosch, under date the 13th Instant, was

laid before Council by His Honor, and read
;

as likewise two

Memorials to the same effect addressed to the Heemraden of

Stellenbosch by a large number of the Inhabitants of that

district.

The Council having taken into consideration these documents,

It was Resolved

That the Ordinance for improving the condition of the

Slaves at the Cape of Good Hope having been duly weighed

and considered by Council in all its provisions, and having

been submitted to and approved by His Majesty’s Government

and promulgated by its authority, it is not expedient to

suspend its operation or to make any alteration in its enact-

ments, more especially as the apprehensions entertained by the

Memorialists and the difficulties suggested by them appear to

rest on no solid foundation.

That with respect to the difficulties which the Heemraden

of Stellenbosch represent as affecting them in their capacity of

Members of a Criminal Court, the Heemraden have only to

recollect that they are bound to administer justice according

to the existing laws and ordinances of the colony, although the
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enactment of these has not been in any way committed to

their care.

And His Honor is requested to cause a copy of these Reso-

lutions to be transmitted to the Memorialists.

A memorial addressed to His Honor the Lieutenant Governor
in Council by a large number of the inhabitants of Cape Town,
under date the 15th of July 1826, was laid before the Council

by His Honor, and read.

The prayer of the Memorial is that the members of the

Burgher Senate may for the future be elected by the Inhabitants

and Freeholders of Cape Town from amongst His Majesty’s

natural born subjects and the native Inhabitants.

The Council having taken the same into consideration,

It was Resolved

That it is not expedient to make any change in the con-

stitution of the Burgher Senate whilst an Inquiry into the

Institutions, Administration, and Affairs of the Colony in

General is in progress under the direction of Commissioners

appointed by His Majesty. The Council is not aware that the

existing Regulations present any impediment to the nomination

of His Majesty’s natural born subjects to seats at that board.

And His Honor is requested to cause a copy of this Resolution

to be transmitted to the Memorialists.

And the Council adjourned.

(Signed) D. M. Perceval, Clerk of the Council.

[Annexure 1.]

To His Honor Major-General Richard Bourke, lieutenant

Governor, in Council.

Your Honor,—In submitting to Your Honor the Memorials

of the Inhabitants of the district of Stellenbosch, we, deputed

by the Board of Landdrost and Heemraden of said district,

beg to call the attention of Your Honor in Council to the just

grievances therein contained.

We beg further in the name of us as well as of the other

Heemraden whom we now represent, to state to Your Honor
in Council that the Ordinance of Your Honor in Council No. 19

having been forwarded to Stellenbosch for publication, we as
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the representatives of the inhabitants of our district, and who
by Articles 108 and 109 of our Instructions have been so

strongly charged with the protection of their property and
interests, have in Court considered it our duty before publishing

the same to lay our grievances before Your Honor in Council,

and if the same could not be redressed there, before His Majesty

our Gracious King in Council.

Tn the mean time we have conceived ourselves disqualified

by the above cited articles of our Instructions to assist at the

publication of the said Ordinance before we were duly heard,

or before our representations and grievances had been decided

upon by His Majesty our Gracious King in Council.

This has given rise to the publication of said Ordinance by
the Landdrost and Secretary, unassisted by any of the Heem-
raden.

Under these circumstances each individual Heemraad in his

capacity as member of a criminal court whose duty it is to

administer justice agreeably to the provisions of the Crown
Trial, is placed under the difficulty to be eventually called

upon to be guided by the Law contained in the above mentioned

Ordinance.

We therefore humbly beg leave to submit the confusion whioh

will take place in the administration of justice after the 1st

August next, unless the effect of said Ordinance be temporarily

suspended or other provision made therein.

Cape Town, July 13th 1826.

(Signed) F. Roos,

C. J. Briers.

[Annexure 2.]

Extracts from the Minutes kept by the Board of Landdrost and

Heemraden of the District of Stellenbosch on

Tuesday, 11 th July 1826.

Further, a deliberation having taken place as to the manner

in which those five Memorials are to be brought to the know-

ledge of Government, or of the Governor in Council, it was

resolved at the proposal of the Heemraden who offered their

service thereto, that those Memorials shall be delivered to His

Honor the Lieutenant Governor by Messrs. F. Roos and C. J.

Briers.
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And an extract of the latter part of this Resolution shall be
given to the Gentlemen aforesaid, to serve for them as an act

of qualification.

A true copy.

(Signed) P. C. Blommestein, Secretary.

[Annexure 3.]

To the Landdrost and Heemraden of the District of

Stellenbosch.

Gentlemen,

—

When on account of current reports our minds

were filled with anxiety relative to an Ordinance about the

Slaves in this Colony, which it was said would be published by
Government, the most of us thought and justly expected that

those rumours should be found unfounded and exaggerated.

But since that very Ordinance was inserted in the Gazette

of Friday last we have alas seen with the deepest sorrow and
regret that our fears were but too well grounded. Our right of

property, sacred even amongst the barbarous nations, is

attacked most unjustly and violated, a burning flame of dis-

trust and discord is thrown in our houses, which should be our

safe retreat. Our domestics are our enemies, bloody scenes are

already seen at a distance
;

in a word, Gentlemen, the anguish

and fear for our lives and those of our wives and children

possesses and agitates every bosom.

In these anxious moments (while our hearts bleed of a second

wound without another wound of last year—the depreciation

of our currency—being healed) although we have no consti-

tutional Guardian and Protector, we throw ourselves on your

bosom as father of a body of distressed citizens.

When we consider the danger of false accusations, which will

take place by the general admission of Slaves as competent

witnesses in criminal cases, in which they themselves or their

masters are concerned (see Article 39 of the Ordinance) yea

even that a slave complaining of ill treatment from his master,

is himself ,
although a party, considered a sufficient witness, and

throws the proof of the contrary on the shoulders of the master

(see Article 17 of the Ordinance)
;
when we add thereto how the

punishment of ill treatment (see Article 43 of the Ordinance)
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being enacted to be confiscated of such slave to His Majesty,

but in effect the freedom or emancipation of such slave, we
shall be provoked and driven by our slaves to ill treatment, even
in the most calm and quiet moments, as a bodily pain of short

duration will be considered by them as an easy way to obtain

their freedom.

When we also take into consideration how wre are shortened

in our property by being obliged to bear the moiety of all the

expenses of appraisement of the Slave to be emancipated (see

Article 36 of the Ordinance) by the violent and arbitrary

taxation itself to be made by a third and interested person (see

Articles 33 to 37 of the Ordinance) the unjust compulsion

which is laid upon us to yield at such an appraisement frequently

down under the value of our sacred and by this Government so

lately acknowledged property.

When we also consider with attention how the Slaves incited

by the above enactments, will not only indulge themselves in

all vices, but will also daily make themselves guilty of robbing

their masters’ money and that of others to fill the Savings

Banks, and to obtain their emancipation at a depreciated value,

for although the 33rd Article of said Ordinance enacts that a

.slave shall first prove to his Guardian that he has acquired that

money by lawful means, there will however be found Malay
priests and even Christians enough (as well bad citizens of this

Colony as strangers residing in this Colony, many of whom have

children by slave girls) wrho will step forward as having lent or

given that money thus stolen.

When we consider all this, Gentlemen, and many more con-

sequences which wall emanate from the Ordinance, but all

which we will not nowr point out, then there cannot exist any

doubt for a moment but every one will feel himself the justness

and correctness of our fears for the safety of our persons and

property.

We especially, Gentlemen, Inhabitants of this District, who
have each a good number of slaves on his estate, have cause to

complain and to groan. One farmer is to govern over 25, 30 to

50 slaves, and against so many enemies, enemies wrho animated

wdth an enthusiastic spirit of freedom will act blindly, one

farmer must stand, and he alone defend his wife and

children.
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We cannot as yet forget those dreadful scenes, scenes which
loudty call for vengeance against those who were the cause and
instigation thereof, which last year took place in the Bokkeveld.
The cause thereof, as we learned from the trial of the mur-

derers, was the Proclamation of 18th March 1823, a Procla-

mation of much less importance to them than the present

Ordinance.

And will not now the same scenes take place amongst us, as

by the Ordinance robbery, false evidence, and bloodshed are

pointed out to them as the means of their freedom ? Will not

amongst us who live near each other all sorts of conspiracies

take place amongst our slaves ? Will not they who live as

distant neighbours and as it were widely scattered, be exposed
to immediate murder ? Will not the slave rise against his

master ? Will not the master defend his life and that of his

wife and children against his slave ? Our houses will become
a ruin, our fields covered with luxuriant verdure will be filled

with the innocent blood of us, our wives and our children, of

Christians whose forefathers fled from their country to escape

murder from the hands of their fellow Christians, only differing

from them in point of faith, and whose offspring must here

receive the death from the murdering dagger of cruel and incited

heathens.

Gentlemen, these ideas tear our bleeding hearts, already we
mourn over the corpses of our murdered suckling, not yet able

to stammer, our hair rises on end, and we scarcely know whether

we still live in a civil society.

Where will we find the end of all this ? Gentlemen, while in

these dreadful moments we place our aid and trust in God, we
throw ourselves in your arms, forgive us the warmth of our

feelings, it comes forth from a most distressed heart.

You, Gentlemen, are the fathers of the present distressed

citizens of this district. We beg in the name of God that you
will not publish the Ordinance, and thus not strengthen the

same as a Law, before having jointly with a number of Twelve

of the most respectable, opulent, and oldest inhabitants of this

district, laid before the Government as well here as in our

mother country our grievances and the dangers to emanate

from said Ordinance, and before we have been heard thereon.

We will from our side cooperate to attain the liberal and
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philanthropic object of His Majesty’s Government, and are

ready and willing to contribute thereto.

But it must be done without encroachment upon our present

property, and without placing us in danger of our lives.

And to obtain that object, no better or more effectual means
can offer itself in our humble opinion than a meeting or con-

vention of a certain number of the oldest, most opulent, and

respectable inhabitants of each District, to be held in Gape
Town, in order jointly with the Inhabitants of that Town to

form plans for a gradual emancipation, and lay the same

before Government, plans consistent with the well-being of

the Slave, with the safety of our Country, with a fair adjust-

ment of the rights of our private property and less grievous

to ourselves.

In these moments, Gentlemen, it is from you that we expect

everything, and we hope that you will as men of honor be

animated with a feeling of the dangers to which this Colony is

exposed, that you will not move one step from your duty

towards your fellow-citizens, and state and defend our interests

and welfare with force and energy, lest a wretched remnant of

the good Inhabitants of this district may not hereafter reproach

you that they, after losing all who were near and dear to them
had alone been spared by the murderous steel of the Slaves.

May God take you in his high keeping, He grant you wisdom
and fortitude

;
may He crown your endeavours with success,

and a grateful body of citizens will triumphantly bless you.

Stellenbosch, 3rd July 1826.

(Signed) J. Rossouw
A. B. de Villi ers

A. D. Bosman
A. P. Hubner
J. Lindenberg
J. D. Hugo
R. S. Neethling
P. A. Myburgh
J. A. Minnaar
D. Cloete
H. Cloete, D. son

R. J. Myburgh

A. J. DE Villiers

J. VAN NlEKERK
J. P. Faure
P. E. HAMMAN
J. Hauptfleesch
P. J. Olthoff
W. D. Hoffman
W. de Villiers

D. Roux
A. P. du Toit

J. VAN NlEKERK
J. D. VOLSTEEDT
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P. A. Cloete
J. A. Beyers
H. J. Luttig

W. VAN DER Sl’UY

A. VAN COLI.ER

J. G. Delport
O. M. Bergh
J. A. Cats

A. J. Fick
A. COPPENHAGEN
J. R. Rott
A. Myburgh
D. de Waal
J. L. Lindenberg
P. W. de Vos
R. de Korte
J. Hoffman
W. Victor
P. J. Cats

A. Bosman
F. B. Bosman
J. A. de Beer
Widow de Villiers

D. J. de Villiers

A. C. Dormehl
D. P. du Pi.essis

C. H. Niehaus
A. B. Daniel
J. P. van Blerk
J. P. Louw
J. A. Louw
David Wilcock
J. S. DU Toit

P. de Waal
J. de Waal
P. Jonker
J. J. du Plessis

A. C. Grove
D. G. du Plessis

C. P. du Plessis

J. Roux, J. SON

J. F. du Toit

J. M. Morkel
J. F. Daniels
J. P. Cats

J. J. de Villiers

R. J. Aling
P. J. de Villiers

A. van der Walt
G. WOLVAART
Jan de Waal
H. van Ellewe
Jan Pienard
A. van Nierop
J. D. Mellet
A. B. van Niekerk
D. de Villiers

P. B. Blignault
P. G. Niehaus
H. W. Ross
— Wolvaart
D. J. du Plessis

J. P. Minnaar
Widow Steytler

C. Steytler

S. J. du Toit

J. J. du Toit

Widow Heugh
B. Basson
J. J. Minnaar
P. W. du Plessis

H. M. Hubner
J. Peafoot
Widow Jonker
F. Russouw
J. van Nierop
H. Vos, H. son

P. G. VAN DER Bl’L

J. C. Faure
D. Brink
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Widow Booysen
D. Verster
P. Verster
G. H. Seyfert
Widow G.van der Byl
H. C. WlLSNAAL
D. J. DU Toit

J. C. Waldpot
P. A. van der Byl
J. Keys
I). B. Bosman
P. Marais
J. I. van Niekerk
G. I. JOUBERT
W. JOUBERT
J. L. Louw
J. J. Haupt Junior
L. de Villiers

F. J. Bernardie
J. C. Kleyn
J. D. DE VlLLIERS

A. M. Horak
F. Heugh
C. Roux
J. Malan
L. D. Jordaan Junior

C. Marais
J. H. Bernardie
S. W. VAN DER MERWE
J. M. Eksteen
C. G. Auret
J. J. DE VlLLIERS

J. J. Minnaar
P. J. DE VlLLIERS

J. J. de Wet
P. L. Cloete
P. C. van der Byl
P. J. Hart
O. de Wet
S. J. van der Byl
C. J. VAN DER MERWI
A. C. van der Byl
G. Minnaar
G. Nieuwoudt
A. J. DE VlLLIERS

C. Verwey
C. Brink
D. Hugo
J. P. Minnaar
H. P. van Niekerk
J. C. DE VlLLIERS

D. Retief
P. W. Haupt
G. E. Syfert
P. Minnaar
J. N. DE VlLLIERS

I). J. de Beer
J. J. DU Plessis

C. H. Eksteen
P. DE VlLLIERS

D. J. Malherbe
P. DE VlLLIERS

J. J. DE VlLLIERS

J. P. de Wet
J. G. de Wet
H. J. Marais
J. H. DE VlLLIERS

A. J. DE VlLLIERS

[Annexure 4.]

Memorial of the Inhabitants to the Landdrost and Heem-

raden of the District of Stellenbosch, dated 10th of July 1826.

See Vol. XXVII, page 109.
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[Annexure 5.]

To His Honor Major-General Richard Bonrke, C.B., Lieutenant

Governor, in Council at the Cape of Good Hope, &c., &c.

May it please your Honor in Council.

We the undersigned Citizens and Freeholders of Cape Town
having been informed that by resignation of the President

and some of the members of the Burgher Senate all the seats

except one have become vacant in said Burgher Senate
;

And considering that a public election of the Members for

the Burgher Senate from amongst and by the Freeholders and
Citizens of this Town would tend to constitute mutual con-

fidence between the Burgher Senate and the Citizens
;

That it would far more than any other means as yet resorted

to cooperate to amalgamate His Majesty’s natural born subjects

and the Cape Inhabitants when both meeting as brothers of

one community and electing from amongst both, will have

the same common interest and one common object in view,

namely the welfare of both
;

And also considering that in all other colonies under the

dominion of Great Britain, the Inhabitants and Citizens are

duly represented by a Body of Men elected by the Public,

without any such Body existing in this Colony
;

We therefore humbly beg that it may please your Honor
in Council to grant us and other Freeholders, Citizens of this

Town, the privilege to appear on a certain requisition at the

Town House, and there publicly to elect by majority of votes

such person or persons, being Freeholders and Citizens, as we
may think fit and qualified to be our Representatives in the

Town administration.

And Memorialists as in duty bound will ever pray.

Cape Town, 15th July 1826.

(Signed)

J. J. van den Berg
J. F. Liesching, M.D.

J. B. Ebden
J. H. Tredgold

C. Matthiessen
D. B. Kuuhl
M. C. Vos
M. W. Thompson
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John Hawkins
Hamilton Ross
W. Hawkins
J. H. Wahl
R. J. VAN DEE RlET, SeNTOP

H. Buk
Stephen Twycross
J. J. Vos
J. G. Blankenberg
H. G. Muntingh
J. Hablutzel
J. A. JoUBERT
D. Carnflesh
Joseph Levick

J. G. Stegmann
G. SCHOLTZ
L. F. Fisher

J. W. Hurter
P. Bye
J. M. Meyer
J. G. Ludolf
G. Vos
Thos. Thwaits
H. A. Smit

J. L. Vos
H. P. Mijller

H. Pentz
P. H. POLEMANN
A. Louw, Junior

J. Tromp
R. Bogie

J. W. Stuckeris

S. Dormehl
Joseph Day
C. A. Becker
J. S. Berning
H. Cloete, Lz.

J. D. Titon

A. Attoff
J. C. Smith

D. G. van Reenen
J. VAN DEN Berg
D. van Reenen
J. K. OOSTERZEE, M.D.
A. J. Ley
David Still

Carel Hanke
A. Carstens
J. Hoets
A. C. CUSTENS
H. A. Byleveld
R. Miller
J. M. Kosser
M. Thalwitzel
H. Lindenberg
W. Cruywagen
J. de Kock, Junior
J. de Kock, Senior
R. C. Hoets
J. Leibbrandt
L. Lindeman
N. Furtyn
H. VAN HELSDINGEN
J. Ubrick
C. Luyt, Senior
R. Heydenrych
J. Brink
R. A. Lindenberg
A. Faure
C. Liesching

J. H. Hofmeyr, Junior
E. Christian

A. Chiappini

P. Heugh
R. Stone
W. Corbet
C. A. Storm, Senior
P. Alberts
J. Smith
F. ScHONNBERG
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C. WOLHUTER
D. J. DE VlLLIERS
— Sherman
Dr. Frankel
W. Maskew
W. Mabille
George Anderson
B. C. Berning
J. G. Wagner
F. Schultz
R. Huntley
C. A. Smith

S. V. Hofmeyr
J. J. Hofmeyr
P. J. Redelinghuys
W. Teubes
P. S. WoUDBERG
J. J. Pentz
E. K. Green
J. Kienar
H. Geyer
D. Kra^nouw
W. Muller
C. J. Pillans

G. J. Stegmann
P. W. SCHINNER

A. Brink, Junior

C. Bergh
W. Robertson
P. Lindenberg
A. Truter
J. A. Truter
Thomas Sutherland
J. van Breda
H. J. W. Maynier
H. Venables
H. Schultz

M. van Breda
F. C. Grondeler
M. Morrison

W. G. Lattun
H. D. Vos
Dr. Wehr
John Cannon
M. Lotter
C. C. Mocke
W. C. Beck
J. Stronk
J. VAN DER SPUV
J. Malan
J. Hofmeyr
W. J. Theldzergen
W. Holhuter
J. H. Ludole
G. H. Maasdorp
D. J. Aspeling

H. C. Blankenberg
J. D. Gregory
James Nisbet

J. H. Bam
J. A. Bam
J. J. Auret
R. Beck
J. de Wet
M. J. de Wet
— Thorn
S. A. Bartman
J. C. Gie

A. J. Neser
W. G. Lier
A. DE VlLLIERS

Alexander McDonald
W. E. Sheppard
Benjamin Phillips

John Deane
C. de Kock, Junior
F. P. Hinenberg
R. J. Johnson
N. Hofmeyr
P. S. Hugo
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W. Rouch J. B. WlLTENBERG
J. H. Lesar W. VAN DER RlET

P. Langeveld C. Mol
C. L. W. Liesching, M.D. M. J. Mulder
H- Cloete WlENGASTZ
James Abercrombie John Saunders
Francis Collison D. Gadney
M. van Breda J. Serrurier
G. Ludwig A. J. WOLHUTER

J. de Kock Arthur Goslett

C. W. Spengler A. S. Louw
P. W. Keytel J. P. VlSSER

P. de Villiers W. R. J. Alleman
J. Bresler H. Hewett
W. H. Zerooth J. C. Brink
M. C. Wole C. Cruywagen
D. VAN SCHALKWYK C. C. Kock
J. Simpson James Anderson
J. K. Deane J. G. Garisch

John Findlay J. M. Normmuasker
J. Steytler, Senior J. Smuts
J. D. Jurgens M. Smuts

J. A. Teubes D. P. F. Hammes
J. H. Stadler John Hare
J. H. Wazet J. Blore
A. J. Leibbrandt C. J. Bam
D. Roux F. Dreyer
A. Steedman H. Herman
C. Dixon J. A. Fleck
Thomas Johnson J. W. Flemmer
W. Dixon G. M. Prince

P. Truter M. Bergh
C. D. Lotter J. H. Truter
J. C. Jurgens F. Smuts
C. J. Brand W. J. Claris

J. DE JONGH i G. Martin

(Some of the above names may not be quite correctly given.

The ink is so faded that it is difficult to make them out.

—

G. M. T.)

XXIX. 2 A
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At a Council held in the Council Chamber on the 31st day
of July in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred
and twenty-six,

Present : His Honor Major-General Bourke, C.B., Lieutenant

Governor,

The Hon. Sir John Truter, Knight, Chief Justice,

The Hon. Sir Richard Plasket, Colonial Secretarjq

The Hon. Lieutenant-Colonel Daniell, Second in

Command,
The Hon. Lieutenant-Colonel Bell, C.B.,

The Hon. J. W. Stoll, Esqre., Receiver General,

The Minutes of the preceding Council were read and
confirmed.

A despatch from Earl Bathurst, No. 258, dated Downing
Street, lltli April 1826, was laid before Council by His Honor,

and read.

In this communication Earl Bathurst expresses his appro-

bation of the proceedings of Council of the 12th January last,

in requiring a specific prospectus from Mr. Fairbairn as the

condition under which a licence to publish a periodical work

should be granted to him, and his opinion that no licence should

be granted to any individual, until some such prospectus has

been submitted by him for the approval of the Governor in

Council.

The Council having taken the same into consideration,

It was resolved

That Mr. John Fairbairn be informed that Earl Bathurst

deems it expedient to continue the Regulation, as by law

established, by which all persons desirous of publishing a

Journal in this Colony are required to obtain a licence from

Government for that purpose, and that such licence must in

no case be granted to any person who declines to furnish a

prospectus containing a distinct exposition of the character of

his intended publication, to be submitted to and approved by

the Governor in Council.

His Honor is therefore requested to cause a copy of this

Resolution to be forwarded to Mr. John Fairbairn.

Another dispatch from Earl Bathurst, No. 261, dated

Downing Street, 23rd April 1826, was communicated to Council
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by His Honor with reference to the proceedings in Council of

the 8th of October 1825, in which Earl Bathurst expresses his

approbation of the measures which His Excellency had adopted
for establishing the Medical Committee.

A Memorial addressed to His Honor the Lieutenant Governor
in Council by the Gentlemen appointed by the Inhabitants of

Cape Town as a Committee to prepare a petition to His Majesty
in Council for the repeal of the Ordinance No. 19 was laid before

Council, and read, as likewise the original Memorial to His

Honor, under date 10th July instant, for permission to call a

meeting for the purpose of nominating that Committee.

The Council having taken these documents into consideration,

It was Resolved

That it appears by the Memorial of the Inhabitants of Cape
Town, under date 10th July instant, that the meeting therein

requested was for the purpose of forming a Committee to

prepare a petition to His Majesty in Council praying for a
repeal of the Ordinance No. 19 of the 19th June last, but it

does not appear that the Committee were to be empowered to

petition Council for its suspension. The Council therefore can

only consider the Memorial now laid before them as that of

the Memorialists whose names are subscribed.

That the Council will have the greatest satisfaction in

perceiving in the petition to be piepared by the Memorialists

to His Majesty in Council a plan for the further improvement

of the condition of Slaves and for the ultimate extinction of

Slavery in this Colony. At the same time the Council would

caution the Memorialists against the danger of exciting hopes

in the mind of the Slave population which it may not be

possible to realize.

That the Ordinance for improving the condition of the

Slaves does not appear to Council to impede the desire ex-

pressed in the Memorial now under consideration, namely the

further improvement of the condition of the Slaves and the

ultimate extinction of Slavery in this Colony.

And further that the Ordinance having been passed by

Council after the fullest consideration of all its enactments,

and promulgated by the authority of His Majesty’s Govern-

ment, the Council remain of opinion that it is not expedient to

suspend its operation.

2 a 2
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And His Honor is requested to cause a copy of these Resolu-

tions to be transmitted to the Memorialists.

And the Council adjourned.

(Signed) D. M. Perceval, Clerk of the Council.

[Annexure 1.]

To His Honor the Lieutenant Governor in Council &c., &c.

The Memorial of the undersigned respectfully sheweth

That at a meeting of the Inhabitants of Cape Town and its

vicinity convened under the permission of Your Honor and

with the leave of the officiating members of the Burgher

Senate, held at the Town House on Saturday the 22nd instant

for the purpose of electing a Committee to represent the interest

of those concerned and affected by the Ordinance No. 19 in

regard to the arrangements therein made for the amelioration

of the condition of the Slave population in this Colony,

Your Memorialists were chosen and duly elected for that

purpose, and in virtue of the trust confided and the authority

delegated to them, they beg most respectfully to address

Your Honor upon the subject.

That in consequence of the shortness of the time since this

duty has devolved on your Memorialists, it has been imprac-

ticable to enter so fully into this subject in all its manifes-

tations as its importance demands, and the welfare of all

requires. They conceive, however, sensible as they are of the

sensations created and of the alarm and impressions appendant

thereon, that they would be wanting in what they owe to the

Government, and to their principals, were they to delay for a

moment to offer to the notice and consideration of Your

Honor, what at present occurs to them.

Your Memorialists therefore without trespassing upon Your

Honor’s time by repeating many of the numerous objections

raised against the Ordinance in question and expressed by a

numerous and respectable body of citizens in the several

Memorials addressed to Government as well as to the Burgher

Senate, will for the present content themselves with humbly
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praying Your Honor’s patient and earnest attention to those

objections and grievances, as your Memorialists are of opinion

that many of these objections are well founded, and that the

fears expressed by the Inhabitants are by no means imaginary.

Your Memorialists however from their acquaintance with

the well-known disposition of the Inhabitants as respects their

Slaves, and their humane and kind treatment of them, are

persuaded that were sufficient time allowed to take the sense

of the Colonists, in order to mature a plan, that means might

be devised for adoption far exceeding probably anything that

may have been contemplated by the British Government.

Your Memorialists therefore under these impressions and in

order to avert the evil consequences that may ensue from any
misconception on the part of the Master or from any exag-

gerated expectation on the part of the Slave, respectfully pray

that Your Honor will be pleased to suspend the operation and

effect of the Ordinance No. 19 (in as far as it may be deemed
to have obtained the force of a law) until such time as the

pleasure of His Britannic Majesty can be known, or at least

until such time as your Memorialists shall be enabled to lay

before Your Honor the result of their researches and delibera-

tions not only with regard to the amelioration of the condition

of the slave population, but also with respect to the ultimate

extinction of Slavery altogether in this Colony.

And your Memorialists will ever pray &c.

(Signed) P. Woutersen
J. J. van den Berg
J. J. Smuts
Wm. Korsickson

G. Vos
Hamilton Ross
Stephen Twycross
J. F. Beck
J. de Wet
H. G. Muntingh
E. Bergh
C. J. Brand
J. K. VAN OOSTERSEE

J. A. JOUBERT.
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[Annexure 2.]

To His Honor Major General Bourke, C.B., and Honorable

Members of the Council.

We the undersigned Inhabitants of Cape Town, being

friendly to the intentions of the British Government in prin-

ciple to take measures for ameliorating the condition and
gradually abolishing the state of Slavery in this Colony with

as little prejudice to the owners of slaves and as little incon-

venience or danger to the public as possible, do humbly pray

That it may please Your Honor to allow a public meeting

to take place in the Town Hall on such a day as Government
may deem proper, merely and solely for the purpose of selecting

and voting for a Committee consisting of twenty-five persons,

in order to draw up an humble petition to His Majesty our

Gracious King in Council, submitting a plan on which the

Inhabitants of the Colony consider it possible under the

existing circumstances of the Colony to attain the desired

object in a different manner from that proposed by the

Ordinance of Your Honor in Council of the 19th June last,

and consequently to pray for a repeal of that Ordinance and
for a substitution of another conformable to the plan to be

proposed in its place.

And that such petition may afterwards lay open in the Town
House for the signatures of the public.

And Memorialists as in duty bound will ever pray.

(Signed) J. J. van den Berg J. H. Hofmeyr
C. Matthiessen J. J. VAN DER SpUY

J. A. Truter J. J. Vos

C. Brand T. T. Steytler

J. VAN OoSTERSEE C. Lablutgen

C. Liesching A. J. Ley
J. A. JoUBERT D. J. DE VlLLIERS

i
Hamilton Boss P. D. DE VlLLIERS

H. G. Muntingii R. A. Zeederberg
G. E. OVERBEEK G. J. Vos
J. D. Grimbeek Dr. Wehr
R. WlTSEN H. Pentz
J. J. Theron M. B. Pentz
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J. F. Beck
D. B. Kuuhl
J. van den Berg
P. J. Wannenberg
J. H. Beyleveld
J. H. Smit

M. J. Smit

P. J. Smith
H. VAN BLERK
A. VAN Blerk
J. J. Brugman
H. P. VAN DER SCHYFE
H. A. Smit

W. Rauck
N. J. Haylett
L. W. C. Beck
C. de Waal
J. G. Stegman

M. van Blerk
J. de Wet
J. A. Smuts
M. W. Theunissen
J. F. Serrurier
H. Jurgens
J. W. Hurter
M. Lotter
J. J. Leibbrandt
R. F. Heydenrych
James Carfrae & Co.

— Sherman
J. Frankel
J. EL. Bam
C. Cruywagen
J. H. Roussouw
P. G. VAN DER ByL

At a Council held in the Council Chamber on the fourth day
of August in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred

and twenty-six,

Present : His Honor Major-General Bourke, C.B., Lieutenant

Governor,

The Hon. Sir John Truter, Knight, Chief Justice,

The Hon. Sir Richard Plasket, Colonial Secretary,

The Hon. Lieutenant-Colonel Daniell, Second in

Command,
The Hon. Lieutenant-Colonel Bell, C.B.,

The Hon. J. W. Stoll, Esqre., Receiver General,

The Minutes of the preceding Council were read and con-

firmed.

His Honor was pleased to call the attention of Council to

the Despatches from Earl Bathurst Nos. 144, 161, and 258,

dated the 14th of February and 27th of March 1825 and the

11th of April 1826, and also to the numbers of the Commercial

Advertiser published on the 31st of May, the 28th of June, the

1st of July, and the 1st of this month, and likewise to the fact

that Mr. George Greig had lately commenced the publication

of a second journal without licence.
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The Council having taken the same into consideration,

It was Resolved

That Mr. Greig be summoned, and that a warning be given

to him, according to the Instructions of His Majesty’s Secretary

of State.

It was reported that Mr. Greig was in attendance.

Mr. Greig was therefore called in, and the following warning

was read to him by the Clerk of the Council :

Mr. George Greig,

You have been called before Council to be informed that

having lately published a second Paper, without obtaining or

even applying for a Licence as is required by the Laws of this

Colony, or delivering in a Prospectus, by which according to

the instructions of His Majesty’s Secretary of State, the conduct
of Periodical Works in this Colony is to be guided, the Council

is of opinion that you should forthwith make such application

to Government for a Licence, or desist from the publication

of your second Paper.

And further, as in the event of your publishing, in any
paper which you might be permitted to print in Cape Town,
anything which should appear to the Governor in Council to

exceed the limits of your own Prospectus, the Governor in

Council has been instructed bv Earl Bathurst to give you
warning of such excess, and if such admonition should be

disregarded by you, to withdraw your Licence. You are now
informed that it is the opinion of Council that you have in

several instances gone far beyond the most liberal interpreta-

tion of the terms of your Prospectus, and notably in your

Papers of the 31st of May, the 28th of June, the 1st of July,

and the 1st of this month.

And you are therefore now warned that a further violation

of the terms under which your licence has been granted will

subject you to its suspension.

Mr. Greig requested to have a copy of this warning, and was
desired to make application for the same in writing.

Mr. Greig was then ordered to withdraw.

A Despatch from Earl Bathurst, No. 259, dated Downing
Street, April the 11th 1826, was laid before Council by His

Honor, and read.

In this Despatch Earl Bathurst directs that the Newspapers
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in this Colony should be subjected to the payment of postage

and of a moderate Stamp duty.

The consideration of this subject was deferred till the arrange-

ments respecting the Post Office be taken into consideration.

A Memorial addressed to His Honor the Lieutenant Governor

in Council by Mr. Greig was brought in and read, wherein Mr.

Greig prays for a copy of the warning which was read to him
this day.

The Council having taken the same into consideration,

It was resolved that a Copy of the warning be delivered to

Mr. Greig immediately.

And the Council adjourned.

(Signed) D. M. Perceval, Clerk of the Council.

[Annexure.]

To His Honor Major-General Richard Bourke, C.B., Lieutenant

Governor in Council at the Cape of Good Hope.

The Memorial of George Greig humbly sheweth

That your Memorialist having just had read to him certain

Resolutions of Council, prays that Your Honor in Council will

be pleased to grant him a copy of these Resolutions.

Your Memorialist further begs to add that it will be manifestly

impossible for him to act upon an imperfect recollection of

anything which was once only read over to him.

And your Memorialist will ever pray.

(Signed) George Greig.
Cape Town, August 4th , 1826.

At a Council held in the Council Chamber on the fourteenth

day of August in the year of our Lord one thousand eight

hundred and twenty-six,

Present : His Honor Major-General Bourke, C.B., Lieutenant

Governor,

The Hon. Sir John Truter, Knight, Chief Justice,

The Hon. Sir Richard Plasket, Colonial Secretary,

The Hon. Lieutenant-Colonel Daniell, Second in

Command,
The Hon. Lieutenant-Colonel Bell, C.B.,

The Hon. J. W. Stoll, Esqre., Receiver General,
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The Minutes of the preceding Council were read and con-

firmed.

His Honor was pleased to state that some doubts having
arisen as to the mode of giving effect to Laws in this Colony
bv publication, he had submitted a case to the Court of Justice

for the elucidation of this point, and had received the reply of

that body.

This document was laid before Council and read, and it

appears therefrom that the Court is of opinion “ That the

manner of publishing a Law viva voce from a public place,

after a previous calling of the people by ringing of Bell, in

presence of the public Officer, assisted in Town by Commis-
sioners from the Burgher Senate, and in the Country Districts

by Commissioned Heemraden, contains all the formalities

required by the Colonial Laws,” though the Court do not

consider the assistance of Commissioners from the Burgher

Senate in Cape Town, or of Heemraden in the Country Districts,

as essentially requisite.

The Council having taken this subject into consideration,

the Chief Justice was requested to lay before Council at the

next meeting his opinion on the Draft of an Ordinance for

establishing and defining a mode for the future publication of

all Ordinances.

A Memorial addressed to His Honor the Lieutenant Governor

in Council, under date the 7th Instant, by the Committee

appointed by the Inhabitants on the 22nd of July last, for the

purpose of preparing a petition to His Majesty in Council

against the Ordinance No. 19 of the 19th of June last, was

laid before Council by His Honor, and read.

This Memorial is in explanation of the views of the Com-
mittee in their previous application for the suspension of the

said Ordinance, and renews the same prayer.

The Council having taken the same into consideration,

It was Resolved

That for the reasons already given, the Council remain of

opinion that it is not expedient to suspend the Ordinance

No. 19 of the 19th of June last.

But the Council is satisfied that the most serious con-

sideration will be given by His Majesty’s Government to any

representations which the Memorialists may make with respect
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to the present Ordinance, as well as to those for the further

improvement of the condition and eventual emancipation of

the Slaves, which the Memorialists have stated it is their wish

to submit.

And His Honor is requested to cause a Copy of this Resolution

to be transmitted to the Memorialists.

The Draft of an Ordinance for facilitating the Commerce
with the Caffres and other nations being beyond the boundaries

of the Colony was read a first time.

And the Council adjourned.

(Signed) D. M. Perceval, Clerk of the Council.

[Annexure 1.]

Cape Town, 5th August 1826.

Sir,—In compliance with a letter from the Colonial Office

dated the 1st instant, requesting our legal opinion on the

question “ Whether according to the Laws now in operation in

this Colony, any particular manner of publishing a new Law
is required, and without which formality such is not binding

on the Public ? ” we have the honor to state that the publishing

or public promulgation of a Law or Regulation for the obser-

vance of the people has always been considered in this Colonjq

on the grounds of the Dutch Laws, as an essential requisite to

render such Law or Regulation binding upon the Community,
and which has been so considered and observed ever since the

first establishment of the Colony. With regard however to

the manner or form of publishing, this has not always been the

same, but has varied at different times, with the exception of

the Public reading of the Law, after the ringing of the bell as

a convocation of the people, and the subsequent posting it up
in the most conspicuous place for the further and more general

information of the Public, which formalities have been in

constant observance to the present day.

Under the Government of the Dutch East India Company
the mode of publishing as far as regarded the Town and the

Cape District was in the Castle, in the presence of the Fiscal,

who, as the Crown Officer being charged with the execution
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and maintenance of the Laws, represented on such occasions

the executive power, assisted by two members of the Court of

Justice, which latter however merely attended to give more
formality to the act and to attest as far as necessary the Fact

of the promulgation and nothing more, without any power or

authority whatever.

The manner observed in the Country Districts was the same,

namely in the presence of the Landdrosts, each in his respective

district, as exercising the same functions as the Fiscal in Cape
Town, and in the execution of which they were assisted by
Commissioners from the Boards of Heemraden. As however
these promulgations took place in the Villages, and therefore

could not be of any utility to those who resided at a distance,

the new Law was sometimes in extraordinary cases published

from the Pulpit, but generally outside the church door to the

persons assembled there, after Divine Service, and thereupon

affixed to a board on the church for the further information of

the inhabitants.

These modes of publishing were likewise in observance

during the occupation of this Colony by His Majesty from the

year 1795 and continued to the return of the Settlement to

the Batavian Republic in 1803, but since the latter period this

alteration was made, that although the promulgation took

place in the Castle, it was effected by the Colonial Secretary,

at first alone, but afterwards assisted by two of the head clerks

belonging to his Department, till that at last by a Resolution

of the Governor and Council dated the 6th June 1804 the

promulgation of all public Laws and Regulations was com-

mitted in Cape Town to Commissioners of the Burgher Senate,

in presence of the Attorney General or some persons on his

behalf, and in the Country Districts to the Landdrosts and

Commissioned Heemraden, and also for the information of the

inhabitants of remote parts of the Districts by the church

clerks after the conclusion of the sermon. From that period

the mode of publishing has been in Cape Town from the Stad

House by the Secretary of the Burgher Senate in presence of

the Attorney General and, after the surrender of the Colony in

1806, in that of the Fiscal or his Deputy assisted by Com-
missioners of the Burgher Senate

;
and this form or manner of

publishing must be considered as in observance to the present
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time, because, at least as far as we know, no alteration has

been made therein, neither are we acquainted of any change in

the form having taken place in the Country Districts, excepting

that after the Government proclamations and orders were

published in the Cape Gazette, the Gazettes were regularly

forwarded to the Country Districts, whereby the distant

inhabitants were duly made acquainted with all the public

laws and orders.

On all these grounds in connection with the above mentioned

Resolution of the 6th June 1804, we are humbly of opinion that

the manner of publishing a Law viva voce from a public place

after a previous calling of the people by ringing a bell in presence

of the public officer, assisted in Town by Commissioners from

the Burgher Senate, and in the Country Districts by Com-
missioned Heemraden, contains all the formalities required by
the Colonial Laws to give that force to any Law, Order, or

Regulation, whereby it becomes binding on the people, although

at the same time we are not of opinion, with all due submission

to better and wiser judgment, that the assistance of Commis-

sioners from the Burgher Senate in Cape Town and of Heem-
raden in the Country Districts, whom, as we above observed,

we consider merely as witnesses to the fact of the publishing,

does not constitute such an essential requisite of the promul-

gation that when the public officer, who is here the real and

only person in authority, can prove the due publishing of a

law in any other admissible way, the law should not be equally

as binding upon the people as if the Commissioners aforesaid

had assisted in the same manner as in Holland, where it was

customary to have the laws of the country published in the

different Cities and Towns only by sworn Beadles as charged

with the executive power by or on behalf of the Sovereign
;

and this our opinion is not contrary to the principle in this

case nor to the meaning of the aforesaid resolution of the 6th

June 1804, which although it says that in future the pub-

lishing shall take place by Commissioners from the Burgher

Senate in presence of the Attorney General, these words how-

ever are far from considering the said Commissioners as the

principal persons in the execution of the act of promulgation,

and which we conceive is sufficiently clear and plain from the

period that follows with respect to the Country Districts,
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wherein the Landdrosts are in the first place charged there-

with.

Submitting the above as our opinion, we have &c.

The Chief Justice and Members of the Court,

(Signed) J. A. Truter.

By Order of the Court,

(Signed) D. F. Berrange, Secretary.

His Honor Major-General R. Bourke, C.B.,

Lieutenant Governor, &c., &c.

[Annexure 2.]

Cape Town, 28th July 1826.

Sir,—The deputation who had the honor of waiting on
Your Honor on the 26th Instant with a Memorial of the Com-
mittee respecting the Ordinance No. 19 having informed the

Committee at a meeting held this day of Your Honor’s observa-

tion upon a passage contained in said Memorial to the following

effect “in as far as it may be deemed to have obtained the

force of a law,” we have taken Your Honor’s observation into

our most serious consideration, and humbly trust that the

following explanation may be deemed sufficient.

The Committee did not intend in that paragraph to deny that

the Ordinance in question had obtained the effect of a Law.

But, taking into consideration the objections of several public

bodies against its publication, the Committee felt themselves

incompetent by any act of theirs to acknowledge it as such,

conceiving that decision to appertain to the Courts of Law
before whom that question may in time be agitated.

The Committee therefore only intended by the expression

above referred to, to leave that question entirely open, and

they humbly pray that Your Honor, in laying their Memorial

before the Council may be pleased to suffer it to be accom-

panied with this explanation.

The Committee have the honor to be &c.

(The same signatures as the following.)

His Honor Major-General Bourke, C.B.,

Lieutenant Governor.
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[Annexure 3.]

To His Honor Major-General Richard Bonrke, C.B., Lieutenant

Governor, &c., &c., in Council.

The Memorial of the undersigned Members of the Com-
mittee appointed by the Inhabitants on 22ncl July last respect-

fully sheweth

That your Memorialists by virtue of the authority delegated

to them by the Inhabitants who attended the meeting at the

Town House on 22nd July last, under the permission of Your
Honor and with the leave of the Burgher Senate, have already

had the honor of addressing Your Honor in Council by memorial
upon the subject to which their appointment has reference.

That your Memorialists have in consequence received through

the medium of the Secretary to Government a Copy of the

Resolution of the Council held on the 31st ultimo, by which

they observe with equal surprise and concern that in the

opinion of the Council they have exceeded the powers vested

in them, in having petitioned the Council for a suspension of

the operation of the Ordinance No. 19 of the 19th June last,

and that the Council therefore can only consider the Memorial

as that of the Memorialists whose names are subscribed thereto.

That your Memorialists impressed with a just sense of what
appears to be due to themselves, cannot overlook the circum-

stances which gave rise to their appointment and their subse-

quent operations, and therefore respectfully submit the fol-

lowing to the notice and consideration of the Council.

That on the promulgation of the Ordinance No. 19 such was
the sensation occasioned that it was deemed expedient to

resort to the usual and legitimate mode of convening a Public

Meeting, for which the permission of Your Honor in Council

was solicited for the purpose of forming a Committee to prepare

a petition to His Majesty in Council with a plan to obtain the

object desired in a manner different from that proposed by

the Ordinance above quoted, and consequently to pray for the

repeal of the said Ordinance.

That it was deemed prudent and necessary by those who
signed the first petition for a public meeting to state that the

meeting was to take place only and solely for the purpose of
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selecting and voting for a Committee, because they considered

all public discussions and inflammatory harangues upon either

side of the question as highly hazardous and improper, but
they nevertheless did not mean, inasmuch as they were not

competent to do so, to confine the powers of the Committee
which was then to be chosen by the Inhabitants at a public

meeting.

That leave having been obtained to hold the public meeting,

it was announced in the public papers to take place on the

22nd July at the Town House, for the purpose of voting for

and selecting a Committee to draw up a petition to His Majesty

on the subject of the Ordinance for improving the condition

of the Slaves at the Cape of Good Hope and to consider

of the best means of cooperating with His Majesty’s Govern-

ment on that subject.

And that in consequence your Memorialists were elected as

a Committee for the purpose, nor was any limitation made on

that day by the Inhabitants, who therefore voted for your

Memorialists on the terms of the requisition.

That at the first meeting of the members of the Committee

your Memorialists felt it incumbent on them to afford Your
Honor the earliest information of their appointment, which

they had the honor of doing through the medium of the

Secretary to Government by letter bearing date 22nd July

last, in which were inserted the very words of the advertise-

ment that had appeared in the public papers, which of course

constituted the basis of the authority vested in them by the

Inhabitants.

That Memorialists thereafter submitted to Your Honor in

Council a memorial praying for the suspension of the operation

of the Ordinance No. 19, as a step in the opinion of your

memorialists highly expedient and necessary to give oppor-

tunity for the preparation and submission of a plan more
conducive to the object in view, and meanwhile to avert the

consequences that might ensue from the Ordinance being

persevered in.

That said Memorial was delivered to Your Honor by a depu-

tation from the Committee, and the remarks of Your Honor
satisfied, as your memorialists hope by their explanation in

writing bearing date the 28th July last.
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That in the several instances in which your Memorialists
have acted and have appeared before Your Honor and His
Majesty’s Commissioners of Inquiry the extent of their autho-
rity was never questioned, until by the Council of the 31st

ultimo, which they respectfully submit fully authorizes them
to consider every measure they have hitherto deemed it their

duty to pursue, as legal and perfectly in form.

That unless it shall please Your Honor in Council to accede
to the prayer of your Memorialists’ petition, they, upon calm
and mature deliberation, foresee that many injurious and very

prejudicial circumstances will occur to aggravate the evils

already apparent, and of which they conceive the Colonial

Government must be aware, besides preventing them from
coming forward with the liberal proposal and the plans of the

better informed part of the public which in many respects are

repugnant to and incompatible with the principles pervading

the Ordinance in question , and it was under these impressions

that they prayed for a suspension of the said Ordinance.

That your Memorialists in contemplating the favourable

disposition expressed by the Council as regards the further

improvement of the condition of the Slave population and the

ultimate extinction of slavery in this Colony, feel it difficult

to reconcile with any act of theirs the caution against the

danger of exciting hopes in the minds of the Slave population

which it may not be possible to realize, nor can they allow

themselves to regard such caution as intended to prescribe a

boundary to their endeavours to carry their plan to the utmost
extent of its susceptibility.

That your Memorialists have indeed an object in view

totally different, inasmuch as their efforts will be directed

towards the removal of every misconception on the part of the

Masters, as well as on that of the Slaves, and to devise a plan

Avhich instead of sowing discord and animosity between the

slave and his master or of holding out hopes to the Slaves

which might most easily be realized by theft or false evidence

in his own case, would explicitly impart to both at once what

they had to expect for themselves and their posterity, and

moreover point out to the Slave the mode by which through

legitimate means he might obtain amelioration in his condition

and even eventual emancipation for himself or for his children,

2 Exxix.
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and at the same time afford to the master the necessary time

and opportunity to provide a substitute for a species of property

which he had a right to calculate upon as equally sacred and
inviolable as any other which he may have acquired for his

own support in his old age or for the provision of his widow
and children after his decease, an object which every father of

a family at present looks to with trembling anxiety consequent

on the late measures of Government relative to the Colonial

currency, which have hardly left to any one the provision

which formerly might have been considered adequate to that

purpose.

That Memorialists therefore beg leave further and most

respectfully to observe that the}- cannct concur in the opinion

of Council that the Ordinance in question does not impede the

fulfilment of the desire expressed in their former Memorial,

namely the further improvement of the condition of the Slave

and the ultimate extinction of Slavery in the Colony. Your

Memorialists in as far as they are acquainted with the senti-

ments of the Public, feel it their bounden duty to state that

the majority of the Articles contained in the Ordinance now
under contemplation are so repugnant to the feelings of the

inhabitants circumstanced as they are in this Colony, that a

strict adherence to them on the part of Government will

necessarily cause the Committee to pause before they submit

any plan to Government on this subject.

That the Inhabitants of this Colony who have shewn them-

selves so ready to cooperate with Government never had an

opportunity of expressing their sentiments on the subject

antecedently to the promulgation of the Ordinance in question,

as appears to have been the case with the Inhabitants of almost

every other Colony under His Majesty’s dominion, and of

which some, as for instance the Inhabitants of Ceylon, have

even outstripped the expectation of Government.

That the opinion and sentiments of His Majesty’s Ministers

at home seem universally to incline towards letting the slave

owners do it their own way, to use the language of Ministers,

when they are found willing to cooperate with the wish of

Government and to make the sacrifice.

That under these circumstances your Memorialists feel them-

selves bound to express their sincere regret that tire Govern-
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ment of the Colony should find it necessary so strictly to enforce

the operations of an obnoxious Ordinance without even allowing

by a temporary suspension to the Inhabitants the opportunity

of laying their proposals to Government.

Your Memorialists therefore trusting that the foregoing

explanations respecting the power delegated to them by the

Inhabitants may be deemed sufficient by Your Honor in

Council, take the liberty in the name and on the behalf of the

Inhabitants of this Town humbly to renew the prayer of their

last Memorial for a suspension of the Ordinance No. 19 until

they shall have had an opportunity of maturing and of laying

their plans before His Majesty’s Government.

And Memorialists as in duty bound will ever pray.

Town House, Cape Town, August 7th 1826.
j ,

(Signed) P. WOUTERSEN
Wm. Robertson
J. J. van den Berg
J. K. van Oosterzee, M.D.

J. J. Smuts
J. F. Beck
J. de Wet
L. Liesching, M.D.

J. A. -Joubert

M. van Breda
Stephen Twycross
E. Bergh
C. J. Brand
J. Vos
Hamilton Ross
H. G. Muntingh
P. J. Truter

At a Council held in the Council Chamber on the twenty-

first day of August in the year of our Lord one thousand eight

hundred and twenty-six,

Present : His Honor Major-General Bourke, C.B., Lieutenant

Governor,

The Hon. Sir John Truter, Knight, Chief Justice,

The Hon. Sir Richard Plasket, Colonial Secretary,

The Hon. Lieutenant-Colonel Daniel!, Second in

Command,
The Hon. Lieutenant-Colonel Bell, C.B.,

The Hon. J. W. Stoll, Esqre., Receiver General,

The Minutes of the preceding Council were read and con-

firmed.

The consideration of the present state of the Law respecting

2 b 2
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the publication of Ordinances was resumed, and the opinion

of the Chief Justice on the subject having been read, in which
that Officer declares that provided the Laws are made publicly

known to the people, the mode of doing so is immaterial,

It was Resolved

That it is expedient to issue an Ordinance for the purpose of

removing all doubts as to the lawful mode of publication of

all future Acts and Ordinances.

And His Honor is requested to cause the Draft of an Ordi-

nance for this purpose to be prepared accordingly.

The Draft of an Ordinance for facilitating the Commerce
with the Caffres and other Nations beyond the frontier of the

Colony was read a second time, as likewise the following

Proclamations which are therein repealed, viz. (see the Ordi-

nance itself).

The provisions of the Ordinance were then taken into

consideration, and some slight amendments having been pro-

posed and agreed to, it was ordered that the same be read a

third time on Thursday next the twenty-fourth Instant.

And the Council adjourned.

(Signed) D. M. Perceval, Clerk of the Council.

[Annexure.]

To His Honor the Lieutenant Governor in Council.

Some doubts having arisen about the legality of the mode
of publishing Statute Laws or Ordinances in the Colony, I beg

leave to state that after a careful consideration of the subject,

it is my humble opinion that altho’ the notifying of an Ordi-

nance to those who are to obey it ought to be considered as

substantial to make such Ordinance binding, yet the mode or

manner of making such notification cannot be considered as

essential, so that under the sole proviso that the object can be

fully attained, any manner of notification which the Lawgiver

conceives to be most expedient may safely be adopted without

affecting the substance of the Law.
With regard to a viva voce notification, it must be observed

that with the exception of those special cases wherein it is

ordered that a Law shall be publicly proclaimed in certain
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places, the viva voce proclamation, where such is the practice,

can only be considered as a matter of form, not calculated from
itself to convey the knowledge of the Law to all those who are

to obey it, such proclamation being commonly made in places

where the generality of the people cannot be expected to

assemble. In most countries the proclamation is only made
in the Capital

,
and would not be known throughout the Country

unless by means of printing.

As to the Dutch law, one of our first legal authorities states

it to have been observed by the principal Lawyers, that all

commands of the Sovereign which are not contrary to natural

Law ought to be obeyed by Magistrates and Subjects, whether

they come to their knowledge by insinuation or 'publication.

From all this it must be evident that the viva voce publication,

as usually practised, is a very imperfect and in a society of

some extent insufficient mode of notifying a Law to the Public,

and that the printing and the spreading of such printing are

calculated fully to answer the purpose of notifying the Law
to all.

In support of my opinion I beg leave in conclusion to add

that it is conformable to that of the best classical authors of

natural and political law. * * * Which principle is

subsequently expressed with the same clearness by Blackstone

in his Commentaries, and therefore appears to be also conform-

able to English Law, which may be considered as a safe guide

in the present state of the Colony.

(Signed) J. A. Truter.
Cape Town, Aujust 19th 1826.

At a Council held in the Council Chamber on the twenty-

fourth day of August in the year of our Lord one thousand

eight hundred and twenty-six,

Present : His Honor Major-General Bourke, C.B., Lieutenant

Governor,

The Hon. Sir John Truter, Knight, Chief Justice,

The Hon. J. W. Stoll, Esqre., Receiver General,

The Minutes of the preceding Council were read and con-

firmed.
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The Draft of an Ordinance (21) for declaring the mode of

publication of the Ordinances of the Governor in Council of this

Colony was read and agreed to, and
It was Ordered

That the same be published in the usual manner.

And the Council adjourned.

(Signed) D. M. Perceval, Clerk of the Council.

At a Council held in the Council Chamber on the twenty-

eighth day of August in the year of our Lord one thousand

eight hundred and twenty-six,

Present : His Honor Major-General Eourke, C.B., Lieutenant

Governor,

The Hon. Sir John Truter, Knight, Chief Justice,

The Hon. Lieutenant-Colonel Daniell, Second in

Command,
The Hon. J. W. Stoll, Esqre., Receiver General,

The Minutes of the preceding Council were read and con-

firmed.

A letter addressed to the Colonial Secretary by Mr.Schonfeldt,

under date the 23rd ultimo, was laid before Council by His

Honor, and read, wherein Mr. Schonfeldt requests under all the

circumstances that the Ordinance for creating a Toll in his

favour at Du Toit’s Kloof may be issued.

The Draft of this Ordinance was therefore read a first time,

and it was Ordered

That the same be printed.

The Draft of an Ordinance “ for defining the offence of

petty theft and regulating the manner of the Prosecution

thereof ” was laid before Council by His Honor, and read a

first time, and it was Ordered

That the same be printed.

A letter addressed to the Colonial Secretary by the Landdrost

and Heemraden of the district of Worcester, under date the

8th Instant, was laid before Council by His Honor, and read.

The document encloses a Memorial addressed to the Board
of Landdrost and Heemraden by certain Inhabitants of that

district, under date the 7th instant, whereby that Board is
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requested to intercede with the Governor in Council for the

suspension of the Ordinance No. 19 of the 19th of June last,

for the improvement of the condition of Slaves in this Colony,
and recommends this petition to the serious attention of

Government.
This Memorial was likewise read, and the further con-

sideration thereof was deferred till the next meeting of

Council.

With reference to the Ordinance for facliitating the Commerce
with the Caffres and other Nations beyond the Boundaries of

the Colony, His Honor the Lieutenant Governor was pleased

to lay before Council two letters addressed to the Colonial

Secretary by the Landdrost and Heemraden of the district of

Worcester, under date the 22nd instant, the first of which
encloses a representation addressed to the Deputy Landdrost

of Clanwilliam by the Field Cornets of Onder Bokkeveld,

Camiesberg, and Namaqualand, stating the hardship to which
the Bastard Hottentots of the Groote or Orange River are

exposed by the necessity of procuring a pass from the Missionary

at Griqua Town, a distance of more than a hundred hours from

their place of abode, before they can enter the Colony for the

purpose of traffic

.

The second letter reports that certain loan places on the

frontier of that district are beyond the boundary line of the

Colony as fixed by the Proclamation of the Earl of Macartney

of the 14th of July 1798, and suggests the extension of the

Colony in that direction to the Groote or Orange River.

These papers were read, and the Council adjourned to Friday

the 31st instant.

(Signed) D. M. Perceval, Clerk of the Council.

[Annexure 1.]

12 Roland Street, Cape Town, 23rd July 1826.

Sir,—His Honor the Lieutenant Governor having decided

that no alteration in my favor can be made in the decision of

the 28th May 1826 with regard to the toll therein granted me,

I feel obliged to beg that the Ordinance in Council of the above

date may be issued tho’ this will not make up for one fourth of
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my expenses in the Du Toit’s Kloof road, and now a most

advantageous undertaking to the Public must fail, with my
ruin. I have &c.

(Signed) D. Schonfeldt.

The Hon. Sir Richard Plasket,

Secretary to Goverr mint.

[Annexure 2.]

Worcester, 8th August 1826 .

Sir,—We humbly beg leave to forward for the consideration

of His Honor the Lieutenant Governor in Council the enclosed

address presented to us by several of the Slave proprietors in

this District, remonstrating against the provisions made in

Articles 17, 33, 37, 39, and 43 of the Ordinance of the 19th

June last, No. 19, and praying that the said Ordinance may not

be carried into effect until His Majesty’s decision shall be

known upon the measures about to be proposed by a Committee
constituted by the Inhabitants of Cape Town for the object of

improving the condition of Slaves and of securing the gradual

abolition of Slavery in this Colony, and the Heemraden beg

leave to recommend the same to the serious attention of His

Honor the Lieutenant Governor in Council.

; We have &c.

(Signed) C. Trappes, Landdrost.

By Order of the Board,

(Signed) J. G. Aspeling, Secretary.

[Annexure 3.]

To Charles Trappes, Esqre., and the Heemraden of the District

of Worcester.

Gentlemen,

—

Having been made acquainted with the

Ordinance of the Governor in Council dated 19th June last,

No. 19, we turn with bleeding hearts towards you, earnestly

praying that you will present our interests and grievances to

our honored Government, an Ordinance, Gentlemen, whereby

our Property, our lives, and the happiness of the Slaves are
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put at hazard, desirous that the Government should hear us,

and remove our grievances.

We cannot in this address enumerate all our grievances,

the present Memorial is not calculated for that purpose
;
some

of the principal of these however it is necessary to submit,

by your means, to the Government.
We see in the 17th Article of the Ordinance that when a

Slave shews to the Judicial authorities a wound, and declares

that such wound has been inflicted on him by his Master,

the Master must then prove that he is innocent, and that

failing therein, the Master is considered as guilty of maltreat-

ment. We see also in the 39th Article of the said Ordinance

that the Slaves will in general be admitted as Witnesses, in

addition to which we have observed that by Article 43 the

punishment for maltreatment is to be the confiscation of the

Slave to His Majesty the King, which in reality will be his

obtaining his freedom, can this be otherwise than heartrending

to us ? Have we not sufficient instances before us of false

accusations brought by the Slaves against their Masters ? We
shall only quote one instance. Did not in the month of August
last some slaves of Abraham van Wyk, Junior, accuse their

Mistress to have maltreated her female slave Rachel, in conse-

quence of which she died ? And has not this Board found on

examination (by all the depositions contradicting each other )

that their accusation was false 1 The proof of which is that

the slaves have on account of the falsehood of this charge been

sentenced to be put in chains and to labour at the public

works on Robben Island. Were such a charge now brought

forward, what would become of the Mistress ? since the

Ordinance makes it now thus easy to the Slaves that by their

not being called upon to prove anything, the Master ere he

open his lips to defend himself would be considered guilty

until he jirove his innocence. And should he fail in proving

his innocence, however innocent he may be, he would be

condemned
;

and the Slave who has been base enough to

accuse his Master becomes free.

What will become of all this ? We become, nay we are

already, by the Ordinance rendered suspicious and more

difficult towards our Slaves, and he (our Slave) looks on us

with jealousy and enmity. Can this tend to our peace and
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the well-being of our Slave ? Now only the fire smoulders,

but woe, woe, the moment when the flame of dissension and
enmity between the Master and Slave shall burst forth.

The situation of the Inhabitants of this District you are,

Gentlemen, fully acquainted with, and you will feel the force

of these our grievances. You know, Gentlemen, your Inhabi-

tants, you know we are indulgent, you know we have never

opposed anything, how often have we not abandoned our

houses and property to defend our country and the British

Government against the attacks of the Caffres ? Have we
not for days, weeks, and months together served as soldiers

on the Frontier ? Have we not endured cold and want ? and
when we returned home have we ever been rewarded for our

sufferings and services ? No, never, we have not even been

thanked for it, yet afterwards we have never refused again to

take up arms, although the blood of our relations and friends

has flowed on the Frontier.

But when the scenes of 1825 that have taken place in our

district, in the Bokkeveld, must be again renewed (which are

known to you, Gentlemen) then we shall curse the moment
when the Caffres have spared us. Our hearts are still bleeding,

we mourn still for our murdered, our cruelly murdered friends

and relations who fell in the year 1825 in the Bokkeveld.

Look on the widow of the late W. N. van der Merwe. Such
were the consequences of the Proclamation of 18th March

1823, and ask then yourselves what will be the consequences

of this Ordinance ? Ask yourselves then, Gentlemen, who
are entrusted with the paternal care of the interests of the

individuals of this district, ask yourselves whether we have

not cause to make our voice of woe and pity to ascend to

heaven.

And when after all this we read from the 33rd to the 37th

Article of the said Ordinance respecting the sale of Slaves and

the taxing of the same, then we can anticipate nothing but

ruin. The slave will diminish in value, our creditors call in

the capital advanced to us on the mortgage of the Slaves, our

property must be sold, for money we have not, and ere long

the District will be filled with beggars, we shall become

Slaves and the Slaves become Masters. Is this improving the

condition of Slaves ? Will this promote between the Master
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and the Slave feelings of kindness and good will ? Certainly

not, and the Slave will watch every opportunity to rob his

master in order to purchase his freedom. Is that therefore

not encouraging the slave to steal, and ere that evil is provided
against, they will all have become their and our murderers.

We have, Gentlemen, many other considerations to offer,

but this is not the place to state them. We understand that

our fellow Burghers in Cape Town have formed a Committee
for the purpose of removing their grievances, and to propose

other measures for the improvement of the slave population,

and gradually to abolish Slavery in a manner that shall be
beneficial to the Slave and beneficial to the Master also.

We too declare, Gentlemen, ourselves desirous of cooperating

and contributing towards this object. We too wish to improve

the condition of Slaves, they are our fellow creatures.

Upon these principles, Gentlemen, we pray that you will

request His Honor the Lieutenant Governor in Council not to

put the Ordinance No. 19 in execution, but to suspend it until

we shall have appointed a certain number of the respectable

Inhabitants (whereto we request your permission) in order to

cooperate with our fellow Burghers in Cape Town in preparing

the plan proposed and that the same shall have been decided

upon by His Majesty.

More than this we do not now ask, for we only pray that

the impending evil may be warded off, and that our lives and

those of our wives and children may be protected and defended.

We beseech you, Gentlemen, to lose no time to submit our

interests and grievances to the Government, and to solicit

that what we have herein prayed for may be granted.

Remember that every one placed in authority is answerable

to God for his actions.

Worcesier, 1th Aujust 1826.

(Signed) W. Myburgh
And 38 other names.

[Annexure 4.]

Worcester, 22nd August 1826.

Sir,—We have the honor to transmit herewith copy of a

letter received from the Deputy Landdrost of Clanwilliam,

dated 3rd ultimo, together with copy of one addressed by the
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Fieldcornets of the Onder Bokkeveld, Kamiesberg, and Nama-
qualand to the said Deputy Landdrost representing the

inconveniency felt by the Bastards on the Great river in

obtaining passes to enter their said Wards, and requesting

that the Inhabitants may be permitted as formerly to traffic

with them whenever it suits those Bastards to bring their

Wares for sale, since no annual Fair can be available to those

Bastards, whose departure from home entirely depends upon
the fall of thunder showers.

We beg leave to observe that we fear the acceding to their

request would open a road to smuggling of prohibited articles

and to all kinds of disorder. We have &c.

(Signed) C. Traces, Landdrost.

By order of the Board,

(Signed) J. G. Aspeling, Secretary.

The Hon. Sir Richard Plasket,

Secretary to Government.

[Annexure 5.]

C.LANwilliam, 3rd July 1820.

Gentlemen,—On my late circuit to the Onder Bokkeveld,

Kamiesberg, and Namaqualand a letter has been handed to

me by the Fieldcornets of those Wards, a copy of which I beg

leave to enclose, and take the liberty to request that as no
Missionary is at present at Pella, from whom the Borderers

might as formerly obtain passes to entitle them to come into

this part of the country in order to obtain bread and clothing,

they are at present necessitated to go to Griqua Town for

that purpose, a distance of more than one hundred hours on

horseback, which as I am informed occasions much discontent

and murmuring. I therefore have to request that you may be

pleased to lay this case before His Honor the Lieutenant

Governor, in order that some steps may be taken on that head.

I further beg to refer you to my letter addressed to the

Landdrost of Worcester on the 2nd September 1825.

I have &c.

(Signed) J. van Ryneveld, Deputy Landdrost.

The Landdrost and Heemraden of Worcester.
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[Annexure 6.]

Worcester, 22nd August 1826.

Sir,—We beg you will be pleased to submit for the con-

sideration of His Honor the Lieutenant Governor the subjoined

copy of a letter from the Deputy Landdrost of Clanwilliam,

dated 3rd ultimo, stating that it has been represented to him
that the last legplek in the achterveld (which was lately granted

as a commonage to the Inhabitants of the Onder Bokkeveld)

as also the loan places Silverfontein and Rietfontein are

situated beyond the Boundary Line fixed by Proclamation of

the 14th July 1798, and conveying the opinion of the Field-

cornets and other Inhabitants that the Boundary of this

District ought to be extended as far as the Orange or Great

River. We have &c.

The Landdrost and Heemraden of Worcester,

(Signed) C. Trappes, Landdrost.

By order of the Board,

(Signed) J. G. Aspering, Secretary.

The Hon. Sir Richard Flasket,

Secretary to Government.

[Annexure 7.]

Clanwilliam, 3rd July 1820.

Gentlemen,—On my late circuit through the Fieldcornetcies

of the Onder Bokkeveld, Kamiesberg, and Namaqualand it has

been represented to me by the Fieldcornets and some of the

Inhabitants, that according to the Proclamation of Lord

Macartney dated 14th July 1798 the Boundary line between

the Stellenbosch District (now Worcester) and the Bushmeu
runs

(a) From the Nieuwveld mountains,

(b) The Riet and Fish River behind the Roggeveld moun-

tains,

(c) The Spion mountain,

(d) The Kobies Kouw,
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(e) The Long mountains,

(f) The North Corner of the Kamies mountain,

(g) The river Koussie,

And that as the last legplek in the achterveld lately granted

to the Bokkevelders as a commonage is about ten hours

beyond said Boundary line, and the loan places Silverfontein

and Rietfontein, which have for many years paid rent to

Government, are also many hours beyond the Frontier as

described by the aforesaid Proclamation and not far from

the Orange or Great river, that in order to prevent uninten-

tional disobedience of the Law and for various other reasons

the said Orange or Great river ought in their opinion to be

declared by Proclamation the Boundary line on this side of the

Colony, as it is at present in the District of Graaff Reinet,

which representation I submit for the gracious consideration

of the Board. I have &c.

(Signed) J. van Ryneveld, Deputy Landdrost.

The Landdrost and Heemraden of Worcester.

[Annexure 8.]

Camiesberg, 2Q>th June 182C.

Sir,—We respectfully request you to represent to His Excel-

lency the Governor the hardship that none of the Bastards

of the Groot Rivier are allowed to deal with the Inhabitants

without being provided with a pass from the Missionary as

expressed in the Government Proclamation, the northern

part of the Groot Rivier having no Missionary, the last Mis-

sionary who was there Mr. Bartlet having left that part, in

consequence of which they cannot obtain the necessaries

such as bread and clothing, since we are compelled as soon

as they enter the Colony without such passes to arrest them,

which will mere frequently be the case, and which we the

Fieldcornets on the Frontier apprehend will lead to unplea-

sant consequences. Wherefore we respectfully solicit you,

under the present existing circumstances, to represent it to

the Government and request that the dealings with the

Bastards may be allowed as heretofore, and that in order to

prevent the trafficking in any prohibited articles these trans-
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actions may be placed under the inspection of persons there

to be appointed in each Fieldcornetcy. No yearly market can

be appointed for that purpose, as it is uncertain what time

the Bastards can commence their journeys either to the Onder
Bokkeveld, Hantam, Namaqualand, &c., which depends on
when the thunder rains fall, and whereas the distances are so

great, they must employ waggons to transport the articles

dealt in.

Relying on your cooperation herein, we have the honor

to be &c.

(Signed) H. C. Nieuwoud,
Fieldcornet of Onder Bokkeveld,

H. A. Engelbrecht,
Fieldcornet of Camiesberg,

J. H. Aggenbach,
Fieldcornet of Namaqualand.

J. van Ryneveld, Esqre.,

Deputy Landdrost,

Clanwilliam.

At a Council held in the Council Chamber on the 31st day of

August in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred

and twenty-six,

Present : His Honor Major-General Bourke, C.B., Lieutenant

Governor,

The Hon. Sir John Truter, Knight, Chief Justice,

The Hon. Sir Richard Plasket, Colonial Secretary,

The Hon. Lieutenant-Colonel Daniell, Second in

Command,
The Hon. Lieutenant-Colonel Bell, C.B.,

The Hon. J. W. Stoll, Esqre., Receiver General,

The Minutes of the preceding Council were read and

confirmed.

The Draft of an Ordinance for defining the offence of petty

Theft and regulating the manner of the prosecution thereof

was read a second time, and some verbal Amendments having

been proposed and agreed to, it was Ordered

That the same be read a third time on Monday next.
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The Draft of an Ordinance for establishing a Toll at Du
Toit’s Kloof in the district of Stellenbosch was read a second

time, and the following amendment to the Schedule of Tolls

proposed in the Resolution of the 29th of May last, was
adopted :

For every head of Cattle under 5 . . . \d.

For every 5 do. and not exceeding 9 . . 2Id.

And it was Ordered

That this Ordinance be marked Local No. 1, and published

in the usual manner.

With reference to that clause of the proposed Ordinance for

facilitating the Commerce with the Caffre and other Nations

living beyond the boundaries of the Colony, whereby the

Proclamation of the Earl of Macartney of the 14th of July

1798 is repealed, His Honor the Lieutenant Governor was
pleased to lay before Council copies of a correspondence which
passed between the Landdrost of Graaff Reinet and the

Colonial Office in the years 1822 and 1824, wherein a new
boundary line for the northern and eastern parts of that

district was proposed by the Landdrost and adopted by
Government.
The consideration of this subject was deferred till the third

reading of the Ordinance referred to.

And the Council adjourned.

(Signed) D. M. Perceval, Clerk of the Council.

[Annexure 1.]

Graaff Reinet, April 3rd 1822.

Sir,—In compliance with the Instructions contained in

your letter of the 25th April last and those added thereto by
His Excellency Sir Rufane Donkin at this Drostdy on the 20th

June following, I proceeded with Lieutenant Bonamy, acting

Engineer, on the 19tli ultimo for the purpose of fixing upon a

well defined and advantageous line of demarcation for the

Eastern and Northern Boundary of this District, and have

now the honor to acquaint you for the information of His

Excellency the Governor that upon minute examination of the
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Country added to previous information, I have found that the

Tarka or Winterberg and the Bamboesberg are the only

specific points given in the Proclamation on the subject which
can at all times be adhered to, consistent with the views of

Government and my above mentioned Instructions
;

as the

lane by the Zuurberg, Edele Heer’s Baken, and Groote Tafel-

berg, instead of forming the half circle, as supposed in said

proclamation, would cut off or throw out of the Colony the

greater pa,rt of the long established Divisions New Hantam,
Seacow River, and Winterveld, and consists of such uncon-

nected points separated by extensive flats and irregular ridges

as would lead to endless mistakes and difficulties.

I have therefore thought best to connect the two first

mentioned points Winter and Bamboesberg by the Winterberg

spruit, rising on the north side of the former mountain, following

said spruit in a course as far as the conical Hill called Kogel

Kop, from thence leaving said river to draw a line across a

narrow neck of land Rhenoster Hoek into the Smit’s River,

which is to be followed up to its source in that part or Kloof

in the Bamboesberg called Buffels Hoek, whereby a line never

to be mistaken is drawn between these two conspicuous but

otherwise unconnected points
;

exactly in the same part of

the Bamboesberg, but on its northern declivity and running

in an opposite direction to the Smit’s River rises the Stormberg

Spruit, which is to be followed in its whole course, which

appeared to us generally N.N.W., to its junction with the

Groote Rivier, which was recommended in my letter of 29tli

September 1820, and approved of in yours of the 25th April

above quoted, as well as in His Excellency the Governor’s

additional Instructions for the Boundary in that quarter, and

which therefore is to be followed from the junction of the

Stormberg Spruit westward to a little below its junction with

the Seacow River, whence it diverges more northerly to join

the main branch of the Orange River and where the descent

begins, which then would constitute the Boundary farther

westward as proposed in my said letter of the 29th September

1820. Thus the Boundary line from the Winterberg to the

Seacow River will be clearly defined and embraces every part

of the Country occupied by the Inhabitants, without encroach-

ing on any one kraal of the neighbouring Savages except such

xxix. 2 c
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as live on peaceable terms among the Colonists, are dependent

for their subsistence on the latter, and considered under the

protection of our Laws.

At the junction of the Groote and Seacow Rivers I concluded

my first part of the present duty, as it was necessary I should

visit this office, and as it will take Mr. Bonnamy a considerable

time to sketch what has now been pointed out to him, conse-

quently the fixing the Boundary from said junction to the

Tulbagh District will constitute a future task.

If no unforeseen or preponderating business prevent, I shall

proceed about the middle of next month, after the two-

monthly sessions shall be over, to carry into effect the remainder

of the Instructions of the 25th April 1821, respecting the due

settlement of the applicants for land, by commencing the

inspection at the junction of the Groote and Seacow Rivers
;

and as I have already explained to the Inhabitants the line of

policy which the Government will adopt in this settlement, as

detailed in your said letter, I have reason to think His Excel-

lency the Governor will receive an unusual number of Petitions,

which I hope you will have the goodness to send me in time if

there be no reason for the contrary. I have &c.

I

(Signed) A. Stockenstrom.

Lieutenant-Colonel Bird,

Colonial Secretary.

[Annexure 2.]

Graaff Reinet, 1 Mi August 1824.

Sir,—Referring to my letter of the 20th ultimo stating my
intention to proceed with Captain Bonnamy on the duty

therein mentioned, I have the honor to report that I returned

to this Drostdy on the 14th instant after a minute examination

of the Country between the mouth of the Seacow River and

the North-Eastern extremity of the Worcester District, with

a view of ascertaining, fixing, and pointing out to said Assistant

Engineer, the best and most conspicuous Boundary to this

district between the said two points.

This excursion added to the previous knowledge of the

country confirmed my opinion as formerly represented, that
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the Groote Rivier and from where this River takes too northerly

a course, the descent form the natural boundary of the Colony
on the north : that as far as the mouth of the Seacow River

having been fixed, we followed the course of the Great River

as far as the Groote Draai, about seventy-five miles in a

North-Westerly course, whence leaving said River in its more
northerly course we followed a conspicuous ridge called

Dienaars Hand as far as the Compass Kop bearing South-

West by South from the Groote Draai
;
from the Compass

Kop we followed a gentle rise connecting said Kop with the

Kromme Rand and Regts Kop West by South, from whence a

similar low ridge was continued to the Beere Valley, over

which an imaginary line was taken to the northern extremity

of the Koedoos Ruggens called Gemsbok Kop, bearing West

by South from the Regts Kop
;
from the Gemsbok Kop a line

was taken bearing West to the Middle Kop on the Angers

Rivier, and thence a direct line W.SW. to the Aasvogel Kop,

being the eastern point of the Karreebergen, a conspicuous

ridge of mountains taking a direction W. by N., and under

various names stretching far along the northern limits of the

Worcester District, so that it constitutes a convenient line of

boundary as far as it extends, and was therefore by me assumed

for this District to a point due north of Kicherer’s School.

I hope by the above arrangement and that stated in my
letter of 3rd April 1822 to have accomplished the duty with

which I was charged according to the views of Government,

and have &c.

(Signed) A. Stockenstrom.

P. G. Brink, Esqre.,

Acting Colonial Secretary.

[Annexure 3.]

Colonial Office, 9th September 1824.

SIR;—I am directed by His Excellency the Governor to

acknowledge the receipt of your letter dated the 18th ultimo,

reporting that you in company with Captain Bonnamv have

fixed the Boundary of the Graaff Reinet District between the

mouth of the Seacow' River and the North-Eastern extremity

2 c 2
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of the Worcester District, and to signify to you His Excellency’s

approval thereof. I have &c.

(Signed) P. G. Brink,

Acting Colonial Secretary.

A Stockenstrom, Esqre.,

Landdrost of Graaff Reinet.

At a Council held in the Council Chamber on the fourth day
of September in the year of our Lord one thousand eight

hundred and twenty-six,

Present : His Honor Major-General Bourke, C.B., Lieutenant

Governor,

The Hon. Sir John Truter, Knight, Chief Justice,

The Hon. Sir Richard Plasket, Colonial Secretary,

The Hon. Lieutenant-Colonel Daniell, Second in

Command,
The Hon. Lieutenant Colonel Bell, C.B.,

The Hon. J. W. Stoll, Esqre., Receiver General,

The Minutes of the preceding Council were read and
confirmed.

The Draft of an Ordinance for facilitating the Commerce
with the Caffre and other Nations living beyond the boundaries

of the Colony, and for consolidating the several Proclamations

and Ordinances relating thereto, was read a third time, and
several amendments having been proposed and agreed to,

It was Ordered

That the same be referred to His Majesty’s Fiscal.

The Draft of an Ordinance for defining the offence of Petty

Theft and regulating the manner of the prosecution thereof

was read a third time and passed.

And it was Ordered

That the same be printed and published in the usual manner.

The consideration of the Memorial against the Ordinance

No. 19 of the 19th of June last, addressed to the Landdrost and
Heemraden of the District of Worcester by certain inhabitants

of that district, and forwarded by that Board to His Honor
the Lieutenant Governor in Council, was resumed.
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With reference to this subject His Honor the Lieutenant

Governor was pleased to lay before Council the copy of a letter

addressed by the Colonial Secretary under date the 15th

August ultimo, to the Committee appointed by the Inhabitants

for the purpose of preparing a petition to His Majesty in

Council against the said Ordinance, and also the reply of that

body, dated the 26th ultimo.

These papers were read, and the Council having taken the

subject into consideration,

It was Resolved

That the Ordinance for improving the condition of the

Slaves at the Cape of Good Hope having been duly weighed

and considered by Council in all its provisions and having

been submitted to, and approved by His Majesty’s Govern-

ment, and promulgated by its authority, it is not expedient to

suspend its operation or make any alteration in its enactments,

more especially as the apprehensions entertained by the

Memorialists, and the difficulties suggested by them, appear to

rest on no solid foundation.

And His Honor is requested to cause a copy of this Resolution

to be transmitted to the Memorialists.

And the Council adjourned.

(Signed) D. M. Perceval, Clerk of the Council.

[Annexure 1.]

Colonial Office, \5th August 1&26.

Sir,—In conveying to you a copy of the Minute in Council

upon the subject of the Memorial praying for a suspension of

the Ordinance for improving the condition of the Slaves at the

Cape of Good Hope, I am directed by His Honor the Lieutenant

Governor to state that he perceives with regret the apprehension

entertained by the Memorialists and others of the principal

slave owners in this Colony as to the effect of some of the

provisions of this Statute. His Honor conceives that this

alarm has its origin in an erroneous or exaggerated conception

of its enactments, and chiefly he believes of those which direct

the mode of proceeding in cases of complaint brought by the

Slave against his Master and of others which relate to the
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right of property legally possessed by the latter. With respect

to the first of these His Honor would observe that the practice

of the Colonial Courts is similar to that which is directed by
the 17th Section of the Ordinance, and that in the instance

where a prima facie case of ill treatment of a Slave has pre-

sented itself it has been usual to call upon the Master to satisfy

the Court as to the part which he took in the transaction

complained of. His Honor has too good an opinion of the

Judges with whom the investigation under the Ordinance of

such complaints will rest, to suppose that they will violate

any acknowledged rule of law, or call upon the master heed-

lessly or unnecessarily to prove his innocence of an improbable

accusation, but will first duly examine the accuser and obtain

a full, particular, and probable statement, such as it has

hitherto been the practice in this Colony to require. The 17th

Section however affords an additional security to the Master,

as it authorizes the Governor to order the discontinuance of

such prosecution.

With respect to the rare case of the Slave requiring to

purchase his freedom contrary to the inclination of his Master,

His Honor directs me to observe that by the 33rd Section the

Slave is required first to prove to the satisfaction of the

Guardian that he has obtained the proffered sum by laicful

means. The appraisement is then (and not before) to take

place under the eye of the Court of Justice by the most public

proceeding
;
and I am able to add that in a Colony where a

similar regulation has been some time in force, it has been

decided that in estimating the price of the Slave his relative

value is to be taken into account.

His Honor has directed me to advert to these particular

provisions of the Statute from which he understands injurious

consequences are chiefly apprehended, but if this explanation

should not quiet the alarm of the Memorialists, His Honor will

transmit to the Secretary of State the petition which the

Memorialists met to prepare, and if the amendments to be

suggested are such as he approves he will join in respectfully

recommending their adoption. In the meantime as it is the

object and intention of this Ordinance to improve the condition

of the slaves without the invasion of the masters’ lawful rights,

it will be the duty of the Lieutenant Governor as entrusted
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with the executive power in the Colony to correct any misappli-

cation or misconstruction of its enactments which might
prejudice in person or property any of His Majesty’s Subjects.

With regard to the local extinction of Slavery in the Colony,
to which the attention of the Memorialists has been directed,

His Honor would endeavour to impress upon them the necessity

of treating this delicate and difficult subject with the greatest

circumspection. If however upon due reflection they conceive

themselves enabled to propose a practicable plan for the

attainment of this desired object, His Honor will have the

greatest satisfaction in submitting it to the consideration of

His Majesty’s Government. I have &c.

(Signed) R. Plasket.
J. de Wet, Esqre.,

Secretary to the Committee
appointed by the Inhabitants.

[Annexure 2.]

Town House, 2 <Sth August 1S26.

Sir,—We have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of

your letter of the 15th instant, conveying by direction of His

Honor the Lieutenant Governor Copy of the Resolution in

Council upon the Memorial bearing date the 7th August,

which we submitted as the Committee appointed by the

Inhabitants assembled under authority at the Town House on

the 22nd July last for the purpose of voting for and selecting

a Committee to draw up a petition to His Majesty on the subject

of the Ordinance for improving the condition of the Slaves at

the Cape of Good Hope, and to consider of the best means of

cooperating with His Majesty’s Government on that subject.

In that Memorial we trusted that we had succeeded in

satisfying all doubt as to the nature and extent of our appoint-

ment, and were induced to entertain rather confident expecta-

tions that the Council would in our explanations perceive that

we had been duly authorized to proceed as we had done, and

that the Council would moreover have held out to us encourage-

ment to prosecute a measure of a character esteemed so highly

laudable and upon which so much has been expressed by the
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least enthusiastic abolitionists in all public discussions touching

the subject of Slavery in general.

Contrary however to those expectations which had been

excited not only from the nature of the subject in itself, but

under the declared sentiments of His Majesty’s Ministers in

both Houses of Parliament. wre find by the Resolution in

Council that our authority is virtually denied, and that we are

consequently left merely to frame a Petition to His Majesty
in Council for the consideration and adoption of the Inhabitants,

which His Honor engages to transmit to the Secretary of

State, and in case the amendments to be suggested are such

as he approves His Honor will join in respectfully recom-

mending their adoption.

The observations contained in that communication have
been most carefully and attentively considered by us, upon
which we beg leave to observe that as a Statute according to

the judgment of the highest legal authorities ought to be

precise, clear, and free from ambiguity or uncertainty, and so

perspicuous as to be comprehensible by the lower orders of

the community, so at all Foreign Stations more particular!3
^

ought a Statute not to be exposed to the discretion of judges,

or to the still possible misconstruction of their local superiors.

That the Ordinance No. 19 is in direct opposition to the

foregoing principles, we are more confirmed by your letter of

the 15th instant. We advert to that part of it giving us to

understand that the signification of the 17th Section is con-

formable to the practice of the Colonial Courts, though we are

not aware of an instance in which an accused has been con-

victed of being able to prove a negative, which that Section

of the Ordinance No. 19 clearly prescribes the party should

be required to do. We therefore cannot but lament that His

Honor, under the counsel of his legal advisers, should have
been led to believe that such has been the practice hitherto

pursued in the Colony.

We beg further to advert to another part of that letter

stating in reference to an eventual appraisement in another

Colony where a similar regulation has been some time in force,

that the relative value of the slave has been taken into con-

sideration. As the Ordinance No. 19 does not contain a

syllable to this effect, but establishes a Law, constituting the
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only rule of action, it is consequently clear that any other

interpretation would leave so much to discretion as to enable

a judge to decide as he might deem fit, and possibly in such a

manner as might prove highly detrimental to the interest of

the Master.

On these grounds therefore we submit that the Ordinance

No. 19, as it at present stands, is so defective and equivocal

as to replete with dangerous consequences that any unpub-
lished assurance would be unavailing, inasmuch as a law for

the governance of the community ought to be made as public

as possible, and nothing be left to the conception of the accuser

or the accused as to the possible interpretation and execution

of it.

Were anything necessary to exemplify the correctness of

the preceding observation, we would instance the circumstance

that occurred in the Bokkeveld, which occasioned a Circular

to be issued to the country districts some time in the month
of March or April 1825, and which unequivocally ascribed the

cruel murders perpetrated there to the erroneous expectations

entertained by the Slaves, and as it further stated, to the

circumstance of the Proclamation of the 18th March 1823 not

having been properly explained to them.

We may therefore reasonably conclude that the Proclamation

was not clearly and intelligibly expressed. We have conse-

quently before us the effect of an imperfect proclamation, for

had its enactments and provisions been perspicuous, there

would have been no necessity for reference to those channels

of communication to which the matter was consigned for

elucidation.

To alter and amend a Statute so replete with inconsistencies

as is the case -with the Ordinance No. 19 would be to prolong

danger and confusion wholly irremediable, whilst in observance

of the example set by the parent state in regard to the repeal

of various Statutes by the reenactment of their operative

parts
;
and of the precedent afforded in this Colony in relation

to the Wine licensing system, the formal suspension of the

Ordinance No. 19 pending the substitution of one better

adapted would clear away the consequences of which we
have been and still are apprehensive.

Under the foregoing circumstances, and feeling as wre do in
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a more forcible manner than heretofore the inutility of com-
plaint, remonstrance, or representations, it becomes our duty
to consider of the best means of obtaining the object we have
in view, as under the caution suggested in the Resolution of

Council of the 31st July last and in substance reiterated in

your communication still before us, we should feel ourselves

under such restraint that it would be impracticable in us to

discharge our duty conscientiously or to perform it in a manner
that might be compatible with the principles and intentions

of our principals, the Inhabitants. We are consequently

(owing to the refusal of His Honor to suspend provisionally

the operations of the Ordinance No. 19) precluded from pro-

ceeding in the preparation of a plan having for its object the

amelioration of the condition of the Slave population and the

ultimate extinction of slavery in this Colony
; and therefore

feel ourselves bound to prepare a petition to His Majesty to

pray for such provisional suspension as an indispensable

preliminary towards the eventual completion of the plan

alluded to.

Thus circumstanced, we cannot but with reluctance forego

the further agitation with the Colonial Government of a subject

that as regards the majority has been imposed on us by the

wishes of the Inhabitants.

As it has not pleased the Colonial Government latterly to

recognize our powders to go further than prepare a petition to

the King for the consideration and adoption of the Inhabitants

subject to the eventual approval of His Honor the Lieutenant

Governor, we are consequently not at liberty to expect that

anything we might further adduce on behalf of the Inhabitants

will be more favourably received. We nevertheless conceive

it to be our duty respectfully to declare, to reserve to the

Inhabitants by whom w'e were appointed their just and legal

claims upon His Majesty’s Government for compensation for all

losses that they may now or hereafter sustain from the operation

of the Ordinance No. 19, (in so far as the same may have

obtained the force of law), whether arising from any deteriora-

tion in the value of their property, or by actual losses from

acts of a more prejudicial tendency.

But as we are free at all events and competent to do so in

our behalf, we in candour beg in terms of respect yet in a
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tone of remonstrance to remark that several proclamations
after having obtained the full force of law have been entirely

disregarded and thereby infringed to the deterioration of

property and the detriment of the Colonists, although similar

edicts have led to capital punishments. That the representa-

tions made thereupon have been wholly unavailing, and we
regret to add that according to published reports even misre-

presentations have occurred recently on the part of an Official

Personage in England, from whom it was not to have been

expected in that Assembly to which we ail naturally look for

protection.

It will not therefore we conceive appear at all surprising to

His Honor that we should view any enactment not in every

respect perfect, and unsuitable, with a degree of fear and

apprehension, since the alarm we are under has been excited

by the non-fulfilment of several proclamations in the scrupulous

observance of which unlimited faith and the most perfect

confidence had been reposed. We have &c.

(Signed) P. Woutersen, Chairman.

By Order of the Committee,

(Signed) J. de Wet
,
Secretary.

The Hon. Sir Richard Plasket,

Secretary to Government.

At a Council held in the Council Chamber on the eleventh

day of September in the year of our Lord one thousand eight

hundred and twenty-six,

Present : His Honor Major-General Bourke, C.B., Lieutenant

Governor,

The Hon. Sir John Truter, Knight, Chief Justice,

The Hon. Sir Richard Plasket, Colonial Secretary,

The Hon. Lieutenant-Colonel Daniell, Second in

Command,
The Hon. Lieutenant-Colonel Bell, C.B.,

The Hon. J. W. Stoll, Esqre., Receiver General,

The Minutes of the preceding Council were read and

confirmed.
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The amended Draft of an Ordinance for facilitating the

Commerce with the Caffres and other Nations living beyond
the boundaries of the Colony, and for consolidating the several

Proclamations and Ordinances relating thereto, was read.

On the twelfth Section thereof being taken into consideration,

It was Resolved

That the proclamation cf the Earl of Macartney, dated the

14th of July 1798, be omitted in the list of Proclamations

repealed by this Ordinance.

The amended Ordinance was then passed, and it was

Ordered

That the same be printed and published in the usual manner.

With reference to the subject of the Post Office Expenditure,

it was proposed by His Honor the Lieutenant Governor to

advertise for Contracts for the conveyance of the Mails, in

order to ascertain if it be possible to conduct that part of the

service with greater economy.

The proposal was taken into consideration, and agreed to.

And the Council adjourned.

(Signed) D. M. Perceval, Clerk of the Council.

At a Council held in the Council Chamber on the eighteenth

day of September in the year of our Lord one thousand eight

hundred and twenty-six,

Present : His Honor Major-General Bourke, C.B., Lieutenant

Governor,

The Hon. Sir John Truter, Knight, Chief Justice,

The Hon. Sir Richard Plasket, Colonial Secretary,

The Hon. Lieutenant-Colonel Daniell, Second in

Command,
The Hon. Lieutenant Colonel Bell, C.B.,

The Hon. J. W. Stoll, Esqre., Receiver General,

The Minutes of the preceding Council were read and
confirmed.

The Draft of an Ordinance for extending the powers of

Courts of Landdrost and Heemraden in Civil Matters was laid

before Council by His Honor, and read, and some amendments
having been proposed and agreed to,

It was Ordered
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That the same be referred to His Majesty’s Fiscal.

The Draft of an Ordinance for establishing Matrimonial

Courts at Tulbagh, Caledon, and Cradock, was laid before

Council by His Honor, and read a first time.

And it was Ordered

That the same be printed.

His Honor the Lieutenant Governor was pleased to lay

before Council certain Regulations for the better management
of the Post Office previous to the same being embodied in an

Ordinance by His Majesty’s Fiscal.

This paper was read, and the substance being approved of,

The Council adjourned.

(Signed) D. M. Perceval, Clerk of the Council.

At a Council held in the Council Chamber on the twenty-

first day of September in the year of our Lord one thousand

eight hundred and twenty-six,

Present : His Honor Major-General Bourke, C.B., Lieutenant

Governor,

The Hon. Sir Richard Plasket, Colonial Secretary,

The Hon. Lieutenant-Colonel Daniell, Second in

Command,
The Hon. Lieutenant-Colonel Bell, C.B.,

The Minutes of the preceding Council were read, amended,

and confirmed.

The Draft of an Ordinance, No. 24, for establishing Matri-

monial Courts at Tulbagh, Caledon, and Cradock, was read a

second time, and some verbal amendments having been pro-

posed and agreed to,

It was Ordered

That the same be printed and published in the usual manner.

The Draft of an Ordinance for the better regulation of the

Post Office in the Colony of the Cape of Good Hope was laid

before Council by His Honor, and read a first time.

And it was Ordered

That the same be printed.

And the Council adjourned.

(Signed) D. M. Perceval, Clerk of the Council.
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At a Council held in the Council Chamber on the thirtieth

day of September in the year of our Lord one thousand eight

hundred and twenty-six,

Present : His Honor Major-General Bourke, C.B., Lieutenant

Governor,

The Hon. Sir Richard Plasket, Colonial Secretary,

The Hon. Lieutenant-Colonel Daniell, Second in

Command,
The Hon. Lieutenant-Colonel Bell, C.B.,

The Hon. J. W. Stoll, Esqre., Receiver General,

The Minutes of the preceding Council were read and
confirmed.

The Draft of an Ordinance for the better regulation of the

Post Office in the Colony of the Cape of Good Hope was read

a second time, and several slight amendments having been

proposed and agreed to,

It was Ordered

That the same be printed.

And the Council adjourned.

(Signed) D. M. Perceval, Clerk of the Council.

At a Council held in the Council Chamber on the third day

of October in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred

and twenty-six,

Present : Major-General Bourke, C.B., Lieutenant Governor,

The Hon. Sir John Truter, Knight, Chief Justice,

The Hon. Sir Richard Plasket, Colonial Secretary,

The Hon. Lieutenant-Colonel Daniell, Second hr

Command,
The Hon. Lieutenant-Colonel Bell, C.B.,

The Minutes of the preceding Council were read and

confirmed.

The amended Ordinance for the better regulation of the

Post Office was read.

And a new Table of rates of Postage was laid before Council
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by His Honor, and read, and the same was approved of and

ordered to be printed.

The Draft of a local Ordinance for preserving the brushwood

along the coast of Port Elizabeth, Algoa Bay, was laid before

Council by His Honor, and read.

And it was Ordered

That the same be printed.

And the Council adjourned.

(Signed) D. M. Perceval, Clerk of the Council.

At a Council held in the Council Chamber on the fifth day
of October in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred

and twenty-six,

Present : His Honor Major-General Bourke, C.B., Lieutenant

Governor,

The Hon. Sir John Truter, Knight, Chief Justice,

The Hon. Sir Richard Plasket, Colonial Secretary,

The Hon. Lieutenant-Colonel Daniell, Second in

Command,

The Minutes of the preceding Council were read and

confirmed.

The amended Draft of an Ordinance for the better regulation

of the Post Office in this Colony was read a second time, as

likewise the table of rates of Postage, and it was Ordered

That they be referred to the Postmaster General for

correction.

The Draft of a local Ordinance, No. 2, for preserving the

brushwood along the coast of Port Elizabeth was read a

second time,

And it was Ordered

That the same be printed and published in the usual manner.

And the Council adjourned.

(Signed) D. M. Perceval, Clerk of the Council.

At a Council held in the Council Chamber on the ninth day
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of October in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred
and twenty-six,

Present : Major-General Bourke, C.B., Lieutenant Governor,

The Hon. Sir Richard Plasket, Colonial Secretaiy,

The Hon. Lieutenant-Colonel Daniell, Second in

Command,
The Hon. Lieutenant-Colonel Bell, C.B.,

The Hon. J. W. Stoll, Esqre., Receiver General,

The Minutes of the preceding Council were read and con-

firmed.

The amended Draft of an Ordinance, No. 25, for the better

regulation of the Post Office in this Colony was read a third

time,

And it was Ordered

That the same be printed and published in the usual manner.

The Draft of an Ordinance for imposing certain Stamp
Duties on printed Newspapers and certain other Periodical

Works was laid before Council by His Honor with reference

to the despatch No. 259 of His Majesty’s Secretary of State

for the Colonies, dated Downing Street, 11th April 1826, which

was laid before Council on the 4th of August last.

The Draft was read a first time, and
It was Ordered

That the same be printed.

And the Council adjourned.

(Signed) D. M. Perceval, Clerk of the Council.

At a Council held in the Council Chamber on the twelfth

day of October in the year of our Lord one thousand eight

hundred and twenty-six,

Present : His Honor Major-General Bourke, C.B., Lieutenant

Governor,

The Hon. Sir Richard Plasket, Colonial Secretary,

The Hon. Lieutenant-Colonel Daniell, Second in

Command,
The Hon. Lieutenant-Colonel Bell, C.B.,

The Hon. J. W. Stoll, Esqre., Receiver General,
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The Minutes of the preceding Council were read and con-

firmed.

His Honor was pleased to lay before Council a return

showing the annual expense of the fixed establishment of the

Post Office in this Colony.

From this document it appears that the present Salaries of

the Postmasters in the Country Districts amount to the

sum of £525 Sterling, to which about £50 is to be added on
account of Stationery.

A reduced scale of Salaries was proposed by His Honor,

amounting to £386 10s. Sterling included, whereby an annual

saving of nearly £190 would be effected.

The Council having taken the same into consideration,

the proposed reductions were agreed to.

The Draft of an Ordinance for levying a Stamp Duty on

Printed Newspapers and certain periodical works was read a

second time, and several slight amendments having been

proposed and agreed to,

It was Ordered

That the same be reprinted.

With reference to this Ordinance, His Honor was pleased

to communicate to Council a letter addressed to the Colonial

Secretary by Mr. George Greig, under date the 7th instant,

wherein that individual complains of the proposed Stamp

Duty and Postage on Newspapers, together with the reply of

the Colonial Secretary, dated 10th instant.

These papers were read.

And the Council adjourned.

(Signed) D. M. Perceval, Clerk of the Council.

[Annexure 1.]

Return shelving the Annual Expence of the Post Office Establish-

ment at the Cape of Good Hope.
£ s. d.

Postmaster General 375 0 0

Assistant do. 90 0 0

First Clerk 90 0 0

3 Letter Carriers . 128 5 0

1 Post Orderly 36 0 0

Carried forward

XXIX.

• 719

2

5

D

0
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£ s. d.

Brought forward 719 5 0
Postmaster at Simon’s Town 37 10 0
Postmistress at Stellenbosch 37 10 0
Postmistress at the Paarl 37 10 0
Postmaster at Somerset 7 10 0
5 Postholders in district of 'Stellenbosch 263 8 0
Late Postholder of Sweet-milk Valley (Pensioner) 22 10 0
Postmaster at Swellendam 22 10 0
Postmistress at Caledon 22 10 0
10 Postholders in district of Swellendam 545 8 0
Postmaster at Graaff Reinet 22 10 0

Postmaster at Beaufort . 22 10 0

16 Postholders in district of Graaff Reinet 315 4 6

Postmistress at Uit-enhage 45 0 0
Postmaster at Port Elizabeth . 22 10 0

8 Postholders in district of Uitenhage 222 3 0

Postmaster at Worcester 22 10 0
Postmaster at Clanwilliam 22 10 0

Postmaster at Tulbagh 22 10 0

13 Postholders in district of Worcester 648 0 0

Postmaster at George 22 10 0

Postmaster at Plettenberg’s Bay 22 10 0

16 Postholders in district of George . 724 15 0

Postmaster at Graham’s Town 45 0 0
Postmaster at Port Frances 22 10 0

Postmaster at Bathurst . 22 10 0

7 Postholders in district of Albany . 396 18 0

Postmaster at Somerset 22 10 0

Postmaster at Cradock 22 10 0

3 Postholders in district of Somerset 132 6 0

Allowances to Postmasters for Stationery 50 0 0

4,564 17 6

[Annexure 2.]

Reductions in the Salaries of the Postmasters in the Country

Districts proposed by His Honor the Lieutenant Governor.

£ s. d.

Postmaster at Simon’s Town . . . . . 25 0 0

„ Stellenbosch . . . . . 25 0 0

„ Paarl . . . . . . 18 0 0

„ Somerset (Hottentot’s Holland) . . 7 10 0

„ Swellendam . . . . 20 0 0

„ Caledon . . . . . . 18 0 0

Carried forward . . . . .1131 0 0
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£ s. d.

Brought forward 113 10 0
Postmaster at Graaff Reinet 25 0 0

Beaufort 15 0 0

:> Uitenhage 30 0 0

99 Port Elizabeth . 18 0 0

99 Worcester 18 0 0

Clanwilliam 15 0 0

99 Tulbagh 18 0 0

99 George 18 0 0

99 Plettenberg’s Bay 10 0 0

„ Graham’s Town 40 0 0

99 Port Frances 18 0 0

99 Bathurst 15 0 0

99 Somerset 18 0 0

99 Cradock 15 0 0

,£386 10 0

With allowances for Stationery included. Giving a saving of

£189 lO.s. per annum.

[Annexure 3.]

Cape Town, October 7th 1826.

Sir,—In consequence of the information you were pleased

to communicate to me in the Colonial Office, that it was in the

contemplation of Government to impose a postage of one

penny and a stamp of three halfpence on all private Newspapers
printed and circulated at the Cape, I have to request that you
will lay before His Honor the Lieutenant Governor the following

view of the subject, which may perhaps induce His Honor to

pause before proceeding to inflict so grievous a hardship upon
the public, and so severe a wound on the interests of individuals

who having been persuaded by the most solemn assurances of

protection and encouragement from the Colonial Department

of His Majesty’s Government to invest their capital and devote

their time and abilities to the establishment of an useful and

independent Press, did not expect to have a perpetual struggle

to maintain against every species of discouragement from the

subordinate authorities. In the very first transaction I had
with the Colonial Government after my return, the directions

of Lord Bathurst in my favour were openly violated, and I

was preserved by accident alone from being absolutely ruined

2 D 2
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by that violation. And in the recent warning given to me in

direct opposition, as I conceive, and as I will hereafter endeavour

to show, to a written pledge from the same Minister, the con-

tinued hostility of Government has been manifested and

employed as an argument by public Functionaries to sink me
in the estimation of the world, and to induce my friends to

withdraw their countenance and support. That the present

design emanates from the same spirit I will not assert, but a

little consideration will make it appear that the effect will be

the same as if it did.

It is surely unnecessary to remind His Honor that the time

when the diffusion of knowledge among the people, and the

open expression of public opinion were considered dangerous

to the stability of Government or to the due administration

of the laws has passed away, and that a directly contrary

opinion is now entertained and avowed by the ablest statesmen

and most enlightened Magistrates and Judges in every civilized

country
;

or that the Press is universally allowed to be the

most powerful instrument for conveying to all classes the

kind of information most suitable to their respective wants and

conditions, and as the same authorities without one respectable

exception can be quoted in behalf of the periodical portion of

the press as the most influential and most extensively beneficial,

without which the best securities of the wisest Institutions

would become powerless and cease to preserve inviolate the

liberties and greatness of Free States, it would be superfluous

in me to attempt to add force to so undeniable a truth by any

arguments of my own.

Taking it for granted therefore that it is not nor cannot be

the deliberate intention of His Honor to extinguish altogether

or trample down the periodical press in this_Colony, where

besides many peculiar advantages, and these of the highest

importance to the peace and union of the still jealous classes

which compose this community, can be speedily and certainly

obtained by no other means.

I shall content myself with putting to His Honor’s judgment,

whether the addition of upwards of Fifty per cent to the price

would not in the present depressed state of the inhabitants,

particularly of those in the country districts, effectually check

the circulation of a Newspaper among them and finally suppress
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it as inevitably as a direct order of Council to that purpose
could do. I trust there are none near His Honor’s Councils
with whom the expectation of such a result would weigh as

the strongest inducement to press this fatal measure, as in

that case, by proving the justness of my apprehensions, I

should only afford additional excitement to the bad zeal of

such persons, who seem but too ready on all occasions to

poison every spring intended by nature or providence for a

general blessing, which they cannot enclose and appropriate

for themselves. But even the certainty of this being so would
not deter me from discharging, by an earnest protest against

so arbitrary, so unjustifiable, and injurious an act. My duty
to my fellow colonists, who have hitherto supported the press

to the utmost of their power from a full conviction and experi-

ence of its ability, to those who may hereafter attempt to

revive it under happier auspices, and with the unfeigned con-

currence of a Government not indifferent to the happiness of its

subjects, or to the morals and political elevation of the human
mind, and to the character of a British subject, which no
change of place or combination of adverse circumstances shall

ever prevail upon me, from fear, selfishness, or sloth, to com-

promise or dishonor.

I would therefore respectfully request His Honor to consider

that the expences of a printing establishment at the Cape are

much greater than in England. The materials have to be

transported from Europe at a heav}^ rate of freight and insur-

ance, and on reaching the Colony they are subjected to an

additional charge of 3J per cent. A larger stock than is at any

time in requisition must be kept on hand, in order to meet

the length of time increased by the dangers of the seas which

must intervene before any portion of them can be replaced.

The making or repairing of such articles at the Cape costs

nearly three times the London prices, yet it is often a matter

of necessity to employ colonial artizans for these purposes.

But it is not only the machinery of the Press, the types,

paper, ink, &c. for printing that must be imported from

England at so great an expence and outlay of capital, the

workmen also must be brought from the same distant quarter,

a sum of about £50 must be advanced for an ordinary journey-

man printer before he will leave his country, where he can
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always secure employment and a competent support by liis

profession, to commit his fortune among strangers in a colony
where the press has hitherto enjoyed so precarious an existence.

The rate of wages is also much higher than workmen of the
same ability can obtain in the wealthiest establishments in

London, while the dissipated habits which most of them acquire
on their first arrival, owing to the cheapness of deleterious wine
and brandy, and their insubordination, caused partly by that
and partly by the absence of competition, which exposes their

employers so much to their caprice, renders their average
day’s work considerably less than would be exacted at home.
It is no uncommon thing for the correction of a column of

letter press to cost nearly as much time, and consequently

nearly as much additional expence (for the men are paid by
the day) as the composing of the types in the first instance.

In order to cobperate with His Majesty’s Government in the

benevolent and useful design of encouraging reading and the

study of the English language among the Hutch and the

native inhabitants, I have also incurred the heavy charge and

great additional trouble of printing the whole of the matter

contained in my paper in both languages. On this account a

Hutch translator and Hutch corrector of the press had to be

added to the establishment. From this arrangement I have

never received any pecuniary benefit, the increased expence

exceeding any increase in my sales which could be ascribed to

it
;
and I would long since have discontinued the practice had

not the incalculable benefit derived from it by the old inhabi-

tants outweighed with me every other consideration.

Now in London where none of these drawbacks and
d sadvantages are experienced, the proprietors of newspapers,

which have a daily sale of from six to seven thousand copies,

and which contain in their columns from 200 to 1,000 advertise-

ments, find it necessary to charge 3d. per copy, exclusive of the

stamp. How then is it supposed possible that at the Cape,

under circumstances so dissimilar, a newspaper which can

never reach a sixth part of that circulation, even once in the

week, and which seldom receives more than 20 advertisements,

—how can such a paper be issued at the price of 2id. to which

the proposed postage and stamp duty would reduce it ? In

what misconception could such an idea originate ? Let the
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experiment be tried in the Cape Gazette. Put a postage and
stamp duty upon it, deduct from the proceeds of its sales the
interest of the money sunk in the establishment, the salaries of

an Editor, Translator, and Superintendant, the wages of the
workmen, the wear and tear of materials, house rent, insurance
&c. upon goods procured from England, the payment of an
agent there for transacting the business, and all other charges,

and though it possesses many great advantages denied only in

this Colony to such papers as mine, His Honor will soon be
convinced of the truth of the views I have stated. In fact

up to the present time the sales of the Advertiser have not
nearly met the expenditure and risk. Of this I do not complain,

as few undertakings of the kind are expected to pay for a

considerable time after their commencement.
But I do most loudly complain that Government proposes

to preclude me from every chance of recovering what I have
expended on a lawful object, not to mention the prospect of

remunerating myself for the time I have lost, and the risks I

have incurred in prosecuting it
;
and this too by a sudden and

arbitrary act, for that act must be considered both arbitrary

and tyrannical, by which it is proposed without the least previous

inquiry or considtation with the parties directly interested, to levy

a Tax for the public service which shall fall on the industry

of only one individual, and will in an instant, and without the

slightest chance of his avoiding it, occasion his ruin.

In England newspapers had existed half a century before

Stamps even there were imposed upon them, and then they

were transmitted free of postage to the remotest parts of the

Kingdom. The proprietors had consequently ample time to

remunerate themselves for their first risk and outlay. In

America no Stamps are required, and the postage charged is

only 1 per cent
;
upon what principle then, on what precedent

is so monstrous an anomaly as a Postage and a Stamp to be

fixed on Newspapers in this poor Colony which have existed

little more than one year, and that circulate so limited a

number of copies ? As Great Britain and America are allowed

to be the most free, happy, and prosperous countries in the

world, would it not become the rulers of rising communities,

instead of taking as their models the most barbarous institu-

tions which only tend to perpetuate ignorance and poverty, to
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gratify for a time the pride and capacity of a few,—to follow

the brighter track of those enlightened legislatures whose
splendid success in their sincere attempts to benefit their

species is the surest proof of their wisdom.
If Revenue be the object of this fresh impost, it will most

certainly prove abortive. New branches of industry require

full protection, if not direct encouragement from Government, as

they are generally if not always losing and disheartening

concerns during their infancy
;
and as a certain sum is already

derived from the duties levied on the articles imported for the

press, it is surely anything but prudent to sacrifice that by an
attempt to sweep into the Colonial chest the capital from the

employment of which the revenue grows. It would be a

perfect specimen of despotic science. You cut down the tree

to get at the fruit. And I would respectfully suggest that the

Colonial Government have no earthly right to try such an

experiment upon my property, as it is quite obvious that if it

fail (and there cannot be a shadow of doubt entertained that

it will fail) my ruin will be the consequence, and the Govern-
ment will afford me no remuneration.

If it is imagined that the people in general are in a condition

to submit cheerfully to an increase of about one half of the

amount of their subscriptions, I can assure His Honor that I

possess at this moment the most incontestible proofs that this

will not be the case. By almost every post numerous com-
plaints are transmitted to me from the country districts,

stating how hard the present rate of subscription for only one

paper in the week presses on the decreasing incomes of

individuals, and many have been compelled with expressions

of the deepest regret to withdraw their names for a time from
inability to pay. That man must be ill acquainted with the

existing condition of the inhabitants, or callous to their

sufferings, who would by the imposition of a partial and ill-

timed tax, which their duties to their families forbid them to

incur, deprive them of what they esteem an invaluable addition

to their amusements, and of a source of consolation and instruc-

tion where so little of either has been provided for them.

But perhaps, Sir, I am only strengthening the arguments of

my enemies by proving that my ruin would immediately follow

the adoption of this measure. I mean nothing disrespectful
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to His Honor personally, or to any one connected with his

Government
; but to shew that such a suspicion is not without

some apparent ground it is not without His Honor’s recollection

that when I commenced this newspaper the Colonial Govern-
ment exacted a postage of one skilling

;
when I was driven

from the Colony by the guilty act of Lord Charles Somerset
Mr. Bridekirk set up the Chronicle and no postage was charged ;

on my return, with the strongest assurances of protection and
countenance from Earl Bathurst, I am threatened with both

a Postage and a Stamp. What conclusion must unprejudiced

men draw from such a series of legislation ? I will not while

in this Colony trust myself with the expression of the feelings

which a revision of it excites in my own breast. But there

are, I trust, other hearts that glow with a proper resentment

at the wrongs done to the innocent, and the denial of justice to

the deserving, and tongues more eloquent than mine that will

not fail in due time to teach those who only feel for themselves

what a fearful thing the indignation of the world is.

In conclusion, Sir, I beg to request of His Honor that if

this unjust and most inexcusable measure be resolved on, he

will lose no time in letting me know it, that I may prepare

myself to face the annihilation of my property and future

prospects in the best manner I can, and endeavour to soften

to my family the distress which must in that case descend

upon them. I have &c.

(Signed) George Greig.

The Hon. Sir Richard Plasket,

Secretary to Government.

[Annexure 4.]

Colonial Office, 10th October 1826.

Sir,—Although from the many improper expressions con-

tained in your letter of the 7th instant, you might have
expected that no answer would be returned to it, yet as His
Honor the Lieutenant Governor is desirous of giving you any
information that relates to the business in which you are

engaged, I have received his directions to inform you that he
sees no reason for supposing that a stamp of one penny on
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each newspaper (at which rate since your interview with me
it has been proposed to fix the duty) is more than the trade

can bear.

With respect to the postage of one penny, it is absolutely

necessary that some attempt should be made to relieve the

public from the heavy loss annually incurred by the conveyance
of the Mails, and it seems but fair that those who avail them-
selves of the Post should contribute to its support.

I am surprised you should state in your letter that the

parties directly interested in the proposed measures were not

consulted. I sent for you and the other Gentlemen of the

Trade in Cape Town some time since and informed you of the

intention of Government, upon which you made no other

remark than that you hoped an allowance would be made for

stamped papers unsold.

The Ordinance for regulating the Post Office has passed

through Council and will take effect from the 15th November
next. It is proposed that the Stamp duty shall commence
from the 1st of January next. I have &c.

(Signed) R. Plasket.
Mr. George Greig.

At a Council held in the Council Chamber on the sixteenth

day of October in the year of our Lord one thousand eight

hundred and twenty-six,

Present : His Honor Major-General Bourke, C.B., Lieutenant

Governor,

The Hon. Sir Richard Plasket, Colonial Secretary,

The Hon. Lieutenant-Colonel Bell, C.B.,

The Hon. J. W. Stoll, Esqre., Receiver General,

The Minutes of the preceding Council were read and con-

firmed.

The amended Draft of an Ordinance for extending the powrer

of the Courts of Landdrost and Heemraden in Civil Matters

was read and agreed to.

And it was Resolved

That the same be transmitted to His Majesty’s Secretary of
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State for the Colonial Department, and that the promulgation
thereof be suspended until His Majesty’s pleasure be made
known.

The draft of an Ordinance for establishing certain Regulations

for the protection of the Public Health in cases of arrival of

Vessels from Foreign Countries in the Ports of this Colony
with Malignant Diseases on board of an infectious or contagious

nature was read a third time, and agreed to.

And it was Resolved

That the same be transmitted to His Majesty’s Secretary of

State for the Colonial Department, and that the promulgation
thereof be suspended until His Majesty’s pleasure be made
known.

And the Council adjourned.

(Signed) D. M. Perceval, Clerk of the Council.

[Annexure.]

Cape Town, &th June 1826.

Sir,—We have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your
letter under date the 3rd instant informing us that the Council

deemed it advisable to include the Cape District in the proposed

Ordinance for extending the civil jurisdiction of the Courts of

Landdrost and Heemraden, and requesting to be informed

whether this would interfere with the arrangements that we
may recommend to His Majesty’s Government for the future

administration of justice in this Colony.

In reply thereto we do ourselves the honor of stating that

we are not aware of any objection to the proposed extension of

the civil jurisdiction of the Court of Landdrost and Heemraden
of the Cape District, not including the Petty Debt Court. At
the same time, as we fear that the Inhabitants of Cape Town
might complain of their not being put on the same footing as

those of the District, we beg leave to suggest for your Honor’s

consideration, whether it would be advisable at present to

make a change which is not rendered necessary by the circum-

stances which have appeared to call for it in the more remote

parts of the Colony, and the benefits of which cannot be
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afforded to the Inhabitants of the Town without adding to the

weight of business which is already complained of by the

Members of the Court for trying Petty Law Cases.

We have &c.

(Signed) John Thomas Bigge,

William M. G. Colebrooke,
W. Blair.

His Honor the Lieutenant Governor.

At a Council held in the Council Chamber on the twenty-

third day of October in the year of our Lord one thousand

eight hundred and twenty-six,

Present : His Honor Major-General Bourke, C.B., Lieutenant

Governor,

The Hon. Sir Richard Plasket, Colonial Secretary,

The Hon. Lieutenant-Coloniel Daniell, Second in

Command,
The Hon. Lieutenant-Colonel Bell, C.B.,

The Minutes of the preceding Council were read and con-

firmed.

The Draft of an Ordinance for levying a Stamp Duty on

printed Newspapers and certain periodical works was read a

third time, and certain exemptions from the duties thereby

established were proposed by His Honor, and agreed to.

A second letter addressed to the Colonial Secretary by Mr.

George Greig, under date the 14th October 1826, in further

explanation of his objections to this measure, was laid before

Council by His Honor, and read.

The Council having taken the subject into consideration,

the Ordinance was agreed to.

And it was Ordered

That the same be published in the usual manner.

And the Council adjourned.

(Signed) D. M. Perceval, Clerk of the Council.
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[Annexure.]

Cape Town, October 14th 1826.

Sir,—I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your
letter of the 10th instant, in reply to mine on the subject of

the stamp and postage which it is in the contemplation of

Government to impose on Newspapers in this Colony, and I beg
again to solicit the attention of His Honor the Lieutenant

Governor to the grievous hardship of the case.

As I am convinced both by the reasons stated in my former

letter, and many more which might be urged, that the trade

cannot at present bear so great an additional charge as that

arising from the Stamp and postage, amounting (even after

the reduction of one halfpenny on the Stamp) to about 40 per

cent upon the cost price of the article taxed, I am anxious to

submit such a statement to His Honor as will, I trust, remove
all doubt from his mind regarding the impolicy of the measure.

Should His Honor be pleased to give me a hearing on the

subject, I undertake to do this, and to show that the grounds,

whatever they may be, on which the contrary opinion rests

must be fallacious. In calculating the expences of printing

and publishing, and the uncertainty and fluctuation of the

returns, the details should be taken from actual experience in

business, and not from theories or crude calculations of any

given number producing a given sum as a basis. An apparently

trifling excess in the assumed amount of sales would lead to

the most erroneous conclusions. Before the experiment is

tried, which may lead to the ruin of my trade and prospects,

humanity as well as justice plead that the reasons for supposing

it safe should be canvassed.

The facts I formerly stated, regarding the sales of News-

papers in England and America, and the immense number of

advertisements by which they are chiefly supported, not to

mention the direct encouragement of the enlightened people

and liberal Governments of those countries, prove that no

inference can be drawn from them in favor of so heavy a tax

on similar publications in this Colony. But it is in point to

observe that when it was considered necessary to lay a stamp

duty on them in England, after they had existed for so long
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a period free from it, the postage was repealed at the same
time, a proof of the tenderness of Government on this head
and of their apprehension that the stamps would be rendered

unproductive if coupled with postage, by diminishing the

number of country subscribers.

In other Colonies where the population is greater and the

circulation of newspapers more extensive than at the Cape,

where higher prices are charged, and the press is free, and the

Property connected with it secure, no such Burthens are laid

upon it. In New South Wales and Van Diemen’s Land, the

prices vary from lOd. to Is., yet they escape the expense of

printing in two languages, and the Government and other

official advertisements are inserted in them and paid for. In

India the price is from 8d. to 10d., a postage is paid to Govern-

ment, but no stamp duty. The same may be generally said

of the West Indies. Yet who can compare the prosperity and
wealth of such countries with so poor a Colony as this ? or

assert that there exists an equal necessity for leaving open

every channel by which the minds of the people can be im-

proved, as there does at the Cape ?

Even in England, when it was thought that the trade could

bear a stamp, a very moderate one was at first imposed. I

believe it was no more than Id. or 1 \d., although at that time

the circulation of Mr. Woodfall’s “ Public Advertiser ” and of

Mr. Baldwin’s “ St. James’s Chronicle ” had increased to

about 3,000 copies of each, a degree of prosperity which it

would be unreasonable to look for here
;
and when the exigen-

cies of the Government rendered an increase of Revenue indis-

pensable, the imposts on Newspapers did not keep pace with

those laid on other articles. At present the Stamp on English

newspapers, which sell at Id. is only 4d., leaving 3d., which is

more than the 2d. now proposed would leave to the proprietor

of the Advertiser here* but even if it were less, the great circu-

lation before spoken of wrould render the profit sufficiently

remunerating : if the wages of labour and the rate of profit

are cut down by the expenditure of Government below those of

the Mother Country, who will think of transferring his skill or

his capital to the Colonies ?

Another circumstance I beg to suggest to His Honor’s

consideration, as it appears to me to constitute an extreme
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hardship. It is the circulation of the Cape Gazette free of all

charge, while it contains private advertisements and notifications

from the official hoards which in other countries are distributed

among the private Newspapers. If Government support a
printing establishment for general purposes they should in

justice come into the market on terms of fair competition, but
I may take the liberty here to remark that the time appears to

be arrived when Government might economically get its

printing done by contract.

The ruin which appears by these means to threaten my
trade here is aggravated by another circumstance, which should

be noticed. In England, or any large and populous country

when taxes press too heavily upon individual branches of

Trade, the parties have a hundred other channels into which

they can direct their stock or capital at a short notice. The
printer of a Newspaper, for instance, should that fail can

immediately employ his types and presses in what is termed

the “ book trade,” or any other branch of the printing business
;

but in this Colony, if this source is stopped, we are left transfixed

to the spot, with the prospect only of a tedious dissolution.

In England also the fluctuation of subscriptions to the amount
of 100 or 200, is of every day occurrence, and is little regarded

on account of the extensive sales and the mass of advertise-

ments, here such a reduction would absorb in a moment all

the profits of the trade. The only inducement in a pecuniary

point of view which I have had to continue my exertions in

establishing my paper, which as I have formerly stated, has

not yet met its own expenses, Avas the prospect of a slow but

steady increase to its circulation
;
but the addition of a Stamp

and postage will render this impossible and unavailing, even if

it were possible.

I trust therefore, Sir, that His Honor will excuse me for

pressing again upon him the necessity of giving the whole

merits of this case a further investigation, and afford me an

opportunity of laying before him and explaining minutely the

facts I have partly stated in this and my former letter. The
manifest advantages derived by the public from the periodical

press, no less than the interests of those Avho are connected

Avith it, certainly require this.

I beg to add with regard to the allusion made by you to
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some improper expressions contained in my former letter, that

nothing could be farther from my intention than the use of

any expressions deserving that character, and I hope His

Honor will excuse any warmth of language that may have
inadvertently escaped, on consideration of the deep anxiety

occasioned by a measure which threatens me with ruin. I

cannot but consider also that custom gave me a right to

expect that those concerned in the trade should have been

heard on the subject of any tax affecting it, before the amount
of it was fixed

;
and also that I consider that the brief interview

I had with you in the Colonial Office was insufficient for that

end. That interview I understood to be merely for the purpose

of my receiving a communication and not a consultation. I wish

to pay all deference to the Colonial Government, but I cannot

permit a charge to be insinuated against me by any one for

which I see no foundation whatever. I have &c.

(Signed) George Greig.

The Hon. Sir Richard Plasket,

Secretary to Government.

At a Council held in the Council Chamber on the sixth day

of November in the year of our Lord one thousand eight

hundred and twenty-six,

Present : His Honor Major-General Bourke, C.B., Lieutenant

Governor,

The Hon. Sir John Truter, Knight, Chief Justice,

The Hon. Sir Richard Plasket, Colonial Secretary,

The Hon. Lieutenant-Colonel Haniell, Second in

Command,
The Hon. J. W. Stoll, Esqre., Receiver General,

The Minutes of the preceding Council were read and con-

firmed.

His Honor the Lieutenant Governor was pleased to lay before

Council plans and estimates for the conversion of a part of the

Buildings belonging to the Town Granary into a house of

correction. The necessity for providing some additional place
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of confinement, especially for Females, and the improbability
of a new prison being built for several years, induced His Honor
to propose this plan to Council, as the least expensive that
could be devised. The amount of the estimate was
£418 18«. Id., which sum would be defrayed from the Granary
fund of the Burgher Senate. The future expenses of superin-
tendence, and of keeping up the Establishment, would be
defrayed by the Colonial Treasury.

The Council having taken this proposal into consideration,
it was unanimously agreed to, and His Honor was requested
to forward the measure accordingly.

His Honor the Lieutenant Governor was pleased to lay

before Council the Regulations established by the last Synod
or General Assembly of the Dutch Reformed Church in this

Colony, which have received the sanction of His Excellency
the Governor, but appear never to have been transmitted to

England for His Majesty’s approval.

Another Synod was shortly to be held, and His Honor
proposed that the regulations therein adopted, together with

the above, should be transmitted to His Majesty’s Secretary

of State for the Colonies, with such observations as the Council

might think proper to make known thereon.

The attention of the Council was called by His Honor the

Lieutenant Governor to the present system of licensing in this

Colony. In the Country districts the retail of Wine and Spirits

was still in the hands of a Farmer called the Pachter, in some
of these districts it was proposed to divide the pacht or farm

amongst several contractors, in others this measure had been

already adopted. In Cape Town licenses had been substituted

for the pacht, and the Revenue in consequence had fallen off

on an average of more than 20,000 Rixdollars annually. As
the report of His Majesty’s Commissioners of Inquiry was
likely to contain some suggestions on this subject, it was the

opinion of Council that it was advisable to continue the present

system for the ensuing year.

And the Council adjourned.

(Signed) D. M. Perceval, Clerk of the Council.

At a Council held in the Council Chamber on the fourteenth

2 EXXIX.
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day of November in the year of our Lord one thousand eight

hundred and twenty-six,

Present : His Honor Major-General Bourke, C.B., Lieutenant

Governor,

The Hon. Sir John Truter, Knight, Chief Justice,

The Hon. Sir Richard Plasket, Colonial Secretary,

The Hon. Lieutenant-Colonel Daniell, Second in

Command,
The Hon. Lieutenant-Colonel Bell, C.B.,

The Hon. J. W. Stoll, Esqre., Receiver General,

The Minutes of the preceding Council were read and
confirmed.

A letter addressed to His Honor the Lieutenant Governor
by the President and Members of the Burgher Senate, under

date the 6th instant, was laid before Council by His Honor,

and read.

This letter proposes to the consideration of Government the

expediency of adding to the present Instructions and Regu-

lations of the Burgher Senate an Article whereby any person

refusing to serve the office of Burgher Senator should be liable

to a fine of 5,000 Rixdollars to the Town Treasury.

In explanation of this proposal a letter addressed to the

Colonial Secretary by His Majesty’s Fiscal, under date the 13tli

Instant, was laid before Council, and read.

It appears from this letter that no Law at present exists in

the Colony binding the Burghers to serve in this office under

any penalty.

The Council having taken this application and the opinion

of His Majesty’s Fiscal into consideration,

It was Resolved

That it is not expedient at present to enact any Law to

enforce the service of the Burghers as Members of the Burgher

Senate, as it is probable that the report of His Majesty’s

Commissioners of Inquiry may contain some new arrangements

on this behalf.

And the Council adjourned.

(Signed) D. M. Perceval, Clerk of the Council.
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[Annexure 1.]

Secretary’s Office,

Burgher Senate, 6th November 1826.

To His Honor Major-General Richard Bourke, C.B., Lieutenant

Governor, &c., &c., &c.

Sir,—In reference to a conversation we had the honor of

holding with Your Honor on Thursday last, the Burgher
Senate would wish to add to their present Instructions and
regulations, an article whereby any person refusing to serve

the Office of Burgher Senator should be liable to a fine of

Five Thousand Rixdollars to the Town Treasury. It may
happen that Gentlemen best adapted for the situation may
not have sufficient patriotism to induce them to employ their

time gratuitously for the welfare of their fellow citizens
;
but

without however entering into the reasons that might possibly

be introduced for a refusal, we consider it the duty of every-

body to contribute as far as they can to the general benefit of

the Society in which they may be placed
;

and should the

above meet Your Honor’s sanction, every individual will then

have an opportunity of bestowing his time or money as he

may consider most valuable to the Public. We would however

exempt from this fine all Gentlemen that have served the office

of President to the Board, considering that having once per-

formed the duty and conducted himself to the satisfaction of

every one, may certainly lead to the desire of again seeing

him in office, but should not compel him again to devote those

services to the Public which the interest of his family may
perhaps require. We would also exempt those individuals

who may show Your Honor such reasons as may be deemed

by Your Honor sufficient. We have &c.

(Signed) J. van der Poel, President.

By command of the President and Members of the Burgher

Senate,

(Signed) P. J. Truter, Secretary.

2 e 2
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[Annexure 2.]

Fiscal’s Office, 13 November 1826.

Sir,—In compliance with His Honor the Lieutenant

Governor’s directions communicated to me in your letter of

this day’s date, I have the honor to state for the information

of His Honor that I have referred to the Collection of Colonial

Laws which belong to this office, and did not find therein any

Law or Regulation imposing on the Burghers the obligation to

perform the duties of a Member of the Burgher Senate or

attaching a penalty to a refusal on the part of any Burgher

who may be appointed thereto in the usual manner to accept

of such office, which leads me to conclude that it has not been

thought requisite by Government to take recourse to the

means of compulsion, this being an office of great respectability

from which no Burgher was likely to withdraw himself.

I have &c.

(Signed) D. Denyssen, Fiscal.

The Hon. Sir Richard Plasket,

Secretary to Government.

At a Council held in the Council Chamber on the twenty-

fourth day of November in the year of our Lord one thousand

eight hundred and twenty-six,

Present : His Honor Major-General Bourke, C.B., Lieutenant

Governor,

The Hon. Sir John Truter, Knight, Chief Justice,

The Hon. Sir Richard Plasket, Colonial Secretary,

The Hon. Lieutenant-Colonel Daniell, Second in

Command,
The Hon. Lieutenant-Colonel Bell, C.B.,

The Hon. J. W. Stoll, Esqre., Receiver-General,

The Minutes of the preceding Council were read and

confirmed

.

His Honor the Lieutenant Governor was pleased to lay

before Council copies and extracts from several despatches

and letters which have passed between His Honor and the
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Secretary of State for the Colonies and His Majesty’s Com-
missioners of Inquiry on the subject of a tax upon Slaves,
proposed by the latter.

These papers were read in the following order :

First, a despatch addressed to His Honor the Lieutenant
Governor by the Right Honorable Earl Bathurst, under
date the 9th July last (No. 282), wherein directions are given
to invite the Commissioners to reconsider this subject in con-

currence with the Council in order that the Lieutenant Governor
may report to His Lordship on the following points :

(First). Whether there may be any fundamental objection

to a tax on Slaves or to the rate at which it has been proposed
to fix such a tax ?

(Secondly). Whether it may be advisable to allow any and
what exceptions to the application of the tax ?

The Council are also directed in the event of their deciding

in the negative as to the first point, to propose some other tax

equally productive and more advisable.

Second, an Extract from a despatch addressed to His

Excellency the Governor by the Right Honorable Earl Bathurst,

under date the 20th February last, in which His Lordship

expresses his concurrence with the views of the Commissioners

of Inquiry in omitting the 26th Clause of the draft of the Ordi-

nance No. 19 for improving the condition of Slaves (whereby

Christian Slaves attending Divine Worship were exempted
from taxation) and in the expediency of supplying the deficiency

of the Colonial Revenue by a tax of one pound sterling upon

all Slaves between the ages of 8 and 60, for which purpose the

Governor in Council is directed to promulgate an Ordinance.

Third, a despatch addressed to the Right Honorable Earl

Bathurst by His Honor the Lieutenant Governor in reply to

the above, under date the 22nd of June last, informing His

Lordship that His Honor had deferred the imposition of the

proposed tax on Slaves until the whole system of Finance for

the Colony which the Commissioners of Inquiry had nearly

completed, should have been decided upon by His Lordship,

as the removal of several other Taxes formed a part of this

svstem and it was therefore expedient to defer the enactment

of a new one until this measure could be accompanied by the

relief so intended to be given.
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Fourth, the despatch addressed to the Right Honorable Earl

Bathurst by the Commissioners of Inquiry under date the

6th October 1825, in which this measure was first proposed.

Fifth, a letter addressed to His Honor the Lieutenant

Governor by J. T. Bigge, Esqre., Commissioner of Inquiry,

under date the 23rd instant, enclosing the above and requesting

that it might be laid before the Council.

Sixth, a letter addressed to R. W. Hay, Esqre., Under
Secretary of State, by His Excellency Lord Charles Somerset,

under date the 17th June last, detailing His Excellency’s

objections to the measure, and recommending that it should

be referred to the Council.

N.B. This letter was enclosed in the despatch No. 282

first read.

Seventh, a letter addressed to his Majesty’s Commissioner

of Inquiry by His Honor the Lieutenant Governor, under date

the 21st instant, enquiring whether the Commissioner would
object to the letters which were marked “ private and con-

fidential ” addressed to Lord Charles Somerset and to His

Honor, on the subject of this and other Taxes being laid before

the Council.

Eighth, the Commissioner’s reply to the above, under date

the 22nd instant, authorizing the communication to Council

of those parts of their letters to His Honor which are strictly

confined to the consideration of the Slave Tax, but objecting

to the production of the remainder or of any part of those

letters addressed on the subject to His Excellency Lord Charles

Somerset, an objection principally founded on the alterations

which the Commissioners have subsequently made in their

final Report to Earl Bathurst on the subject of the Colonial

Finances, one of which was to reduce the proposed tax from

one pound to ten shillings on all Slaves between the ages of

1C and 60.

Ninth, a letter addressed to His Majesty’s Commissioners

of Inquiry by His Honor the Lieutenant Governor, under date

the 25th May, requesting to be informed of the nature and

amount of the taxes which they would recommend to be

taken off upon the introduction of the proposed assessment on

Slaves.

Tenth and Eleventh, two Extracts from the replies of the
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Commissioners to the above, dated 9th June 1826, being the

letters marked “ private and confidential ” alluded to above.

From these Extracts it appears that a removal of the imposts

levied upon the articles of food forms one of the compensations
proposed by the Commissioners, whereby the cost of subsisting

the Slave would be reduced one third more than the amount
of the new tax, and several other arguments were adduced in

its favour.

Twelfthly, a dispatch addressed to the Right Honorable
Earl Bathurst by His Honor the Lieutenant Governor, under

date the 14th October last, No. 87, suggesting that the tax of

ten shillings as now proposed by the Commissioners should be

reduced to five shillings, in consequence of the great distress

in the Colony, and in general representing the inexpediency of

encreasing the taxation of the Colony.

These papers having been read, . . *
. y

It was Resolved

That the Council will proceed in the inquiry directed by
His Majesty’s Secretary of State without delay, and that it is

expedient to commence the investigation by examining the

first question “ Whether there may be any fundamental

objection to a Tax on Slaves ?
”

As it is probable that His Majesty’s Commissioner of Inquiry

is possessed of much information relative to this point, His

Honor the Lieutenant Governor is requested to invite Mr.

Bigge to attend the next meeting of Council, and to bring with

him any documents which he may think likely to assist the

Council in their deliberations on this subject, more especially

any information which he may possess as to the practice in

the other Colonial Possessions of His Majesty.

And the Council adjourned. ' -

(Signed) D. M. Perceval, Clerk of the Council.

[Annexure 5.]

Cape Town, 23rd November 1826.

Sir,—I have the honor to enclose to you a Copy of the

dispatch that was addressed by my colleague Major Colebrooke

and myself to Earl Bathurst, in which we stated our reasons

for recommending the imposition of a tax of one pound sterling
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per head on all Slaves in this Colony between the ages of 8

and 60. As part of this dispatch forms the foundation of the

Inquiry and deliberation in which I am invited to assist

to-morrrow, and as I perceive that Earl Bathurst has only

communicated to Your Honor the remarks of Lord Charles

Somerset upon our dispatch, I feel desirous that it should be

submitted to the consideration of the Council at its first

meeting. I have &c.

(Signed) John Thomas Bigge.

His Honor Major-General Bourke, C.B.

[Annexure 7.]

Government House, Cape Town, November 21st 1826.

Sir,—With reference to my letter of this date covering

Earl Bathurst’s dispatch of the 9th of July last, requiring

the Council to report upon the expediency of levying a tax

on Slaves in this Colony, I beg to enquire whether you see any

objection to there being laid before the Council the letters

marked “ private and confidential ” addressed by the Com-
missioners of Inquiry to Lord Charles Somerset and to myself

upon the subject of this and other taxes. The Report required

by Lord Bathurst will require much consideration and a

knowledge of several, if not of all the matters contained in

those letters. I have &c.

(Signed) R. Bourke.
J. T. Bigge, Esqre.

[Annexure 8.]

Cape Town, 22nd November 1826.

Sir,—I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your

letter of yesterday’s date, and in reply to the inquiry contained

therein as to any objections on my part to the production

before His Majesty’s Council of the Letters marked “ private

and confidential ” addressed by my colleagues and myself to

Governor Lord Charles Somerset and to your Honor upon the

subject of the Slave and other taxes, I beg leave to state that

with respect to such parts of the two letters that we had the

honor of addressing to yourself on the 9th of June last, and

that are strictly confined to the consideration of the expediency
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of the Slave tax, its amount and extent, and which I have taken

the liberty to mark with brackets in red ink, I feel no objection

to their production, subject always to the same pledge of

secrecy on the part of the Members of Council as that which
accompanied the originals.

Although as far as concerns my colleagues and myself I

should feel equally disposed to extend my acquiescence to

similar portions of the letters addressed to Lord Charles

Somerset upon the same subject, yet I do not conceive that

it remains with me to exempt them from the pledge of con-

fidence and secrecy that accompanied them.

My objection to the production of those parts of the letters

which relate to other taxes and to reductions in the existing

Establishments arises principally from the alterations that we
were subsequently induced to make in the views which we
had taken of some of them in our final report to Earl Bathurst

upon the subject of the Colonial Finances, and which cannot

yet have reached His Lordship, but as one of the alterations

that we proposed is immediately connected with the Slave

Tax, I will take this opportunity of stating to your Honor that

upon a consideration of the reasons that were urged by you

and of the distressed state of the Colony we were induced to

recommend a present reduction in the amount of the Slave

tax from £1 to 10s. sterling per head on all Slaves above the

age of ten and under sixty years. I have &c.

(Signed) John Thobias Bigge.

His Honor Major-General Bourke, C.B.

At a Council held in the Council Chamber on Monday the

twenty-seventh day of November in the year of our Lord one

thousand eight hundred and twenty-six,

Present : His Honor Major-General Bourke, C.B., Lieutenant

Governor,

The Hon. Sir John Truter, Knight, Chief Justice,

The Hon. Sir Richard Plasket, Colonial Secretary,

The Hon. Lieutenant-Colonel Daniell, Second in

Command,
The Hon. Lieutenant-Colonel Bell, C.B.,

The Hon. J. W. Stoll, Esqre., Receiver General,
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The Minutes of the preceding Council were read and con-

firmed.

His Honor the Lieutenant Governor was pleased to state

that he had communicated the wishes of Council to His
Majesty’s Commissioner of Inquiry, who had signified his

readiness to give every assistance in his power to the delibera-

tions of the Council, and was accordingly present at the

meeting.

Mr. Bigge expressed his concurrence with the Council in

the expediency of commencing the deliberations by examining
the question “ Whether any fundamental objection to the

Tax exists,” and proposed in the first place to call the attention

of the Council not merely to the practice which obtained in

other Colonies but also to the circumstance of the Tax having

existed already in two of the districts of this Colony, Stellen-

bosch and Worcester. He was not in possession of any infor-

mation relating to its imposition in the former district, but

would read some documents which he had brought with him
respecting the latter.

These documents consisted of the letter addressed to the

Colonial Secretary by the Board of Landdrost and Heemraden
of Worcester, under date the 11th October 1822, in which a

tax of two Rixdollars per head upon Male, and one Rixdollar

upon Female Slaves is proposed to the Government, together

with the minute of the Board upon the same subject, under

date the 7th October 1822, from which it appeared that no

objection was made by the Heemraden to the Tax.

Mr. Bigge also read extracts from the evidence given by
Mr. Kuys, late secretary of this district, as taken before the

Commission of Inquiry on the 8th March 1825, from which

the same inference was to be drawn.

The preambles of the Proclamations of the 30th March 1821

and the 7th February 1823, which established the Tax in the

districts of Stellenbosch and Worcester were then read, both

of which ground the measure upon the request of the Landdrost

and Heemraden of the respective districts to levy the Tax
;

and subsequently a letter addressed to Henry Alexander,

Esqre., then Colonial Secretary, to the Landdrost and Heem-
raden of the District of George, under date the 9th February

1813, whereby the Landdrost and Heemraden of that district
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were authorized at their own request to levy a tax of 36 Stivers

upon every free Inhabitant and 16 Stivers upon every Slave,

and a letter addressed by James Foster, Esqre., acting deputy
secretary to the Landdrost and Heemraden of Swellendam,
under date the 30th November 1813, to the same effect.

These documents proved that the proposal to supply the

deficiencies of the Colonial Revenue by a tax upon all Slaves

was no innovation in this Colony, although the principle had
only been partially acted upon.

With regard to the operation of the tax in the other Colonies,

Mr. Bigge stated that a considerable portion of the Revenues
of the Island of Trinidad arose from a tax of one pound currency

(equal to 10s. sterling) on every Slave. In this Island too a

duty of 34 per cent on Exports existed, which operated as a

direct Tax upon the produce of Slave labour, and likewise

a duty of 3| per cent on imports, which in part falls upon the

proprietors of Slaves for their clothing and salt provisions.

There was also a Law which obliged Slaves to work upon the

roads, which alone constituted a much heavier tax than the

former, though paid in time and labour.

In the Island of St. Vincent there was also a Slave Tax,

and the Commissioner produced an Act of the Legislature of

that Island by which the Proprietors of Estates are compelled

to repair the roads through them and in their vicinity, for

this service however a fixed annual payment is allotted by the

Government to each Estate.

In Jamaica a Slave tax certainly existed, and probably in

all West Indian Colonies. It is not however clear than any

of these taxes have been imposed since the abolition of the

Slave Trade.

The next point which Mr. Bigge discussed was the great

increase in the value of this species of Property. For this

purpose he referred the Council to a Note, from which it

appeared that the average value of Slaves in the year succeeding

the abolition of the Slave Trade (1808) was £75, at this time

it may be reckoned at £150, being an increase of 100 per cent

in 18 years. The average price before the abolition was £60,

which gave an increase of 150 per cent.

Still further to prove the value of Slaves, Mr. Bigge referred

to Extracts from the Evidence of the Hon. Mr. Stoll and
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Messrs. Sebastian van Reenen and J. F. Dreyer, as taken

before the Commission of Inquiry. From these extracts it

appears that the price of Slave labour was extremely high.

A full grown male could always earn at least 1 Rixdollar per

diem, and even a child of ten years old from 8 to ten Rix-

dollars per mensem. Yet from the nature of things this

property was exposed to great losses, and it was stated by
Mr. Dreyer that it was usual to set aside ten per cent from

the produce of Slave labour to meet these contingencies : even

this appeared hardly sufficient. The opinion therefore of His

Excellency Lord Charles Somerset that Slave property is the

most valuable in the Colony should be taken with a certain

allowance for the risks which attend it. It is true that the

nature of their labours here does not present any obstacle

to their reproduction as in the West Indies, whilst the salubrity

of the climate and the abundance of provisions would operate

in its favour.

The cost of maintenance would appear to be very low from

the fact that no law has been thought necessary in this Colony,

as in almost every other, to assign a specific quantity to the

Slave. In the West Indies the food of the Slaves consisted

in addition to Vegetables, of Salt Meat and Fish, of course

imported. But in this Colony they were supplied with fresh

meat and soup and abundance of fresh and dried fish at the

lowest prices, especially in Cape Town and in the maritime

districts. Their clothing too in Cape Town was generally

good, but in the country districts extremely deficient and

therefore little expensive. Something may be added on the

score of medical attendance. But on the whole it is clear that

the cost of maintenance is small, and this will be still further

diminished by the proposed abolition of the market dues.

The next point which Mr. Bigge explained was the extent

of the exemptions proposed to the Tax. The first ground was

a certificate of ill health from a medical practitioner, attesting

the inability of the Slave to perform any profitable labour.

This however was not to extend to women in childbirth, as

the value of the child and the hire of the woman as a wetnurse

would compensate for the temporary loss of her services.

The second ground of exemption from the tax was to be

created in favour of any female slave whose child or children
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born after the promulgation of the tax may be declared free,

it being competent to the owner to record such declaration in

the Registry opposite the name of such female Slave.

No exemption was proposed for small proprietors of Slaves,

as indeed it is rare in the Colony for a person to possess but

one or two.

The last point explained by His Majesty’s Commissioner was
the degree of relief which was to be afforded to the Colony by
the remission of other Taxes upon the enactment of the pro-

posed Slave tax, and the principle on which it appeared to the

Commissioners advisable to substitute the proposed assessment.

The taxes to be repealed consisted of the following : the

income tax, the ordinary and extraordinary opgaaf taxes, the

tithes, gauger’s fees, market dues, the tax on cattle slaughtered

and on grain sold in Cape Town. The Commando Tax is not

one of those proposed to be repealed, but the mode of its

assessment is altered, and it is rated at ten shillings sterling

per head, upon all men between the ages of 16 and 60 not

being Slaves or Servants.

The Commissioner stated that the estimated amount of the

proposed taxes would be nearly that of the taxes and imposts

proposed to be repealed, not including the Wine Taster’s fees

already abolished, but with a view to show the effect of the

proposed distribution, the Commissioner referred to a statement

of the amount and nature of the taxes now paid by a Wine
Farmer in the District of Stellenbosch possessed of 58 slaves,

but rated only at 40, and of those he would have to pay under

the proposed system. The Commissioner also referred to

another document in proof of the unequal pressure of the

present system of taxation on the Proprietors of Slaves,

namely a Return of the Principal Slaveholders in the Cape

district and Stellenbosch, showing the number of their Slaves

and the amount of their present taxes respectively.

These papers were laid on the table.

But although the sum collected might be equal to, or a little

greater than, the old taxes, Mr. Bigge contended that in point

of fact almost every class would be relieved by the new system,

which would not merely include Slaves, but all hired Servants,

besides a tax upon Horses and Carriages kept for the purpose

of recreation. The Wine and Corn Farmers would be greatly

relieved in his opinion by the abolition of the tithes and market
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dues (and these are the chief slave proprietors), whilst the

abolition of the Opgaaf and other taxes would compensate
largely to the rest of the Colony for the new imposition.

This tax moreover promised to bring into employment a

mass of labour at present nearly unproductive to the Colony,

namely those numerous slaves who are at present kept in

idleness by several inhabitants of Cape Town, from compassion

or other causes. But the main principle on which His Majesty’s

Commissioner had grounded the measure was the following :

That it promises an easy method of relieving produce from
all taxation whatsoever, whichwouldensure it to the inhabitants

at the cheapest possible rates, and encourage the improvement
of cultivation to the utmost, substituting at the same time

one compendious and easily collected tax, which the Registry

would secure from evasion, for a variety of inconvenient and
impolitic exactions, the complexity of which makes the collec-

tion laborious, and leaves the Farmer always uncertain as to the

whole amount which he may be called upon to pay, from the

present custom of levying the extraordinary taxes in each

district by a percentage (which of course varies with the

exigencies of the year) assessed upon the ordinary opgaaf.

Mr. Bigge having concluded his observations withdrew, and

the Clerk of the Council was ordered to prepare a minute of

his communications to this Board, and to submit the same to

His Majesty’s Commissioner of Inquiry for his confirmation,

previously to entering the same on the Minutes of Council.

And the Council adjourned to Wednesday the 29th Instant.

(Signed) D. M. Perceval, Clerk of the Council.

At a Council held in the Council Chamber on Wednesday the

twenty-ninth day of November in the year of our Lord one

thousand eight hundred and twenty-six,

Present : His Honor Major-General Bourke, G.B., Lieutenant

Governor,

The Hon. Sir John Truter, Knight, Chief Justice,

The Hon. Sir Richard Plasket, Colonial Secretary,

The Hon. Lieutenant-Colonel Daniell, Second in

Command,
The Hon. Lieutenant-Colonel Bell, C.B.,

The Hon. J. W. Stoll, Esqre., Receiver-General,
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The Clerk of the Council reported to the Board that he had
submitted the draft of the Minute for the preceding Council to

His Majesty’s Commissioner of Inquiry, and read the reply of

that gentleman, in which Mr. Bigge confirms the draft with the

exception of two paragraphs for which he has substituted

others.

The Minutes so amended were read and confirmed.

A Return shewing the increase and decrease of the Slave

population from the year 1820 to 1825 inclusive was laid

before the Council by His Honor the Lieutenant Governor.

By this it appears that the total increase in six years has been

2,227, giving an average of 371 per annum.
The discussion of the question “ Whether there may be any

fundamental objection to a tax upon Slaves ” was resumed,

and the Council having taken into consideration the documents
on the table and the information communicated by His

Majesty’s Commissioner of Inquiry, was of opinion

That there exists no fundamental objection to a tax on
Slaves peculiar to this Colony, on the contrary from the

salubrity of the climate, the cheapness of provisions, the

description of labour on which Slaves are usually employed, as

well by reason of the kind and considerate treatment they

generally experience at the hands of their Masters, the natural

tendency to increase exists with but little positive check, and
the aggregate number of slaves is consequently found to be on

the advance, and will probably continue to augment until the

country becomes fully peopled and cultivated. Considering

therefore a slave capitation tax as an impost levied upon farming

or manufacturing stock, there does not appear to be any

fundamental objection to it in this Colony.

The Council proceeded to take into consideration the second

question “ Whether there may be any objection to the rate at

which it has been proposed to fix such tax.”

With regard to this question, as the Council have been

informed by Mr. Bigge, one of His Majesty’s Commissioners of

Inquiry, that the tax of ten shillings on Slaves male and

female between the ages of ten and sixty years is to be accom-

panied by a capitation tax of ten shillings on every male in a

family between the ages of sixteen and sixty years, and further

by a tax of like amount on every free male servant between the
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ages of sixteen and sixty years, to be paid by his Master, and
by certain other taxes on varions articles, it is therefore

necessary to consider the amount of the taxes proposed on

Slaves in conjunction with the other proposed new imposts,

and likewise with those which the Commissioners propose to

repeal.

For this purpose His Honor is requested to cause the fol-

lowing documents to be submitted to the inspection of the

Council, namely

First the Opgaaf Rolls and recapitulations for the year 1825,

Secondly a return of all Slaves between the ages of ten

and sixty years in each district of the Colony on 31st December
1825,

Thirdly a Return of the amount of the following Taxes

as paid into the Colonial and Town Treasuries for the years

1824 and 1825, namely Tithes, Gauger’s fees, Market dues,

Tax on cattle slaughtered, on grain sold, and Income tax.

And the Council adjourned till Friday the first of December,

when it was proposed to hold the sitting at the Colonial Office,

where the above documents would, be more at hand.

(Signed) D. M. Perceval, Clerk of the Council.

At a Council held at the Colonial Office on Friday the first

day of December in the year of our Lord one thousand eight

hundred and twenty-six,

Present : His Honor Major-General Bourke, C.B., Lieutenant

Governor,

The Hon. Sir John Truter, Knight, Chief Justice,

The Hon. Sir Richard Plasket, Colonial Secretary,

The Hon. Lieutenant-Colonel Daniell, Second in

Command,
The Hon. Lieutenant-Colonel Bell, C.B.,

The Hon. J. W. Stoll, Esqre., Receiver General,

The Minutes of the preceding Council were read and con-

firmed.

Before proceeding into the Inquiry respecting the proposed

Tax on Slaves, His Honor the Lieutenant Governor laid before
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Council a Memorial addressed to His Honor by James Carfrae &
Co.. Merchants in Cape Town, under date the 30th of November.

This document was read, and it appeared therefrom that the

Memorialists had imported a cargo of Wheat, in consequence
of the failure of the late Harvest, for which they paid the

import duty of 3 per cent, at the rate of 130 Rixdollars per

load. For this they are now unable to obtain a remunerating

price, and therefore pray that they may be permitted to

re-export the residue of the cargo still unsold, amounting to

600 muids, and that the duty paid on that quantity may be

refunded to them.

The Council having taken the same into consideration,

It was Resolved

That there is no objection to the permission to re-export

the wheat, as prayed for by the Memorialists, but that the case

does not require the repayment of the duty.

His Honor is therefore requested to issue the order to the

Officers of Customs accordingly.

The Council resumed the consideration of the second question

relating to the proposed tax on Slaves, namely
“ Whether there may be any objection to the rate at which

it has been proposed to fix such tax.”

For the purpose of ascertaining this point after some dis-

cussion and examination of the documents laid before the

Council, it appears desirable to procure an abstract statement

shewing the comparative pressure of the present taxes as they

appear xxpon the Opgaaf Rolls and the returns of the Burgher

Senate for the year 1825, and the probable effect of the new
Taxes proposed by His Majesty’s Commissioners of Inquiry, as

collected from the estimate of the comparative effect of the

old and new taxation upon a Wine Farmer in the district of

Stellenbosch which was submitted to Council on the 27th

November by Mr. Bigge.

His Honor is therefore requested to cause a Table to be

prepared, shewing First the number of Males in every family

of Burghers above 16 years of age, Secondly the number of

Slaves between 10 and 60, Thirdly the number of Hottentots

and free labourers above 16 years of age, and Fourthly the

number of Waggons and Carts and likewise the amount of

ordinary and extraordinary Opgaaf and Commando tax as

xxix. 2 F
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levied in each district at the Opgaaf of 1825, and of the Income
and Commando taxes as levied in Cape Town for the same
year.

And it was Ordered
That the following Gentlemen he summoned to attend

Council on Tuesday next the 5th instant, in order to give
evidence on this subject, viz.

J. van Ryneveld, Esqre., Deputy Landdrost of Clan William,
J. C. Faure, Esqre., P. Cloete, Esqre., and Wm. Proctor, Esqre.,

of the district of Stellenbosch
;
and Messrs. H. 0. Eksteen and

William Duckitt, of the Cape district.

And the Council adjourned to Tuesday the 5th instant.

(Signed) D. M. Perceval, Clerk of the Council.

[Annexure.]

To His Honor Major-General Richard Bourke, C.B., Lieutenant

Governor in and over the Settlement of the Cape of Good
Hope and Commanding the Forces.

The Memorial of James Carfrae & Co., of Cape Town,
respectfully sheweth

That Memorialists being aware of the failure of the last

Crops, wrote to England for a Cargo of Wheat, which arrived

here in the Jessie on the 29th of September last, and on which

they paid duties at the rate of one hundred and thirty Rix-

dollars per load, being the price at which great part thereof was

sold at Public Vendue, and at which price Memorialists then

sustained a loss of near fifteen per cent.

That the price of Corn has continued to decrease, and they

are now unable to obtain more than one hundred and eight

Rixdollars per load, and that only for exportation, but some
difficulty has arisen at the Custom House as to the right of

exporting without an order from Your Honor.

That the proclamation of February 1822 particularly framed

for the encouragement of Importers allowed them to store

Wheat in bond, to enter it for consumption when the market

price is above one hundred and sixty Rixdollars, or to export

it, as may best suit their interest.

Memorialists trust that the fact of their having paid the
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duties on this Wheat can by no means operate to prejudice

their right of Export, and as they have already sustained a

severe loss by the Wheat imported to supply the deficiencies

of the last harvest,

They respectfully pray that Your Honor will be pleased to

direct the Officers of Customs to allow the residue of the said

Cargo, consisting of six hundred Muids, to be exported and
the duties paid thereon to be returned.

And Memorialists will as in duty bound ever pray.

(Signed) James Carerae & Co.

Berg Street, Cape Town, 30th November 1826.

At a Council held in the Council Chamber on Tuesday the

fifth day of December in the year of our Lord one thousand

eight hundred and twenty-six,

Present : His Honor Major-General Bourke, C.B., Lieutenant

Governor,

The Hon. Sir John Truter, Knight, Chief Justice,

The Hon. Sir Bichard Plasket, Colonial Secretary,

The Hon. Lieutenant-Colonel Daniell, Second in

Command,
The Hon. Lieutenant-Colonel Bell, C.B.,

The Hon. J. W. Stoll, Esqre., Receiver General,

The Minutes of the preceding Council were read and con-

firmed.

The Council resumed the consideration of the second question

relating to the proposed Tax on Slaves, namely “ Whether

there may be any objection to the rate at which it has been

proposed to fix such Tax.”

Mr. Bigge, His Majesty’s Commissioner of Inquiry, was

present to hear the examinations of the Gentlemen summoned

to give evidence on the agricultural and financial resources of

the Colony.

It was reported that the following Gentlemen were in

attendance, who were called in and examined accordingly :

Mr. Pieter Laurens Cloete, of Zandvliet, Mr. James Christian

Eaure, of Stellenbosch, Mr. William Duckitt, of Klaver Valley,

and Mr. H. 0. Eksteen, of Bergvliet.

2 f 2
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For the purpose of ascertaining the value of Slave labour

n Cape Town, it was Ordered

That Mr. John Cannon and Herman Schutte, master builders

in Cape Town, be summoned to attend the Council tomorrow

morning the 6th instant.

And the Council adjourned.

(Signed) D. M. Perceval, Clerk of the Council.

[Annexure 1.]

Evidence of Peter Lawrence Cloete, Esqre., of Zandvliet,

in the District of Stellenbosch, taken before the Council on
Tuesday, 5th December 1826.

You occupy a considerable Farm in the District of Stellen-

bosch ?

Reply. I do.

What quantity of Land have you in cultivation as Vineyard,

or how many Vine Stocks have you planted ?

Reply. I do not know the exact number of morgen
;
but

there are about one hundred and forty thousand Vine Stocks.

At the rate of about six thousand to a morgen ?

Reply. I cannot say, as the Vines are planted in different

ways.

What quantity of Wine do you make annually ?

Reply. Ten years ago I made only four Leaguers from

seventy thousand Vine Stocks
;
but in the year 1824 I made

seventy Leaguers
;
and last year twenty-five Leaguers.

What number of Slaves had you in employment in the year

1824 ?

Reply. About forty or fifty.

Employed upon the Vineyard ?

Reply. Occasionally.

Can you state what number would be necessary for the

Vineyard only, and the description of them ?

Reply. Twelve or fifteen for the Vineyard only, all males,

and good working people.

At what rate do you estimate the cost of maintaining each

Slave ?

Reply. I cannot immediately say
;
but if I am furnished
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with a memorandum of the question, I shall be ready to send

an exact answer to-morrow.

Do you employ any free Labourers in the Vineyard ?

Reply. Occasionally, when I can get them, during the

vintage.

At what rate of wages ?

Reply. It depends upon their age, sex, and description
;

but from six to ten or fifteen Rixdollars a month, sometimes
including food and clothing.

What is the average produce from one hundred and forty

thousand Vine Stocks ?

Reply. It is generally reckoned at one Leaguer for every

thousand
;

but I cannot calculate upon such a return from

my ground.

Are all the Stocks in full bearing ?

Reply. There may be about thirty thousand young Stocks.

Generally speaking, do you think a Leaguer of Wine for

every thousand Stocks a fair calculation ?

Reply. Yes : the highest calculation, however.

According to that calculation, it would require the labour

of fifteen Slaves upon your Farm to produce seventy Leaguers

of Wine ?

Reply. Yes, on my Farm, which does not produce so

abundantly as some others.

Do you employ any other labouring Stock in the Vineyard

—

as ploughs or cattle, &c. ?

Reply. The work is all done by hand, except when the

Vineyard is manured
;

on those occasions I employ a great

many waggons and cattle.

Look at this calculation of the expense required to bring a

certain quantity of Land into cultivation as Vineyard—state

if it is correct, or if the estimate is too high ?

Reply. Partly too high, and partly too low. I will give a

distinct answer to-morrow, if I may be furnished with the

paper.

Are the fifteen Slaves whom you state to be necessary,

constantly to be employed in the Vineyard ?

Reply. They are not wanted throughout the year
;

but

during the vintage I want still more
;
and at the season for

cleaning and manuring at least as many. It is the average.
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How many"Leaguers of Brandy do you make ?

Reply. That depends upon the quantity of Wine.

In the year 1824, when you made seventy Leaguers of Wine,
how many did you make of Brandy ?

Reply. Four or five.

And in 1825 ?

Reply. Two only.

Were these seventy Leaguers all made for Sale ?

Reply. Principally
;

I reserve a part for my home con-

sumption.

What price did you obtain for the vintage of 1824, and of

the smaller vintage of 1825 ?

Reply. Forty Rixdollars for the first year, and from forty

to fifty in the last. But I will state the exact sum to-morrow.

In estimating the cost of maintaining a Slave, you will take

into consideration the quantity of your Wine consumed by
him ?

Reply. Certainly : I generally give four or five Leaguers

annually amongst them.

What price did your Brandy sell for ?

Reply. One hundred and thirty Rixdollars. I generally

keep Half a Leaguer of this for the Slaves.

There is an inland Duty of three Rixdollars per Leaguer of

Wine sold, and one Rixdollar for gauging : is this paid by
the Seller or the Buyer ?

Reply. An agreement is generally made between the Seller

and the Buyer, by which the latter pays the whole of the

Duties, except the Toll.

In the annual Opgaaf, some of the charges are laid upon
Produce, some upon Stock : which of the two do you think

weighs the heaviest on the Farmer ?

Reply. I will answer this question to-morrow in writing.

You send in a Return at the Opgaaf, both of Stock and
Produce ?

Reply. I do : Yet I find, although my Stock has not

increased, and my Produce very little, and though I have lost

seventy thousand Guilders in Slaves, yet the taxes are two
hundred per cent greater than formerly.

You say that your Produce has not increased much, nor

your Stock. Is it not clear then that the increase of two
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hundred per cent cannot be in the Ordinary Opgaaf, which is

fixed by a Proclamation ?

Reply. I had once a correspondence with Government on
this head

;
but since that time I pay the amount of the note

that is sent to me, without any inquiries.

But you send in your own regular Opgaaf Returns ?

Reply. Yes—signed
;
and some time after I have a notice

that so much is to be paid, which I accordingly send.

Then it is clear that the increase is not in the Ordinary
Opgaaf ?

Reply. We pay as much for the Extraordinary as for the

Ordinary. There is an extra charge for the Fransche Hoek
road, and there Avas a Slave Tax.

Are you aware of any instance where the Land has not been

cultivated on account of the pressure of Taxation upon
Produce ?

Reply. I have not heard of any. The produce of my
Estate might be greatly increased. There is much excellent

Land which my Father purchased many years ago, which I

am unable to cultivate from the scarcity of Slaves, and high

price of labour. Other Farmers are likely to be in the same

circumstances.

How many morgen of Land have you in the Farm where

your Vineyard is situated ?

Reply. The Estate consists of three Freehold Places, con-

taining about two hundred morgen
;

and about seventeen

hundred morgen of Land granted in Quitrent, which lies

between the Freehold Places. This Land is of no value, being

merely asked for on account of its contiguity to the three

Places
;
and for this I pay one hundred and fifty Rixdollars

a year in Quitrent.

Do the Farmers generally complain of the hardship of going

to the Drostdy to pay their Opgaaf ?

Reply. It is not complained of in my neighbourhood.

Would they prefer to pay a certain sum to a Collector ?

Reply. If any percentage was to be added, they would

certainly prefer to go or send to the Drostdy.

Does the Farmer generally know what sum he is to pay for

the Ordinary Opgaaf ?

Reply. They who attend to their business do
;

and the
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Fieldcornet sends a notice to the Farmers to be prepared to

pay a certain sum for the Extraordinary Opgaaf.

Are they not collected at the same time ?

Reply. No : the Ordinary Opgaaf is collected after the

harvest, in April
;

the Extraordinary in November.
Is that a general regulation ?

Reply. I believe so
;

in most Districts.

You have stated that you have lost a number of Slaves :

was that owing to any epidemic disease or other particular

circumstance ?

Reply. No.

Have you ever calculated how much per cent should be

allowed upon Slave Property, for the risk of death and
casualties ?

Reply. I have heard that from twenty to twenty-five per

cent is a common calculation. I believe I have lost in ten

years to the amount of seventy thousand Guilders. I will

send a return of the number, and of their names.

Have you a great disproportion of Females to the number
of your Male Slaves ?

Reply. No.

At what age can you employ a Slave Child profitably ?

Reply. From ten to twelve : sooner in trifling jobs about

the house and farm.

And at what age are they generally past their labour ?

Reply. The Mozambique Slaves are past their strength at

forty years.

Do the Africander Slaves (or those born in the Colony) bear

labour longer ?

Reply. Yes.

Do they keep their strength till sixty years ?

Reply. No : till fifty, or thereabouts.

Are there any Slaves let out for hire in your neighbourhood ?

Reply. The Wine Farmers bind them to the Corn Farmers

at harvest time.

At what rate of Wages ?

Reply. A skipple a day is usually given. (A skipple is

the fourth part of a muid, or something less than a bushel.)

By this means the Wine Farmer can maintain his Slaves, and
the Corn Farmer get in his harvest.
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Is the Slave also kept in food by the Farmer who hires him ?

Reply. Yes : But when Corn is scarce only half a skipple

is given.

Have you not an Estate also in the District of Swellendam ?

Reply. I have sold it to my Son.

Is there a difference between the Taxation of the two Dis-

tricts ?

Reply. The rate of Ordinary Taxation is equal
;
but the

whole amount of Taxes paid in Stellenbosch is less.

Has the price of Slaves increased within the last ten years "?

Reply. For the first five years it increased considerably.

It has since fallen in some measure
;
but the price is higher

still than it was ten years ago.

The Wine is brought to market by the Grower ?

Reply. Yes.

Do the Merchants never send out to engage for it ?

Reply. Sometimes
;

but the expense of carriage always

falls upon the Grower.

What is the expense of bringing the Leaguer to market in a

hired waggon ?

Reply. About ten Rixdollars from Stellenbosch.

Replies of Mr. Cloete to the following Queries, given him in

Writing.

1. The annual cost of each Slave in food and clothing ?

Reply. The average cost of a Slave in food and clothing

only I calculate at about one hundred and fifty Rixdollars

per annum
;
but to this shoiild be added about ten Dollars a

head for medical attendance, and sundry little extra expenses,

not immediately coming under the name of his usual food and

clothing.

2. How much per cent should be allowed for the risk of

death &c. attendant upon Slave Property ?

Reply. I should consider eighteen to twenty per cent, a

calculation by no means exaggerated, for the annual loss on

Slave Property. It is about ten years since I concentrated

my agricultural views at Zandvliet, where I brought together

about sixty or seventy Slaves, almost all young, healthy, and

of the best description. I experienced no particular calamity
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from dangerous or epidemic diseases, such as measles, putrid
fever, &c., which have so often in a few weeks annihilated the

fortunes of Agriculturists here, and have suffered no other
than the usual contingencies and accidents incidental on
extensive farming

;
and yet during that period I have lost

no less than twenty-eight Slaves, young and old, whose loss,

at a fair calculation, I value at thirty thousand Rixdollars,

exclusive of a depreciation of nearly fifty per cent during that

period in the value of the surviving Slaves, from old age,

infirmities, &c.

3. The number of Slaves employed at Zandvliet, and the

number that died since I possessed it ?

Reply. This question is already answered
;

but I should

add to the number of Slaves employed at Zandvliet a consider-

able number of Hottentots, say about twenty, who are abso-

lutely indispensable as herdsmen and waggon-drivers
;

but

who cannot be brought to enter willingly in the hard labour

of the fields.

4. My opinion on the accompanying estimate on the cost of

bringing Land into cultivation for Wine ?

Reply. Is that this estimate is rather problematical, but

appears to me not to be overrated, and particularly the carriage

from Stellenbosch or Drakenstein should be ten Rixdollars

per Leaguer instead of five.

5. The average produce and price of Wine and Brandy on
my Farm during the last ten years ?

Reply, I should here state, with regard to the particular

situation of my Farm (which perhaps does not apply to many
others) that upon the purchase of Zandvliet I found the

Vineyard much neglected, and the quality of the Wine much
injured by the practice my predecessors had adopted of

irrigating the Vineyard. The only remedy to this evil was to

eradicate almost the whole Vineyard, and to plant new. I

found about seventy thousand Vine Stocks : these I have

almost entirely rooted out, and replaced them with about one

hundred and forty thousand, now growing—the greater part

of which are, however, not yet come to maturity. This

accounts for my only having made two Leaguers of Wine in

one year, and for having had, during four or five years, barely

sufficient for the consumption on my Farm
;
my best vintage
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in the year 1825 having yielded about seventy Leaguers of

Wine and four and a half of Brandy. The average quantity
during that period has consequently been hitherto very dispro-

portionate to m37 outlay, and cannot be estimated at more than
twenty-five to thirty Leaguers of Wine and three of Brandy,
which have obtained in the market an average price of forty

to forty-five Rixdollars per Leaguer of Wine, and one hundred
and twenty to one hundred and thirty Rixdollars per Leaguer
of Brandy

;
although I do not hesitate in stating that the

most eminent Wine Merchants in Town have given a decided

preference to the quality of my Wines over most others.

6. What I would consider a remunerating price for my Wine
and Brandy, for the Capital expended in bringing my Wine
Farm into cultivation ?

Reply. I should conceive one hundred Rixdollars per

Leaguer of Wine, and one hundred and eighty Rixdollars per

Leaguer of Brandy, likely to yield a fair and encouraging Price

to the Wine Grower. For assuming a Wine Farm that would
annually yield an average produce of one hundred Leaguers

of Wine and five of Brandy, for sale, this would render a

gross receipt of eleven thousand Rixdollars
;
and as such a

Farm, with the value of Slaves, agricultural implements, stills,

waggons and oxen, &c., &c., cannot he bought and kept up
to yield such a return without an outlay of one hundred

thousand Rixdollars, it follows that a Farmer would barely

derive eleven per cent of his Capital invested, to meet his

Taxes and the losses of his Slaves, exclusive of the annually

depreciated value of that and all other property.

7. Whether the Tax upon Produce at the Opgaaf, or that

upon labouring Stock weighs most heavily ?

Reply. Hardly requires much explanation
;

for it is not

only consonant with the first principles of political economy,

that all labouring Stock is in itself a mere dead Capital, but

moreover is applicable to Slave Property (by far the most
valuable part of the labouring Stock), a most burthensome

one to the Agriculturist, entailing upon him a considerable

expense for food, clothing, support to old and infirm, to infants,

&c.
;

and it is only when this Capital can be brought into

action so as to yield a surplus produce, that Agriculture can

be said to pay itself, and to have acquired a flourishing appear-
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ance. Every Tax upon labouring Stock, without reference to

this surplus revenue derived therefrom, is thus severely felt :

—

For instance, it is well known that the Agricultural Distress

throughout the Colony has been so great during the last five

or six years, that the Wine Growers have annually lost con-

siderably by the sale of their Wines
;
and the Corn Farmers

from the failure of their Wheat Crops by rust, have actually

been compelled to purchase their Wheat in Town, while the

instances have been extremely rare of any Farmers having

obtained a sufficiency for their own supply and Seed Corn.

Notwithstanding these losses, the Farmer continues bound to

feed and clothe his Slaves, to keep up his Farming Establish-

ment, and moreover (generally) to pay a very heavy Quitrent

on his Land
;

his labouring Stock is therefore not only unpro-

ductive, but a dead loss to him, and any Tax upon such

Property must consequently fall dreadfully heavy, and check

the progress of Agriculture. It is therefore self evident that

the surplus produce which the Agriculturist rears, after

deducting for the supply of his Establishment, (and what he

consequently has for sale) is the only part of his Property that

can bear a fair and reasonable tax.

(Signed) P. L. Cloete, Sen.

Cate of Good Hope, 6th December
, 1826.

[Annexure 2.]

Evidence of Mr. James Christian Faure, of Stellenbosch.

You have a Wine Farm at Stellenbosch ?

Reply. Yes : A Wine Farm near Stellenbosch, and a Corn

and Wine Farm near Mr. Cloete’ s.

How many Leaguers of Wine does your Farm at Stellenbosch

produce ?

Reply. Last year it produced fifteen or sixteen.

How many the year before ?

Reply. Twenty-five
;

but the Vineyard was of greater-

extent.

How many Vine Stocks are there ?

Reply. About twenty-three thousand.
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Can you calculate the expense of producing a Leaguer of

Wine ?

Reply. It would be difficult, as my Slaves are employed
on both the Farms.

How many Slaves would you keep for the cultivation of the

twenty-three thousand Vine Stocks ?

Reply. Four Slaves, on the average.

Can you state the average annual cost of maintaining one

Slave ?

Reply. About two hundred Rixdollars for the clothing and
subsistence of each Slave.

What is the usual food that each of such Slaves would
receive ?

Reply. Bread, Meat, Vegetables, and Soup
;
Wine twice a

day, and three times in harvest time and at the vintage.

Have you lost many Slaves by death ?

Reply. Yes.

What number of Slaves do you keep altogether ?

Reply. Great and small, upwards of forty.

Out of that number, how many have died within the last ten

years ?

Reply. I am not sure
;
but I think eight grown up Slaves,

besides children.

How much per cent would you allow the risk attending

Slave property ?

Reply. I think about twelve per cent.

Have you ever heard of the common calculation on this

head ?

Reply. Ho.

What price did you obtain for the fifteen or sixteen Leaguers

which you made in 1825 ?

Reply. On an average, about fifty-nine rixdollars, free

money, the Duties being paid by the purchaser
;
but some of

this was Hock, for which about seventy rixdollars a leaguer

were paid.

Did you bring it to market yourself ?

Reply. Yes. In my own waggons.

Did you employ any free labourers ?

Reply. Yes. Two Hottentots.

How much do you pay them ?
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Reply. They are young apprentices born on the Farm.

Do you know the general rate at which Slaves are hired out

as Labourers ?

Reply. Fifteen or sixteen Rixdollars a month, and their

food.

Are there any Slaves hired out in your neighbourhood who
are mechanics ?

Reply. Yes.

At what price ?

Reply. Ordinary mechanics at one Rixdollar and a half
;

master-mechanics at three Rixdollars a day, with food. There

is, however, little demand for them now. I have a smith-shop,

where I used to employ five men. I can now only find work
for two.

To what cause do you attribute this ?

Reply. To the scarcity of money, occasioned by bad
harvests and low prices.

You have stated that you received about fifty-eight Rix-

dollars per Leaguer for your Wine last year
;

do you think

this a fair price ?

Reply. Not when provisions are so dear
;

I paid more last

year for Wheat than my Wine sold for.

When Provisions are at ordinary prices, do you think that

fifty-eight Rixdollars is a remunerative price ?

Reply. When the Corn (Wheat) is at 100, the Wine at 80,

the Barley at 40, and the Oats at 30,* the Farmer has a fair

subsistence. But the quitrents have been charged so high

that most places are unable to keep the Farmer. For this

Taxation was calculated chiefly when the prices of Wine, etc.,

were very high, and now it is much too heavy. The Land was

assessed at a high rate partly from this cause, and partly

because several assessments were returned by Sir John Cradock,

as being rated too low
;
and as the Land lay near the places of

the Farmers, they preferred to pay a higher quitrent than it

was worth, to the inconvenience of allowing it to be sold to

other persons.

Was the price of Wine at two hundred Rixdollars the Leaguer

in Sir John Cradock’s time ?

* That is Wheat per Load, £7 10s. ;
Barley, £3 ; Oats, 42 5s.

;
and Wine

(per Leaguer) 46.
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Reply. Yes
; about that : besides the expenses of survey

and measurement were so heavy that many are still paying

Interest for the Money borrowed to defray it.

What is the extent of your Wine Farm at Stellenbosch ?

Reply. Six morgen of Freehold Land, and eight morgen
held in quitrent. My Farm on the Eerste River consists of

sixty morgen of Freehold, and between three and four hundred

in quitrent.

What quitrent do you pay for the eight morgen at Stellen-

bosch ?

Reply. Seventeen Rixdollars. It is all bad Land, full of

stones. I pay ninety Rixdollars for the three or four hundred

morgen at the Eerste River.

How many of these are in vineyard ?

Reply. The Vineyard is on the Freehold
;

it consists of

eight morgen, and contains seventy thousand Vine Stocks.

Do you think ninety Rixdollars too high a quitrent for these

three or four hundred morgen ?

Reply. I do.

How much Corn Land have you there ?

Reply. Seventy or eighty morgen in Oat Hay and Grain,

but the Crops have lately failed. I have had Corn brought

from Latakoo (?) and Graaff-Reinet, and have not reaped ten

muids from ten muids sown.

How soon is a Slave Boy fit to work ? and at what age does

their labour cease to be profitable ?

Reply. They are fit for light work at ten
;

but for any

heavy work, not before fifteen. They may work till fifty-five

years old on the average.

Do you know the amount of your Opgaaf when you go to

the Drostdy to pay it ?

Reply. I know the amount of the ordinary Opgaaf.

Do you consider this a heavy tax ?

Reply. It is heavier to the Corn Farmer than the Wine

Farmer.

Did you ever know of any person who declined to cultivate

on account of the Opgaaf ?

Reply. No. Such a person would neglect his own interest
;

but many cannot cultivate their Land from the scarcity of

labour.
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To how much per Cent upon the ordinary Opgaaf does the

Extraordinary amount in the district of Stellenbosch ?

Reply. When the produce is reasonable, they are nearly

equal
;

but when the produce is scarce, the Extraordinary

taxes are higher than the Ordinary.

Do you send Grain to Market ?

Reply. I send Barley, Oats, and Oat Hay. I grow Wheat
only for my own consumption.

Do you think the duty of three rixdollars per Leaguer on

Wine, and one Rixdollar for gauging the same, is paid by the

Buyer or Seller ?

Reply. That depends on the agreement between them : it

is generally paid by the Buyer, but I conceive it falls upon the

Seller.

If that Tax was taken off, do you think that you would get

three rixdollars more per Leaguer ?

Reply. Yes
;

the Buyer would pay more if he had not

three Rixdollars to pay to another person.

Do you think that the price is regulated by the supply and

the demand ?

Reply. I do
;

for when the Crops are bad, the price is

higher.

Do you not think this quite independent of the charge of

Tithe and Gauging l

Reply. The present cause of the low Price is the scarcity of

Money. The Merchant has a large stock on hand, and the

Farmer must sell, notwithstanding, for what he can get.

The Price of Wine is settled between the Farmer and the

Merchant every year ?

Reply. Yes.

Do the Tithe and Gauging Dues enter into that calculation ?

Reply. I think not.

Have you heard that a Mozambique Slave is sooner past his

work than one born in the Colony (an Africander) ?

Reply. No. I have a Mozambique Slave, 60 years old, still

capable of work.

What do you think the daily cost of Food for a Slave, at

ordinary prices ?

Reply. About four Skillings (Nine pence).

The Opgaaf is paid partly on Produce, and partly on Stock.
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Which of these two do you think presses most heavily on the

Farmer ?

Reply. I think the heaviest Tax is the Tax on Grain.

You have stated that no cultivation is given up on account

of the Tax on produce. Do you think that a heavy Tax on

Stock would impede cultivation ?

Reply. I think the Tax, if charged on Stock, would impede

cultivation, from the uncertainty of the return for Capital so

invested here. But as the amount of the Tax on Produce

would vary with the extent of that produce, it cannot be

considered as an impediment.

Has the value of Slaves increased within the last ten

years ?

Reply. During the last ten years the value of Slaves has

increased to a great amount, owing to the high price of Wine.

But since the decrease of the price of Produce, the value of

Slaves has fallen.

Do you think that the high price of Wine alone would

account for the increased price ?

Reply. The price has fallen because nobody can get Money
to pay for them. Wine being the Chief Produce of the Colony,

the increase of its value would of course increase the price of

Slaves.

What is the expense of bringing a Leaguer of Wine to

Market ?

Reply. From Stellenbosch at least ten Rixdollars
;

late in

the Summer, still more. From the Paarl, fifteen Rixdollars.

Will you look at this calculation of the expense of bringing

Land into cultivation for Wine,—and say if you think it is

correct ?
*

Reply. If the calculation were sent me, I would make my
observations upon it. It appears that the losses are not

calculated : some persons have lost one hundred and thirty

head of Cattle in one year.

A true copy.

(Signed) D. M. Perceval,

Clerk of the Council.

* This is the same calculation shewn to Mr. Cloete.

2 GXXIX.
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[Annexure 3.]

Mr. William Duckitt, of Klaver Valley, in the Cape District,

examined.

You occupy a Corn Farm in the Cape District ?

Reply. I do.

Of what extent ?

Reply. About one thousand four hundred morgen, or two
thousand eight hundred acres.

Is there a large portion of it under Cultivation for Grain %

Reply. Not above one tenth : it is chiefly Pasture Land.

Do you make use of Slave Labour ?

Reply. Slave and free
:
principally free.

At what do you estimate the annual cost of maintaining a
Slave in food and clothing ?

Reply. I have never made the calculation.

What wages do you give to the free Labourer ?

Reply. From fifteen to twenty Rixdollars a month
;
but

much more in harvest time,—we then pay one skipple of Grain

per diem, which may be equal to two Rixdollars and a half.

Have you ever calculated how much per Cent should be
allowed for the risk of death and casualties upon Slave

Property ?

Reply. No, I have not.

How many slaves have you ?

Reply. About eleven : five only being able-bodied

Labourers
;
the rest Women and Children.

How much does it cost you in labour, besides your Slaves,

to work the Farm ?

Reply. Last year it cost me one thousand three hundred

and fifty Rixdollars in hire of free Labourers.

How many free Labourers do you employ ?

Reply. In the ploughing season, five or six,—in harvest

time fifteen or sixteen. The year before last I had eight appren-

ticed Blacks
;
so that besides five Slaves and eight Apprentices,

I paid one thousand three hundred and fifty Rixdollars for

labour.

Do you think it costs three skillings per diem to maintain a

Slave %

Reply. I think more. They have two pounds and a half
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of Wheaten Bread, one pound and a half of Meat, and a bottle

and a half of Wine, daily.

Bor the last six years what was the average price you
received for grain ?

Reply. I cannot exactly say.

What price would you think an adequate remuneration to

the Farmer ?

Reply. One hundred and forty Rixdollars a Load for

Wheat. The average produce is not more than ten per Cent,

and it costs me one hundred and twenty Rixdollars to plough,

sow, and bring it to market.

In this you include the Market Duties ?

Reply. Yes.

Upon the other descriptions of Grain what do you think a

remunerating price ?

Reply. I have never calculated.

What distance are you from the Market ?

Reply. It takes five days to drive the Waggons out and

home.

For the last five years have you obtained upon an average

one hundred and forty Rixdollars per load for Wheat ?

Reply. Certainly not.

Upon the whole then, for the last five years, would you say

that you have lost by the cultivation of Wheat ?

Reply. For the last five years there has been but one good

Crop, so that we have certainly lost. I sowed seventy-two

-

sacks last year, and reaped only three hundred and twenty

being at the same expense as before to harvest the Crop.

Can you state what Capital you have expended upon that

Farm ?

Reply. I cannot say exactly.

How much per Cent would you reckon a fair return for

Capital invested in this Colony in Corn Farming ?

Reply. I could not answer that without consideration.

What quitrent do you pay for this Estate of one thousand

four hundred morgen ?

Reply. The whole Estate of Klaver Valley pays two hundred

and seventy-nine Rixdollars in quitrent. But the part which

I hold was bought from my Father free of quitrent, for forty

thousand guilders.

2 g 2
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Would this farm sell for forty thousand Guilders now ?

Reply. I do not think so, as all Property seems to have

fallen very much in value.

Do you find it inconvenient to come to Cape Town for the

purpose of paying your Opgaaf ?

Reply. I have never found it so, as I have always some

other business to transact there.

Would you prefer coming to Cape Town to paying an

additional percentage for the charge of collection ?

Reply. Most certainly.

You are always aware of the exact sum which you have to

pay for the Ordinary Opgaaf ?

Reply. I never took that into consideration, but the

calculation is easily made.

The Ordinary Opgaaf consists in a Tax upon Produce and in

a Tax upon Stock. Do you think the Tax upon Produce a

severe Tax ? or that it can operate to prevent cultivation ?

Reply. It is a severe Tax : but I do not think that it

prevents cultivation.

Considering the uncertain returns in this climate, do you
not think the Tax on Produce less heavy, than if it were laid

upon the Stock employed in cultivating the ground ?

Reply. I cannot give a positive answer
;

but, considering

the uncertainty of the harvest, I should think so.

Do you think there is anything vexatious or complicated in

the manner of collecting the Opgaaf ?

Reply. For my own part not. I never found much trouble

in making it up.

Do you ever hear complaints of this nature ?

Reply. I cannot remember any.

Is the Extraordinary Opgaaf much complained of, viz. the

Commando Tax and Transport Money ?

Reply. I have heard complaints about the Commando Tax.

As for the charges of Transport, they are not heavy in our

District, so that I cannot answer positively.

You pay the Market Dues on bringing your Corn to Market ?

Reply. Yes, four Rixdollars and a half, (including the Toll,)

per Load.

In making your calculation you take that into account ?

Reply. Yes.
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And if that Duty were taken off, you would charge less ?

Reply. I do not think the purchaser pays it, or takes it

into consideration. I have sold Wheat without the Market at

the Market price, without deducting the Dues. We do not

charge them in the account. I think if the Duty were taken

off, I should gain the amount.

Taking the total Expenditure and the total Income of your

Farm for the last five years, do you think that it has returned

a sufficient interest for the capital, skill, and labour laid out

upon it ?

Reply. No
;

not a remunerating interest
;

not ten per

cent one year with another. Last year I was hardly able to

pay the interest (Six per cent) for the Money borrowed to

stock the Farm.
A true copy.

(Signed) D. M. Perceval,

Clerk of the Council.

[Annexure 4.]

Mr. Hendrik Oostwald Eksteen, of Bergvliet, in the Cape

District, examined.

You have a Wine Farm in the Cape District ?

Reply. Yes
;

at Bergvliet, near Constantia.

How many Vine Stocks are there on the Farm ?

Reply. About two hundred thousand.

How many Leaguers of Ordinary Cape Wine do you produce ?

Reply. On the average, two hundred Leaguers.

Do you employ Slaves or free Labourers ?

Reply. Slaves
;
and one or two free people.

How many Slaves would be recjuired to cultivate a Vineyard

of that extent ?

Reply. Twenty good workmen would be sufficient, if exclu-

sively employed there.

What may be the cost of maintaining each of these workmen
by the day and by the year ?

Reply. It is not easy to say at the moment. They have

Bread, Meat, and Vegetables, Wine and Brandy.

Do you think each Slave costs you three Skillings a day ?

Reply. More than three Skillings.
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Can you state what price per Leaguer of Wine would fairly

remunerate you for all the expenses of raising it ?

Reply. One hundred Rixdollars per Leaguer.

Has the average price for the last five years amounted to one

hundred Rixdollars ?

Reply. No.

Has your Vineyard produced annually two hundred Leaguers
on the average of the last five years ?

Reply. No
;

it produced only one hundred Leaguers last

year.

Do you then think that you have lost by your Wine Farm
for the last five years ?

Reply. I have been a considerable loser.

How many slaves of all ages have you ?

Reply. About thirty.

At what age can a Slave Child be put to profitable work ?

Reply. There is always some trifle for the Children to do
;

but they are not fit for profitable work before fifteen.

Before fifteen do you think they pay the expense of main-

tenance ?

Reply. No.

At what age do they cease to be fit for any profitable

labour ?

Reply. The value of their work decreases at forty
;
but it

is still profitable till fifty, and sometimes till sixty.

Have you heard that the Mozambique Slaves become unfit

for work earlier than the native-born ?

Reply. I have both, and have not found any difference.

How long have you had your place ?

Reply. Fourteen years.

How many Leaguers of brandy do you make ?

Reply. Five or six Leaguers on the average.

What price do you receive for it ?

Reply. I sold it this year for one hundred and fifty Rix-

dollars—last year for eighty Rixdollars the Leaguer.

To what cause do you attribute the difference between the

two years ?

Reply. To the scarcity of Brandy, owing to the bad vintage.

Do you let out Slaves for hire ?

Reply. No.
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Do you know the price for which they are hired in your
neighbourhood ?

Reply. There are none hired there, as each Proprietor has

no more than he wants for his own work.

Has the value of Slaves increased in the last five years \

Reply. They may have increased,—but have now decreased

very much.
Is not a slave of higher value now than ten years ago ?

Reply. No. I do not think that I should get the same
price that I gave then.

Is your Place Freehold, or held on Quitrent 1

Reply. Freehold, all but twenty morgen.

What do you think it worth ?

Reply. I gave one hundred and seventy thousand guilders

for it.

How many morgen does it contain ?

Reply. Four hundred and sixty morgen of Freehold Land,

and Twenty on Quitrent, chiefly in Wood and Vineyard.

Do you think the Opgaaf paid upon Produce an oppressive

Tax, or likely to impede cultivation ?

Reply. No : as the Wine gives a sufficient return in

addition to the Tax. If I had more hands I would cultivate

more, notwithstanding the Tax upon Produce.

You pay a part of the Opgaaf on Stock, as Waggons, Cattle,

and so forth
;
Do you think this more heavy than the tax upon

Produce ?

Reply. I think the Tax upon Produce less objectionable,

on account of the uncertainty of the returns in this Climate.

Do you find anything complicated or vexatious in the

manner of collecting the Opgaaf ?

Reply. No.

Do you know beforehand what you have to pay ?

Reply. Yes.

Is the Extraordinary Opgaaf low in your District ?

Reply. My Ordinary Taxes are forty-five Rixdollars
;

the

Extraordinary, forty-five more, and the Commando Tax ninety

Rixdollars.

(N.B. The Hon. J. W. Stoll, Esq., who is Landdrost of the

Cape District, here explained to the Council that the Extra-

ordinary and Commando Taxes are levied in that District in
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the following manner :—The whole amount of the Commando
Tax, assessed on the District, viz. nine thousand five hundred

and twenty Rixdollars, is divided amongst all the Places,

according to a fixed valuation of each : and one half, or two
thirds of the sum at which each Place is so rated, is levied upon

the Owner for the Extraordinary Taxes, which vary every

year according to circumstances.)

What price have you obtained for your Wine this year and

the last ?

Reply. Last year I got forty-five Rixdollars—this year I

have sold none as yet.

You have stated that you have lost by the Wine Faxm
for the last five years :

you have also stated that if you had

more hands you would extend the cultivation. Would it not

be more advisable in such a case to contract it ?

Reply. I stated this merely in answer to the question as

to the effect of the Opgaaf upon cultivation
;

not meaning

that I should therefore extend the cultivation at the present

moment.
A true Copy.

(Signed) D. M. Perceval, Clerk of the Council.

At a Council held in the Council Chamber on Wednesday
the sixth day of December in the Year of our Lord one thousand

eight hundred and twenty-six,

Present : His Honor Major-General Bourke, C.B., Lieutenant

Governor,

The Hon. Sir John Truter, Knight, Chief Justice,

The Hon. Sir Richard Plasket, Colonial Secretary,

The Hon. Lieutenant-Colonel Daniell, Second in

Command,
The Hon. Lieutenant-Colonel Bell, C.B.,

The Hon, J. W. Stoll, Esqre., Receiver General,

The Minutes of the preceding Council were read and con-

firmed.

It was reported that Messrs. Scliutte and Cannon were in

attendance, who were called in and examined accordingly as to
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the value of Slave labour in Cape Town, Mr. Bigge, His

Majesty’s Commissioner, being present at their examination.

Mr. V. A. Schonnberg, Sequestrator to this Government,
formerly Landdrost of Swellendam, was called in and examined
as to the agricultural and financial resources of that district.

It was Ordered
That J. van Ryneveld, Esqre., Sub-Landdrost of Clan

William, and Mr. P. M. Brink, Member of the Burgher Senate,

be summoned to attend the Council on Friday next the 8th

instant.

And the Council adjourned.

(Signed) D. M. Perceval, Clerk of the Council.

[Annexure 1.]

Minutes of Evidence taken before the Council, on Wednesday,

December 6th, 1826.

Mr. Hermanus Schutte, Master-builder in Cape Town, examined.

You are a Master-builder by profession ?

Reply. Yes.

Do you hire many slaves 1

Reply. Yes.

What is the usual pay of a good Mason ?

Reply. I pay one Rixdollar and a half to the Owner for

the best. I do not find their food.

Do you give any gratuity to the Slave, besides what you

pay to the Master ?

Reply. Yes, according to their work ;
some three, some

four, some five rixdollars per month.

Do you know if the Master gives any part of the Wages to

the Slave ?

Reply. I believe there are some who do so, but I am not

certain.

At what rate do you hire ordinary Labourers ?

Reply. At eighteen Rixdollars a month, or six Skillings a

day.

Are these fed by their Masters ?

Reply. Yes.

How long has this been the price ?
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Reply. About twelve or fifteen years. It was less formerly.

Do you employ any free Labourers ?

Reply. Sometimes, but not many, for they cannot work
for that price.

At what rate do you pay an ordinary free Labourer 1

Reply. Twenty Rixdollars a month, but without food.

Do you observe any difference in the quantity of work done
by the Slave and free Labourer ?

Reply. No, there is no difference.

Has the price of free labour varied of late years ?

Reply. The price has been six Skillings a day
;
the Master

would not make a profit if he paid more.

Do you employ any free Artificers—Smiths, Carpenters, or

Masons ?

Reply. Only Carpenters and Masons, and occasionally

Plaisterers.

The answers you have just given apply to free black

Labourers only ?

Reply. Yes.

Do you employ any European Labourers, and at what
wages ?

Reply. Some Plaisterers and Masons from time to time.

These in general work by the piece
;

but, if by the day, they

receive from three to four Rixdollars and a half, and find their

own provisions.

Do you employ any ordinary European Labourers ?

Reply. Never.

You stated that there was no difference in the wages of

Labourers for many years : Did this apply to Slaves only ?

Reply. To Slaves only.

Is there any difference in the price of European Labour ?

Reply. It was cheaper ten or twelve years ago.

Has the number of Irish Labourers who have arrived in the

Colony diminished the rate of wages ?

Reply. No, because their demands are always high.

Do you hire many Slaves from the same Owner ?

Reply. Yes, two from one, three from another.

Did you not engage a Malay workman to go to the Frontier

as a Builder, for two Rixdollars a day and his keep ?

Reply. I did.
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Is three the greatest number of Slaves you ever had from
the same Master ?

Reply. A long time ago I had six or seven
;

at present

not more than three.

Can you state whether there are many persons in Cape Town
who hire out more than three Slaves ?

Reply. I cannot say.

Do you not think that many persons gain their livelihood

by the hire of their Slaves alone ?

Reply. I do not believe they could get a livelihood by that

alone.

Have you any Slaves of your own ?

Reply. Yes.

At how much do you estimate the cost of keeping each of

them ?

Reply. I cannot feed them under four Skillings a day, one

year with another.

What does the clothing of a Slave cost in a year ?

Reply. The prices vary from sixty to ninety or one hundred

Rixdollars.

Do you mean the clothing of a common labouring Slave ?

Reply. There is not much difference, nearly all are clothed

alike.

Do you imagine the value of Slaves has increased within

the last ten years ?

Reply. It was very high for some time, but has fallen

within the last three years.

To what cause do you attribute this ?

Reply. I cannot say.

A true copy.

(Signed) D. M. Perceval, Clerk of the Council.

[Annexure 2.]

Mr. John Cannon, Master-builder in Cape Town, examined.

You are a Master-builder by profession ?

Reply. I am.

Do you hire many Slaves as Workmen ?

Reply. For the last tAVO years I have employed from one

to two hundred Slaves and free People.
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Can you state the usual number of Slaves you employ (

Reply. On the average from twelve to twenty, but some-
times so many as seventy.

At what rate do you pay for a good Mason, Carpenter, or

Plaisterer ?

Reply. For good workmen I pay three Rixdollars a day
;

for ordinary workmen, one Rixdollar and a half, unless when
hired by the month. I then pay from thirty to twenty-five

Rixdollars, sometimes so low as twenty, but for men of an
inferior description.

Do you also give them provisions ?

Reply. No : they find themselves, unless in the Country.

Then we make an allowance or give them rations over and
above their pay.

Do you employ any European Labourers ? and at what
rate of wages ?

Reply. I employ several. Their wages depend upon their

quality
;

they vary from two to five Rixdollars a day for

Mechanics. Common European Labourers, hired as such, get

no more than a Slave
;
nor Mechanics, if the two are equally

good. I have some Slaves who can work as well as any

European.

Do you hire many Slaves from the same Owner ?

Reply. I have had four from the same Master
;
but that is

the greatest number.

Do you find that they are hired for less money, if taken for

a length of time ?

Reply. I seldom hire for more than one month certain, as

they are apt to grow indolent if sure of their engagement. I

have one Slave, a Sawyer, hired by the year, for whom I pay

four hundred Rixdollars.

Do you give any gratuity to the Slave, besides the pay to

his Master ?

Reply. On Saturday evening, when the work is done, we
generally give Wine-money to the Slaves, at the rate of Sixpence

to a Labourer, one Shilling to a Mason, and one Shilling and

Sixpence to a Carpenter.

Do you believe that any persons in Cape Town have more

than four Slaves to let ?

Reply. I do not know of any
;

I have hired four from two
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persons, but in general not more than two or three from one

Master.

How long have you been established in the Colony ?

Reply. Betwixt ten and eleven years.

Have the wages of Slaves increased much within that time ?

Reply. Considerably
;
and those of Mechanics especially.

But they do much more work now, as they are stimulated by
competition with the Europeans

;
they have become both

more handy and more industrious.

Have the wages increased within the last two years ?

Reply. They began to increase in 1820, but have not

increased much since. Ten years ago I could hire Carpenters

for two Rixdollars, I now pay three Rixdollars and a half for

them
; but the value of the labour has improved greatly.

Can you say whether the value of Slaves has increased

within the last ten years ?

Reply. I think not. It has rather diminished.

Can you state the cause ?

Reply. It may be from so many Europeans coming here,

who must labour for their food
;
whilst the Slaves are provided

for whether they do their work or not.

Then, although the price of labour is higher, as you have

stated, Slaves are not so dear as formerly ?

Reply. The same price is no longer given for the same sort

of Slaves
;

the value of good Workmen is not diminished. I

was merely speaking with reference to the general price at

public sales.

What is the allowance that you make when you send

Labourers to work in the Country ?

Reply. Two Skillings for a common labouring Slave
;

four

Skillings for a Slave Carpenter
;

but one Rixdollar for a

European Mechanic.

Could a Slave subsist himself for two Skillings a day ?

Reply. I should think he might
;
but they are generally

found in food besides, by the person for whom they are sent

to work.

Does the Master furnish them with a ration besides ?

Reply. I believe so.

From what you have observed, do you think the food

allowed them good and sufficient ?
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Reply. They seem to enjoy it, and do their work well upon
it. It is generally Rice, or brown Bread and Fish

;
I do not

know who finds it, whether their Owners or themselves. When
I allow the two Skillings, it is an arrangement between me and
the Slave, who seems always satisfied.

Is this additional allowance to the Slave given by you to

make up any deficiency in the Master’s ration ?

Reply. No
;

merely as an encouragement. They are

generally unwilling to go into the Country. It is rather meant
as an equivalent for the little profits which they make in

Cape Town during their leisure hours.

Has the introduction of free Labourers reduced the hire of

Slaves ?

Reply. A Labourer does double the work now, so that in

fact the price is reduced, but the money given is the same.

We can now make the Slaves work by the fear of being dis-

charged.

Do you make a larger allowance to the Slaves you hire than

other people ?

Reply. No
;
but I make them do their duty, and exact no

more
;
and I give the deserving encouragement, which is not

usual. From this I find good effects, and they are generally

afraid to leave me.

Do you never get Labourers for less than one Rixdollar and

a half a day ?

Reply. Not such as I like to hire
;
unless when paid by the

month.

Is it a common practice to let Slaves dispose of their

own labour, provided they pay a certain sum to their

Masters ?

Reply. Yes. These Men are generally married, and live in

houses hired by themselves, sometimes at the house where

their Wives reside. When they hire themselves, the Owner is

not consulted. But in other cases the Master settles the

price. I employ some that pay from thirty to sixty Rixdollars

a month to their Masters.

How much do you give to those Slaves who pay their

Masters that sum ?

Reply. Three Rixdollars for each whole day’s work.

What do the common Coolies generally pay their Masters ?
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Reply. 1 believe from six to nine Skillings a day. Their
charge to the Public is fixed by a Town Regulation.

A true Copy.

(Signed) D. M. Perceval, Clerk of the Council.

[Annexurc 3.]

V. A. Schonnberg, Esq., Sequestrator to this Government,
examined.

You were formerly Landdrost of Swellendam ?

Reply. I was.

You have been frequently present when the Farmers came
to pay their Opgaaf ?

Reply. I was generally present.

Did the Farmers generally appear to know what they were
to pay for their Ordinary Opgaaf ?

Reply. They had usually made their own calculations.

Have you heard any of them complain that the mode of

collecting the Ordinary Opgaaf was vexatious or incon-

venient 1

Reply. I do not remember to have heard any such com-
plaints.

Have you any reason to suppose that the Tax upon Produce
prevents the cultivation of the ground ?

Reply. By no means. I never heard of an instance.

Do you think that a Tax upon Stock, as Slaves, Cattle,

Waggons, and so forth, would operate more favourably to the

Farmer ?

Reply. I am quite of the contrary opinion.

Can you state the reasons you have for conceiving that the

Tax on Labour and Stock would be more oppressive ?

Reply. I have reason to believe that the poorest Farmers

cultivate the most
;
those who have a large quantity of Stock

do not always employ it. From the uncertainty of the harvests,

a Tax upon Stock would press more upon the Capital of the

Farmer than a Tax upon Produce.

Have you ever known the Farmers complain of the distance

which they have to travel to make their Opgaaf ?
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Reply. Never. In general, one or more Farmers from the

remote Field Cornetcies bring the Opgaaf of their neighbours

with them.

In that case, how is the Extraordinary Opgaaf paid ?

Reply. They generally include in the sum. sent a sum a

little larger than the Extraordinary Opgaaf of the preceding

year.

Do you think then that they would prefer the present mode
to a charge of three or four per Cent upon the Opgaaf for

collection ?

Reply. Mostly : but some who live in very remote quarters

might possibly prefer to pay a percentage.

Do you not think that the Landdrost might receive the

Opgaaf at the several Field Cornetcies, in his annual tour of

the District ?

Reply. It would be inconvenient, from the delay which it

would probably cause
;

as all the Farmers would not have the

Money ready. Besides, they have generally some object

which brings them to the Drostdy : a Child to Christen, or

the Sacrament : some Farmers too bring a little Produce with

them, by the sale of which they are enabled to pay their

Taxes.

Was the Extraordinary Opgaaf heavy in your District ?

Reply. Very heavy.

Has it ever amounted to one hundred per Cent upon the

Ordinary ?

Reply. Yes, sometimes : More frequently in the adminis-

tration of my predecessors.

Is the Extraordinary Opgaaf considered in general to be a

burthensome Tax ?

Reply. Yes : especially in the District of Swellendam :

particularly the Transport Money.

Can you state whether the Farmers in Swellendam are

generally in good circumstances ?

Reply. On the contrary, in very needy circumstances. I

have travelled in many parts of the Colony, and have not seen

any worse off.

Do they raise much surplus produce in Corn and Cattle ?

Reply. Since the opening of Port Beaufort the produce of

Wheat and other Grain has increased greatly. When I left the
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District, I found that nearly two-thirds more Oats were sown
than on my arrival there. I attribute this to the opening; of

the Port.

Is there much surplus Produce in Cattle ?

Reply. Very little, except in Horses. The number of

Sheep has greatly diminished.

To what is that owing ?

Reply. They have become very difficult to rear
;
and the

extent of pasturage is much reduced by the sub-division of

Places. Very little wool is produced. The Horses are of an

inferior quality. The principal export from Port Beaufort is

Corn.

Are the Horses considered as a profitable Stock ?

Reply. Yes : By those Farmers who can afford to rear

them.

Do you conceive that the profits which the Farmers derive

from their Estates would enable them to bear an additional

Taxation of ten per Cent ?

Reply. By no means : it would be utter ruin to them. I

would strongly recommend a decrease rather than an increase.

Since the late bad harvests I have known many Families who
have not tasted Bread for months. If the Taxes are not

diminished, the whole of them will go to ruin.

Did the value of Slaves increase during the time of your

administration.

Reply. No : very few Slaves were sold. The whole District

was going back rapidly.

Since what time have the affairs of the District taken that

unfavourable turn ?

Reply. For the last fifteen years.

State to the best of your knowledge the increase of Taxes

between the administration of Mr. Faure and your own ?

Reply. I am not certain, but the increase was more than

one hundred per Cent. The Buildings at Caledon were erected

during the intervening administration of Mr. Buissinne
;
and

the Interest of the Money borrowed for that purpose has

doubled the Extraordinary Taxes.

Do you attribute the declining state of the District to Taxa-

tion alone ?

Reply. To failure of Crops also, and other disadvantages.
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The main road to the Eastward has been turned away from
the Village, which has suffered in consequence.

But has not the change profited those who live upon the

line of the new road ?

Reply. I believe not. The Farmers formerly halted for a

day or two in Swellendam, and disposed of several articles.

There was a kind of Fair sometimes.

Do you see any probability of the circumstances of the

Farmers improving ?

Reply. Not under present circumstances.

Were the quitrents high in your District ?

Reply. Very high in general. I have always recommended
a reduction of them to Government : so much so, that in some
instances I have taxed Lands lower than the Rent which they

formerly paid as a Loan Place.

And yet the Farmer was willing to pay that Rent ?

Reply. It was a matter of necessity with him, for he had
nowhere else to go.

Is there any Tithe levied upon the Produce exported at Port

Beaufort ?

Reply. No.

Are there many Hottentots in the District of Swellendam ?

Reply. Very few. It was always a subject of complaint

when a Recruiting Party for the Cape Corps came into the

District.

What is the usual rate of hire for Hottentots ?

Reply. From three to five Rixdollars a month, with food

and clothing
;

for Women rather less
;

for Waggoners and

Handicraftsmen more.

Are these persons employed all the year round ?

Reply. They generally make contracts for the year or the

month.

How did the Hottentots from Lie Institutions hire themselves?

Reply. Chiefly to the neighbouring Farmers at harvest

time. At other times they seldom go out to work.

Did you generally find the Hottentots at the Institutions

pay the Commando Tax ?

Reply. I made them pay as far as was possible.

Were there many that could not pay it, at the rate of two

Rixdollars an 1 a half ?
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Reply. Many, but that was left to the Missionaries to

decide upon.

Are there many Hottentots living independently in the

District of Swellendam ?

Reply. Several have oxen and waggons
;
and there is one

man who holds a small Farm. He is a Christian, and his name
is Rousseau.

A true copy.

(Signed) D. M. Perceval, Clerk of the Council.

At a Council held in the Council Chamber on Friday the

eighth day of December in the Year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and twenty-six,

Present : His Honor Major-General Rourke, C.B., Lieutenant

Governor,

The Hon. Sir John Truter, Knight, Chief Justice,

The Hon. Sir Richard Plasket, Colonial Secretary,

The Hon. Lieutenant-Colonel Daniell, Second in

Command,
The Hon. Lieutenant-Colonel Bell, C.B.,

The Hon. J. W. Stoll, Esqre., Receiver General,

The Minutes of the preceding Council were read and con-

firmed.

It was reported that Mr. J. van Ryneveld, Deputy Landdrost

of Clanwilliam, and Mr. P. M. Brink, a Member of the Burgher

Senate, were in attendance, who were called in and examined

accordingly, the first as to the financial and agricultural

resources of his district, the second as to the rate of taxation

and the value of slave labour in Cape Town.

Mr. C. H. Olivier, an inhabitant of Graaff Reinet, was also

called in and examined as to the same subjects with reference

to that district.

It was ordered that all the evidence be printed.

And the Council adjourned to Tuesday the 12th instant.

(Signed) D. M. Perceval, Clerk of the Council.

2 h 2
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[Annexure 1.]

Minutes of Evidence taken before the Council on Friday,

December 8th, 1826.

John van Ryneveld, Esq., Deputy Landdrost of Clanwilliam,

examined.

Are you generally present when the Farmers of your District

make their Opgaaf ?

Reply. Always.

Do they generally appear to know beforehand how much
they have to pay on account of the Ordinary Taxes ?

Reply. They are told what they have to pay, according to-

the Tariff ;
and we receive a letter from Worcester specifying

the sum to be levied for the Extraordinary Taxes, which we
then divide amongst the Farmers.

The Farmers know that they are charged according to the

Tariff of the 1st of April 1814 ? and they make the return

of their own Produce ?

Reply. Yes : A List is sent round to them, which they fill

up according to their Produce. But it is not stated in the List

that the Tariff of Taxes is according to that Proclamation.

As they know the Tariff, and know their Produce, they may
easily make the calculation ?

Reply. Some of them might
;

but, generally speaking, I

think they have not instruction enough to do so.

Do they generally complain of the mode of collecting the

Ordinary Opgaaf, as being vexatious or complicated ?

Reply. Not the Ordinary. I never heard of a complaint

of that.

Is the Extraordinary Opgaaf heavy in your District ?

Reply. Yes
;
the people complain of it the most.

Can you state how much per cent upon the Ordinary Taxes

it has been of late years ?

Reply. Not exactly. We have a certain sum to levy on

account of Commando Tax and Transport Money, and that

sum we divide amongst all the Farmers
;

they that have

Places paying more than a single Man residing with them.

Have you any reason to suppose that the Tax upon Grain
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and other Produce, collected at the Ordinary Opgaaf, prevents

the Land from being brought into cultivation ?

Reply. No, I do not think it does.

Do you conceive that a Tax to the same amount, levied upon
Stock, as Horses, Slaves, Waggons, and so forth, would be
more equitable ?

Reply. No. I think not
;
particularly when the uncertainty

of the Climate is considered. If a Farmer gains any Produce,

he can easily pay the Tax
;
but Stock is a dead Capital to

them.

Have you known the Farmer to complain of the distance

which he must travel to pay his Opgaaf ?

Reply. Never. They do not all come, one or two from a

Fieldcornetcy bring the Opgaaf of the rest.

Some of these persons come a great distance in your District ?

Reply. Yes
;
some from a distance of two or three days on

horseback.

Do you not conceive that the Landdrost might receive the

Opgaaf on his annual inspection of the several Fieldcornetcies

without much additional expense ?

Reply. It might be done
;
but the expense of travelling is

so great in some parts of my District, as Namaqualand and

Kamiesberg, where habitations are few and distant, that it

would be very inconvenient. They had much better come to

Clanwilliam, for a Boor would rather ride for ever than pay

four Skillings extra.

In making your annual inspection, you go into all the Field-

cornetcies ?

Reply. Yes
;

every one of them. I am obliged to go on

horseback, for the Country does not admit of a waggon.

Are the Farmers in your District commonly in good circum-

stances ?

Reply. That is difficult to answer. In Namaqualand

and Kamiesberg they are little better off than the Hottentots,

living merely upon flesh
;
but about Clanwilliam and the

Olifants River they are pretty well off.

Do they raise much surplus produce either in Corn or Cattle ?

Reply. They used to sow only as much as they wanted for

their own use, on account of the immense distance of Cape

Town. But since Messrs. Liesching and Bergh have opened a
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Port at Lambert’s Bay, they begin to grow a little surplus Corn

to export.

Can you tell what price Messrs. Liesching and Bergh paid

for their Corn at the Bay ?

Reply. I cannot say exactly, perhaps about one hundred

Rixdollars.

Have they any surplus produce in Cattle 1

Reply. Last year they lost a great number
;
but at other

times the Butchers come constantly and take Cattle away.

They are very fine.

Do you imagine that the Farmers gain a considerable profit

by the sale of their Cattle ?

Reply. No. They sell them too cheap.

Do you think their profits are such as to allow an additional

Taxation : say twenty-five per Cent above what they now
pay ?

Reply. No. I think they pay as much as they can bear.

The Tax for destroying Wild Animals weighs heavily upon
them.

You particularise that as the most unwise and invidious

Tax ?

Reply. The Transport Tax is still more unfair, as they pay
for more Transport than is done in the Sub-Drostdy.

In general you think their profits would not admit of heavier

Taxation ?

Reply. I am certain of it, from my knowledge of the people.

At one time they paid a Rixdollar a head for their Slaves, and
there was more complaint about that than anything else I ever

heard of.

Are you acquainted with the value of Slaves in your District ?

Reply. It is difficult to say, as they are generally sold

amongst the Heirs, who give higher prices than ordinary.

But you may commonly buy a good Field Labourer for one

thousand Rixdollars.

Is the price increasing ?

Reply. I cannot say, as sales are rare in the District. The
number of Slaves, I believe, is on the increase.

Do you know the value of a Mechanic there ?

Reply. They are not common. We have a few of the

Settlers who work as Masons, and so forth.
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Do you think that the Ordinary Taxes are fairly and fully

collected ?

Reply. Yes, certainly. We take the Returns of the

Farmers, and levy the whole Tax upon them according

to the Tariff. These returns are signed by the Farmers, and
given upon oath, if called for

;
but this is never the ca»e, and

I do not doubt the fairness of the return. There are only a

few Widows who pay the Income Tax.

A true Copy.

(Signed) D. M. Perceval, Clerk of the Council.

[Annexure 2.]

P. M. Brink, Esq., Member of the Burgher Senate, examined.

You are a Member of the Burgher Senate ?

Reply. I am.

Can you state to the Council the mode in which the Income
Tax is levied in Cape Town ?

Reply. Mr. Brink referred to the Proclamation of His

Excellency Sir J. Cradock, of the 1st of April 1814, and to the

subsequent Proceedings of the Burgher Senate, by which it

appeared that in order to give effect to that Proclamation, the

Inhabitants were called upon to declare their Incomes according

to a fixed Classification from thirty thousand to three hundred

Rixdollars. This Classification was approved of by the

Government on the 1st of July following, and three quarters

per Cent are levied upon the medium between the highest and

lowest sum of the class to which each Individual declares his

Income to belong. The same amount is levied also for the

Commando Tax
;
making together one and a half per Cent.

In the year 1814 sixteen hundred Householders gave in their

Incomes, to the amount of two millions forty-nine thousand

and six hundred Rixdollars, (one hundred and fifty -three thousand

and seven hundred pounds sterling'), on which seventeen thousand

one hundred and seventy-seven Rixdollars and two Skillings

were levied. Here Mr. Brink referred the Council to a Memo-
randum, (annexed,) by which it appears that the total Income

returned by three thousand Heads of Families, for the last
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year, amounted to one hundred and seventy-one thousand and
sixty-six Pounds sterling.

Does this paper shew the difference between the sum
levied in 1814 and 1826 ?

Reply. The object of the paper is to shew the decrease in

the amount of the Income of each Head of a Family at that

period
;

and the whole pressure of the Town Taxes upon
Income.

Do you examine the Persons who give in their Income as to

the source from whence it is derived ?

Reply. They are bound to swear to the correctness of the

Classification. The Wardmasters make an annual Return of

the Houses, Population, Slaves, and Property, in their respective

Wards.
In that Return are those Persons distinguished who let out

Slaves for hire ?

Reply. No. Only the number, age, and sex of the Slaves.

The profession of each Head of a Family is returned.

Can you state whether the profits arising from the hire of

Slaves are stated as a source of Income ?

Reply. I think so ;
as everyone may be called upon to

swear that he has returned his whole Income, derived from

every source.

You are not aware of this being the case from any documents

produced ?

Reply. Not from any documents, but I believe it is, as

the expressions are general, and it is our duty to ascertain

the whole Income.

Do you recollect ever to have examined and sworn any

Persons to their Incomes ?

Reply. Yes, frequently. I recollect three instances in the

last eight days.

In the course of those examinations have you ever asked a

Person specifically, what profit he derived from the hire of his

Slave ?

Reply. In many instances ! I have seen the sum so derived

stated in the calculations made in my presence.

Can you state to the Council the number of Persons in Cape

Town who hire out Slaves ?

Reply. Not positively. They are generally poor Persons,
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Widows, and so forth
;
though there are some wealthy Indivi-

duals who do let out their supernumerary Slaves.

Can you form any idea of the greatest number of Slaves

hired out by any one Person ?

Reply. Not positively.

Are there any who hire out ten Slaves ?

Reply. I should think very few. I have seventeen Slaves

myself, but I cannot let any out
;
some of them are Women

and Children.

Can you state the cost of maintaining Slaves ?

Reply. The Witness read the following memorandum :

—

“ The expenses and food of ten Apprentices, during the year

1825, amounted to one thousand seven hundred and twenty-

seven Rixdollars and four Skillings, being one hundred and
seventy-two Rixdollars five Skillings and four Stivers for each

per annum, and fourteen Rixdollars three Skillings and five

Stivers per month
;
medical attendance not included.”

What is the usual rate at which a Labourer is hired 1

Reply. Not more than eighteen Rixdollars per month, for

good working Slaves.

Can you state the usual rate for Mechanics ?

Reply. The Town employs only Masons and Labourers.

The highest rate for the former is forty Rixdollars, the lowest

twenty-five.

What is the sum which those Owners who allow their Slaves

to work for themselves, generally receive from them ?

Reply. Sometimes one Rixdollar and a half a day.

What do Coolies pay their Masters ?

Reply. From four to six Skillings a day. There is a Town
Regulation for their charge to the Public.

Can you state from your own knowledge whether the value

of Slaves has increased or diminished in the last ten years ?

Reply. It has decreased in the last three or four years. I

bought a Slave Girl and four Children in 1824 for three thousand

Rixdollars, at a late sale a Girl with as many Children sold

for one thousand and six hundred Rixdollars.

Do you remember the price in 1810 ?

Reply. I cannot say without reference to documents.

The Commando Tax is three quarters per Cent, the Income

Tax the same. Is there any Head Money levied in Cape Town ?
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Reply. No.

Are there any Persons who pay no Commando Tax ?

Reply. None are exempt, except those who have a Certifi-

cate of pauperism from the Churchwardens. The lowest Class

who return their Incomes from three to one hundred Rix-

dollars, pay three Rixdollars for Income and Commando
Tax.

Are there not many Persons in Cape Town upon whom that

is the only charge ?

Reply. Yes, common Labourers and Freeblacks.

Do you know the number of these Persons ?

Reply. No, but I will send an official Return. {See Note.)

Is it easy to collect that Tax ?

Reply. No, very difficult.

Are there not a great many returned to the Sequestrator

for that tax of three Rixdollars ?

Reply. Many.
Do you think from your own knowledge and experience that

the Income Tax is fairly paid ?

Reply. I think a little more might be raised, if all Persons,

without exception, were obliged to swear to the amount of

their Income.

Do you think the Owner is sure of a constant demand for

the Slaves he has to let ?

Reply. I think not : The Burgher Senate is at this moment
diminishing the number they employ.

Can you form a near estimate of the number of Slaves let

out for hire in Cape Town ?

Reply. No : but I can have an official Return made from

the Ward masters.*

How much per Cent should be allowed for casualties on

the value of Slave Property ?

Reply. Ten, twelve, or fifteen per Cent, I think, should

be charged on the Capital alone. I have known forty Slaves

lost in three months out of fifty.

On the whole what do you think a fair return for Money
invested in Slave Property ?

Reply. One and a half per Cent per month. (Eighteen per

Cent.)
* This was not thought expedient by the Council.
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Memorandum Referred to by Mr. P. M. Brink.

£ 5 . d.
The assessed Taxes for the year, from April 25th to April

26th amount to ...... 5,736 4 6
Viz. : House Taxes on 1780 Houses, 472

Stores, and 173 Cellars . . . £3,192 17 3

For Hearth Money . £1,328 1 3

For Water Taxes . 1,864 16 0

3,192 17 3

Personal Taxes paid by about 3,000 Heads
of Families

f per Cent on Income . £1,283 0 6

| per Cent for Caffre

Commando . . 1,260 6 9

£2,543 7 3

£5,736 4 6

This per centage (1£ per Cent) is paid on the bona fide profits

or income, from whatever source derived ; whether from Personal

Labour, Slave Labour, Hire of Houses, Interest on Monies,

or Situations under Government.

From the amount of Income Tax it appears that the aggregate

amount of Income, of whatever description, has not been

returned at more than £171,066 per annum, by about three

thousand Heads of Families, shewing for each Head of Family

about £57. By the return made in 1814, about sixteen hundred

Persons, or Heads of Families, rated their Income at £153,700,

shewing per head £96 ;
consequently a decrease of £39 has

taken place in the amount of Income of each Head of Family,

between the year 1814 and the present period.

The Personal Taxes are . £2,543 7 3

The Water Taxes 1,864 16 0

The Hearth Money 1,328 1 3——— £5,736 4 6

Taxes on butchered Cattle . . £2,489 10 81

Taxes on bread 1,350 0 0

Taxes levied on the Market £3,390 0 0

Of which take one half for

Town consumption 1,695 0 0

Taxes on Livelihood. • • • • • £1 1,270 15 21

Compared with the aggregate amount of Income of £171,066,

gives upwards of 6 per Cent on Income.
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Classification of Incomes.

1st Class from 30,000 to 20,000 Rixdollars.

2nd ditto 20,000 99 15,000 99

3rd ditto 15,000 99 10,000 99

4th ditto 10,000 99 8,000 99

5th ditto 8,000 „ 7,000 99

6th ditto 7,000 99 6,000 99

7th ditto 6,000 99 5,000 ,,

8th ditto 5,000 99 4,000 99

9th ditto 4,000 99 3,000

10th ditto 3,000 99 2,000

11th ditto 2,000 99 1,500 99

12th ditto 1,500 1,200 99

13th ditto 1,200 99 900 99

14th ditto 900 99 600 „
15th ditto 600 99 300 99

16th ditto 300 99 100 99

I, the Undersigned, declare myself to belong to the Class.

Note. Return of the number of Individuals of the White

Population of Cape Town, belonging to the 16th, or lowest

Class, of Income :

—

One Thousand three hundred and eighty two (1382).

A true Extract from the Tax Roll for the period from April

1825 to April 1826.

(Signed) J. C. Lehman, Town Treasurer.

Town House, December 11 th, 1826.

[Annexure 3.]

Christopher Henry Olivier, a Farmer from Graaff-Reinet,

examined.

Where do you live ?

Reply. In the Village of Graaff-Reinet.

When did you leave it ?

Reply. The 17th of last month.

Are you a Proprietor of a Place in that District ?

Reply. I have a Request Place in the District.

What stock have you there ?

Reply. Two hundred horned Cattle, nine hundred Sheep,

and eighty Horses.
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Do you sell much Cattle ?

Reply. It is difficult at present,—there are more Cattle

than are wanted. I have brought Cattle with me to Cape
Town, for which I cannot find a Purchaser.

Is that a general complaint in Graaff-Reinet ?

Reply. I cannot say generally
;
but I know many persons

who find it hard to raise Money to pay their Opgaaf, not being

able to dispose of their Produce.

What description of Labourers do you employ ?

Reply. On my Farm Hottentots, in the Village Slaves.

Are your Hottentots on contract ?

Reply. Some of them, others prefer to be at will.

What do you pay to those who are not on contract ?

Reply. There are two grown up Hottentots, two Boys
who work, and a Family of ten people. I pay the two men
fifty Rixdollars each, and give clothing to them and the two
Boys, and food enough for all

;
besides, they make as much

butter as they choose, and have the fat of the Cattle slaughtered.

What does it cost you to keep your Slaves in Graaff-Reinet in

food and clothing ?

Reply. Though I am a Butcher myself, I think the expense

for food is from twelve to fifteen Rixdollars a month, and fifty

or sixty Rixdollars for clothes. If I bought the clothing in

Graaff-Reinet it would cost more.

Do you grow any Grain ?

Reply. Yes, on my Erf in Graaff-Reinet, for which I pay
Opgaaf.

Are there any Tolls or Inland Dues payable at Graaff-Reinet ?

Reply. None,—only the Opgaaf.

How long have you held your Request Place ?

Reply. It is upwards of six years that I applied for it, and
four years since I took possession. I have not yet built upon
it, but would do so if I had received my Diagram and Grant.

Does your Farm there yield a good annual return ?

Reply. My profit is prospective : the Sheep are only three

years old, and the Horses very young
;
but I hope to make

a profit by them.

Where did you get the Cattle which you brought down
with you for sale ?

Reply. By barter of Merchandize.
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When you go to barter for Cattle, do you visit many
Farms ?

Reply. Yes, I go about the District.

Are the Farmers generally in good circumstances ?

Reply. They have abundance of cattle, but can get no
price for them

;
the seasons have been dry, and they are

very lean. They are obliged to clothe themselves in skins,

and live together, several in one house
;
and most of them are

obliged to herd their Cattle themselves, with their Children.

What do they live upon ?

Reply. Meat and milk. Many of them have not tasted

bread for six years. They used to get Wheat from the Corn
Farmers, but these now rather prefer to sell their Grain to the

Troops on the Frontier for Money, than to barter it for Cattle.

They try to grow Com every year, but unless there is rain in

January and February, the Crop is burnt up, and the seasons

have been very bad.

Do these Farmers pay their Opgaaf ?

Reply. I know they do, as they offered me their Cattle

below value, that they might collect money to pay it with.

In other cases they bring their cattle to the village for the

same purpose.

Wh.at do you think a fair price for a Sheep ?

Reply. If a Farmer is to be fairly paid for his trouble, he

should receive three Rixdollars for a Sheep on the Farm, if it

is three or four years old.

Is there much English Silver in Graaff-Reinet ?

Reply. Xo : if there were we could help ourselves.

Is there any Copper ?

Reply. Xo.

Is there any Paper ?

Reply. More Paper, but it is scarce
;

if a man wants to

pay one thousand Rixdollars, he can hardly get five hundred.

Does the price of Slaves in Graaff-Reinet increase or decrease?

Reply. I purchased a Slave myself at my Father’s Sale for

three thousand five hundred Rixdollars, and another for two

thousand five hundred. They are both Mechanics : and I

should not now get one thousand five hundred Rixdollars a piece

for them.

Does that arise from the scarcity of Money ?
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Reply. Not only that, the Farmers are alarmed at the

new regulations.

Are there any people in Graaff-Reinet who let out Slaves

for hire ?

Reply. Yes, I myself.

What pay do you receive for a common Labourer ?

Reply. From ten to twelve Rixdollars a month
;
he is fed

by his Master, who is glad to get so much ;—now and then on
pressing occasions we get six Skillings a day.

What is the pay of a Mechanic ?

Reply. A Mason, who formerly earned sixty Rixdollars a
month, is now hired for thirty or forty. The Wages of all

Mechanics are very much fallen.

What is the cause of this ?

Reply. The scarcity of Money—every one works as much
as possible for himself.

A true copy.

(Signed) D. M. Perceval, Clerk of the Council.

N.B. This Witness and Messrs. Faure and Eksteen were

examined in Dutch, and their Evidence interpreted by the

Chief Justice and Mr. Stoll.

At a Council held in the Council Chamber on Tuesday the

12th day of December in the Year of our Lord one thousand

eight hundred and twenty-six,

Present : His Honor Major-General Bourke, C.B., Lieutenant

Governor,

The Hon. Sir John Truter, Knight, Chief Justice,

The Hon. Sir Richard Plasket, Colonial Secretary,

The Hon. Lieutenant-Colonel Daniell, Second in

Command,
The Hon. Lieutenant-Colonel Bell, C.B.,

The Hon. J. W. Stoll, Esqre., Receiver General,

The Minutes of the preceding Council were read and

confirmed.

Printed copies of the evidence which had been taken at the
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last three meetings of the Council, relative to the agricultural

and financial resources of the Colony, and to the value of

Slave Property, were laid on the Table.

The Honorable J. W. Stoll, Esqre., Landdrost of the Cape
District, was examined in his place as to the agricultural and
financial resources of that District.

Mr. Bigge, His Majesty’s Commissioner of Inquiry, attended

to examine the Evidence before the Council, and at his

suggestion

His Honor the Lieutenant Governor was requested to cause

a return from the Superintendant of Police of all the contracts

for free blacks and Hottentots registered in his office from the

1st of January 1826, setting forth the rate of wages at which
each person is engaged, and a similar return from the Landdrost
of the Cape District, to be laid before Council.

It was Ordered that G. H. Meyer, Esqre., a member of the

Burgher Senate, and William Proctor, Esqre., be summoned
to attend the Council to-morrow.

The Hon. the Lieutenant Governor was pleased to call the

attention of the Council to the fact that, by the Proclamation of

the 5th of July 1 822 it was enacted that from and after the first

day of January 1827 the English language shall be exclusively

employed in all the Courts of Justice throughout the Colony.

No arrangements have as yet been made to facilitate this

change, but His Honor could state that such were in contem-

plation. In the mean time representations had been addressed

to His Honor from the Court of Justice and from the Landdrosts

and Heemraden of Stellenbosch and Graaff Reinet showing

the great inconvenience which would result if the change were

to be carried into effect before the Courts were prepared for

its adoption. His Honor had therefore caused the Draft of an

Ordinance to be prepared “ for postponing the exclusive

adoption of the English language in all the Courts of Justice

in this Colony,” in which power was given to the Governor

for the time being to carry the measure into effect whenever

the proper time should arrive.

This Draft was accordingly read a first time.

And the Council adjourned.

(Signed) D. M. Perceval, Clerk of the Council.
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[Annexure.]

Minutes of Evidence taken before the Council on Tuesday,

December 12th, 1826.

The Hon. J. W. Stoll, Esq., a Member of the Council,

examined in his Place.

You are Landdrost of the Cape District ?

Reply. I am.

Are you usually present when the Farmers of your District

come to make their Opgaaf ?

Reply. Generally.

Do they generally appear to know beforehand what they

have to pay on account of the Ordinary Opgaaf ?

Reply. Of the Ordinary they do
;

for that is specified in

the Proclamation of the 1st of April, 1814.

Have you heard any of them complain of that mode of

Taxation being complicated or vexatious ?

Reply. Ho, I have not.

Have you ever heard, or have you reason to suppose, that

the Tax on Grain or other Produce impedes the Cultivation of

the Land ?

Reply. No : on the contrary, I know a great many who
would cultivate more than they do noAV, if they had only

hands.

Do you conceive that a Tax to the same amount levied upon

Stock alone, as Slaves, Horses, Cattle, Waggons, &c., would

be more equitable ?

Reply. No : I conceive the Tax upon Produce to be far

preferable. From what we experienced last year, when
there was scarcely any return, it would be very hard upon the

Farmers to be obliged to pay the Taxes upon their Stock.

Do you think that in this climate the harvests are peculiarly

uncertain ?

Reply. Yes.

Is the Extraordinary Opgaaf heavy in your District ?

Reply. Yes, very heavy.

In what particulars ?

Reply. The Transport Money, the Premium for destroying

xxix. 2 i
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Wild Animals, and the Commando Tax, are particularly com-
plained of.

Are the Farmers in your District commonly in good circum-

stances ?

Reply. In some Fieldcornetcies they are tolerably well off :

but they are generally poor in Zwartland, the Cape Downs,
Piquetberg, and Berg River.

Do they raise much surplus Produce in Corn or in Cattle ?

Reply. When there is a fair harvest a large surplus of

Grain is raised : but as to Cattle, very little.

Is that the case in the four Fieldcornetcies you have just

mentioned ?

Reply. It is the case all over the District.

How do they dispose of the Produce ?

Reply. The principal part is brought to the Cape Market,

and some to the Market of Stellenbosch
;
a small proportion is

also exported at the mouth of the Berg River and Hoetjes Bay.

Do you imagine that their profits would allow of any con-

siderable addition to their present Taxation ?

Reply. Certainly not : I know several very industrious

Farmers going backwards every year, and not able to pay
their Taxes or Interest.

Has the value of Slaves increased much in your District

in the last few years ?

Reply. It has decreased considerably for the last two or

three years.

Do those Farmers who frequent the Market of Cape Town
pay the Inland Duty upon the Produce they bring to Market ?

Reply. They do.

Do you suppose if that Inland Duty was wholly taken off,

that the Farmers would be able to bear that increased Taxation

to which I have just alluded ?

Reply. No.

Some of the Farmers in your District come from a great

distance to pay their Opgaaf ?

Reply. They do.

Do you not think that the Landdrost might receive the

Opgaaf at the time of his annual tour in the distant

Fieldcornetcies, without any great additional expense to the

District ?
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Reply. I do not see that there would he any difficulty in

doing so. But at the same time I must observe that I never

heard any complaint from any Farmer as to the inconvenience

of coming to Town.

Then you do not imagine that such a measure would be felt

as any particular relief ?

Reply. No, I do not.

You have stated labour to be extremely scarce
;
how do

you reconcile that with the decreasing price of Slaves ?

Reply. I stated that much more Land would be cultivated

if the people had hands. The diminution in the price of

Slaves I in great measure attribute to the almost total failure

of the Crops for the last five years, and to an almost entire

stagnation of our Wine Trade, by which the Corn Farmer and

the Wine Farmer have scarcely an income to cover their

ordinary expenses for Farming, and have no surplus left to

increase their Stock in any way.

In levying the Income Tax of the Cape District, is the hire

of Slaves included as a source of Income ?

Reply. I have reason to believe so
;
but the Income Tax

Is assessed from a general return of Income given in by the

Person paying, in which the particulars are not specified.

A true Copy.

(Signed) D. M. Perceval, Clerk of the Council,

At a Council held in the Council Chamber on Wednesday the

13th day of December in the Year of our Lord one thousand

eight hundred and twenty-six,

Present : His Honor Major-General Bourke, C.B., Lieutenant

Governor,

The Hon. Sir John Truter, Knight, Chief Justice,

The Hon. Sir Richard Plasket, Colonial Secretary,

The Hon. Lieutenant-Colonel Daniell, Second in

Command,
The Hon. Lieutenant-Colonel Bell, C.B.,

The Hon. J. W. Stoll, Esqre., Receiver General,

The. Minutes of the preceding Council were read and

confirmed.

2 i 2
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The Draft of an Ordinance, No. 27, for postponing the

exclusive adoption of the English Language in all the Courts

of Justice in this Colony was read a second time.

The Colonial Secretary moved as an amendment, that the

second clause be omitted, whereby Power was given to the

Governor “ by and with the advice of His Majesty's Council ” to

fix any future period for introducing the English Language
into all or any of the Courts of this Colony by Proclama-

tion, as it would be advisable in his opinion to issue another

Ordinance for that purpose whenever the proper time should

arrive.

This amendment was negatived.

The Colonial Secretary then moved
That the words “ by and with the advice of His Majesty’s

Council ” be omitted, as he thought it desirable that Pro-

clamations should emanate from the Executive Power exclu-

sively.

This amendment wa§ adopted, and it was Ordered

That the Ordinance No. 27 so amended, be printed and
published in the usual manner.

The Council resumed the consideration of the second question

relative to the proposed Tax on Slaves, namely “ Whether
there may be any objection to the rate at which it has been

proposed to fix such Tax ? ” and His Majesty’s Commissioner

of Inquiry was introduced.

With the view of illustrating the question as to the value of

Slave labour in the Colony, Mr. Bigge called the attention of

Council to the fact that the Apprenticed Prize Negroes were

sometimes underlet by their Masters at a considerable profit

to other persons, and he read Extracts from the evidence of

John Hare, a Baker in Cape Town, as taken before the Com-
mission of Inquiry on the 21st of May 1825, which furnished

an instance of this
;

and also several other Extracts from

various evidence showing the rate of wages obtained by
English settlers.

Mr. Bigge was requested to furnish the Council with a copy

of the extracts read from the evidence of Mr. Hare.

Mr. Bigge then referred the Council to copies of the Registers

kept in several Districts of this Colony and in Cape Town, of

the contracts for hire between the Hottentots and the Inhabi-
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tants, showing a great variety in the rates at which this species

of labour is procured.

Extracts from these Registers were ordered to be prepared.

With regard to the agricultural resources of the Colony,

Mr. Bigge stated that returns had been sent by order of the

Commission of Inquiry from the several districts of this

Colony, for the purpose of shewing the annual Profit and Loss

upon four farms in each
;

these returns Mr. Bigge procured

for the information of Council.

These papers were laid upon the Table, but on a subsequent

examination of them, it appeared that no great dependence

could be placed upon these statements, as the annual loss on

each farm was either given in general terms, or computed at a

very high sum varying from a third to a fifth part of the whole

estimated value of the farm.

It was however ordered that copies be prepared of the

Returns from the Districts of Somerset and Graaff Reinet.

It was reported that Mr. Gerhard Henry Meyer, a Member
of the Burgher Senate, and Mr. William Proctor, of Drooge

Valley in the District of Stellenbosch, were in attendance, who
were called in and examined, the former as to the mode of

Taxation and the value of Slave labour in Cape Town, the

latter as to the state of agriculture and the wages of labour in

the country.

It was ordered that this Evidence be also printed.

And the Council adjourned to Friday the 15th instant.

(Signed) D. M. Perceval, Clerk of the Council.

[Annexure 1.]

Minutes of Evidence taken before the Council on Wednesday,

December 13th, 1826.

Gerhard Henry Meyer, Esq., a Member of the Burgher

Senate, examined.

You are a member of the Burgher Senate ?

Reply. I am.

Can you state to Council the mode in which the Income Tax

is assessed in Cape Town ?
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Reply. From returns made by the Inhabitants, under the

pledge of an Oath, which, on the least doubt, is administered.

Can you state from your own knowledge how often the oath

is administered ?

Reply. Last year it was often administered
;

this year only

two or three times. I myself never administered the Oath, but

my colleagues have frequently thought it necessary to do so.

Was the Oath administered generally, or as to particular

points of the statement ?

Reply. Generally.

Have you ever gone into an examination of the particular

items from which Incomes are derived ?

Reply. No.

Have you ever heard any persons examined as to those

particular items, but not upon oath ?

Reply. The Burgher Senate is in the habit of explaining to

the people who return their Incomes the several Items which

should be calculated.

Is the profit arising from Slave-hire ever specified in these

items ?

Reply. It is comprised with the rest.

Have you known any instance in which a certain sum has

been returned on that head ?

Reply. No.

Is there any document in the possession of the Burgher

Senate which would shew this ?

Reply. No : because the returns are general.

Have you ever heard of an instance where the profits of

Slave-hire were returned as a source of Income ?

Reply. No.

Are there any persons in Cape Town who have no other

source of Income but the hire of their Slaves ?

Reply. I know of no people who live upon the hire of

Slaves alone : those who have a great number let out the

supernumeraries. It would not answer as a business, as the

profit, above the risk and maintenance of the Slaves, would be

small. They who have Slaves by succession, not liking to sell

them, let them out to find something for their maintenance.

I myself am in this situation.

What description of Slaves are these that you let out ?
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Reply. Common Labourers : my business having been

formerly more extensive, I have more Slaves than I can now
employ. Yet I do not like to sell them, as they have served

me faithfully.

What do you usually get as the hire of these Slaves ?

Reply. Eighteen Rixdollars a month.

Does the person who hires them find their food ?

Reply. No : I feed and clothe them.

Do you possess any Slaves that you allow to work for them-

selves on condition of paying you a fixed sum ?

Reply. No.

Is not this customary ?

Reply. It is contrary to the Law of the Colony for a Slave

to live independently.

Do you not know' that the custom exists ?

Reply. I know some instances
;
but they are rare

;
excep-

ting the Coolies, who, however, generally come home to their

Master’s house in the evening.

Do you know what the Coolies pay their Masters ?

Reply. I have two that pay me regularly eighteen rixdoll ars

a month.

Does such a Slave make a good profit ?

Reply. I think not much
;
but it is considered a favour to

allow a Slave to go out as a Coolie.

Can you state to Council the cost of maintaining a Slave ?

Reply. I cannot exactly
; but I may refer to the statement

of the cost of feeding and keeping the Apprentices of the Burgher

Senate.*

In what way do the Burgher Senate explain to the people

the particular items from which their Incomes are to be

returned ?

Reply. They make it as explicit as possible, so that no

source of income is to be omitted.

On -what occasions do they do this ?

Reply. As often as they can
;
when people come to com-

plain of paying too much they take the opportunity.

Have you any information by which you can ascertain

whether the Classification returned is correct ?

Reply. No.
* Vide Mr. P. M. Brink’s evidence.
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Do you find a ready employment at all times for your

common labourers ?

Reply. Not always
;
sometimes they are a month without

employment.
In the last five years has there been any alteration in the

price of labour ?

Reply. The price is nearly the same
;
but it is more difficult

to hire people out than formerly.

What is the greatest number of Slaves you ever knew let

out by one person ?

Reply. I think ten, occasionally.

Do you believe that the people understand generally the

necessity of including the profits on Slave-hire among their

other sources of Income ?

Reply. Yes.

A true Copy.

(Signed) D. M. Perceval, Clerk of the Council.

[Annexure 2.]

W. Proctor, Esq., of Drooge Valley, in the District of Stellen-

bosch, examined.

You occupy a large Farm in the District of Stellenbosch ?

Reply. I do.

It is chiefly a Corn Farm ?

Reply. It is.

What number of morgen have you under cultivation this

year ?

Reply. Under crop and fallow, about eleven hundred

morgen, and the same last year.

What number of Labourers have you in constant employ ?

Reply. Thirty-two.

Are many of these Slaves ?

Reply. About twelve Slaves
;

the rest are Prize Negroes

and Europeans.

When you want further assistance at harvest, what Labourers

do you employ ?

Reply. Any persons that I can find—chiefly the Slaves of

the neighbouring Wine Farmers.
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How many have you at present from the Wine Farmers ?

Reply. Twenty, and eight Men hired from Mr. Ingram.
From how many different Owners do you hire these Slaves ?

Reply. From four different Owners.

How many from each ?

Reply. I have eight from Mr. Watney, and four from each
of the other Owners.

How much do you pay them per diem ?

Reply. To some, one skipple
;

to others, half a skipple, of

Grain. The Farmers will not hire them out for Money.
Do you give any gratuity to the Slave ?

Reply. Ho : I pay the Corn to the Master, and feed the

Slave.

If the Wheat is at one hundred Rixdollars per Load, what
is the value of the skipple ?

Reply. Two Rixdollars and a half. It has always been
the custom in the Colony to pay in Corn. Last year we paid

only half a skipple. They do not ask more than one skipple

for Oats and Barley
;

but the Masters do not like to hire

them out for that work, as the present value of the Oats and
Barley would give but one Rixdollar and two Skillings a day.

Do you ever hire Slaves for any other purpose ?

Reply. I have one mason.

At what wages ?

Reply. He is an indifferent workman, and I pay him
twenty Rixdollars a month.

What Countrymen are the eight Labourers you have hired

from Mr. Ingram ?

Reply. All Irish.

How much do you pay them ?

Reply. Twenty Rixdollars per month and their keep.

Do you conceive that to be cheaper than what you pay
the Slaves ?

Reply. Yes : but I prefer the Slaves, as they do their work
much better

;
they are more constant and more obedient.

You would prefer to hire more Slaves if you could get them ?

Reply. Yes : I have advertised for them at twenty-five

Rixdollars a month, and their keep
;
but I cannot get them for

Money
;

I have sent away several who would have worked for

Corn.
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In the hiring of Labourers do the English give more than
the Dutch ?

Reply. To the European Labourers, the Dutch cannot

manage them.

Do the Dutch get the Hottentots cheaper than the English ?

Reply. At aboirt the same rate, I think.

What rate do you pay for the free Labourers ?

Reply. Twenty Rixdollars a month and their keep.

Can you state the average annual expense of the keep of

each Slave ?

Reply. About eight Rixdollars a month, allowing Rations

at the same rate as the Soldiers’, and Wine in harvest.

You do not hire any Slaves all the year round ?

Reply. I cannot get them.

What interest ought you to receive for Money laid out in

Slaves ?

Reply. Twelve per Cent at least, casualties included.

How many Slaves have you lost in the last six years ?

Reply. Seven Slaves, whom I value at twelve thousand

Rixdollars.

What was the cause of their death ?

Reply. One or two died of inflammatory complaints. They
are very subject to rupture, especially the Slaves from Mozam-
bique.

Did any of those seven die of old age ?

Reply. One.

Are you aware that the Slaves in this country are subject

to any particular fatal disorders ?

Reply. No.

At what do you estimate the expense of clothing the Slaves ?

Reply. About forty Rixdollars a year.

You make your Opgaaf at Stellenbosch ?

Reply. I do.

Do you generally know beforehand what you are to pay ?

Reply. I make my own calculations.

Do you pay the Ordinary and Extraordinary Opgaaf at the

same time ?

Reply. We pay the Ordinary in April : the Landdrost

allows us to pay the Extraordinary at different times, when

we happen to have Money.
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Are the charges for the Ordinary Opgaaf generally thought
high ?

Reply. I think them very high.

Is the Extraordinary Opgaaf considered very high ?

Reply. I have heard bitter complaints against the Com-
mando Tax and the Transport Money.
You are aware that in the Ordinary Opgaaf some of the

charges are upon Stock, as Waggons, Cattle, &c., and some
upon Produce, as Corn, Wine, &c.

;
which of these do you

consider the most equitable ?

Reply. I think the Tax upon Produce the most preferable.

What number of Male and Female Slaves have you ?

Reply. I have twelve Male and three Female Slaves.

Have they any Children ?

Reply. JSTo.

At what age can a Slave Child be employed in profitable

labour ?

Reply. At seven or eight years old they are worth their

food.

At what age do you think Slaves, upon an average, cease to>

return a profit ?

Reply. Their labour is profitable till sixty
;
and they are

always of some use.

How long have you occupied the Farm where you reside ?

Reply. Six years.

Upon an average of those six years, do you think it has

returned a fair profit for the Capital, Labour, and Skill employed

upon it ?

Reply. Certainly not.

Can you state Iioav much per Cent it has returned upon the

Capital laid out upon it ?

Reply. In the first two years I think I lost more than

fifteen hundred Pounds
;

the three subsequent years hardly

paid their expenses. The last year has paid well, for I had
good Crops in the general scarcity.

Is there any prospect of the Farming Business improving ?

Reply. It depends upon finding better markets and cheaper

labour. Unless the means of export are afforded, it is not

likely to improve. For myself, I should be glad to withdraw

my Capital from the Business.

You pay the Market Dues on bringing your Corn to Market ?
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Reply. Yes : four Rixdollars and six Skillings on Wheat,
Toll included.

In making your calculation at what you can afford to sell

your Grain at, you take that into account ?

Reply. Certainly.

And if that duty were taken off, you would sell your Corn
at a lower price ?

Reply. Yes, certainly. I conceive it is a Tax on the

Consumer.

Are the Owners obliged to send for the Corn paid to their

Slaves for their labour ?

Reply. Yes.

What do you calculate the expense of bringing a Load of

Grain to Market ?

Reply. When I hire Waggons, I pay twenty Rixdollars
;

and I think this cheaper than to keep a sufficient stock of

Waggons and Cattle.

Your other Farm is a Grazing Farm in the Cape District 1

Reply. At Alexander Fontein I have a Corn and Grazing

Farm, and a Grazing Farm in Swellendam.
Does the Grazing Farm afford a better return than the Corn

Farm ?

Reply. It is merely used to keep the Cattle that work the

Corn Farm.

What would you consider a remunerating price for Wheat
per Load 1

Reply. One hundred and thirty Rixdollars on a fair crop,

for a Farm twenty-six miles from Cape Town.

A true copyj

(Signed) D. M. Perceval, Clerk of the Council.

At a Council held in the Council Chamber cn Friday the

fifteenth day of December in the Year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and twenty-six,

Present : His Honor Major-General Bourke, C.B., Lieutenant

Governor,

The Hon. Sir John Truter, Chief Justice,

The Hon. Sir Richard Plasket, Colonial Secretary,

The Hon. Lieutenant-Colonel Bell, C.B.,

The Hon. J. W. Stoll, Esqre., Receiver General,
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The Minutes of the preceding Council were read and
confirmed.

The consideration of the second question relative to the
proposed tax on Slaves was resumed, and the Council being of

opinion that sufficient evidence was now before the Board, it

was resolved after some deliberation that the question be
deferred till to-morrow morning.

And the Council adjourned.

(Signed) D. M. Perceval, Clerk of the Council.

At a Council held in the Council Chamber on Saturday the
sixteenth day of December in the Year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and twenty-six,

Present : His Honor Major-General Bourke, C.B., Lieutenant

Governor,

The Hon. Sir John Truter, Chief Justice,

The Hon. Sir Richard Plasket, Colonial Secretary,

The Hon. Lieutenant-Colonel Daniell, Second in

Command,
The Hon. Lieutenant-Colonel Bell, C.B.,

The Hon. J. W. Stoll, Esqre., Receiver General,

The Minutes of the preceding Council were read and con-

firmed.

The consideration of the second question relative to the

proposed Tax on Slaves was resumed, namely “ Whether there

may be any objection to the rate at which it has been proposed

to fix such Tax, or in other words Whether it be expedient to

levy a tax of ten shillings sterling upon every Slave in the

Colony between the ages of ten and sixty years ?
”

The Council having maturely weighed the arguments of His

Majesty’s Commissioners of Inquiry in support of the tax, and

having attentively examined the documents which have been

laid before them by Mr. Bigge and by His Honor the Lieutenant

Governor, and likewise the evidence taken at this Board,

Are of opinion that, although the abstract principle be

admitted, that the taxation of Slaves is not more objectionable

than that of any other agricultural or manufacturing Stock, yet

the application of that principle in the shape of the proposed tax
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of ten shillings a head upon all Slaves between the ages of ten

and sixty in this Colony is highly inexpedient, for the following

reasons :

First, that it appears most clearly from the evidence before

the Council, that the present amount of direct taxation in all

the districts of this Colony is levied with great difficulty, and
since the late unproductive seasons has pressed very severely

upon the Inhabitants. Now, although it is proposed by His

Majesty’s Commissioners of Inquiry to repeal the whole of

these taxes, the Hearth tax in Cape Town only excepted, upon
the enactment of the proposed tax on Slaves and of the capi-

tation tax and those upon Free Servants, Waggons, and Carts,

with which it would be accompanied, yet the annexed Table

shows at once that the result would still be an increase of more

than 70 per cent upon the whole direct taxation of the Colony,

the percentage varying in the several districts from about 25 to

140 per cent according to the peculiar circumstances of each.

It is indeed contended by His Majesty’s Commissioners of

Inquiry that the proposed abolition of the Inland duty Tythe,

the Gauger’s fees, and the Market dues, together with the

Shamble and Granary tax will give actual relief to a still greater

amount, as may be seen by reference to the computation

annexed. But in the first place the Council cannot admit that

these Taxes are paid exclusively, if at all by the grower of

produce, and in the second place the relief, even supposing it

•certain to operate in this manner, would only extend to that

comparatively small portion of the Colony the produce of which

is brought by land to the Cape market. The Council are

therefore of opinion that the immediate result of the proposed

new Taxes would be to throw a very heavy addition upon the

actual burthens of the Agricultural Interests, which are already

as great as they can well support.

Secondly. With regard to the proposed Slave tax, exclu-

sively considered, the Council are of opinion that the evidence

before them abundantly shows that the profits which are here

derived from this species of property are by no means so great

or so certain as to render it prima facie a preferable object of

taxation, whilst on the other hand it is obvious that for many
years to come the possession of this property will be absolutely

indispensable for the cultivators of the soil, the most productive
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and the most industrious part of the community. Of this indis-

pensable requisite, the first cost is very heavy, the risk from
death and casualties considerable, and the maintenance expen-

sive when compared with the value of the returns which it is

generally found to yield (£11 10<s. being the lowest average

of the former and £22 10s. the highest of the latter). Even in

Cape Town it is apparent that the average income from capital

invested in slaves can hardly be computed at 18 per cent, the

least that can be reckoned a remunerating interest, while the

produce of agriculture in this climate is so precarious, and the

value of that description for which Slaves are chiefly required

(the Wine) is so depreciated that the average profits of Slave

labour must be estimated at a still lower rate in the Country

districts, although the cost of maintenance must be something-

less there. The circumstance of the great increase in the value

of this species of Property consequent upon the abolition of

the Slave Trade does not appear to Council to furnish any proof

of the justice of imposing the projected tax upon their present

owners, as one third of the whole number of Slaves appear by
the Transfer books to have changed masters in the nine years

which have elapsed since the establishment of the Registry.

Thirdly, with respect to the advantages which His Majesty’s

Commissioners of Inquiry expect to derive from the substi-

tution of a simple and compendious tax for the present com-

plicated assessment at the opgaaf, the Council have parti-

cularly directed their enquiries to the manner in which the

opgaaf is levied, and it appears that no difficulties whatever

arise from the mode of exacting a detailed return of the state

and produce of each farm, and that no complaints whatever

are made on this head, whilst an immense mass of most accurate

statistical information is by these means acquired and pre-

served without any expense, and the taxes are levied at a

cheaper rate than the lowest probable charge of collection. The
hardship too of obliging the farmers to bring their own taxes,

sometimes from a great distance, formidable as it may appear

at first sight, seems to be little felt and less complained of.

Lastly, as to the main principle on which the measure is

grounded by His Majesty’s Commissioners of Inquiry, namely

that of removing all direct taxation from produce, and conse-

quently ensuring it to the Inhabitants at the cheapest rate
;
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now, as a direct tax is to be substituted to the same amount
at least, upon the Stock which is employed to raise that produce,

the Council are rather of opinion that the ultimate effect to the

consumer will remain precisely the same, whilst the immediate

tax upon the capital of the producer, which in this country is

never abundant, cannot fail to cause a temporary inconvenience

to the latter. But this objection is peculiarly aggravated in

this Colony by the total uncertainty of the harvests, especially

of late years. It is manifest that any continued deficiency of

produce would in a few years utterly exhaust the whole capital

of the Farmer, if the Taxes were levied upon his Stock and
consequently were to remain stationary during such a period.

The Council therefore so far from assenting to the position laid

down by His Majesty’s Commissioners of Inquiry, are of

opinion that it would be desirable rather if possible to raise the

whole amount of taxation from produce than to press directly

upon the Stock or in other words the capital of so poor a

country.

The Council therefore request His Honor the Lieutenant

Governor to lay before His Majesty’s Secretary of State this,

their respectful opinion, upon the points to which His Lordship

has directed their attention. And as they are convinced that

the operation of the proposed Taxes will merely throw the

burthen upon that portion of His Majesty’s subjects in this

Colony which is the least capable of supporting it, and moreover

as the present moment, so immediately after the Promulgation

of the Ordinance for improving the condition of Slaves, to which

many persons attribute a diminution in the value of this pro-

perty, is eminently unfitted for the introduction of any new
measure affecting it, the Council beg leave with all deference

to recommend that the projected Tax on Slaves be altogether

abandoned.

The Council proceeded to take into consideration the latter

part of the despatch of His Majesty’s Secretary of State, in

which the Council are desired, in the event of their considering

the tax on Slaves objectionable, to propose some other of equal

amount, in order that the Revenue may meet the Expenditure.

As it appears from the Statements of His Majesty’s Commis-

sioners of Inquiry, that the proposed Tax on Slaves is in itself

merely substituted for other Taxes or duties proposed to be
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taken off, and as the Council have considered the nature and
operation of those taxes and duties, and conceive that they are

less objectionable in every respect than the proposed tax on

Slaves, they are of opinion that it will be most advisable to

sustain the revenue by continuing the ancient imposts as far

as may be found necessary.

The Council have not thought it their duty to enter into the

consideration of these taxes, or of the other taxes proposed by
His Majesty’s Commissioners of Inquiry in detail, as the whole

of their financial plans have not been submitted to the Council,

who are consequently ignorant of the amount of expenditure

for which Funds are to be provided.

It was Ordered, that a Copy of this Minute be sent to His

Majesty’s Commissioner of Inquiry.

And the Council adjourned.

(Signed) D. M. Perceval, Clerk of the Council.

At a Council held in the Council Chamber on Friday the

twenty-second day of December in the Year of our Lord one

thousand eight hundred and twenty-six,

Present : His Honor Major-General Bourke, C.B., Lieutenant

Governor,

The Hon. Sir John Truter, Chief Justice,

The Hon. Sir Richard Plasket, Colonial Secretary,

The Hon. Lieutenant-Colonel Daniell, Second in

Command,
The Hon. Lieutenant-Colonel Bell, C.B.,

The Hon. Joachim W. Stoll, Esqre., Receiver

General,

The Minutes of the preceding Council were read and

confirmed.

His Honor the Lieutenant Governor was pleased to lay before

Council the Draft of an Ordinance for the better regulation of

the Turnpikes on the roads leading from Cape Town to Simon’s

Town through the upper and lower gates of the Military Lines,

and for fixing the Tolls to be levied thereat.

This Draft was read a first time, and a few slight amendments

having been proposed and agreed to, it was Ordered

xxix. 2 K
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That the same be printed.

A Memorial addressed to His Honor the Lieutenant Governor

by Pieter Marais, of Drakenstein in the district of Stellenbosch,

under date the 14th instant, was laid by His Honor before

Council and read.

This Memorial represents that it would be very beneficial

to the quality of Cape Wines if the same were generally brought

to market in the Pipes in which they were exported
;
but that

the Wine Farmers are induced to continue the practice of

bringing their Wine to Cape Town in Leaguers, from whence
it is drawn off into Pipes, which are frequently imperfectly

seasoned by the Merchants, on account of the inland duty,

which under the terms of the Proclamation of the 14th Novem-
ber 1823 would be levied to the same amount on a Pipe of

Wine, which contains only six half-aums, as upon a Leaguer

containing eight. The Memorialist therefore prays that the

duty may for the future be levied in proportion upon Wine
brought to market in Pipes.

The Council having taken the same into consideration were

of opinion that the prayer of the Memorialist should be com-
plied with.

And His Honor the Lieutenant Governor was requested to

give directions that the Duty levied upon Wine brought to the

Market in Pipes be for the future fixed at three fourths of that

which is paid for a Leaguer.

And the Council adjourned.

(Signed) D. M. Perceval, Clerk of the Council.

[Annexure.]

To His Honor Major-General Richard Bourke, C.B., Lieutenant

Governor, &c., &c., &c.

The Memorial of Pieter Marais humbly sheweth

That Memorialist is the Proprietor of a Wine Farm situated

at Groot Drakenstein, and that he has hitherto brought his

Wine to Market in Leaguers.

That by this arrangement the person who buys Memorialist’s

Wine for Exportation (as it can only be exported in Pipes) is
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obliged to have pipes made and to have them seasoned for the
reception of such Wines as he wishes to export, which seasoning
must generally have been done indifferently from the bad
account frequently received of the Wine after its arrival in

England, and that it struck Memorialist that if instead of in

Leaguers he was to bring his Wines to Town in pipes, which
pipes he would take the precaution to have properly and
thoroughly seasoned, so as to insure the Wines to remain good
for a considerable time, it would not only tend to the accommo-
dation of the Exporter, but save the time which must be

unavoidably taken up from discharging the Wine out of the

Leaguers into the Pipes and to do which it is very frequently

reduced in quality, on account of the latter cask not being

seasoned.

That having consulted his friends and other Wine growers,

many were of the same opinion, and would prefer bringing

their Wines to town in Pipes instead of Leaguers.

That, however, one great obstacle exists, or rather one

hardship would fall upon Memorialist and upon those who
would follow his plan from the circumstance, according to the

proclamation of the 14th November 1823 of their being obliged

to pay at the market &c. for every pipe of Wine the sum
therein specified, being the same amount which he would have

to pay for a Leaguer containing eight half aums, whereas a

pipe contains not above six.

Now as Memorialist feels convinced that from the low price

of the Wine at the present moment, Government will be willing

to assist the Wine Growers in any undertaking, he most

respectfully takes the liberty to request that your Honor may
be graciously pleased to sanction Memorialist’s only paying in

future for every pipe which he may bring to market instead of

the sum fixed by said Proclamation (being as much as has

hitherto been paid for a Leaguer) in proportion to the quantity

of liquid it actually contains, by which means many of the

Wine growers will be encouraged to follow his plan and thereby

establish a likelihood of the Wines fetching at no distant

period a higher price than what they sell for at present.

And Memorialist as in duty bound will ever pray.

(Signed) P. Marais,
Cape Town, 14th December 1826,
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At a Council held in the Council Chamber on Wednesday
the twenty-seventh day of December in the Year of our Lord
one thousand eight hundred and twenty-six,

Present : His Honor Major-General Bourke, C.B., Lieutenant

Governor,

The Hon. Sir John Truter, Chief Justice,

The Hon. Sir Richard Plasket, Colonial Secretary,

The Hon. Lieutenant-Colonel Daniell, Second in

Command,
The Hon. Lieutenant-Colonel Bell, C.B.,

The Hon. Joachim Wm. Stoll, Esqre., Receiver

General,

The Minutes of the preceding Council were read and

confirmed.

His Honor the Lieutenant Governor laid before Council a

statement of the expenditure incurred in the repair of the

road leading from the Military Lines to Simon’s Town, between

the 1st of October 1825 and the 30th of September 1826.

By this it appears that the total expenditure amounted to

£2,781 Is. 10 \d., while the amount for which the Tolls were

let was only £1,918 2s. 6cl., leaving an excess of £862 19s. 4id.

The Ordinance for the better Regulation of the Turnpikes

on the Roads leading from Cape Town to Simon’s Town through

the Upper and Lower Gates of the Military Lines, and for

fixing the Tolls to be levied thereat, was read a second time,

and a few slight amendments were proposed and agreed to.

The Council proceeded to take into consideration the rates

at which the Tolls are to be fixed in future, as the great expense

incurred for the repairs of the road rendered a small increase

absolutely necessary. But in order to relieve the farmers

coming to the Cape Market, it was proposed that only two-

thircls of the amount fixed should be levied upon Waggons or

Carts laden with agricultural produce, if passing into Cape

Town by the Lower Gate of the Military Lines.

This proposal was agreed to.

And the Coxmcil adjourned.

(Signed) D, M. Perceval, Clerk of the Council.
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[Annexure.]

Landdrost’s Office, Cape Town, 8th December 1826 .

Sir,—I have the honor to transmit to you for His Honor
the Lieutenant-Governor’s approbation a Tariff of the Tolls

for Cape Town, Muizenburg, and Simon’s Town, according to

which it is intended to levy said Tolls at the above mentioned

places after the last day of this present year.

I also beg leave to add that the letting of the said Tolls

would be more productive to Government, were the number
of persons allowed to pass free more limited and strictly con-

fined to naval and military officers and Soldiers on horseback

when in uniform, as also to the undersheriffs and inferior

officers of the police. It would also be most desirable in any

future enactment wherein the Proclamation of the 17th

January 1812 might be renewed, to declare that Persons

collecting the Tolls are not obliged to give credit to any one,

and that persons passing the Tolls are to provide themselves

with small money to pay the same, the Toll keepers not being

obliged to give the change. I have &c.

(Signed) J. W. Stoll, Landdrost.

The Hon. Sir Richard Plasket,

Secretary to Government.

At a Council held in the Council Chamber on Friday the

twenty-ninth day of December in the year of our Lord one

thousand eight hundred and twenty-six,

Present : His Honor Major-General Bourke, C.B., Lieutenant

Governor,

The Hon. Sir John Truter, Chief Justice,

The Hon. Sir Richard Plasket, Colonial Secretary,

The Hon. Lieutenant-Colonel Bell, C.B.,

The Hon. Joachim William Stoll, Esqre., Receiver

General,

The Minutes of the preceding Council were read and

confirmed.

The Draft of an Ordinance for the better regulation of the
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Turnpikes on the Road leading from Cape Town to Simon’s

Town through the upper and lower Gates of the Military Lines

and for fixing the Tolls to be levied thereat was read a third

time and agreed to.

And it was Ordered

That the same be published in the usual manner, and
marked Local No. 3.

A despatch with its enclosures addressed to His Honor the

Lieutenant Governor by His Majesty’s Secretary of State,

under date the 10th of September last (No. 303) was laid before

Council by His Honor and read.

In this despatch Earl Bathurst directs that the attention of

Council should be called to a proposal made to the Colonial

Department by His Excellency Lord Charles Henry Somerset
in a letter addressed to R. W. Hay, Esqre., Under Secretary

of State, under date the 7th of August last, enclosed in the

despatch, in which His Excellency suggests that the Duties on

Imports at the Cape should be raised from 3^ per centum to

5 per centum, and that a drawback should be allowed upon
exportation of the whole of the duties or Imposts levied in this

Colony on articles produced therein.

It was resolved that the Council will take the same into

consideration at an early opportunity, and His Honor is

requested to cause a return to be made from the Custom
House of all articles the produce of this Colony exported in

the years 1824, 1825, and 1826, with the amount of wharfage

or other duties received therefrom, and likewise a return of

the amount of duties levied at 3J per cent upon all articles

imported during the same period.

A despatch addressed to His Honor the Lieutenant Governor

by His Majesty’s Secretary of State under date the 22nd of

August last (No. 296) was laid before Council by His Honor
and read.

In this despatch Earl Bathurst expresses some doubts as to

the expediency of giving effect to the resolution of Council of

the 1st of May last, wherein it was proposed to allow grain and

flour to be freely imported into this Colony on the payment of a

duty of three per centum ad valorem. And His Lordship

directs that the Council should reconsider the question in all its

bearings, and that in estimating the amount of duty, whether
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upon a graduated or fixed scale, under which importation
should be permitted, the Council should obtain all the infor-

mation necessary to enable His Majesty’s Government to

judge how far the interests of the Agriculturist as well as the

Consumer will best be protected.

With reference to the above, His Honor the Lieutenant

Governor laid before Council a copy of his despatch to His

Majesty’s Secretary of State, enclosing the resolutions of the

1st of May last, under the same date, which was accordingly

read.

A despatch addressed to His Honor the Lieutenant Governor

by His Majesty’s Secretary of State, under date the 20th of

August last, No. 294, and a letter addressed to Robert W. Hay,
Esqre., by His Excellency Lord Charles Henry Somerset,

under date the 27th of July last, enclosed therein, were laid

before Council by His Honor, and read.

In this despatch Earl Bathurst directs that the subject of

the above letter should be taken into consideration by the

Council, namely the expediency of supplying the deficiency of

Labourers in this Colony by inviting individuals from the

neighbouring native Tribes to enter into the service of the

Inhabitants, under similar indentures to those which have

lately been adopted in the case of the Mantatees.

The further consideration of these and of the foregoing

Despatches was deferred.

And the Council adjourned.

(Signed) D. M. Perceval, Clerk of the Council.

LON'BcJX : I’RINTEB BY WILLIAM CLOWES AXl) SOXS, LIMITKli,

BUKE STREET, STAMFORB STREET, S.E., AND GREAT WINBMILL STREET, Vt.
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